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PREFACE.
^^* > - ^ t N " , - - h '"v J -H '^ m, ^ ^ ^

T^HE available information concerning the drugs and

medicinal plants of India is scattered throngli a

number of books and periodicals in various languages?

as well as official documents, which have onlv had a

VQYj limited circulation.

The authors of the work now presented to the public

have endeavoured to collect and verify this information,

and supplement it where deficient by original investiga-

tion especially directed towards the elucidation of the
chemical composition and physiological action of the

1 r'

r &plants and dru

Plants of historical and mythological interest which
have long been used in Indian medicine from supersti-

tious reasons, though possessing Uttle or no medicinal
activity, have not been omitted, as the history of Indian
medicaments would be incomplete without them. In
compihng this portion of the work mifch interest-
ing information has been derived from De Gubematis'
iteresting work on Plant Mythology.

In 1883 one of us published a similar work treating
of the medicinal plants of Western India and the dru
-old in Bombay, the great drug market of the Ea.^u.

'-'wmg to the rapid increase in the study of organic
chemi.stry during the last few years, much would now
have to be a'^ded to that work to brinir it ud to date.

]
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Pi
elude

fJiider these circumstances it has been thought advis-

ble to give a greater scope to the work, so as to in

the Materia Medica of the whole of India.

Whilst making these changes several other improve-

ments have been introduced.

To render the work more interesting to the Medical

Profession the empirical estimation of the drugs ha^'

been compared with the information obtained by

modern pharmacological research, and in connection

with the principal vegetable poisons toxicologicalstati.^-

tics have been introduced.

It only remains for the authors to thank tlieir

numerous friends, quoted in the text, who have so

kindly rendered wiUiiig assistance.

y^
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PHARMACOGRAPHIA INDICA.

KANUNCULACE^.

CORRIGENDA.

Page 24, 18th line from top, for Aiteheson read Aitchison.

j» 79, 3rd „ „ bottom, /or 53° read. 52° SO.

5J S» 9th \, „ „ for 8 per cent, read 5 per cent.

>» 80, 2ud „ „ „ /or 3 maunds 26 seers 1 chittack read.

about 3 maunds 35 seers.

19

5>

f>

149, 11th „ „ „ far of 85° F. reai at 85° F

227, 13th „ „ „ for Hills veaA Hulls.

275, 7th „ „ top, for one-fourth read one-tenth.

VIZ., proper, rigidum, multifidum, and rotuudifolium. A.
palmatum, J)on., in the Eastern temperate Himalaya from
Garliwal to Manipur. The last species is considered by the
natives of Sikkim not to be poisonous. {Dr. G. King.)

Hindu writers mention no less than eigbte'cn kinds of Bish
or poison, of wkicb ton are said to. be nnfit for medicinal use
on account of tteir extremely poisonous properties, wLich they
exaggerate to such an extent as to say that their touch is fatal;
of the eight kinds which may be used, that known as Teliya*^

_ _.

Tehja applied to drugs means that they have been greased or oilod *o
preserve them from the action of the air, e.g., Telija-tankankhar, Bora.,
which has been greased to prevent efflorescence.

1



PHARMACOGRAPHIA INDICA

EANUNCULACE^.

ACONITUM FEROX, Wall.

Fig—Bentl. and Trim., t. h, Indian Aconite, Nepaul
Aconite XEng.), and one or more other species of poisonous
Aconite growing iii Northern India.

Hab—Temperate sub-alpine Himalaya, from Sikkim to

Garhwal. The tubers.

Vernacular,—Bish or Bikh, derived from the Sanskrit Visha,
Bachnag {Hind.), Bachnab {Bomh.), Vashanavi {Tarn.),

Vasanabhi {Tel. Can.), from Sanskrit Vatsanabha, Shingadio-
vachnag {Guz.).

History, Uses, &C-.—The greater part of the drug is

generally^supposed to be .derived from A, ferox, but we have
no very exact information upon this point.

Aconitum luridum, E. f. and T., is found in Sikkim. .i.

Lycocfonum, TAnn., from Kashmir to Kumaon, A. Napellus,
Linn., along the temperate alpine Himalaya in four varieties,
viz., proper, rigidum, multifidum, and rotundifolium. A.
palmatum, Don., in the Eastern temperate Himalaya from
Garhwal to Manipar. The last species is considered by the
natives of Sikkim not to be poisonous. {Dr. G. King.) '

Hindu writers mention no less th^n eighte'en kinds of Bish
or poison, of which ten are said to. be unfit for medicinal use
on account of their extremely poisonous properties, which they
exaggerate to such an extent as to say that their touch is fatal;
of^the eight kinds which rnay be used, that known as^Teliya*

Telija applied to drugs means that tbey have been greased or oiled to
preserve them from the action of the air, 'e.g.. Teliya-tatikaiikhar, Borax
which has been greased to prevent efflorescence.

1



2 RANUNCULACE2E.

Baclinag is said to be the" best; it is of. a yellowish brown
colour, and in sliape like a deer's horn. Bish as a name for
Aconite appears to have been known to tbe -Hindus from the
earliest ages, but the word appears to have been applied also to

any very poisonous root. The nine virulent poisons mentioned by
Sanskrit writers are certainly not all Aconites, as some of them
are described as growing in parts of India in which Aconites"
are not found; thus it would appear that the Sanskrit Visha,
and Its equivalent, Bish and Bikh,* in the modern Indian-
languages, may be understood to mean poison, and especially
Aconite as being the most virulent poison known. The non-
poisonous Aconites, which are known and used as medicines,
have distinct vernacular names, " The author of the Makhzan-
d-Adwiya and other Arabian and Persian" writers describe
Bish as an Indian root, and appear to have copied their
accounts of It from Hindu books ; there is some difference of
opinion as regards its properties, some considering it to be cold

*

in the fourth degree, and others hdt and dry ; the latter opi-
nion seems to prevail, as the drug is recommended in diseases
arising from cold humours and atrabilis, and also in leprosy
cough, asthma and ulceration of the throat.f Bish is much
used as an external application, the. root being formed into a
paste {lep) and spread upon the skin as a remedy for neuralg-ia
and other painful affections, such as boils, &c.; internally it is
prescribed m fever and rheumatism; but is generally mixed
with a number of other drugs, both mineral and vegetable;
moreover, xt undergoes a process of purification by being boiledm milk or cow^s urine, which must considerably diminish its

Itl"- is c "r ' P^^^^.7^-- ^--ough, asthma, and feveAconite IS combmed" with borax and aromatics, sulphurand croton seeds are added if there is constipat on Thefamous Indian pill for snake Vn'ff. cr^^i-

arsenic v^llnJ .^^aiie-bite contains aconite root, white

* In Northern India ^ is pronounced kh, in Southern locha sh.
t In Pans pubhc singers emulov with «„« .i

.10,0, of 10 to 20 drop, -r^SZtZ t""'""""''""'-'''
'"



RANUNCULAOEM. 3

hradeatay fruit of Uandia dumetorum in equal paints. These

drugs are rubbed down on a stone with the juice of the Betel

pepper-leaf, and made into pills^ the size of the seed of Ahriis

precatoriits (about 2 grs.). The. dose is one pill every five

minutes rubbed down with Betel-leaf juice until three pills

have been taken. European physicians in India have long

been in the habit of using Bish as a substitute for ordinary

Aconite root, audit has of late years been used in Europe as

a source of Aconitine. As far as our experience goes it is not

more dangerous than the mixed roots tnown in the European
markets as German Aconite; a supply of Aconite of known
botanical origin is still a desideratum in pharmacy. Modern
physiological research shows that Aconite applied externally

acts as a local irritant and narcotic, producing numbness and
tingling. Introduced into the circulation in large quantity it

causes sudden paralysis of the heart-muscle, which appears

to be due to the action of the poison 'upon the vagus roots

;

smaller, but poisonous doses, cause disturbance of the respi-

ration, muscular weakness, vascular depression, and death.

Therapeutic doses cause reduction of the force and frequency

of the circulation, muscular inertia, and slight tingling in the

extremities or lips. Similar effects are produced in man and
in animals. Numerous experiments have been made to

ascertain the manner in. which Aconite influences the heart,

but further investigation is still required to settle this point.

Aconite may be used to lower ai^terial action, and with it excess

of temperature in fevers of a sthenic type, to relieve over-

excitation of the sensitive nerves, as in neuralgia or rheumatism.

It must be borne in mind that its influence upon the motor
centres and nerves is much less than upon the sensitive centres

and nerves and upon the heart. Atropine and Digitalis have
been used with success in cases of poisoning by aconite j they

appear to restore the power of the heai^t by counteracting the

effects of the poison upon the vagus roots.

Description—The fresli root of A. fc-ox Las been
described by Balfour {Edinh. NcivPMl. Jmirn.,x]vii., 1849,) from

i

1



4 RANUNCULACE2E.

Chemic
• •

Fharmacograjphia, p. 9 ; Dragcndorf, Beitrage z. gerichtl

/
Groves, Thar. Jour, and Trans. 1873-74, p. 293 ; Eeport on
Aconite Alkaloids, by Dr. Alder Wright; Year-Booh of Fharm.,

I

i

\

a plant growing in tlie Edinburgh Botanical Gardens^ as Laving
2-3 fasciculated^ fusiform attenuated tubers, some nearly five

incbes long and 1^ inch in circumference, dark brown exter-

nally, white within, sending off sparse longish branching fibres.

Two kinds of the dried root (Bachnag) are met with in 'the

Indian markets. That in general use consists of black, plump
heavy conical tubers^. many of them four inches long,, having
a strong disagreeable suiell like Hyraceura, and a reddish

brown resinous fracture in dry weather; in the rainy season f

they become tough, horny and moist, and stain the fingers
^

brown when handled. This kind, even when carefuHy washed,
retains its strong smell, which renders it unfit for medicinal

use among Europeans. It appears to be the Ttliya Baclxmg
of the books. The other kind, called White Bachnag, exactly

corresponds with the description of, the Bish imported into

England as given in the Pharmacographia. It may have a

horny or starchy fracture ; in the former case it is more or less

shrivelled, from having been exposed to heat, and the starch

granules, if examined^ will Jbe found altered.
p

Microscopic structure.—1£ we examine a transverse section

of a tuber wliich has not been subjected to heat^ commencing-
from tbe circumference, we see an externaj brown epidermis
composed of compressed cells, among which are ^ome stone
cells ; nest we come to a homogeneous white or yellowish
starchy parenchyme, and at a certain distance from the circum-
ference five to six or seven brown vascular bundles, connected
together by a brown line composed of a zone of small stone
cells ; inside this we meet again with a starchy parenchyme

;

the centre of the tuber is often fissured. In young" roots the
vascular bundles are nearer the centre than in old ones.

For a full account of this, consult

f>
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actives3 traduit par Morel, p. ]3. The following extracts are

made from the last-named work

:

^^ The tabers known as Bish^ which have for some time been
met with in commerce^ contain an alkaloid, which, in its

chemical reactions, presents a close analogy, with aconitine.

I find that the alkaloid 'of.Bish, which has been called nepaline

and pseudo-aconitine, can be quantitatively determined by the

same process as aconitine, and that it gives the same reactions

as that alkaloid. I may mention as a distinguishing character

of this alkaloid, its. greater solubility in boiling water and its

being less 'soluble in ether and chloroform. I may, perhaps,

also mention that unlike the aconitine of Duquesnel, nepaline

prepai-ed by the same process is not precipitated by chloride

of platinum. Nepaline can be estimated by means of Mayer's
'

solution, one c-c corresponding to 0-0388 grammes of the alka-

loid ; I have obtained from farinaceous Bish extracted by water
1*81 andl'82 percent, and extracted by alcohol I'l 5 and 1*04

per cent, of nepaline. If . the action of the alcohol is prolonged ^

for several days, a better result is obtained!''

One litre of Mayer's solutions contains 13'546 grm. of per-
chloride of mercury and 49*8 of iodide of -potassium. Its

action is based upon the formation of a double iodide of the
alkaloid Very sparingly soluble in water, and composed of 1 eq.
of iodide of aconitine and t eq. of biniodide of mercury

!^

According to Wright and Luff, the fojmula for aconitia is

C^^H^^NO"'^, and for pseudo-acouitine.C^s H^^NO'^.
F. Mandelin [Arcliiv. derPliarm., February and March, 18 So,)

gives _the following as the conclusions he arrives at after a
thorough investigation of the subject of aconitine r-

1. Japaconitine is. identical with aconitine^ and both are
identical with a crystalline benzoylaconine.

2. Benzoylaconine is the only active principle of Aconitum
Napellus, the other alkaloids contained in the plant being
amx>rphous and pharmacologically unimportant.

3. The active principle of the roots of Aconitum fero^x is

however psendo-aconitine or veratroylaconine.
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4. Aconitine and pseudo-aconitine are pharmacologically

identical^ but in consequence of its molecules being larwr^ more
veratroylaconine is required to produce tlie same effects as

aconitine.

t »'

5. The difference in the toxicological effects of Aconitum
Napellas and Aconitum ferox depends entirely upon the rela-

tive amount of aconitine contained in the two plants respec-
tively^ and not, as hitherto supposed, upon any difference in

the virulence of the active principle of either of them.

6. Aconitine and pseudo-aconitine are the strongest known
poisons."

7. The maximum dose to be given at one time would be
0*1 m. g- or 0-5 m. g. per. diem. Subcutaneously the dose
should be less. -

,
.

-I

8. Aconiue (C^^ H^' NO^^ ) and pseudo-aconine, which are
probably either identical or homologous, are likewise poison-
ous, but far less so than their mother alkaloids.

9. Benzoylaconine and veratroylaconine show an interest-

ing chemical and pharmacological analogy to tlie alkaloids of

the atropine group,

10. The aconitine of commerce i^ either benzoylaconine or
veratroylaconine in a greater or less degree of pui-ity; the
German and French preparations being benzoylaconine the
English (especially Morson's) veratroylaconine.

J

11. The cause of the difference in the physiological effects-
of tlie various aconitiues of commerce depends, chiefly upon
the relative ataonnt of alkaloidal products of decomposition
(acoulue or pseudo-aconine) which they contain, and which
do not occur only as such, but also in the form of intermediate
products of decomposition of aconitine (amorphous alkaloitls).

12. Pure aconitine should yield a colourless solution with
concentrated sulphuric acid, should not turn red on the addi-
tion of one or two drops of a concentrated solution of sugar

t^
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the yellow precipitator formed by adding phosphomolybdic

acid to solutions of aconitine^ should dissol\re in a few drops'

of ammonia without any blue coloration.- -

13. Pure aconitine yields • no colour reactions^ and those

formerly suggested were due to impurities.

14. Hiibschmann's napelliue is no distinct alkaloid, but a

variable mixture of aconitine and aconine.

1^5. Acolyctine and lycoctonine are not identical with aconine
(pseuJo-aconine). [See chemical comp, of A. Lycoctoiiitm)

16. Aconitine and psendo-aconitine do not split up in the
animal organism^ absorption and ejection taking place very
quickly. '

.

'

17, Owing to its virulence, its ready decomposition, and
the abseuce of delicate characteristic tests, the post-mortem
detection of aconitine as such is very difficulty thesymptoms
and the condition of the iuternal organs are chiefly to be relied
upon.

Toozicology.—QhQYQv^, on the. authority of Wallich, men-
tions that the Buruiese, during their retreat before the
British, threw bruised aconite root into a water tank in the
hope of poisoning the troops pursuing them. The Aka hill

tribes on the frontier of Assam make use of a paste made, of
Aconite root to poison their arrows. Some of these ari'ows and
tlie root from which the poison was reported to be obtaiued
woi-o forwarded to tlie Chemical Analyser, Bengal, in 1884 for
examination. Some of the arrow heads were made of iron, others
of bamboo

;
they were covered with a dark brown adhesive mass

which gave the flat heads an oval contour^ and this material was
applied for a distance of nearly two inches down the shaft below
the barb. The adhesive material proved to be aconite, and the
root stated to be the source of the poison was also aconite, but
the species could not to be determined. The coarsely powdered
root rubbed up with water formed an adhesive' mucilaginous
mass in every way like the material found on the arrow heads.
It would thus appear that the root contains sufficient intrinsic
gummy material to make a paste on being rubbed up with
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water, {liep. Chem. Exam., Bengal, for 1884. ) About tlie same
time that the arrow-heads were being examined, the Chemical
Analyser received from Dr. G. Watt a small cane basket, labelled

Mya-misJimi-halhih, which had been purchased from the
Mishmis. The basket contained 180 grms. of what proved to

be small aconite roots, which varied in weight from 4-2 grms.
to -5 grms. The species could not be identified. On analysis,
the following results were obtained:

Moisture at 100° 0. 18-26 percent.
Alcoholicextract of anhydrous roots... 47-94
Fatty matter of do. ... 0'955
CMoroform. extract of do. . ... 0'385
Crude aconitine ,.,. • 0'887
Aconitine by Meyer's reagent 0777

The pounded root when mixed with water formed a sticky

mass well adapted for smearing over arrow heads^ for which
purpose it' is stated to be employed.' {Eep. Chem. Exam, for
Bengal, 1885.)- •

^

-r

Cases of accidental poisoning by aconite are occasionally met
with arising from the use of the drug by ignorant native doctors
as a remedy for fever, &c. Homicidal and suicidal cases are
occasionally reported, but are not so frequent as one mio-ht
expect, considering how readily the drug can be obtained
and how well known are its poisonous properties, Chevers,
for example, -states that daring the ten^years ending 18^9
only thirty-six cases of aconite poisoning came under the
notice of the Bengal Chemical Examiner; and Burton Brown
records only nineteen cdses in the Punjab in 'the years
1861—73. The Bengal Chemical Examiner states that the
average of five years previous to 1881—82 was 2-4 per cent, in
the viscera examined in Bengal. In the same province the
number of cases of aconite poisoning were in 1881—82 3-1 per
cent. in225 vifecera examined. In 1882—83,2-0 in 2l"o; in the
remaining nine months of 1883 nil in 127; in 3884 'l-S in
2l7;inl885,l-7in234;inl886, 0-37in 266 ; and in 1887
0-42 in 233.

, xoo.,
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As regards the percentage of aconite detections in articles

suspected to be poisons^ the following are the Chemical

Analyser's figures for Bengal:
e

P K

Average of six years ending Marcli olst lb83 .-.2"82

Nine months of 1883 2-20

1884.

1885.

188G.

1887.

2-10

4-50

3-10

1-10

As. a cattle poison aconite is rarely used in Bengal. In

Madras aconite was only found in cases in Class A, viz.,

human cases in which it was suspected that poison had been

administered, and in which one or more of the following, viz.^

viscera, vomited matters and stools were forwarded for

e'xamination :

Year. No. of cases examined. Aconite detected,

1882 153 4

1883 123 • 2 •

1884 85

1885 81

1

1

1886 84

1887 76 4

No aconite detections are recorded in Class B^ 'viz.^ food

and other articles suspected to be poisons.

In Bombay two detections of aconite were made in 1879-80,

one in human viscera^ and the other in food^ the total number
of examinations made in the same vear being 105. In 1884.

two detections were made in a total of 83 examinations, one

in human viscera and the other in liquor. Dr. Lyon remarks

that aconite (like datura) appears to be occasionally used

by native liquor dealers for the purpose of conferring

additional intoxicating power on alcoholic liquor, sometimes

with fatal results The Bombay Analyser's reports for ten

years ending 1884 show only six cases of aconite poisoninf^,

three of which were accidental.
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In the Punjab Dr. Center reports tliat aconite is not often

used as a poison.- The returns show the following percentages :

1870, 1-8 detections in 162 examinations; 1880^ O'o in 194;

1881, nil in 186; 1882, 1-9 in 201 ; 1883, nil in 194; 1884,

m7in200; 1885, nz7 in 234; 1886, 0-35 in 272; 1887, nil

in 228.

In the North-West Provinces and Oudh four detections

of. aconite were made in a total of 156 examinations in 1879,

and in 1882 three in a total of 156, In the other years, from

- 1879 to 1887, no detections were made. These figures cannot

be compared with those from other Provinces, as no distinction

is made between human viscera examined and substances

suspected to be poisonous. The aconite root usually soldin the

plains of India is ill-suited for homicidal purposes on account

of its strong hyraceum-like odour and dark colour. It i^

probable that in Eastern Bengal aconite root in its natural

condition is more easily obtainable than in other parts of the

country. The strong smelling aconite appears to be used

chiefly for poisoning tigers and other beasts of prey. Aconite

has been detected in cattle poisoning, but its .use is extremely

rare.

Commerce,—Aconite root (Bachnag) isimported into Calcutta

and other Indian markets chiefly from Nipal; the black strono-

smelling kind is almost exclusively used in this country. Its

average price is 9~10 annas a pound. Other Yernacular
names for it are Mithabish, Sringibish, and Daf^^ra.

White Bachnag can be obtained for the same price from
Calcutta. It appears to have been brought into commerce for

export to Europe,

In the Southern Concan Lagenandra toxicaria is known as
Vatsanabh.

<

Some parcels of Aconite root met with in the Indian markets
are composed of much smaller tubers than those usually seen.

and are evidently obt than A.
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feroXy probably from. ^4. Napelhis^ ; tliey liave tbe usual strong

hyi^aceum odom\ In Madras it is sometimes mixed ^Yiill tlie

roots of Gloriosa sajperha.

ACONITUM LYCOCTONUM, Linn.'
r

r

Fig-

—

Jacq. Aust. 4. t, 380. Boyle III. 56. A. Icevc.

Hab.—West temperate Himalaya; Kumaon to Kashmir^

Europe^ N. Asia. The tubers.

Vernacular.—Klianik-et-zeib {Aral.)^ Bikli {Hind,)

History, Uses, &C.—An Aconite called rbXvKOKTovop

is mentioned by Galen. Xvkoktouos^ or the wolf-slayer^ was a

name given to Apollo^ the God who averts evil. Aconite was
used by the ancients to destroy wild beasts. Amongst the

latter Greeks, Apollo was the - Sun-God; for these reasons,

possibly, the yellow aconite has been named Lycoctonon.

In 1865^ Hiibschmann announced that he had discovered in

the root and rbiiiome of Aconitum Lycodonum two new
alkaloids, which he named lycoctonine and acoljctine; they
differed from one another notably in their solubility in ether

and water, lycoctonine being soluble in ether but only sparingly

in water, whilst acolyctine was insoluble in ether, but
dissolved by water. Hiibschmann, however, subsequently
stated that acolyctine was probably identical Avith the

napelline he had obtained from A. Napelhis. Lycoctonine
has been examined chemically by Fliickiger and by Dragen-
dorff^ whilst physiological experiments by Klebs showed that

it was much less powerful in its action than aconitine.

Schroff, jun.^ found that different samples of napelline

(acolyctine)' of commerce varied both in their chemical

* The Aconite of the Greeks and Rotnaus, the ukovitov irepov of Dios-
coridea is generally considered to be J. Napellus ; Khanik-el-zeih and
Kliaaik-el-nerair (wolf strangle, and panther strangle) are Arabic names for

poisonous Aconites. Ibn Sina says in the Kanun that they kill ^vild pigs,

dogs, tigers and panthers, and are not used medicinally. [Conf. Dioscorides

w. 76;Plin, 27, 2; Theophr. H. P, IX, 16, 17.
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reactions and in tlie degree of physiological" effect they were

capable of producing; lycoctonine was less active. He also

pointed out the fact that the presence of these two alkaloids

was an insufRcient explanation of the powerful toxic action

which the root of A. Lycodonvm possessed^ and thus tbrew a

doubt on their being the only active principles contained in it.

In all these physiological experiments^ as well as others by

Schroff, sen., Buchheini; Eisenmenger, andOtt/the identity

of napelline with acolyctine has been assumed-: no trial was

made with acolyctine prepared from A. Lycoctonum. To throw

more light upon these matters [see also Chemistry of A. jerox)^

Messrs. Dragendoi'ff and Spohn( ZViarm. Zeilsch. fur Buffsland

xxxiii.5 313—384); investigated the roots of A. Lycoctonum

collected in Switzerland in July 18S3.

Isolation of the alkaloids,—The method adopted by the

authors was Duquesners modified as follows

:

Two kilos of the powdered root were mixed with tartaric

acid (successive portions of 1-0 and 5 grains) and exhausted

with strong spirit ; for thisj three macerations sufficed. The

tincture was concentrated, mixed with water, filteredj and

repeatedly agitated with ether whilst still, acid. The ether

removed traces of an acid I'osembling protocatechuicj but

benzoic acid could not be detected. None of the acid decern-
4 *

position-products of the alkaloids presently to be described

could be found, a proof that a suitable method of extraction

had been adopted. •

The liquid, after exhaustion by ether, ^vas made alkaline

with bicarbonate of soda, and again agitated with ether,

which now removed a quantity of alkaloid. After exhaustion

with ether, chloroform extracted a further portion of alkaloid

from the alkaline liquid, in which, after this treatment, only

traces of alkaloid could be detected.

The ethereal solutions were evaporated to dryness and the

alkaloid, in which Hiibschmann's lycoctonine was anticipated,

was purified by powdering, digesting with ether, evaporating

the ethereal solution, and repeating the treatment until the
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alkaloid dissolved easily and completely in tlie etlier. It was

finally obtained in tlie form of a pale yellow resinous mass^

yielding a wliite powder and dissolving completely in dilute

acids. No attempt to crystallize it was successful,
r

The alkaloid dissolved by cliloroform was purified by similar

treatment with ether, which solvent removed a notable quantity

of the first alkaloid. After purification by solution and treat-

ment with animal charcoal, the second alkaloid was obtained

in the form of a white or pale reddish powder. Fifteen kilos

of the dry root yielded 170 grams. (1*13 per cent.) of alkaloid

soluble in ether, and 120 grams. (0'8 per cent.) of alkaloid

soluble in chloroform.
*

AIJuxIOld soluble in etlier.—In this lycoctonine was antici-

patedj bat it was found on examination to difier materially-

from that alkaloid, especially in being non-crystallizable. As
it could not 15e' identified with any known alkaloid^ the name
of lycaconitine was proposed for it.

Ultimate analysis showed the probable formula to be C^^

H^W^0^+ 2H-0; the two molecules of water being given off

at a temperature of 110° 0., at which/ however^ the alkaloid

itself undergoes change. The accuracy of the formula was
confirmed by the examination of the salts as well as of the

platinum and gold compounds. The latter, and, indeed, the

double salts generally, are unstable, suffering partial decom-

position when washed with water.

None of the salts could be crystallized, but as they are easily

diff'usible, they are probably crystallizable.

A ten per cent, solution of lycaconitine in absolute alcohol

is dextro-rotatory (a)p =:+31'5°.
.
After ' drying in vacuo,

lycaconitine begins to melt at ]]1'7°, and is completely fused
M

at ] 14'8^ (corr.) ; the alkaloid undergoes, as previously

observed, partial decomposition.

The reactions of lycaconitine show but little that is cha-

racteristic. With sulphuric acid it gives a reddish-brown

solution; sulphoselenic acid is coloured rose or pale reddish-
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violet ; this reaction is Dofc exhibited by acouitine^ nepaliae,

or commercial lycoctonine. Syrupy phosphoric acid yields^-

with lycaconitinOj a violet solution when warmed. Lycacoui-

tine is incompletely precipitated by caustic potash, ammonia,

and alkaline carbonates; strong alkalies partially decompose it.

The foregoing details suffice to show that lycaconitine is not

identical with Hubschmann's lycoctonine or acolyctine, nor

with aconitine or nepaline, or indeed with any known alkaloid.

Alkaloid s]jaringly soluble in ether,—This alkaloid, extracted

with chloroform, after the separation of the lycaconitine

by ether, differs so strikingly from Hiibschmann^s acolyc-

tine that the possibility of identity appears to be excluded.

It was named rayoctonine, in reference to a species of aconite,

myoctonon, mentioned by Pliny* It is amorphous, and the

salts it forms could not be cryStalJized. Analysis showed the

formula of the alkaloid after drying over sulphuric acid to be
Q'^7 jj^^ N'-'' 0^, and the correctness of this formula was con-

firmed by an examination of the salts. Bisulphide of carbon^

absolute alcohol, benzol, and chloroform dissolve the alkaloid

in almost any proportion. The taste is bitter, not pungent.

It is dextro-rotatory, melts at 143° to 144°, and gives a preci-

pitate with alkaloid group-reagents, but yields no character-

istic colour reactions.

Warmed with 4 per cent, solution of caustic soda, myocto-
nine decomposes, like ' lycaconitine, into lycoctonine, lycoc-

tonic acid, an alkaloid resembling acolyctine, and a fourtli

body the nature of which could not be ascertained. From
this it is evident that the long-continued heating with car-

bonate of soda, to which Hlibschmann subjected the alkaloids

originally present in the root, converted them into lycoctonine
and lycoctonic acid; one or other o£ these then probably yields

acolyctine by further decomposition. Physiological experi-

.

ments with lycaconitine and myoctonine conducted by M.
Salmonowitz showed the latter to be a powerful -poison
resembling curare in its action, and acting most energetically
when introduced directly into the circulation. The sub-
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cutaneous injection of 0-075 gram, of nitrate into a cat produced
distinct toxic symptoms, and the injection of O'l gram, was
always . followed by death in twenty to thirty minutes.

Mice were killed by one milligram in three minutes, Lycoc-
toniue and lycaccnine, the decomposition-products of lycaconi-

tine and myoctonine respectively, were found to resemble the

original alkaloids in their physiological action^ but to be less

powerful. {^ear-'Booli of Pharm,^ 1885.)

ACONITUM HETEROPHYLLUM, Wall:
4

M

^ T

Pig-

—

BentL and Trim,^ t. 7.

HaD.—West temperate Himalaya from Kumaon to

Hansora. The tubers.
_ w

Vernacular.—Atis {Hind.), Ativish (2£ar.), Ati-vadajam
( ITam.), Ati-vasa {Tel.), Atavaklia-ni-Kali {Guz.).

History, Uses, &C—The earliest notices of Ativislia*

are to be found in Hindu works on Materia Medica, S^ranga-
dliara and Chakradatta, wliere it is recommended as a remedy
in fevers, diarrhoea, dyspepsia and Cough, also as an alexiphar-

mic; those in Arabic and Persian works are short, and
apparently copied from them ; they direct it to be prescribed
in combination with aromatics, astringents and sometimes
with other bitters, such as Bonduc-nuts, Tinospora, Holarrhena,
&c. It is an ingredient in Bal-goli, a pill given to infants to
keep them quiet, which contains thirty-one drugs, of which
three are narcotics, viz., Bhang, Opium and Datura, and the
remainder bitters and aromatics. This pill is sold by all the
native druggists, and, it need hardly be said, is most fatal to

children. The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya calls Atis an
Indian root, resembling a small specimen of Arisiolochia longa,
and says that some authorities describe three kinds, viz., Atis,
Part-bikhta, and Shamkand ; but others only two kinds
white and black. He says it is aphrodisiacal and tonic, checks

Ati-visha, counteracting poison.
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diarrhoea, and removes corrupt bile and cold humonra and the

diseases arisino: from them.

The early English physicians in India appear to have been

chiefly impressed with its antiperiodic and tonic action m
.

fevers^ and the drug has until quite a recent date been much

administered as an antiperiodic in doses q£ about.30 grains

every four or six hours- The discovery that the active prin-

ciploj Atisinej is only present in very small quantities in Atis,

seems to have brought the drug into discredit^ and the

European demand for it has much fallen off. The evidence

collected by Dr. Gr. Watt for his Dictionary of the. Economic

Products of India indicates that Atfs is now considered an

indifferoufc antiperiodic by medical men. Dr. M. Sheriff con-

siders that the ordinary doses are only useful as a tonic^ and

that two drams or more shouldbe .given as an antiperiodic.

Probably the native estimate of the drug, as given above from

the Makhzan^ is not far from the truth, viz.^ that it is tonic

and digestive and often useful in dyspepsia with diarrhoea.

m

Description.—The drug,, as sent into commerce^ may be

divided into two portions, grey and white ; the grey shrivelled

tubers, which ai'e larger and longer thq^n the white, ax*c the

mother roots, and are often separated and sold at a lower

price. The young daughter-tubers should bo quite plump,

externally of a pale ash colour, slightly scarred from the abra-

sion of rootlets, from | to 2 inches long, obconical, or almost

ovoid, with a thin tap«like extremity, which is sometimes

double, or has a tendency to divide j at the summit there is a

scaly leaf-bud. Atis should break with a short starchy frac-
'

ture, presenting a white surface, near the circumference of

which several vascular bundles are observable with the naked
eye; it should taste purely bitter, aud have no particular odour.

Microscopic structure,—The tubers consist of a delicate

cellular parencliyme filled with starcb, in whicb are to be
observed about four vascular bnndleSj wbicb, in the young
tuber, are near the centre, but subsequently are removed
towards the circumft>rence. The epidermis consists of light
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brown tabular cells; the brown zone seen in Aconite is not

present.

Chemical composition.—The authors of the Pharmacographia,

upon the authority of Broughton^ state that the root contains

a well-defined alkaloid of intensely bitter taste^ Formula C*'^^

f£74. ]sf2 Q5 obtained from concurrent analyses of a platinum

salt. Wright (1878) percolated the powdered dry root with

alcohol containing a little tartaric acid^ and evaporating the

percolate he obtained ultimately Broughton's alkaloid atisine.

This was uncrystallizablcj but with hydrochloric aci'd and gold

chloride, he obtained a crystalline hydrodichloride, C^® 11^*

NO^ HCl, AuCl% from which he suggests that C H^^ NO.^

may prove nearer the correct formula for atisine than that given

by Broughton. Atis has recently (1879) been examined

chemically by Wasowicz. The general results of his investi-

gation are : that he found the root to contain—(1) a fat of

soft consistence, probably a mixture of oleic, palmitic, and

stearic glycerides; (2) aconitic acid; (3) an acid related to

ordinary tannic acid; (4) cane-sugar; (5) vegetable mucilage;

(6) pectous substances; (7) atisine, the alkaloid already

observed by Broughton^ and probably another uncrystallizable

alkaloid; (8) starch. The root contained 2-331 per cent, of ash

that dissolved partly in water and partially in dilute hydro-

chloric acid. Experiments made in administering the alkaloid

to rabbits show that it is not poisonous. The quantity in the

root is exceedingly small (j§^ of 1 per cent.)- The purified

alkaloid is white and uncrystallizable; of its salts, only

the hydrochlorate, hydrobroniate and hydriodate are ci-ystal-

lizable. [Archiv, der Pharmacies Vol. XI., p. 19.) Atisine when
dissolved in sulphuric acid gives a purple colour, a reaction which

has been observed by B, Z. Gross with coptine obtained from

CopHs Iri/oliata; and with hydrastine, one of the alkaloids

of Hydrastis canadensis^ plants belonging to the same natural

order.

Commerce.—Atfs comes into the plains through the principal

towns of Northern India; it would appear that in some parts

3
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of Soutliern Itidia other roots a.re sold as Atis. {Pharmaco-

grajphia, p. 15.*) The average price is Rupee f to 1 per lb.

ACONITUM PALMATUM, Don.

Hab.—Temperate Himalaya from Sikkim to Garhwal,

Mishmi. The tubers.

Vernacular.—Bikhma, Bishma {Hmd,), Wakhma orYakhroa

w

History, Uses, &C.—It is impossible to trace the

history of this drug in Indian and Persian works on Materia

Medica, though doubtless *it is one of their non-poisonous

kinds of Bish, The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya notices

it as a non-poisonous kind of Bish, and says it may be pre-

scribed in the same manner as Atis. In English works upon

Indian drugs, it appears to have almost escaped attention.

Dr. Buchanan, in his account of the Kingdom of Nepal^

enumerates four kinds of Bikh, of which Bikhma is one ; he

describes it as a powerful bitter : it is a rare drug in most
parts of the country. Bikhma is intensely bitter, like quinine,

and is administered by Native doctors in combination with

bhick pepper, or mace, in doses of about eight grains, as a

remedy for pains in the bowels, diarrhoea, andvomitino-- also

to destroy intestinal worms and to remove costiveness.

Externally it is applied in rheumatism. From its sensible

properties we may conclude that it would be likely to

prove a valuable tonic and digestive; but unless it is much
more powerful than Atis, its high price and rarity will prevent
its general use.

r

Description.—Tuberous roots of a light brown colour,

2 to 4 inches long, much resembling some samples of horny and
farinaceous Bish in structure, hut differing from them in heing

* The rhizome of Cryptocoryne spiralis, which has lately attracted atten-

tion by being offered for sale in London as a kind of Ipecacuanha, is the root

referred to; it is known in ^Madras as Nattu-ati-vadayam or country-atia-

(Laivson.)

'\.
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hrancJie^. The tubers break with a short fracture^ and the

inner substance is either white and farinaceous^ or horny and

yellowish ; both kinds of tuber have a pure persistent bitter taste

and no acridity ; the horny tubers when moistened develop a

pungent smell like nasturtium.

Microscopic structure.—The tuber is composed of a starchy

parenchyme, with from 6— 12 bundles of scalariform" vessels;

in youn^ roots these are crowded together towards the centre,

but in more mature ones they are nearer the circumference;

there i-s no brown zone connecting the vascular bundles.

Chemical composition.—Biklima has been examined in Prof,

ger's laboratoiy by Mr. Yiinichiro Shimoyama^ who
reports as follows:—^^ Ten parts of the powdered tubers with one
part of slaked lime and about 100 parts of water were dried-

The dried powder was repeatedly extracted by a sufficient

quantity of strong alcohol^ and the latter removed by distil-

lation, to the residue a little acetic acid and water was added to

get rid of resinous matters. The filtrate was further purified

by means of ether, and the alkaloid precipitated from the

acetic solution by adding caustic lye. By repeating the same
treatment the alkaloid was at last obtained as a perfectly

white amorphous powder of decidedly alkaline reaction, and
a Y^y^ persistent purely bitter taste. The alkaloid dissolved in

excess of hydrochloric acid, yielded needle-shaped crystals of

the hydrochlorate, which were not produced when a neutral

solution was used. The hydriodate was also found to be
crystallizabloj but not the picrate, chromate, or iodohydrar*
gyrate. The aqueous solutions of the alkaloid were precipi-

tated by bichloride of mercury and by tannic acid, not by
iodide of potassium. The alkaloid was found to be readily

soluble in alcohol, chloroform, bisulphide of carbon, benzol and
ether, but none of these solutions afforded crystals ; it was
dissolved by concentrated sulphuric acid, and the yellowish

solution gradually assumed a splendid purple colour, lasting

for a day .or more ; it turned violet on addition of a few drops
of. water. If the alkaloid is evaporated at 100° C. with phos-

phoric acid, a fine violet hue is also produced.'^
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Prof. Fluckiger remarks :^" The alkaloid wliicli Wasowicz

extracted from A. heterophyllum in my laboratory is the same
as that yielded by the Wakhma tubers.'*

Commerce—Bikhma is brought in small parcels to the Indian
cities by religious mendicants. Value Rs. 2 to Rs. 6 per lb.

according to the quantity in the market.

JADWAR. N

The great purifier, or antidote. Arabic form of the Persian
Zadwar jtj jj quasi jf_, ^ I^j In ^tius the Greek form is C^^o<^P

and Myrepsus writes rC^rhvap.ov. The Persian plant is also

called Mah-parwin, (Moon and Pleiades), probably because
it blossoms in the beginning of summer when the Pleiades

rise. Macer calls it Zedoar,
-s

"Adpnm^ sumptis zedoar obstare venenis

AflSruiant."

History, Uses, &C.—The liisfcoiy of this drug is beset

witli many difficulties, on account of the va^ne meaninor of the

term Jadwar ; the name by which it is generally known, and
which appears properly to mean the great antidote. Under
Jadwar^ the author of the Makhzan-el-Ad\viya gives Autila as

the Arabic name, and Sataryus* as the Greek. Speakina of

Bish he says that the Hindus suppose that the Only plant

which can grow near it is the Jadwar, which is an antidote to

it, and that they also affirm that there is a kind of rat

called 'Bish mushbisha,' which lives upon Jadwar, and is au
antidote to Bish ; this is the Buka Bish Mush of Ibn Sina.

* Dioscoriiles describes two kinds of crarhpiov (III. 134-135), both reputed
to be apbrodisidcal

;
see also Pliny ou Satjrion (26, 62, 63). Apuleius

Platonicus says of Satyrion
:

Alii cinos, alii panion, Galli via, a Gra^cis
satyrion, alii ennaticon, alii serpinon, Itali priapiscun), ^gyptus orcisalitexion,
alii eriton, alii mene, alii torminalis, Neophytus speaks of ^Lvrovpa as an
antidote ;

speaking of Zedoar he says To.^ hk ^rjp^ Ka\ {.iXavt f,iKpc Kaarhya>.
(It is like a small, dry, black chestnut.) Barbosa mentions Zedoaria and
Zeruban as two distinct drugs on sale at Cannanore. (Cf. Salmasius de
Momon. sub voce Gtdmar.)
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The Tudiaa name Nirbishi he explains iucorrectly as Nir, the

antidote to Bish, the poisoQ* j he describes fiv.e kinds :

^'\st—Khatai, black externally, purplish brown internally,
F

scorpioid, knotted, tasting sweetish at first, afterwards very

bitter,

2nd—-Outside and inside brown, or yellowish brown.

3>yZ—Outside and inside black ; Avhen rubbed down it has a

purplish tin^e, bitter. This and the second kind come from

Thibet, Nipal, Morang and JRangpore. (These three kinds are

probably the roots of some kind of Aconite or Delphinium.)

4i/i—Blackish, bitter,, size of an olive, comes from the

Deccan hills^ probably the tuber of a Curcuma. (The Gedwar
figured in Clusius' Exotica^ p. 378, appears to be of this

kind.)

hth—Spanish, called Antila, black, soft, very bitter {avrovpa

probably Aconitum Anthora)J^

Of these, the first kind is said to be most esteemed. It

would appear, then, that the term Jadwar has at different

times been applied to various tuberous roots supposed to have

alesipharmic properties, and that in India it is now applied to

the root of a Delphinium or Aconite, at present known to the

Hindus as Nirbishi, a term which, like Jadwar, has at different

times been applied to very different plants, Royle tells us

that the best Nirbisi is brought down from Bissehar and
Amritsar, and is fusiform, and resembles Bikh; when cut it is

of a brownish colour and slightly bitter and acrid. Aitchison

says that Jadwavi-Khatai is the name in Leh for the root of

an Aconite imported from Nipal via Lhassa. It is called in
'

the Punjaub Nirlisif by Bhoteas in Leh Bonga, and by the

Yarkandis Farji ; it is poisonous, and is administered in cases

of poisoning and in severe illness, such as cholera, and is

carried as a talisman about the person, Ulasr Muharrir says

* Nirvisha is a Sanskrit adjective meaning '* not poisonous,'* and nirvishS

or nirvishi is never applied to aconite by medical writers, but denotes a

peculiar grass, used as an antidote to certain poisons, namely, Kylliagia

moHOcephala, L,iHn.~(Dr. Rice.)
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that false Jad\var is prepared by boiling tlie roots of some of

tbe milder kinds of Bisli in niilk^ and colouring them; it is to

be distinguished from genuine by its parting with its colour

when dipped in warm water and wiped with a cloth j it lias

also a shrivelled appearance, and the central portion to which

the colour has not penetrated is pale; instead of being

intensely bitter^ it is slightly acrid.

Native medical works abound in absurd stoi^ies concerning

this article, and its wonderful power as a tonic and alexi-

pharmic; it fetches a high price, and is generally kept in

metallic mercury to prevent its being injured by insects;

sometimes it is preserved in oil.

Jadwar appears to resemble much the Tienhiung of the

Chinese, which is said by Dr. Porter Smith to be derived from

Aconituth varlegatum. Like Jadwar, this drug is blackish-

brown internally^ and more or less moist, having evidently

undergone some kind of preparation. Dr. Morrison, Medical

Officer to H. M/s Consul at Newchwangin Manchuria, mentions

in a recent Consular report that Manchuria exported in 1884,

13,866 lbs. of the roots 'of Aconitum Antliora^ harhattcm^ and

Fischeri (?) for use in medicine on account of their stimulant,

diuretic and alterative properties.

Description.—What is considered now to be genuine

Jadwar in India consists of small blackish-brown tubers, some

irregularly ovoid, some conical, seldom more than one inch

long and half an inch in diameter; they are somewhat wrinkled,

and bear a few horn-like projections, which are the remains

of rootlets; at the crown there is a scaly leaf bud. When ia

good condition the tubers are softish, and cut like a piece.

of dry liquorice extract, the colour being a uniform dark

brown throughout ; to the naked eye the cut surface appears

structureless, and might be mistaken for an extract ; it has a

somewhat fruity smell and bitter taste.

Microscopic structure.—A transverse section shows a dark
brown epidermis, composed of compressed cells, an outer ring

of parencliyme, the cells of which contain starch granules and
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mucli brown granular matter; within tliis are from 5 to 10

vascular bundles, connected together by a cambial zone, made

up of several rows of small, dark brown cells ; the position of

the bundles is very irregular, consequently the zone has a

peculiar waving course. In the central portion of the tuber

starchy parenchyme is again met with ; the starch has not been

altered by heat.

Chemical composition,—Twelve ounces of the roots treated

by Drageudorff's process for aconitiue, yielded no trace of

alkaloid upon evaporation of the benzine solution. The. treat-

ment of the drug by acidulated water extracted a large quantity

of black extractive which was almost entirely soluble inalcohoh

It seems probable that the roots undergo some form ofprepara*

tion during which they are charged with foreign extractive

matters^ and probably rendered almost inert as a medicine.

Commerce,—Jadwar is brought for sale to the Indian cities ia

small parcels by religious mendicants.

DELPHINmM ZALIL, Alkh. et Hemsley.

Fig—Trans, Linn. Soc. Ser. 2. Bat. Vol iii., Fl. 3.

\

liab—The Badghis and Khorasan. The herb.

Vernacular.—ZdiViv {Arah.)^ Zalil, Asfrak, Asperag {Pers,),

Tri^yaman, Gul-jalil {Bomh.)y Gafiz, {Fanj.),

History, Uses, &C.—In Hindu medical works a drug
called Trayaraaua is frequently mentioned as a remedy for

enlargement of the abdominal viscera ; it appears to liave been
well-known, as it bas numerous synonyms sucb as Baladeva,
Balabbadra, Mangalya, Mdngalyarba, and Arjaka, signifying
that it was considered to be very auspicious.* The same name
is still current in Northern India and Guzerat to indicate
the drug imported from Persia under the name of Zalil, and

* Yellow is a most auspicious colour amongst the Hindus, the garments of
the bride are dyed of this colour. The word Trajamana still exists in the

Persian language, with the meaning of "yelloiv '* and " diarrhoea/'
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described in Mahometan works on Materia Medica as Zarir. In

Bengal and Southern India the drug is unknown, and Ficus

heteropjvjllay Linn, jil^ is used as a substitute for it under the

names of Balabahula and ValU-teragam. The author of ^he

Makhzan-el-Adwiya says :
—^^ Zarir grows in the Khorjan hills

and 13 called Asfrak by the people of Shiraz, and Arjikan by

the Greeks*; the stem is about a span high, flowers yellow^ like

those of Asfar-i-barri, surrounded by a few .soft prickles,

leaves yellowish, small, root more than a span lung, Asfrak

is cold and dry with slight heating properties ; also detergent,

anodyne and diuretic;' it is useful in spleen, jaundice and

dropsy ; mixed with barley meal, it forms a poultice, which is

of much service in inflammatory swellings ; its ashes are useful

in itch. Maximum dose 5 dirhemsf; it is also used as a

yellow dye/' In India and -Persia it is now chiefly used for

dyeing silk, Edgeworth brought this drug to notice many

years ago, and supposed it to be derived from D. altissimum*

The true plant has been discovered by Aitcheson in the

moister localities of the Badghis and Khorasan at an altitude

of 3,000 feet. He says that when in flower it gives a wondrous

golden hue to the pastures, (One of the Sanskrit synonyms

is Sita or moonlight.)

Description.—The drug consists of the flowers, leaves,

flower stalks, and a small proportion of the immature fruit, all

of a light greenisTi yellow colour, and having a somewhat
honey-like smell ; the flowers are pubescent ; many of them
tolerably perfect, resembling in size and shape those of the

cot-umon single Larkspur ; the fruit consists of three follicles,

which are arranged like those of the aconite and dehisce on
the inside; they are marked with prominent longitudinal ribs,

have pointed apices, and are supported upon a stout curved
peduncle; the seeds are numerous, angular, and of a light-
brown colour. The drug when placed in water immediately
tinges it a bright yellow, and comnmnicates a bitter taste to it.

ArjikaQ is apparently the Sanskrit word 3^^^.

t Five dirheius-240 grains in 24 hours in decoction. A reference to the
chemical composition will show that this dose may possibly prove dangerous.
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ilicroscopic structure.—The seeds are thickly set with white

feather-sbaped hairs^ arranged in rows-

Ghemical composition.—The drug reduced to powder lost

23' 5 per cent, of moisture when heated to 100^ C. The ash

amounted to 17-8 per cent. Treated with 94 per cent, alcohol

13'4 per cent, of a dark reddish, bitter^ acid extract was

obtained. The extract was mixed with" water acidulated with

hydrochloric acid, and repeatedly agitated with ether.

During agitation^ blackish resinous matter separated^ while

the ether became turbid from the separation of a white

principle,
r

On filtration of the aqueous solution 2'6 per cent, of a dark

resinous body was obtained^ which was soluble in ammonia to

the extent of 2"54 per cent. The ammoniacal solution was of

a dark brown colour, the addition of acids caused the precipita-

tion of dirty yellowish flocks; this principle had the pro-

perties of an acid resin* The residue insoluble in ammonia
amounted to '06 per cent., and was white; it was not further

examined-

The ethereal solution after filtration yielded 1 63 per cent.

of extractive, the residue on the filter was white, and had the

physical characters of the principle left after the action of

ammonia on the black resin already mentioned. The ethereal

extract was redissolved in ether, and agitated with ammonia.

On separating the ether, it left on evaporation '69 per cent, of

a greenish 'yellow oily residue, from which a white crystalline

principle slowly separated. This crystalline principle will be

referred to again. The ammoniacal solution yielded with acids

brownish-yellow flocks, which had the properties of an acid

resin ; this principle would appear to be similar to the dark

resin left as a residue after agitation of the original aqueous

solution with ether.
H

The original aqueous acid solution left after separation of

the ether was repeatedly agitated with amylic alcohol. The
separated amylic alcohol was agitated with ammonia, which

became coloured of a deep yellow hue; on separating the
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ainylic alcoliol, it left on evaporation '51 per cent, of a neutral,

yellon^, transparent principle insoluble in alkaliae solutions.

This principle was not further examined. The deep yellow

ammoniacal solution yielded yellow flocks on the addition of

acids, which were redissolved on agitation^, the resulting solu-

tion being of a dirty brown colour; the addition of alkalies

ao-ain caused the liquid to assume its original deep yellow

colour. This principle had the properties of an acid, and will

be referred to subsequently. The amylic alcohol extract also

afforded evidence of the presence of a tannin, which gave with

erric chloride a deep greenish coloured solution.

The original aqueous acid solution was now rendered

alkaline by ammonia and agitated with ether. The separated

ether had a marked blue fluorescence, on evaporation a slightly

yellow transparent varnish-like residue was left, soluble in

acids, the resulting solution possessing a bitter taste.

Alkalies caused the precipitation of white flocks easily soluble

in ether, and precipitates were obtained with all the alkaloidal

reao*enfcs ; no distinctive colour reactions were yielded. The

crystalline principle referred to as occurring in the ether

extract obtained from the aqueous acid solution of the extract

had the same properties as the alkaloid now described, indicat-

Ing that the principle was separable by ether both from an

-• acid and alkaline solution. The alkaliae original aqueous

solution was now agitated with amylic alcohol; the separated

amylic alcohol left on evaporation a yellow residue, which was

partially soluble in acids. After filtration to separate insoluble

matter, the clear aqueous solution yielded yellowish

flocks with alkalies, insoluble in ether/ but dissolved by
amylic alcohol The solution of the principle "in acids had a

yellow colour'and was bitter to taste, and gave a precipitate

with the ordinary alkaloidal reagents ; some " of the colour

reactions were similar to those yielded by berberine. Reo-ard-

ing the nature of these two bitter alkaloids, though they
afforded reactions witli reagents w^hich were not inconsistent

with their being delphininc and berberine respectively, but

-V
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without data regarding tlieir ultimate composition^ it would
be premature to definitely designate them.

The yellow acid separated by arayllc alcohol is of interest,

becaus.e to its presence the tinctorial value of the druo- as a
dye-stuff is doubtless due. In order to obtain the-acidina
pure state the folloAving method was tried :—A concentrated
aqueous solution of the plant was precipitated with lead
acetate, and the yellow precipitate well washed by decantation.
The washed precipitate was diffused through water acidulated
with hydrochloric acid, and the separated chloride of lead
removed by filtration. The yellow solution was agitated with
amylic alcohol; on evaporating off the amylie alcohol a deep
yellowish red extract was obtained, easily soluble in water, and
possessing a marked acid reaction. The addition of acids
caused the precipitation of yellow flocks, soluble on agitation ;

the addition of alkalies caused the liquid to assume a deep
yellow colour. The aqueous solution gave a dirty olive-green
coloration with ferric chloride, due probably to the presence
of a trace of tannin. The aqueous solution agitated with
water acidulated with sulphuric acid in a sealed tube at 100
C. for some hours afforded a turbid solution, which contained
dark brown flocks, and which precipitated an alkaline solution
of copper on boiling.

The principles separated from tlie drug may be arranged aa

follows :

Dark acid resin.

White neutral principle.

Yellow neutral principle.

Colourless bitter alkaloid.

Yellow bitter alkaloid.

Tannin,

Yellow acid.

Commerce.—Trayaman or Gul-jalil is imported into Bombay
and Northern India from Persia, and is of same importance

as a yellow dye for silk. \
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NIGELLA SATIVA, SiUhorp

¥\g.—Zorn. Tc. 119. Small Fennel-flower {Bng,), Nielle,

Toute epice (i'V.).

Hab.—The Mediterranean covintries. Cultivated in India.

Vernacular.—Kalajira, Mugrela {Hi7id,, Beng*)^ Kalonji

(Bomh.)y Karun-sliiragam (Tam.)^ Karijirigi (Can.), Nalla-

jilakara {Tel.), Kalejire {Mar,), Shuniz^ Siyah danah {Pers.).

History, Uses, &C-—According to Birdwoodj it is tlie

Black Cummin of the Bible, the Melanthion of Hippocrates

and Dioscorides, and the Gith of Pliny.* Ainslie mentions its

use as a carminative, also as an external application mixed

with sesamnra oil in skin eruptions, as a seasoning for food,

and as a protection for linen against insects. Forskahl, in

his Medicina Kaharina, says that it is a native of Egypt, where

it is called Hab-es-souda,t Koxburgh believes it to be a

native of Hindostan. Anyhow, it must have been long known
in India, as it has a Sanskrit name, Krishnajiraka. Nigella

seed is extensively used as a spice, and as a medicine; it is

prescribed by the Hindus with other aromatics and plumbago
root in dyspepsia. The Hakeems describe it as heatings

attenuant, suppurative, detergent and diuretic, and consider

that it increases the menstrual flow and the secretion of milk

;

also that it stimulates uterine action. They give it, too, as a

stimulant in a variety of disorders which are ascribed to cold

humours, and credit it with anthelmintic properties. It is

sprinkled over the surface of the bread made by Mahometan
bakers along with Sesamum seed. {SeeCuminurn Cymimim.)
M. Canolle has recently published {De Vavortement criminel

* Plin. 19, 52, 20, 71 ; Cels. 2. 34 ; Scrib. Comp. 131.

^f O^^JlaLpr^t El-habbat-es-sou(la, i.q.,^^^' El-shooniz, or properly
yx^xLJ I El-sheeniz, for thus the Arabs called it according to Ibu-el-Aarabi,

or, as some say, i.q., 'j^^i l^^l El-hal>bat-el-khizra, because the Arabs

often call black ^^^^ and green '^J-^K This seed is said In a tradition to

be a remedy for every disease except death. {Madd-el-Kdmus,)
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K
gations undertaken in the hospital at Karikal with black

cummin seed. He has ohserved that after doses of 10 to 40
grams of the powdered seed tlie temperature of the body is

raised, the pulse accelerated^ and all the secretions stimulated,

especially those of the kidneys and skin; in doses of 10 to 20

grams, they possess a well marked emmenagogue action in

dysmenorrhoea, and in larger doses cause abortion. '

Description.—The seed is triangular, the umbilical end
being smaller than the other, black, ^th of an inch long, testa

rough
; inside the testa is a white oily kerneh When rubbed,

the seed diffuses a pleasant odour of lemons, with a slight

sonpgon of carrot.
ft

Chemical compositivn.—The seeds of Nigella saliva have
been analysed by H. G. Greenish {Phar. Jour. (3) X., 909 and
1013), with the following results:—One hundred parts of the
seeds contain: Moisture 7*43, Ash 4-14, Fixed oil 37-00,

Volatile oil 1*64, Albumen (sol. in water) 8*22, Mucilage 1'90,

Organic acids ppt. by Cu. 0-38, ditto by Pb. 0-59, Sugar
(Glucose) 2-75, Arabic acid (?) 3-21, Undetermined substance
1-79, Albumen (sol. in soda) 2-14, Metarabin 1'36, other

dissolved by soda 5-38, Melanthin 1-41, Traces of

oil, &c., removed by Alcohol 0-53, dissolved by Chlorine water
and Sulphuric Acid 3-85, removed by Chlorate of Potash
and Nitric Acid 7-52, Cellulose 8-32—total 99*66. Melanthin
bears a close analogy to helleborin; like saponin, it possesses

considerable emulsifyiug powers. Greenish has also obtained

melanthin from all the aerial parts of N. saliva, but found it

absent in the roots at all periods of their growth.

Commerce.—The Indian market is supplied from Northern
India, Basara, and Cabul. Price 2 annas per lb.

substances

P^ONIA OFFICINALIS, Li,m,.

Fig.—BoL Maq., t 1784. Officinal Peony (Eng.), PiVoine

officinal (Fr.).
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Hab,—Europe. The tubers.

Vernacular.—tJd-salap (HincZ.), Ude-salam (5om&.). *

History, Uses/ &C—This drug is the female Peony of

Dioscorides, and was esteemed by the ancients as a valuable

remedy in uterine obstructions, colic, bilious obstructions,

dropsy, epilepsy, convulsions and hysteria. Dioscorides

describes two kinds of Peony, male, P. eorallina, and female,

P. officinalis^ f those are the two kinds of Fawania described by
Arabic and Persian writers. Galen describes its acrid qualities

and emmenagogue virtues, and its use as an astringent in

diarrhoea. According to Pliny, the name Pa3onia is derived from

Paeon, the physician of the gods, who was the first to discover

this plant. Hippocrates mentions the use of the seeds in

uterine obstructions. The roots of P. eorallina are turuip-

shaped and about as thick as the thumb ; those of P. officinalis

consist of oblong tubercles attached by a stout fibre to a

rhizome. The plant and roots are figured by Guibourt (Vol.

III., p. 763). Ud-salap is used by the natives as a blood-

purifier for children. In the time of Galen a superstition

prevailed that Peony root enclosed in a bag and hung round
a child's neck both prevented epileptic attacks and cured
them, and this belief is not extinct among the peasantry of

Europe even now ; they also behove that wearing the seeds

will prevent the dangers of dentition. Macer floridus (Z?e

Vir. Herb.) says

:

' lUius railix, pueris snspensa caducis,

Non modicum prodest, Galienus ut asserit atictor.'

The plant has been proved not to be inert; it produces
.headache, noise in the ears, confused vision, colic and vomit-
ing if taken in full doses (60 grs.). Modern observation has
neither confirmed nor condemned the ancient opinions con-
cerning it

;
and although some have reported favourably of it

Corruptions of Vi^'^ '»>>«= ^Aod-el-sa: ^ ._ _, .„„„, .„
Arabic name for the root of P. eorallina, because ou section it s],m7s 'two
lines crossing one another, which are not seeu in the female Peony.

t Dios. iii. 148; Plin. 25, 10, 27, 60.
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in epilepsy^ chorea, and whooping cougli^ the evidence in

favour of its efficacy is very slender.

Description.—The dried tubers arc from 1 to 3 inches'

in length, and \ inch to | inch in diameter, tapering to a point

at both ends; the external surface is brown and channelled

longitudinally; the interior is starchy and white; the cortex

on section is seen to be hard and gritty and of a yellowish

colour; taste slightly acrid; the central starchy portion is

almost tasteless. The odour of the freshly cut tuber is faintly
r

acrid.

Chemical composition*
—"Wiggers obtained from the fresh root

a distillate having the odour of bitter almonds, and acquiring

a blood-red colour by ferric chloride; separated by means of
r

ether the volatile oil had a pale yellow colour; the analysis of

the fresh root by Morin proved the presence of starch, sugar,

fat, malates^ oxalates and phosphates, a little tannin, &c. (Stille

and Maisch, National Dispensatory , 3rd Ed., p. 1122.)

Commerce.—The tubers are imported from Turkey.

COPTIS TEETA, WalL
m

Fig.—Griff, Ic.iv,, U 660,/. 2. .

.

Hab.—Assam, China, Tibet. The rhizome.

Vernacular.—Mamirau, Mishmf tlta {Bind., Bomb,), Haladio-

vachnag (Guz.), Sou-Hue or Chynlen (CAw.).

History, Uses, &c.
who doubtless obtained his knowledge of it from the early

Indian traders; the drug probably passed by the same com-
mercial route as it does now, viz., from China to Western
India, and thence to Europe. Mamfran is noticed by the
early Arabian writers as a kind of Turmeric (Uriik). The
plant is described by Mir Muhammad Hussain ''as having
leaves like ivy ; it is said to grow near water in the hilly parts

of India, China, and Khorasan. The Indian kind is described

-iEgineta
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as yellow with a brown tinge; tlie Chinese as yellow; the

Khorasan as greenish brown ; the seed is said to be like

sesamutn. The best kind is the Chinese^ which should be
^

small, yellowj hard^ and knotty j it is said to keep good for

twenty years/^ Whether the three kinds here described are

all varieties of Coptis, it is impossible to decide. Indian

writers say that Mamiran used as a collyrium clears the sight,

and as a snuff the brain, and that it relieves toothache.

Internally it is given in janndice, flatulence^ and visceral

obstructions. Bernier, who visited Cashmere in the train of

the Emperor Aurangzebe^ mentions Mamfrdn as a medicine

very good for the eyes, which was brought into that country

by cai*avans from Thibet, It was first described by Wallich

in 1836. {Trans, of Med. and Phys. 8oc. of Calcutta, VIII.j

85.) It is worthy of notice that this drug, and extract

of Barberry (Rusot), both containing a large quantity of

berberine in a soluble condition, are used as collyriums by

the natives in certain catarrhaland rheumatic affections of the
V

conjunctiva. (Qf. Prof. Simpson in Phar. Jour. 1 854^ Vol. XIII.,

p. 413.) Lately Coptis root has been chiefly used as a tonic

by Europeans in India; it has the advantage of acting gently

on the bowels. Extended observation of the action of Coptis

root showSj that during recovery from malarial fever and in

atonic dyspepsia (the inward fever of the natives) it is a

valuable medicine, restoring the appetite and giving tone

to the system. It may be administered in infusion (one ounce

to a pint of boiling water) or in tincture (one ounce to a pint

of rectified spirit) in doses of two drachms of the tincture or

two ounces of the infusion; or the two preparations may
be combined.

Description—Two distinct varieties of tliis drug are' met
with in tlie Indian market. The kind most esteemed is a

yellowisli rhizome, as thick as a crow-quillor larger, having a

few spinous projections where rootlets have been broken off
;

the whole rhizome is jointed, but at the upper end the joints

become much more marked, and a stem clasping petiole often

remains attached to each. The roots are described by Paulua
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as having maiij knuckle-like joluts

—

fiaixtpas olov pl^tov n ixJas txov

axTTrep kovUXovs ttvkvovs. The secoucl kind is as thick as -a* goose-

qmlly and covered with thin wiry rootlets ; it*often branches at

the crown into two or throe heads, which terminate in tufts

.
of leaf stalks, crowded together, and not separate as in the

first kind: the 'rhizomes of both kinds are contorted, and

have a short fracture^ the centre is spongy, and the surrounding

portion bright yellow and woody; taste purely bitter. The
first kind corresponds, with the description of Coptis. root- in

^

the Bengal Dispmsatory, The second kind with the descrip-

tion in the Pharmacographia, which appears to refer to Coptis

anemoncefolia. ^ {See Pharm. Journ. (3) X., p, 23.)

Microscopic strucUire.-^'Vhe bark of the second kind is much
the thickest, and is softer and more corky than that of the first

;

in both kinds bundles of orange-coloured schlerenchymatous
' cells are present, and the medullary rays contain starch.; the

wood is arranged in distinct wedge-shaped bundles, round a
central parenchymatous portion, having a structure similar to

that of the inner cortex.

Ohemical composition.—Ooptis root contaiii-s 8| per cent, of

bcrberine so combined as to be easily sbluble in water ; the natui g

.
of 'this combination has not yet been determined.. E. Z. Gross

"

has separated from Coptis trifoliala, Salisb.y coptine a colourless

alkaloid. Coptine forms with potassio-inercuriciodide a crystal-

line precipitate which dissolves in Sulphuric Acid to* a colour-

less liquid, becoming purple-red when heated.. (See Atisine.)

Commerce,—Both kinds of the drug come to Bombay from
China, via Singapore, in bulk. • The first sort is "worth Es. '3|

per lb. ; the second Es. 2. The first kind is also imported into

the plains of India from A'ssam in small egg-shaped baskets".

THALICTRUM FOLIOLOSUM DC:
_ b

'Fig.—Roylc 111, t. 51.

^^t).'—Temperate Himalaya, Khasia Hills. The roofci

Vemacular.—Pmjari, Sliuprak {Eind.)^ Gurbiaul, Pashmaran
{Punj.). • .

5 •
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tniHistory, Uses, &c.

the temperate and cold-nortliern regions of Asia, it is very rare

in the South, butbne species., T. Dalzellii, is found on the moun-

tains of the Western Peninsuhi. In Europe T. fiavum^ under

the names of Meadow Rue, Rue des presy Fausse r%tiharbe,

Ehubarbe des paiivres, Undchte rhaharher, Wiescnrante and

PigamOj has long been useH as a rustic medicine on account of

its tonic and aperieut properties, T, foliolosum^ and perhaps

another, species from Arracan, have been used for a sira.ilaic

purpose in India from an early date. It is^ perhaps, the PlUika

of Sanskrit writers. Wo have been able to identify as Thalic-

trum root the drug which is occasionally to be seen in the

shops under the name of Piaranga/^ and which is treated of

at great length in the Makhzan-el-Adwiya as a root which is

brought from Arracan to Sylhet and Islamabad, and thence

distributed to other parts' of India. The people of Arracan

appear to consider it as a panacea. The following information

as to the properties of Pilijari is contained in the Bengal Vis-

pensatoru, wlier.e the result of a trial of the root, Supplied from

the Saharunpore Gardens, is related :—'* Five grains of the

powder, or two grains of the watery extract given three times

a day in some cases prevented, and in others moderated,

accession of fever, and at the same time acted gently on the

bowels. The only sensation experienced was warmth at the

epigastrium and a general comfortable feeling, ^^ (Beng-

Di'sp. p. 161.)' The Piaranga of the shops in the form of a

. tincture has been administered to some extent at the European

General Hospital, Bombay, aud found to be a good bitter tonic.

Recently the root of T. foliolosum obtained from the Superin-

tendent of the Saharanpore Gardens has been used with

very satisfactory results in Bombay as a remedy for atonic
ir

dyspepsia accompanied with a febrile condition of th©
F

system. (Dr, Pechey.)

Description.—Eoots long, nearly straight, without root-

lets, stout and woody, from | inch or more to ^ inch in diameter

the

'i

> ^

* Probably the same i^rug as the Pia-amou-k^ck of Aiuijlie.
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^

Bark smooth^ wriDklecl longitudinally, yellowish brown ; wood
-" w

'

hard, very porous, and of a brio^ht "yellow colour, w'hen wet it

stains the fingers yellow* Magnified, the porous woody stem

is seen to be tiTiYcrsed by medullary rays consisting of several

roAVS of elongated cells: the bark shows a brown suber^ and
r

numerous rows of tangentially extended cells; opposite the

terminations of the. medull-ary rays, the cells take a rounded

form and their arrangement becomes irregular; between the

terminations of the medullary I'ays there is a large deposit of

yellow colouring matter with thickening of the cell walls, form-

ing yellow columns which extend to the suber and often end-

in patches of liber cells. The root at first sight might be

.mistaken for liqnoi'ice root; it is extremely bitter.

. Cliemical composition.—Thallctrum root contains a-, large

quantity of berberine, so combined as to be .readily soluble in

water.

Commerce,—It occasionally appears in the shops in small

quantities as Piaranga root. Supplies can be obtained, if

ordered from Mussoorie^ through the Superintendent of the

Government Gardens. -
'

-

CLEMATIS TRILOBA, ffeyne.

Hab.— i\[ouutains of Western India."
r

Vernaciilar,— Morwel (il/ar.). ' '.

• .

-

This plant, and probably aiiother Hnoalayan species; C.

nepalensisj Dc.^ is mentioned by Sanskrit writers under the

name of Laghukarni (light-ear) as a remedy in leprosy, blood

diseases, and fevers.* In the Concan the juice of the

leaves mixed with that of the leaves of Holarrhena anti-

dysenferica is dropped into the eye to cure staphyloma; about

two drops are used.

* The Clematis vitalha, Linn. K\Y}fxaTLs er^pa of Dioscoililes was useil for
similar purposes by the Greeks. The plants of this genus have acrid

?^ properties. Braconnot has ohserved that the active principle may be distilled

with water and is soUJ>le iu fixed oils. .
•

'
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"Description.— Climbing, all softly silky ; leaves small,

on longish petioles, simple or ternately divided^ elliptic ovate

or cordate, '3-uerved. Panicle many flowered; lower bracts

leafy, flowers l|to 2 inches diam-^white^ appear in September;

sepals 4 to 6, membraiiQus, oblong, silky outside ; filaments

'

narrow^ linear,, glabrous. Many other species of Clematis

grow in the temperate Himalaya, but do not appear to be used

medicinally.
.

'

^

* + - -

ft »

ACT^A SPICATA, Linn., Eny. Bot. IS, 918.

Baucborry {Eng.), Racine de Saint Cliristoplie (/'>.)•

Grows in the temperate Himalaya from Bhbtan to Hazara;

it is- also a Europeaii plant, and a variety with .red berries i

well known in A^merica. It does not appear to be known as a

medicinal plant to the Hindus; its chemical constitution is tlie

same as that of Cinufaga racemosa. {See next article.) It is

probably the Actaaa of Pliny, 27, 26. .
*

.
•

CIMIFUGA FCETIDA, Li^m., Lam. Ill 487.

Bugbane (S?t.(7.), Cimicaire (Fr.). '
.

Is a uative of the temperate Himalaya from Bliotan to

, Cashmere; it also occurs in Europe and Siberia. We have uo

knowledge of its use by the Hindus. In America C. nicemosd,

Elliot, {Actcm mcemosa, Linn.), Black Cohosh, is used

medicinally and is a depre^ant of the nervous and vascular

systems, causing giddiness, nervous tremour, depression of

pulse, nausea, and increased pulmonary and cutaneous secre-

tion ; in excessive doses it is an irritant emeto-cathartic and
often causes violent delirium. The plant affords a crystalline

neutral principle slightly soluble in ether and. water, freely

so in chloroform and alcohol. The latter solution- has a pungent

/
The

*- ** * ''-J-*ft_#\^X L<CUXJL\^1^ ^Jt/lwilii

Eammeulacew and known in India are the following:

Anemone obtusiloba, Don., lioyk III 52,1 11, f. l, is

a native of the temperate and Alpine Himalaya, the root of
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^^ i

which, Stewart says^ is mixed with niilk and given internally

foi' contusioius, and Uised externally as a blister^ Persian and
Arabian medical writers describe several kinds of Anemone

ft ^

nnder the name of Shalcayak-el-Naaman ; they copy closelv

from the Greeksy "with the addition "that these phints are used

with Walnut 'husks for dyeing the hair bhick. {Gj\ Diosi IT.^

]C7; Pliny, 2], 94.)

Caltha palustris, Lmn-., Eng.BoL8,b06. The Marsb-
*

marigold is a native of marshes in the westerb temperate.

Himalaya. It is a cpmmon European plant. The natives
' of India consider the roots to be poisonous.

. Delphinium Brunonianum, Roijh, Bot. Mag. t.

£4GL.
ri

V&rnacnJar.—Sfoip-phali. {Hind,) Is a native of the Punjab

ilimalayn, and is priz(Ml fon its strong scent of musk. It is

otfered to idols, and Aitcluson feavs that the juice is used to

destroy -ticks hi animals. (Joyrn. Linn. Soc.y XVlIL^p. lo.)

Delphinium cceruleum, Jacq., Voy. iiot. 7, t. 6.

VernarnZar.— Dakhangu. Is a Punjab plant; the root of

^
wliich is nsod to kill maggots. -

* . /

Delphinium denudatum, Wall. Is also a Punjab
plant.. Stcnvart savs thq root is chewed to cure toothache.

Peonia emodi Is the Mumchli

said by Watt to be used in the same way as P. 0^
It

I n.

Ranunculus sceleratus, ihm., Eng, Bot. ]0, CS-].'

FerwaczJar.—Kabihaj {Pers.). . Is a native of Northern Iiub'u.

It is one of the plants known as Batrachion to the. Greeks, which
Galea says should not be used on account of their acrid

properties.
. The Romans called these plants Banuncuhis. Fee

and Hardouin consider it 'to be the same as the Apiasfrum of

Pliny and identify it with the Eammc-uhs Sardovs of Croatz,

tht! plant which pi'oduccs a contraction of the month, famous
_
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'as tlie ^^ Sardonic gria..'* It is called in English, Water

Crowfoot and Celery-leaved Crowfootj and in Araljics, Kaf-^-

saba. (C/. Dios. II., 166 ; Pliny 25, 1090
w \

Remarks.—Galeh tells us that the Anemones are emmena-
gogiie and galactagogue, and have acrid, dra^ung, cleansing

and opening .properties; when chewed they increase the

secretion. o£ saliva. The jnice cleanses the brain when

administered by the nostrils, and lessens or removes opacities

of the cornea; it cleanses ulcers and cures scaly skin diseases

if applied locally, &g. In Europe the drug appears to have

fallen into disuse until about the end of the eiditeenth century,

when Stork again brought it to notice, and latterly, in America
several species of Anemone, under the name of Pulsatilla and

their active principle anemonin,have been rather extravagantly

praised as remedies for a long list of diseases. When pure

- anemoniu-is given to rabbits in doses of from 5 to 10 grains, it

reduces the pulse, and respiration rate and the temperature ;

causes'dyspncea and stertor, debility, and then paralysis of the

. limbs, stupor, dilatation followed by contraction of the pupil, and

death without convulsions. On dissection, the heart and j^reat

vessels and the veins of tlie Lrain and medulla are found dis-

• tended with darli: blood. {Glariuf;.) Externally it acts as an

irritant to the skin. The extract and tincture of the' plant

differ from pure anemonin, inasmuch as large doses cause

inflammation of the stomach au'd bowels and death with con-
K -

vulsions. The cause of this difference has not been ascertained.
Applied to the tongue, both fhe drug and anemoniu cause a
sense of burning followed by numbness. In medicinal doses,

(4 to 5 grains of the herb or i to ^ a grain of anemonin) ' the
drug is now considered to act a3 a general stimulant and
diuretic. .

The different species of Anemone and Ranunculus when
distilled with water yield a distillate, from whicli ether
extracts a very acrid yellow oil (anemonol) which is gradually,

. or more rapidly iu the presence of water, converted into
anemonin and anemonic acid, from which hot alcohor dissolves
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the former. Aaemoniu forms colourless friable" crystals, winch

are neutral, inodorous^ and when fused exceedingly acrid; it is

soluble in' chloroform, but nearly insoluble in ether and water.

Formula C>^.. H»'^ 0^ {Fehling.) Anemonic acid 0\^ H^* 0^

is a white crystalline very insoluble powder, which dissolves

{ilkalis with a yellow colour.
.

Some species of Delpbiniura contain the alkaloids delphinine

Q22J1 35 jvo^ and staphisagrine C^'^ H^^ NO.^ the former'

very closely resembles aconitine in its physiological action and

is 'antidotal to muscarine and digitalin ; the latter paralyses

the motor nerves like curare. Both of the alkaloids are

soluble in alcohol, but delpliiuine may be separated from

staphisHgriue by "means of ether in which the latter is

insoluble. ^

MAGNOLIACE^.

ILLICIUM VERUM, i/oo/^./.

Fig.—Bot. Mag. t. 7005. Slar-anise tree {Eiig.)^ Ba-

dianier {Fr.).

Hab.-^ Cochin-China. The fruit.
/ .

- .

Fejviact^Zar.—Badian-i-khatai {Pers.)j Anasphal (Hi7id.)y

Anna shuppu [Tarn.), Badian {Bomb,)^ Anaga-puvvu {TeL).

History, Uses, &C.—It would appear that star-anise has

long been in use in China and Japan, but was not known in

India until a comparatively . recent date. Persian works on
Materia Medica, written about one hundred years ago, speak of

it as a new medicine. The authors of the Pharmacographia trace

its introduction into Europe as far back as. 1588; in those days

it cameby way of Russia, and wasknownas Oardamomum Sibe-

riense. Mr. J, G. Scott, in a paper read before the Royal Geogra-

phical Society, describing Cua-ai, where the Chineseand French
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Cominissioners met for the delimitation of Tongking, says

:

• '' Alaize, white and red rice, and the star-anise seem to be -what

^the people chiefly cultivate" upon the hill slopes. . The star-
'

* i -
"

anise is an evergreen shrub^ with a leaf not unlike the Bay,

and a pentagonal fruit .very highly scented. From this, is

obtained the oil called by the Tonkinese Z>a2i hoi (scented oil),

and. by the French EniU de hadiaiie. The' Chinamen boil the

fruit in a huge caldron with water, inside this 'caldron thei?e is

a small internal vessel filled with cold water, which is con-
F

stantly renewed. The steam and oil are condensed on tlie

sides of this vessel, and' are drawn off by a small bamboo
runlet into tlio rocoiver; another runlet allows tlie water

from this pan to drain back into the boiler. One boiling lasts

over a day and a half, and produces about 15 pounds of . oil

A picnl, 117 Ibs.weight, of the oil costs between £30 and £40.

At present the greater part of the star-anise oil goes into

China/' . . .

,
In Native medicine star-anise is considered to be hot and

dry'm the second degree j. and is described as carniinative,

expectorant, and diuretic; it is often given in infusion with-

tea;, and is als6 mixed with food as a spice. In European
mediciue it is described as an aromatic, stimulan't and carmina-

tive. It is a favourite adjunct to cough mixtures, and on

account of its sweet taste is specially suitable as a carminative
for children.

Description. -T-For a very complete description of the

commercial article, see Pharmanographia, p. 21. An Indian
Grim into the market;

it has narrower and more numerous carpels, one or two only
in each fruit are fertile; a handful of fruit upon examination-
proved to be all provided with 13 carpels; they are of a dark
reddish brown colour, much wrinkled on the under surface J

tho seeds correspond with those of I. vernm ; the taste is feebly
aromatic at first, afterwards bitter and astringent. Tho oil of

Stur-auiso is free from the peculiar fatty smell of aniseed oil

{Umncij.)
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J

Microscopic structure.—The friiit of/. Grifithii has the same

structure as that of L veri^m^ but in the external loose dark
r

brown layer of cells^ hardly any globules of essential oil can

be seen; on making sections for the microscope the knife is

immediately stained black by tannin^ which is not the'case with

/. verum
'j

for..a microscopic description of the latter article

consult tlie Pharmacogi-aphia, p. 21. AVood-cuts of the fruits

of I. verum, I. mh
Mr. E. M

XI., 489.

Ohemical composition—StB,V'hnise contains from 4 to 5 per

cent, of volatile oily which is chiefly solid and liquid anethol, like

that of Pimptnella AiiistiTn, The specific gravity is 0*978,

molecular rotation 0*^ to 0'4, with the chloral reagent.* ft

affords eventually a red colour like 01. Foeniculi. Its other

reactions are similar to those obtained with aniseed oil.

Star-anise contains muqh sugar, probably .cane. {Eijkman.)

Umney has pointed out that the congealing point of the oil when
V

at rest is about 35° F., whereas that of aniseed oilis about 50°«

When stirredj the congealing point of both oils is from 60°

to 60° F.

The fruit of I. Grifjitldi would appear to contain some bitter

principle as. well as tannin. According to J. F. Eijkman, the

fruit of 7. religiosumy which has poisonous properties, contains

proto-catechuic acid, shikiminic acid and shikimipicrin. The
latter would appear to be the poisonous principle; it forms
large transparent crystals, melting at 200^ C, which are freely

soluble in water, forming a neutral solution with a very bitter

taste- The formula is C^ H^o 0^ or C'o H'* O*. *In the

volatile oil of the leaves he discovered eugenol, shikimen and
shikimol; the second is, he thinks, a terpine, and the last iden-

tical with safrol- {Rec. Trav\ Chim. IV., 32—54, Year-Book

ofPharm., 1885,- p. 171,)
*

Commerce.—Star-anise is shipped to India from China in

large quantities, and two qualities are met with, selected in

* Alcohol baturatetl with H CL

6
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.mpangi-puvva

boxes wortli Rs. 17 per Surat maund of 37^ lbs., and broken

in bags^ value Ra, 14 per maund. The oil which comes from

China in 12 catty tin jars sells for about Rs. 4-4 per catty* .

* t

MICHELIA QVLAm^ACA, Linn. var.Eheedii.
J

^ig.—Wight III. i., t b, f. 6. Golden or Yellow Cliampa
(-£/n^.), Champac (Fr.). ...
Hab.—Temperate Himalaya, from Nipal eastward ; Pegu,

Tenasserim, Nilgiris and Travancore. Commonly cultivated.

The bark.

FemacitZar.—Cliampa {Hind., Beng.), Sliampang {Tam.),

Pivala-cbapha {Mar.), R^q champo {Guz.), S
{Tel.)y Sampage-huvvu (Caw.).

History, Uses, &C.—There appear to be several

.varieties of Michelia wliich have been produced by cultivation.

M. Rlieedii, which is referred by Hooker and Thomson to M,

Champaca, is cultivated in India for the sake of its yellow,

sweet-scented tulip-like ffowers, which are made into a wreath

(veni) and worn by women at the back of the head. The
Champa, in Sanskrit Champaka or Dipapushpa (lamp flower)

appears to have been cultivated in India from a very early date

;

it has many synonyms expressing praise of its delicate form,
golden colour and intoxicating perfume.

The bark is mentioned in the secondary list of the Phar-
macopoeia of India as having febrifuge properties j' but the
natives of India do not" generally use it, nor is it to be met
with m the shops. According toRheede and Rumphius the
flowers are diuretic and are used in gonorrhoea to relievo
scalding, pounded with cocoanut-oil they are applied as a plaster
to inflamed parts. The root is said to be emmenagogue, and
the oil of the seeds is rubbed into the abdomen to relieve
flatulence. '

'

Description -The fresh bark is covered externally by
a bgh brown epidermis, which can be easily removed by fric-
tion; beneath this, it is of a reddish brown colour mottled with
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longitudinal green stripes, and pale yellow scars of irregular

form ; the inner surface is yellowish and fibrous, taste feebly

bitter^ with a faint aroma. It contains tannic and gallic acids.

Microscopic structure.—li is chiefly remarkable for aggre-

gations of large stony cells of a bright yellow colour. The

parenchyme contains much starch.

MICHELIA NILAGIRICA, Zenker,

f

lFig.—Zen}ierTlant.lnd.t^%0. Hill Champa (Eug'.)'
n

Hab.—Ilioflier mountains of the Westeru Peninsula and

Ceylon. The bark.

Vernacular.—Shempangan, Sempagum {Tam.)y Sapu

History, Uses, &C.—This tree, like the Champa, yields

a valuable timber. The bark is said to have been made into

decoctions and infusions and used Ss a febrifuge, but there is

^
time-

Description.—The stem bark is covered with a light

brown, corky layer, which scales offer may easily be removed

when dry; it is brittle, and its irregularly broken surface is

frequently beset with lichens and mosses. Between the cork

and mtermediate layer are pinkish masses of various forms.

The surface of the middle layer is pale brown; in the fresh

state it is marked with longitudinal green stripes ; it is hard

and dense, and very much resembles the bone at the base, of

horns. A fracture shows that the middle layer is dense and of

a reddish colour, and the inner layer dirty yellowish-brown^

tough, and of fibrous consistence. The inner surface is russet-

brown, and striated with the fine longitudinal marks of the

white liber tissue. . A transverse section touched with a drop

of ferric chloride solution shows that tannin is preseijt in the

two inner layers only. The bark affords a light cinnamon-

brown powder, slightly bitter in taste, with a faint terebin-
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tliinate odour. The bark of the branches and young^er stems
r

is uniformly pale brown, less bitter, and more aromatic*

Cheinical composition.—The powdered bark gave 10'6 per

cent, of moisture, and left 9' 7 per cent, of ash. It contained a

volatile and a fixed oil, acrid resins, tannin, giving a greenish-

black colour with ferric salts, sugar, a bitter principle, muci-

lage, starch, calcium oxalate, &c. Search was made for alka-

loids and mannite with negative results, A decoction did not

give the usual blue colour with iodine until a considerable

quantity of the reagent had been added, a reaction peculiar

to cinnamon and cassia barks*
*

•

Commerce.—The oil of Michelia nilagirica which was stated

(Pharm, Jovrn. Oct. 22, 1887, p. 344,) to be obtained from

this bark, was in reality distilled from the bark o^Cinnamomim
Wightii, a' tree found on the hills of Southern India-

.

ANONACE^.

ANONA SQUAMOSA, Linn.
V -

Fig—Rheede, Hort. Mai. Hi., 29; Bot. Mag. 3095; Gartn.

Fruct. a., t. 138. The Custard Apple tree {Eng.), Cachimau
{Ft.).

Hab—Tropical America, cultivated in India. The seeds*
leaves and bark.

Vernacular.—Sitaphal {Hind,, Mar.), Sita--nulluni (Tarn).
Ata, Luna {Beng.), Sita-pundu [Tel), Atta {Gmg.).

History, Uses, &C.—The custard-apple has been long
Baturalized in India, and has received the Sanskrit name of
Gandhaa^tra. The seeds, leaves, and immature fruit, contain
an acrid principle which is destructive to insect life ; the seeds
are much used by tlie natives for removing lice from' the head •
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they Inquire to be applied with caution ; for if any particles
^

get into the eye^ much pain and redness is produced. The
author of theMakhzan notices the poisonous actign of the seed

upon lice^ and Says that when applied to the os uteri/ they

cause abortion. The fruit is called Sharifah and Kaj in

-Persian, Rheede states that the ripe fruit mixed with salt is-

used as a maturant: The root is considered to be a drastic pur-

gative/and is administered by the natives in atrabilis or melan-

cholia, much as Hellabore was by the Grreeks. In the Antilles,

Guiana and Reunion the leaves are employed to make a

sudorific infusion (the Gorrossol), and in India the crushed
leaves are applied to the nostrils of women suffering from
hysterical or fainting fits.* The leaves are also used to

destroy maggots in sores, and to assist in removing the

Guinea-worm. '

Description—Seed dark brown, polished, with two
lateral ridges, tapering towards the umbilical eud, where there

is a prominent ring, with acentral pit, length about five-eighths

of an inch, breadth two-eighths, albumen large, ruminated^

embryo minute. Leaves oblong, obtuse or acuminate, glaucous

beneath, 2—3 by |

—

\ inch, pubescent when young, when
dried black, odour when crushed pungent and offensive.

F

h
r *

The fruit is globose or ovoid, light green, tuberculous, the

size of a large apple, and is composed of the numerous, con-

fluent, ripe carpels, each of which contains on.e large seed, pulp

sweet, of a delicate spicy flavour, easily digested.

Microscopic structure.-—The testa of the seeds is composed of

two sets of yellow rod-like cells, with a narrow central cavity,

the outef set are arranged vertically but the inner project into

the albumen and divide it into numerous small bundles. The
albumen consists of large polyhedral cells filled with starch.

.
Chemical composition.—The seeds yield an oil and resins ; the

latter appear to be the acrid principles.

* Rheede notices the use of the unripe fruit in a similar manner in

vertigo.
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Ward
found indications of an alkaloidal principle, but failed to iso-

late it in a pure state j they also foahd an acid resin insolable

in ether^ and two resins soluble in ether; as well as a white

crystalline principle soluble in alcohol and ether^ but insoluble

in water or dilute acids^ and a viscid yellow neutral resin-like

body, *. •

*

, ,

BOCAGEA DALZELLII,iT!/.^r.

Hab.—Forests of the Concan and Travancore. The leaves.
w

B -

I

Vernacular.—Sajeri, Kochrik, Harkinjal [Mar.),"•*-
Descnption.—Leaves polished,, narrow-oblong, acute or

-

obtuse, 5—9 inches long by 1— 2 broad, coriaceous, serrated,

base acute or rounded; flowers white; carpels globose,

^
smooth, about one inch in diameter, usually containing two

mature seed's. ifol

describes this tree as like the Portugal laurel, and says that it

flowers in November, and bears fruits the size ofa marble, which

when cut open have an agreeable smell like the wild English

Angelica. In the Concan, the leaves are used as a fomenta-

tion in rheumatism by the natives ; they have a pungent,

astringent and bitterish taste. The tree yields a valuable reddish

timber which is used in house building.

Chemical composition.—The leaves contain tannin^ giving a

blue-black precipitate with ferric salts, and a very small quan-

tity of gallic acid. The aqueous extract contains a ferment

.

which produces a pungent alliaceous odour as soon as an

infusion is made of the leaves, It is precipitated from its

aqueous solutioii by alcohol, and is to some extent dissolved

again by heat. The distillate is oily, with a pungent odour
and tastej and neutral in reaction. The leaves also contain a

crystalline bodjr extracted by boiling alcohol from the marc left

by ether and cold alcohol exhaustion j it is. probably the body
related to sinigrin of mustard seed, which gives the pungent
property in contact ^Yith water. The leaves yield 7-8 per cent.

of ash.
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JATEORHIZA CALUMBA, Miers.

1

Pig.

—

Benth and Trim.^ t. 13, Calumba [Eng), Colombo

[Fr,).
'

m
h

Hab.—Oibo^ Mozambique. The foot.
M

Vernacular.—Kalamb-ki-jer {Hind.)^ Kalamb kacTiri (Bomb.),

Kalamba ver {Tani.)^ Kalamba-veru {Tel,).

1

History, Uses, &C.—Calamba grows in the forests of
X

East Afrrca^ along the Mozambique Coast^ in the Zambesi
coimtryj and Madagascar; the Arabs call it Sak-el-hamam,'

'

^ dove's foot,^ from the resemblance of the hairy ovaries

with tlieir three-parted stigmas to the leg and foot of a
dove. The drug appears to have been first introduced into

India by the .Portuguese; In Africa it would seem to have
been long used as a medicine in dysentery/and other affections

of the bowels- Fliickiger and Hanbury^s researches have
traced its introduction into Europe to the Portuguese, as far

back as 1673. • Shortly after this date,* Francisco Redi noticed

it as an alexipharmic. It would then appear to have been
neglected until re-introduced by Porcival in 1773; since then
it has been in constant ase in Europe as a mild tonic. The
older English physicians in India probably became acquainted
^yith it through the Portuguese. The plant was introduced

r

into Madras in 1805^ and subsequently into Bengal and Bombay,
but it appears now to have died ' out. Calumbin, the non-
nitrogenous crystalline bitter principle occurring in Calumba-
root together with berberine is usually, represented as not
possessing much physiological activity. Dr. Lauder Brunton
says {PJiarmacology, p. 757), it seems to have less action than
berberine. But some experiments made with the separated
crystalline principle, and reported 'by M. Houde [Itepertoire,

March, 1886, p. 113), point to it being a somewhat energetic
substance, giving rise to vomiting and diarrhoea. In small
doses it appeared to augment the secretion of bile, ofthe glands
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of the stomach, and the intestine ; after full closes the liver

appeared to undergo granular fatty degeneration. A dose of

10 centigrams administered to fowls -caused death, preceded

by digestive disturbance and frequent evacuation. It is

thought that if it were not that calumbin is present in Calumba

in only small amount .(0"35 to 0'4 per cent.) it would prove an

inconvenient constituent in the administration of the drug.

{Pharvi, Journ.y 1886.) Calumba appears to owe its tonic ac-

tion chiefly to berberine [see Berberis)j it also possesses the

advantage of containing no tanniil, and consequently does not

form an inky mixture with salts of iron. It is used, in atonic

dyspepsia and debility of the digestive organ s, and appears to

increase the secretion of bile. Trousseau and Pidoux recom-

mend it especially when there is subacute inflammation of the

gastric mucous membranes^ with a bitter taste in the mouth,

heat" and pain at the epigastrium, nausea, slight fev.er and

perhaps diari-hcea.

The powdered root has been used for dressing unhealthy

sores. .

.'

Description.—The drug consists of nearly round or oval

ti'ansverse slices of the root, varying much in size ; these, when

freshly imported, are of a light, br-ight greenish yellow colour^

and have their edges covered by a wrinl^led, corky epidermis '

the surfact) of the slice sho^vs a central portion, often ninch

contracted in the middle, the vascular bundles standing out as

rough projections, and a cortical por tion from two to.three-eighths

of an inch thick, Calumba is light and breaks easily withashort

starchv fracture, the odour is mossv. aud tho focfo ^tot-tt V^i'ffpr.

+

Microscopic structure.—Comjmencing externally we find a

range of tabular cells forming tlie suber ; within this, a broken
line of thick-walled yellow cells ; and next a cellular pareu -

wi

up the bnlk of the bark, and intersected by radiating bands
of liber tissue. The central portion of the root consists of a

starchy parfenchyme, intersected by radiatiuif bands, formed
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of bundles of large vessels, which are more or less surrounded

by a layer of wood cells. The starch granules are very large

and ovoid- "
• .

• '

.

Chemical composition. -^^he root contains calumbinj berberine

and calutnbic acid. Caluinbiu may be obtained by treating

the root with alcoliol .of 75 per cent., the alcohol is recovered^

and the residue, after evaporation, dissolved in water, and

shaken with ether, which takes up fatty matters and the

calumbin ; the lattqr is purified by crystallization from boiling

absolute ether; it forms right rhombic pi'isms, and is neutral

and very bitter. Calumbic acid was obtained by Baedecker by

adding hydrochloric acid to. the product obtained by the treat-

ment of an alcoholic extract of calumba by lime* water ; it

forms strongly acid white crystalline flakes. Both calumbin and

calumbic acid are very sparingly soluble in cold water or cold

alcohol, and ether. (Diet, de Chlmie ; WtiHz.^Yoh 1, p. 959,)

Baedecker has pointed out a connection between these three

bitter principles.
.

If we suppose a molecule of ammonia NH-' to be added to

talumbin C*^ H*'* O^^, the" complex molecule thence resulting

will contain the elements of bei'berine C^° H^'' NO**, calumbic

acid C'^ H'"^^ 0', and water 3 ^"^O [Fhar'macograpMay p. 25).

Duquesnel has recently published the following process for^
i -

obtaining calumbin. Exhaust the powdered root with 95

per cent, alcohol, recover the alcoliol, treat the syrupy residue

with chloroform. Filter the chloroform solution and evaporate";

treat the residue with 60 per cent, alcohol which dissolves
V

most of the colouring' matter. The residue, which contains the

calumbin, is dissolved in strong alcohol, decolorised with

animal charcoal and crystallized. The yield should be 0'35 to,

0'4 per cent.
w

Commerce.—Calumba root is imported into Bombay from

the Mozambique Coast to the extent of from 200 to 400 bales

annually, .

The bales are .of matting, and contain about one cwfc. each,

value Rs. 34 per Surat maund of 37i lbs.
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ANAMIRTA COCCULUS, TT. ^ A.

Fig Uheefle, Hort. Mat vii.; t- 1 ; Bentl and Trim. i.

14. Cocculus IdcIicus (j^u^.)^ Coque du Levant [Fr,]*

'Hab.— Concauj Ma'abur^ Eastern ArcliipelagD^ Eastern

.Bengal^ Asyam. The fruit.
'

, •,

. 'Vernric)Ala^,—Kakumari [Eind., Can,, Tel^ Bcng.}y Kakphal .

{Guz.), Karwi {Mai\), Kaklidy-kolii-virai (Tarn.), Henber/.

Netrmala {Punjah)
.

•
. -

History, UseS; &C*-—This plant, wLicb is a large climb-

ing shrub with rough Corky bark, is probably the Kakaphala of

Sanskrit writers; its properties must have been known to the

' Hindus- from an early date, and the frait" appears to. have

been long in use aa a remedy in certain skin affections, possibly

of parasitic origin. The Arabs were probably also acquainted

^ith itj but there is no satisfectory evidence upon this point

to be gathered from their writers upon Materia Medica*

Sprengel would make it the Mahir-harj of Ibn Sina, but this

is evidently incorrect

;

-as Ibn Shia describes thst plant as

''like Shibram (Tithymalafe)v which some people class araoug

the milky shrubs/' According to .Tluckiger and Hanburyy

Euellius was the first "Euiropean writer who mentioned it {Da

Natnra Stirpium, Parh, 1556),- under the name of Cocci

orientis. Gerarde calls it Cocculus Indicus ; it also bore the

name of Coccole di Levanto (Levant berries), fi-om its being

introduced into Europe through the Levant ports,. Tn the

Concan the juice of the leaves. with that of the root of Glorio^a

superbn is used to kill Guinea-worms. R.umphiHs, vii., 18^ '

notices its use to kill fish, and also birds of Paradise^ by
poisoning the holes full of rain water in the trees they

frequent. He says that in Ceylon -and Malabar they catch .

wild cattle, &e., by poisoning Jack fruits with it, and placing
'

them in the woods. .
-

Picrotoxb/tho active principle of tlie seeds, lias been found
useful in the night sweats of phthisis in doses of -^^^ to ^'^ of

a gvaiu.; it is also employed to destroy pediculi iu the form of
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nil ointmeni (10 grs.-to 1 oz.), and is official iu tlie United
States Pliarmacopoeia.

When administered internally it stimnlates all tlie motor
and iuliibitory centres in the medulla, especially the respiratory

and yagus centres. It also in-itates motor centres, either in

the. cerebrum or in the medallaa^nd cord^ produciiig in all ver-

tebrates alternating epileptiform spasms, with periodic stoppage
of the motions of

'
the diaphragm and slowness of the ^pnU'e.

The spa^sms often take the form of swimming, running back-

^. move.^.....,, ^. .....^^

.the body on its axis. The temperature is somewhat raised.

{Lauder BruntonJ) Some preliminary experiments made by
Professor Arpad " Bokai go far to show' tbat picrotoxin- is

probably the best antidote for morphia poisoning. It is said

to prevent paralysis of the centre of respirationj by which
death from morphia is causecl. It has also exactly th&
opposite effects of morphia on the pressure of the blood.

Description.— A somewhat reniform purple fruit, tbe
size of ca small grape, growing ia a loag bunch, each brat^cli

of which supports from 1 to 3 of the drupes. The dry fruit

is about the size of a large pea, dark browa, and -wrinkled ;

below the concavity on one side there is a circular scar, to
which a portion of the peduncle sometimes remains attached;
abo\re.it is a small pointed projection^ the remains of the style;
within the dried pul^ is a.thin shell, which at the concave part
of the fruit dips in deeply to form a placenta, which projects in

.

the shape of twr) lobes into its cavity, upon these the kernel rs

moulded, and has consequently a cup-shaped form, the cavity
of the cup being marked by a longitudinal ridge, corresponding
to the fissure between the two lobes of the placenta. The ker-
nel consists of two layers of albumen, which, when separated,
disclose a suparior radicle, from which two thin cotyledons
diverge, narrow at first, but afterwards widening. Cocculus
Indicus is very bitter, and if kept long has a rancid oily smell.

Mioroscofic structure.— The albnihen is. composed of poly-
hedral cells containing crystals of fatty matter.
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Chemical composition.—The pericarp is said to be eraetic,

and to coi:itain two crystalHzable tasteless substances, lueni-

spermine and paramenispermine, but tbis_ is doubtful^ aud

requires confirrnation. Picrotositi, -a crystalline substance, v/as

discovered in tbe seed by Bonllay in 1812 ; it is tbe poisonous

principle, and is soluble in water and alkalis, Flilckiger and

Hanbnrj give tbe following summary of its 'properties:

*^ Picrofcoxin does not neutralize acids^ it dissolves in water

and in alkalies ; tbe solution in the latter reduces cupric oxide

like the sugars^ but to a much sncialler extent than glucose.

The alkaline solution is not precipitated by chloride of ammo-

nium. The aqueous solution is not alteredby any metallic salt,

or by tannin^ iodic acid, iodohydrargyrate or .bichromate of

potassium; in fact^ by none of tho re-agents which affect tbe

alkaloids, '• It may thus be easily distinguished from the bitter

poisonous alkaloids, although in its behaviour with concen-

trated sulphuric acid and bichrom-ate of potassium^ it somewhat

resembles strychnine as shown in 1867 by Kohler. Picrotoxm

melts at 200^ C; its composition C^ H^ ^ 0\ as ascertained in

1877 by Paterno and Oglialoro, is the same as that of ever-

ninic, hydrocoffei'c, umbellic and vei^atric acids/^ (PAarma-

cographia^ Pt 32

)

• .
.

•By fractional distillation from Benzol, Barth and Kretscby

(1880) separated picrotoxin into three bodies. One, for which

the name plcrotosin was retained, raelta at 201° C,, and has the

compositiouC E}' 0° -i- IP O.. The second, piGrotin, C^'

II
ao 260

freely soluble in benzol, and is not poisonous. The third com"

pound, anamlrlhi, C^^ H** O^^y remains iii the mother liquor

ou re-crystallizing pinorotpxin from water ; it is but slightly

bitter, is not poisonous, and its alkaline solutions do not reduce

metallic salts, Warnecke has obtained from the fruit 5*20

per cent, of ash.

Torioolog ij.^This drug is oocasioually usod in Madras and
Bombay as a cattle polsoa. During tlie last teu years four

cases bavG been reported. In Bombay one case lias been
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reported in'wliich it was used to facilitate the commission of

theft. The symptoms are stomach ache^ nausea^ vomiting,

tetanic couvuIsioUj insensibility and sometimes delirium.

Dr. Burton Brown notices its use as a poison in the Punjab.

Commerce.—CoccuTus Indicas is broujjhfc to the Western

ports in large quantities for exportation to Europe ; it is hardly

ev^er used in India; and is seldom to be seen in the druggists'

shops. Valao, Rs. 3 per Surat maund of 37^ lbs.

ii

CISSAMPELOS PAREIRA, Linn,
m

•

F'lg.—BentL and Trim.^ i. 15,
w

riab.—Tropical and sub-tropical India. Cosmopolitan in

warm regions. The root.

Vernacular.—Dakhnirbishi^ Pahari^ Harjori {Hind.), Pahar-
mdl- {Mar.), Pata (TeL), TikrI, Katori {Sind, Panjah),
Karandhis {Guz.)^ Ponmutoo'tai [Tarn,]. '

History, Uses, &C.—The plant appears to Lave been
long in use as a bitter tonic and diuretic in Northern and
Southern India, and is mentioned by Ainslie. Chakradatta
recommends it in fever with diarrhoea and in internal in flam-

mations ; it is combined in native px^actice with bitters and
aromatics. In Europe it has never been an article of comraerce,
though for a long time it was supposed to produce the Pareira
root of the shops {coitfer* Fharmacograflda, p. 2^). The
Sanskrit names are Ambashta, Patha and Venivela (braided
creeper^ Pahadamula and Akanadi. In the. Punjab aad Sind
the leaves and roots are employed in the cure of ulcers and in

Pudukota for dysentery. The dn.ig is not used in Europe; it

appears to act as a mild tonic and diuretic. It is reputed to

be anfcilithic.

V

Description.—The root is about half an inch in diameter,
bark ligbt brown, marked with longitudinal furrows, and trans-

verse constrictions, sometimes very crooked and knotty, from
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o-rowing in stony ground, seldom Lranclied, fracture fibrous, .

barb corky, and thick for tbe size of tlie root, wood yellowisli,.

in from 10 to 15 wedge-shaped bundles, containing many large

' vessels, and separated by narrow" medullary rays; -odour none J

taste very bitter.
.

. .
'

Microscopic struchire—It cannot . be ^distinguished from

several other Menispermacebus roots cDmmon in India.

Cliemicalcompodtion.—ThQipolosmG or cissampeline of Wig-

o"ers which Fliickifrer has foundto be identical withbebeerine,

- exists in this root to the extent of about ^ per cent. {FHichuJev^}

Pelosine is amorphous; nearly insoluble in water, somewhat

soluble in ether and carbon bisulphide, freely soluble in chloro-

from and acetone, also in alcohol and benzol; its liitrato is_

sparingly soluble, and its* acetate is precipitated by sodium

phosphate, bythe group re-agents for alkaloids, and by iodide,

ferrocyanide, ferridcyanide, and chromate of potassium; the

precipitate with phosphomolybdic acid dissolves in ammdma

with a blue colour. The formula of bebeerine is C^^ H"-^ NO^
-

Stephahia hernandifolia, Wall, Wight Ic. t. 939,

extending from Nipal to Chittagong, Singapore and Ce^lon^

has similar properties, and is known by tlie same native names

as Cissccmjidos Farelra.
'

It is the Agnad (Ikanddi) of Bei

where tlie striated, stems are sold in the bazars ; but it seems

probable that the true Sanskrit name of this plaut.is Vanatik-

tita.

a

TINOSPORA CORDIFOLIA, Miors.

Fig.—Eheede, Eorl. Mal.yii., 21 ',BentL and.Trim., t. 12.
-r.

Hab.—Tropical India, The stem.
«

Vernacular.—Gurach, Giloe, G-ularicha {Kind., Beng.),

Gulwail, Guloe, Gharol {Mar.), Tfppa-tige {Tel), Sliindil-kodi

(Tcim.), Amrita-balli {Can.), Rassaklnda (Cm<;.),Gurjo [Sikkim),

Amritwel {Goa.)t Gado {Guz.).



.i

«

.
History, Uses, &C.—A vyell-known medicinal plant,

long in use in Hindu medicine,, and called in Sanskrit Guduclii,

Pittaglini (bile-destroying), Bbishakprija (dear to physicians),

Nirjara (not perishing), &c. It is considered to be cold and drj^,

or according to Arabic and Persian writers, hot and dry in
the first degree. In native practice it is much valued as an
antipcriodic in fevers,, and as a tonic and alterative; it is also
credited with aphrodisiac properties.* ' The fresh plant is said
to be more efficient' than the dry; it is taken with milk in rheu-
matism, acidity of the urine and dyspepsia. The juice with'
Pakhanbed and honey is given in Gouorrhcea, and is an ingre-
dient in- Paushtiks. given in Phthisis. In Guzerat, a neckkce
called. Kamald-ni-mahi (jaundice necklace) is .made of small
pieces of the stem; &nd"is supposed to cure that disease. The
stem, if placed upon a bush in the open air, will retain its

vitality through the hot season, and when the rains commence,
put forth leaves and long whipcord-like roots, which soon
reach the ground, whence the Sanskrit..synonym Chinnaruha,
or, growing when. cut. The plant is very common in many
parts of India, and may always be obtained in the green state.
Elephants are very fond of the stems, and the hil'l tribes- in'

Sikkira give it to their cattle to cure pains in the stomach. The
dry stem is to be seen in every drug shop ; from it is prepared a
kmd of starch known in Hindustani as Giloe-ka-sat, and in some
parts of India as Palo. It is prepared by powdering the stem
and washing out the starch with water ;.the latter retains a little-
of the bitterness of the druo-.

'/^

attracted the notice of Europeans in India at the eafly part of
the present century, and to have beenfavburably spoken of by
those who have tried it as a tonic, antiperiodic and diuretic
but It has never come into general use in European practice

^

It IS now official in the Pharmacopoeia of India, and has lately
•(1884) been re-introduced to the notice of the profession in
Europe as a specific tonic, antiperiodic and diuretic. (Zeitsch
dt's Ot'derr. ^^WA. Fer., 1884, 312.)

j;or original Sansk.U prescriptions. see.Dutt's Ilin.lu Materia Medica,
p. lU^

;
most of them contain several other equally active reuiedxes.

Ift

* F
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Description;—The fresh stem has a green succulent bark,

covered by a thin brown epidermis^ which peels off in flakes
;

it is studded Avith warty prominences^ and here and there ^ives

off roots and branches bearing smooth heart-shaped leaves^ and

bunches of red berries
; ^
when dry it shrinks very much^ and

the bark separates from the wood, and becomes of a dull

brown colour ; the hitter consists of a number of wedge-shaped

bundles ; the taste is vei'y bitter 3 the odour not in any way

peculiar*^ • .
'

_

' AUcroscopic structiire,—The saber, consists of talaular cells,

and thick-walled yellow cells, in alternate layers; the woody

portion is not to be distinguished from "that of several other

Menispermaceous plants common in India.* '

,

±

^ m
I

Chemical composition.—The extract called Palo and Sat-i-

giloe is simply "starch, which, through not having been washed,

retains some bitterness, that sold in the bazaars is usually notlnng

but common starch. The stem has been examined by Fliickiger

(1884) by boiling it with alcohol and a little hydrate of calcium,

the alcohol was then evaporated and the residue extracted by

means of chloroform. The latter liquid was found to contain .

antity d dis-

solving the residue by means of acidulated water, a solution

was obtained, which proved to contain merely a trace of ber-

berine. The alcoholic extract after it had been exhausted by.
p

.chloroform as above stated, was dissolved in boiling water and

precipitat'^d by tannic acid, avoiding an excess of the acid.

The deposit thus obtained was mixed with carbonate of lead,

dried and exhausted with alcohol, which on evaporation yielded

the bitter principle. By boiling this bitter principle with

dilute sulphuric acid, sugar was produced and it lost its bitter-

ness. Neither the original bitter principle or the product

derived from it could be crvstallizftd.
"

Commerce.—The stems are collected and dried by the

country people who bring them for sale to the towns. Value,

R3. 2h per Surat maund of 374 lbs.
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COCCULUS VILLOSUS, DC.
w

Fig,-—Pluk. Am., t.S84>,f. S, 7.

Hab.—Tropical and subtropical India. The roots and leajVes.

Vernacular.—Jamti-ki-bel^ Farid-buti {Hind.), Vasanvel,

T^na (Mar.)> Dagadi (Oan.), Ohipuru-tige/ Katle-tige (Tel),

,Hsi6v (Beng.), Kattak-kodi (Tam,)^ Patala-galori (Guz.).
/

History, Uses, &C.—A very widely-distributed plant

of climbing habit, very common everywhere; it has no doubt

b^en long in use as a domestic remedy in all parts of the

country, but few of the native works on. Materia Medica notice

it. The Sanskrit names are Patala-garudi, Vasadani and

Vasaua-valli, *^ giving a fragrant perfume/^ It is a disputed

point whether this plant or the Pedalium murex is the true

Farid-butfnpon which Sheik Farid is reputed to have sustained

life for some time. The juice of its leaves mixed with water

has the property of coagulating into a green jelly-like substance,

which is applied externally by the country people under various

circumstances on account of its cooling natui^e^ and is also taken

internally sweetened with sugar as a cure for Gonorrhoea.

Pliny (24, 99) mentions two plants, Ooracesta and Callicia,

which, according to Pythagoras^ were used by the Magi to

congeal water. The root is said to be alterative, and to be a

good substitute for Sarsaparilla, Roxburgh says that a

decoction of it in goat's milk flavoured with long pepper is

administered in rheumatic and old venereal pains, and is

considered heating, laxative and sudorific. {Fl, Ind. III.,

815.) The juice of the ripe berries makes a durable,

bluish-purple ink. [Brandis,) In the Concan the roots rubbed
with Bpnduc nuts in water are administered as a cure for belly-

ache in children, and in bilious dyspepsia they are given in 6

massa doses with ginger and sugar ; they are also an ingre-

dient with a number of bitters and ar"omatics in a compound pill

which is prescribed in fever.

Description.—Leaves 2 to 3 by \\ to 2 inches, sometimes

sublancaolate, retuse or obtuse, and mucronate j sometimes

8
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tliree-lobedj .base subcordate or truncate} when young villous

On both surfaces
;
petiole | inch long. Eoot very crooked and

twisted upon itself, keeled, seldom branched, but g'iving off a

few thin fibrous rootlets ; external surface light brow n^ nearly

smooth, tz^ansVerse section pale yellow, marked with radiating

darker yellow lines ; odour peculiar, a.crid; taste disagreeable

and bitter*

Chemical composition.—The air-dried stems and roots were

well bruised in a mortar and extracted with rectified spirit

in a Thorn^s extractor. The resulting tincture was then eva-

porated at a low temperature on a water bath till free from

alcohoh "Water was added to the viscid extract, and the

turbid mixture, Avhich possessed a strong acid reactiouj was

repeatedly agitated with ether. P.uriug agitation a large

amount of dark, soft resinous-looking matter separated and

adhered to the bottom of the bottle. The orio-inal extract was

thus divided into three portions—ethereal solution A, separated

resin B, aqueous residue C,

The ethereal solution A, which was ofa dark yellowish-brown

hue, was agitated with dilute hydrochloric acid; during

agitation the aqueous acid solution became turbid from, the

separation of dark brown flocks. The ether was separated aiid

was of a yellowish colour; it left on spontaneous evaporation a
n * ^ /». • T-i ' -:i_ tt

i

odour, not unlike that of Tolu balsam. Treated with benzol

it was partially soluble. No further examination was made of

this portion.

The aqueous solution filtered from the brown flocks above

mentioned, was of a dark brown colour. The addition of

ammonia caused the separation ot pinkish flocks, and the

solution acquired a reddish hue. The turbid solution was now
agitated witli chloroform- ether which acquired a pink colour.

The separated chloroform-ether left on evaporation a pink

residue, non-crystalline, soluble in alcohol, the colour being

that of a tincture of Sander's wood. The alcoholic solution did
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not exhibit any fluorescence, and the colour was tlie same wten

viewed by either reflected or transmitted light j examined

spectroscopically there was marked absorption towards the

violet end of the spectrnm, with a slight absorption in t! :e

yellow, bnt no bands. The addition of dilate acids to the

alcoholic solutiou altered the colour to dirty yellow. Some of

the dry e^ctract was treated with water^ and gently heated^

a dark resin-like mass was insoluble ; the aqueous solution

had an acid reaction, and a fragrant odour. A few drops of

dilute H CI. were now added and the clear yellow solution

filtered from insoluble matter, and agitated for a very brief
F

period with chloroform. The chloroform/ of a yellow colour,

was separated; on evaporation the extract was not wholly

soluble in dilute H Cl. The filtered acid solution gave with

alkalies a pink colour, while brick-red flocks separated, not

soluble in excess: the addition of dilute acids immediately

destroyed the red colour. With potassio-mercnric iodide,

.phospho-molybdic acid, platinic and auric chlorides, and

picric acid, marked amorphous precipitates were yielded.

The aqueous acid solution which had been agitated with

chloroform for a short period only, was now rc:idered alkaline

with ammonia and again agitated with chloroform. The chlo-

roform was separated, and eva:porated off at a gentle heat, the

residue was dissolved in dilute H C1-, with alkalies white flocks

separated, and the solution further gave precipitates with all

alkaloidal re-agents.

These experiments would indicate that two principles were

extracted, one possessing tlie properties of an acid, and yield-

ing a red colour with alkalies; the other an alkaloid.
H

4

The reddish alkaline solution left after agitation withcliloro

form-ether, was gently heated to expel ether, and when cold
r

acidified with dilute H CL, when the colour changed to dirty

green; the solution was then agitated with chloroform, which
acquired an emerald-green colour. On evaporating off the

chloroform a green varnish-like non-crystalline residue was

left. The chloroform solution examined spectrostupically
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showed some absorption towards the violet end of the spectrum,
but no bauds. The liquid did not exhibit any fluorescence,

and was of the same colour viewed either by reflected or trans-

mitted light. The extract was readily soluble in alcohol

;

more readily soluble in ether than in benzol. The addition of

a few drops of dilute H CI. and water, dissolved the greater

part of it, the resulting solution being of a dirty green colour.

The addition of alkalies caused the separation of pink flocks,

and the solution became of the same colour. A precipitate was
also yielded with the usual alkaloidal re-agents. Subsequent
addition of an acid caused the liquid to regain its original
green hue, and the solution when again agitated with chloro-
form coloured it an emerald green. The action of alkalies, on
the green chloroform extract was oxtremly marked, the slight-

est trace of an alkali being sufficient to determine the pro-
duction of the pink coloration. Boiled with alcoholic potash
the red coloration of the liquid was not destroyed, but on the
addition of dilute acids yellow flocks separated, which were
soluble in chloroform with production of a yellow solution
without any tinge of green. The aqueous solution was also

yellow.
+

4

These experiments appear to indicate that the reddish alka-
line solution contained an acid principle associated with an
alkaloid. It would appear' that the alkaloid contained in this

second fraction was similar to the one to which reference has
already been made. The two acid principles, however, do not
appear to be identical

: in the one case the chloroform solu-
tion of the acid was yellow, in the other emerald green. In
their behaviour towards alkalies they also differed in the tint of

the colour reaction. These principles do not appear to be of
the nature of ordmary chlorophyll, but possibly they, may be
allied to the colouring matter stated to be present in certain
lichens, &c., or to decomposition products of chlorophyll.

Separated resin B, was soluble in alkaline hydrates, and
reprecipitated m brown flocks by acids. The resin was not
further examined.
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Aqueous residue C~The filtered solution was rendered
alkaline with ammonia and agitated with chloroform-ether,

brownish flocks separated. The separated chloroform-ether
left on spontaneous evaporation a transparent yellowish varnish*

like residue. In order to purify this extract it was dissolved in

dilute acetic acid in which, with the exception of a few flocks it

was wholly soluble. The filtered solution was agitated with
chloroform several times ; finally the liquid was rendered
alkaline and again agitated with chloroform. On separating
and evaporating off the chloroform, a faintly yellowish trans-
parent residue was left j this residue was practically insoluble
m water : it was easily dissolved by alcohol, and jdso soluble in
ether, but the solutions did not crystallize on slow evaporation,
The alcoholic solution was bitter ; it did not exhibit fluorescence.
In dilute acids, especially tartaric acid, the extract
soluble, the resulting solutions being bitter. With' nitric
hydrochloric, sulphuric, acetic, and tartaric acids no crystalline
componnds'could be obtained. From an acid solution alkalies
precipitated white flocks, which were redissolved by acids.
An acid solution responded to all the ordinary alkaloidal
re-Eigents. A solution in sulphuric acid after boiling did not
reduce an alkaline copper solution. A solution of the extract
in dilute hydrochloric acid was precipitated by platinic chloride
in excess, the amorphous light yellow precipitate collected on
a filter, well washed, and dried in a vacuum over
trated sulphuric acid. Two determinations of the metal in
this salt yielded 19-07 and 18-91 per cent., respectively, of
platinum, which gives a mean of 18- 99 per cent, of platinum.
During ignition of the platinum salt there was a very
strong odour of benzoic acid. This principle had the properties
ofan alkaloid; at present its ultimate composition has not been
determined. The chloroform which was first i

was

concen-

gitated
the original alkaline aqueous solution, left a reddish varnish-
like residue, which also gave all the reactions of an alkaloid,
and which appeared to be similar to the principle separated
from the alkaline solution ; the alkaloid being thus separable
both from an acid and an alkaline solution by chloroform, &c.
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This alkaloid was doubtless the one which was found associated
r

with the colouring principle, and to which reference has already

been made. The colouring* principle gave similar reactions

to the one already described- The original aqueous alkaline

solution left after agitation with chloroform was filtered, and

then agitated with amylic alcohol. The amylic alcohol solution

was of a deep claret colour : it was agitated with dilute

hydrochloric acid. The amylic alcohol on evaporation left a

light green varuish-like residue insoluble in water or in dilute

hydrochloric acid» The addition of ammonia to the solid

extract dissolved a portion, the solution being of a damson-red

colour. The residueinsoluble in ammonia was o£ a dirty brown

hue. The addition of acids to the ammoniacal solution pre-

cipitated pale greenish flocks.

The hydrochloric acid solution o£ the amylic alcohol extract

was of a deep brown colour^ carbonate of soda Avas added,

which precipitated brown flocks, and the solution agitated

with amylic alcohol. The amylic alcohol became of a damson

red colour. On evaporation a damson coloured varnish-like

residue was left, pai'tially soluble in water acidified with

hydrochloric acid ; the solution was strongly bitter and harsh :

a trace of tannin was present. The addition of alkalies occa-

sioned the precipitation of white flocks: with the ordinary

alkaloidal re-agents precipitates were obtained. The principle

possessed the properties of an alkaloid, but appeared to differ

from the first one described in being more easily soluble in

dilute acids, and in possessing a much more marked bitter taste,

accompanied by harshness- The amount isolated was far too

small to admit of any examination of its platinum salt.

The colouring principles which have been isolated by the

action of amylic alcohol were probably similar to those

obtained earlier in the analysis by the action of chloroform

&c. The aqueous residue left after the action of amylic alcohol

was not further examined.

Commerce.—Not an article of commerce.
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A

COSCINIUM FENESTRATUM, (7o?e&r.

Fig.—l/tV^. in Hook. Bat. Mag., t. G458; Gontrih. Hi.

22/ «. 88. Tree Turmeric, False Calumha {Eiig.).

Hab.—Western Peninsula, Ceylon, The stem.

Vernacular.—Jlidr-kl-haldi {Hind., Bomb.)^ Mara-manjal
{Tarn.) J Dodamara-darasina {Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—The stem is said to have been long
in use in Ceylon and Southern India as a bitter medicine^ and
as a yellow dye. We have not met with any account of it in

native works
; but there is reason to beheve that it has some-

times been confounded with Darhalad, the stem of the Barberry.
Ainslie was probably the first European physician who noticed

it. He says :
—^'Mera Munjil is the Tamil name of a round

yellow-coloured bitterish root, common in- the bazaar, about
one inch in circumference, employed in preparing certain

cooling liniments for the head, and is also used as a yellow dye
;

it is brought from the mountains, but I have endeavoured in

vain to ascertain the plant " Subsequently it. attracted atten-
tion in Ceylon by being mistaken for Calumba, and some of
it found its way to Europe, where it became known as False
Calumba and Tree Turmeric; it is favourably noticed in the
Pharmacopoeia of India, and is used at the present time in the
hospitals of the Madras Presidency as a bitter tonic. {See
Berheris.)

w

Description.—CjHndrical woody stems, diameter 1 to'

4

inches, covered with a pale corky bark; wood of a bright
greeuish yellow colour, and open porous structure, having no
concentric rings, but conspicuous medullary rays ; taste purely
bitter. The wood is much less hard than that of the Barberry,
and of a lighter colour.

m

Chemical composition.—QaXxxvnhs, wood was analysed by
Pernns m 1853, and found to contain berberine. {Phar. Jour.,

Vol. Xir., pp. 180—500.)
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Commerce.—It is an article of commerce iu Southern India

only.

The Menispermaceous plants of minor importance some-

times used medicinally, are the following:—

Tinospora Crispa, Miers.y extending from Sylhet and

' Assam to Pegu and Malacca. It possesses the bitterness and

tonic properties of T. cord{foliai"^Tid is known by the same

vernacular names,

Cocculus Leaeba, D. C, Pluk. Am., t. 384, /. 4, a

scandent sTirub o£ tlie Punjab, Sindh, and Carnatic, which is

also found in Afghanistan, Arabia and Persia, has bitter and

tonic properties similar to those of Tinospora corcUfolia. It i9

known in the Punjab and Sindh as Ullar-billar and Parvati.

Tiliacora racemosaj Coleh,, Rheede Hart, Mai. viL,

Miers found

throuo-hout tropical India and in Ceylon, is one of the three

kinds of Mushadi used by the Telfngas as remedies for

snake-bite. These three kinds are: Mushadi, Strychnos Nux-

vomica*, Naga-Mushadi, Strychnos coluhrina; and Tiga-

Mushadi, Tiliacora racemosa. Other vernacular names for this

plant are Tiliakora {Beng.) and.Baga-mushada (HincZ.) jit is

bitter like others of the genus, and, it is hardly necessary to

say, no antidote to snake poison,
-

Pericampylus incanus, Miers, Under the name of

Barah-kdntaj slender Menisperaceous stems are sold in the

Bengal bazars which appear to belong to this plant, *

BEEBERIDE^.

BERBERIS, ARISTATA, DC.

Fig.—Bentl. and Trim., <.'16. Nepaul Barberry {Eng.),

Vinettier arista (^»".)-
b

Hab.—Temperate Himalaya, Nilgiri Mountains, Ceylon.
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B. LYCIUM, Boyle.

Ophthalmic Barberry {Mug.), Yinettier tinctorial (Fr.).

Mab.—Western Himalaya from Garwhal to Hazara,

\

B. ASIATICA, Roxh.

Fig.

—

JDcless. Ic. SeL ii., t. T.

m

Hab.—Himalaya^ Behar on Parasnath, The stcm^ root-

barkj extract and fruit. •

Vernacular.—The stem, Darhalad {Hmd-j Bornl).). The
exti'act, Rusot, Raswanti {Hind., Bomh,)^ Raswal {Sind.), The
fruit, Zarishk {Pers,, Hind,, Bomb.), Ambarbaris (-4ra&.).

Kistory, Uses, &C.—Various species of Barberry occur

on the Himalaya and Nilgiri mountains in India_, at elevations

between 6,000 and 10,000 feet The wood (Z>-

extract {Uasdnjana), and probably the fruity have been used-

by the natives from a very early date. The Greeks were

acquainted wibh the extract under the name of Indian Lycium
as long ago as the first century; it would appear, though, that

there were other kinds of Lycium in use at that time, {Confer..

PharmacograpJiia, p. 34.^) The early Arabian writers were
also acquainted with it by the name of Huaiz-i-Hindi^t and
mention its Indian name, which some of them derive from Has
juice, and Uth {iithna-, to boil). Hakim Abd-el-Hamid des-

cribes its manufacture from the powdered wood by exhaustion

with water, filtration^ and admixture with an equal bulk of

cow's milk, the mixture being fi'nalFy evaporated to the consist-

ence of an extract, and enveloped in leaves ; this method of

preparation is the same as that described in Sanskrit works.

f

* Dios. i. 117; Plin. 24, 76, 77; Cels.,5, 26; 6, 7; 8, 6 ; Scrib. Larg.
Comp. 19, in the early stage of ophthalmia.

|.

tThey describe two kinds, Maki or the \vkiov of the Greeks, and Hindi
or Indian ; the former was derived from Rhamnus infectoriuSj the berries of

nhich are used in dyeing leather yellow.

9
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Royle, in 1833, brought Rusot more prominently to the notice
X

of Europeans; since tlien it has beea pretty extensively
F

.employed as a tonic and febrifuge/ The root-bark of Barberry

is now official in the Pharmacopoeia of India, it is noticed in the

Tuhfat-el-murainln under the name of Argbis, and is said to

possess all the properties ofMamIran. Surgeon-General Cornish,

of Madras, states that theNilgiri Barberry bark (Mullu-kulla-

puttai Tarn.,) has been used in the treatment of ague with good

results, A similar opinion appears to be generally bold by medical

men in India. In the bazaars tlie stem, ex tract and fruit are always
t

obtainable) the two first are considered cold and dry, and are

prescribed in combination with other bittera and aromatics,

as tonics and antiperiodics, especially when bilious symptoms

and diarrhoea are present; they are also used in menorrhagia.

Rnsot mixed with opium, alum, rock salt, chebulic myrobalans,
4

and various other drugs, is much used as an external applica-

tion in inflammatory swellings, and is rubbed in round the

orbib in painful affections of the conjunctiva ; it is also used

mixed with honey as an application to aphthae, and abrasions

and ulcerations of the skin, and mixed with milk it is dropped

into the eye in conjunctivitis. The fruit is cooling and acid,

Berberine in doses of IJ grain given subcutaneously kills

rabbits, with symptoms of prostration and fall of temperature;

but a dose eight times as great given to them by the mouth
has no action, and 15 grains only produce in man slight colicky

pains and diarrhoea. Is said to cnuse contraction of the intes-

tines and of the spleen, and to lessen oxidation in the blood.

(Lfcwler Brunton.) The drugs which contain this alkaloid are
'

very useful" in malarial dy.spepsia accompanied by a febrile

condition.

Description and Micj-oscopic drndnre.—Darbalad occurs in

pieces, 1 to 2 inches iu diameter, covered by a soft, corky,

light brown bark ; beueuth this is a hard layer of stony cells,

forming a complete coating to the stem; this layer is- mui-ked
by luugitudiual furiosvs corresponding to the medullary rays,

which arc very prominent and close-grained, and contain rna'ny

sLouy cells; bcLwecn the rayri ure, wedgt-ahapud portions of
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1

to each wedge-shaped portion is situated a peculiar band of

a pale yellow colour/ which lies in contact with the stony

envelope 3 there is a. small close-grained central column,

consisting of cells containing starch ; all parts of the wood

are impregnated with yellow colouring matter freely soluble

in water.

Rnsot is a dark brown extract of the consistence of opium,

having a bitter and astriugent taste, readily soluble in water,

partly so in rectified spirit, forming a rich yello^vish brown'

solution, which becomes bright yellow when diluted. It is

prepared in Nipal and the Dhoon. Zirishk is a moist sticky mass

of small black fruit, rather larger than English Barberries; most

of them are abortive, but a few contain one or two oblong seeds

about 3-20ths of an inch in lengrth, with a thin roughish brown

testa, beneath which is a membranaceous covering; the peri-

sperm is yellow, embryo nearly as long as the perisperm, yellow^

erect; cotyledons oblong; radicle subcylindric, inferior.

The root Bark is brittle, externally light brown and corky^

beneath the suberous layer it is of a dark browii, with a

greenish yellow tinge, fibrous, and very bitter*

Chemical compo^ifinv,—The bitter principle of Barberry root

and wood is borberine, which it contains in great abundance.
The fruit contains tartaric and malic acids. Berberine or

berberia was first discovered by Chevallicr and Pelletan (182G)

in the bark of Znntkox'jbtm clava lieradisy Limu, and named
^aHthopicrtt;itH identity with berberine was proved by Peri'iuvS

(18G2). A. Buchner, who obtained it (18S5) crystallized from
barberry root, believed it to possess acid properties, and named
it berberin. ' It had been previously separated in an impure
condition by Brandes {1825) and by Buchner (1830). G.
Kemp (1841) noticed that it forms crystallizable compounds
with various mineral and organic acids, but its alkaloidal

nature was first proved by Fleitmann (T8if>). Since then
it has been discovered in numerous plants of the orders

' 1
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Berberideos^ Rauuuculaceae, Menispermace^, &c. Its com-

position is C-^ H^^ NO^. {Perrins.) Berberine dissolves ia

strong sulphuric acid witb a dingy olive-green^ and in nitric

acid with a dark brown-red colour. Solutions of its salts are

precipitated greenish-brown by potassium feri^ocyanide, and

yellow by picric acid^ phosphomolybdic acid, or chloride of

goldj platinum or mei'cury ; the precipitates are mostly crystal-

line or crystallize readily ; the phosphomolybdate dissolves in

ammonia With a blue colour. Dissolved in hot alcohol, the

salts of berbei'ine yield, with solution of iodine in potassium

iodide, dark-green scales of metallic lustre and appearing

reddish-brown in transmitted light; if an excess of iodine be

employed : the crystals are of a red-bx^own colour in reflected

light. Hydrochlorate of berberine assumes with chlorine a

blood-red colour. (Biichner.)' This behaviour furnishes a deli-
r

cats test, by means of which, according to Klunge, berberine

maybe detected in over 200,000 parts of solution ; brucine,

which gives a similar colour with chlorine, yields with acids

colourless solutions. Fused with potassium hydrate, berberine

is decomposed, yielding two acids, one of which is sublimable,

the vapours having the odour of chinolin. [Hlasiwelz

and Gihn.) Oxyacanthine, C^- H^^ N^ C, remains in the

mother liquor from which the berberine salt has been preci-

pitated by an acid. It is a white alkaloid, turning yellow in

sun-light, nearly insoluble in water, and has a bitter taste and
alkaline reaction ; it is soluble in alcohol, less so in ether, but
freely in chloroform, benzol, fats and volatile oils. Sulphuric
acid colours it brown-red. Nitric acid imparts a yellow and,

when heated, a purple colour. Berbamine C*^ W^ O^ N and
at least another alkaloid are also contained in the root. {Gf'

Ma
H.

Commerce.—Durhalad comes to the plains from Northern,
India and from the Madras Presidency. Rusot and Zirishk

from Northern India. Value, Darhalad, Rs. 3^; Rusot,
Rs. S-0 per maund of 37^ lbs.; Zirishk, Re. i per lb!
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PODOPHYLLUM EMODI, \Yall.
+

Fig.

—

Jacq^. Foy. ^o^. it., t. 9^
w

Hab.—Interior ranges of tlie Himalaya^ SikMm^ Hazara,

Cashmere.

Vernacular.—Papra or Pjipri^ Bliavan-bakra or bakraj Cliim-

yaka {Hind.),

History, Uses, &C.—The genus Podopliyllum contains

four kaawu species, one Himalayan, one American and two
Cliinese, Tlio Indian species inhabits sbady valleys in the inner
ranges of the Himalaya, and is very abundant in Kunawur and
Cashmere. The remarkable appearance of its bright red fruit

would lead one to suppose that it must have attracted the
attention of the Hindus, and judging by the Hindi names
Papra and Bhavan-hahra it is probable that it was one of the
bile-expelling plants, described' by Sanskrit writers under the
names of Parpata and its synonym Vahra. In Hindi the
Sanskrit parpata becomes papra and vaJcra changes into bakra;
the prefix bhavan probably means 'Miill" and the Hindi name
would thus signify " hill vakra " as distinguished from kshetra-
vaJcra or Uhetra-parpata, field vakra or parpata, a name applied
to one or more species of Oldenlandia. The modern medical
literature of India contains hardly any information about this
plant. A specimen of the root was forwarded to the Committee
fo? investigating Bengal drugs, by Dr. Falconer about fifty

years ago, but no examination of it appears to have been made.
The plant is mentioned in the Pharmacopoeia of India as a
possible source of Podophyllin, and Stewart says that the fruit

is used medicinally in Lahoul.

Description.—Stem or scape 6 to 12 inches, erect, stout,

herbaceous
; leaves 2, vernal, alternate, long-petioled, plaited

and deflexed in vernation, 6 to 10 inches in diameter, orbi-
cular, 3 to 5 lobed to the middle or base ; lobes cuneate, acutely
serrate

;
peduncle terminal in bud, then apparently snpra-

axillary or inserted on the poti.jle of the upper leaf; flowers 1 to
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]^ incli in diameter; sepals very deciduous; petals 6^ sometimes

4 {Rjyle), obovate-oblong ; berry 1 to 2 inches long, ellipsoidj

red. {FL Br. Lid.) The root agrees with that of P. peltaium

in most particulars, but differs in the intervals of the knots

whence the aerial stems are given off. The rhizome is more

or less cylindrical, crowded above with tuberosities, marked

by depressed oval or circular scars, and giving off numerous

simple rootlets below. The terminal bud is enclosed in whitish

papery sheaths. The colour is yellowish-brown^ paler in the

rootlets* The fracture is short and mealy, disclosing a white

section, with a circular arrangement of yellow vascular bundles,

and bounded on the outside by a thin bi-own cortical layer.

Chemical composition.—The powdered root was macerated in

rectified spirit for four days, and the tincture evaporated to

dryness, weighed 25 per cent, of the drug. This extract was well

washed with water, which removed sugar and bitter colourmg

matter to the extent of 15 per cent. The remaining 10 per

cent, of resin or resins was dried at a, low temperature and

had a briofht brownish vellow colour. The reactions of the

resin with tests, and its solubility in chloroform, ether, and

diluted alkalies were very similar to those of the official resiu

of P. 2')eltdtum^

Half a grain ('035 grm.) taken in the evening produced

unmistakably a cathartic action the first thing next morning.

A slight griping was experienced.

NYMPHa^ACE.^.

NELUMBIUM SPECIOSUM, Wight.

Fig;~W!ght, HL i„ f. 9; Bof.Mag., t. 903; Rheede, IIorL

3Tal. i>i., 30, 31. Egyptian Lotus (Eng.), Neiumbiiuu
luaguifique {F>'-)-

Hab.—India, Persia, Ceylon, Siam, Cochin-Cbina, Philip-

pines, Moluccas, China and Japan. Tbo flowers.
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4

FernacH^ar-—Kamal^ Kaxivul {
Hind)^ Alli-tumara ( Tel.),

Nyadalc'liavu {Can.)j Kamftla {Mar.)^ Sevaka [Goa.)^ Paban

{SiiuL)y Ambal {Tarn.).

History, Uses, &C.—Tins is a classical plaut amongst

the Hindus and Egyptians. The world at its creation is

likened to a Lotus flower floating on water. Om ! mani padme.

Oin ! the pearl of creation is iu the Lotas. It is emblematic

of the heavens, Brahma is supposed to reside on a Lotus flower

in a sea of milk, and to sleep six months of the year, and watch

the other six months \ an allusion to the seasons in which Brahma

represents the Sun. Mr. 0. C. Dutt, in his Hindu Materia

Mcdica, speaks thus of it:— '* These beautiful plants have

attracted the attention of the ancient Hindus from a very-

remote period, and have obtained a place in their religious

ceremonies and mythological fables; hence they are described

in great detail by Sanskrit writers. The flowers of N. specio-^

s^iniy called Padma or Kamala, are sacred to Lakshmi, the

goddess of wealth and prosperity. The white variety of this

plant is called Pimdanha^ the red Kolcanada^ and the blue

Indiaara. ' The entire plant, including root, stem and flowers,

is called Padmiai, The torns or receptacle for the seed is

caUed Karmikara^ and the. honey formed in the flowera

Maharanda. The filaments round the base of the receptacle

pass by the name of Kinjalktiy and the leaf stalk by that of

Myinalcti,** N. speciosum is the Kva/ios- an^uTrrloy of Theophrastus.

The Arabians and Persians, under the name of Nilufer^ which,

they say, is a corruption of an Indian name, and derived from

Nila, water, and Phala. fruit, describe the several varieties of

Nelurabium and Nymph^ea, and do not appear to consider the

flowers of the former plant in any way superior to the latter.

They direct the white and blue kinds to be preferred. Both

Hindus arid Mahometans consider the flowers to be especially

cooling and astringent, and consequently prescribe them in a

variety of disorders which are supposed to proceed from heated

humours, such as sanguiueousfluxesfrom the bowels, &c.; they

are given in decoction with liquorice or in the form of a syrup
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containing J a part of the dried flowers^ 1 part sugar, and 5

parts water, dose 2 to 3 drachms. A powder is alao used.

As an externally cooling application Lotus flowers are made
into a paste with sandalwood or eniblic rayrobalans.

The seeds of iV. s^ect05wm(Kamal kakri),*' and of Euryale

ferox (Makhana) are used as articles of diet. In times of

scarcity tlie roots and scapes (bisTii) of N. speciosum are also

made use of^ but tkey are bitter and unpalatable. The starch

contained in the thick rhizome, separated by rasping and
washing, constitutes a sort of arrowroot used by th<5 Chinese,

under the name of Gaan-feen. {D. Hanhmj.)

Description.—The calyx consists of four to fivedeciduous
sepals

J
the corolla of numerous deciduous petals, arranged in

several rows
; the stamens are numerous, in several rows,

attached with the petals to the base of the receptacle; the

stigma is sessile
; the dry flowers have a brown colour ; the

seeds are black and like small acorns.

Chemical composition.—Tho rhizome of Nymphcca alba

contains an alkaloid which appears to he identical with that

obtained from Nuphar luteicm in its chemical and physical
properties, as well as in its behaviour towards group re-agents,
but in their colour reactions there is a decided difference;
inasmuch as the alkaloid of NymphjBa does not give the green
reaction with dilute sulphuric acid which nupharine does, and
gives the following reactions which are not given by tbat
alkaloid. Concentrated sulphuric acid and potassium chromate
colour Its solution first red-brown and after some hours clear
green

;
concentrated sulphuric acid alone produces a red brown

which passes into grey. Frohde's re-agent colours it first red,
then dirty-green. The alkaloid is not present in the blossoms
or seeds, it is tasteless, but its acid solution is intensely bitter.
The formula is N^ C'^ H^* 0^ the same as that given by
I olletier and Couerbe to menispermine and paramenispermine,
and the three alkaloids are probably isomeric.

Bakla-i-kubti or Bakla-i-nabti of Persian writers (Coptic bean).
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. The tannins of Nymphgea are notable for yielding many
secondary products, which have been individually found in
other tannins, but their presence together has not been
hitherto noted. Ellagic and gallic acids are easily obtained

;

another substance, which rapidly absorbs oxygen from the
air, and passes into a body of the nature of phlobaphene"; and
a second substance, which by similar absorption of oxygen
passes into two bodies, or assumes two phases with properties
similar to chlorophy]].

Th seeds of Nymplitea also contain resius
glucose, metarabin and fat, besides other substances

and 736

(W. Oruning, Archiv. der Pharm. [3]

[3]

common
605

Commerce.—The seeds are imported from Persia in large
quantities as au article of diet. The fresh flowers are brought
to market in August for use iu the temples. The dried flowers
sold in shops as Karaal are generally those of Nymphtea.

PAPAVERACE.E.

PAPAVER SOMNIFERUM Linn

Fig.

P
Enj. Boi. 2145; Bentl. and Trim., t. 18. Gard

^PPy {Eng.), Pavot somnifere [Fr,).

en

Hab.
seeds.

Cultivated in India. The juice, capsules, petals and

{H'

Vernacular.—Opium, Afiydn, Affm {Bind.), Aphfm, Appo
(Bomb.), Abini (Tarn.). Poppy se

'
~

khas {Bomh.), Gashagasha (Tain.).

Bomb.), Poataka-tol [Tarn.),

History, Uses, &c.

(Hind

lum
older Hindu writers ; in works of later date it is named in
Sanskrit Ahiphena. If we trace the history of the drug, ws
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find that it was known to tlie Greeks in the beginning of the

third centnry, B. C, and was probably first collected and pre-

pared in Asia Minor. The Arabians next became acquainted

with it, and converted tbe Greek tiatne Opion into Afijua

;

some of their writers mention this derivation, and say that'tlie.

Greek word means soporific* It is generally supposed that

the Persians and Indians becamo. acquainted with opium
throngh the Arabians ; but' some Persian writers suppose that

the Tiryak which Rastum obtained from'Kaikaous to give to

Sohrab was opium. For a further account of the historv of

the drug, the Pharmacographia and other standard works on

Materia Medica may be consulted. The poppy generally

/^ . t.^^Mt/wyc/ u//t V ell . ULUllfrty VViLU VVXiUo

• flowers and white seeds : but a red-Howered and black-seeded
variety is met with in the Himalayas. The principal opium-
producing region of British Indialies in the central tract of

the Ganges, bounded by Dinajpur in the cast, Hazaribagh in the

south, Gorakhpur in the north, and Agra in the west, thus

mcludmg the districts of Behar and Benares. In 3886-87,
919,802 bighas of land were under poppy cultivation in

those districts. The next important opium-producing region
embraces the table lands of Malwa, and the slopes of the

Vmdhya Hdls : it is stated that the variety grown there is the

P olahrmn. The poppy is also grown, but to a smaller extent,
Uironghout the plains of the Punjab, but less commonlv in the

N._-W. Provinces. In the valley of the Beas, east of Lahore,
It IS cidtivated up to an altitude of nearly 7,500 feet. Most of
the outer districts grow poppy to a certain extent, and produce
opium for local use. But the drug prepared in the Hdl State

Ont™ iff ' T '/*'P^^ ^'^''^'^^ '^^^ f- that region.Opmnys also produced in Nipal, Baisahir and Rampur, and at
Doda Kashtivar, ,n the Jammu territory : in the Nundidrug
district in Mvsnrp .v n.^ T>^n , .. . . .

in Assam. West
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The revenue derived hy Govej-umeut from tlie opium

monopoly is obtained by two principal means, by allowing tlie

drug to be manufactured by licensed cultivators in tlie Patua

and Benares districts, the opium being purchased by Govern-

ment at a fixed ratej and, secondly, by the impost of a heavy

duty on opium manufactured in native States, but brought in

tran3it to a British port for exportation. The former system

obtains in Bengal, the latter in Bombay The number of

licensed cultivators in Bengal always exceeds a million.

The opium, iiidvistrj in Bengal is thus completely under the

control and monopoly of Government, and the districts pro-

ducing the drug are divided between two agencies—one for

Bihar, and having its head-quarters at Patua, the other for

Benares, at Ghazipore. The opium prepared in the Benares

Agency is for the greater part taken by the cultivators to sub-

foctories [Kothis)^ of which there are several in each district,

where the drug is weighed and examined, and finally consigned

in bulk to the head factory at Ghazipore. * The opium prepared,

however, in the home divisions, near the head factory, is taken

by the cultivators direct to Gha/apore, The receipt of opium

at the head factory is thus conducted under two systems, the

first described being termed Challan, and the second Assami-

war. In the Bihar Agency the whole of the opium received

at the head factory is Chalhui.

The lands selected for poppy cultivation are usually iu the

vicinity of villages. The early sowings are made about the

middle of November, and the second and third by the end of

December, The seeds germinate in 10 to 12 days. In the

Benares district, in some instances in January, but generally in

February and March, the plants are mature, and the capsules

fit for scarification. The capsules then.become slightly coated

over with a fine transparent white bloom, and are less yielding

to the touch when pressed. Another method of recognising

maturity, is wheij juice exudes on breaking off the series of

stigmata formed on the apex of the capsule. When the plant

is in full flower, and just before the time for the fall of tlie
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petals, tliey are collected iu the following maimer. The fore-

finger aud tbnmb encircle the stem just beneath the capsule,

and with the other fingers drawn inwards a kind of tube is

formed: the fingers are thea gently raised straight over the

capsule^ and if the petals are matured, they come off. They
are never plucked off, as it would injure the cap'sule. The
petals are mauufactared into what are technically called leaves.

A circular ridged earthen plate, about 10 to 14 inches in diameter,
IS placed over a low fire, some petals are then spread on the

heated convex surface, and as soon as their glutinous juice

exudes, others are added, and pressed with a damp cloth pad,

till they have adhered together. The leaf- is then removed'and
allowed to dry: «' Leaves " vary in diameter from 6 to 12

inches, and in thickness from -3 to '025 inches.

A few days after removing the petals the capsules are incised.

The operation takes place in the afternoon, and is performed
by bunches of forked blades {nashtars). The blades are bound
together with cotton thread, which is at the same time passed

between the blades so as to separate the cutting-ends by about

TB inch, while the protrusion of the points is limited to about

tV inch, which thus determines the depth of the incision. The

incisions are made vertically* from base to summit, usually along

the eminences of the capsule, marking the attachment of the

internal dissepiments and penetrating the epicarp and sarcocarp.

The number of incisions required to complete the exudation of

all the juice varies with size of capsule, from 2 to 6 or even 8

;

and two to three days are allowed to alternate. A milky juice

exudes almost immediately after scarification
j the water it

contains evaporates slowly, and the outer portion of the tear

drying somewhat, thickens a little and acquires a rose-red

colour, while the inner portion is semi-fluid and of a pinkish

tinge. The collection of the exuded juice takes place early

on the morning following the scarification. In Bengal it is

performed by a small sheet iron scoop {sutioa,^^), which is

* In some parts of Bengal horizontal incisions are adopted as in Afi'

Umor. In Mysore thorns are used for scratching the capsules.
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twice drawn briskly upwards over eacli incision^ and a finger

run over the incisions to close tlieni. The opium thus collected

is from time to time emptied into an earthen or brass vessel.

The fresh opium as collected contains about 50 per cent, of

moisture,- The average quantity yielded per scarification is

perhaps 10 grains, while a single healthy plant under favour-
able .circumstances yields about 75 grains opium in from 5 to 8
scarifications. The average yield of opium per bigha obviously
varies from year to year. In 1886-87, the average produce in
Benares was 5 seers 3 chittacks and 2 katchas and in Bihar
4 seers 5^ chittacks.

When the vessel containingrecently collected semi-fluid opium
]s tilted and allowed to remain for some time in that position, a
blackish fl.uid having a peculiar odour separates : this is termed
'pasewha {^m^). Paseioha is not always found in opiurn ; it

is only produced under peculiar atmospheric conditions. It is

never present when a strong westerly wind blows, or when no
dew is deposited. The yield of opium under these circum-
stances is small owing to the incision in the capsule being quickly
sealed up by the juice, which rapidly concretes, and is entirely
free from pasewha.. Where the deposition of dew on the other

.
hand is considerable, faseivlia is formed. The pasewha pre-
sent in opium is carefully separated ; if allowed to remain, the
opium is injured in. colour, texture, and aroma, and it becomes
unsuitod for the China market, although the drug is perfectly
pure. Opium containing any amount oi pasewha is subject to

''penalty batta," which consists in a deduction of from g'^th to
Tj^^thsofthe value of the whole weight of opium tendered by
the cultivator.

The opium freed partially or completely from pasewha is

exposed to the air in the shade, and turned occasionally so as
not to injure the grain, until it reaches approximately the
required consistency, wlien it is taken to the head or one of the
sub-factories, as already described.

The stems and leaves of the poppies are left standing after
removal of the capsules, till perfectly dried hy the hot winds.
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when tliey are collectecl and cnisihed into a conrse powder,

termed trashy employed for packing opium for tlie China market.

The opium, as received from the cultivators at the sub-fac-

tories, varies in consistence, and is divided into six classes, while

the final classification of the drug is determined at the head

factory, where the opium is finally classified in 12 classes. The

classification of the drug depends upon the percentage of solid

opium present when a sample is dried at 200*^ F. Thus

opium containing 20 per cent, of moisture would be termed

opiura of 80 degrees consistence. In the classification of opium

each class of opium has a range of three degrees. The opium

received into the factory may vary in consistence fron] 81

degrees and upwards to 50 degrees or less^ all opium contain-

ing only 50 percent, and under ofsolid opium being included in

one class, called "Fani-dmez^^* while opiura above 81 degrees

is designated '^ above Bala-haslii dar awtdJ^ The assay of

opium for moisture is performed by placing TOO grains on a

.plate, which is placed on a steam table, the opium being

constantly rubbed with a spatula till it is reduced to powder.

The temperature to which the opiura is exposed does not exceed

200=^ F.

The opium received into the head factory is, after careful

examination for adulteration, and assay for moisture, placed

in large stone vats, according to the class to which it belongs*

The classification of opium is of considerable consequence,

because Benares and the Bihar Factory have each to prepare

opium for the China market of a fixed consistence, the stand-

ard for Bihar being 75 degrees and for Benares 70 degrees con-

sistence : and it is by the admixture of^opium of various degrees

of consistence that these standards are maintained. Althouo;li

1

the standards for the two districts are fixed, a latitude of '5

of a degree above or below the standard is permitted, as it is

practically impossible to exactly hit off the exact 'standfird
when manipulating such large quantities of the drug- nearly
throe tons-as are daily required for caking. In very dry sea-
sons, the opium being of high congistepce, a portion may have to
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be caked one or more degrees above standard, but under such

circumstances tlie standard weight of opium 1 seer 7^ chittacks

must be placed in each cake, no reduction in weight being
allowed for increase in consistence. Taking the Benares Agency
for example, where the daily manufacture of cakes amount to

about 20,000, to cake at one degree, above the limit would entail

a loss to Government of Rs. 1,260 a day.

The opiuai received into the head factories is employed for the
i manufacture of China provision^ abkari, and medicinal opium,
while at Ghazipur certain varieties are used for the extraction
of alkaloids.

To prepare opium for the China market a certain number of
vats are selected, and samples assayed for moisture. The con-
tents of those vat's which will give when mixed together in
certain proportions opium of 09-3 or 69-4 degrees for Benares,
are equally distributed over other vats, called alligation vats,
the opium is well mixed by men walking about in it and knead-
ing it with their feet and with rakes. The opium is then
removed to the caking vats, and is again kneaded on the
following morning, when samples from each vat are assayed;
should the whole of the assays come out above 69-5° and under
70-50°, the opium is ready for caking.

Tlie manufacture for the China market consists in enveloping
a portion of standard opium in leaves agglutinated by a mixture
of opium and water called lewa (3-^). Leiva consists of dirty
but otherwise pure opium broken down in water in which the
opium vessels have been washed, and which is technically
called £?W (t|ri), about 8 per cent, of pasewJia being added to

render the lewa glutinous. Lewa contains from 52-5 to 53-5 per
cent, of solid matter. The opium, leaves, and lewa are

accurately weighed for each cake.* The finished cake resembles
a Dutch cheese in size and shape ; itisrolled in a little fine trash

*

•At Benare* tbe following materials are used for making a cake :—Stah-
dard opimn at 70 degrees, 1 seer 7-6chittarks; Lewa «t 53°, 4 5chittacksj
Iieares,-5ehittacks;W8ter, Bchittacks; Trash, 25 chittacks—Total weight
on day of manufacture, 2 seers 1 75 chittacks.
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and placed in an earthen cup of the same size as the mould in

which it was originally made, and exposed to the sun ; this

exposure is continued for two or three days, the cakes being
constantly turned and carefully examined. One man assisted

by a child will turn out about 70 cakes in four hours, though
some can turn out 90 to 1 00. After having dried the cakes

partially by exposure to the sun, they are removed, still in thin

earthen cups, to the cake godowns, where they are kept on racks,

and constantly turned and rubbed with dry trasK In September
the cakes are finished at the Benares Factory by placing a fine

Chandfii leaf* on each, weighing -43 of a chitfcack with -5 of a

chittack of lewa. At this period all bulged and grub-eaten
shells, &c., are repaired. By Octoberf they are dry to the

touch, and are packed in chests, furnished with a double tier of

wooden partitions, each tier with twenty square compartments
for the reception of as many cakes, the cakes being steadied
and lightly packed round with trash. All the joins in the box
are secured by cloth aad pitch, and a cover of coarse canvas
sewn on.

J

•

,

Ahhari opium is the opium prepared for local consumption;
it is pure opium dried by exposure to the sun in shallow
wooden trays, with constant stirring, until its consistence is
""'^5

it is then accurately weighed Into quantities of one seer,

which are pressed into square blocks ; the blocks are wrapped,
in Nipal paper,, slightly oiled with poppy oil, and packed in

boxes containing 60 cakes..

90

Medicinal opium is pure opium of good colour and aroma,
and free from paseicJia. It ia reduced to powder by being
placed on plates which are heated on a steam 'table, and the

* A person accustomed to handle Indian opium can. by the appearance
imparted to a Benares cake by. this last leaf, distinguish it from a Patna one.

t Theoretical weight of a Benares cake fit for packing : Standard opinm in

^^r.-.'. V T ^'^ '^'"^'^^' ^P'""^ '» ^^'^^ 3 75 chittacks
;
Leaves.

5-43 chittaeks; Fine irasJi, 5 chittacks.

: A packed chest of Benares opmm weighs 3 maunds 26 seers 1 chittack:
and contams 40 cakes, weighing on the average 2 maunds 8 chittacks.
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1

opium coastautly rubbed wltli a steel spatula till a dry powder

is obtained.

Adulteration of Opium*—The articles used by tlie culti-

vator for adulterating opium may be classified as follows :

1. Adulteration witb fresb green parts of the poppy plant>
L

including watery extracts.

2. Adulteration with foreign extractives^ and vegetable

matter^ sucli as the inspissated juice of the Opiiniia DiJleuii and

Calotropis gigafdea, extracts of the tobacco plant, datura and

hemp.

3. Gums and resinous matters, A gum.rcsin derived from

diifcrent varieties of Ficiis^ and called Lassa, The resin of Shorea

rohiista (sal), P^lp ^f ^^^^^ fruity gum from seeds of Talim-

khana {KygrophyUa spinosa)^ tamarhid pulp^ gum from Acacia

arabica.

4* Farinaceous admixtures, including linseed? poppy seed,

seeds of leguminous plants, and esculent tubers and roots.

The starchy matter is often heated for a long time before being

used ; hence iodine reaction may fail.

w
,

5. Vegetable substances containing tannin and colouring

matters. Catechu, *^'Gab*^ {Diospyros emhrijopteris^ juice of

fruit), turmeric, flowers of i?a^^?^a latifolia^ betel-nut, extract of

pomegranate bark.

6. Saccharine matter; vegetable oils and ghee; soot,

charcoal, and semi-burut opium ; cotton and paper; cowdung;
earthy and siliceous matter; pounded burnt bricks; impure

carbonate of soda, &c>
w

opium found to be seriously adulterated may be confiscatGd,

or a fine can be levied. At the Benares Agency, during

18G8-G9^ the gross receipt of opium of all kinds amounted to

30,893 maunds, out of which hues were levied on 181 maunds,
as being ^^ inferior opium,'' and on 71 maunds on account of

* MemoraiKhiin by the lute Surgeou-Majov ShepparH, Principal Assistaut

Opitim Agent, Beaares.
11
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pasezf/ia, wliile 31 maunds were confiscated owing to serious

adulteration.

Manufacture of Alkaloids.*—The opium used atGliazipore

for manufactui-e of alkaloids^ consists of confiscated oj)ium so

adulterated as to bo unfit for provision or abkari purposes

;

adulterated contraband opium and d/iot. The average amount

of opium used, taking the figures for three ye^rs from 1886

to 1888j amounts to about lGj626 lbs. annually.

The yield of alkaloids during 1887-88 was as follows:

Hydrochloratc of Morphia... 242 lbs. 14| oz.

Acetate
^ „ .^ ... 34 j, 11 ,,

Sulphate
,, jy ... 19 ^; 10-^ „

Codeine ; 30 „ 10^ „

No narcotine has been manufactured since 1881-82, there

being no demand for it. In lB79-80^ the yield was 188 lbs.

Morphia is manufactured by the Gregoiy-Eobertson system

modified, in a few minor details. The opium is steeped in

small vats with water, and the liquor passed througb blanket

filters : the maceration of the residue is repeated until the

filtrate is colourless. The mixed filtrates are evaporated by

steam to a thin syrupy consistence. Chloride of calcium is

then added in the proportion of about 5 per cent, of the weight

of the opium used, and the mixture evaporated until it solidifies

on cooling. The crystalline magma is then powerfully prcssed-

The dry cake is dissolved in boiling distilled water, filtered;

and the filtrate evaporated until it solidifies an coolii^g-

rressure is again applied to tlio ma»ma : and the resulting

cate again dissolved in water, and this process is repeated

perhaps a dozen times, until the cake is almost white. The

expressed mother liquors are again worked up for morphia.

The nearly white cake is finally dissolved in hoiling distilled

water, and ammonia in slight excess added. The precipitate is

* Mr. Gregory, Offg. Piincipal Assistant Opium Agent, Benares, bsB

kindly furnisheil the information regarding the manufacture, &c., of alkaloids

as condiioteil at Gliazi})ore.
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collected and worked witli cold distilled water, until it ceases

to give the reaction for chlorides. The precipitated morphia

is then neutralized with hydrochloric acid^ and the solution

crystallised. The crystals are pressed, and mixed with twice

their weight of water, and wood charcoal* added in the

proportion of 2 oz. to eacli lb. of the mass. Tliis mixture is

heated to 200° F, for about twenty minutes, and then filtered.

On cooling the hydrochlorate of morphia separates in crystals.

Codeia is obtained from the mother liquor left after the

precipitation of the morphia by ammonia. The liquor is

concenti\ated to a moist mass and strongly pressed ; the cake

is moistened with water and- again pressed, and this is repeated

until the alkaloid is nearly white. The cake is broken up in

^vater, and caustic potash added in considerable excess. The

codeia sepai^ates in crystals slightly coloured. It is finally

purified by crystallisation from alcohoL Narcotine is obtained

by digesting with hydrochloric acid the insoluble residue left

by the action of water on opium, and precipitating with

ammonia. The impure narcotine is purified by repeated

solution and crystallisation from alcohol, and decolorised by

charcoal.

The opium used in Western India is known as Malwa; it is

collected in the province of that name, and, besides supplying
i

local markets^ is largely exported to China. The following

account of the cultivation of the Poppy in Malsva is given by

Dr. Impey, who resided there for three years:—'^ For the

successful cultivation of opium, a mild climate, plentiful iri-iga-

tion, • a rich soil, and diligent husbandry, are indispensable.

In reference to the. first of these, Malwa is placed most

favourably. The country is, in general, from 1,300 to 2,000

feet above the level of the sea ; the mean temperature is

moderate, and range of the thermometer small. Opium is

always cultivated in ground near a tank or running stream.

• Charcoal from the Buteafron^osa is used; it was selected on account

of its comparative freedom from saline matter. Though wood charcoal

possesses feebler decolorizing power than animal, it had to be used ou

account of native prejudice against animal charcoal.

i
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so as to be iusured at all times of an abimdaut supply

of water. The rich black loam supposed to be produced by the

decomposition of trap, and known by the name of cotton soil,

is preferred for opium
;
tbouo'li fertile and rich enough to pro-

duce thirty successive crops of wheat without fallowing, it is not

sufficiently rich for the growth of the poppy until well manured;
.there is, in fact, no crop known to the ngriculturist, unless

sugar-cane, that requires so much care and labour as the poppy.

The ground is first four times ploughed on four successive days,

thou carefully harrowed, when manure, at the rate of from

eight to ten cart-loads an acre, isfsppHed to it ; this is scarcely

half what is allowed to a tprnip crop in Britain. The crop is

after this watered once ..every eight or ten days, the total

number of waterings never exceeding nine in all. One .bigha

takes two days to soak thorouglily in the cold weather, and

four as the hot season approaches. Water applied after tie

petals drop from the flower causes the whole to wither and

decay. When the plants are six inches high, they are weeded
and thinned, leaving about a foot and a half betwixt each plant;
in three months they; reach maturity, and are then about four

feet in height if well cultivated. The full-grown seed-pod
'measures three and a half inclies vertically, aiid two and a half

in horizontal diameter. " Early in February and JMarcli the bleed-
ing process commences. Three small lancet-shaped pieces of

iron are bound together with cotton, about one-twelfth of au
inch alone protruding, so that no discretion as to the depth of
the wound to be inflicted shall be left to the operator; and
this is drawn sharply up from the top of the stalk at the base to

the summit of the pod. Three sots of people are so arranged,
that each plant is bled all over once every three or four days,
the bleedings being three or four times repeated on each
plant. This operation always begins to be performed about
three or four o'clock in the afternoon, the hottest part of the
day. Tl.o juice appears almost immediately on the wound
being inflicted, in the shape of a thick, gummy milk, which is

soon thickly covered with a brown pellicle. The exudation is

greatest over-night, when the incisions are washed and kept
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open by tlie dew. The opium thus derived is scraped oFT

next morning with a bUiut iron tool rcscmLling- a cleaver

iu miniature. Here the work of adulteration begins—the
scraper being passed heavily over the seed-pod, so as to carry

Avith it a cousidcvablo portion of the board, or pubescence, which
contaminates the drug' and increases its apparent quantity.

The work of scraping begins at dawn, and must be contiuued
till ten o'clock ; during this time a workman will collect 7 or

8 ounces of what is called ' chick/*. The drug is next thrown
into an earthen vessel,.and covered over or drowned in linseed

oil at the rate of two parts of oil to one of chick, so as to
prevent evaporation. This is the second process of adultera-
tion, the ryot desirnig to sell the drug as much drenched with
oil as possible, the retailers at the same time refusing to pur-
chase that which is thinner than half-dried glue. One acre of
well culivated ground will yield from 70 to 100 pounds of chick.
The price of chick varies from 3 to six rupees, a pound, so that
an acre will yield from 200 to COO rupees' worth of opium at

crop. Three pounds of chick will produce about two
one

pounds of opium, from the third to the fifth of the weight being
lost in evaporation. It now passes into the hands of the
Bunueah, who prepares it and brings it to market. From 25
to 50 pounds having been collected is tied up in parcels in
double bags of sheeting cloth, which are suspended from the
ceding so as to avoid air and light, while the spare linseed oil
IS allowed to drop through. This operation is completed iu a
week or ten days, but the bags are allowed to remain for a
month or sis weeks, during which period the last of the oil
which can be separated comes away, the rest probably absorbs
oxygen and becomes thicker, as in paiut. This process occu-
pies from April to June or July, when the rains begin. The
bags are next taken down, and their contents carefully emptied
into ^
iuches deep. Hero with

any plant-

[>^ chick, a common term in Western India for the sticky juice of
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the hands 5 to G Ixours^ until it lias acquired au uniform colour

and consistence tlirougliout^ and become tougli and capable of

being formed into masses. This process is peculiar to Malwa,

It is now made up into balls of from 8 to 10 ounces each, these

being thrown, as formed, into a basket full of the chaff of ths

seed pods. It is next spread on ground previously covered

with leaves and stalks of the poppy ; here it remains for a

. week or so, when it is turned over and loft to consolidate,

until hard enough to bear packing ; it is ready for weighing

in October or November, and is then sent to market. It is
J -

next packed in cliests of 150 cakes, the total cost of the

manufacture at the. place of production being about rupees H
per chest." The greater part of the opium produced in Malwa

is consumed by opium-eaters. Besides linseed oil Malwa opium

is often adulterated with starch, and inferior samples with

some of the substauces already mentioned as used to adulterate

opium in Bengal.

Description.— China investment or provision opiom

.
varies in colour according to the amount of pasewha (TO^)
present, and the district from which it has been obtained. The

colour may vary from dark brown to rich dark chestnut ; when
viewed in thin layers, it is translucent ; odour rich, agreeable*

and somewhat fruity ; taste hot and bitter. If a small portion

be rubbed between the finger and thumb for a few seconds, it

draws out into long threads, and from their number, fineness,

and tenacity, the Chinese form their first estimate of the value

of the drug. The Abkari opium, in square cakes, has a very
much darker colour and less pleasant odour than provision
opium, Its consistence is also greater, and it can with some
httle difficulty be moulded between the fingers. The medici-
nal opium occurs as a chocolate coloured finely granular powder.
'" opium occurs in round or slightly flattened balls,

weighing about ten ounces each, and covered externally with
Bome of the chaff from the capsules; its consistence is about
the same as that of average Smyrna opium ; appearance of
section homogeneous; colour dark brown; odour like that of

Malwa
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Smyrna opium, Poppy capsules as found in Indian commerce

are much broken^ and appear to liave been beaten to extract

the seeds, the fragments are marked by triple or quadruple

incisions, usually longitudinalj but sometimes transverse. The

seeds are reniform, very small, usually white, but sometimes

grey, a little over one millimetre longi The testa is composed

of six-sided scale-like cells, the albumen is oily, and encloses

a curved embryo composed of two cotyledons and a radicle of

equal length; the taste is sweet and oily-

• Poppy oil is of a pale golden colour, inodorous, of agreeable

flavour and soluble in 25 parts of cold and 6 of boiling alcohol.

Its chemical constitution is similar to linseed oil ; saponification

equivalent 290. Its specific gravity is *924 to '927 at 15'5 C;
it solidifies at -—18^ C. ; docs not easily become rancid; the oil

is present in the seeds to the extent of about 50 per cent., but

by the native process much less than this is extracted, the yield

under favourable circumstances amounting to about 14 ozs.

from 4 lbs. of seed. It is used as a substitute for olive oil by the

Military Medical Establishments, but being a drying oil it is

not nearly so well suited for medicinal use as the oil of AracMs
hypogceo^. It is also used to adulterate olive oil.

Microscopic structure—Opium of good quality, macerated in

glycerine^ shows numerous prismatic crystals, some of them
in tufted bundles; a few large, refractive globular bodies are

seen which have a resinous appearance, and here and there

objects which appear to he starch grains ; the remainder

consists chiefly of amorphous particles, but mixed with them are

some fragments of vegetable tissue (epidermis and fibre from

the capsules). Of eight kinds of Indian opium examined by

Fliickiger five contained distinct crystals, two are described a3

not distinctly crystalline, and of one it is not stated whether it

was crystalline or not. His sample of Malwa opium must

have been of inferior quality, as the best shows numerous

crystals.

Chemical composition,—The alkaloids which have been

separated from opium are Hydrocotarnine, C^^ H*^ NO^;
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Morphine, 0'^ H'^^ NO'; Pscudomorpliino, C'^ H'^ NO^;
Coacino, C'3 Il'ii NO^; Tliebainc, C'^ II^i NO^ ; Protopine,

C'-^°II'9N05; Laiulaninn, C'^^ H^^ NO^ Codamine, 0'-^° H^^

NO^;, Papaverine, 0^° H^' NO^; PJiceadine, C"' H-' NO'';

Opianino, C-' H^ ' NO^ ; Meconidiuo, 0^' 11'^ NO*; Crypto-

pino, C^'H^^NO^; Laudanosine, C^i H^^ NO* ; Narcotine,
QJ2 U23 ^^0^

; Lautliopino, C^^ H" NO*'; Narccine, C'
H-'^ NO 9; Gnoscopiue, C^* H^^ N^ 0", A bitter principle,

Mcconin, C'o H'o 0^, is also present in opium, accompanied
by Meconic acid, C^ H* 0^

Porpliyroxiii, first described by Morck^ occurs in East Indian,

iu Smyrna, and probably other opiums. The principle is of

iutercst, because it has the property of being reddened by

hydrochloric acid, a reaction which has been utilized for many
years in testing for opium in medico-legal analysis in the

Bengal Chemical Examiner's Department. In testing viscera

for opium the ethereal extract obtained by Stas's process is

evaporated in a porcelain capsule, and the dry residue moistened

with dilute hydrochloric acid ; on the application of a gentle

heat a red coloration is developed should opium be present. A
good plan of applying the test is to place on the bottom of the

capsule containing tho dry ether extract, a very small watch

glass moistened with a few drops of concentrated hydrochloric

acid, the capsule fs then covered with a glass plate; after stand--

in^ some time a red or violet reddish coloration appears on the

sides of the capsule should porphyroxin be present. The appli-

cation of heat is unnecessary when tho testis applied iu this

manner * The chemical composition of porphyroxin appears

to be a matter of some uncertainty; accordino- to 0. Hesse it

is a mixture of several distinct principles. Pedler and AVai'deu

ivohited in 1886 from Bengal opium jjl neutral principle inso-

luble in water, but dissolving in ether, chloroform, benzol, &G.t

and. yielding solutions which exhibited a magnificent blue

fluorescence. The morphine in opium is combined with mecouic

- It h necosuy to note tliat this test is only tniiployed as a corroborative
ouc fai the piLsicucc of opium.
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acid. The nature of tliese two substances was made known by

Serturner in ISlG^wlioat thesame timepoiutedouttbe difference

between raorpbia and narcotine^ a substance which bad been

discos^ered in opium by Derosne in 1803 and also by S^guin.

There can be no doubt that these two chemists also obtained

morphincybut failed to distinguish it from narcotise. Warden

(Chem. News^ 38, 146,) has examined the ash of Behar opium.

It was of a light gvey colour and contained *857 percent, of

charcoal, which was deducted before calculating the percentage

composition, which is as follows:—Fe' 0^ l-983jCaO. 7-134;

MgO, 2-310 3 K^ O, 37-240; Na^ O, 1-700; SO^ '23'141;

P^ 0^ 10-902; Si O^,' 15-274. There were also traces of

alumina, manganese, cax-bon dioxide and cbloinne present.

The examinations of vai'ious kinds of Indian opium con-

ducted by.Dr. Buri in Pa^of. Fliickiger^s laboratory {Phamu
Joiirn,j Afril 24, 1875,) gave the following results:

a

h

c

d

e

Ethereal extracfc, i.e. residue

dried after-, the ' evapora^.ion

dude narcotine ... ,.

Was : diflerence belween a &b
-Purified narcotine ...;...

Crude morphine
Puiified morphine

2.i

10
14
4

11

8

2 21

9
212

7

7

22-0

2

6

6-1

11-2
4, 3

8
13

5

14
3

5
5

5

1

5

20 614-1
7-6

13
4-5

7
6
4-7

5

10-614'4
4'Bl 6-1

17-4 20
8-0 9
9-410

4

n
4

8-1

• * *

t • •

< « f

• • J

3-8

5-47-7

3-26-07

25.-

10.-

2

14-8
6-4

* •

/ 1

* A

Professor. Fliickiger vemarks :

"The process for the estimation of narcotine and morphine

was that described in the Pharmacographia, p. 59. The extract

a of the above table is that afforded by means of boiling ether,

with whicb the powdered opium bad almost abgolutelj been

exhausted by repeating the treatment with ether from about

twenty to thirty times. The extract remaining after the evapo-

ration of the ether was boiled with acetic acid, 1"04 sp. gv. Thu

12
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liquid, after the acid had been driven off, yielded ??, crude
narcotine, as a crystalh'ue brownish iiiass. It was washed with

ether, .and then afford'ed d^ purified narcotiue. Under c the

difference between a and 6, representing the amount of waxy
matter^ is calculated. It includes also the oily matter, witli

which the Persian opium is impregnated, as well as a little wax
in the base of sample I.

In exhausting the opium with ether, a shghtly yellowish

fluid is obtained, which displays a bluish fluorescence, due to

an unknown constituent of the dru"-.

Before preci[:itating the morphine, the aqueous solution was
concentrated in order to get a smaller volume. -

4

'.'It afforded e, the crude, dried morphine, which, after twice

or three times d/
purified morphine. This purification of morphine cannot be

performed without a loss of morphine; the real practical

percentage of that alkaloid may therefore more correctly' be

regarded as somewhat superior to the figure/.- It would be

desirable to apply a process furnishing the exact percentage;
yet there is, as far_ as I know, no such method thoroui^
Baiisfactory. I have been struck with the yery large dis'cre'-

pancy, in the Indian opium, of the figures under e and /, which,
I think, is larger than in opium from Asia Minor. Another
fact well worth considering is the . usually low percentage of

'

morphine of Indian opium, narcotine being frequently present
to a larger amount. This has already been pointed out in the •

PharmacograpMa, page 57. It would appear, however, that
this is of no consequence for the Chinese consumption, yet,

• possibly, it will be so some day if the home 'production of the
Chmese further mcreases. Perhaps a more careful preparation
of tlxe Indmn opium would at least prove of importance, not
so much with regard to the smokers of the drug as to
the possibihty of extracting morphine from Indian opium
profitably It is not needful to point out that this would
be highly desirable/'
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lu the following table is shown the analysis of samples of

Patna and Behar provision opium, Malwa opium and ^^a^^it'^a.*

Those analyses are interesting, as they indicate the amount of

extractive obtained by the action of cold and hot water on the

The amount of extractive as well as the alkaloidaldrug.

content varies within narrow" limits from year to year. Analyses

of Behar and Patna provision opium, arranged as shown in

this table, are yearly placed before the merchants at the annual
^

1 uspection of opium, which takes place before the first sale of

the season

:

/

Vax'iety of Opium

c3

oo

c3

n3

o

O ro cd

O

a> cd o

c3
pi

o

O
Cr5

n rG .ri o
© cfi O

o « o

c3
O

o

t23

c3 O

t3 g

eS

CO

^ M

# • « 1 > * *

Behar cake Xo 1,

manufactured 2Gth
May 1883

Benares cake No. 4,

manufactured 1st

January 1883
Malwa opium,

JJaich 1883 .......

Pasewha fromBenares
District, 1880

Fasewha from Benares

28-4.3

* i * 29-07

64-25

31st

District, 1888

8-56

19 70

22 00

63-8

65-90

66-31

72*05

05 ' 5 i

.

64 57

68-58

70-40
i

76-10

5-91

5-'Jl

"6 -81

5-04

3-86

4-10

4-58

4-92

3-19

85

• ••

• > >

11-73

8-23

4-95

Regarding the amount of morphia in Malwa opium^ accord-

ing to Dr. Smyttan, formerly Cpium Inspector, Bombay, the

best Malwa opium yields 8. per cent., Fluckiger's analysis

gives 14'4 per cent, of crude and 6' 1 per cent of purified morphia,

a larger yield than that obtained by Mr. Gregory, who only

found 4*92 per cent. On the other hand^ while Fliickiger

found only 4*7 per cent ^of narcotine, the Opium Factory

analysis affords 6'81 per cent. Fliickiger's analysis of Patna

garden opium, in which 8'6 percent, is given on the content of

purified morphia, is an exceptional yield of the alkaloid for

The analyses of Malwa opium and paseivha have been kindly furnished

by Mr Gregory of the Benares Agency.
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BeDgal opium. The analyses o( pasewha eive of special interest
'

as indicating the very wide differences which may occur in

its composition, '
• -

*

^

9

Indian Manufactured Alkaloids.—We have examined mor-

phia; codeine and narcotine manufactured at Ghazipore.
*

The morphia hydrochlorate was in white acicular prisms

of silky lustre ^nd free from odour. Dried at 100*^.0.., the
w

crystals lost 12-74 per cent. The hydrochlorate is usually

stated to contain three molecules of water, which would be

equal to 14-38 per cent. The cWoidue calculated as H CI.

amounted to 9-42 per cent., the sample was consequently

deficient in combined acid to the extent of "3 per cent. The ash

amounted to '063 per cent. By the action of chlorofoi'm "812

per cent, of extractive was obtained. The precise nature of

this* extractive was not determined; it probably contained a

trace of morphia ; it was tested specially for narcotiue with

negative res aits. Uncombined morphia to the extent of -828

per cent, was detected in the sample.

The codeine was a perfectly wbite powder, and free from .

odour. Dried at 100° 0.,_ it lost 5-16 per cent. The ash

amounted to -056 per cent. The saturating power of the

alkaloid for standard pxiid corresponded closely with that

acquired by theory.

The narcotine was in faintly yellowish crystals. It con-'

tained only a minute trace of ash, and was free from morphia.*

The following statistics of opium-eating at Balasore, in

Onssa, liave been collected by Vincent Eichards. He says:-
"I estimate that about one in every twelve or fourteen of the

adult population use the drug ; but I believe the habit is some-
what mcreasmg; this increase in the consumption of the drug
dates from the famine year 1866, and is not the result of a

growing abuse of it by individual consumers, but o£ a more

* According to the late Surg.-Major Sheppar.I, in 1871 the co.t of

narcot.ae .«ade at Ghazipore, including every charge, was 8 annas ll'piesp^^
ounce, and the cost of morphia 3 annas per ounce. .



extended use of opinm amongst the general popubition-. There
can be no doubt that opium-eating was greatly resorted to in
the famine year, because it mitigated the sufferino-s arisino-^ ^^ ^^^^ ^u...V.XiX^j^O «,iJOiUii

from hunger and sickness, and enabled the poor people to
exist on less food. The nunfber of opium-eaters examined by
me was 613, of whom M4> were men and 1G9 women; of the
44i men, 29 were between 15 and 25 years of age, 87 between
25 and 35 years, 165 between 35 and 45 years, and 163 above
45 years. Thus, by far the greater number were over 35 years
ot age. bf those %bove 45 years, 56 were between 45 and 50
years, 74between 50 and 60 years, and 33 above 60 years. Of
the 169 women, 10 were between 15 and 25 years of age, 33
were from 26 to 35 years, 47 from 35 to 45 years, and 79 were
above 45 years of age. Here, 'also, the proportion of thosQ
above 35 years is greater. Many were over 50 years of age
and not a fe.w 60. It toust. be understood that the ages arc
not given as exact ; they are, however, approximately correct,
and arrived at after careful inspection and inquiry. These
remarks apply cqu'ally to the following, though the periods
are not likely to be very inaccurate, as they embrace such a
number of years. Not a few mention the famine year (1866)
as the time at which they first 'contracted the habit. Of the
ipen, 274 are said to have taken the drug for from 3 to 10
years, 100 for from 10 to 20 years, -48 from 20 to" 30 yem-s,
and 22 for more than 30 years. Of the women 104 for from 3
to 10 years, 43 for from 10 to 20 yciirs, 14 from 20 to SO
years, and 8 for more than 30 years. The average ages at
which the habit was commenced were amongst the men from
20 to 26 years, and amongst the women from 24 to 30 years.
The majority of eaters take their opium twice daily, morning
and evening, but not a feW in the evening only. Much
depends upon the dose, and whether the person has been lorn-
addicted to- the habit. The well-to-do people mix the drug
with water and strain before drinking, but poor people
swallow it. just asit is sold by the opium veftdor. " The quantity
taken varies fr^m 2 grains to 45 or more daily ; but as I shall
Bhow large doses are quite the exception, e.speciuJJy amongst
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the poorer clasises. Of tlie 444nienj 266 took from 2 to 4

grains 3aily, 151 from 4 to 12 grains, 18 from 12 to 16 grains,

and only P more than 16 grains—average 7 grains. Of tno

169 wornen 132 took from 2 to 4 grains, 33 from 4 to 12

grains, and 4 only from 12 to 16 grains; not one took more

than 16 grains—average 5 grains. ' The dose when large lias

always been gz*adually increased from the beginning ;
but it is

not at all nnusual to find, when the dose is small, that there

has been no increase at all. There is not^ therefore, that

craving for increasing doseSj which is generally supposed to

exist, nor do the 5 or 7 grains as sold by the vendors

represent the actual amount of pure drug^ as it is not unfre-

"quently adulterated with catechn and other ^substances. I

think it mast be conceded that the foregoing data prove con-

clusively that excessive use of opium amongst the agricultural

classes, and they are the chief consumers in Orissa, is very

rare indeed, and that its moderate use may be^ and is

^ -

indulged in for years witbout producing any decided or appre-

ciable ill effects, except perhaps "one to which I shall allude

hereafter, though it is a question whether the fact is not rather

a blessing from a humanitarian point of view,, /when we

consider how prone destructive agents, such as war, famiue,

and pestilence are to begin their work of destruction Imme-

diately the increase of population proceeds too rapidly,*' ^^

to the causes which first lead to the useof the drug, they t^ay

be summed up as follows ;
—

'^ Sickness^ example, and' a belief m.

its aphrodisiacal powers. The majority are induced to begin

the h9.bit through disease, such as fever, elephantiasis, dysen-

teryj colic, rheumatism, and diarrhoea. Some few asserted that

they took the drug to enable them the better to undergo

fatigue, and to make long journeys, There is one- almost

inevitable result of a prolonged indulgence in opium-eatiug*

especially if immoderate, namely, a weakening oY the i>rocrea-

tive powers ; in no fewer than 99 cases out of 125 into which

I particularly enquired with a view to ascertaining the fac^»

was this the case ; moreover, of the 125 married men, averag'

ing 3G years of age, the average number of uhil'dren to each
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was ril after eleveu \^ears of married life. "The averaffe dose

taken by tbese men was 14 grs. per diem, aad the length of

time they had been addicted to the habit .12 years. Opium-
. eating, at any rate in Balasore^ does not conduce to either

crime or insanity, since the inliabitants are a particularly law-

abiding race, and tlie insanes are only 0*0069 per cent, of the

popalation."

—

{Indian Medical Gazette, Vol. XII., No. 9,

Augustlstj 1877.) Our experience of opium-eating in India,

tlioughi not supported by statistics, leads ua to form the same
opinion as Vinceiit Eichctrds with regard to the moderate use
of the drug. We believe" that excessive indulgence in it is

confined to a comparatively small number of people amongst
tlie well-to-do and wealthy classes of the community. More
recently (1881), Dr. Moore has published his experience of
opium-eating in Rajputaua, which supports strongly Richards*

• opinion.
' *

.

V

Opium and all its alkaloids act almost exclusively on the
.
central nervous system, and in mammals especially on the
brain, the brain symptoms preponderating in proportion as the
organ is developed relatively to the other nerve centres.
When taken in small "doses there is first a stage of excitement
of the circulation, as evidenced by the pulse being fuller and
quicker, and by the surface of the skin being warm and flushed.
During this stage the individual has the power of directing his
energies to any particular object, and the action of the drug
causes him to "do well whatever he wishes, to do. Thus, if he
wishes to sleep, and surrounding circumstances be favorable,
an agreeable languor followed by quiet sleep comes on. He
can be easily aroused- from this sleep, and after a few hours
the effect passes oflf, leaving, however, slight headache and"
languor, with dryness of mouth and slight nausea. If, on the
other hand, he wishes to work, he can do this with increased
energy; or, if he desires to exert the mind, he will find his

imagination more vivid, his thoughts more brilliant, and his

power of expression greater. {Christison .) With moderate doses

the stage of excitement is short and is followed by deep sleep,

.from which the person can still be aroused. The after-effects

I
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are sever(* headacfhe, w.i'th nausea, furred tongue, .and loss of

appetite. During the stage of sleep the brain is anasmic, both

tbe arteries and veins .being emptj. Witb largo doses the first

.

stnge is very short. Sleep rapidly • follows, becoming deeper

and deeper, and passes into coma, from which the patient cauiio

longer be aroused. The pupils become' very much contracted,

and the pulse from^alow and full,, becomes feeble. Finally

death by asphyxia occurs, the respiration ceasing before the

heart. It may occasionally be preceded by convulsions,

though tliis is rare. Upon ^os^mor^em examination the

dinary appearances of de4th by asphyxia are found. [Tmder
Bnaitun.) .

W

M X

Although the symptoms which have been narrated are those

usually produced by opium, yet in certain individuals the drug

provokes quite different pbenomena. One of tlie most com-

.

mon ]s an excessive depression following the sleep produced
by moderate doses. The symptoms are a feeling of weakness

^

and prostration, often accompanied by chilliness, dull headache,
" and giddiness, but especially marked by intense nausea and

frequent vomiting. In some cases this condition of depression
even replaces the normal second stage. A s.econd and rarer

'

idiosyncrasy towards opium exists in those persons who are ren-

dered by it very delirious, it may be, evfin wildly so. In certain

cases of Opjum poisoning, convulsions, either partial or complete,
. liave occurred amidst the more usual phenomena. {Wood.) In
childhood- opnim is badly borne owing to the preponderance of

the bram over the rest of the body and the rapidity with which
absorption takes place. Habit enables opium-e.ters to take
large quantities without danger to life, and in such persons the
effects of the drug are very slowly produced, probably owing
toa fcorp.d condition of the intestines induced by the habit.
Lauder Brunton suggests that the morphine .of one dose may
be converted in the orcT-iniem i^<-„ t , . -. .i .tue organism into oxydimorphine, and thus
exert an anta<j;ouistic ar-tmii +^ <-i i^ t -n

i. i 1 ^1 ^
o "i^tic action to the next dose. It has been

.tated that native opium-eaters eat large quantities of sweet-
meats to counteract the offects of the drt^.
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Persons suffering from great pain Vill bear very large closes

of opium; on t^e other hand, in any disease which interferes

with excretion opium requires to be given with great caution.

Of the opium alkaloids morphia is -almost purely narcotic.

Codeine has a feebly narcotic action, but it greatly lessens the

irritability of the nerves of the viscera, both thoracic and

abdominal, whence its value in cough and diabetes. Narcotine

is nearly related to codeine in its action, and has been largely

used in India as an antiperiodic iu doses of from 3 to 6 grains.

Thebaine approaches strychnia in its action and is an active

poison.

In connectton with the effects of opium on the system, it is^

interesting to note that at the Government Opium Factories

at PatnaandGhazipore, although men may be immersed above

their knees for several hours daily in semi-liquid opium, as in

the preparation of lewa, that no symptoms o£ the action of-

the drug on the system appear to ensue. Again, during the

manufacture of opium into cakes for the China market, each

cake-maker has as an' assistant a boy of from 6 to 12 years of

age. 'By the end of the day's work these children are literally

smeared from head to foot with lewa, and although the.special

intolerance of children to opium is well established, cases of

toxic symptoms ensuing appear to be unknown. Tn Patna,

and probably, also in the Ghazipore district, there is a belief

that opium cake-makers are especially exempt from cholera.

In certain instances the effects of constantly residing at a sudder

opium factory appear to induce a torpid condition of the .liver,

leading to sub-acute congestion-

Note on Poppy Petals.—The use of poppy petals in the

manufacture of the shell of the provision opium cakes has

been already referred to ; Mr Scott* states that the annual

consumption of poppy petals is upwards of 16,000 raaunds, for

which supply the entire petals of no less than 4,710,400,000

flowers are required. During 1 869-70, the sum of £10,235

,fl » «« Manual of Opium Husbandry.
» i

13
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was spent by Government for the purcliase of leaves (made from

petals) for one Opium Agency. The ash yielded by Bebar

poppy petals has bepn examined by Warden^^; after deduction

of carbonic anhydride, sand and charcoal^ its composition was

as follows:
*

Ferric oxide^
' 3'86; Aluminic oxide^ 1'22 ; Magnesic

oxide/5'GO ; Calcic oxide, 1072; Potassic oxide, 4] '76
; Potas-

sic chloride, ]2-28; Sodic chloride, i '2 ; Sulphuric anhydride,^

3'85 ; Phosphoric anhydride, 5*61 ; .Silicic anhydride, 1 3'86.

The capsules and seeds of the poppy are prescribed by

native doctors in diarrhoea ; the former retain a small quantity

xyf opium. From the seeds is made the Sharab-i-kashk^sh of

the Mahometan physicians.

f

The Malwa poppy capsules have been analysed by Lyon, of

Bombay (1879) , who obtained from them. '099 per cent, of

alkaloids soluble in ether, consisting apparently of narcotine,

•023 per cent- of impure alkaloids soluble in benzol, and '033

of impure alkaloids soluble in chloroform. No morphia could

be detected in them by the ordinary reagents.

Toxicologij.—Oi^mm is chiefly used in India for suicide and

infanticide. It is a common practice to swallow oil after tte

opium, and this is stated to be done by the most determined

suicides, who knowing that an attempt will be made to recover

them by treatment, have made up their minds to render it

fraitless. The belief is that the oil unites with the opium and

makes it adhere to .the stomach "in spite of emetics.- Dr.

Center remarks that it is possible that the oil might act as a

mild laxative which would carry the poison more rapidly from

the stomach into th^ intestines, out o£ the reach "of emetics;

while its absorption 'would go on as well in the latter as in the

m

Chemical News, xxxix.. No. 999.

t Take half aninund of poppy seeds, soak tbem for twenty-four hours in

four maunds of water, then bruise the seeds, replace them in the same water

and boil down to one-half, rub on a strainer, and add one maund of sugar to.

tlie fluid obtained. Compare with Scrih. Comn. 73. .

fL
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former. The quantity of oil takeu is often euormous. Opium

is also the favourite poison for infanticide. Generally a small

quantity is smeared on the nipple and the child allowed to

suck. For murder opium is rarely used, iJuring the last ten

years only one ease lias been observed in Bengal and one in

the Punjab.

In Bengal the percentage of poisoning, by opium in 1880-81^

was 35-9 in 270 viscera ekamined; in 1881-82, 22-G in 210;

in 1882-83, 25'0 in 210; in the remaining nine montlis of

1883, 19-7 in 126; in 1884, 22-a in 217; in 1885, 21-3 in

234; in 1886, 19-5 in 266; in 1887, 24-0 in 233. • i
•

w

In the Punjab the percentage was in 1879^ 1'8 in 162

viscera examined ; in 1880, O'o in 1 94 ; in 1881, nil in 186 ; in

1882, 1-9 in 201 ;.in 1883, nil m 194; in 1884, nil in 200; in

. 1885, na in 234; in 1886, 0'35 in 272 ; in 1887, nil in 228. •

In the North-West Px-ovinces and Oudh it is impossible

from an examiu-ation of the Annual Reports to asc€'.rtain the

number of human viscera examined during any one year, all

the references being classed as "cases/' but for the reasons

already given, we may assume in the case of opium^ that the
w

detections were made in human viscera. The record shows in

. 1879, 18 detections in 156 cases; in 1880, 18 in 173; in 1881,

18 in 158 ; in 1882, 19 in 156 ; in 1883, 12-9 in 177; iu 1884,
11-2 in 182; in 1885, 10-7 in 186; in 1886, 8-2 in 170; in

1887, 11-6 in 171. - :

In the Madi^as Chemical Examlner^s reports we find under
the head of '^Human Cases, Class A^ Viscera examined/^ that

in 1882 opium was detected in 7 out of 152 cases; in 1883^ in 9

out of 123 cases ; in 1884, in 4 out of 85 cases ; in 1885, in 6*

•out of 81 cases ; in 1886, in 2 out of 84 cases ; and in 1887, in

1 out of 76 cases. • Under the bead of " Suspected Attempts to

' Poison" no detections were made in the articles examined
' in 1882 and 1883; in 1884, one detection was niade in 50
examinations ; in 1885, two in 47 examinations ; in 1886, four

•p in 47 examinations; and in 1887 none.
e

* Of these two were morphia.
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From the Bombay Chemical Examiner's reports it appears

that during the five years ending the 31st of December 1887,

the total number ^ of deaths of human beings from poison

reported to his office was 225, of which 66 or 29-8 per cent. were,

from opium. If, however, we take the ten years ending the

31st of -December 1887, the figures are—Total deaths 467, of

which 98 or 21 per cent, were from opium. The following

table gives an analysis of the Bombay cases for the last ten

years

:

'

Fatal Cases.

U
•T3

Adults.
QQ

a
M. P.

la

o

1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
18S1-82 ......

1883
1S81..

1^85
1886
1887

* #

1

* * •

• • •

3

1

1
5
5

3
»

• • ^

2

« I

9

7

7

3
9
5

7

45

9

5 6
4 10
1 6
6 9
1 1
5 15
5 9
9 18
4 11
6 13

46
4

"98

1 Detected in a paste on the end of an abortion stick
» One of these in a cliild aged 2 years. TKe otter a male adult from

an overdose of Hydrochlorate of Morphia injected hypodermically. '
-

^ Ati attempt at suicide.

* In vomit of a man; supposed to have been' administered to him m
sweetmeat with what motive not stated.

^ All three children, one clearly accidental, the other two doubtful.
« Both attempts at suicide by females.
» A boy aged 7 from drinking Kasumba.
* In one of these

identiHcntion,

8

opium forwarded for
m sweetmeat; in the other

_
of case not given.

One of these a case of suicide in a girl.agedl3; the other apparently
a case of homicide of an infant 2 months old.

^ i'i'

ZutT'
'"""'" "'' '""" administered by a man to a woman ,

iDtto^
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Commerce.—Purchase hy Government, All Opium is now

received by Government on the challan or pass system,

the assamiwdr^ which we have noticed abovOj having been

abolished. On receipt at ' the factory it is submitted to

examination.

The points that an Opium Examiner keeps before him,

and that intuitively pass through his mind, in the physical

examination of the drug afe ;

• • (a) consistence^
*

(&) colour, . •

(c) texture,

{d) aroma. "
•

Each one of the above points gives him some indication as

to the quality of the drug audits ultimate 'appraisementj and
also to its disposal for factory uses, , .

Consistence.—By this ter.mwe mean the actual percentage of

solid and non-vplatile matter in any given sample of the drug,

if it were subjected to evaporation and reduced to dryness

at a temperature of 200*^ Fahr.

-

Pure opium being paid for by Government at a fixed rate

for a certain standard "of consistence, and being subject to a

pro rata increase or decrease in price according as it is above
or below that standard, it will be readily seen that the import-

ance of arriving at the true consistence of any given .parcel of

the drug stands second to none of the inany duties devolving

on the Opium Examiner.

4

By the help of sensitive balances and metallic tables heated

by steam, accurate results in the estimation of consistence -can

be relied on, and th^'me'chariical method pursued at the

present day has already been noticed. Such a delicate 'opera-

tion, however, as the *^ assaying *^ of opium, (as the estimation

of the true consistence by steam tables is termed), can be
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applied to a vGry limited portion of the'many thousand tons of

the drug that pass through the^ factories. . Every 100 grains

of the drug, therefore, that, is placed on' the steam table is a

representative sample of a large bulk that has been adjudged

of nearly equal consistence by tlie remarkable power of hand

estimation practised at the factories, a power that is gained

^A^y by years of experience in the examination of the drug-
w

b

It would be dijBficult therefore—n^y impossible—to lay down

rules for arriving at results that can be satisfactorily obtained

only by practice, A few guiding principles w
touclied on here.

IL

As a rule the consistence of opium freshly collected from the

capsule varies considerably^ according to peculiarities of soil

and weather^ ranging from 30^ to 50^^ that is^ it contains from

30 to 50 per cent, of solid matter.

Between the time of collection, and of weighment and

examination of the drug at the Government scales there is

generally an interval of from one to even three months, and

during this period it is within th.e power of the cultivator so
4-

to manipulate his drug as to raise it to any standard of

spissitude. Experience, liowever, shows that the cultivator

is not so easily schooled into turning out an article exactly

suitable to the requirements of our factories, and it is no

uncommon thing to find in one season two jars lying side

by side-, one of which contains opium yielding a clean section

if cut with a spatula, the other containing a drug so fluid as

to be poured out of the jar by tilting it over.

Tte with certainty to

a degree the consistence of any given sample of opium has

given rise to tto "classes" of opium now obtaining at the

two Agencies. Each class includes nn it a range of three

degrees of consistence, and between the first and the last class

is included all the opium that is ordinarily brought' to the

Government scales.
;
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The following is the classification table adopted for good

opium at the two factories at Patna and Ghazipur, together

with the distinctive mark o£ each class :

Class,

DiSTixcTiTE Mark.

At Patna. At Ghazipnr.

Degrees
inclnded in

each Class.

BAslii b^la darawal

B^la darawal ......

Darawal

Awal ,..,

Duyum -*.•...

Siynni- >

Chaliaruih
F

Panjum .,.,

Sbishum «.:....

Haftura

X

X

X

I

X

II

III

• ••

ttt«

• ft

t •

I

. II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

79, 80, 81

76, 77,.78

73, 74, 75

70,71,72

67, 68, 69
b

64, 65| Q^

61, 62, 63

58, 59, 60

55j 56, 57

52, 53, 54

\

For purposes of district classification the above table answers

admirably, and it is also adhered to at the factories when
re-classifying by touch the classification of district oflEicers^

prior to the ultimate appraisement of the opium by the help

of steam tables. During this final classification^ however,

when the object at the factories is to- arrive at the true

consistence of every parcel of opinraj driig of a spiasitude

estimated by touch to be above the highest or below the

lowest class is assayed separately on the steam table, and

its true consistence adjudged.

We have thus seen that there are two methods practised

at the Agencies for estimating consistence, (a) by eteam

second is a rough and readyThetables, [h) by touch.

method of assigning into one class masses of opi"'^ the true
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average consistence of which is finally settled by the first

method. *

"
"

.

*

For the determination of consistence which is dependent

only on the quantity of moisture contained in the drug the

mode of procedure is a simple one and the results satisfactory.'

In practice, however, disturbing elements are very often

introduced, and one of these is paseivha. Opium with an

admixture oi pasewha is deceptive to the touch.

In drug free- from pasewlia the granular texture appears

. to maintain cohesion between the particles which, as it were,

support each other and offer a. certain amount of resistance

to pressure. In drug with a copious admixture of paseivha

• the .granular texture is destroyed by the gradual merging

of the tears into^ each other through the medium of the

tenaceous and shiny pasewlia^ the cohesion existing is thus

• lessened, but the .tenacity of the drug is increased.

Where the bulk of the produce at the factories lies some-

where intermediate; with regard to the admixture of pasewha

between the two descriptions of drug given above, the sense
r

of touch is regulated by what comes most in its. way. When

dealing, therefore, with varieties bordering on the t"\vo
r

, extremes of the drug we are apt to go astray^ and we .are thus

able to account in a large number of cases for what is known

as- being '^ out in parakli " (judgment). We have thus

prepared for ourselves ^n arbitrary and indefinable standard

of 'Ubucii;" it is, nevertheless, a standard so generally

' accepted by all examiners of opium in the Agencies that it is

practically a fixed one, and it is a recognised maxim that

opium entirely free from pasewha will assay lower than this

;our accepted standard of touch, and that opium with a copious

admixture of that substance will assay correspondingly higher.

A good <'parkhia'' (examiner) will always, therefore, make

dne allowance for the absence
. or presence of pasewha in any

sample of the drug that is being subjected to examination

for consistence. The remarks made here refer entirely to

good opium.
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Anotlier disturbing element in estimating consistence is heat,

particularly on drug charged with paseivha. Drug of this

character under the influence of heat, undergoes liquefaction

to a moderate extent in the process of 'drying. Opium to be

examined for consistence by touch, should invariably be placed,

therefore, in shaded and cool verandahs, and the examination

should be concluded by 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning, and

before the sun gets hot. When/ for want of accommodation,

jars have to bo placed in open yards, their examination should "

invariably be undertaken first, and-in the early morning. The

examination by touch, for bonsistcnce, of opium that is lying

exposed to the sun's rays in the months of April, May, June

and July, when all the examination at the factories is con-

ducted, must always be faulty and conjectural, and should

never be attempted,
m

• Colour,—The natural colour of the drag runs through

infinite shades of brown, from a dull or even bright chestnut

to a reddish 'brown, and from a dark mahogany to a blackish

brown. It even appears black at times Avhen viewed .in bulk.

These variations are due to causes with which wo have no

concern 1iere,.sufiice it to say that they are natural, and to a

practised eye easily discernible as the true colours of opium.

Age and exposure may darken the colour of the drug but

cannot alter its characteristics; and where an alteration

appears it may be accepted as a sure indication of adulteration

or sophistication ofsome sort, although, again, sophistication of

the drug is possible without any perceptible alteration of

colour*
*

#

The true colour of opium is clearly seen when the drug is

viewed in a .very thin film ; this is best accomplished by press-

ing a small portion between two glass slips against the light,

or by rubbing it down with the finger on a white earthenware

plate. Here it is that wo see clearly the various shades of

chestnut, reddish brown, dark brown or mahogany, but nnvor

black. When rubbed between the fingers opium di^play^ a

-shining surface and a waxy lustre.

U
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The colour of opium la a valuable indication as to its purity*.

Like consistence and colour tlie 3rug delivered, afc

the Government Factories may be said to differ, one sample

from another, in texture. At the two extreme poles of varia-

.tion there are the distinctly granular, and the perfectly hotno-

geneous, and the feulk of the produce lies, as to texture, some-

where intermediate between those extremes.

_
The primary causes of variation, into wliich our enquiry docs

not extend, are undoubtedly due to difFerenecs in soil, and to

conditions of weather obtaining at tbe time of collecting the

drugj they arc also due, to some exteut, to manipulation of the

drug after collection, A light-coloured, 'chestnut or reddish-

brown variety of the drug, which. is free ii-om ])asewlia, will, as

a rule, bo found to be distinctly granular, while the dark, or

blackish-brown variety, which has more or jess' of pasewha in

its eomposition, or an excess of moisture, will on the other

hand tend to the homogeneous type.

Ordinary manipulation, without the aid of sophistication, has

little effect on, texture, but long-continued manipulatiou will

affect it materially. The presence of vaseiohay again, affects it

in a very marked degree, and so does an excess of moisture.
m

As already explained under tlie head *^ consistence/^ to the

presence of pasewha in varying quantities is duo the mei'gingt

more or less, of the tears into each other whereby the granular

nature of the drug passes by iraperceptibte gradations to the

homogeneous. The presence of pasewha also altere the dull

waxy appearance of the drug to one that is more or less smooth
and shiny, adding to it tenacity, and making it inove glutinous.

Ordinarily, opium, free from pasewJuc, is moderately ductile,

but the presence o^ pasmvha, by adding tenacity, increases also

the ductihty of the drug. This is seen by drawing out with

both hands opium of high consistence. If free from paseivha'

it will be found to be ductile to an extent varying accord-
ing to consistence, with a. aniform an^ minutely grannlaf
texture. When there is pasewha -present this ductility is

increased, whde the granular texture is Ie.3 marked, according
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to tlie proportion of fasewlia present. The drug when thus

tlrawnout brealcs with an irregular fracture; it adheres to the.

fingers, is" viscid and of a plastic nature. The texture of the

drug is also well seen in liigli consistence opium when a

section is exposed witji a sprttula. " .

Opium of the lower consistences—lielow aboyt 60°—being
m a somewhat fluid state, will not draw out at all but breaks

off with ragged edges. Its texture is subject to change, under
the same conditions, as in opium of higher consistences.

The texture of any given sample of pure drug is always uni-

form. A practised eye can "at once detect any irregularity,

and where such exists it betrays the presence of a foreign sub-
stance in the composition of the drug. •. •

^rM/ia.— Chemistry has not yet isolated the volatile odorous
principles of opium. Its aroma, however, is peculiar and
-characteristic. Some consider it not unpleasant, while others
relegate it to the class of disagreeable odours. In well-
prepared^, fresh drug the aroma is decidedly fruity, but it

varies with, age, and is even said to vary somewhat with the
description of soil on which the jDlant is grown, and with tlie

manure used. •

Careless preparation of the drug, such as its collection or
manipulation in plates not scrupulously clean, or allowing it to
come in contact with animal substances, such as bladders for
storing it away in^ or keeping it in ill-veutilated and soioky
closets, or shutting it up for security in small, close receptacles,
will dissipate and destroy the aroma in drug that is otherwise
intrinsically good, and will even give it an offensive odour.

The aroma of the drug is one of its chief commercial
criterions, and as such should be carefully guarded by the
cultivator. To the Opium Examiner it gives a very important
indication as to the suitability of the drag for the various'
Factory purposes. ' Jt is only by chemical tests that the
Examiner can be certain that opium that is devoid oi: aroma
or offensive to the sinell, although apparently good as to texture
and colour, .has not also a foreign substance in its composition,
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assuming that the foreigri substance, if present, has not gircn
the due by its own specific odour. Under any cireumstances,
opium deteriorated in its aroma, although it may be otherwise
pure, should be set aside, and utilised for other than the main
Factory purpose, that is, amalgamation with drug intended
for the central mass of cakes, otherwise there wilF be risk of

the. deteriorated drug tainting a much larger mass of good
opium. {Orerjorij ,)

.

Export.—lud\tx exported in ,1880, 121,000 cwts. of opium,
valued at 1,073 lacs of rupees; in 1887, 132,000 cwts., valued
at 1,108 lacs

j in 1888, 126,000 cwts., valued at 1,007 lacs.

PAPAVER RHCEAS, Lmn.
Flg,~Eng. Bot. 645; Bentl. and Trim., L 19. Corn

Poppy (E-w^.), Coquelicot (i^r.) * •*

Hab —A weed of cultivation. The capsules

Mans

FerH acM?ar.—Jangli-mudrika (Bomb.), Laid' {Guz., Hind).

History, Uses, &c;—There is little ' to be found in

Indian worksabout this poppy. It is tbc poiis of Theophrastus
and probably the fiKcp potas oi Dioscorides.* The Khasli-
khash-i-Mansur of the Arabs and Persians may possibly be
the same plant ; it is described by them as hairy, leaves much
divided, capsules small; called

petals very quickly. In Guzerat and Northern India P. Bhoeas
is grown in gardens, and is called Lala by the Mahometans,
who suppose it to be the Liila of the Persian poets. The name
Mudrika given to the capsules means "stamped with the
Mudra or Seal, " which is used by Hindus after bathing, and
which resembles the capsule in shape. This seal is impressed
upon the forehead, both temples, both breasts, both shoulders
and the^ pit^ of the stomach ; that used, by the followers of
Vishnu IS inscribed with the words, <' ShH Narayen,- and is-

dipped m Gop.chandan, a kind of white clay, and that used by
the followers of SJnyaJ^ears^^ ^;,,,,^,,

-

Klum^s or wM poppy, 20, 77 . 2I 94
meutioiii^
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and is dipped in Bhasam (Efshes of cowdung). Some of tlie

Swaraisj or religious teachers, use a- red-hot Mudra to stamp
their disciples with.

. The milky juice of the capsules has a'

narcotic odour, and slightly sedative properties. Theophrastus
says that the herb has the taste of wild endive, and Fee remarks
that the -peasants of Treves eat the leaves when young.

Description—The capsules are distiuguished by their

smooth globalar form, those of P. dnUiim beiu^ twice as loner

as broad, and those of P. hijhridum hQinghvhilj.

Cheviical composition.—Hesse has obtained from the milky
juice a colourless crystallizable substance, ^hoeadino, C^^ H'^^

NO^,.of weak alkaline reaction. It is tasteless, not poisonous,

nearly insoluble in wat^r, alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzol or

aqueous ammonia, but soluble in weak acrds ; its solution in

dilute suljjhuric or hydrochloric acid acquires, after a time, a

splendid red coloui^ destroypd by an alkali, but reappearing on
addition of an acid. Owing to a statement made by Selmi that

the capsules contain an alkaloid similar to morphia, Hesse has

again examined them. He says :—''The juice collected in the

morning under a clouded sky gave 35 per cent, of dried

residue at 100*^. The milky juice is at first mostly white
;

sometimes citron yellow; ferric chloride produces with it a

deep red colour, which probably indicates the presence of

meconic acid. 4'4 grammes of dry residue gave no trace of
4

morphia, or of a similar alkaloid, O'ODO gramme gave equal to 2-1

per cent, gf RhoBadine,and traces of another alkaloid* Rhoeadine

is not coloured by ferric chloride, but resembles morphia in

being almost insoluble in ether/^ {TAehig^ annalcn d. chemie,

VoL clxxxv,jp. 329.) Attfield, working on a large- quantity of

material, and by three diflferent processes, failed to detect a trace

of morphia in the petals. {Pliarm. Journ. (3), Vol i^p. 290.)

ARGEMONE MEXICANA, Linw

Fig.—BoLMag., t. 243; Wight, III. ii., t. U. Gamboge

Thistle, Mexican Poppy {Bncj.), Pavot ^pineux, Char<lon

be'uit (Fr.). *
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H.ab.— ilmerica. Naturalizecl in India. The Juice of fresh

^')lant, and oil of the seed«."

Vernacular*.—Bharbhand^ Kutaila or Kiltila [Tlind,)^ Shial-

kantd (I?e?i^.)^. Datturi [Can.)^ Birania-dandu{ Ta?n.), Bramha-

dandi-chettu" (TeL), Daruri (MarX • •
.

History, Uses, &C.—This is an American plant wTiicTi

has now run wild all over India; it may easily be known by its

glaucous prickly thistle-like leaves^ bright yellow floAvers and

yellow milky juice. The latter is used by the natives as an

application to- ulcers, and in combination with the juice of
- ^ r

Aris'toIocMa hrade^ta is given internally in syphilis and

gonorrhoea. {Sove, Tours in 1787-88 ; Bo77ih. Govt. Recvrds No
'

]6, New Series.) In tlie Concan the juice with milk is given

in leprosy. The seeds aad seed oil have been ufeed by

European physicians in India, and there has been much
difference of opinion regarding their properties, some consider-

ing them inert, and others asserting that the oil in doses of from

30 to 60 minims is a valuable remedy in dysentery and other
affections of the intestinal canal. The e^idence'eoUected in India
-for the preparation ofthe Indian Pharmacopoeia strongly supports •

the latter opinion ; our experience is also in favour of it • and
Charbounier, who examined the oil in 1SG8, found it aperient ia

small doses; possibly those who have used the oil unsuccess-
fully purchased it in the bazaar, and were supplied with
a mixed article; no bazaar-made oils can be relied . upon.
Further experiments with the oil fully -confirm this opinion. .

Fliickiger found 4 to 5 grammes to have a niild purgative effect.
The smallness of the dose required, to produce tu aperient
action, and "the absence of any disagreeable taste, will probably

'

lead to a more extended use of" it as a substitute for castor-oil.
An extract Aade from the whole plant has been found to have

'

an apenent action, and the. milky juice to promote the healing
of indolent ulcers We. have ndt noticed any bad effects from
xts appbcaUpn to the eyes. Its use as an external application
o the eyehds m conjunctivitis was probably introduced into
th.s country w.th the plant by the Portuguese, who appear to
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have.acloptecl it in Brazil as a .substitute for the Argemoue of
the Greeks and Ptomans (Pdpaver ,'Argemone) wliich was used
for that purpose.*

For a similar account of the properties of this plant, fts

West

D'.]

see Pharmaceutical

Pouppe Desportes of St. Domingo describes the fresh seeds .

as emetic and slightly narcotic ; he states that the oil obtained
'

from them' is used to relieve pain in dry. colic.

• Description,—The capsules are | to U inch long, terete,

bristly, elliptic oi- oblong, and contain a; number of dark, brow a
rugose seeds, rather larger than- black mustard. The oil has
a bland nutty flavour ; when first" expressed it is sherry

reddish brown.
h time.

.
Chemical composition.—The extract of the whole plant was

examined by 'Haines (1863), who was unable to find any
alkaloid in it.' Charbonnier (1868) found a 'small quantity
of morphia (?) ib the leaves and capsules. -The seeds contain
in one hundred parts, 36 of oil, 49 of carbohydrates and
albumen, 9 of moisture, and 6 of ash. The oil is of a light
orange yellow colour and is almost tasteless, it has a specific
gravity of about '920, and remains clear at —S° C. j it dries
slowly to a firm jelly, gaining during the process over ' 8 per
cent, of its weight, and then ceases to give the red colour with
mtric acid; it is only very slightly soluble' in alcohol. The
insoluble fatty acids amount to 90 per cent., and melt at 22° Q .

0.-Frolich(187l) obtained from the oil a pretty hard soda soap,
and found in the soap liquor, butyric, valerianic, acetic, and a
little benzoic acid. According to Fliickiger (1871)' the oil
has the specific gravity of -919 at 16-5 C, remains clear at

.

'6
p., dries slowly and incompletely; and is not soluble in

b volumes of 90 per cent, alcohol, as stated by Charbonnier.
Dragendorff has found that the seeds contain an alkaloid

J)ios. ii., 168, l(i9. Apul. Platonicus ile Vir. Herb. 32.
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\vlucli.can be isolated in precise.ly tlie same way as'-morpma,

and wTiicli- agrees with it in all important reactions. As tbe

alkaloid occurs in a very small amount^ a sufficient quantity

has The ash of

the seeds is largely composed of alkaline phosphates and

sulphates.

Toxicology.'—In 1878, a case occurred in Bombay in which

a number of people suffered from vomiting and purging after

using sweet oil whiclx had been adulterated with Ai^gemone

oil. The adulteration may be detected by the rich orange red

colour developed when strong nitric acid is added to the on

or to liiixturcs containiiig it." In the same year samples of oil

were received by the Punjab Chemical Analyser from Amritsar, .

Simla and other towns which were said to possess irritaut

properties, causing purging and vomiting. The oil was stated

•to have been imported from the N.-W- Provinces and to have

been made from SiyaUkanta (Argemoii^ mexicana).

Commerce.—Occasionally large pax'cels of the seed are

offered for sale, but they are not easily placed, as the oil burns

with a very smoky" flame.

MECONOPSIS WALLICHII, Eool

Fig.—Bof. Mag., t. 4668.-

Hab.—Temperate Himalaya.

Description.—Meconopsis acnhatai Uoijle, III. 67, t. 15;

Eool. Bot. Mag., t.' 5456, and M. nepalensis. Be., are reputed
• to be narcotic, but as O'Shaugbnessy gave a drachm of tBe

alcoholic extract

any

has been examined by us ; it is a large herbaceous plant with

tapering roots 6 inches long or more, sometime^ bifurcated,

li inch or more in diameter, nearly smooth below, but at the

upper part very scaly from the remains ofleaves round-tho ori<^iii
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of the flower stem, whicli is about 1 inch in diameter and

. hollow; between the scales are stiff yellow bristles. The root

i^ brown externally^ internally white, soft and spongy^ with a

large central pith. Odour somewhat musky.

a marked amount of manganese.

nature of the f:tt acid being determined.

^

Chemical composition.—The root dried by exposure to aii'/

and reduced to a fine powder, lost 8 per* cent, of moisture

at 100.'^ C. The ash amounted to 12'7 per cent-^ and contained

"The alkalinity calculated

as K H O5 after separation of lime, w^as equal to 8*6 per cent.

Digested with light petroleum ether -48 per cent, of a pale

yellow, viscid, transparent, odourless extract was obtained.

With the exceptiou of a few white flocks the extract was

soluble in absolute alcohol. On spontaneous evaporation

shining lamina separated, which under the microscope consisted

of rhombic plates and needles: oil globules were also visible.

The alcoholic solution of the extract was strongly acid. The

amount of crystalline matter was too small to admit of the

After exhaustion

Avith light petroleum ether, the powder was dried by exposure to

air, and then digested witb ether. On evaporating off "the ether,

*4! per cent, of a fragrant, soft, indistinctly crystalline residue

was- left." The extract was heated with dilute hydrochloric

acid, and the soft, yellow, insoluble residue separated by

filtration. The acid solution was rendered alkaline with
*

ammonia, aiid then agitated with ether. On separation of

the ether only a minute trace of residue was left, which did

not respond- to alkaloidal reagents. The yellow residue

insoluble in H CI. was treated wntli ammonia^ and the turbid

inixture agitated with ether. The ether left on evaporation

a yellow, soft, non-crystalline residue, without taste or odour

;

which had the properties of a neutral resin. The aqueous

alkaline solution after the separation of the ether, yielded

yellow flocks wben treated with dilute, acids, which were

fore-dissolved by alkalies: this principle had the properties

a resiii afeid. The fragrant odour, of the ethereal extract was

probably due to a trace of benzoic acid.

15
'
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After treatment with ether the powder was again dried,

and then digested with absolute alcohol. The alcoholic solu-

tion was of a pale greenish colour, and possessed a marked

greenish-yellow fluorescence; examined spectroscopically no

absorption bands were visible. On evaporation^, the alcoholic

solution yielded 1'07 per cent, of ej&tractive^ yellow in colour,

and possessing a somewhat fragrant odoar. The extract was

partly soluble in water. The aqueous solution did not possess

any particular taste j it yielded slight precipitates with alka-

loidal reagents; with ferric chloride Ho coloration was pro-

duced. On evaporation and ignition a trace ofash was left,

• possessing an alkaline reaction.- The portion of the alcoholic

extract insoluble in water, dissolved in alcohol, yielding a

greenish solution, with acid reaction, and greenish-yellow

fluorescence- The ppwder, after treatment with alcohol, yielded

12"6 per cent- of extractive to cold vvater^ Tiie aqueous

solution was yellowish-brown in colour; alkaline in reaction;

it afforded no coloyatiou with ferric chloride ; it slightly

reduced an alkaline solution of copper on boiling.

FUMAEIACEiE.

FUMARIA OFFICINALIS, Lhm.

Fig-

—

Eiig. Bot.^ 539. Common Fumitory {EugX Fame-

terre officinale (Fr.).
a

Hab.—Persia, a weed of cultivation.

Veniacidar.—^hihtQvQh {Pers.), Pitpapra, Sbahtera {Hind.,

Beng., Bovib.).

History, Uses, &C.-The Ktpapra imported from

Persia does not appear to be Fumaria farviflora, as

smooth fruit without a double pit at the apex ; it is i

F. officinali9. Several species of Fumitory have loug been
used medicmally, and were highly esteemed by the Greeks
and Romans on accouut of their diurutio aud alterative

oubtless

Jv-.
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properties. DIoscoriJes calls the plant Kapiios,^ and Pliny

derives tlie name Fumaria from Fumus, Israoke, witt the

explanation that the plant irritates the eyes like smoke ; it

has also been called Jf^^^m/r^ ^err«* with reference to the- colour

of the foliage, or its smell. Fumitory does not appear to

have been mentioned by the early Sauskrft writers. The
Arabians arid Persians probably derived their knowledge of it

from the Greeks, as they hold the same hi^^h estimate of its

properties. In the Makhzan-el-Adwiya two varieties are

mentioned, one with violet-coloured flowers, and a large kind
with white flowers

; it is described as diuretic and alterative,

removing hepatic obstructions^ aperient and espellant of the

humors, but more especially of atrabilis ; two Greek names ai^e

given, Kfasdsi and Kiifnus ; the Arabic, names are Baklat-
el-malik, and Shahteraj, a corruption from the Persian

4 %

Slialiterch. In India the drug is still highly e&fceemed by the
Mahometans. • Jacquemont on bis journey from. Calcutta to

Delhi observed Fumitory growing abundantly in wheat fields

near Chittoor-and in the Punjab. He describes it as very near
to, if not F. offi.dnalis. It was probably F'. imrviffora, which
is used in Northern India as Fumitory.

For a European account of the properties anxl uses of Fumi-
tory, Handschuch " De plantls Fumariacels," may be con-
sulted. Fumitory is laxative and diuretic ; it is beneficial in

dyspepsia depending upon torpidity of the intestines and iu

scrofulous skin affections. Dose—2 ounces pf the decoction

(1 ounce to ] pint) three times a day.
w

Description.-—The dry plant is generally much broken
M

up
; mixed withit are many nearly globular, smooth, indehiscent

capsules, the size of a large pin's head and mnbilicate at the

top
; seed single, dark brown, crested, with a depression on

one side ; odour hardly any ; taste bitter, slightly acrid and
astrincront.

.

'

* Dios. 4;105. Plin. 25, 98, 99. Sibtborp refers the Katrvoi of Uios-

condes to F.;)am>m, Law., aplaut with white flowers; probably both

were used.
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Chemical composition.—Fumitory contains

—

Ist, Fnmaric

acid, C*H^ 0^ an acid isomeric with maleic acid, differing

from malic acid by containing 1 at. less of water, and from

succinic acid by containing 2 at. less of hydrogen; it exists

ready formed in several other plants, viz., Corydalis hulbosa,

Glaueium Jlavim, LirJieu islandimis, and Boletus pseiido-

ignariris
; it is produced by the dehydration of malic acid,,

by molecular transformation of maleic acid, namely, when that

acid is heated with hydriodic or hydrobromic acid [Kelcule,

Ann.cli. Phar., Siijjpl ii'., 8b), and accormng fo Multhausen
{Anji.ch. Phar: ci, 171), is found among the products of the .

oxidation of protein compounds by nitro-muriatic acid. {Watts'

Bid. of Chemistry.) ,

2nd, Fumarine, an organic base first observed by Peschicr

(Liehig, Organische chcmie, p. 633), and more fully examined ,;

by Harmon (J". Chem. Med. [S], YUL, 705). The plant

gathered while in full flower, contains from. 5 to 6 percent, of

this base, to which it appears to owe its specific physiological

action. Fumarine is separated from its salts by caustic

alkalies or their carbonates in the form of a curdy precipitate

;

it may be obtained in the crystalline form by spontaneous'

evaporation of its hot alcoholic solution, but not by evapora-
tion with the aid of heat; the salts have a bitter taste.

{Watts' Diet, of Chemistry.) According to Preuss funiariue

crystallizes in irregular 6-sided, monoclinic prisms, soluble in

alcohol, chloroform, benzol, carbon bisulphide, and aniyl-

alcohol, sparingly soluble in water, insoluble in ether ; its

com2:)Oi3ition has not been determined.

Commence.—The drug is imported from Persia under the
name .of Shahterah. Value, about Rs. 4 per Surat maund of

37^ lbs. .

•

r

The medicinal plants of minor importance belongino- to the
Fuiuariacea3 are :

—

°

Hypecoum, procumbens, Linn.. SM. Hun. I, t. 27,
fonuJ m bind, Afghauistan, and the Puujab salt mnge. It
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appears to be tbe vm]>^ooi> of Dioscorides, aud .Hypecoum of
Plluy, now known as Cumin cornu or Horned cum tnin, and
like fumitory^ a weed of cultivation. -

• *
_

;

Corydalis Govaniana, Wall., JloijUllU t. 16, f. 2, a
plant of the Western Himalaya, lias a yellow juice wliicli is

employed medicinally in the treatment of eye diseases like
Mamiraa. [Altcldson, Journ. Linji. S-oc. 19^ p. .*145.) The'
chemical composition of these plants closely resembles that of
Fumaria.' They have been used as alteratiyes, but are of little

importance. - .

, Linn.

GEUCIFERiE.

ANASTATICA HIEROCHUNTINA
Flg.~Jac. Vind. 1, L 58. Rose of Jericho {Etig.), Rose do

Jericho {Fr.). •

Hab,—Syria. . .

Vernacular.—Kaf Maryam^ Ivaf Ayesha {Arab.), Garbha
phiil {Hind., Gitz.).

History, Uses, &C.—This is a small annual' plant
growing in sandy wastes in Syria, and is supposed to bethe
Gurgal, rolling thing, or wheel of Isaiah. There is a tradition

that the plant expanded at the birth of the Saviour,

Mahometan writers have appropriated this tradition in favour
of Ayesha, the • favourite wife of the Prophet and mother of
the Faithful; the opening of the plant w^hen wetted beino-

considered' symboncal.of the opening of the womb in child-

birth. The branches of Anastatica when in flower, spread out
rigidly upon the ground, but when the seed ripens they curl

up and form a round ball; this, when placed in water,

expands, and the pods after a time op^n and discharge their

seeds
; the property of expansion when moist, and closure

when dry, is retained for years. There can be little doubt

that the dried plant w^as first introduced iato India by the
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Maliomotans; it Is kept iu all druggists' shops, and is pre-

scribed .ill difficult labour, being placed iu water uutil it

•expands, Avhea tlio water is administered to "the patient..

This plant has been supposed by some to' be the seed-beariug
Amomum of Dioscorides. (See Primulacecv.).

Description.—Stem short and woody, branched in a

corymbose 'manner at the top; leaves obovate, the lower ones
• entire, the upper remotely toothed ;• flowers small, yellowish
white, forming spikes along the branches ; the fruit is a short

pouch with a strong curved beak, and two ear-like projections
on each- side; it is divided into four cells, each cell containing
a yellow concavo-convex seed. The whole plant is tomentose,
and has hardly any taste; as seen in the shops, it presents the

appearance of a little ball of wicker work about the size of a

large egg at the top of the unbranched part of the stem.
Commerce.-^lt is imported from Syria by way of the Persian

Gulf,

LEPIDIUM IBERIS, Lin n.

« K

Fig,

—

Loh.Ic.^t. 223, Peppergras&or Pepperwort {Eng.)^

PassDrage iberide (F?\). .- /

Hab.—Soutliern Europe to Siberia, Tl>e seeds.

Vernacular.—Towdri( Pers.).

History, Uses, &C.—These seeds are imported from
Persia. In some EngKsh books upon Indian Materia Medica
they are attributed to Jf(lira sylvestris; in others to Cheiranthus

'

Cheiri- neither of these suppositions can be. correct, as the ,

parcels of seed, when they arrive in Bombay, contain corymbs
.

of small pods, much like those of common Candytuft. Ibn
Siaa, incorrectly quoting Dioscorides, describes ^j^/yTozex'i
as a plant like Farasiyun {np^a^v) with black "seeds. {See.
Fardslyun.)

.

Mfr Muhammad Husairi gives the' following
account of Towdri :-" A Persian name, in Greek Arusiman,*
in Arabic Bazr-ol^khTOi^kbum^jazr^^

epva^t^ov of UioaTiT^;;;;;;!!^ considered ioh^^[Iy:;;^rmm oJiMe.
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Ispahan it is called Kadutna; in Kirmau Mardaraklit; at

Tabriz^ Darina. .The plant has long leaves, without stalks
j

the branches are red; stiff and armed with a few prickles ; the

seed is in a small pod^ and of the shape of a lentil^ but mucli

"smaller; there are three varieties—i^ed^ yellow^ and white; the

latter is the largest; Towdrl is hot in the second degree, and

moist in the first ; some say dry./ Properties, aphrodisiac^ fat-

tening the body, and purifying, the blood. ^' The drug is in

jreneral use for the abovementioned properties;, which are

attributed by the natives to most of the cruciferous seeds.

Some of the Towdrl seed is doubtless the produce of.

Li^pidlam Iberisy Lian.^ a plant whose habitat extends from

Southern Earop'e to Siberia. This plant was known to the

ancients and employed as a rubefacient in rheumatism^ &c.
j

* ^

'the seeds taken internally were prescribed in bronchitis and
dropsy.^ According to Pliny they were first used by Damo-
ei'ates- Corre and Lejanne state that L. Ihcris is called Cresson

de Savane mthe Antilles, and is considered to have all the

properties of water-cress. ,

A tea made from lu ruderale is used in Russia in intermittent

fevers. ' A rare pepperwort found in some seaside places in

Britain. '

.

.
^

Description.—All three kinds are similar in shape to the

.
seeds of Candytuft; the so-called white variety is only somewhat
paler than the red; a brown-coloured sort is sometimes met
with under the name of ^^ Black Towdr5.^' When soaked in

*

water the seeds become thickly coated with mucilage. - .

V

Chemical composition.—Leroux (1837) obtained from the.

flowering tops and seeds of Lepldium Ibcris an amorphous
bitter principle which he named Lepidin. The plant also

yields a sulphuretted volatile oil. •

Commerce.—It is imported from Persia. Value, Red, 3|
annas per lb. ; White, 5 annas per lb.

"

*X iEirineta mi his Tliird Book
to be same as XcTribiov, See also Plin. 25, 49, App. Herb. -20. Sihthorp

'

refers X^TriStoi/ to L. latifolium, L , and liirjpls to L. f/raminJfolhm, L, We
may couclude that several species were used.
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Dr. Stewart st:iies that in tte. Puujab and SiiiJ MaWdoU
inccma,'B. Br.,* is grown for its seeds, wliicli constitute one
of the several kinds of "Todri." In short this Persian' uarae
appear.s to have much the same meauing as the J^ft^'^olW of the'

Greelvs, heino- applied loosely to several Spring, flowers. [See.
remarks on Cheimnthus-Clieiri.)

LEPIDIUM SATIVUM, LImi.

t

Fig.— TT't^r/if, III. ^7., 12 ; Smith, FL Gr., t 616. Common
Cress {Eng.)y Creeson (Fr,). .

"^.b— Cultivated in all countries. The secfls.
r X

Veniacular.—Rnv?, Hallm, Chansar {Hind.); Assalia, {Guz.),

Ahaliva (Mar.),-Ali-virai (ra?7i.), Adeli (TtZ.)
^ - ^ J m

History, Uses, &C.—The common cress' is generally

supposed to be a native of Persia, from which country it was
probably introduced at- £in early date into India. The seeds .

are called Chandrasura in Sanskrit works, and are described '

.
as tonic- and alterativ'e ; water, thickened with the' mucilage

- which they give out, is recommended in the Bhavaprakasa as

a remedy foi* hiccup. The confection or Rabarl containing
yJii and sugar is used as a restarative toiiic, and the seeds 'are

added to purgatives. The Mahometan writers identify cress
with the Kap^aijLov of the Greeks,t and give Hab-el-rashad as the
Arabic name for the seeds, which they consider to be hot and
dry in the third degree, and to have aphrodisiac and diuretic
properties

; they recommend them for the disporsiou of certain
chronic enlargements of the spleen, &c., and as nn alterativem various diseased conditions supposed to be produced by
cold humours. •

.

.

'

Chemical composition.—The herb and seeds of L sativum
bruised and macerated and distilled with steam-, yield a volatile
aromatic oil which does not separate spontaneouslv from the-"

' -^
^^___ ^

* Pmplc Gillyflower. Eng.. Bot-, I9;i5. Quarantaine {Fr
)

t mos u. U4
;
Nasturtium of TLny, 19, U ; 20. 50 ; Theoph. H. P. L
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watery distillate, but may be extracted therefrom by agitation

with benzene. Three-fourths of the crnde product boiled at,.

226*5^, exhibited -the composition of purea-toluonitril, phenyl-

aceto-nitril, or phenjl-methyl cyanide, C^ H^ CH^ CN, and
when heated to 200° for a short time with hydrochloric acid,

yielded phenyl-acetic acid. The same composition is exhibited

^by the volatile oil of Trapceolum majas. Nasturtium officinale

yields by similar treatment an oil which nm^ be separated from
the watery distillate by agitation with light petroleum ether^

this solvent being afterwards evaporated off in a paraffin batli

at 140°. By fractional distillation of the remaining liquid, an
oil was obtained, boiling at 253"5° (261° corr.), and having
a specific gravity of I'OOU at 18° This oil was found
by analysis to have the composition of phenyl-propionitril,

C^II^ CH'^ CH-CN; and on fusing it with potash^ decomposing
theresultingpotassium salt with hydrochloric acid, and extract-

ing with ether, phenyl-propionic acid was obtained in Ion

needles melting at 47°. (Rofmann,)

The fatty oil of Cress seeds is described by Sclilibler as of
a brownish yellow colour, sp. gr. 0-924; it thickens and
becomes turbid at 6° to lO^', and congeals at 15° to a yellow
mass. It has' a peculiar smell and taste, and dries slowly.

*

Commerce.—Cress seeds are imported into Bombay from
Persia under the name of Assalia. Value, Rs. 3i per maund
of37Ubs.

or

SISYMBRIUM IRIO, Linn.

'Fig.—Eng. Bot. 1631 ; Eeiclu, Ic. Fl. Germ., t 75, f. 4408.
Hedge Mustard, London Rocket {Eng.), Herbe aux Chantres,
Tortelle (Fr.).

Hab.—Northern India, Persia, Europe. The seeds.

FerjiacwZar.—Khubkalan {EincL); Khakshi {Pers., Bomb.},
Ran-tikhi (Mar,).

History, Uses, &C.—There is no notice of this drug

lu tlie Ilindu Materia Mcdica; it appears to have been iutro-

la
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Mahometans
^^

Kh

whicli is reputed to be good for asthma, hoarseness, or any

debility of the throat or vocal organs; as also to promote

expectoration. In India the seeds are much used in restorative •

and fattening confections. S. Trio was once common about

London, and was called London Rocket; it covered the ground

in the spring after the great fire of London, and Hallen records

that S. officinale springs up wherever houses have been burnt.

It is a common weed in Persia, and is known by various naraes

in different parts of the ^country, e.g., m Fars, Shafierah;

Turkistan, Shiwaran \

Mazenderan, Shalumhi. In Arabic it is called Khubali.
__ ft

Medicinallj it is thought to be expectorant, stimulant and

restorative; itis also used externally as a stimulating poultice;

a large quantity is imported^ as it is in constant demand among
the Mahometans of India. The plant also grows in Northern
India.

VescripHon.^KMkshi is a small red oblong seed about 1-20tb

of an inch long, one surface is convex, the other grooved, the

groove ending in a notch; when placed in water it becomes
coated with a transparent mucilage; the cotyledons are yellow ,

and oily. The seed turns rancid if kept for any tirae^ it has a

hot flavour like mustard.
L

Commerce.—It is imported from Persia, Value, Rs. 5 per

Surat maund of 374 lbs.

BRASSICA NIGRA, Koch.

Fig.—Bentleij and Trim., t. 22. Black mustard (Eng.),

Moutarde noire (Fr.). The seeds.

BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS, Linn.

Fig.—Eng. Bot. 2146. Rape {Eng.), Navette, Ravette
(fV.). The seeds aud oil.

• Dios. 2, 147 ; Tlieoplir. H. P. viii. 7.

tPlin. 18,2-2; 22, 75. Sibthorp refers .pl.^^o. ^o S. polyceraiUm,L;probably more than oue spec.es w«s used umlcr tliis

*°^^^^-/'«'2'cer«^.«/«.
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BRASSICA JUNCEA, iLf.and T.

'Fig.—Jacg. Vind.y t, 3 71. Indian mustard {^Eng.)^

Moutarde rouge (Fr.), The seeds..

Hab.—Cultivated iiuiveryally.

VernacicTar—B. campestris, Surson [Hind.), Slierus {Mar.),

Sarasa,va (Gvz.), Saaave ^{Can.). Otlier varieties, Rai^Hind.
Guz.), Kadugu (Tarn.), Avelu {Tel), Mohari (Mar.).

History, Uses, &C.—One of the Sanskrit names for mus-
tard is Asiiri or ^''tlie sorceress/^ because witches are detected
by means of mustard oil. By lamplight several cups are filled

with water and the oil dropped in, each cup bears the name of
one of the suspected women in the v.illage, and if during the

eeromony they observe that the oil takes the form of a woman
m any of the cups, they conclude that the person whose name is

on that cup is a witch. Mustard is also symbolic of fecundity

;

in the story of Gul-i-Bakawh, the nymph Bakawli is born
again of a peasant woman who had eaten mustard oil extracted
from seed grown upon the site of her disappearance. Mustard

vmri

have been used by them as a medicine.* There is reason
to suppose that the Romans used it as a condiment and
medicine. Of.. Pliuy 19, 54 and 20, 87, who mentions three
varieties. Fee identifies the sleud«r-stemmed mustard of that
writer with the Sinapis alha of Linuocus, the mustard mentioned
as having the leaves of rape he considers to be the Sinapis
nigra, and that with the. leaf of the rocket, the Sinapis
erucoides of Linnteus. Sanskrit writers call mustard seeds
Sarshapa and notice two kinds, sidliartha or white mustard
{B.campestris), and rajika orbrown mustard (probably B.juncea).
The first kind is almost exclusively used for the production
of the expressed oil, * while the brown or black* mustards are

preferred on account of their greater pungency as rubefacients

and for internal administration. The expressed oil of mustard

* Dlos. 2, 14.3.

t Colza aud Cflrcel oil of commerce.
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is largely used as an article of diet, and when applied to tlie
h

sl^in is considered to keep it soft, cool, and clean, .and to

promote the growth of hair. In Bengal it is much used

by males for rubbing over the body before bathing-, femalos

always using cocoanut oil, either plain or perfumed, for the

same purpose. Internally the Hindus use mustard com-

bined with other stimulants in dyspepsia and as an emetic

;

externally they use it in much the same way as we do in

Europe, but with the addition of other drugs, most of them of

doubtful efficacy. In the Concan the whole seeds, moistened

in warm water and sprinkled with lime, are given as a remedy

for
.
dyspepsia. In the Makhzan-ebAdwiya three kinds of

mustard are noticed. Wild mustard, with small round red-

dish brown seeds, and .two sorts of cultivated mustard, the

white and the red. The seeds of the latter are directed to be

used for medicinal purposes ; they are described as large and

not round. The Mahometans consider mustard to be hot and

dry, and to have detergent and digestive properties ; they

prescribe it internally in many diseases in which they think

such remedies are indicated; externally they apply it in ^

variety of ways as a stimulant and couuter-ivritant. The list

of diseases in which it is recommended, and the method of

application or admiuistration in each is too long to reproduce

here. (C/ research has

shown tliat essential oil of mustarcl Las antiseptic properties and

is destructive of bacteria; it is intensely -irritant and if taten

internally would act as a powerful in-itant poison. The seeds

share its properties, and when powdered and mixed with water
act upon the skin and mucous membranes as.a stimulant of the

circni-ition, causing heat, redness and pain if the application
is short, but vesication and much irritation if too prolonged.
It is therefore a most valuable counter-irritant in neuralgic
pains and internal congestions. Applied as a hip bath it acts

as an indirect emmenagogue by stimulating the circulation.
Given mtornally to the extent of a heaped dessert spoonful in a
pint of warm w.ater or gruel, mustard flour acts rapidly as an
omotic through its irritant action on tl.e mucous membrane of
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the stomaclij and is therefore useful when narcotics have beeu

taken in poisonous doses.. In small doses mustard flour is

carminative and sialagogue, and promotes digestion by increas-

ing the flow of saliva and gastric juice* The seeds act in the

same way, but owing to their mucilaginous coating the action

is more prolonged and milder. During excretion mustard
irritates the kidneys and causes diuresis. .

Description.—Four kinds of mustard arc generally to

be found in the Indian market, namely, \sty Karachi mustard,

B. nigray var (?)—Globular, of a dark browii colour, surface

rough,, generally covered Avith a wbite pellicle, giving the

seeds a grey colour; size about j^^ of an inch, in diameter.

2nd, B. nvjra—Seeds globular, dark reddish brown, clean

and bright; size about -^j of an inch in diameter; surface

rough, bat less so than that of the 1st kind.

— *

3rd, B. jiincea—-Seeds oblong, light reddish brown, clean

and bright; lengthy^ of an inch; surface does not appear
rough unless magnified.

*

4tht B. catnpestris—Seeds very slightly oblong, yellow, or

reddish brown, clean and bright ; diameter ^^ of an inch or

more; surface smooth to the naked eye, but seen to be finely

reticulated under a magnifying glass.
^

The third kind is preferred by the natives, and may be con-

sidered the otficinal mustard of India ; it has a very bright

rich yellow colour. when powdered.

Microscopic structure.—The white pellicle which covers the

Karachi seeds consists of hexagonal cells. The epidermis of

the diS*erent kinds of seed consists of one row of closely

packed cells, having strong lateral and inner walls ; the cells

are best seen in the Karachi mustard on account of their

greater size.

Chemical comjyositioyi.—By distilling the seeds (previously

macerated) of B. nigra and B.juncca with water, the pungent
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principle, essential oil of mustard is obtainecl, amounting .

to -2 or -7 per cent., and under certain conditions more from
B. nigra. This oil, which has the composition C S N 0^ H^
allyl thiocarbimide, boils at 150°- 7 0., has a specific gravity

at 0° of 1-036, no rotatory power, and is soluble without colo-

ration or turbidity in three times its weight of cold strong

sulphuric acid. The remarkable reaction which gives rise

to the formation of mustard oil was explained by Will and
Korner in 1863. They obtained from mustard a crystal-

lizablo substance, then termed Myronate of Potassium,
Qio Jl's KNS^ 0'°, but now known, as Slnnigrin, from

its analogy to sinalbin. Sinnigrin when brought into contact

with an extract of white mustard or a solution of myrosiu,

is decomposed into essential oil of mustard, potassium

sulphate, and glucose. At the same time a part of the oil

is converted into sulphur and crotonitril. {Uoscoe.) Myrosin
is an albumenoid principle contained in white mustard. Its

aqueous solution coagulates at 60° C, and then becomes

,
inactive : hence mustard seed which has been roasted jaelds

no volatile oil, nor does it yield any if powdered and intro-

.duced at once into boiling water. Sometimes black mustard
contains so little myrosin that white mustard has to be added
to it iu order to develope all the volatile oil it is capable

of yielding: Sinalbin is another compound contained in white

mustard seed; it is easily soluble in water, less so in alcohol

and crystallizes in small pearly needles. By the action of

-myrosin it is converted into sinalbjn-mustard-oil, and sulphate

of sinapine and glucose- For further information the reader is
L

referred to lioscoe and Schorlemmer's .work on Organic
Chemistry.

The seeds, roots and herbaceous parts of many of the
Cruciferae. yield a volatile oil composed in part of mustard oil

and in part of allyl sulphide, C^ H'^S, which is also obtain-
able from gailic. Many Cruciferfs afford from their roots or

seeds chiefly or solely oil of mustard, and from their- leaves
oil of garlic.
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The following percentage analyses of mustard seeds are

given by Konig {Zusamm. d. wensch. Nahriings,- §r., f. 148) :
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«
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Mustard seeds submitted to pressure afford- about 23 per cent,
of a mild-tasting,=^ inodorous, non-drying oil, solidifying wlien
cooled to—17-o^C-, and consisting of tlie glycerin compound
of stearic, oleic and erucic or brassic acid. The last namf,d
acid occurs' also in rape, and grape seed oils, and is liomolo
with oleic acid.

gous

magnesium

The asL constituents of mustard, amouatin^ to 4 per cent.,

consist chiefly of the phosphates of calcium,
and potassium.

The mustard oil sold in the bazars of India has a pungent
odour aud bitter taste, owing to the practise of watering the

cake before pressing it the seco.nd time. It is also said to be
largely adulterated in Bengal with poppy seed and other oils.

Through the kindness of Mr. Blechenden, Secretary, Agri-
Ilorticultural Society of India, we have had an opportunity ot

* When freshly-expressed it hus the taste of mustard widiuut th

pungency.
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examining a specimen of pure mustard oil expressed in a

Merce's patent iron mill at the Calcutta Exliibitioa of 1884.
The oil was of a pale yellow colour, with a somewhat nutty and
very faintly pungent taste, and faint odour of mustard. At
]5°-5 C. it had a specific gravity of -9286. At — 9° C. it

became as viscid as thick treacle.
P

The seeds of Z?. campestris yields a brownish-yellow, nearly
inodorous and tasteless oil, having when expressed hot, or
when long kept, a disagreeable after taste. Sp. gr. about
p-9136. [Schuhler.) It is the least limpid of the Brassica oils,

at —4° it deposits a little fat, and solidifies to a yellow butter
at —6°. The cold-pressed oil contains, on the average, 70-32
per cent, carbon, 10-58 hydrogen and 19-10 oxygen ^it forms
with chlorine a yellow, very viscid compound contaiuiug
] 7-68 per cent, of chlorine, and with bromine a similar com-
pound containing 32-5 per ceut. of bromine. B. .camj>estns
contains myrosin but no sinnigrin.

According to W. J. Smith {Zeit. Fhijs. CJiem. xiL, 419), the
greater part of the sulphur occurs combined in the glucosidal
compound sinnigrin, a smaller quantity occurs not so combined;
and in addition there is that which is present as a constituent
of albumen. With the germination of cruciferous seeds the
glucoside IS gradually broken up, but after an interval of
several weeks some- of it reappears in the leaves of the plaut;
The rate ^t which the glucoside in these seeds is broken up
in the presence of water was found to vary considerably in
different species, and it was further found that the ferment
from any cruciferous seed is capable of breaking up the gluco-
3ide of any other cruciferous seed. It is therefore inferred
tnat all these seeds contain one and tliP Qr,,-»,^ r . i -i i.

,, ,, 11, ^ -^^i^. tne same ierment, whilst^
on tbe other hand, the glucosides of different species vary
considerably in respect to their susceptibility to the ferment.

According to Messrs. Schimm'el the nnnr^f f f i u +

tod oil yioldod by Ra^ica nil seeds 0^0 ™ ^^ '

d
\>y the seeds of B. ju,u,ea 0-52 per cint.

"". "' "
"
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Coynmerce.—Mustard is grown in most parts of India^ the

price ranges from Rs. 20 to Rs. 40 per candy according to

quality and cleanness of seed. Rape is worth about Rs. 7 per

cwt.

RAPHANUS SATIVUS, Ziinn ,

r '

Fig.—Lam. Ill, t. 506. Radish [Eng.), Kadis {Fr.).

Vernacular—Mala, Maro {Bomb, 9 Hlnd.)^ Mallangi [Tarn,,
_ '

4

Can,)i Mulaka [Sans.).

Descript A large, coarse white radish, is univer-

sally cultivated in India. The seeds Bazr-el-fujl {Arah) are

used as a diuretic^ laxative and lithontriptic; also the juice

of the fresh leaves. The root and seeds yield with water a

milky distillate, from which a small quantity of oil may be

obtained by rectification ; it is colourless^ heavier than water,

and has the taste but not tlie smell of radishes. The oil

coutaina sulphur; it forms a white precipitate with corrosive

sublimate, and yellow with bichloride of platinum. . It dis^

solves with tolerable facility in water.

—

[Fless, in Omelin's

Handbook, X.y 56).

The following percentage analyses of Radishes are given by
Konig [Ziisamm. d.mensclu Nahrungsj Sfc, p. 137) :
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B. Pott

It contained Phosphoric acid 0*057, and Sulphur organically combined

O'Oll per cent.

t It contained Phosphoric acid 0'090, and Sulphur organically combined

0-023 per cent.

17
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The otber Cruciferous plants known in India, which are

more or less medicinal^ are the following

:

Cheiranthus Cheiri, Linn.^'Vhe Wallflower is culti-

vated in Northern India under the name of Todri. This
plant and Matthiola incana are considered by many to have been
the ^^vKoiov of the Greeks and Viola of. the Latins, names which
appear to have been rather loosely applied to several Spring
flowers. The Germans stiU call the Wallflower * Leucoje' and
the Frencii know it as Violier as well as Giroflee. Lcnkoion is

described as. emmenagogne and deobstruent by Dioscorides,
and the Mahometans of India attribute such virtues to the

flowers. The seeds contain myrosin and the same oil as

Ttaphanus ,sativu.<!.

Nasturtium offi The Water-cress is

a native of Northern India, and is largely cultivated in many
parts of the country. As a salad it has from time immemorial
been hold in esteem on account of its appetizing and antiscor-
butic properties.

4

t

Cardamine pratensis Lmn.—The Cuckoo-flower or

Ladies-smock occurs in Hussora, and has properties similar to

Nasturtium officinale. The same may be said of the several
species of Farsetia which grow in the Punjab.

Eruca sativa, Lam.—The Rocket is cultivated in

Northern and Central India, and has similar properties, but is

more acrid; it is the e'.iT^/xo. (good brottmaker) of the Greeks
and Eruca of the Latins. The Arabians call it ^^^ j^ (Jarjir)
and the Persians ^l^^J (Eihukan). The Mahometans say that
It a sour Pomegranate is watered with its juice, the fruit will

become sweet.

^J^'^'^f'^'^'^^^^^^onor these Cruciferous plants resembles
that of Mnstard.
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CAPPARIDE^.

CLEOME VISCOSA, Linn

'Big.—Wight Ic, t2) Rkeede ix., EoH. Mat. ix., L 23.

Sticky Cleorne {Eng.}, Herbe puaute^ Bredepuante {Fr.).

H^D.-—Tropical India and other warm climates* The
plant uud seeds.

Veniacular.—RnWml, Hurhur \Hind.), HurhdriS [Beng.),

Kanpliiitf, Pivala-tilavana {Mm\), Nai-vela. {Tarn,), Knkka-
v^rainta {Tel), Hucha sasavi (Can,),

History, Uses, &C.—'This common weed on cultivated

ground appears to have been long in use in India as a domestic
' remedy

;
it is called in Sanskrit Adityabhakta and Arkakanta.

Ainslie says :—'' The small compressed, netted surfaced,

hottish tasted seed? have got the Tamool name of Nahi Kud-
dSghoo, or ' dog's mustard,' and nre considered by the Vytiana
as anthelmintic and carminative ; they are administered in the

quantity of about a tea-spoonful twice daily.'' The juice of

the leaves, Rheede says, "is useful in deafness poured into the

ears." This account agrees with the way in which the plant
is used at the present time, the juice mixed with oil being a
popular remedy for purulent discharges from the ear; hence
the name Kanphutl* It is the Eerhe-puaiite or Brede-puante
of the French Settlements in the East. Descourtilz says that

when crushed anci applied to the skin it causes much redness
and even vesication. Given internallv it is sudorific: when
cooked it loses its acrid properties. Rumphius gives a similar

account of its properties; and says the Portuguese call it Breda
Mamma.

The juice of plants was used in this way by the Greeks and Romans
Scrib, Larg.Comp. 39. Ad auriculae et tuvnorem et dolorem sine ulcere pro-

destherbse urceolaris, autcueurbitjp ramentorum succms tepens per stngi^*''^

in foramen auris dolentis infusns.
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Description.—An annual weed from 1 to 3 feet higt;

leaves
. 3 to 5 foliolate, leaflets obovate ; flowers yellow ; the

whole plant pubescent and extremely viscid; many of tlie

hairs are surmounted by a round gland, from which "a reddish

viscid secretion exudes ; the plant has a powerfuh odour hke
black currants. The capsules are from 2 to 3^ inches long,

striated, pubescent, tapering towards the point, which is

surmounted by the style ; the seeds are dark brown or nearly

black, reuiform, and granular, about the size of black mustard

seed
;
the leaves have a pungent flavour, and the seed a feeble

taste of mustard.

GYNANDROPSIS PENTAPHYLLA, DC. .

Fig.—Eheede, Hort. Mai. ix., t. 24.-

"^°' India and all tropical countries. The plant and
seeds.

"
-

Vernacular.—llmMv, Hillhul, Karaila {Hind.), Hurhuria
{Beng,), Vaminta {Tel.), Tilavana, Mablf {Mar.), Vela,

Taivela (Tarn.), Waila {Ging.).
r

History, Uses, &C.—The five-leaved Cleome, as it was
formerly called, has been long known as a domestic remedy
by the Hindus

; it is called in Sanskrit Surjavarta and Arka-
pushpika, and is noticed by Ainslie, who says, "That the small

numerous, warmish kidney formed black seeds, as well as

leaves of this plant, are administered in decoction in convulsive

affections and typhus fever, to the quantity of half a teacup
full twice daily." The natives regard it as having much the

same properties as Cleome vlscosa. In the French colonies

and in the "Nilgiris it is used as a sudorific. In Pudukota the

leaves are applied to boils to prevent the formation of pus.

Wight {III. L,p. 3t) says that the bruised leaves are rube-
facient and vesicant.

Description.—A common plant on 'cultivate-d ground;
leaves 5-folio!ate, with obovate leaflets; flowers white or
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purplish, in glutinous racemes, bracts 8-foIioIate ; stamens
r

very long, purple; capsules 2 to 4 inches long, tapering

towards- the point, which is surmounted by the style, striated^

pubescent. The whole plant is viscid and covered thickly

with glandular hairs; it has a strong peculiar odour like the

black currant leaf. The seeds are black, of the same fibape

and size as those of Cleome viscosaj but rougher; they have a

very faint flavour of mustard*

Chemical composition.—These plants when crashed in the

fresh state develop an acrid volatile oil having the properties

of garlic or mustard oil. The dried plants exhausted by
alcohol yield a deep green tincture which on evaporation

leaves a brown soft resin which has no irritant action when
applied to the skin.

r

G

CRATiEVA RELGIOSA, Forst, var. Nvrrah.
*

Fig.—Rheede, Hod. Mai Hi., t. 42.. Holy Garlick Pea
(/vncy.), Tapier (Fr.).

Vernacular.—'Btavnd., Bilasi, Bila [Hind.), Bamn, Tikoshak
(Beng.), Maraliagam (Tarn.), Nirvala {Can.), Uskia, Ururnatti
(Tel), Vajavarna, Haravarna, R^mala, Kra-van {Mar.).

Hab.—Malabar, Canara. Cultivated elsewhere. Th
leaves and bark.

History, Uses, &C.-—This small tree is a native of
Malabar and Canara, Tropical Africa, and the Society Islands

;

it is also found planted about temples and- Mahometan tombs
in many parts of India. It is worthy of remark that this tree is

found planted near tombs in " several different parts of the
world. The Sanskrit names are Varuna and Asmarisrhna
(lithontriptic). Mr. U, C. 'Dutt gives the following summary
of -its properties as described in Sanskrit works :—" It is said

to promote the appetite, increase the secretion of the bile,

act as a laxative, and remove disorders of the urinary organs.

In calculous affections it is used in a great variety of forms;

thus a .simple decoction of the bark may be given with the
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addition of treacle. A compound decoctiou is prepared along

with equal parts of Tribulus terrestns- and ginger, and is

adrainistered with the addition of Yavaksh^ra (impure car-

bonate ofpotash) and honey. A compouad powder, Varunadya
churna, is prepared as follows : —A solution of the ashes of

ade 9 . «

of

the bark in powder and Yavaksbara till the water is entirely

evaporated, the resulting, powder is -given in ascites, calculus,

enlargements of the abdominal viscera, and affections of the

bladder and uterus. A confection, called Varunadya gud<i,\%

prepared by adding to the fluid extract of the bark, treacle,

and a number o£ diuretic and aromatic substances.^' The
leaves are used as a remedy for' swelling of the feet, and a

burning sensation in the soles of the feet, a common complaint
of a somewhat obscure nature ; they are also cooked and eaten

as a vegetable to reduce corpulence.' The leaf-juice is given

in rheumatism in the Concan in doses of ^ to 3 tolas mised
with cocoanut juice and gJiL In caries of the bones of the

nose the leaf is smoked and the smoke exhaled through the

nose. The bark and leaf pounded and tied in a cloth are used
as a fomeutation in rheumatism. In physiological action this

bark resembles Caper bark. {See next article.) A tincture has

been found to be an excellent emulsifying agent.

Description.—Leaves 3-foliolate, on long petioles, leaf-

lets lanceolate acuminate, thin, smooth, upper surface dark
green, under surface of a lighter colour, about 8 inches long
and 3 inches broad. When bruised they have a disagreeable
smell, something like Hellebore ; taste slightly bitter and very
pungent, causing a tingling sensation in the tongue, not

aromatic. The bark is grey externally, and minutely fissured,
thick; fracture short; beneath the grey epidermis is a green
layer, substance wliite

; a transverse section shows numerous
yellow specks, which when examined with a lens, are seen to

be bundles of very large stone cells. The taste is faintly bitter.

Ckemical composition.-Hh^ bark contains saponin, or a
pnnciple similai* to it.
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CAPPARIS SPINOSA, Liin n

,

m —

Fig.~Var.2,rupestris,Sibt}u, FIor.Grcec.^ t. 487. Var. 3,

vulgaris^ RoyUy Illits. 73. Var. 4, hucoplii/lla^ Deless. Ic. SeL
iii>j t. 10. Caper plant {Eng.), Caprier commun {Fr.).

Hab.—-Europe/Asia, Africaj &c. The bark- of the root.

Vernacular. -^KahsiY '{Ayrih.).

History, Uses, &C.—This plant is widely distributed.

being found in Afghanistanj West Asia, Europe, Noi^th Africa,

Australia, and the Sandwich Islands. The common Indian
-^

and Oriental form, Var. 3 of Hooker's Flora of British India
w

grows on liilly ground in many parts of India. Caper bark
does not appear to have been known as a medicine to the

Hindus until introduced by the Mahometans, but the fruits

of 0. sepiariay Linn. (Kak^dani), and of C* aphylla^ Roth.

(Karira), are mentioned by Sanskrit writers. Capparis

is mentioned by both Greek and Latin writers,* and its

medicinal properties were probably made known to the

Arabs througli them. The Syrian name is Kabar and the

Turkish Kabarish ; in Persia it is called Kabur and Karak.
The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya gives' a good description

of the plant, and says that the root bark is the most active part,

and generally used. He considers it to be hot and dry, and
to act as a detergent and astringent, expelling cold humors;
it is therefore recommended in palsy, dropsy, and gouty and
rheumatic affections j the juice of the fresh plant is directed to

be dropped into the ear to kill worms, just as Cleome juice is

used in India ; all parts of the plant ai-e said to have a stimu-

lating and astringent effect when applied externally. Ainslie

mentions" the drug as an impoi*ted article, and notices its use

as an external application to malignant ulcers. The physio-

logical action of Caper bark is very similar to that of Senega,

and depends upon the presence in it of a principle similar to,

if not identical with, saponin {see Saponaria Vaccaria). The
'

' — , „ .-.,—.
__—

^

— —
J

DIos. ii., 164. KaiT-napi^ or Kannapi Theophr. H. P. i. 6; iii. 3; v\.^f 5 -

vil. 8 ; Plin. 13, 44 ; 20, 59. Ceb. 4, 9.
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freslx plant develops a volatile oil having the properties of

garlic oil.

Description.—Caper root bark occurs in half quills

several inclies in length; it is vei*j thick and transversely

fissured
; the external surface is gray, the internal white,taste

bitter and pungent.

w

Chemical composition.—The root bark^ according to

Rochleder and Bias, contains a neutral bitter principle of sharp

irritating taste, resembling senegin. The flower bads distilled

with water yield a distillate having an alliaceous odour. After

they have been washed with cold water, hot water extracts

from them capric acid (C^° H^^ 0^)^ and a gelatinous

substance of the-pectin group; capric acid is sometimes found

deposited on the calices of the buds in white specks having

the appearance of wax. {Watts' Diet, of Chem^) " Forster

has isolated a glucoside from the plant which yields, on boiling

with sulphuric acid, isodulcite, and a colouring matter similar

to quercetin. Similar glucosides were also fomid in Sophora

japofika and Riifa graveolens. {Bing.' Poly tech. Journ./2io,

48 ; Year-Booh Pharm., 1883, p. 241.)

Commerce.—The drug is imported via the Persian Gulf

Value, Re. i per lb.

The root of C. zeylaniga, Lin/i., C.acuminata, Boxh.,

Vern. Kalu-kera {Beng.), Paliki [Tel), WagLanti {Mar.),

Goviadphal {Hind.), Authuudi-kai {Tarn.), is reputed to be a

cooling medicine.

The young slioots of C. aphylla, Rofh., Vern. Karil, and

ofC. horrida, Linn,
f., Vem. Ardanda, are applied medici-

nally as a counter-irritant. The unripe fmits of both species

are used as a pickle with pepper, mustard and oil. I"

Puducotta the fruits of C. grandiflora, Wall, are pickle<5,

its Tamil name is Killacchedi.
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CADABA TRIPOLIATA, TF. <^ 4.

Fig:—Hoo/5-., BoL Misc. 296; Sujj^l. t. 37.

Hab.— Carnatic, Ceylon.

C. INDICA, Lnmh,

Fig.—Bi«7?i. Zw(?. t. 46, f. 3

Hab.—W, Peninsula.

C. FARINOSA, i^o>.A;.

Fig.—Deloss,^ tc, SeL UL, t. 8.
r

Hab.—Punjab} Siadj Arabia^ Afr

Vernaculai\—C trijoliata, , Viluthee, Maunfchakkooroontliu

(
Tam\)y Checkonadi ( TeL). C. inclica; Velivi (Tarn, ). C-

farinosay Asal, Sarah (-4ra&.)*
p

History, Uses, &C.—Tbe geuus derives its title from

Kadhab (v^-^ or v^'^^), an Arab name for the C. rotundifolia

of Foi'skal, who mentions another species (0. farinosa) as

medicinal. He says :
*^ Ususantitoxicus : dum rami recentes efc

minores masticantur, vel pulveris forma eduntur/^ The latter

plant, under the name of rj^ is described by Az, from*

information given to him by an Arab of the desert, as a shrub

with a dusty colour, not so tall as the tamarisk {J-> t), with

small leaves and lank branches or twigs, and always growing,

slanting. A species of Cadaba is very common in Socotra,
d

and Balfour suggests, that the village of Kadhab on the

northern shores of that island may have taken its name from

this plant, which grows abundantly on the plain in it3

vicinity. -

In Pudukota the root and leaves of C- indica are used

in decoction as an anthelmintic, and the juice of the leaves

^7'

18
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According to P. S. Moofcposwamy of Tanjore ' the trifoliate

Cadaba is copamon on the sites of ruined temples acd other

buildings, and the leaves are considered to be purgative,

cmmenagogue, antiayphilitic, anthelmintic and antiphlogistic;
they are much employed in preparing medicated oils. As
a purgative half an ounce of the leaves may be used in decoc-
tionlike senna with sulphate of magoesia, but the natives

usually administer them with myrobalans and ginger; given
in this manner they appear to have much the same action
as senna. In combination with castor-oil and turmeric the

decoction is prescnbed by native doctors in amonorrhoea
and dysmcnorrhcea. The boiled leaves are eaten as an
anthelmintic, and are applied externally to rheumatic joints;
together with the leaves of Odina Wodier and child's uriae
they are applied as a poultice to phlegmons to promote
suppuration. The pods arc boiled, dried, soaked in buttermilk,
again dried, and fried with molted butter [gU) as a vegetable.
Ihe medicinal properties of the root are similar to those of
the leaves. C, trifoliata is supposed to be the Balaja
of Sanskrit writers,

I

Description.- a tri/oUaia has palmately 3-foliolate
leaves, with oblong or lanceolate leaflets about 2 inches iu
iength. The leaves- of (7.mf?ica are simple ovate or oblong
acute or mueronate, from 1 to H inches long. The leaves

an inch in length.

Chemical composition.-^U ethereal and alcoholic extracts
of the leaves of Cadaha indlca yield to acidulated water a.

somewhat^ bitter alkaloid giving crystallisable salts when
evaporated. No tannin is present, but an organic acid
precipatable from a concentrated aqueous extract by an equal
rolume o alcohol. This acid is combined as a calcium salt,
and yields when burnt 21 ner ppnf ' «f i, i. a xt,^^
<.^;a f A 1 1 . ^ *• °f carbonate. Another

T , f .tr " "7 " '"""'^ ™ t''^ ^^^ extract; it «
prec,p.tatea by four volumes of spirit, and resembles in some
of Its reactions calLartic acid .

"""""''
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The leaves contain a considerable quantity of nitrates,

recognised by their slight deflagration when burning; and

by showing the peculiar ring with the sulphuric acid and iron-

test, even in the cold infusion..
r

The dried and powdered leaves after complete combustion

leave 16'5 per cent, of white ash, of which more than oue-half

is soluble in water, and consists of alkaline chlorides, car-

bonates and sulphates.

VIOLACE^.

lONIDIUM SUFFRUTICOSUM, Ghg.
*

Fig.'—WigJd: III., t ig> 7co ^ 308.

Hab,—Tropical Asia, Africa and Australia. The plant.

VeDiacular,—Ratanpurs {Flind,^ Mar,), Orilatamaray
_

4

(Tarn.), Purusharatanam {Tel,), Nunbora {Beng.),
+

History, Uses, &C.^—In Southern India this plant is

considered to be one of the two kinds of Charati mentioned

by Sanskrit writers, a synonym for which is Padma-charini.

The native physicians regard it as a tonic and diuretic, and
prepare a faha or confection of the whole plant. Twenty
to sixty grains of the plant are administered in each dose.

Rheede and Ainslie mention Chirati. According to the

latter writer, the leaves and tender stalks are demulcent and
are used by the natives in decoction and electuary, and also

employed in conjunction, with some mild oil, in preparing

a cooling liniment for the head. The plant is more or less

known for its medicinal properties from Agra to Ceylon, and
is often used in Southern India as a demulcent in gonorrhcea,.

and its demulcent properties are known in N. S. Wales, where

.the plant is common.

Description.—The drug as sold in the shops consists

of the root and some of the leafy portion of the plant attached

to it ; the roots are yellowish-white, 3' to 4 inches in lengtb,.
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about -Jgtli of Inch in diametei' at tlie upper part, gradually

tapering downwards, woody and tougli, and covered with a

corky bark. Stems woody j leaves small, alternate, sub-sessile,

lanceolate. Taste mucilaginous.

Chemical comiiositwn.—The root contains an alkaloid soluble

in etber and alcohol, not easily crystallized; its solution

in the form of a salt, wliicb it readily forma with the mineral

and vegetable acids, is precipitated by potassio-mercuric iodide,

iodine in potassium iodide, tannin and the alkalies. It also

contains quercitriu, allied to tlie viola-quercitrin of Mandehn;
and anotlier colouring matter soluble in water, but insoluble

in amylic alcohol ; an acid resin ; and a quantity of mucilage
and oxalatK?, .

VIOLA ODORATA, Zmw.

^lg,—Bontl. and Trim., t, 25. ' March Violet {^ng.},

Violette odorante {Fo\).

The north temperate zone. The plants and flowers.

Vernacular.—Banahhah {Pers,, Ei^ul, Bomb.),

History, Uses, &C.—The Greeks made use of this

herb as a medicine,* and from tliem and their works the

Mahometans probably became acquainted with its properties

;

It does not appear to have been used by the early Hindu
physicians. A long account of. its properties will be found
lu most Arabic and Persian works on Materia Medica; it is

generally considered cold and moist, and' is especially valued
as a diuretic and expectorant, and as a purgative in bilious
affections

;
it is seldom given alone, but is prescribed along

with otber drugs, which also have an aperient action, such a3
tamarinds, niyrobala^ns^^&c^^Tbe^j^^^^ i^ ^1,5,1, Banafshah

oi „L.h there are two i^^.^ZtZ 'JLlT
'^"" ^"' '^ ''' ''''''
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is recommended are too numerous to be mentioned here;

suffice it to say that they are generally those in which a

cooling treatment is thought to be indicated by the hakims.

The root has been tried by European medical men in India

as a substitute for Ipecacuanhaj but according to the Bengal

Dispensatory, without satisfactory results. . Native doctors

consider the purple-flowered variety to be the best; they use

the flowers separately, and also th.e entire plant.
r

Oescription.—The root is as thick as a crow quill^ very

crookedj and furnished with a number of thin radicles ; it has

a spongy bark, and a hard woody meditullium
; the colour is

pale yellow ; odour and taste not peculiar.
4

Chemical composition.—The flowers are said " to contain,

besides colouring matter^ slight traces of a volatile oib three

acids, one red and the other colourless^ and salicylic acid ; an
emetic principle called violin^ probably identical with emetine;
violaquercitrin in close isolation to, but not identical with,

quercitrin or rutin [Mandelin) ; and sugar, &c. The colouring

matter of the flowers is easily turned red by acids, and green
by alkalies, and. hence the syrup of violets was formerly used

as a reagent. The colourless acid called violcnic acid. by
Peretti, is said to crystallize in silky needles, to be soluble

m water, alcohol, and ether, and to form yellow salts which
stain the skin* According to Boullay, all parts of the plant

contain violin. The ash of V. calaminaris (yellow violet)

growing in Rhenish-Prussia in soil in which zinc is present,

has been found to contain that metal.

Commerce.—Violet flowers (Gul-i-Banafshah) and the plant

(Kashmiri Banafshah) are the two forms of this drug met
with in the Indian markets ; the first is generally imported
from Persia, and consists of the flowers of the purple violet

;

the second comes from Cashmere, and is the whole plant in

flower; it seems to be a white or yellow flowered variety-

In Northern India Viola cinereay Boiss., and F. 8erj)ens,

Wally are used as substitutes for F. odorata^ and are called

Banafsheh.
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BIXINE^.

. GYNOCARDIA ODORATA, R. Br.
T

P-

' Yig.—Bentl. and Trim., t. 28.

Hab.—Sikkim and Khasia hills to Chittagong, Rangoon

and Tenasserim. Thfe seeds.
"

.

Vernactdar.—Chaulmugra {Hinchj Bomh.)^ Tuk-kung

(LepcJia,).
4

History^ Uses, &C.—We know very little of the

history of tliis drug, but it seems that the inhabitants of

South Eastern Asia have for a lonor time been in the habit of

using the seeds of this and of another nearly allied species as

a remedy for leprosy. The fruits grow upon the stems and

main branches of the tree. The hill tribes in Sikkim use tlie

pulp to poison fish, and after boiling it with water, as a food.

The bark is said to be used as afebrifugre: it contains tanniu.

and its infusion has the odour of essential oil of bitter

almonds. There has lately been a demand for it from tLe

Mauritius. Hanbury has pointed out that a seed very similai'

to Chaulmugra is exported to China from Siam, under the

name of Luhraboy and that- it diffei's from Chaulmugra in

having a stronger testa. In the Makhzan-el-Adwiya there is

a short notice of the seeds nader the name of Chawul mungri;

their use in leprosy and other skin diseases is mentioned both

as an internal and external remedy. In native practise the

oil is administered mixed with clarified butter; this mixture

is of a brownish yellow colour, and of the consistence of a soft

ointment; it is often adulterated. Koxburo-h, and the authors

of the Bengal Dispensatory, briefly notice Chaulmugra, but of

late years it has become better known to Europeans, and has

been extensively used in many parts of India with a favourable
result. In the Indian Annals of Medical Science, April, 1856,

it was brought to notice as a remedy for secondary syphilis.

It was first given as a remedy for phthisis and scrofula by Dr.
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R. Jones of Calcutta^ in doses of six grains three times a day.

In 1868 it was made officinal in the Pharmacopoeia of India,

where *an ointment is directed to be made from the pounded

kernels mixed with Ung. Simplex. Within the last few years

the oil has been used in several of the London hospitals as a

remedy for stiff joints caused by rheumatism, being rubbed in,

and also given internally in doses of 3 to 4 minims three times

a day after meals ; the dose may be gradually increased. For

children 1 to 2 minima once a day is sufficient ; it may be

combined witli "cod-liyer oil. Dr. Young, of Florence, has

used the oil with a,dyantage in macular, and ana3sthetic

leprosy; during treatment bronchial aiFecfcions disappeared.

In America it has been used aa a remedy for sprains and
bruises and for sciatica; over-doses (10 minims three times a

day) cause vomiting and purging with loss of appetite^ but all

people are not equally affected by the drug. In chest

affections and phthisis it may be rubbed into the chest with

advantag-e. People taking it should live generously ; native

Indian doctors recommend abstinence from meat, sweets,

spices and acids during its use. Dr. Wyndham Cottle writes

to the British Medical Journal on Chaulmusrra oil and its

active principle, Gynocardic acid, as internal and external
remedies in various forms of skin disease. Gynocardic ' acid
he finds preferable for several reasons, as it rarely produces
nausea, can easily be given in the form of pills, and is more
uniform. Both the oil and gynocardic acid are used either as

external or internal remedies, the oil being taken best in

pcrles
; and the oil and the acid best applied as ointments in

combination with vaseline. Dr Cottle seems to have found
these medicines most serviceable as local applications in eczema.
In eczema of the face, and when it shows itself in dry patches,

he has found an ointment of gynocardic acid of from 15 to 25
grains to the ounce of vaseline, almost a specific, when most ofthe
ordinary applications in use only served to aggravate the local

mischief. Tho ointment should be applied three or four times
daily, so as to keep the affected parts lubricated with it.

Again, in eczema of the hands, such an ointment is the most

generally useful application 'with which he is a^ quaiQ In
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tlie acute form of this disease^ or where tbere is mucTi dis-

charge^ the good effects following the use of Chaulmugra oil,

or gynocardic acid^ locally applied^ are not so marked. Far

internal administration it is well to begin with about four

minims of the oil^ or half a grain of the acid^ taken after food,

twice or thrice daily, and gradually increased to from talf a

drachm to one drachm of the oil, or one to three gi-aius of the

acid. An aperient should be given at the same time if necessary,
,

The oil may be given in emulsion; it is convenient to have the

gynocardic acid made into pills containing half a grain of the

acid, with three grains of extract of gentian, extract of hops,

or conserve of roses. To commence, one such pill may be given

thrice daily. The amount may be gradually increased to three

or four pills for each dose. The writer adds that the constitu-

tional effects of the drug.may be produced by inunction, and

he suggests that a soap in which gynocardic acid was incorpo-

rated would probably possess much of the soothing and

remedial influences of the gynocardic acid, and prove useful m
the treatment of many forms of skin disease.

Description.—The fruit is globular, from 3 to 5 inches

in diameter, with a thick hard rough rind, and contains a

number of irregularly ovoid seeds in a-scanty pulp. The seeds

arc from 1 to IJ inch long, more or less angular or flattened

by mutual pressure; they average about 35 grains in weight.

The testa is thin, brittle, smooth and of a dull grey colour; the

albumen is copious, white when fresh, but brown ijQ the dried.

seeds and oily, and encloses a pair of large, plain, leafy heart-

shaped cotyledons with a stout radicle ; the odour, of the seed

is nauseous and peculiar.

Uicroscoj^ic siruciur

e

.-—"YIxq testa consists of an outer and an

inner layer of stone cells placed parallel to tlie surface of tbe

seed, the space between them being occnpied by two or three

rows of similar cells, the long axes of which are arranged

nearly at right angles to those of the exterior cells. {Moelhr.)
The albumen exhibits large angular cells containing fatty oil,

masses of albumiaous. matter, and tufted crystals. Starch is

not present.
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Chemical composition^—In the hydraulic press the seeds

yield from 25 to 30 per cent* of oil^ to ether 51*5 per cent*

The oil is sherryyellow. Sp, gv. *9450 at 85*^ F., and turns

green with the sulphuric acid test (c/". Fhar, Jottrn,, March

25j ]876)j it deposits ia cold weather a quantity of crys*

talline fat. A chemical examination of the oil, by Mofes,

has shown that the existence of any alkaloidal substance is

doubtful^ at least so far as to account for any medicinal efficacy ^

He finds it to contain a peculiar fatty acidj gynocardic 11 '7

per cent., associated with palmitic acid 60*0 per cent., hypogoeic

acid 4*0 per cent^ and cocinic acid 2*3 per cent*> in combination

with glyceryl as fats, and the two former in the free state as

well. Gynocardic acid crystallizes in yellowish plates, melts

at 85^ F., has an acrid burning taste, probable formula C^*

IP* 0-; it strikes a green colour with sulphuric acid*

Moss The
chemistry of Chaulmugra has recently (1885) been investi-

gated by E. Heckel and F, Schlagdenhauffen, who consider

the following test to be characteristic of the oil. They direct

the oil to be mixed with an ethereal solution of ferric chloride,

and the mixture to be evaporated until tbe oil becomes of a

dirty green colour ; it is then allowed to cool, and a few drops
of sulphuric acid are added, which produce a fine greenish-blue
colour. The colouring matter may be dissolved out by chloro-

form, with which it forms a dichroic solution like that ofchloro-

phyll. This solution gives a deep absorption band extending
from 40° to 70° of the scale (the 8odium-ray coinciding with
50°)* In proportion as the solution is diluted the black band
becomes fainter, until, with a very weak solution, only a
narrow very pale band can be seen, extending between 40°

and 48^ of the scale.
+

The following is tlie result of tlie analysis of the seeds:

fGlucose 0- 50

Soluble in water 9-175J
^'""^^ '''^^'

}\llt
j
Albumenoid matters... I'io/o

ColourinfT matters, &c. 6'2935
«~ o

19
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Tatty matters soluble >
"

.

in Petroleum }30-120... 30- 120

Fatty matters soluble 1 ^ |.^- . ^ ...

in Chloroform ...j^'^^^ ^ ^'
^^'

fGlucose 0- 54

Soluble in metliylic I
Albumeuoid matters... 0-4206

aJeoWl....... S.405i ^^^^ salts....... 0' 090

I JNou-iutrogenizea or-

L ganic matters 4'3544

fAlbumenoid matters. 23'8740

Residue insoluble in I
Fixed salts 4' 845

metbylic alcohol. 49-0091
<^'«^l^^^«^e and other

•^ ' non-mtrogenizea
matters 20- 290

m

Moisture 5-786

l^OO'OOO

{Journ. de Phar.ei de-Chim., Afril 1st, 1885.)

Commerce.—The seeds are collected in the Lower Himalayas

lA December and are brought to Calcutta. Value about Hs. 12

per Bengal maund of 80 lbs. Of late years a false Chaulraugra

seed has occasionally found its way to India. It has a thicker

shell and yields less oil.
^

False Chaulmugra, Lukrabo or Ta-Fung-
The following article by Mr. E. M. Holmes appeared

in the Pharm. Journal, 3rd Ser. XV., 41:

—

*'In the interesting

papers on 'Chinese Materia Medica/ by the late Daniel Han-

mmaceutical Journal [21

-fung
which he conjectured to be allied to chaulmugra. This seed is

largely used in China in shin diseases and leprosy, and is said

to have been employed in that country for at least 300 years,

since the tree affording the seed is figured in the old Chinese

herbal ' Puntsaou/ published A. D. 1596. The tree., however,

has up to the present time been unknown to botanists. The

ia-fimg-tsze is still an article of considerable commerce, figurinfj

iu the Consular Blue-Rooks under Chinese imports by tb»
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name of luJcraho. As raucli as 48 piculs (6^400 lbs.) of the

seed were exported from Bankok to China in 1871.. Ife is also

exported thither from Saigon, in Cochin-China: The seed in

question is about half the length of cJiautmugra seed, but of

equal diameter. The shell is thicker and harder^ and at one

end is marked with a- few radiating slightly raised- ridges^

whereas that o{ chauhnugra is quite smooth.-

"Dr. Porter Smitli, in Lis '^^ Chinese Materia Medica*

(1871), p.- 140, describes these seeds under the name of

hicrubait, and he also considers them as a variety of chaiih

mugra. He states that they are described in Chinese books as

being good for leprosy, lopra^ itch, pityriasis,, psoriasis,

syphilis, lipoma, vermes, and chaps on the back of the hands,

and "that calbmer and the seeds of Rohinia amara are used
with the lucrubau, both externally and- internally, in the

treatment of leprosy.. In the province of Hupeh the seeds are

in jrreat repute as a remedy for parasitic pediculi and the itch

insect.. In Soubeiran's '' Maticre Medicale chez les Chmois''

(p- 221), the seeds are erroneously referred to Gynocardia
odorata,

"In the Kew Report 187.8, p. 30^ the seeds under the
name of dai-pJiong-t'u, are said to be used in Saigon as a ver-

mifuge after the extraction of the oil. It Is added that, M>
Pierre has successfully raised some seeds of the plant, and
refers it to the genus Tl^jd}iocarpus. The species, however, is

not mentioned In the Kew Report, and no further information
has appeared in it upon this point in subsequent years..

Having had a specimen- of the lukraho seed in the Museum, of
the Pharmaceutiical Society foi« some years—without a specific

name—the author recently wrote to M. Pierre for informa-
tion as to the species yielding the seed. In response that

geDtleman forwarded for the Society's herbarium, a specimen
of the plant with flowers and. seeds, and. the following

interesting statement:— '' It is anew species,, which I have

liy

H.

It is very nearly

Wight, p." 940, but .its leaves are more
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liuear-oblong. The scales opposite to tlie petals are less long

and more ciliated, the stigma is furrowed ia its whole extent,*

and is only toothed towards the extremity of its reflexed

margin, while in H. alpina it is furnished with large lobes.

The male-flower contains a rudimentary ovary; in the female

flower this is pyramidal. The seeds are used as a vermifuge

by the Annamites. The names given in Annam to the plant

are dai-pJiong-ia and thaoc^phn-tu. The specimen sent was

gathered in the province of Bien Hoa, in Southern Cochin-

China/^

HYDNOCARPUS WIGHTIANA, Blame.

Fig.— Wight, IlL I, L 16; Rhcedc, Ilort Mai i., t 06.

Jungle almond (Eng-).

Hab.—Western Peninsula^ South Concaii to Travaxicore*

The seeds.
y

Vemacidar,—Kadu-kavatha [Mctr.), Niradimutu {Tarn.),

Kiradivittulu {TeL)^ Tamana, Maravetti {MaL).

History, UseS,.&C.—All that we know of the history

of this tree is that the seeds have long been used as a domes-

tic remedy upon the Western Coast in certain obstinate skni

diseases^ and that the oil is expressed by the poorer classes for

burnhig, and for use as a medicine. In scabby eruptions the

oil mixed with an equal portion of Jairo_p/ia Giircas oil, sulphur,

camphor and limejuice, is rubbed in. For scald head equal

parts of the oil and lime-water are used as a liniment.

The oil has also a reputation in the Concan as a remedy for.

Btivmti in horses. Rheede tells us that it relieves rheumatic

pains, is used in skin diseases, and mixed with ashes is

ajiplied to abscesses, sore eyes and wounds infected with

maggots. {Uort. Mai. i., 36.) In Travancore half-teaspoon

-

ful doses are given in leprous affections, and it is beaten ap

with the Ixornels and shells of castor seeds as a remedy for

itch. Lalioily the oil has been brought to the notice oi
r
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W

Europeans as a substitute for Chaulmugraj and has been used

in the Bombay Presidency with satisfactory results.

Description.—The fruit is globose, about the size of an
apple ; it has a rough, thick, brown rind^ externally suberous,

internally woody, which is generally studded with large

tubercles, but non-tubercular fruit may be found on most trees.

thin are from ten to twenty obtusely angular seeds^ | of

an inch in length, embedded in a scanty white pulp firmly

adherent to the thin black testa. When the pulp is scraped
offj the outer, surface of the testa is seen to be rough and
striated by shallow longitudinal grooves; it has not the
prominent ridges of B. venenata, Gartn. FriicL i., L 60.

Inside the shell is a copious oily albumen, containing two
large, plain, heart-shaped, leafy cotyledons like those of
Chaulmugra. The albumen, when fresh is white, but turns of

a dark brown colour in the dry seeds; the odour resembles
that of Chaulmugra.

Microscojpic structure.—The t(^^tdL and albumen present the
same appearance as those of the Chaulmugra seed.

Chemical composition.—The seeds coataiu about 44 per
cent, of oil, which has an odour and colour similar to that of
Chaulmugra oil ; and a sp.gr. of 85° F. of '9482. A. large
quantity in stock for more than 12 months did not give any
crystalline fatty deposit. Treated with sulphuric acid the oil

afFords the gynocardic acid reaction, but in a less degree than
Chaulmugra.

Commerce.—The seeds arc not an article of trade, but if

ordered, may bo obtained at about half the price of those of
Chaulmusrra. The oil has boon snl<l in M
socr.

BIXA ORELLANA, Ziinn.

Fig,—i2,„np;t.. Ami) 11., 10; Bul.Marj. 1456. Aunatto bush
{Eng.), Rocouyer (Fr.).
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Hab.—America. Cultivated in India.

Femacwkr.—Sendri, Kesri, Kesar-bondi {MarJ), Nutkaner
{Beng.}.

History, Uses, &C.— Bisais tBename given to this

slirub by the American Indians ; tbe Brazilian name is

Urucuara, or tlie Urucu plant, Urucu being the Brazilian name-

le pjgTnen

greenish-

without

The pigment is prepared by macerating the seeds Iq wafcer^

straining to remove seeds and evaporating to a suitable

consistence > the mass is then made into roll or flag Annattoi

The seeds simply dried with the pigment on thera are called

Urum em gros, -Urucu is used by the American Indians

as a dye and for colouring food. A hot infusion of the leaves

is considered to. be a remedy for jaundice. {U. S- A. Consul's

Hep. an Annatto.) Annatto is also used by Caribs to dy&

their bodies; and in Europe to colour butter, cheese and

varnish. The use of annatto in dyeing cloth is now limited,

mirin, an aniline dye, being used for the production of orange*

colours.

astrinorc

purgative. {Roxb. ) The seeds and root are cordial, astringent

and febrifuge. [Eumph.) The plant thrives in India and

is cultivated in many parts of the country. It is the Gaiuga
of Rnmphias (II. 28), who notices its use in Amboyna as »

paint and dye.

Chemical compositio7i.~The colouring matter contained in

the seeds may be obtained in the form of minute red leaflets

(Bixin C^e H^* 0^) insoluble in water, slightly soluble in

alcohol, but easily dissolred by ether.

Bixin dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid, the soluiiOD
being of a bright blue colour ; diluted with water it yields a

grtcu precipitate.

1.
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COCHLOSPERMUM GOSSYPIUM, DC.

_

Fig.—Wight in Hook Bat. Misc

Golden Silk-cotton tree {Etig,)*

T

Hab.—Garwhalj Bundelklaund, Behar^ Orissaand Deccan.

The gum.

Vernacular,—^The tree, Pili-kapas {Jlind.)^ Tanaku {Tarn.),

Konda-gogu [Tel.). The gum, Katfra-i-Hindi {Pers.i Hind.),

History, Uses, &C,—This tree grows upon dry hilly

ground^ where it attains a large size. The flowers are large

and of a golden yellow colour, and appear in March and Aprih
when the tree is destitute of leaves; the capsule is the size of

a- goose egg and filled with cotton; the seeds kidney-shaped
or cochleate, with a hard testa. The gum is used in the Upper
Provinces as a substitute for Tragacanth. The Katfra, or
more correctly Kathfra of Arabic and Persian writers on
Materia Medica, is the true Tragacanth, and the name has
been transferred to the gum of this tree by the Mahometan
settlers in India. In Celebe the seeds are roasted and eaten •

they are sweet and oily ; the young leaves are used to make a
cooling wash for the hair. {Rumph., I. 80.) In Bombay the
gum of Sterculia urens, called ' Karai gond ' by the Guzerathi
shopkeepers, is used as country Tragacanth, and is sold by
Mussalman druggists as Katira.

Description.—White or yellowish, generally in large
vermicular pieces, transversely fissured, and showing a ten-
dency to split up into flat scales, sometimes in large flat pieces
like Tragacanth; when moistened it swells up into a bulky
transparent jelly, which may be diffused in a large quantity of
water, but is only very sparingly soluble. Its solution in

water is neutral; the portion insoluble in water yields with

alkalies n thick mucilage of a pinkish colour, which, according

to M itchell ( 1 880), is not precipitated by acids.
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FLACOURTIA CATAPHRACTA, Roxh

Fig.—Rumph, Amh., Cap. 43, p. 38 ; XIX., t. 1, 2. Many-
spined Flacourtia (Eiig.), Prunier d' Inde (Fr.),

(M,

"^b.—India. Commonly cultivated. The fruit.

Vernacular.—Paai-aoavala (ffiuaJ.)^ Jaggam {Port.), Tambat

History, Uses, &C.—This is the Prachin^malaka of

Sanskrit writers; it appears to be doubtful whether it is a

native of India^ as it is generally met with in a cultivated state.

The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya speaks of two kinds of

Pftniala, one cultivated and the other wild. He describes the

fruit as being like a plum, but differing from it in having 5 to

6 stones instead of one, and suggests that this difference may
be due to the impurity of the atmosphere of Bengal operating

upon the plum tree of Persia. The Bombay name Jaggam

appears to be a corruption of Jangomas. Dalzell and Gibson

consider the tree to be truly wild in the Southern Concan.

The fruit is recommended as useful in bilious conditions; and

like most acid fruits, it no doubt relieves the nausea and checks

purging. It is the size of a plum, purple, and acid ;
indehisceut,

with a hard endocarp ; seeds 5 to 6, obovoid; testa coriaceous j

cotyledons orbicular.

.

F. Ramontchi, VHeriL, the Mauritius plum, and F. seplnria,

Roxl., have similar properties. None of these plants are of

any importance medicinally, nor are they worth cultivating
as fruit trees. Their bark and leaves are acid and astringent,
and are sometimes used by the natives both internally and
externally. The leaves of F. Cataphrada are oblong or

oblong-lanceolate, long-acuminate, glabrous, crenate-serrate,

7 4 oy 1—1 i inches
; they have a short petiole from i to

ian mch m length. An oil is extracted from the seeds on
the Malabar Coast.
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PITTOSrOREiE.

PITTOSPORUM FLORIBUNDUM,
w

-
. Tf • <S' 4. far-

fjab.—Subtropical Himalaya, Western Peninsula,
F

Vernacular.—Vebkali^ Viklidri, Veliyenti {Mar,)^ Tibiliti

{NejpaL).
r

History, Uses, &C.—Little or nothing appears to be

known .of the medicinal properties of the genus Pittoj^poi'uin.

A variety of P.. Jloribundam is common on the Western ghauts

and in othex' mountainous parts of India. The bark is bitter

and aromatic, and is said by the natives to possess narcotic

properties. It is used as a febrifuge in doses of 5—10 grains;

in doses of 20 grains they believe it to be a specific for snake

poison. The Marathas on the Ghats call it Vikharior Vishdri,

which means ^'an antidote for poison**^ Mr. Bajaba Balaji

Nene, a Brahmin practitioner of Poona^ who first noticed its

usQ among the hilL people, informs'us that he has given 5—10

grain doses of the dried bark \Vith benefit in chronic bron-

cliitis, and that he finds it to be a good expectorant^ but in one
or two cases in which it was tried in Bombay, it is said to

have given rise to dysenteric symptoms ; Mr. Nene^ however,
informs us that he has not observed its administration to

be followed by any such effect. Graham remarks that the

cortex fotidus of Rumphius (vii., 7,) appears to belong to this

genus,
. _ \ •

'

m
' '

Description.-^The bark is in single hard quills of v^arious

sizes, the exteriial surface -is grey and marked- by numerous
transverse ellipsoid warty prominences, which often form cir-

cular rings; the inner surface is very smooth and of a light

brown colour when dry; fracture short, granular; odour arb-

mntie and. resembling that of cara-ways ; taste sub-aromatic

and very bitter, P, floribnndunp is a small tree,

*

branches

20
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often umbellecl; leaves lanceolateor oblong-lanceolate, acute or

acumiBate, margins waved 2—8 by 1—3 incbes, glabrous,

sbining,- pale below, coriaceous. Corymbs terminal, branches

1—-'3 inches, spreading-, glabrous or pubescent. Flowers few

or numerous, yellow j sepals obtuse or acute, subciliatej style

glabrous. Capsules size of .a large pea, glabrous^ about 6-

seeded, opening round the apex ^^ seeds covered with a reddish

resinous aubstance. Graham considers the P. Jlorihmdnm ol

Western India to be very near to if not identical with P.

nndulahim, Vent, of N. S. Wales/ called by the English

colonists Native Laurel and Mock Orange, from the bark of

which Baron Mueller and L. Eummel have obtained a bitter

glncoside which they have named Pittosporin. {Cf. Wittsiein

Org. Const, of Plants'.) The Indian plant. yields a siniiUr
«

principle, as well as an aromatic yellow resin or oleo-resxa

having very tenacious properties.

POLYGALEiE.
I

A plant named noKvya^ov was known to the Greeks and

Romany, and is mentioned by Dioscorides and Pliny; it ^s

generally identified with the Polygala vulgaris, Linn., the

Milkwort of the English and Laitier of the French* Dodoneus

calls it_ ,'''Flo$ ambarvaUis/' or, ''the flower which goes

round the fields," because, says Gerarde, ''it doth especially

floure in the Crosse or Gang weeke, or Eogation weeke^ of

which fibures the maidens which nse in the countries to vvalk

the Procession, do make themselves garlands and nosegays;

in English we may call it Crosse-flo.ure, or Procession -floure,

Gang-floure, Rogatiou-floure, and Milkwort." P. vulgaris is

bitter, aci-id, and somewKal aromatic, especially the root; it

expectorant

reputation in E
ponic chial

catarrh. Several species of Polygala are used on account of

their pos<;essing' similar medicinal properties, the best known
being the P. Senega of America. In the East P. tenmfolM is

-the Yiien-chi of the Chinese. Smith {Chinp.^P Yaf. Mpd.^p. 1-'^)
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says that the root is brought from Shensi and Honan, and is

used in cynanche, cough, and carbuncle, aud the leaves in

spermatorrhoea. In India, P. cfofalarioides. Ham. {Royle III.

t. 19. C), a plant of the temperate Himalaya from Chamba
to. Sikkim, and of the Khasia mountains, has a reputation as
an expectorant.

P. telephibides, TT^ZZcZ., growing in the Western Penin-
sula, has a similar reputation.

p.
.
chlnensiS, Linn., is • common in pasture lands

thronorliout India in the rainy season. It is called Meradu in

Marath A
species of Polijgala is the Furfur of the Persians and Lub^nat
of the Arabians.

r

Like Senega all "these plants owe their medicinal properties
to the presence of a substance closely related to, if not
identical with, saponin.

CARYOPIIYLLE^.

SAPbNARIA VACCARIA, iu.H.
w

Fig.—3/or; Ox. 5, 21, 27. >S'//n.~Gypsophila Vaccaria.
Perfoliate Soapwort [Eng.).

• *
J

Hab.—Wheat fields throughout India and Central
Europe. The root.

r

Vernacular.—Sabuni {Hind., Beng.)^

History, Uses, &C.—The root of a plant named
arpoveioi, was nsed by the Greeks for washing wool on account
of its saponaceous qualities. {Theoph. H. P. vi. 4, 3*; Dios.
II., 152.) This root was also used medicinally. {Hipp. pag.
Fees. b71,bi; Dios., IL, U2.)
The Romans used the same root under the names of

Struthium and Eadicula. Pliny (19, 18 and 24, 58) tells us
that it IS diuretic, laxative, and atornutory, and was prescribed
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•in jaundice, cougli, liver, spleen, asthma, and pleurisy ; tliat

on account of its supposed detergent action on the uterus, ifc

was called " aureum poculum,'^ and was also applied externally

witli meal to resolve tumours, &c. "Struthium Las been

]
itii

GypsopJdIa Struthium, Lhw., both of them plants having

properties identical with S, Vaccaria, which is also a European
plant. The 'Arabs are acquainted with the soapworts under the

name of El-sabunijeh.
,

Boerhave and the physicians of his time employed S. offici-

nalis on account of its supposed resolvent and alterative action

in syphilis, Barthez in gout, and Biett for chronic skin diseases.

Leboeuf, of Bayonne, was the first to discover the emulsifying

tinctured of those drugs wliicli

Q
ful

q

The physiological action of saponin is that of a power
Sternutatory

; injected subcutaneously it greatly irritates the

tissues; Pelikan has sho.wn that it exerts upon the motor and

sensatory nerves a benumbing action approaching to paralysis.

Kohler has observed that it paralyses the motor centres of

the nerves of respiration and circulation , According to Schroff

It augments the bronchial secretions and acts -as a diuretic aiul

purgative. The supposed em raenagoo-ue action of the soap-
worts has not been proved. As a medicine, saponin has not

as yet been tried, but drugs which doubtless owe their activity
to Its presence have been long in use in India and elsewhere.

escription.— S. Vaccana is a tall, robust, simple or

spanugly branched, perfectly glabrous annual, with oblong-
acute leaves and linear-oblong eauline leaves. The flowers

7Z ,t *"r?
.'^^^'^' ^^'^ °f - P"^k colour. The taste

Wand c^l'd' /l'^*'"
*"^^^^^-- 1^^- -ot« -^^^^•^'

bTI exLn 1 't;-^:'"'^""-
^^d ^bout the size of a q.Hl

firm and?ht.
"''^^'^ ^'^^'' ^^^ ^^^3^ -P-^le ;

internally

bv'tlfotiZ'^'f-T^^^ "'"^^°° ^''^^ -ot is blackened
b> salts of non, and its decoction froths like soap and water.
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The powdered root exhausted witli boiliutr alcohol yields

saponin, which is deposited on the cooling of the alcohol.
Saponin is a white, amorphous, friable, inodorous substance,
having an acrid taste. It is very soluble iii water, and forms
Avith it an emulsion,^ It is insoluble in ether, soluble in weak
spirit and in boiling absolute alcohol. Treated with an acid
and its solution boiled, saponin is converted into sapogenin

" and suffar—

+

Sapogenin is soluble in alcohol and ether, and crystallizes
from the former by slow evaporation in concentric groups of
needles. From solution iu dilutp aqueous potash it is precipi-

.tated by stronger potash-ley, as floccalent potassium sapo-
genin

; the solution in alcoholic potash is precipitated by water
only when the potash is in excess. When sapogenin is heated
with potassium hydrate tdl decomposition commences, part of
it is resolved into acetic acid, butyric acid, and a soft brown
substance, and the undecomposed portion when separated by
potash melts at 128°, whereas before the treatment with potash
it does not liquefy .at that temperature. The compound
obtained by Fremy from saponin and designated as assculic
acid, is regarded by Rochleder as C^s -H^^ qi-^ j^^j -j.^

formation is represented by the equation

C3'2 1^54 0'^ = C^fi H^2 0»2 4-

48]
Gyjpiophila Struthimi rqot 14-59, 15-0, ]3'3], and 13 "2 per

6-01) per cent.
>fficinalis root 4'78 and

DIANTHUS ANATOLICUSj BOISS*

ma.
Hab.—Western Tibet to Arme
Fer«acw/ar.—Kanturiyun (Per^., JritZ.). • '

History, Uses, &C.—This plant has been introduced
luto the Materia Mcdica of the East as a substitute for
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Erylhroea Gentaurium, Pers., the Centaury of tlieBritisli Flora,

•which it only resembles in having pink flowers. D. dnatolicus

is a densely-tufted plant, with a rnuch^branched, short, woody

stock; stems 6 to lO inches, very slender, strict, one or more

flowered ; leaves rigid, slender, with a very thick midrib and

margin ; hracts with sometimes foliaceous points ; calyx teeth

subacute; petals rosy, blade small, broad, crenate-toothed.

The plant contains .a little saponin. It is impo;'ted from

Persia Via Bombay, '.'•..
Polycarpsea corymbosa, Lam., III. 2798 ; WigM Jc,

i. 712. A small plant found in many parts of India from tlie

Himalaya to Ceylon, is admiuistered in Pudukota both exter-

nally and internally as a remedy for the bites of venomons-

reptiles. Its Tamil name ia Nilaisedachi. It may possibly

contain a little- saponin, but we have not thought it of

sufficient importance to be examined. • •

POETULACE^.

PORTULACA OLERACEA, mm.
'Fig.-^T'lant. Grass. 123; Rheede, Hort. Mai x., 36.

Purslane {K«gr.), Pourpier pot.ager (Fr.).

PORTULACA QUADRIFIDA, Linn.

Fig,—Jacq. Col. IL, t. 17, /. 4 ; Rheede, Hort. Mai. x., 31.
M

Hab.—All warm climates.

Yernacidar.^-Lom^ ^Uind.', Bang.), Kurfdh { Pers. ), Bhm-
ghoh {Mar.), Passelie Keeray {Tam.), Loni (Guz.).

'

^''^}^^' V^^^' &C.-The creeping annual Purslanehas
probably been long used as a domestic remedy by the Hindus.
The Sanskrit names are Lonika and- Lonamla. The fresh
leaves are acid, and are prescribed when bruised as a coohng

•
external apphcation in erysipelas, and an infusion of them i^

given as a diuretic. In Arabic and Persian works the herb i^
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called Baklat-el-Uamaka,or Baklat-el-mubarika and Kurfali

;

two kinds are described^ the large and the small. The former
"

is probably P: oleracea^ as its use as a vegetable is noticed.

Both kinds are said to be cold and moist, and to have deterg^ent

and astringent properties. Portulaca is the.ii^V'^X^^ of Diosco-

rides (ii., US), and is mentioned by Celsus (2^ 33), who calls

it Portulaca. Macer says:—; •

m

Andrachne Greeds qn<B portulaca Latinis

Dicitury h<ec vulgi pes pulli more vocatur.

(Pulli pes, i.e., poulpied, whence the modern name pourpier.)

The plant and seeds are recommended in a great many
diseases of the kidneys, bladder, and lungs, which are supposed
to be caused by hot or bilious humours. They are also praised

as an external "application in burns^ scalds, and various forms
of skin disease. Ainslie mentions P. qruidri^/ida and P. oleraeea

as being used in SoutlierD India by Tamil pliysicians. These
herbs can be obtained in most vegetable markets, and the seeds
of P. oleraeea are kept in druggists* shops; In Griiadaloupe

P. pilosa, Linn., is known as pourpier amer or quinine-pavs,
on account of its bitter and febrifuge properties. It is best
administered in. the form of a tincture composed of Bitter
purslane 100 parts, Runi 150 parts, Bordeaux wine 850 parts,

.

Citrate of iron 5 parts. Dose 60—100 parts.

'

Description.—The two Portnlacas, called Barra and
Chota Lonia in Hindustani, may be readily recognised by their
low growth, succulent, flat or nearly cylindrical leaves^ and
small yellow flowers (in P. qitadrljida there are tufts of bristles
in the axils), the seeds, are black, minutely tubercle^, and

.

kidney-shaped; those of P. oleraeea are much the laro-est.

The leaves contain acid potassium oxalate and mucilage.
o

TAMARISCINEJE.

TAMARIX GALLICA, It%nn.

'P^ig'-— Wight. III., t. 24 A.; Var, ramosissima, Ledeb. Tc.

Ft. Fn.,.^,^ t. 256. Tamarisk {Eng.), Tamarisc de Franrr (Fr.).

*- •
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_

Hab'.—Asia, Europe, Africa. The galls and manna.

Veraacular.—The galls, Barrl Main. {Bind.), Samrat^ut-Tur-
fall (/Irai.), Magiya-main {Bomb), Gazbar, Gazmazu (Pm.)

;

the manna, Gazangabfu and Gazanjabm {Arab., Pers., Ind.).

History, Uses, &C.—This small tree or bush is widely

distributed in Europe, Africa, and Asia., Dioscorides,' speak-

ing of t^vpUr^ says that In Egypt and Syria It bears a seed like a

gallnut, which is used us an astringent. (I., 101.) Plinx

calls the same, tree Taraarica (24, 41 ). It is the Tamarix of

Columella's, 15). Nicander calls the Tamarix n^a^-rti/ (prophetic).

The Apollo of Lesbos is represented with a branch of the tree

in bis ha-nd. The Persian Magi also prophesied with a branch

in their hands. Herodotus and Pliny mention" a similar use

of the Tamarix. In Sanskrit it is called Jbavuka, and in

Hmdustsni Jhau. The galls have probably long been used in

Northern India as a substitute for the true gall. The manna is

not produced in India, but in Persia and Arabia
;.
in the mouth

of June it drops from the tree, and is collected. In Persian

works thegalls of the Tamarix are called the fruit, and the raaniia

desc

clb

consider the manna to be detergent, aperient, and expoctarant.

It is probably the Spoo-o/xfXt of Galen. In modern medicine

manna is still used as a laxative; it slightly increases the action

of the bowels, causing more frequent and softer stools without

irritation. acce to cluldrea.

The galls like those of the oak' contain tannic and gallic acids,

• and may be used as an astringent in the same manner as true-

galls. [See Quercus."*
"

Description.- The galls are much- smaller than trne

galls, 3-ar,gled, and knotty
; in the ceitre is a cavity which

sometimes contains tho fly, but generally only excrementitiou.
matter. The manna occurs in small grains, which are nearly
white when fresh, but in this climate have

'

a tendency to

l.quefy and form a thick yellow Huid hke honey ; it i""

produced upon Tamarisk, willow and oak, in consequence of

^
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the puncture of an insect. According to Ehrenberg, tlie

insect which attacks the Tamarisk is the Coccus manniparus.
The name Gazangabfn signifies Tamarisk-honey, and ia used,

accorditig to Haussknecht, at the present time in Persia to

designate a manna collected in the mountain districts of

Chahar-Mahal and Faraidan from two species of Astragalus

{confer. Pharmacographia, p. 371). This account agrees with
that found in Persian works on Materia Medica, which
describe Gazaugabia as the produce of several trees. Rich
(Residence in Koordistan, Vol. I., p. 142,) describes the
collection of Gazangabin, called by the Koords Ghezo, by
•picking the leaves of the trees, letting them dry, and then
gently threshing them over a cloth. The season commences
about the end of June. Aitchison states that in Khorasan it

is produced by Gotoneaster nummularia, Fisch. et Mey*; the
shrub is called Siyah-chub, and is very abundant upon the
Siyah-Koh and Sufed-K8h hills and in the Ardewan Pass,
forming thickets : the manna forms in July and is shaken
into a cloth.

Chemical compost^ion.—Tamarisk manna from Sinai, exam-
ined by Berthelot, was a thick yellow syrup, and was found
to consist of cane sugar, inverted sugar (levulose and glucose)
dextrin and water, the last constituting one-fifth of the whole.
A specimen of Persian Gazangabiu yielded to Ludwig,
dextrin, uncrystallizable sugar and organic acids. The galls
contain as much tannic acid as oak-galls and are readily pur-
chased by manufacturers when offered for sale in Europe.

Commerce.—Gazangabfn is imported into Bombay from
Persia. Value Re. i per lb. ; it is kept in most druggists-
shops. The galls are sometimes abundant; at others
obtainable. Value, Rs. 12 to 13 per maund of 37^ lbs.

un-

Tamarix
galls.

Symb. a., 48, t 32. The

The leaves found m the Gazangabin imported into Imlia are certainly
those of Cotoneaster, as may be seen by a comparison with Aitchison'*
hgnre. {Trans. Linn. Soc., 2nd Ser. Botany, Vol. IlL, Ft. /.. 9)
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Vernacular.—Qhoil Main [Hind.), Samrat-el-Asl {Arah)^

Magiya-raaia {Bomh,)^ Gazbar and Azbah [Pers.). The tree is

abundant in Sind and the Punjab, and is often cultivated.

The galls are made use of as a substitute for true galls, a

description of their properties and uses will be found in Arabic

and Persian works under the name of Surarat-el-Asl; these

do not appear to differ in any important particular from the

uses to which common galls are applied. These galls are

smaller than those of T. gallica, and are not 3-angled; they

are round, knotty, of the size of a pea, and of a yellowish

brown colour. Small Tamarisk galls are occasionally offered

in the market in large quantities, but are often not obtainable.

Value, Rs. 12 to 13 per maund of 37i lbs.

HYPEEICINEiE.

A number of species of Hypericum are found in tbe hlWy

parts of India, chiefly in the North, where H. perforatum,

Linn., is recognised by the Mubometans as representing tbe

in^piKov or dfiptmufiov of the Greeks. In Persia a plani:>

described by Mahometan writers on Materia Medica as a species

of Hyufdrikun (Ilypericon) is known by the local names of

Badi and Jau-i-jaJil oi- " magic barley." To these plants are

ascribed the medicinal virtues which were formerly attributed

to the St. John's worts of Europe the old name of which was

Fuga Dajmonum,in allusion to their supposed power ofexpellinff

the demon of hypochondriasis. Hypericum was also thought

to act as a charm against witchcraft. On account of the red

juice of the flowers, which was considered a signature ofhuman
blood, it was called a.Spo'trat;xo^ by the Greeks, and was used aS

an application to wounds. The Hypericum Andro^cmium of the

botanists IS the large bushy plant, so common in shrubberies in

England, it is the Toute saine of the French, the Tutsan of the

English, and the Rumman-el-anhar of the Arabs. By some it is

considered to be the Hypericon of the Greeks. These herbs
are bitter aud astringent, and were formerly supposed to have
deter^ve, resolutive, anthelmintic, diuretic and emmenagogae
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properties wten given internallj. Externally they were used

as vulnerarieSj and as excitants in chronic rheumatism. They
are not used in modern medicine.

r

Chemical composition.—When the flowers of H. perforatum^

freed from their Cdlices and dried, are exhausted with absolute

alcohol, and the tincture is evaporated, a sofi residue is left of

a red colour (hypericura red) together with volatile oil. If

the flowers are exhausted with water, then with dilute alcohol,

well dried after exhaustion, aud the colouring matter extracted

from them by ether, it remains on evaporation as a blood-

red resin, having an odour of chamomile. It melts below
100^ and does not yield ammonia by dry distillation. It is

insoluble in water and in dilute acids. By aqueous; ammonia,
potash and soda, it is coloured green and dissolved ; the

saturated solution is red by reflected light, but exhibits after

dilution a green colour by transmitted light. The ammoniacal
solution leaves on evaporation a neutral blor»d-red resin

having the odour of hypericum, soluble with yellow colour iu

water, and giving off ammonia when treated with potash. The
red combines also with the alkaline earths, earths proper, and
heavy metallic oxides; its alcoholic solution precipitates the
alcoholic solution of chloride of calcium, also neutral acetate

of lead and ferric chloride. It dissolves in alcohol, more
readily in ether, with win^-red to blood-red colour, also in

volatile oils and in warm fixed oils. (BucJiner.) According to

Marquart, the colouring matter of the fresh flowers is a mix-
ture of an fchocyan and anthoxanthin, separable by exhausting
with alcohol and treating the residue with water.

GUTTIFEE^.

GARCINIA INDICA, Chois.

Fig.—Bent, and Trim., t. 82; Wiqlit. III. L, 125.* Red

y

Mang

Hab.—Weste
and bark.

f seeds
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Vernacular.—TiiQ fruit, Ratambi, Bhirand {Mar.), Brindao

{Goa^
; the oil, Kokam cha tel, Bhirandel Qlar.) ; tlie bark,

Katambi sala {Mar.).

History, Uses, &c.—Tbe tree is common on tlie

Western coast between Daraaun and Goa ; it grows wild upon

the hills of the Concan, but is often to be seen in gardens

close to the sea. It flowers about Christmas, and ripens its

fruit in April and May. The fruit is largely nsed all along

the Western coast as an acid ingvedieut in curries, and is

an article of commerce in the dry state. It is generally

prepared by removing the seeds and drying the pulp in the

sun : the latter is then slightly salted and is ready for the

market. It is known as Amsul or Kokam, and was in "^^

in the Bombay Army as an antiscorbutic in 1 799. ( Vr. White.]*

In Goa the pulp is sometimes made into large globular or

elongated masses. The seeds are pounded and boiled to

extract the oil, which, on cooling, becomes gradually solid and

is roughly moulded by hand into egg-shaped balls or concavo-

convex cakes. This is the substance known ^to Europeans a3

Kokam butter. The natives occasionally use it for cooking)

but it is mostly valued on account of its soothing properties

when used medicinally. The juice of the fruit is sometimes

used as a mordant in dyeing, and the apothecaries of Goa

prepare a very fine red syrup from it, which is used in

bilious affections. Nothing seems to be known of the history

of the Kokam fruit before the time of Garcia d'Orta (1563),

who found it in use at Goa, under the name of Brindao,t ^^^°

he visited that city ; the same name is still used by the mitiv

Christians. As it was an article of export in Garcia's time,

there can be little doubt that it was nsed in Western I

long before the Portuguese visited the country, just in

same manner as it is at the present day. The tree was kno^vn

to Rumphi u s, who calls it Folium acidum majns or Groot Saur

* MS. note signed by him in the Bombay Asiatic Society's copy oi

Rompliius.

t A «-orruptu.i. „f the Maratbi name fntl Bhirand.

e

the
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blad. He says the young leaves are acid like sorrel, and are

used in cooking fish in Arnbojna, Kokam butter appears to

have first attracted tbe notice of Europeans about lb30 as a

remedy for excoriations and ckaps of the skin; in order to

apply it^ a piece is partially melted and rubbed upon the

affected part. It is also of great value for the preparation

of Nitrate of Mercury ointment, which if made in the usual

manner is too fluid for hot climates ; Indian lard being very

fluid, equal parts of it and Kokara oil will be found to make
an ointment of good consistence and colour which keeps well.

The bark is astringent, and the young leaves after having

been tied up in a plantain leaf and stewed in hot ashes^ are

rubbed in cold milk and given as a remedy for dysentery.

Description.—The fruit is spherical, about the size

of a small apple^, red^ containing an acid pulp of a still

deeper colour^ in which from 5 to 8 reniform seeds are em-
bedded ; the seeds are compressed laterally, wrinkled, about

% of an inch long by 4.10ths broad; the cotyledons are very
thick, closely adherent, and have a sweet oily taste. Kokam
butter is of a yellowish white colour, firm, dry and friable in

the hottest weather, and greasy to the touch like spermaceti;

its structure is crystalline; it generally contains impurities,

and requires to be remelted and strained before it can be used
for pharmaceutical purposes- the residue after this process
consists chiefly of particles of the fruit and seed.

• Microscopic structure.—The cotyledons are composed of
large reticulated cells containing crystalline fat.

Chemical composition.—Fluckiger and Hanbury give the
following account of it :—'' Purified Kokum butter, boiled
with caustic soda, yields a fine hard soap, which, when
decomposed with sulphuric acid, affords a crystalline cake of
fatty acids weighing as much as the origiual fat. The acids
were again combined with soda, and the soap having been
decomposed, they were dissolved in alcohol of about 94 per
cent. By slow cooling and evaporation, crystals were first

formed, which, when perfectly dried, melted at 695° C. ; they
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are consequently Stearic acid. A less considerable amount of

crystals which separated subsequently had a fusing point of

55^ C, and may be referred to Myrisbic acid, A portion of
^

the crude fat was heated with oxide of lead and water^ and the

plumbic compound dried and exhausted with ether, which

after evaporation left a very small amount of liquid oil, which

we refer to Oleic acid. Finally the sulphuric acid used at the

outset of the experiments was saturated^ and examined in the

usual manner for volatile fatty acids {butyric^ valerianic, &c.),

but with negative results.

" The fat of the seeds of Q. indica was extracted by ether

and examined in 1857 by J. Bonis and d'Oliveira Pimentel.

It was obtained to the extent of 30 per cent., was found to fuse

at 40^ C., and to consist chiefly of stearin (tristearin). The

seeds yielded 172 of nitrogen. Their residue after exhaustion

by ether afforded to alkaline solutions or alcohol a fine red

colour. ' The dried fruit sold in the bazaar as kokam has

been examined by Lyon (1881) with tbe following results:

Moisture^ 37-04; hot water extractive, 42'90 ; cellulose, 5*52 ;

insoluble residue, 14-o4. Hot water solution bright red and

very acid, turns bluish green on addition of alkalies in excess;

acidity due to Malic acid. Tartaric acid either absent or

traces only present. No Citric acid. Fixed free acidity

'13-537 per cent. Malic acid. Total ash 7-88. Insoluble in

water I'QG ; soluble in water 5' 92- Chlorine of soluble ash as

Ka CI = 4G2 per cent. Alkalinity of soluble ash as potash

0w9 per cent. The Chloride of Sodium is probably intro-

duced when the kokam is salted.

Commerce.—The dried fruit comes from Goa. Hinf^oli and

Mai

28 lbs. each.

ads of

Kokam butter comes from G-oa. Valae, Rs. 5 to 7 per

i

Garcinia Zanthochymus, 3ooJc. f„ Rozh, Cor. PI
II , 51, t 196. A tree of Eastern Bengal, Eastern Himalaya,
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Eastera Peuinsula, Western Peninsula^ produces a yellow fruifc

the size of a small apple and verj acid, vvhich is used for tlie

same purposes as that of Q, indica; it is dried and made into

a kind of Amsul. In bilious conditions a sherbet made with

about 1 oz, of the amsul with a little rocksalt, pepper, ginger,

cummin and sugar, is administered. The native name is Onth.

or Osht.

GARCINIA MANGOSTANA, Linn.

Fig.—Bot. Cab, 845. Mangosteen (Eng.)^ Mangostan

(Fr.). The rind.

Vernacular.—Mangnstau {Ind.).

Hab-—Malayan Peninsula, Southern Tenasserira.
-

History, Uses, &C.—The rind, or entire fruit dried, of
the well-known mangosteen is brought to India from the Straits

and Sinerapore, and is a popular remedy for diarrhoea and
dysentery. Rumphius tells us that the Macassars also use the
bark and young leaves for the same purpose and to cure
aphthie of the mouth. Dr. S. Arjun, of Bombay, has found
the rind very useful in the chronic diarrhoea of children. It

has also been used as a febrifuge. The medicinal action of
this drug appears to be chiefly due to the tannin which it con-
tains (sfi<? Quercus). The physiological effects of the crystalli-

zable substance mangostin and of the resin have not been
studied, but the drug may probably be classed with the terebin-
thinate astringents.

Description.—The fruit is globular, as large as a small
apple, with a thick woody rind : it is crowned by the calycine
segments, which form a kind of rosette : within it is a sweet
acidulous white pulp and several seeds. The thick rind and
the bark of the tree are very astringent, and yield an astringent
extract which may be given in pills or syrup.

Chemical comjoosiilon,—W. Schmidt has obtained a crystah

Hzable substance, Mangostin, C'^^ 1^22 Q5 fj,^^ j^e rind of the
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fruit. To obtain it the rind is first boiled in water to remove
tannin, and afterwards exhausted by boiling alcohol; upon

evaporation of the alcoholic extract, a yellow amorphous miiss

is obtained^ which consists of mun^ostin and resin; this is

redissolved in boiling alcoliol, and water added to the boiling

solution as long as it causes a precipitate of resm. From the

solution on cooling mangostin is obtained in small yellow

scales ; it may be purified by resolution in alcohol and precipi-

tation by subacetate of lead; remaining traces of resin are

removed by the addition of water to the alcoholic solution, and

finally, after several recrystallizations from weak alcohob the

maogostin is obtained in thin golden yellow scales, which are

tasteless, and fuse at about 190° C. ; at a higher temperature

it is decomposed, a portion subliming unchanged. Mangostin
is insoluble in water, but readily soluble in alcohol and ether;

its solutions are neutral, hot dilute acids dissolve it without

change, hot concentrated nitric acid converts it into oxalic acid,

sulphuric acid forms with it a deep red solution and chars it if

heated. It forms yellow solutions with alkalies. It reduces

solutions of the noble metals, and turns perchloride of iron of

a dark green colour, which is removed by the addition of an

acid. {Ann. der Chem. und Pharm,, t. xciii., p 83 ; Wurtz, Diet,

de Chim., t. ii., p. 310.)

GARCINIA MORELLA, Desrouss.

¥lg,—Bentl. and Trim., t. 33; Wight Ic, t. 102. Gam-

boge tree {Eng.), Guttier des peintres {Fr.\

Hab Eastern Bengal, Western Peninsula, Eastern

Peninsula, Ceylon. The gum-resin.

Makk

Mar.) . The juice,

Tamal {Hind., Beng., Mar., Can.) The drug Gamboge, U=-
sdreh-i-Rewand, Gotaganba {Pers., Ind.), Revanchi-no-siro
{Quz.}.
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History, Uses, &C.—The Gamboge tree of Malabar

aud Canara, which is also found in other, parts of India, is by

Boddome called Q, pictoria and kept distinct from G. Morella,

Hooker considers them both to be the same species. There

would seem to be no doubt that Gamboge lias never been

collected in India as an article of commerce; and that it is

only from a comparatively recent d^te that the drug has been

known in this country ; but the Hindus of Canara and Mysore,

and probably of other parts of India, have for a long time

used the juice of tliis tree under the Sanskrit name of Tamala

as a pigment for making sectarial marks on the forehead, and

this name is still current in Hindi^ Bengali and Marathi.

Other Sanskrit na.mcs for the tree are Tapicclia and T^pinja.

The Ussarah-i-Rewaud of Arabic and Persian books is^ properly

speaking, an extract of Rhubarb, as the name implies, but owing

to a similarity in properties and also in colour, the same name

was applied to Gamboge ujjou its becoming known as an article

of commerce. Siam Gamboge is the only kind obtained in the

drug markets. An interesting account of the history of com-

mercial Gamboge will be found in tlie rharmacog raphla from

which it appears that it only became known to the Chinese about

A.D. loOO^ and was' not introduced into Europe before 1603.

Reudenius (1611-—1625) described its medicinal properties

and recommended its use as a purgative in arthritis (gout).
4

Description.—Through the kindness of Dr. Davies, when

Civil Surgeon in Canara, we received a specimen of Gamboge

collected there. It is in irregular fragments, and appears to

have been collected upon leaves, portioiis of which still adhere

to it. The finer pieces have the colour and consistence of

Siam Gamboge, but contain many impurities, such as portions of

wood and leaves. Fully half the sample is of a dirty yellow-

ish brown colour, and has a spongy structure ; this portion,

treated witli i-ectified spirit, gives a clear deep orange solution,

like ordinarj^ Gamboge, but leaves a 'copious greenish yellow

marc, which appears to be chlorophyll. As at present collected,

this Gamboge is too impure for commercial purposes.

22
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Chemical composition.-—Indian Gamboge has been found by

Christison (]846) to be essentially the same as that of Siam-

It has also been examined by Broughton (1871), who is of

opinion that it is equal to that of Siam. . A sample of Garu-

"boge from the Nagar district ia Mysore was found by one of us

to be remarkably pure; it had the following percentage com-

position :—Moisture^ 5'4; resin, 80^4; gum, 13-Oj dross, 1'2.

Commerce.— In the Indian markets the ordinary pipe Gam-

boge is alone met with. PricOj Ee. 1^ per lb.

MESUA FERREA, Umu
J

Fig^—Iilieede, Hort.Maliil, 53; Wiglit lll,UUl]Ic.
t. 118. Iron wood tree (Eng,)^ Mesua Naghas [Fr.).

Hab.—E. Bengal, B. Himalaya, E, and W. Peninsulas,

Andamans. The flowers.

FeruacuZar.—Niigkosar (Hind,, Benrj.), Nagcliampa [Mar.],

Nagecui-ara {Tarn.), Naga-sampaffi (Can.), Chikati manu
{Tel), Veila {Mai.)

History, Uses, &C.~This beautiful tree, witL its large

Cistus-like white flower, called iu Sauskrit Kanjalkania

and Nagkesara, is a favourite of tlie Inaian poets. In the

Naishada the poet compares the petals of the flowers from

which the bees were scattering the pollen of its golden anthers,

to ail alabaster wheel on which Kamadeva was whetting his

arrows, while the sparks of fire were dispersed in every direc-

tion. It is the Cadanea rosea indica of Rhcede, so called,

fruits are like chestnuts in size and shape. The
dried blossoms are prescribed by Hindu physicians as an

adjunct to medicinal oils on account of their fragrance, and are

also considered to have astringent and stomachic properties.

Powdered and mixed with ghi (liquid butter) they are recom-
mended by most of the later Hindu writers in bleediug piles, and
burning of the feet. The root bark of ilfeswa /er;-ea contaiu3

because the
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muclx rosinous juice^ wliich exudes freely when it is Avoiiuded ; it

has a reddish browa epidermis, consisting often or more rows

of brick-shaped cells, full of condensed resin. Within tho

epidermis is a variable number of rows of cells of the same-

shape, yelloWj i^efractive, and containing resinous juice; the

medullary rays are also yellow and refractive ; there are

numerouslarge laticiferous vessels^; the bark is mildly astringent

and feebly aromatic, but is not bitter as- stated in the Pharma-

copoeia of India. Rlieede says that cotnblned with ginger it is.

given as a sudorific. The oil of the seeds is used as an
embrocation in rheumatism and as a* healing application to-

sores. A poultice of the leaves made with milk and cocoanut

oil is applied to the head in severe colds. [Rheede,) On the

wholOj the plant may be classed with the terebinthinate-

astringents.

w
~ •

Description.—The flowers are about 3 inches iu^

diameter, sepals orbicular^, thick, with membranous margins,

inner pair largest; petals 4,. spreading, cuneate-obovate, pure

white ; anthers large, oblong, golden yellow. Fruit ovoid,

comcal-pointed, size of a large chestnut ; base surrounded by
the persistent sepals, 1 to 4 seeded ; seeds dark-brown, testa

L-

smooth ; round the base of the young fruits a tenacious resin

exudes, which in time covers them. The resin at first is soft,.

but hardens on exposure to the air; it is pleasantly aromatic.

Chemical composition. /
appears to be an oleo-resin which abounds in all parts of the

tree, and is obtained pure from the young fruits. The fresh

tears sink in water, melt between 50^ and 60*^ C, and partially

dissolve in rectified spirft, amylic alcohol and ether, but

wholly in benzol. Boiled with solutions of soda or ammoniar

the resin forms a clear mixture precipitable hy acids in a

white curdy eooditiom The solution in spirft has an acid re-

action, and is dextro-rotatory when examined by polarised light ;.

the solution gives a precipitate with alcoholic plumbic acetate,

soluble when heated. From the partinl solubility there are

probably two resins present. Submitted to distillation Oil
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per cent, of a fragrant essential oil was obtained; tliis was of a

pale yellow colour, and possessed in a high degree the odour of

the flowers, and resembled that of the exudation of the Chio

Turpentine.

The seeds yielded to ether 31 '5 percent, of fixed oil, the

kernels alone gave 72-9 percent. The oil. thus obtained had

a deep yellow colour, formed orange-coloured mixtures with

sulphuric and nitric acid, was partially soluble in alcohol, and

had a specific gravity of 0*972 at 17°C-, a temperature at

w4xich it began to set, on account of the crystallization of the

more solid fats. The hard pericarp contained a considerable

amount o£ tannin.

Commerce—"Ivae Nagkesar is not an article of commerce ia

India. The oil of the seeds is sometimes offered for sale.

Value^ Rs. 4 per mauud in Canara.

PCHROCARPUS XONGIFOLIUS, Benil.

and Hook.

Fig.^Wight. III. {., 130 ; Ic. t. 1999.

Hab.—Western Peninsula. The flower buds.

Vernacular.—T^wunag, Tambra-nagkesar [Mar.), Edti-nag'

ke'sar [Guz,),

History, Uses, &c.^The. dried buds of this tree are

known in commerce as red Nagkesar. The tree grows in the

Western d

Maratha
buds are used chiefly for dyeing silk, but have also astringent

and aromatic properties, and are sometimes prescribed medici-

nally. The fruit is eaten by children, who call it Gori^undi, or

sweet Undi. Tbe seed, which is as large as an acorn, exudes
a v.scid gummy fluid when cut. The medicinal properties of

this plant are very similar to those of Mesua ferrea.

Description.—Flowers two-lhirds of an inch in diameter,
white, on nodes clothed with subulate bractioles in the axils of
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fallen leaves; buds globose; pedicels 1 inch, slender; calyx

bursting into 2 valves, reflexed during flowering
;
petals 4,

thin, deciduous^ white; stamens many; style subulate; stigma

broad, discoid. The flowers are often hermaphrodite in culti-

vation. The dried buds are of a reddish brown colour and of

the size of a small clove.

Commerce.—Nagkesar comes pi^incipally from Rajapur.

Yalue^ Rs 2-12 to 3 per maund of 28 lbs.

CALOPHYLLUM INOPHYLLUM, Linn.

Fig.— Wight III. L, 128; Jc. t 77. Sweet-scented Calo-

phyllnm, AlexandrianLaurel {Eiiy.)\ Oalopliy lie* faux Tacamahac

Hab.—W. Peninsula^ Ceylon, E. Peninsula, Andamans.

The oil and seeds.

Vernacular.—Sultan Champa (Hind.), Undi [Mar.)^ Punnai-

gam [Tam.)y Punnagamu, Ponna-chettu [Tel.]^ Suragonne-

mara {Can.). The oil, Sariian-ka-tel {IIi2id.), TJndi-che-tel

(Mar,) J Pannai-tailam, Puunai-kai, Pinna-cotai (Tarn.), Laurel

nut oil (Eng.).

History, Uses, &C.—This tree, wild, or in a cultivated

state, is widely distributed throvighout India, and is considered

by some to be the Pannaga or Kesava of Sanskrit writers^ but

as its flowers are not collected, and those of Ochrocarpus are,

and are still known as Punnaga in Marathi, it seems probable

that the latter plant is the true Punndga. The natives appear

to regard both trees as varieties of one species. The Alexan-

drian laurel abounds in Travancore and on the Western coast. A
greenish-coloured oil is expressed from the seeds, which is

used for burning by the poorer classes, and is valued as an
r

application for rheumatism, either alone or mixed with ^n

equal portion of Hydnocarpus oil; it is also used as an appli-

cation to exauthomatouB eruptions, and the seeds pounded

with cashewnut seeds, borax -and sparrow's dung are appbed
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as a Ze^ to hasten maturation. At Pondiclierry tlie oil has a

reputation as a specific for scabies, and according to Corre and

Lejanne, it Las been tried unsuccessfully at tlie Saigon hospital

as a cicatrizing agent. The Annamite name is yao-monou.

The pounded bark is applied to swelled testicles. The tree

when wounded exudes a small quantity of bright green resin,

which is not collected, nor does it appear to be made use of ia

any way. This substance is soft and entirely soluble in recti-

fied spirit ; it has a parsley odour, and has been confounded

with Tacamahaca, the exudation of C. Galaba, not a native of

India. Rheede says that the resin is emetic and purgative

;

his expression is, 'the tears which distil from the tree and its

fruit

'

; this is quite correct, as small tears of resin may often

be seen adhering to the fruit.

Description.—The fruit is ovoid or round, and green-

ish-yellow when ripe ; it varies in size ; on old trees it is

often as large as a bantam's egg; the pulp surrounding the

nut dries up when the seed is mature, and the previously

smooth skin covering it becomes brown or black and much

wrinkled
; the endocarp is hard, woody, and white, as thict

as the shell of a filbert ; within it is an inner endocarp, soft,

and corky, of a red colour, thicker than the woody shell

towards the apex of the fruit, but gradually becoming very

thin towards the base, the inner surface of this layer is highly

polished. The seed is of the same shape as the nut ; it is very

oily and has a rancid taste; it consists of two hemispherical

cotyledons very closely united ; under the microscope a stroma

of small ovoid cells is seen, through which numerous large ves-

sels loaded with green oil run in a longitudinal direction.

Ghemvcal composition.—l^he resin melts easily and dissolves

completely m alcohol
; according to Sommer it does not yield

urabelhferone by dry distillation. The oil of the almonds is

greenish yellow, bitter and aromatic, sp. gr. 0-942 • it solidifies

""^ "^
""J

(^P««-) The fresh kernels examined by one of os

gave off 30 per cent, of water in drying, and the dried kernels
atl. ,rdod 68 per cent, of oil. The oil was greenish-yellow, bitter.
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and fragi^aut; sp. gr. 0*9315 at 1G° C. ; it commenced to congeal

at 19^ and set at 16^. The saponification equivalent was 285'6.

The oil yielded 90-85 per cent., of fatty acids^ sp. gr. 0'9237 at

16° and 0'8688 at 90^, melting at ^I'^'Q, and possessing a com-

bining weight of 283. If the oil be shaken up with a diluted
F

solution of soda, and the red alkaline liquor be precipitated with

an acid and then shaken up with ether, the ethereal extract leaves

on evaporation a green ci^ysialline residue haying the odour of

melilot and a bitter taste. The odorous crystalline body is

also removed by agitating the oil with 85 per cent, alcohol.

The oil is non-drying. Exposed for one month to the air at a

temperature of 14^—20°, and for eight hours in a water-oven

kept at the boiling pointy the oil did not increase in weight.

Treated according to Reichardt's distillation process, the oil

yielded only a minute trace of volatile fatty acids. Thi^ee drops

of sulphuric acid added to twenty drops of oil gave a red colo-

ration with orange streaks; after stirring ah orange-brown

mixture was produced. With, nitric acid a chocolate brown

mixture was formed. A residue soluble in boiling water was

obtained which had the peculiar odour of coumarin, but it did

not yield any crystals of that substance. The oil must be

classed with the cotton seed group of fixed oils.

Commerce—The oil under the name of Laurel nut oil is

exported from Southern India. The exports from Travancore

for the past fiv^e years had the following values:—1882-83,

Rs. 74,314; 1883-84, Rs. 68,767; 1884-85, Rs. 48,997;1885-
SQ, Rs. 78,845 ; 1886—87, Rs. 57,148. The tariff valuation

of the oil is Rs. 8 per cwt. as against Rs. 14 per cwt. for

cocoauut"OiL The export from Alleppy in 1886-87 was 6S

cwts. In Bombay it is not exported, but the country-people

express it for burning, and use it medicinally. In Ceylon it is

known as Domba oik It is chiefly exported to Burmah, where
it fetches a comparatively high price.

Calophyllum Wightianum, Wall., Wight. III. L,

128; Ic. t. 106. Sira Punnai {Tam. and Mai.). This tree is

abundant in Canara, where it is called Babbe, and extends to
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Travancore. The gum occurs ia large translucent irregular

lumps of a yellowisli colour ; it is of horny texture^ somewhat

brittle, without odour; the taste i^ soapy. When placed in
T

water it gradually softens, and finally disintegrates into a fine

granular matter which floats in the form of flaky particles of

a dirty white colour, and numerous oil globules which gradually

collect upon the surface j the water dissolves a small portion

and becomes slightly viscid.
.

' .

Fi

Calophyllum tomentosum, Wight, Beddome Fl Syl

xxii.y t,2; Wight Ic., t 110. Poon {Eng.), A tree of the

Western Peninsula and Ceylon, in Marathi Punai, yields a gum

which is black and opaque, and much mixed with pieces of

corky bark j it has a feeble astringent taste, and is very solable

in cold water, to which it yields a yellow brown solution exhi-

biting a strong blue fluorescence. " Alum followed by carbonate

of soda throws down apparently some of the brown colouring

matter without interfering with the fluorescence, as after

precipitation the solution although lighter in colour is very

strongly fluorescent.

A solution purified. by alum in this way has its fluorescence

immediately destroyed by acids and restored again by alkalies.

Examining its absorption spectrum it is found that while fluo-

rescent the solution gives a broad absorption band at the

violet end of the spectrum extending to. about G. ; this band

disappears on destroying .'the fluorescence by acids, but re-

appears on the addition of alkalies. The solution of the gum

does not appear to rotate polarized light. The gum itself com-

municates only a very faint fluorescence to rectified spirit-

{Lyon.)

TERNSTHCEMIACE^.

CAMELLIA THEIFERA, Griff.

Fig.—Trans. Linn. Soc, XXII., t. 61; Bentl an'^ Trim

34. Tea plant (Eng.), The'ier (Fr.).
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Hab.— Upper Assam, Cacliar^ China. Cultivated elsewhere.

Yernamlar.—Chaj Chai. (7nd.)

History, Uses, &C.—There is reason to believe that the

use of tea was unknown before the Christian era. This has

been accouuted for by the fact that the districts where the

plant grows wild \vere not till then annexed to the Chinese

Empire. Its origin, like that of many other useful plants,

has formed the subject of an interesting myth, which attributes

its discovery to the Buddhists in the latter half of the fifth cen-

tury. According to a Japanese legend related by Kaempfer,

the patriarch Bodhidharma, who died in China in the year 495

A.D., was so devoted an ascetic that he denied himself even

natural rest. Being one day, however, overcome by sleep, he

feltj on awaking, such keen remorse for yielding thus weakly
w

to his lower natui-Oj that he cut off both his eyelids and flung

them on the ground. From these sprang the tea-plant. The
holy man partook of its leaves, and found to his surprise that

it endowed him with fresh vigour to renew his meditations.

He communicated his discovery to his disciples, and taught

them that method of using the leaves which thenceforward

became generally practised. The first mention of tea in Chinese

annals is in connection with a tax imposed on it in 793 A.D.
The next reference to it occurs in the account of the travels of

two Mahomedans in the ninth century. Europeans^ however^

do not appear to have acquired any knowledge of tea until the

latter half of the sixteenth century, when it is noticed by
Ramusio. Maffei, van Linschoten. and Botcro. Later on, it

was again described by the Jesuit Trigault and by Olearius.

It is generally supposed that it was first brought to Europe by
the Dutch East India Company during the first half of the

seventeenth century. The leaf reached Paris in 1635, and the

shrub was planted there in the Hoyal Gardens in 1658. Russia

first obtained tea in 1638, through Starkow, the envoy to*the

Mongol Altyn Khan, who entrusted him with two hundred

packets of that commodity as a tribute for the Czar. Starkow

is said to have considered it as worthless, and to have taken

-23
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charge of (t very unwillingly. It found, however, great favour

with the Court at Moscow/ and soon became a national

beverage.
^

As regards the introduction of tea into England,
the following are the most important facts to be considered.

The first English vessels which ever sailed to the East and

back belonged to the expedition under Lancaster, despatched

by the London Company in 160], soon after the grant of its

original charter. None of these vessels returned home until

after Elizabeth's death. If tea, therefore, reached England daring

her reign, it must have corao from 'the East through a foreign

channel. It has been supposed by some that tea was first ,

brought over to England from .Holland by Lords Arlington

and Ossory in 1 666. A treatise, however, by one Thomas Garnay»

a retailer of tea. who wrote during the Commonwealth, proves

that it was already in use amongst the English some years

previously. He states that " in England it hath been sold in the

leaf for six pounds, and sometimes for ten pounds the pound

weight
; and in respect of its former scarceness and dearness,

It hath been only used as a regalia in high treatments

iind entertainments, and presents made thereof to princes

and grandees till the year 1657.'^ Later on in 1660, an Act of

Parliament was passed, imposing a duty of eight pence ou

every gallon of tea made for sale. In the same year, also,

3r, the courtier-poet, wrote the following lines on the

occasion of the marriage of " Charles II. with Catherine of

Wall

Braganza :

" The best of queens and best of herbs we owe
To that bold nation who the uay did show-
To the far region where the sun doth rise.

\^ hose rich productions ne so justly prize."

From these facts we may conclude that tea was first intro-

duced mto England through the Portuguese before the year

} V' ,"
't'

^°^®^'^^^ highly improbable that it «'a3 long

before that date, for until then it appears only as a very scarce

and expensive luxury, and is not mentioned by a single earlier

English writer. {Tyrrdl Lcith
)
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There are two well-marked kinds of tea distinguislicd as

black and trreea, of each of which we have several commercial

varieties. Thus, of black teas, the best known sorts are
+

Congou, Souchong, Oolong, Pekoe and Caper; and of green

teas—Hyson, Hyson-skiiij Young Hyson, Twauke}^, Imperial

and Gunpowder. Mauy teas are scented with the flowers of

the orange, rose, jasmine-, sweet-scented olive, &c. The finest

teas, some of which sell for as much as 50s. per lb., are con-

sumed by the wealthier classes in China and Russia, and to a

small extent in India. These teas are not manufactured in

India. The various kinds of tea are all prepared from the

same plant: thus, green tea consists of the leaves quickly

dried after gathering, so that their colour and other characters

ai^e in a great measure preserved ; and black tea consists of

the leaves dried some time after being gathered, and after

they have undergone a kind .of fermentation, by which their

original green colour is changed to black, and other important

changes produced. It should be noticed, however, that much of

the green tea is coloured artificially with a mixture of Prussian

blue and gypsum, or indigo and gypsum^ to which a little

turmeric is sometimes added.

Both black and green teas are frequently adulterated with
the leaves of other plants. The colour, odour and taste of.

both green and black teas are communicated to hot water, an
infusion of the former having a more or less greenish-yellow
colour, a peculiar aromatic odour, and an astringent feebly
pungent and agreeably bitter taste; while an infusion oF tho
latter has a dark brown colour, a somewhat similar but gene-
rally less agreeable odour, and an astringent, bitterish, but
less pungent taste. The principal use of tea is to form an
agreeable, slightly stimulating, soothing, and refreshing bever-
age. It was also formerly believed that tea, from the theme
it contained, had the effect of diminishing the waste of the
body, and as any substance that does this necessarily .saves
food, it was regarded as indirectly nutritive ; but Dr Edward
Smith has shown that, on the contrary, tea increases the
bodily waste by acting as a respiratory excitant, and in other
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ways. From containing gluten^ tea has also been regarded as

directly nutritive, but in the ordinary mode of making tea

this substance is not extracted to any amount. The action of

tea is thus described by Dr. Smith :—'• It increases the assimila-

tion of food both of the flesh and heat-forming kind, and

with abundance of food must promote nutrition, whilst in tlie

absence of sufficient food it increases the waste of the body/'

Tea is also a powerful astringent, and should not, therefore,

be taken until some time after meals, as it is likely to produce

dyspepsia from the combination of its tannic acid with the

gelatine of the food and the production of an insoluble

tannate ; for the same reason if taken in excess it is likely to

cause constipation. Tea should not be taken as a beverage by

those who suffer from wakefulness, or by those who are liable

to hysteria, or palpitation of the heart from valvular disease-

As a nervine stimulant tea may be taken with advantage for

headache and neuralgia, and in other affections caused bj
r

exhaustion of the system from depression oi nerve power.

Its effects as a nervine stimulant are due to the theine contained
w

in it. {BentL and Trim.)

Pratt's experiments with tJieine seem to show that Hie

motor nerves are uot affected by it ; he sui-rounded one crural

nerve of a frog with a paste of theine and water, and irritated

the spinal cord, when both legs responded with uniform

alacrity. Pratt also found that when the left sciatic nerve of

a beheaded frog was surrounded by a paste of theine and water,

after ten minutes, irritation of the right foot produced reflex

movements, whilst irritation of the left foot failed to elicit any

response. T. J. Mays {Polyclinic, Sept., 1887,) has shown that

in theine we possess an agent which exerts no injurious action

upon the organism, even when administered in large doses.

To obtain this effect of theine he found subcutaneous injection

sufficient, and in local neuralgias he injected as much as 15

centigrammes with excellent results. These injections were

repeated daily for 21 days in obstinate cases with the effect of

entirely snbduing the pain ; they caused no local irritation, nor

did they mterfere in any way with the patient's appetite or
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prevent liim sleeping. For subcutaneous injection theina

should be combined vfith an equal portion of benzoate of

sodium, which greatly increases its solubility. Pratt and others

have shown that muscular fibre when brought in contact with

theine, becomes strongly contracted, but it is uncertain whether

this effect is produced by coagulation of the myosin or not.

In muscles which had been soaked in curare until the nerves

were killed the same rigidity was produced.

In. comparing the physiological effects of theine and caffeine

upon, the excretions, it has been found by some experimenters

that the former does not affect the elimination of carbonic?

acid, while the latter diminishes it, as well as the discharge

of urea, uric acid, and water, in -a larger proportion than

theine. Caffeine also is said to increase the watery constituent

of the urine, whilst theine diminishes it. However this may

be, it is a matter of familiar observation that the effects of tea

and coffee upon the system are by no means identical; for

while coffee causes wakefulness as well as tea, in the former case

it is rather a pleasing insomnia, not unlike that occasioned

b}' small doses of opium, tranquil for the most part, and filled

with pleasing reveries : while tea, on the other hand, induces

in one who in vain endeavours to sleep after its use, a state

of tension of the nei'vous system which is in the highest

degree distressing. Upon almost every one coffee acts as a

stimulant which is more or less cordial, flushing the face and

rendering the pulse fuller, but such effects never follow the

use of tea as direct consequences. It is seldom that a single

indulgence in strong coffee induces that nervous agitation

and tremulousness and impaired muscular power which are

ordinary effects of strong tea ; and unless we are greatly

mistaken, gastralgia and other neuralgic affections are much
more frequent among tea-drinkers than coffee-drinkers. It

,

is very true that some of these apparent differences may be

explained by the fact that tea is generally taken with pnly

a small modicum of ci^eam or milk, while coffee is as commonly
used with a large proportion of one or both. Indeed; in

France, where coffee is the universal breakfast drink, it is

^_.
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always mixed with a great excess of railk, and is used pure

chiefly after dinnerj wliea the presence jof food in the stomach

retards its absorption and modifies its action. It is however .

customary for tho£e who have mental or bodily work to

perform before breakfast^ to take a cup of ^^ black coffee'

immediately on leaving bed.

Theine and caffeine do not fully represent the sources from

which they are respectively obtained. The identity of these

alkaloids in their physiological action does not imply a

similar identity in tea and coffee. A.s little should we be

entitled to infer that all alcoholic drinks produce identical

effects because they all contain alcohol 'as their chief coil-

stituent. It is just as certain that tea and coffee differ in their

action upon the human system as that Rhenish or Bordeaux

wine acts very differently from whisky or brandy^ although m
all of these liquors the common cause of their 'effects is

alcohol. -Moreover/ not only are theine and caffeine physiolo-

gically identical, but so are guarauine^ cocaine, and theobromme

with them and with one another; and yet the operations oi

. guarana^ coca^ and theobroma are different from one another,

and from those of tea and coffee^ in important particulars. -It

is unquestionably a fact of the highest possible interest that

all of these vegetable products, which are used by different

and remote nations, should contain identical proximate pnu-

ciples; but while we thus are led to admire the universcnlity

of physiological laws, we should not lose sight of the peculia-

rities which distinguish these important articles of human

food from one another. [Stille and Maisch.)

Chemical composition,—From some experiments made by

us with fresh tea leaves, which had been dried by exposure to

air, and which had not been subjected to any manufacturing

operations, it would appear that gallic acid exists in the fresh

leaf in only minute traces; but as the leaf during manufacture

of tea is exposed to a high temperature, it is possible

that the gallic acid in commercial tea may be present to a

larger extent. Regarding quercetin, no distinctive needle-
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shaped crystals * could be obtained^ tliougli a principle similar

to it is present*

In the last edition of Bloxara's Chemistry it is stated the

aroma of tea does not belong to the fresh leaf^ but is produced,

like that of coffee, during tli.e process of drying by heat,

which develops a small quantity of a peculiar volatile oil

having powerful stimulatiug properties. The freshly dried

leaf is comparatively so rich i-n this oil, that it is not

'deemed advisable to use it until it has been kept for some time.

We have found that freshly gathered leaf which has been
dried simply by exposure to air possesses in a marked degree

the aroma of manufactared tea. Our experiments would lead

us to infer that the bouquet of tea is not solely dependent

upon this volatile oil, which exists ready formed in the leaf,

but is also duo to the development by the action of heat, or

some principle present in the leaf, of another odoi'ous principle,

and that the temperature necessary for the production of this

secondary odorous principle need not exceed 100*^ Fahr.

Regarding the use of freshly manufactured tea, there
appears to be an idea among some tea-planters that the use
of the freshly manufactured article causes dysentery, but wo
are not in possession of the data on which the statement is

founded.

A sample of tea bark contained 1'2 per cent; of theiue, a
much lower amount than is usually found in the leaves.

Manufactured tea contains a volatile oil
^ gallotmini c and gallic

acids, queixetin, and the so-called hoheic acid, also the alkaloid

theiue said to be identical with caffeine obtained from coffee,

and with the alkaloids of cocoa seeds, guarana, Paraguay tea,

and kola nuts; more recently zanthine and another alkaloid,

theophylline (dimethylzanthine) have been discovered in it.

Theiue and caffeine are trimethylzanthine. Zanthine is found in

muscles, and along with creatine, assists muscular power;
they are products of muscular waste. The occurrence of

/
ken
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No. 11 J p. 2164,) described a new base which he nauied /Ju'O-

phylline, very similar in character to theobromine. It melts

at 264*^ 0.^ and sublimes at a temperature above its melting

point. The crystals are larger than those of theobromine, but

have the same chemical composition. Theophylline -forms

definitely crystallizable salts with hydrochloric and nitric acids,

platinum chloride and gold chloride^ as well as a crystallizable

sparingly soluble double salt with mercuric chloride. Its

formula is C^ H^ N* 0^-^.
'

Battershall {Food Adulterations) gives the following as the

results of the analysis by American chemists of samples repre-

senting 2^414 packages of Indian teas ;

Average

Per cent, per cent.

Moisture 5-83 to 6^325 — 5-938

Extract 37-80 „ 40-35 — 38 841

Total ash 5*05 „ 6-024— 5'613

Ash soluble in water... 3-122 „ 4-280— 3-516

Asli insoluble in water. 1-89 „ 2-255— 2'092

Ash insoluble in acid... -120,, -296— '177

Insoluble leaf 47-12 „ 55-87-51-91
Tannin 13-04 „ 18-868 — 15-323

Theine 1-88 ,, 3-240 — 2-736

Dr. B. H. Paul and A. J. Cownley {Pharm. Jourti., ^ov

19f/i, 1887,) give the following interesting account of an inquiry

undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining the circumstances

that determine the differences of " strength " in tea

:

" One of the pointy to which we directed our attention was

the extraction of the theine in such a way that precise analytical

esults could be obtained admitting of a comparison of different

kinds of tea in regard to the perceutage of theine. After several

trials we found that the method we bad previously adopted for

coffee was capable of furnisbiug satisfactory results, and that

with careful manipulation the amount of theine in tea could

thua be determined with considerable accuracy.
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For this purpose 5 grams of powdered tea is moistened

with hot water^ well mixed with one gram of hydrate of

lime, and the whole dried on a water bath. The dry residue is

then transferred to a small percolating apparatus and extracted

with strong alcohol. The clear liquor is to be evaporated

to remove alcohol, and the remaining water solution, measur-

ing about 50 c. C-, mixed with a few drops of dilute sulphuric

acid, which separates a trace of lime and partially decolorizes

the liquid. After filtering the slightly acid solution, it is

transferred to a separator and well shaken with chloroform,

which gradually abstracts the theine. This part of tbe opera-

tion requires particular care, for though theine is freely soluble

in chloroform it is necessary to shake the acidified water

solution with several successive quantities of chloroform in

order to remove the whole of the theine. Unless the

quantity of theine is very large, about 200 c. c. of chloroform

will be suSlcient for 5 grams of tea^ and that should be used

in 5 or 6 separate portions, testing the last portions by distill-

ing off the chloroform in a weighed flask until it is found that

there is no more theine taken up. The whole of tbe cbloro-

form solution is then to be placed in a stoppered separator and

shaken with a very dilute solution of caustic soda. This will

remove a small quantity of colouring matter and render the

theine solution quite colourless, so that on distilling off the

ckoloroform from a weighed flask the theine remains in a

condition fiC for weighing. AVhen the operation is carefully

carried out, the theine will bo perfectly white. In this way we
have been able to obtain results of great uniformity.

Our first experiments were made with Indian and Cingalese

tea, the general result showing that both kinds contained a

mucli higher percentage of theine than has hitherto been

generally supposed, and that the variation in the amount of

this substance was not considerable. In this respect, however,

there seems to be a marked difference between tea and coffee;

the amount of theine in tea is by no means a constant quan-

tity, and, so far as the tea of India and Ceylon is concerned, it

varies from 3'22 to 4*66 per cent. This is taking the tea m
24
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tlie ordinary air-dry condition in wliich it is met with in

gives the results of onrcommerce. Tho following table

determinations in twenty-eight samples that were selected for

this purpose as representing a wide range of quality^ as may

be understood from" the fact that the prices realised by the

corresponding parcels in public sale varied from Id. to 3s.

per pound. The sample No. 10 was tea of exceptionally fii^e

quality, that was valued at 6^. or 7s. per pound, and the

sample No. 4 consisted of the hairs detached from the leaves

in sifting :

Approximate
elevation of

place of

growth.

1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

IG
17
1&

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Ceylon Tea.

Penhros
F. L. C
Nahalma ,^

Haira fro^i tea leaves
Hardenhuish Pekoe .-

Woodstock Pekoe Sou -

chong .,

RadoUa Broken Pekoe ...

Morton Pekoe
Penhros Broken Pekoe ...

Strathellie Orange Pekoe,
Nahalma Orange Pekoe...
Venture Orange Pekoe ...

St, Leys Pekoe Dust
Venture Pekoe Souchong.
Vonture Broken Orange
Pekoe ..,..

Calsay Pekoe Souchong...:

Venture Pekoe
St, Clair Orange Pekoe ...

Indian Tea,

Pekoe tips, picked out
Broken Pekoe ,....,

Pekoe

Ft.

2,500

300

3,500

4-200

4,800
400

2,500
2,000
300

4,300
4,G0O

4,300

4.:^00

5,000
4,300
4,200

* « • » • I

Orange Pekoe
Pekoe.....

Broken Pekoo
Pekoe
•'Weak" tea
" Strong " tea

Mixture

Moisture
per Cent.

6-8

5-6
6-6
3-8

3 6
4-6
4-2
6-4
5 4
5*4
5*4
5 6
4-8

C-2
5-t>

4-0

7-56
7-00
6-40
4-80
5-60
4*80
5-40
6-80
5*80
6-00

Tlieine per cent.

Original

Tea.

4-56
4'5G
4-54
2-40
4-08

3-41
410
3-08
4-64
4-10
4-06
3-74
3 4^
3-40

3 98
3-23
3-48
3-00

4-27
4-48
4-lC
4-66
4-48
3 76
3 66
4 06
4-18
3-64

Diy Tea.

4-89
4-85

4-80

2-57

4-24
f

3-57
4-30
4-13
4-06

4-33

4-29

3 05

3-57

4 26

3*4^

3-68
4*09

4-63
4-81

4*44
4-89

4-74

3 SG

4'33

4 43

3S7
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At present we have not had an opportunity of examining

many samples of Chinese or Java tea that couhi be accepted

as authentic^ but so far as we have been able to judge the

amount of thcine is less than in the tea of India and Ceylon.
*

Butj so far as the tea of India and Ceylon is concerned, it is

" at least evident from the data 'above given, as compared with

the prices mentioned, that the marketable value of tea is not

to any great extent dependent on^ or proportionate to,

the amount of theine it may containj however important that

constituent may be in other respects. Neither can the

^' strength'^ of tea, as that term is generally understood, be

taken as' proportionate to the amount of theine;* This is

evident from the results of the analysis of the two samples,

2G and 27, which were selected by experienced judges of tea

to represent extreme cases of difference as to strength. The

amount of theine in 27 is greater than in 20, but to such a

small extent that the difference in strengfcli of the tea repre-

sented by those samples could not be ascribed to the theine

they contain.

It appears to be much more probable that the ^^ strength"*

of tea is chiefly determined by the amount or condition of the

astringent constituent, the precise nature of which is at present

only partially known. Moreover, when the mode of prepar-

ing tea is considered, it is also probable that this quality of

strength '^ may be largely influenced in degree by the mani-

pulation of .the leaves in the process of manufacture which
comprises stages of fermentation and heating in the moist

state in contact with atmospheric oxygen, both of which are

conditions likely to induce alteration of material analogous to

ordinary tannin. But before any definite opinion on this point

can be offered in place of the general probability above sug-
gested, it will be necessary to acquire a better knowledge of

the chemical nature of that constituent of tea leaves which in

some respects resembles ordinary tannin.

The commercial value of tea is at present cFstiraated by a

combined consideration of several factors, among which appear-

(I
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ance counts to a considerable degree. In this respect the

size of the leaves^ indicating their age and likewise the

presence of what is termed "'
tip, " consisting of the unexpand-

ed leaf bads, serve as indications by which tea is classed

partly as Souchong or Pekoe and partly also as varieties of

those kinds of tea. In addition there is also the process of

tasting practised by tea brokers. This consists in preparing

infusions of the diiferent samples much in the same manner
that tea is commonly used, and then forming a judgment as to

the value of the samples according to the aroma, flavour, and

other characteristics of the corresponding infusions. This

18 an art that is practised with a surprising degree of precision,

so that the results arrived at by different operators agree in a

very remarkable manner. In carrying out the broker's test,

tea is infused for five minutes in boiling water in the propor-

tion of about 48 grains to Z\ fluid ounces. of water. The

infusion is then poured off from the leaves into a cup, and the

value of the tea estimated by its taste. In this operation the

soluble constituents of the leaves are only" partially extracted,

•and while more perfect exhaustion of the leaves wiU give

about 35 per cent, of extract, the amount taken out in the

ordinary broker's method of testing does not amount to more

than 20 per cent on the average. Hence it is evident that

attempts to value tea on the basis of the total amount of

extract obtainable by treatment with boiling water most be

entirely fallacious and useless for any practical purpose. In

respect to the amounts of extract thus obtainable from tea of

different qualities, there is not in reality any such difference

as would afford indications of the actual differences in value.

Peligot and others have made determinations of this kind,

showing that different kinds of black tea yield from 24 to 4?

per cent, of extract, or on the average, 34 to 40 per cent., bat

these data have little practical value. It is indeed not by the

perfect extraction of tea that its value can be estimated. This

most be sought for within the limits of extraction which obtain

in the ordinary methods of using tea, as ia the case in the

broker'^ method of testing, which fairly represents ordinary
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practice in tlie use of tea^ though the infusion is then made

stronger than it is generally drunk*

To obtain some idea of the extent to which the constituents

of tea are extracted under these ordinary conditions we have

made analyses of the infusion thus prepared, and have ascer-

tained as a general result that the 20 per cent, of extract taken

out by the infusion will contain about one-half of the theine

present in the tea used. An ordinary breakfast cup of equally-

strong tea infusion measuring about eight ouiices would

therefore contain two grains of theine or thereabouts. The

rest of the theine is left in the spent leaves, and it requires

repeated treatment with boiling water to extract the whole

quantity. This is no doubt one of the reasons why the

amount of theine in tea has been under-estimated in so many

instances, since experimenters have operated upon a water

extract for its determination. In one instance we found that

the residual leaves of tea which had been used in the cus-

ternary manner contained as much as 1'7 per cent, of theine,

and in another case leaves exhausted as far as practicable by

percolating with boiling water still contained as much as 0'13

per cent, calculated on the original tea."*^

Commerce.—The great tea-producing country is China,

vrhere it is said four millions of acres of ground are devoted to

its cultivation, and the produce annually is estimated at nearly

three thousand millions of pounds. Tea is also largely produced

in Japan, Java, Assam and Ceylon. (Bentl. and Trim.) Indian

tea, which includes that of Assam, has now become an important

article of commerce, but is objected to by many of the natives

of India on account of its being more astrigent than China tea ;

it is chiefly exported to Europe through Calcutta. The exports

during the last three years have been :^-In 1885-6, 68'8

millions of pounds; in 1886-7, 787 millions ; in 1887-8, 87-5

millions, valued at 517 lakhs of rupees.

The following figures show the percentage proportion of tea

imported into Great Britain in 1886 and in 1887 from different
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countries^ and bear witness to the increasing favour witliwliicli

Indian tea is recfarded in England :o

1876, per cent. • * t

1877, »> *} V * #

China.
British

India.
Ceylon Java.

Other

Countries

84-03

5317

14-99

3115

005

5-89

0-78

0-32

015

2 '47

Chemist and Druggist, April 1889.

Gordonia obtusa, WalL,
Western

WigJi i. 99, I's a tall

and is called Nagetta hy the hill people. The leaves bave

bceu used in the Nilgiris as a substitute for tea ; they resemble

the^ tea leaf in size and shape, but may be distinguished by

their obtuse points. The leaves contain a crystalliMble and

sublimable alkaloid like caffeine to the extent of 0-04 per cent.,

also tannic acid, and an odorous body very much like that con-

tained in ordinary tea. The ash is lower : 3-96 to 3-67 per cent.

SCHIMA WALLICHII, Chois.

iff. Notul. ir., 562, t. 600.

Eastern Himalaya, Nipal to Bhotan, Assam, Burma.

Fig.-

Hab
Vemacitlar Makriya-chilauni (H' The Hindi

names for this tree signify ^' that which causes itch," ." that which

causes monkey's itch. The part of the tree which has this

effect is the bark, in which the liber-cells appear like glistening
white needles which irritate the akin like cowhage, which drug
It resembles in being a mechanical irritant. The bark is thick,

externally smooth, of a greyish-brown colour and very irregular

surface, caused by deep .fissures and exfoliation of portions of

the suber; mternally it is of a reddish-brown colour and short

fracture, and is remarkable for a number of white glistening
hber.Gells about -^^ of an inch loug, which when magnified are

seen to be translucent and sharp-pointed at both ends. The
bulk of the parenchyma consists of cells containing much starch
and a red colouring matter.
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DIPTEEOCAEPE^.

DIPTEROCARPUS TURBINATUS, Gnrin.f.

Fig.—Boxh. Cor. Tl. iii., 10, t. 213.

Hab.—Eastern Bengal^ Eastern Peninsula.

DIPTEROCARPUS INCANUS, Roxh.

Hab.—Chittagong; Pegu. -"^

DIPTEROCARPUS ALATUS, Roxh.

Flg.—Gartn.f. Fruet., iil. 50, i. 187.
-4 »

Hab.-—Chittagong, Burma, Tenasscrltrij Andamans. Oil

Tree. The oleo-resin, Garjan Balsam^ Wood oil {Eng,).

Vernacidar.—Garjan-ka-tel {Hind.j Bomb., §^c.)f Yennai

{Tarn.).

History, Uses, &C*—ScTOnteen species of Dipterocar-

pus are noticed in Hooker^s Flora of British India as growing

in India and the Eastern Islands, but the th.ree placed at the

head of this article produce most of the Garjau Balsam of com-
F

merce. The Balsam does not appear to have been made mucb
use of as a medicine by Hindus or Mahometans, for we have

not found it noticed at any lengtb in tbeir standard works on

Materia Medica. Under tbe name of Dubn-el-Garjan, a short

notice of it will be found in the Makhzan. Ainslie mentions

its use by the natives of Southern India in gonorrhoea. It

waft first bi'ought prominently to the notice of Europeans by

O'Shaughnessy in the Bengal Dispensatory as a substitute for

Copaiba, but has never displaced that drug even in India,

although favourable reports of its properties have from time

to time appeared in the Medical journals. The natives of the

East use it largely as a varnish, and for paying the seams of

boats, as it is thought to preserve timber from the ravages of

inaects. Quite recently it has been brought prominently to
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notice bj Dr. Doucrall, of tlie A-ndamans, as a remedy for

leprosy. According to that gentleman, Garjan Balsam when

administered internally sad at tlie same time applied to the

skin arrests tlie disease and promotes cicatrization of the

ulcerating surfaces. In order to test the correctness of this

statement, large quantities of the Balsam have been distributed

by the Indian Government, but as far as we have heard the

new treatment has not been a success. Dr. Doui^all's direc-

tions for carrying out the treatment of leprosy by Garjau

Balsam include frequent ablutions with dry earth and water,

and strict attention to the hygienic condition of the patieafc

;

it seems probable that he has attributed effects to the Balsam

which are in reality due to cleanliness and an improved

hygienic condition. The method of extracting the Dipterc

carpus Balsam was first described by Roxburgh ; more recent

accounts have been published, but they do not diflFer in any

points of importance from his
; shortly, one or more good-sized

cavities are cut with an axe in the trunk of the tree about the

end of the dry season, a fire is then lighted in them until the

wood is scorched ; arrangements are next made to catch the

Balsam, which exudes very freely. The oil is extracted yearly

from the same trees, and according to Roxburgh, a goodi tree

will produce 30 to 40 gallons during the season ; the surface

of the cavity has to be occasionally cut away and re-burnt.

Garjan Balsam has a stimulant action upon mucous membranes,

especially that of the urinary tract, during its excretion by the

kidneys. Like copaiba it forms a conjugate glycuronic acid

in the system which appears in the urine, and with nitric acid

gives a precipitate of gurjanic acid easily mistaken for

albumen, but distiuguished by its disappearing on the applica-

tion of heat. The conjugate acid renders the urine antiseptic

and prevents the development of bacteria.
1

Description.—The freshly-drawn Balsam is an opaque,

grey fluid, which when placed in the sun gradually separates

into two portions, the upper of which is a thick, viscid fluid oi

a dark reddish brown colour, and trananarmit. when placed
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between tlic eye of the observer and the light, but when viewed
by reflected light it is opaque, greenish, and fluorescent.* The
lower stratum consists of a thick, dirty white magma, and is

geiierally rejected, although it is said to have the same medi-

cinal properties as the clear Balsam. The latter has a feeble

copaiba odour, and a bitter aroinatic taste; its specific gravity

at 16-9^ C. is '964
; it is soluble in pure benzol, cumol, chloro-

form, bisulphide of carbon, and essential oils, and partially so

in methylie, ethyl ic, or amylic alcohol, in ether, acetic ether,

glacial acetic acid, carbolic acid, or caustic potash dissolved in

absolute alcohol ; at about 130^ C.> it becomes gelatinous, and
on cooling does not recover its fluidity.

CA^mzVaZ com2?os^7/ou.^The following account by Fliickiger

and Hanbury is taken from the Pharmacographia .
:
—'«0f the

Balsam 6 "99 grammes dissolved in ben2^ol and kept in a water
bath until the residue ceased to lose weight, yielded 3-80

grammes of a dry, transparent, semi-fluid resin, correspondino"

to 54"44 per cent., and 45*56 of volatile matters expelled by
evaporation.

_ *

" By SLibmitting larger quantities of the Balsam to the

usual process of distillation with water iu a large copper still,

37 per cent, of volatile oil were easily obtained. The water
passing over at the same time did not redden litmus paper

;

a dark viscid, liquid resin remained in the still.

"The essential oil is of a pale straw colour, and less odorous
than most other volatile oils ; treated with chloride of calcium
and again distilled it begins to boil at 210° C, and passes over
at 260° C, acquiring- a somewhat empyreumatic smell and light

yellowish tint. The purified oil has a sp. gr. of 09 15 to 0-9 14,
it is but sparingly soluble iu absolute alcohol or glacial acetic

acid, but mixes readily with amylic alcohol. According to

Werner, this oil has the composition C * » B.^^, Hke that of copaiba.
He says it deviates the ray of polarised light to the left, bat
that prepared by one of us deviated strongly to 'the right, the

residual resin dissolved in benzol being wholly inactive The
oil does not form a crystalline compound with dry hydrnchlorfc .

25
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acid which colours it of a beautiful blue. DeVrij states that

the essential oil after this treatmeut deviates the ray to the

right.

" The resin contains, like that of copaiba, a small proportion

of a crystallizable acid, which may be removed by warming it

with ammonia in weak alcohol. ' That part of the resin which is

insoluble even in absolute alcohol, we found to be uncrystal-

lizable. The gurjunic acid may conseqtiently be prepared by

extracting the resin with alcohol (-838) and mixing the solution

with ammonia. From the ammoniacal solution gurjunic acid is

precipitated on addition of a mineral aci<i, and if it is again

dissolved in ether and alcohol it may be procured in the form

of small crystalline crusts. Gurjunic acid, C** H^^ O^, accord-

ing to Werner, melts at 220° C , and concretes again at IS^

"

C; it begins to boil at 260° C, yet at the same time decom-

position takes place. By assigning to this acid the formula

C" H6* 0^ + 3 H'-^O, which agrees well with Werner's

analytical resiilts, we may regard it as a hydrate of abietiuic

acid, the chemical behaviour of which is perfectly analogous.

Gurjunic acid is soluble in alcohol 0-838, but not in weak

alcohol
; it is dissolved also by ether, benzol, or bisulphide of

carbon.

" In copaiba from Maracaibo, Strauss discovered metacopaivic

acid, which is probably identical with gurjunic ; the former

however fuses at 206° C. The amorphous resin forming the

chief bulk of the residue of distillation of the balsam has not

yet been submitted to exact analysis. We find that after com-

plete dessication it is not soluble in absolute alcohol." Fliickiger

has since discovered (1878) in Garjan Balsam a crystallizahlo

indifferent resin, formula C^^ jj^e qs . ^^ ^q\{^ at 258-8° F. and

dissolves in sulphuric acid with an orange colour.

Commerce.— Garjan Balsam is not an article of commerce in

most parts of India, but small quantities may be sometimes

obtained in the native drug shops. In Calcutta its price is

from 3 to 5 rupees per maund of 80 lbs. Large quantities are

exported from Moulraein to Europe. The Government supplies

have boon obtained from the Andaman Islands.
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SHOREA ROBUSTA, Gdrtn.f.

'Fig.—Beddome Fl. Sylv., t 40, The Saul tree {Eng.).

Hab,-—Tropical Himalaj^a, Central India, Western Bengal.

The resm.

Vernacular.—The resin^ Ral^ Dhuna {Hind., Beng., Mar.),

Kuiigiliyam {Tarn), Guggilamu {Tel.), Guggala {Can.).

History, Uses, &c:—The Sal tree, called in Sanskrit

Sala and Asvakarna, is. o£ interest from a mythological point

of view, as the mother of Buddha is represented as holding a

branch of the tree in her hand when Buddha was born^ and it

was under the shade of a Sala tree that Buddha passed the

last night of his life on earth. The small branches of the Sala

are used by Indian villagers to detect witches; they write the

name of every woman over 12 years of age in the village upon
a branch

; the branches are then placed in water and left for

4| hours; if any woman's branch withers, she is the witch.

This tree is very widely distributed throughout India^ arid

is undoubtedly the source of the Rosin or Ral of Hindu and

Mahometan wHters on Materia Medica. Ril, in Sanskrit Rala

and Sala-veshta, is reo-arded bv the Hindus asattenuant, deter-

gent, and astringent, andissometiinesprescribedinternally mixed

with sugar, honey or treacle; as resin does with U3, it enters

into the composition of stimnlating plasters and ointments ; it

is also used for fumigating rooms occupied by the sick. The
seeds of the Saul tree are eaten in times of scarcity with Mahwa
flowers by the wild tribes of India. Mahometan writers give

a similar account of its properties and uses. The author of the

Makhzan-el-Adwiya [vide article Kaikahr) notices the fact that

more than one kind of Ral is met with, but names the Sakoh
or Sal as the source from which the genuine article is obtained.

In another part of his work {vide article Sakob) he describes

the tree, and says that when old the bark becomes separated

from the trunk by the deposit of Ral beneath it. Ainslie men-

tions three kinds of resin or dammar as common in the bazars

of Soathern India, but is in doubt as to the sources from
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whence the different kinds are obtained. He observes that a

great portion of the dammar used in ] ndia is imported from Java,

Borneo, Joanna, and several of the Soloo Islands. The author

of the Bengal Dispensatory, after conducting a series of experi-

ments with genuine Sal resin, pronounced it to be an efficient

substitute for pine resin. In Bombay, at the present time,

American rosin is to a great extent displacing Indian Ral. Dr-

Sakharam Arjun states [Bomh. Drugs) that he has seen Shorea

mixed with sugar, given with good effect in dysentery.
The oil of the seeds is extracted in Malabar. In the Wynaad
Shorea Talura, Roxb. {S. lacclfera, Ileyne,) yields a fragraut

resm, known as Samhrani, which is burnt as an incense.

Description — Etd varies in colour from dark brown to

pale amber; it is devoid of taste and smell ;. sp. gr. 1-097 to

1-123, easily fusible, partially soluble in alcohol (83-1 per 1000),

almost entirely in ether, perfectly in oil of turpentine and the

fixed oils; sulphuric acid dissolves and gives it a red colour.

By dissolving the resin in oil of turpentine and boiling it with

a solution of potash until all the turpentine was expelled,

O'Shaughnessy obtained a compound of resin and potash

entirely soluble in water. The seeds have been exauiiued by

Church with the following result :—Water 1 0-8, albumenoids
8-0, starch 62-7, oil 14-8, fibre 1-4, ash 2-3 in 100 parts.
Commerce.~mi is imported into India from Singapore iu

casks and bales. Value, Ks. 6 per cwt.

VATERIA INDICA, Linn.

'Fig. —Bedd^e Fl, Sylv., t. 84 ; Wiyld III. i. SSJ.SC^-
Pmey tallow tree {Eng.).

Hab.—Western Peninsula. The resin and fat.

Fe.-Ha.uZar.-The tree, Dupada
; the resin, Vellai-kuugiiiyam

{lam.) -
J o ^

History, Uses, &C.-The resin known as Vellai-kung-
hyum hu. lun.- bceu used by the natives of Southern Indn*
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as an incense, and for making varnishes. It is obtained by-

cutting nqtctes in the tree, when it exudes and gradually
hardens. Specimens differ much in colour, fragrance and
density

; some being of a light greenish colour, dense, homo-
geneous and vitreous on fracture, whilst others are amber-
coloured, and vesicular. These differences .apparently arise
from the mode of collection; and the age of the trees pro-
ducing them. It burns with a clear, steady light, giving off a
pleasant smell, but very little smoke. With the aid of heat,
and the addition of a small portion of camphor, it is soluble
m spnnt. Under the influence of gentle heat it combines with
wax and oil, and forms an excellent resinous ointment. {Dr. G.
liidie in Pharmacojocfia of India,) Vateria seeds yield a
vegetable butter, known as the Piney tallow of Canara, or
Malabar; this fat has a considerable reputation as a local
application in chronic rheumatism, and might be used as a
oasis for ointments where increased consistency is required.
It closely resembles the solid fats of Garcinia and Bassia, and
hke them consists chiefly of solid fatty acids. It would, no
doubt, be valuable in the preparation of nitrate of mercury
ointment. [See article on Garcinia indica.)

m

Chemical composition.—The seeds have been examined by
^I- M. Hohuel and Wolfbauer, who found that when air dried
they afforded 49-2 per cent, of a greenish-yellow solid fat,

which bleaches rapidly on exposure to light and has a peculiar
agreeable balsamic odour. This fat rapidly saponifies, and
consists of a mixture of fatty acids melting at 56°-6 and
sohdifying at o4°-8 C. The mixture contains oleic acid, and
60 per cent, of a solid fatty acid melting at 63°-8. (Chem.
Centr.

; Journ, de Pharm. et ds Chim. ; Journ. Chem. Sac, 1886.)

V

Kor

DRYOBALANOPS AROMATICA, Gnnn.

Fig.—i/oofc. Journ. Boi., 1852, /. 7; Hayne xii., L 17.

orneo Camphor [Eng.).

"^t).— Sumatriij Borneo.
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Vernacalar.— 'Qh.xm^Qm Kapur or Kafiir fHind.i Bomh.).
r

History, Uses, &C.—Sanskrit writers mention two

kinds of camphor, PaJcva und Apahva (cooked and uncooked)

;

it is generally considered that Borneo camphor is meant by

the latter term. In the Rajanirghantu oil of camphor is men-

tioned; this may refer to the Borneo camphor oil, or to some

preparation made by dissolving camphor in oil- Mahometan
writers describe the Borneo camphor as the best kind, and

notice the way in which it is obtained by splitting the trunk of

the tree, The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya gives a full

account of it, and mentions the fact of several pieces of tho

timber having been brought to the Hughli, which when cut up

into planks yielded a quantity of camphor. He also describes

the way in which the oil is obtained by incising the tree.

Borneo camphor is supposed by native physicians to have the

properties of camphor in a much higher degree than ordinary

camphor; on this account it fetches an extraordinarily high

price. From the researches of Fliickiger and Hanbury it

appears that this camphor was the only kind known in Europe

in the Middle Ages and was the Ka<povpd of the later Greek

writers, who obtained their knowledge of it from the Arabians.

Camphor is considered by the Hindus to be hot and dry, and

by the Maliometaus to be cold and dry, and to stimalatc the

brain and heart j it is prescribed in a great variety of disorders.

The Hindus consider Borneo camphor to be aphrodisiacal,

but the Mahometans hold a contrary opinion ; both regard it

as a valuable cooling application to the eyelids in inflammatory
conditions of the eye. Ainslie mentions the Dryobalanops

having been recently described by Mr. H. T.

Colebroke, who was the first to determine its Botanical source,

but wrongly supposes it to be the chief source of the camphor
used in India. Mr. John Macdonald (1 793) described the collec-

tion of the <:amphor in Sumatra in the followino- terms :—" The
Sumatnans previous to their setting out in search of camphor
discbarge a variety of religious duties and ceremonies. They
select old trees and pierce them, if they yield oil plentifully it

as
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is presumed they contain concreted camphor, which is found

in small wliitish flakes, situated perpendicularly in irregular

veins, in and near tlie centres of the trees. The tree is cut

down, divided into junks and carefully div^ested of its camphor.

The camphor is repeatedly washed and soaked in soapy Writer

to clean it. When clean it will sink in water, and have a white

glossy smooth appearance, tending to transparency After

washing it is passed through .three sieves of different mesh, so

as to be divided into head, belly, and foot camphor : certain

proportioDS of each compose the chests made up for the

China market, where they are sold for £350 sterling nearly.

An inferior kind is made by boiling down the liquid oil.

Sumatra affords annually from 15 to 20piculs of 133^ lbs. each,

and more oil than there is at present a demand for.*' [As.

Researches, iv., 19.) Fluckiger and Haubury in the Pharmaco-

graphia say :
— »' The produce of a single tree does not, it is

supposed, often exceed 11 lbs. A good proportion of the

small quantity produced is consumed in the funeral rites of

the Batta princes. The camphor which is exported is eagerly

bought for the China market, but some is also sent to Japan,

Laos, Cochin China, Cambodia and Siam." In India it is

chiefly used by the Jains to prepare an Abir or sacrificial

powder called Vasalcshepa ; this powder consists of sandal-

Wood, saffron, Borneo camphor and musk

Dr. Stockman has proved that Borneo camphor has exactly

the same physiological action as laurel camphor. He points

out that laurel camphor, borneol and menthol form a group of

substances very closely allied to each other in physiological

action, borneol resembling very nearly monobromide of

camphor in this respect. All are closely related to the alcohol

group in their physiological effects, menthol approaching the

latter most nearly; but as the. number of hydrogen atoms

diminishes there is an increased tendency to convulsions of

cerebral origin. Borneol and menthol however differ from

pure ethylic alcohol in powerfully dilating the peripheral

vessels. Borneol is also a less irritating substance locally
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than laurel camplior^ and can be given in much larger doses

than the latter without causing untoward cerebral symptons.

Description and chemical composition.—Boraeo
camphor, also termed by chemists Borneol or Caraphyl alcohol,

is somewhat harder than common camphor, also a little heavier,

so that it sinks in water. It is less volatile, and does not

crystallize on the interior of the bottle in which it is kept; and

it requires for fusion a higher temperature (198^ C). It has a

somewhat different odour, resembling that of common camphor,

with the addition of patchouli or ambergris. The composition

of Borneol is represented by the formula C*° H^^ 0. It may

be converted by the action of nitric acid into common camphor,

conversely, as Berthelot has shown, Borneol may be prepared

from common camphor by heating the latter with alcoholic

potash. The artificial Borneol has the same composition as the

natural article, but differs in optical power, and has therefore

been termed (Jamphol.
(
Pharmacographia.) An alcoholic solu-

tion of Borneol examined by Dr. Lyon of Bombay proved to

be 12^° dextrogyre. Besides camphor, the Dryobalanops

furnish a hquid termed camphor oil, which must not be con-

founded with the camphor oil that drains out of crude laurel

camphor. This Bornean or Sumatran Camphor oil is called

Borneene, and is isomeric with oil of turpentine, C'*^ H'^ y^t

in the crude state, holding in solution Borneol and resin.

By fractional distillation it may be separated into two por-

tions, the one more volatile than the other, but not differing

in composition. {Phai-rnacagraphia,)

According to Dr. Beckman laurel camphor may be converted

into Borneo camphor in the following manner :—The camplio'"

is dissolved in ether or some other solvent indifferent to the

action of sodium, and repeatedly treated with sodium a"''

.then with water. Tlie reaction is shown by the equation

2C"^H'S0 + Na =C'0H'5 Na + C>« H" Na 0.

These sodium compounds are decomposed by water with the

formation of molecular quantities of camphor acd borneol:
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+ C'^H^^ + 2 NaO PL

The solution of camplior and borneol so obtained is treated

afresh with sodium and water until all the camphor is converted

into borneol.

Commerce.—The quantity annually shipped from Borneo was

Motley export

from Sumatra was estimated by Dd Vriese at 10—15 quintals

per annum. The quantity imported into Oantori in 1872 was
returned as 3,159 lbs., value 42,326 taels, equivalent to about

806'. per lb. In the Annual Statement of the Trade of Bombay
for the year 1872-73^ 2 cwts. of Malayan camphor is stated to

have been imported ; it was valued at Rs. 9,141. Thepince in

Borneo in 1851 of camphor of fine quality was 30 dollars per

catty, or about 95^. per lb. {Pharniacographia.) At the

present time, good Borneo camphor is worth in India Rs. 100

per lb. ; an inferior quality is sold at from Rs. 70—80 per lb.

An alcoholic solution of the latter examined by Dr. Lyon was^

about 2^^ l^vogyre; on this account he thinks it must be a

mixture of Borneo and Ngai camphor, the product of Blumea

halsamifera (For a description of which, see Fharma-
cograplda.)

MALVACE^.

ALTH^A OFFICINALIS, Li%nn.

Fig.— Bentl. and Trim., t. 35. Marsh Mallow {Eng.),

Guimauve [Fr.).

Hab.
and root.

4

Temperate climates. The flowers, carpels, leaves

FernacttZar.—The flowers, Gul Khairu {Pers., Ind.); the

carpels, Tukra-i-Khitmi(Pers., Ind.) ; tlie root, Risliah-i-Khitmi

[I'ers., Ind.).

26
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History, Uses, &C.~A plant called Altbtea Is raen-

tioned by Dioscorides,* and was held in great esteem by the

Greeks and Latins t on account of its healing properties.

ThcophrastuS says of Altha3a, ^ai rjv ol ^fv akda'iav, '(Kelvoi 8f /ioXdx'J''

ayplav Ka\ov(n. Some consider the althaea of Theophrasfcus to

have been Lavatera arhorea (the tree mallow), but as it is

described as having yellow flowers [i.v., 19,) this cannot be

correct. Perhaps Abutilon Avicennce, Gdrtn., was the plant.

The Mahometans describe Khairii as a suppurative and emol-

lient ; they use the leaves as a poultice and for fomentations

;

mixed with oil the leaves and flowers arc applied to burns and

parts bitten by venomous reptiles. The root boiled with sugar

is prescribed in coughs and irritable conditions of the intes-

tines and bkdder. The decoction is also used as an emollient

enoma, and in making ointments ; in short, with the Mahome-

tans it is as important an article of the Materia Medica as with

the French and other Continental nations in Europe. Althiea

is demulcent and emDllicnt; its action is mechanical, inasmuch

as it forms a soft smooth covering to the inflamed or irritated

parts with which It comes In contact and thus protects them from

friction, and allows the process of repair to go on undisturbea.

.
Description.—The different parts of the plant used in

India are imported from Persia. The flowers have by somo

been attributed to A. rosea, but the carpels which maybe

found mixed with them, have not the membranaceous margin

of that plant, and the exterior calyx has from 8 to divisions

instead of 6. The calyx is thick, and covered with simple

hairs, very closely set, and arranged In star-like tufts ;
the

flower has five petals, which in the dry article are bluish green

at the base, the blades being purple ; both calyx and flowers

are mucilaginous. The root appears to be the same as the

European article, but it is not decorticated, nor is it so plump
and free from fibre. The carpels are large and pubescent, and

arf» known as Tukm-i-khitmf.

• Dios. iii., l.")l

t riiny 20. 84.
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Microscopic siriichire.—The cortex of the root is chiefly

liber; the parenchyme consists partly of starch and partly of

mucilage cells ; stellate raphides may be seen. The central

portion, is composed of wood cells; scalariform and pitted

vessels^ and parenchymatous tissue.

Chemical composition.—Accordino- to Fliickii^Gr and Han-
bury, the mucilage in the dry root amounts to about 25 per

cent, and the starch to as much more. The former appears

to agree with the formula C^^ H"*' 0^ ^, thus differing from the

iTiucilage of Guui Arabic by one molecule less of water. It

likewise differs in being precipitable by neutral acetate of lead

;

at the same time it does not show the behaviour of cellulose,

as it does not turn blue by iodine when moistened w^ith

sulphui'ic acid, and it is not soluble in ammoniac il solution of

oxide of copper. The root also contains pectin and sugar, and
a trace of fatty oil. Tannin is found in very small quantity

in the outer bark alone. Marshmallow root contains from 0-8

to 2-0 per cent, of asparagin, which is a widely diffused

constituent of plants y it crystallizes in large prisms or

octohedra of the rhombic system, and is tasteless and

apparently destitute of physiological action. The peeled root

dried at 100° 0. and incinerated affords 4-88 of ash, rich in

phosphates. {PharmacograpJila\]

Commerce—The flowers, carpels and root ai^e imported from
-r^ersia. "Value, flowers, 2 annas per lb,; seeds^ 4 annas; root,

4 annas.

In connection with this drug may be mentioned the Althea
of the Portuguese at Goa, a substitute for Althoea; it is the

I'oot of Grewia scahvophijlla^ Roxh. The drug consists of the

young rootsj the laro^est beinj?' about as thick as the little

nnger. They are straight, unbranched, and have a thin browu
cortex covering a thick white parenchyma, in which are seen

Well marked yellowish medullary rays, spreading from a tough,

woody, central column, the diameter of which is less thnn the

semi-diameter of the white portion; examined under the

Microscope most of the cells of the parenchyme are seen to bo
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filled with starcTi granules; but some large ones contain muci-

lage only. The central woody column abounds in large pitted

vessels. Soaked in water the root gives out abundance of

mucilage having a faintly bitter taste. When properly scrapeil

and dried it is very white and apparently an efficient snb-

'^stitutefor the imported article.

The roots of Hibiscus Rosa sinensis, Shoe-flower (Bug.),

Ketmie de Cochin-Chine [Fr.], the Jasund or Jasus of Bom-

bay, the Java of Hindustan, Shappathupu of Madras, Foul-

sapattes of the French Creoles, and Java or Japa of Sanskrit

writers, are also dried and sold in the shops as a substitute

for Alth^a. In the Concan the fresh root-juice of the

white flowered variety is given in doses of two tolas with

milk, sugar and cummin for gonorrhoea, and the root pow-

dered is given with an equal quantity of Lotus-root and the

bark of Eriodendron anfradAiosum in the same manner for

menorrhagia, the dose of the three being 6 massas. This

shrub is the Flos festalis of Rumphius. (vi., II.), who relates

the confession of a native of Bauda in 1 655 that he had caused

the abortion of his concubine by giving her the flowers

rubbed down with Papaya seeds. He says they are popularly

considered to be emmenagogue in Amboyna. In India the

Papaya is considered an abortifacient, but not the flowers of

B. Rosa sinensis ; the notion is evidently a
connected with their red colour.

I. MALVA SYLVESTRIS,

d

Linn.

"Fig.—Eng. Bot. 671. Common Mallow {Eng.), Hanve
sauvago {Fr.).

H Temperate climates. The fruit.

Vernacxdar.—Khuhaz'i {Arab., Ind.).

History, Uses, &c
IS

it, or M. rotundijoK"'

t^^'txn of Dioscorides,

o??/ori«sa8Melorhi« Tk
*^'^''1'7

^T'""^ descnbes and figures LorchofiU
o/uori«s as Melorhifl Theophiastiis, II. p.]., 4 describes Malnche ai a shrub ;

his plant may have been Lavatera arborea
""'^""^^ iMalacI.e aia
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wliicli was used by both Greeks and Eomans as a medicine on
account of its mucilaginous and cooling properties. It is tlie

Nan-i-kulagh^ '^ crow's-bread/' and Khitmi-i-kuchak, "small

Khitmi '^ of the Persians. Maulana Nafis describes three kinds

of malokhia, viz.:

Isty A cultivated kind called Malokhia.

2ndj A large wild kind called Khitmi,

^rd, A small wild kind called Khubazi.

The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya pronounces the
last mentioned to be the article known as Khubazi, and
describes it thus :— ''Leaves roundish^ tasteless,, a little hairy

on the under surface ; flower small, reddish pnrple; fruit round
and flatj depressed in the centre, colour white or brown. The
plant is much smaller than Khitmi/^ All parts of this plant

Jii*e commended in Mahometan works on account of their

niucilaginous and cooling properties, but the fruit is considered

to be most efficient. Pliny> quoting Xenocrates, says that

the seeds are aphrodisiacal, and such would appear to be the

opinion of the Mahometans of India, Tn modern medicine
tne common mallow is considered to have properties similar

to Althaea.

nescription,—The fruit consists of from 10—12 glabrous

^rmkled carpels, each containing one reniform seed; some of it

IS mature, but. at least half is in various stages of immaturity,
a portion of the thin papery calyx is attached to the fruit, and
m a good fresh sample a few deep blue flowers may be found
as well as the peduncles and portions of the leaf. Some seed

planted in Bombay in June grew freely, and produced strong

flowering plants in the rainy season.

Chemical com2?osit^on,—^Yskter dissolves the mucilage and a

little bitter extractive.

Commerce.—The fruit is imported from Persia uuder the

came of Khubazi. It is worth Re. i per lb.
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SIDA CARPINIFOLIA, Linn.

Fig.— TT%/ii Ic, t. 95 ; Hort Mai x., 53.

SIDA RHOMBIFOLIA, Linn
V

Fig.— Cat-. Diss. I., t. 3,/. 12.

SIDA CORDIFOLIA, &n.
Fig.-Di7. i?z. i7i^y. 209.

SIDA SPINOSA, Linn.

'Pig.— Cav.Diss.L,t.lJ.9.

Hab.—The tropics generally. The roots.

Vernacular.—S. carpinifolia, rJwmlifolia and conUfoUa,

Earidra {Hind.), Bala, JangH-methf [Guz.),- Tupkaria, Tukati,

Chikana, Pata {Mar.), Malai-tangf, Mayir-manikliam {Tarn.),

Chitimutti, Mayir-manikkam (TeL), Svet-berela, Koreta, Bon-

methi {Be7ig.) S. spinosa, Gulsakari {Bind.).

History, Uses, &C The plants belonging to this

genus are known in Sanskrit by the general name Bala. Five

kinds o£ Bala are mentioned by Sanskrit medical writers under

the name of Fancha-bala, viz., Bala, Nagabala, Mahabala,

Atlbala and Raja.bala. The Hindus regard the roots of the

different species of Sida as cooling, astringent and tonic; they

prescribe them in nervous and urinary diseases, and iu fever.

The root bark is beaten up with milk and sdgar, and aromatics

and stimulants are sometimes added. {For original prcscrif-

Hon.
,
see BuW

s '^Hindu Materia Medica,- p. 121.) In ^e
Concan the leaves of S. cordvfolia (Chikana) with other coohug
leaves are applied in ophthalmia; the root-juice is used topro-
niote the healmg of wounds, and the juice of the whole plant

pounded with a little water is given in i seer doses for gonor-

iA ed with

consider
Bala to be aphrodisiac. AinsHo notices several species of Sida.
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. &nd tbe uses to wliicli they are applied by tlie Hindus. The

author of the Bengal Dispensatoi^y, after a trial of the roots of

ida carpinifoliaj was unable to satisfy himself as to its

febrifuge action, but it was found to promote perspiration, to

increase the appetite, and to act as a useful bitter tonic. In

. Goa the Portuguese value it as a diuretic, especially in rheumatic

affections ; they also use it as a demulcent- iu gonoi^rhoca. In

Puduhotathe plant of S, Jmmilis, Willd^^ is ground with onions

and administered for gonorrhoea. Its Tamil name is Pelambaci.

8- rhomhifolia is called in Australia '' Queensland Hemp/' and

in N.-S. Wales "Lucerne/' as cows are very fond of it.

It is also called ''Jelly-leaf^'' on account of its mucilaginous

nature. In the varioas species of Sida v;q have demulcent

and emollient properties combined with bitterness.

Description.—The roots of tlio diflferent species of Sida

are about | of an inch in diameter at the stock, woody, and

fibrous. The bark is of a light yellowish brown colour; unless

the leaves are attached they cannot be distinguished with any

certainty. Ifcdla and S,cordifi

are most used. The first has smooth lanceolate, serrated

leaves; the second cordate, tomentose leaves.

Chemical composition.—The root of S. carpinifoUa strikes a

^^hie colour with salts of iron, docs not precipitate gelatine,

yields to boilincr water^23.and to alcohol 19 per cent.; it

contains asparagin.
4

Commerce.—None of the roots are articles of commerce.

ABUTILON INDICUM, G, Don,

^'^g^—Wight Jc, t. 12. Country Mallow {Eiig.).

Hab.—Tropical India, Ceylon. The bark, leaves, and

seeds.

Vernacular.—Ksii^ghi {Hind.), Peturi, Madmi, var tomen^

^'^nm, Chakra-bhenda {Mar.), Tubocuty (Goa.), Tutti {Tarn-)

Kapdta, Dabali {Guz.). The seeds, Balbij {Hind., Bomh.)
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History, Uses, &C.—There are several varieties of tin's

plaut^ tlie most remarkable being a totnentose^ hoary variety,

which produces the Balbij of the shops, and another with

purple stems called Kali kanghi in Hindustani and Koran-tuttx

in Tamil, . The leaves^ bark and seeds would seem to have

been long in use among the Hindus on account of their

mucilaginous and diuretic properties. -Under the names of

Mash t-el-ghoul and Deishar, short notices of the plant may he

found in Arabic and Persian books. Ainslie's Sida Mauri'

tiana is evidently identical with it. The bark is valued as a

diuretic, and the seeds on account of their demulcent and

mucilaginous properties, A. indlcum is very common on

waste ground, and appears to flourish in poor soil, and

requires but little water. Ibn Sfna mentions a drug called

Abutilun ^^yyh^y.^ which was applied to wounds, but as he

likens it to a Pumpkin it must have been quite different from

the plants now known as Abutilon, unless his meaning is that

the fruit resembles a miniature pumpkin in shape; in whicn

ease Abutilon AviceniKE, Gclrtn., may have been the plant.

Description.—The bark occursia long, thin, tough,

fibrous strips, which are very strong ; externally it is striate^

and covered by a cinnamon-coloured epidermis, internally it is

white and striated; the striae are produced by small interspaces

between the fibrous bundles of wbich the bark is chiefly

composed. The tasto is feebly astringent and bitter* The seeds

of the tomentose variety are reniform, about 1-lOth of an men

long, and nearly as broad at the larger end, three in each carpel

;

testa very hardj dull brown, covered with simple hairs, risin

from a conical base, which is attached to the testa by radiating

processes like roots. The following is a description of the

plant obtained by sowing the Balbij of the shops:—Shrubby,

hoary, covered all over with a dense silky tomentum of simple

hairs ; leaves cordate, unequally and sharply serrated; calyx

5 cleft; pedicels axillary, jointed near the flowers, which are of

an orange colour, and open in the evening ; capsules truncated,

longer than the calyx; carpels about twenty, not awned, ha"'/

on the dorsum. ( A. muticum, G. Don,)

(T
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Chemical rom^wsltw^i.—The ieaves contain a large quantity

of mucilage precipitable with neutral plumbic acetate and
ferric chloride, a little tannin or organic acid not affected by
gelatine solution, and traces of asparagin. During the igni-

tion of the dried leaves ammonia is evolved in some quantity,

and when completely burnt, over 16 per- cent, of white mineral

residue is left. Kearly half the ash consists of alkaline sulphates

and chlorides, and the remainder of . magnesium phosphate^

calcium carbonate and sand.

Commerce.—Tlie seed is sold by all druggists. Value, Rs. 6

per Surat maund of 37i lbs.
.

HIBISCUS ABELMOSCHUS, LtW.

Fig,—Wight Ic, t 399. Musk Mallow {Eng.), Ketmia

Arabretto (Fr.).

Hab.—Most tropical countries. The seeds.

Vernacular.—The seeds, Mishk-danah, Mishk-bhendi-ke-bij

{UincL), Kastnri-benda-vittulu {Tel), Kattuk-kasturi (Tarn.),

Kasturi-dana {Beng.)^ Kasturi-bhenda-che-bij [Mar.).

History, Uses, &C.—These aromatic seeds are regarded

t>y the Hindus as cooling, tonic and carminatiTC.
'

Arabic and

Persian writers notice them under the name of Mishk-danah,

and describe them as Indian, and especially abundant in Bengal ;

they consider them to be cold and dry, and to have stomachic

and tonic properties. The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya

recommends a mucilage prepared from the root and leaves of

the plant in gonorrhoea. The seeds are noticed by Ainslie, who

states that in Arabia they are mixed with coffee. Ho suggests

their use as a perfume. Abelmoschus is a corruption of the

Arabic name, Hab-el-mishk. The seeds (grains d' ambrctte)

are largely imported into France from the West Indies

^y perfumers, who nse them as a substitute for musk.

27
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Description.—The seeds are brown, about 2 lines long,

kidney-shaped, slightly compressed, marked with uiinuto

parallel elevated lines ; tliey have a siDall distinct hilum ;
the

-odour is purely musky.

Chemical com;position.—M. Bonastre, who analysed the seeds,

found them to consist of paronchyme and moisture 52, gum 36,

/b- abimen 5-6, and fixed oil, solid crystalline matter, odorous

principle and resin 6-4 per ceut. The fixed oil was greenish

yellow, fluid at 32° Fahr., but solidified gradually by exposure

to the air. The solid crystalline matter was deposited from the

hot alcoholic solution of the seeds ; it was white, pearly, of a

pleasant taste, soluble in ether, from which it crystallized in rays,

fusible at 95° Fahr. The odorous mattter was a light green fluid

with a strong smell of musk ; it was not volatile.— (/oiirwaJ i^

Pharniacie, Yol. xx., p. 381.) Messrs. Schimmel of Leipzic

give the following description of musk seed oil .—Specific

gravity "900 at 25° 0., it solidifies at a temperature below

10° C, and contains a free fatty acid which partially separates

even at the ordinary temperature. This acid is not mynstic,

but probably palmitic acid. In the distillation the oil partially

decomposes ; the distillate is strongly acid and contains free

acetic and fatty acid. The oil after being freed from the fatty

acid remains liquid at 0° C. {Report, October, 1887.)

^
Commerce.~The seeds do not appear to be exported from

t„j: /'_j.„i, „i i. n ^fi.ir-a npr lu»

Mincing
W

1^ HIBISCUS CANCELLATUS, Boxh.y

var. esculentus, Linn.

Flg.—Bentl and Trim., f. 36. Esculent Okro, Gombo
i.'Eng.), Ketmia comestible (Fr.).

Hab.—Cultivated in all tropical countries. The fruit.

FemacuZar.—Ham-turai {Bi.l.), Bhenda {Mar.), Vendaik-

kny (Tarn.), Dheras {Beng.), Bhindu {Guz.), Bendokai {Can-),
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History, Uses, &C.— It is doubtful whether this plant

is a native of India. Sir J. Hooker seems inclined to think

that it is. By some it is thought to be the Tindisha of

Sanskrit writers, but the name Bhinda occurs in Sanskrit and

probably refers to this plant. The Arabs and Persians call it

Bamiya; according to Ibn Baitar, Abul-Abbas describes it3

cultivation and use in Egypt as a vegetable.- The Egyptians

make a kind of polenta of the cooked, dried, and powdered
fruit, called Naffe. The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya
states that it is called in Bengal Vilayati-palwalj and in

Hindtistani Bhendi, and that it is in India considered to be

aphrodisiac. The modern Bengali name is Dheras. Palwal

is the Tricliosanthes dioica, the fruit of which is of a somewhat
similar shape to that of II. esctilentns. In like manner a

similarity of shape with the fruit of Liiffa acidangiila (Turai) haa

given rise to the Hindustani name Eamturai. Mahometan
writers describe it as cold and moist and beneficial to people of

a hot temperament. Roxburgh considers it to be nourishing, as

well as mucilaginous, and recommends it as a valuable soothing
find demulcent remedyin irritation of the throat caused by cough-
ing. In the Bengal Dispensatory a lozenge is recommended.
Finally, in the Pharmacopoeia of India, the immature capsules

have been made official for the preparation of the decoction,

which is intended to be used as an emollient", demulcent and
diuretic in catarrhal affections, ardor urinae, dysuria, and
gonorrhoea. '

Uescnption.—The fresh immature capsules are froni

^ 12 inches in length, about an inch in diameter at the base,
tapering, furrowed, sotnewhat bristly, particularly at the ridges,
which correspond in number with that of the cells and -valves,

^'^^'3 from 5—8, with a single row of smooth round seeds in
each cell, abounding in a copious, bland, viscid mucilage, which
exists more or less in all parts of the plant,

Microscopic strudure.-^The hairs of the fruit are peculiar,
the base consisting of one large cell, to which a number of
STnall cells are attached ; in the.middle and outer zone of the
pericarp are lar^e cavities filled with mucilage.
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Chemical composition.—Popp has examined the fresh cap-

sules. He states that they abound in pectin,, starch and

mucilage. When dried they afforded from 2—2-4 per cent, of

nitrogen, and an ash rich in salts of lime, potash, and magnesia.

The .ripe seeds gave 2-4—2*5 per cent, of nitrogen ; their ash

24 per cent, of phosphoric acid. [Archiv. der Pharmacie,

CXCV., 1871, 142.)

Commerce.—No part of the plant is an article of commerce

in India, but the seeds are kept in the shops for sale to

gardeners, &c.

HIBISCUS StJBDARIFFA, Lmn.

dried

Fig.— (7av. Diss, vi., t. 198,/. 1. Red Sorrell; Eozelle

[Eng.), Oseille do Guinee, Ketmie acide (Fr.).

Hab.—Cultivated in the tropics.

Vernacular.—Patwa (H^incZ.), Lal-ambarf (iyar.), Civappukay-

curai (I'am.), Pundisoppu (Can.).

Description.—This plant is cultivated in several parts

of India. The fleshy red calyx is used as a fruit, and when

as an acid article of diet like tamarinds. A jelly not

unlike red currant is also made from it. In bilious con-

ditions a diet drink is made by boiling it witli water and

adding a little salt, pepper, asafoetida and molasses; the

French make an astringent syrup with it. The seeds are an

excellent food for cattle, and the stems yield tow; the leaves

are emollient. The cultivation is attended with very little

expense, the seed being sown at the commencement of the

rainy reason and the crop ripening at its close. In this plant

and in H. cannalinus we have the emollient and demulcent

properties of the Malvaceae, combined with a large amount of

acidity which stimulates and at the same time neutralizes the

bilious excretion.

Chemical composition.-^The dried calices yielded to analysis

Water 8-29, watery extract 65-06, cellulose 7- G 8, insoluble



ash 3-88, soluble ash 2-44, alkalinity of soluble ash as potash
•75, tartaric acid 9-90, remaining free acid as malic acid
15-54—total free acid per 100 parts dry substance 27-44,
[Lyon, 1882.)

HIBISCUS CANNABINUS, Liimiu
r

Fig.—Eoxh. Cor. n i., t. 190. Hemp-leaved Hibiscus
{Eng.), Ketmia a feuilles de Chanvre {Fr.).

"^b.—Western India. Cultivated in most tropical

countries.

Vernacular.—Amhari [Blar.], Pdfcsan, Rattiasau [Uind.],

[Beng.), Palungi, Puliccakirai {Tarn.), GonkuraMest

{Tel), Holada [Can.), Sujjddo {8ind.).

Description, Uses, &C.—The plant is extensively

cultivated for its fibre (Dukhanihemp), and the leaves aroused
as a potherb. One tola of the juice of the jBowers, with sugar
and black pepper, is a popular remedy for biliousness- The
seeds of this plant yield an edible oil, and would appear to
be the Hab-el-zalim of Persia. Haji Zein describes the plant

which produces them as like hemp, having white flowers like

a mallow with purple stamens, pod prickly,' seeds hko
cardamom seeds, with a black skin and white kernel. He
says they are aphrodisiac and fattening. There are two other
kinds of Hab-el-zalim, viz., Artichoke seeds, and the fruit
of Eabzella cetliiopica, the Hab-el-zalim of Serapion or
Monkey Pepper, formerly used as a substitute for pepper.

THESPESIA POPULNEA, Corr.

Fig.— m^/if Ic, ^ 8; Bedd. Fl. SyL, t. 63. Portia tree

i^ng.), Thespesia a feuilles de peuplier (Fr.).

Hab.—Tropical shores of Bengal^ Ceylon^ and both
Peninsulas. The bark and fruit. •

FmtacziZar. —Paras-pipal [Hind.), Bhondi {Mar.), Purasha-
maram {Tarn.), Kandarola-mara {Can.), Gaugarenu-chettu
(TeZ.), Porash {Benrj.)y Piirasa-piplo {Guz.).
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History, Uses, &C.—This tree is much valued oa

account of the toughuess of its timboi'^ which is used for

carriage building. It is the Hibiscus po;pu}7ieiis oi'^wva^^^vi^

(III. 3l)j who speaks highly of the vakie of the heart-wood as

a remedy in bilious attacks and colic^ and in a kind of pleuro-

dynia from which the Malays often suffer- The fruit abounds

f which the

natives use as an external application in psoriasis. The leaves

are applied to inflamed and swollen joints. The" tree is called

in Sanskrit Parisa and Gardhabhaada ; it is noticed bj

Ainslie, who sajs that a decoction of the bark is giveu

internally as an alterative to the extent of 3—4 ounces twice

daily. The author of the Bengal Dispeasatory also notices it,

but expresses no opinion as to its properties. Several trials

with this remedy were made by the Editor of the Pharmaco-

poeia of India in scabies and other cutaneous diseases; ia some

cases it exercised a favourable influence, but in the majority it

was productive of little or no benefit.

According to Brannt {Animal and Veget. Fats and Oils) the

seeds contain a dark red oil, known as " huile aruere" which

is stated to be used for mcdiciual purposes.

• Description.—The capsule is about 1^ inch in diameter,

oblong, depressed, scaly, ultimately glabrescent, coriaceous,

4-celled, each cell being divided by a partial dissepiment into

two parts
J seeds the size of a pea, pilose, cotyledons cou-

duplicate, radicle thick, the capsule abounds in viscid yellow

juice, which is contained in lacun® in the inner soft portion.

This juice when mixed with water forms a primrose-coloured

emulsion, which is not precipitated by oxalate of ammonia,
sulphuric acid, chloride of barium, or subacetate of lead.. Oa
the addition of Liq. potassae and alcohol, the emulsion becomes
transparent and retains its yellow colour ; on the addition of

sulphuric acid to the clear potash solution, the colouring
matter separates as a curdy precipitate of a greenish ycHow
colour which floats upon the surface. The heart-wood is of a

purphsh-rcd colour and hu. a pleasant odour; it is very hard,
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but splits readily. It yields hardly anything to water, but

forms a deep purplish-red tincture with alcohol^ which on

evaporation leaves an astringent, brittle extract like kino.

Chemical composition.— The heart-wood o? Thespesia ^popnl-

nea contains a garnet-red resin which can easily be separated

by digesting the wood in diluted alkali and using hydrochloric

acid to precipitate it from the filtered solution. The resin is

insoluble in water, but perfectly soluble in alcohol, chloroform

and the alkalies, and partly in ether and benzol. Its solution

in spirit forms a dark greenish-brown colour with ferric

chloride^ and it is precipitated by lead salts. Water extracts

scarcely anything from the wood. It leaves after complete

ignition about 3 per cent, of mineral constituents.

BOMBAX MALABARICUM, 2)0.

r

Fig.—Wiyht III, t 29; Bedd. FL Syl, L 82.. Eed silk-

cotton tree {Eng,), Bombax de Malabar {Fi\).

Hab.—Tropical India. The gum and root.

Vernacular.—^em\A, Rakta-semul {Kind.), Kokto-semul

(Bevg.), Satir, Sauri (Mar.), Mul-ilava-inaram {Tarn., Mai),

Mulluburaga-mara (Can.), 'Mundla-buraga-chettu {Tel.),

Shemalo (Guz.). The gum, Mocha-ras, Supari-ka-pliul (Ilind.,

JBomh.), Mocha-ras {Tarn., Tel, Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—B. malaharicum, in Sanskrit

Saltnali, and Mocha, is a large tree, covered with stout, hard

conical prickles, on which account it bears the Sanskrit synonym

of Kantakadruma. In the Mahabharata it is related that

Pitamaha after having created the world, reposed under the

tree Salmali, and in the code of Yajnavalkya it is mentioned

as one of the trees of the infernal regions (yamadruma), because

it makes a great show of flowers, but produces no fruit fit

to eat. At the end of the cold season this tree is a very

remarkable object, being entirely destitute of leaves, and

loaded with large, red, cup-shaped flowers, which are followed
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^y egg-sliaped, groen capsules^ contalnmg numerous brown

seeds having an average weight of 4-5th of a grain, and a

quantity of fine silky cotton. Hindu and Mahometan writers

state that the root of the young tree [mtUTa-semul), whenahout

as large as a carrot, has restorative, astringent and alterative

properties ; . powdered and mixed with sugar, ghi and the juice

of the fresh root, it is made into z,'pdhov confection which has

a reputation as an aphrodisiac, and as a restorative in phthisis

and other wasting diseases. In some parts of India the root

of the white-silk cotton tree {Eriodendron anfrackiosim) is

•preferred for this purpose. This tree is the Lanifera arhor of

Clusius, the pods of which were first brought to Holland

about the end of the 16th century; its cotton is the Capock

fibre of the Dutch, and the tree, like the Bombas, yjeWs a

dark-coloured opaque gum, insoluble in water, which is used

as an astringent in bowel complaints. Tbe natives regard

ifractiiosum and call it Sveta-

salmali or "white Salmali" in Sanskrit. In Hindi it is Safed-

selnul,in Marathi P^ndhra-saur, in Guzerati Dolo-shemalo, &c.,

all names which have a similar meaning. In Madras the young

fruits are dried and used as a demulcent and astringent. Th^

very
Hindus and Mahometans in diarrhoea, dysentery, and menor-

rhagia in doses of from 40—50 grains for an adult. Salmah

veshta or Mocha-ras (juice of mocha) only exudes from

portions of the bark which have been injured by decay or

insects ; incisions in th^ healthy bark produce nothing.

Description.—When first exuded it is a whitish fnngoas

mass, which gradually turns red, and finally dries into brittle

mahogany-coloured tears. The larger tears are hollow in t^^^

gradual dry of

the jelly-like mass which first exudes. Dry Mocha-ras when

soaked in water swells up, and resumes very much the appear-

ance of the fresh exudation. The taste is purely astringent

like tannin.

Mocha-ras Is not a normal juice, but the product ofa diseased

action, which consists in a proliferation of the parenchyuie
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cells of tlie bark ; upon making a section of the diseased part^

a number of small qavities are seen, whicli contain a semi-

transparent jelly-like substance, consisting of oblong celk

containing a little granular matter and a small group of starch

cells. At the margin of tho cavity tke columijs of healthy

cell3 are seen breaking up, and the cells separating to join the

jelly-like mass ; this gradually, increases in size and finds its

way to the surface to be extruded as Mocha-ras.

The young roots' are of a yellowish white colour when the

. bark -has been removed, and . are soft, mucilaginous and

feebly astringent; grated and mixed with water they yield

abundance of neai^y colourless mucilage.

Ghemimi composition,—Mocha-ras when macerated in water

affords a reddish-brd^yu solution, which yields a very copious

dirty green precipitate with ferric salts, the solution contains

a. little gum, which is precipitated by alcohol; the bulk of the

exudation remains undissolved. .

'

seeos

lion-drying oil ; it is of a light yellowish brown colour, and

commences to deposit "fats at 20° C, when it has a specific

gravity of 0-9] 73. The crystalline insoluble fatty acids of tho

oil amouat'to 92-8 per cent., and -melt at 41°.
4

The cake of the seeds of E. anfractiw&im and that of cotton

seeds has been examined by Heinders with the following com-

parative results :

Kapok cake. Cotton cake.

Water ".... ;•. 13-28
.

12-60

Nitrogenous (albuminous) compounds... 26*34 20'6

Fat 5-82 6-36

Non-nitrogenous exti-active matter ,
19*92 3o-42

Woody fibre " ......:.. 2812 20-36

Ash .'..:.
". 6-52 5-64

The ash from Kapok cake contains 28-5 per cent, of

phosphoric acid and 24'G per cent, of potash.

.28
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Commerce.—Moclia-ras ox' Supari-ka-pliul* is collectecl by

Blieels and other wild tribes. It is sold by all tlie druggists.

Value/ Rs. 4 per Surat maund o£ 37 J lbs. The gum of

Moringa is frequently mixed mth Mocha-ras; though similar

in colour^ it may readily 'be distinguished by its weight and

solidity.

ADANSONIA DIGITATA, Xinn.
r

+

Fig.—Car. Diss, v., 298, U 15. Monkey Bread tree (J^ng),

Calebassier (-Fr.) .

Hab.—Africa. Caltivated in India. The fruit, bark and

leaves.

Vernacular. (H'. Gorakh-

cMnc'a (Mar.), Papparappuli, Anaipuliya-maram {Tarn.),

Surapura ((?te.). .

'

History, Uses, &C.—This tree/ remarkable for tke

enormous size of its trunk, was first described by Aloysius

Cadamosto, a Venetian, in 1454, from one be saw growing at

tbo moufcb of the Senegal river, wbich measured 112 feet lO"

circumference. At Senegal it is called El-omarab and On\^>

^Ad tbe fruit El-kongles. Prosper Alpinus figures it, and

notices tiiat tbe powdered pulp was sold as Terra Lenmia to

those unacquainted with the genuine article. ; it was eaten

with

>/

[For an

At the

present time the pulp is a component of certain pashle?

famous in Turkey, and supposed to contain this earth.

Adaneon, whose name the genus bears, and who travelled m
S-i->:gal m 1794, saw two trees, from 5 to 6 feet in diameter/

'- - *
I _

Supdri is the fruit of Areca Catechu, but children masticate instead of

the Ulunt thorns of B, malaharicum, to whic^ they give tlie name of

sarari. In thb way fiie gum has come to be caUed Supdri-ka-phtd.
wbicb

has misled some into supposing Mocha-ras to be the produce of the Areca-

\t

^
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on the bark of wTiich were cut a number of European names

;

two of these were dated, the one in the 14th, the other in the

IStli century. In 1555, the same trees were seen by Thevet,

another- French traveller, who mentions them in his Travels.

Livingstone saw the tree in the neighbourhood of Lake Ngami,

where it is called Moivana. In India it has been introduced
p

9

by the Arabians, and is common on the Western Coast and

near^ many Mahometan towns;. they call it Bahobab^ Ha^hab

or Hab'habu. The Indian names Gorakh-amli and Gorakh-

chinch, signify Gorakh's tamarind ;. Gorakh was a celebrated

Hindu ascetic. Hathi-khatiyan is Elephant's flax, a name
given to' the tree on account of the great strength of the fibre

pri)pared from "its bark. Mr, A. Rea, of the Arch^ological

Survey of India, describes a curious old tree at Chezala, in the

Kistna district, standing in the conrt of a Buddhist chaitya,.

which has a hollow core, and is popularly supposed to grow
from out of a subterranean cave. It is known as Peruleni-

pedd&-manu, or " the nameless great tree/* Abound the base is

a platform 26 ft, by 22 ft. 6 in and 3 ft. high. The circum-

ference of the trunk at that height is 58 ft- 6 in.; the first

branches are 9 ft. 6 in. from the ground, and there the girth is

56 ft. The sprpad of the foliage is 78 ft. across, and tho

height of the tree is about 87 ft. In Africa as in India the shell

of the fruit is used fgr various economic purposes, such as floats

fo^ fishing nets, water bottles, &c. In Africa the pulp and
seeds are used as a food, and as a medicine in dysentery, and
the young leaves, which are very mucilaginous, are made into

poultices and used as a fomentation to painful swellings. The
eaves dried " and reduced to powder are called iaZo by the

Africans, and are used to check excessive perspiration. Tho

Puchassaiags of Gaadeloupe have recommended the bark

m fever: they say it is cooling, lessens -the frequency of

the pulse, and increases the appetite. It may be given in

decoction, 30 grammes in a litre of water, boiled down to two-

thirds. {Corre et Lejanne. J/a^. Med. Coloniale.) Dr. Rau^on
ia his thesis on '' La dyesenterie endemique des pays chauds et

notamment au'Senegal '' (Faculte de Lyon, 188G,) says— '^ Le

X

1
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^pain de singe est considere par les indigenes commc le ittedica-

ment anti-djssenterique par excellence. II est melangd'aux
aliments meraes. Aiosi, Tindigene se nourrifc surfcout de

bouilHe de farine de mil avec du lait caillo. On de'sig-.ue

ce melange sous le nom de Sangle. Lorsqu'il est atteint

par la dyssenterie, le negre melange le pain do singe a cetto

bouillie." • .
I

n

Dr. Garnier in Lis tliesis " Souvenirs medicaux du poste da

• Sedbion (Cazamance) ^'. Faculte de Moiitpellier, 1888, says of

tlie Baobab; "II est utilise dans I'alimentation par les noirs,

qui Pajoutent au coascoas; dans la tlicrapeatiqne, par Ics

mulatres, centre -la diarrliee ou la dysseuterie. II novis'a ete

loisible de I'experimenter plusieurs fois dans la premiere

affection, et si nous n'avons pas releve d'action cfficace bien

marqnee, nous aelui avons pas trouve non plus d'inconveuieuts.

II nous a paru agir comme substance rafraichissante, teinpei-

anto, se rapprochant du tartrate de potasse. Quelque pen do

palpo en raaceratiou dans I'eau donae une tisane fort agreable

et calme bien la soif, dans la fievre, par esemple. Ses feuillcs

sont mucilagincuses-et emollientes, on les emploie fralcbes ou^

sepbos. Sous cette derniere forme, c'est le Lah des negres.

Etant aa bout de notre provision de tourteaux de graiucs de

.
Im,- nous nous en sommcs maintes fois sBrvi avec saccos,

'

suivant le conseil d'un commcrcant de Sedbion, pour remplaccr

PemoUiont Earopden.'^ la India tbe pulp mixed witb butter- '

railk is used as an astringent in diarrboea and dysentery. ^^

tbe Concan tbe pulp with figs is given in £stbma, arid a sherbet

made of it, with the addition of cummin and sugar, is' admini^-

torcd in bilious dyspepsia. It is also given for this affection

with emblic myrobalans, fresh mint, rock salt and long

pepper. Modern research shows that tbe pulp is aperient and

demulcent, the leaves demulcent with slight astringency an<l

the bark demulcent and astringent, the astringency beiug Ju^

to tbe presence of tannin.

±ruui -an article in the '':Eullotin do la Soci^te Phuonr^'
t.quo de Paris (1822, p. 103,) it would appear that the puIp ^^,

the U_lab was used in Europe up to the commencement ofth^
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present century as a remedy for dysentery. The asli of the

pericarp is used in Africa for the manufacture of sonp.

Description.—The fruit variesnmch both in shape and

size.
J
some specimens correspond with the description given "by

Adanson, and others with that of Guibourt, that is to say, they

are either cucumber-shaped or bottle-shaped, and from 6 to 18

inches in length. The shell is hard, woody. and light, clothed

with a dull green felt-like down, composed of simple hairs; it

is "made up of regularly arranged wood cells, intersected here

and there by vascular bundles. The_^ fruit is full of sub-acid

pulp, which is divided by fibrous bands into a number of com-

partments. The pulp dries up into a starch-like powder of a

reddish-white colour, which adheres, together in polyhedral

masses, a seed forming the centre of each mass; it consists
J' CJ

chiefly of mucilage- cells and contains no starch. The seeds are

enclosed in a horny shell, having a rusty-red, rough exterior;

they are kidney-shaped and half an inch in length. The bark

has a scabrous epidermis, and on section shows a mottled

yollowish-green and reddish-brown surface; internally it is

iiitimately°united with the woody fibre of the trunk. The fresb

bark when wounded yields a white semi-fluid gum, which js.

odourless and tasteless, and has an acid reaction ; it is insoluble

. iu water. The ash contains a large quantity of lime. Mr. J. (t.

Pvcbble has brought to our notice .that this gum when examined

under the microscope is seen to be full of well-formed clus-

tered crystals of "calcium oxalate ; there are also some highly

refractive globules of oil* or oleo-rosin. With age the gum
-p

.eventually becomes reddish-brown.

Microscopic structure.—A transverse section of the leafshows

that the upper surface consists of a single row of large cells,

which swell when boiled, but develop no mucilage. Beneath

this is a parenchyme of cells containing chlorophyll, except over

the central nerve, where chlorophyll is absent and the cells are

•broken down to form a large lacuna or depot of mucilage

;

similar cells and smaller lacuna) arc seen beneath the nerve

to the number, of four or five. Over the secondary ner.cs
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there are similar cells. and .1 single lacuna. Tlic rest of the

parenchymeiacellalar and of no special interest, Tlie lower

surface of the leaf is composed of a row of small cells which
yield no mucilage on boiling. -

"
•

A transverse section of the young stem shows an epidermis

and scanty suber^ beneath which are a number "of rows of tangeu-

.tially extended cells^ and then two or three rows of parenchyme
cells containing chlorophyll and oil glol3ules, amongst which

are some cells containing crystals of calcium oxalate. Next

comes a thick liber^ in which are groups of stone cells and

some cells containing calcium oxalate. The wood i^ porous,

and the pith also shows cells containing oxalate. In the old

bark, in the c^hyll cells, are'tangen-

dlap-e. which absorb a

large part of the.tlssue; the suber ancl

loped, and large groups of stone cells are seen In connection

with the medullary rays. {HecJcel and Schlagdenhaufen.)
Chemical composition:—Mixed with water aitd treated with

a drop of iodised iodide of potassinm, the pulp is not coloured

blue or yellow, showing the absence of starch and albunienold

principles, but the water forms a mucilage which, when filtered

and treated with alcohol, yields an abundant gelatinous pre-

cipitate. It is also precipitated by neutral plumbic acetate,

chloride of zinc, ferric chloride, and the chlorides of barium,

strontium, and lime. The watery solution has an acid reaction,

and when treated with nitric acid yields mucic and osalic

acids. The pulp exhausted by petroleum ether affords a light

yellow extract, which contains traces of resin, is insoluble in

water, and is tiot coloured by ferric chloride ; chloroform-

removes from it a similar extract, but of a greenish cobm',
owing to the presence of a trace of chlorophyll. The alcoholic

extract is of a reddish-brown colour and partly solubfe ia

water; the insoluble portion re-dissolved in alcohol is coloured
bluish-green by ferric chloride ; the soluble portion is coloured
red by the same reagent, and reduces freely Fehlinc^'s solution?
According to Heckel and Schlagdenhauffen, the following is

the composition of the pulp j
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Principles soluble in . . •

petroleum ether. •

and chloroform;. .00530

Principles soluble in | ^^J^
pLiobaphenes

alcohol ....... .....9'97831 ?S F^"""*'^ , .. i- „ v
C 1-9660 tartaric acid and traces ofalkaline acetate

Principles soluble in [otffol ^^'''T A
'

'

v^:ater 54-284o1 ^f^^^S mucilage and gum
J^ll-7820 bifcaitrate or potash

Ash by difference 35 G847 {^^^ ^™°/j' ^"'^ ^''^''""^'"S' ""^"''

100 000 "100*000 '.

'

The pericarp of the fruit according to Ileckel and Schlagden-

hauffen coutains":

Water .,. .,;...• 12176
Alcoholic extract : colouring matters, albuiAinoiils, phlohaphene. 3'860

Watery extract : albuminoids, . colouring matters, salts, .and

gummy matters ••• •"•• 7'357
. Ash : fixed salts, chiefly carbonate of potash and soda »•• 5'258

Woody tissue (by difference) -. - 71'258

. • looooo
-

The baves examined by the same chemists were found to

have the following composition :-

Soluble in petroleum ether ... Wax 1'45()

r Glucose .1625

q , , , . , ^ , J Wax •. 3-245
,

Soluble m alcohol ..^ g^l^s 0755
L Undetermined matters 2'225

Soluble In water, gummy and albuminous matters 20'31

Ash, chiefly chloride of sodium, and carbonates.of-potash and soda 4'55

lignin, by difference...* Q5'S4

100-00

Messrs. Heckel and Schlagdenhauffen found no trace of a;n

alkaloid in the bark^ nor of any such substance as saponin, or

the adansonin of Wittsfcein and Walz. Its composition was

Soluble in petroleum ether. ... Wax 0425
rWax 30375

c, , , . , , , J Insoluble tannin 2-2925
Soluble in alcohol <

g^j^^le tannin 07825
LChloride of sodium 008

Soluble in water, gummy and albuminous matters "^^.^

Ash, chiefly chloride of sodium and carbonates of potash and soda f^^-!^
Lignin, by difference • 8o-/42

100-00

Non V
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PAVONIA ODORATA, Willd.
•*

. . . .

-

Fig.— Tfa?L Ca.^. 1886, 1, 2. Z>., £J.

Hab.—N.-W. Provinces, Sind, W. Peninsula, Burmali,

Coylon-. . • •
.

Fer/iacukr,— Sugandlia-bala {Hind.)^ Bala {Beng.), Kiila-

vald (ITar.), PeramatiTCr (Tam.)^ Balarakkasi-gida (Can.).
-

. History, Uses, &C.—This plant is called Bala and

Hrivera in Sanskrit. The root is used* in Hindu medicine to

prepare a fever drink known as Shadanga paniya, which is

made by boiling one drachm each of the roots of Andropoffon

muricatiis and Cyperas rgtundns ov pertemdsy Ked Sandalwood,

the herb of Oldenlandia herhacea, the roots of Pavonia odorafciy

and dry ginger,, in two sers of water down to one ser. it i^

considered to be cooling and stomachic. The genus Pavonia

is named after Don Josef Pavon, a botanical traveller m Peru.

Ainslie (Mat. Med.'il, 297,^) noticea the use of P. odorata by

the Hindus, but expresses no opinion as to its modicma

properties. .In Bombay, Serpentary 'root imported from

Europe^ is universally substituted for this drug- In P. odorata^

as in the Musk Mallow, the mucilaghious properties of the genus

are combined with an odorous matter having the stimulating

and carminative action of musk. '
-

'

Description.—^Roots 7 to 8 inches long, more or les3

twisted, not more than | inch in diameter at the thickest part;

giving off numerous thin fibres and having a delicate nausby

odour* • Bark light browu, nearly smooth, wood hard, yellow-

ish. The plant has the musky odour of khe roots; it ^^

herbaceous, erect, and covered, \Yith sticky hairs.' -
Flowers

pink ; carpels obovoid, size of a small pea } seeds brown, oily?

not musky.

COSSYPlVMSrOCKSn,MasL,vav.}iQvhaccum,Unn.

Fig.--WlgJd Ic., t 9, 1] ; Eoyle III, t. 23. Cotton plant

(^"J-)> Cotonnier (Fr.). ,

'

F

Hab.— Sluilh. Cultivated in most Lot cotintries.
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J

Vernacular.—Ka^p-ds {Hind., Mar.), Yona {Gitz.), Paruthi
[Tarn.), Hatti-gida {Can.), Karpas {Deng.), Patti-chetta,

Karpasamu {Tel.).
r

History, Uses, &C.—Cotton, the KarpSsi of Sanskrit
H

writers, was doubtless first known and made use of by the
Hindus j It is tlie ^va-o-os of the later Greek writers^ such as

Philostratus* and Pausania3,t bat not of the earlier Greeks,

who applied this term to a fine kind of flax used for making
mummy cloths. TheophrastusJ calls it Eriophora, Pliny

Gossympinus, Gossypion, and Xylinum.§ In Arabic cotton is

called i^hS and ^y (Kuttun and Kurfus), the latter term
being evidently derived from the Sanskrit. Eastern physicians

consider all parts of the cotton plant to be hot and
moist; a syrup of the flowers is prescribed in hypochondriasis
on account of its stimulating and exhilarant effect ; a poultice

of them is applied to burns and scalds. Cotton cloth or mixed
labrics of cotton with wool or silk are recommended as the

naost healthy for wear. Burnt cotton is applied to sores and
Wounds to promote healthy granulation ; dropsical or paralysed

hmbs are wrapped in cotton after the application of a ginger or

zedoary lep (plaster)
; pounded cotton seed, mixed with ginger

ftnd water^ is applied in orchitis. Cotton is also used as a

iQoxa, and the seeds as a laxative^ expectorant, and aphrodisiac.

Lhe juice of the leaves is considered a good remedy in

<lysentery, and the leaves with oil are applied as a plaster to

gouty joints ; a hip bath of the young leaves and roots is rccora-

i^euded in uterine colic. In the Concan the root of the

^Gohapas (fairy or sacred cotton bush) rubbed to a paste with
the juice of patchouli leaves^ has a reputation as a promoter of

granulation in wounds, and the juice of the leaves made into a

paste with the seeds of Vernania anthelmintica is applied to

eruptions of the skin following fever. In Pudukota the leaves

ground and mixed with milk are given for strangury*

Cotton root bark is official in tlic^ United States Pharmucopa.'ia,

^Isoa fluid extract of the bark ; it appuurs to liavo first attm^ d

#
7̂1. t VI., 26- 1 ii r IV , y. § itf. ^'

29
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attention from being used by the female negroes to produce

abortion. There appears to be little doubt that it acts like ergot

upon the uterus^ and is useful in dysmenorrhoea and suppression

of the menses when produced by cold; a decoction of 4 ounces

of the bark in two pints of water boiled down to one pint may

be used in doses of two ounces every 20 or 30 minutes^ or tho

fluid extract may be prescribed in doses of from 30 to 60

minims. Cotton seed tea is given in dysentery in America;

the seeds are also reputed to be galactagoguc. [Stllle and

Maisch., Nat. Disj>., p. 678.) By treating cotton first with a

dilute alkali, then with a 5 per cent, solution of chloride of

lime, and lastly with water acidulated with hydrochloric acid;

and afterwards well washing it with water, it loses its greasi-

ness and becomes absorbent and a valuable dressing for wouads

;

this absorbent cotton may be medicated by sprinkling it with

solutions of carbolic acid, salicylic acid, boracic acid, &c.

Pyroxylin or Gun Cotton is made by dipping cotton into

a mixture of equal parts of nitric and sulphuric acids, wasbiug

freely with water, and drying.

Description.—Cotton root bark is in bands or qmllcd

pieces, one half a line thick, covered with a brownish-yellovPj

satiny, very thin cork, by the abrasion of which irregular, dull;

brownish orange patches; appear. The cork forms shgM

longitudinal ridges, which are often confluent into elougatcu

meshes, and marked with black circular dots or short transverse

lines. The inner surface is whitish or reddish white, oi a

nearly silky lustre, and finely striate in a longitudinal direction

by the thin medullary rays. The bast fibres arc long a^^

tough, arranged in tangential rows, and are separated without

difficulty in very thin layers. The bark bx^eaks with difficulty

iu a transverse direction, but is l-eadily torn longitudinally.
^*

is without odour and without taste, wifcli the exception of »

very slight acridity and faint astritigency. {Stille and Utu^^^^'^

Chemical eomjpositwn.—Tho b^rk contains starch, ^^'^ ^^^'^^

fresh, according to W. A. Taylor (187G), a chromog^^n, wbifli

di-isulvci in alcohol with a pale yeiluw culour, <n-adually chunS*
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ing to a bright browiiisli-red. The same change takes place on

keeping the bark for some time, when it yields a red tincture

This substance Avas examined by Prof. Wayne
resinous

with alcohol. This substance Avas examined by

(1872) and W, C. Staehle (1878), who regard it a:

nature. The latter obtained about 8 per cent, of this sub-

stance, which is soluble in 14 parts of alcohol, 15 of chloroform,

23 of ether, and 122 of benzol; also in alkalies, from which

solutions it is again pi^ecipitated by acid. The potassa solu-

tion diluted with water is of a sagfe ^veen tint- Glucose wasG O
likewise observed, and the aqueous solution of the alcoholic

extract contained a principle which gave a purplish-black pre-

cipitate with ferric chloride. 0. C. Drueding (1877) obtained

also a yellow resin soluble' in petroleum -benzine, a fixed oil, a

little tannin and 6 per cent, of asb. [Stille and Maisch.) Cot-

ton seeds are small in size, and vary from ellipsoid to fusiform,

and in colour from pale grey tbrougli yellow and brown to almost

black. Of forty samples examined the amount of oil varied

between 10 per cent, in an immature and badly dried Sea

Island seed, to 29 per cent, in fully matured Egyptian seed.

The albuminoids and other nitrogenous substances varied from

18 to 25 per cent., and the lignin from 15 to 25 per cent. One

hundred pounds of seed give on an average

Hills with lint 49—46 pounds

Cake 38—37

Oil 16—14
Jl

99

r

The crude oil has 28 to 30 times the viscosity of water. At

C. it has a specific gravity of '9283 and at 15° C. of -9306.

It congeals at — 1°-9 C to —2°-7 C. In taste and odour it

resembles liuseed oil, and in other properties it is inter-

mediate between a drying and a non -drying oil. The refined

oil has a specific gravity of '9264 at 15° C. and congeals at

•0°G. to—l'°l C. Cliemically cotton seed oil consist of palmatia

and olein, and its ultimate percentage composition is carbon

76-40, Hydrogen 11-40, Oxygen 12-20. [Brannf.) Cotton seed

oil is not suitable for nharmaceutical purposes.
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Commerce.— Cotton root bark is not an article of commerce

in India; it may be obtained fresh in most parts of tbe country.

Cotton seed. oil is largely manufactured in the United States;

in 18S8 the Atalanta mills pressed 15,000 tons of seed, obtaining

4,CG8,750 pounds' of oil, worth 30 cents a gallon, or 7^ lbs.

The meal obtained was 10,331,250 lbs. and 300,000 lbs. of

lint cotton were removed from the seeds before expressing the

oil. The lint was worth 18,000 dollars, and the meal which

is used as a manure 88,603,58 dollars.

The following plants belonging to the Malvaceee are also

used medicinally on account of their mucilaginous properties :

Hibiscus tiliaceus, Linn., Malva
.

parviflora,

Linn.y Malachra capitata, Linn., Urena lobata,

Linn.y and Kydia Calycina, Itoxh. The bark of the last

named plant is used in sugar refinery. It is a remarkable bark

abounding in gum
; the gum comes from the liber, where the

layers may be separated like pieces of lace; on scraping away

. the outer layer, the gum is seen protruding between the longi-

tudinally disposed fibres. In the Phannacographia it is stated

that Althrea gum occurs in cells; in this bark it appears to be

formed from cellulose, as the cells seem to be disrupted, and

the cell walls absorbed.

STERCULIACEiE.

STERCULIA URENS, Pco^^h,

Fig.—Boxh. Cur. PL T.2b, t. 24.

Hab.--Tlirouglioufc India, Ceylon. The gum.
Verna ular.-Bidi, Gi1ld, Kulil, Karai, Kalru (I^/- ^l.

Kurai {Guz,), P^ndriik, K^vali, Kandiil (J/ar.), Pendri (Can ),

Kavali, Tabsu {Tel), Vellay-putali {Tarn.).

History, Uses, &C.— It is unccrUun wLcfcl.rr tl.i? t-
'

IS m-iitioned by Suuskrit %viilers, as it ajipcars to have Ia'C"
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confounded with CoMosperrMim Oossypiitmj which yields a

similar gum. Possibly it may be the tree spoken of as Balika.

The gum is collected for sale in most parts oflndia^ and is

largely used for making native sweetmeats^ and as a substitute

for tragacanth. The seeds yield an oil containing much
stearin [Eaiv'kes), and are eaten by the Ghonds and Kukus in

the Central Provinces. (Brandis.)

' It has been shown by Van Tieghem that ^4n the Stercu-
liace^ the gum is produced in large secretory cells formed
by the separation of contiguous cells. These cells surrounding
the canals are surrounded by smaller cells, which become
dissociated as the canal enlarges, and so altered in appearance
as to be scarcely recognizable. In Cola acuminata the gum
canals are present in the pith and bark.^' {BuIL Soc. Botamque
de France, p. J 1, and Pharm. Journ. (3), xv.^ 893.)

Description.—On cutting off a young branch of

rculia itrens the gum is seen exuding as a soft solid mass
xrom very large canals in the pith and bark, and it appears
to be contained in the tissues with some tension as the gum
IS extruded in a short time to the extent of about half an inch.

The very young portions of the trees, as the branches of the

panicled inflorescence and the petioles of the leaves also

extrude the gum. The gum is completely soluble in cold water,

forming an almost colourless solution. Seen in volume it is

Slightly opalescent. Thirty grains dissolved in twenty ounces
of water forms a thick, tasteless, mucilage, which entirely

passes through a paper filter. A solution of this strength,

examined in a column 200 m.m. long, was optically inactive,

neutral to litmus, and not precipitated by alcohol. A very

thick mucilage is, however, precipitated. It is gelatinized by-

basic acetate, and gives a faint precipitate with neutral acetate

of lead, but is unaffected by ferric chloride or borax and not

coloured blue by iodine. It is precipitated by boiling with

an alkaline solution of cupric tartrate, but the copper is not

reduced. The gum treated with nitric acid yields abundant

crystals of mucic acid. It loses IG per cent of water by
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hat

drying at 100*^ C.^ and on incineration yields aLout 4 per ceut.

of ash. Examined under the microscope^ no starch can be

detected, but a few small polygonal parenchyme cells are

usually to be met with. The mucilage possesses little or no

adhesive power.

From some comparative experiments made with corl-liver

and castor oils it appears to be about equal to tragacanth as aa

emulsifying agent. (/• G. Frehhle.)

Commerce,—The gum exudes most abundantly in the coM

weather, and is collected by the forest tribes. Value about

Es. 12 per cwt.

In China the fruits of Sterculia scaphigera, Wall,

are used on account of the large quantity of gum, which they

contain under the name of Ta-hal-tsze. They were introcluced

into France as a cure for dysentery under the name oi Boa-

tam-paijang^ but were found to act simply as a demulcent.

These fruits are from | to li in. long, ovoid, usually somew

elongated at the lower extremity, which terminates by a large

oblique cicatrix. Externally they are of a dark-brown,

deeply wrinkled, though generally less so at the superior

extremity. The pericarp, which is from y'^j to ^'o
^^ ^^ ^,

in thickness, consists of a thin epidermis, beneath which hes

a dry, black, resinous-looking pulp, surrounding a fragile shell

lined with a whitish membrane. The central portion of tue

fruit is occupied by two cotyledtms, which in their dried

state are thin and concave. When the fruit is macerated

in water, its outer shell, or pericarp, increases enormously

in volume, forming a large gelatinous mass. {See Eanhiru'^

Science Papers, p. 235, toJiere a figure of the fruit will\he found)

.Guibourt found in the pericarp, green oil I'OG, bassoriu

59-04, brown astringent matter and mucilage l^GO, woody

fibre and epidermis 3 20 ; and in the nucleus, fatty matter

2-98, saline and bitter extractive 0*21, starch and cellubi'

tissue 31 '91 per cent.

Several species of sterculia afford large oily seeds, which are

eaten by the natives. Of these, S. fcctida, Linn.) Wig^f ^''>
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t, t. 181, 364, may be taken as a type. It is a large tree of

the Western Peninsula, Concan, Malabar, Burma, and Ceylon,

and is often called "wild almond^' in the vernaculars. The

'J amils also call it Kudrap dukku, from the resemblance of its

large follicle to the testicles of a horse.
.
The seeds are

elliptic, about an inch long, and half an inch in diameter,

covered with a loose black parchment, and having a yellow

caruncle at the base. A white felt-like layer covers the hard

black shell, which is brown and velvety within, and encloses

an oily white kernel of the same shape as the seed. Each

seed weighs about two grams. The shells are difficult to

powder. The felt-like skin softens in water like bassorin.

The kernels contain about 40 per cent, of fixed oil and a large

quantity of starch.
w

Louroiro states that the bai^k of this tree is aperient/ dia-

plioretiCj and diuretic, and is given in dropsy and rlicuraatism

by tlio Cliinese. Tlio flowers are remarkable for tlieir stereo-

raceous odour.

The fixed oil of SterciiUa foetida is thick, pale yellow, bland,

and non-drying. It commences to deposit crystalline solid

fats at 18'' C, and the wbole congeals at about 8°. The

specific gravity at 15'5° is '9277. Saponification equivalent

2GG-2. Tbe crystalline fatty acids melt at 29° to 30°. Y/itli

sulphuric acid it forms a thick orange-red mixture. With

cold nitric acid it becomes opaque and slightly deepens in

colour ; when lieated with the acid, it changes to a deep

coffee-brown. The portion of the lead soap of the fatty acids,

insoluble in ether, amounted to 68-9 per cent., and tho

liberated acid without any purification had a melting point

approximating that of stearic acid. The fatty acids from the

lead soap, soluble in ether, consisted of oleic with a small

quantity of lauric acid.

HELICTERES ISORA, Lhm.

^Ig^—WigJd Ic, t 180; Rhcede HorL Mah vl, '• 30

iJast ludiuu jScrew tree {Evi/.).
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Hab.— Contral and Western India and Western Pcniusuk,

Ceylon. The fruit and root.

Vernacular.—Msivovi, MarorpLali {Bind), Mriga-sliinga

{Guz.), Kevani, Varkati, Dhamani {Mar.), Valumbirikai [Tarn.],

AtmorLa (Beng.).

History, Uses, &:C.—This is a tall shrub, or small tree,

much resembling the common hazel; the flowers, which are

bright red and showy, appear in the rains. In Sanskrit it is

called Avartani and Mriga-shinga or "deer's horn." The

peculiar twisted form of the carpels has probably led to its

use as a medicine according to the ancient doctrine of signatures."

Ainslie notices its use by the Hindus as a remedy for oflfensire

sores inside the ears. At the present time it enters into most

prescriptions for the cure of griping in the bowels and flatu-

lence, especially in the case of children. Its chief virtue

seems to be its harmlessness. Tt is indispensable at the

marriage ceremonies of the Vaisya caste, being tied upon

the wrist of bride and bridegroom along with the fruit of

Eandia dumetorum. Persian names for it are Kisht-bar-kisht

and Pechak. It is the Kisht-bar-kisht of Ibn Sina, who

describes it as hot and dry in the third degree. In the

Concan the root-bark is prescribed in diabetes. We have

been unable to discover that this plant has any properties

beyond those of a demulcent and wild astringent. The roots

may be used as a substitute for althjea.

Description.—The fruit consists of five slender angular

carpels, twisted like a corkscrew, and together forming a cone

about H to 2 inches long. The carpels are pubescent, and of

a greenish brown colour ; they contain a single row of dark

brown angular seeds. The internal " surface is of a Hgtt

greenish hue and highly polished; taste mucilaginous. The
root bark is of a dark-brown colour, and is very thickly studded

with small round warts so as to present almost the appearance
of Shagreen.

Commerce—The fruit Is kept iu all druggists' shops, and as

a domestic remedy is perhaps one of the best known articles in
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the Hindu Materia Mcdica. Value, Rs. 3| per'Surat maund
'

of37ilbs. '

*

".
-

Pterospermum suberifolium, Lam, Illy L 576,

/. II.j Muclikand (Hind.)^ bears white fragrant flowers, which

rubbed into a paste with, k^ngiba (rice vinegar) are an

ancient and well known Hindu remedy for hemicrania. The

Sanskrit name of the plant is Muchukunda^. which appears to

be derived from 5^, Greek i^vao-od^ Latin mungo, whence mucus,

and
J??* a sweet-smelling flower. The flowers "render water

gelatinous, .
'

P. acerifolium, another species, is called in Sanskrit

Karnikara, in Hindi Kaniar and Katha-champa, and in Ben-

gali Kanakchampa. In Sikkim it is known as Hathipaila,

and the hill people use the white tomentum from the under

surface of the "leaf to stop bleeding. 'In the Concan the

flowers and bark of these trees are charred and mixed with

Kamala, and applied in suppurating small-pox.

mentioned by Kdlidasa as '*a flame of the woods/' The tree

he alludes to is evidently Cassia Fistula^ which also bears this

name in Sanskrit.

Karnik

ABROMA AUGUSTA, Lam.
-1 - ^

*

Fig.—Lam. III., t. 636 and 637. Devil's Cotton {Eng.).

r

Hab.—India and the East. Native or cultivated'., The

root.

Femacwiar.—Ulat-liamlial {Beng.), Olak-tambol {Bomh.)'.

History, Uses, &c. _-.

a plant yielding a valuable fibre {Boyle's Fibrous Plants of India,

V- 267). In 1872, Mr. Blioobun Mohun Sircar {Ind. Med. Gaz:)

first called attention to the use of the root as an emmenagogae

in Bengal, and recoraraendcd tte fresh viscid sap In the treat-

ment of dysmenorrhoea in doses of 30 grains. Subsequently

K
3U
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beat into a paste with water. Dr. Watt in his " Dictionary of
the Economic Products of India" records the opinion, of thirteen
medical men regarding the medicinal properties of the plant;
of these, eightspeak favourably of it. Dr. R. Macleod says

:

^'It IS a valuable medicine in dysra-euorrhoBa, the fresh root is

usually given, made into a paste with black pepper about a .

week before the time of menstruation, and is continued until

it commences. I have seen it prove very efficacious in

some cases, especially in the congestive form of the disease."
Dr. Thornton says:—-"The slender roots are useful in tho

congestive and neuralgic varieties of dysmenorrhoDa. It

regulates the menstrual flow and acts as a uterine tonic. It

should be given during menstruation, 1^ dracTims of the .fresh

root for a dose with black pepper, the latter acting as a

stomachic and carminative-" Dr. Evers says :
—" It has never

failed ^in my hands in speedily relieving painful dysmenor-
rhoea.*' In Western and Southern India, the plant is not

common, and its medicinal properties do not appear to be
known.

, .

Description.—A small tree or" shrub, with soft velvety

branches, and ovate-oblong, serrulate- leaves, the under surface

of which is tomentose. The flowers aro dark purple and

drooping, and have five petals with dilated claws. The fruit is

a dry, 5-celled capsule, with 5 truncated wings. When ripe it

dehisces at the apex, exposing the five inner Angles of tho cells

crested with stiff silky hairs which penetrate and irritate the

skin if handled. Each cell contains numerous black seeds the
"

size of radish seeds. The roots have a thick, fibrous, bro^'n

bark, winch, when freshly cut, protrudes a thick gummy sub-

stance like others of the genus. [See Stercutia arens.)

' Chemical compositim .-'Vhe bark was separated from the
*

dried, roots and reduced to powder. Dried at 100° C. the
powder lost 0-37 per cent, of moisture. The ash calculated on
the nndned powder amounted to II-G4 per cent. There was
nothing special to note rpD-n,rfli"n^ 4^1

^
. , •

. ,. , , . .

regaiaing the composition of the asli , .

it did not cuulaui mau'^aucsc
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Treated witli light petroleum ether 0'4 per cent, of a yellow

soft extract was obtained^ which was odourless and tasteless.

In cold alcohol it was partly soluble, the solution possessing

an acid reactioUj and leaving on spontaneous evaporation an
indistinctly crystalline residue. The portion insoluble in cold

alcohol was white and had the physical properties of a wax.

After the action of petroleum ether, the powder was dried

and exhausted with ether, w^hich yielded on evaporation 'SB

per cent, of yellow odourless non-.crystalline extractive. This

extract was insoluble in water and in dilute acids. In alcohol

It was partially soluble with acid ' reaction. In alcoholic

ammonia the extract was almost wholly soluble^ the solution

being of a yellow colour:, the addition of acids to the

amirioniacal solution caused the separation of whitish flocks,

ine ether extract gave no reaction with iron salts. -

After removal of ether from the powder, it was treated with

absolute alcohol, and on evaporating off the spirit 1 per cent,

of a yellow non-crystalline extract was left. This extract was
slightly soluble in water, with acid reaction ; by the action of

dilute sulphuric acid, a yellowish solution was obtained, and a.

yellow insoluble, residue left. The acid solution did not give

any reaction with alkaloidal reagents. The residue insoluble

m dilute acid was wholly soluble in aqueous ammonia, the

resulting solution being of a deep yellow polour : the addition

of acids caused the precipitation of yellowish white flocks

which were easily soluble in chloroform, ' A portion of the

original alcoholic extract gave no reaction with iron salts. The
powder after exhaustion with alcohol was dried. When treated

4

With water the dry powder formed a viscid mass j by the action

of boiling water the mucilage partly dissolved, the solution did

Jiot gelatinize on cooling. A trace of starch was present.

PENTAPETES PHGENICEA, Linn.

Fig.

—

Ttheede, Sort. Mai. x., t. 56 ; Cav. Diss, iii., t. 43, /
» *

Hab.—Thronghout the hotter parts of India.
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Femacii Zar.—Dopaharlya {Hind.), Kat-ldla, BandhuVi {Beng.),

Tambri-dupari (Ifar.), Naga-pu (raw.) " .

A large annual (4 to 5 ft.) found in rice-fields and other wet

places during the monsoon. It is the Naga-pu of Eheede. The

capsules of this plant are used medicinally- on account of their

mucilaginous properties ; they are subglobose, bristly, 5-celled
^

6-valved, about half the length of the persistent interior calyx,

which is 5 -partite and bristly. Each cell contains from 8 to

12 seeds arranged in two vertical rows. {See Gdrtn. Fr., 1. 134.)

The plant appears to Have attracted the attention of the Hindus

on account of its peculiar habit and time of flowering, and has

many Sanskrit names, such as Bandhuka and Baudhujiva,

living in association or groups ; Arka-vallabha, beloved of the

sun; Pushparakta, red- flowered, &c.

TILIACE^.

CORCHORUS TRILOCULARIS, Linn.
m

.
Fig.—/ac^. Vind. 2, t. 173. Trilocular Jew's Mallow

( ^n^.), Corete triloculaire (Fr.).

.

.

I

"^D*—Asia, Africa. The seeds.

Vernacular.—K\\vv\x Chuntz {Mar.), Pat {Hind., Beng-),

Peratti-kirai {Tam.), Parinta {Tel.). The seeds, Kaja-jira

{Guz.)..
.

'

+

.
History, Uses, &c.— q. trilocularis h 2^ small annaa^

plant which appears in the rainy season alongwith C oUto'rius,

from which it may be distinguished by its oblong, lanceolat

leaves, trilocular capsules, and small seeds; both plants are

known by the name Nadika in' Sanskrit.- Ainslie mentions

the latter plant as being used medicinally by the Hindus, and

says that they reduce it to ashes and mix it with honey for

administration in obstructiohs of the abdominal viscera. He
also notices its use as a pot-herb. According to Twining,
an infusion of the leaves forms a useful fever drink. In In^>*
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the seeds of (7. tvilocidurisy which ^.re bitter^ are administered
in doses of about 80 grains in fever and obstructions of the

. abdominal viscera. A bitter corchorus was Icnown to the
Greeks* TheophrastuS says 6 TrapoiinaCojxcvos 8ia r^u mKpoTrjTa

icopxopo,.. (H. R, VII. 7.) Pliny (21, 106) also . mentions
c ina: wild.&

iJeSCnptlon.—The seeds^ which are closely packed in.

the trilocular capsule, are small, black and angular; they
are generally more or less mixed with those of 0. olitorius,

which may easily be distinguished by their greater size (p^th
of an inch) mid peculiar shape, ' which resembles that of a
niooring buoy^,

Corchorus fascicularis, Lam., a native of

tropical India, Australia and Africa, is a sinall procumbent

>voody plant with oblong or lanceolote serrated leaves;

peduncles 2—5 flowered, opposite to the leaves ; capsules

linear obloug, nearly terete, rostrate, three-celled, about

half an inch long, clothed with simple hairs; they cop-

tained a number of small dark-brown angular seeds. The

^hole plant is sold in the shops; it is very mucilaginous and

eomewhat astringent, and is valued as a restorative. Hiran-.

khori is the name given to it by the* country people, and

means deer's hoof. In the Calcutta and Bombay shgps it

is called Bhaphalf, which nam5 must not be confounded with

Bhaphalf, the Marathi name for Peucedanum grande, an um-
belliferous plant* • -

C. fascicularis lias been received from Poena under tlie

name oi Magarmitlii. C. AnticJwriis, l^dcusch., Wight Ic. 1073^

is also sold as BapliaH. .

GREWIA TILIiEFOLIA, Vahl.

Fig.—Beddume, Fl. S^l, t. lOS. ' .

Hai).—Western India to the Himalayas^ T^urraa, Ceylon.

" yernacnlqr,—D]iima.rA {Hind., Beng.), Dliaruan .{Mar.},

Thada, Tharra {Tarn.), Charachi {Td.), Butale (Can.^.
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History, Uses, &C.:—A tree, leaves hoary beneath,

oblique cordate, dentate, 5-nerved, featber veined, petioles

1 inch, pubescent, thickened at the top, stipules leafy, falcate
b

acuminate, auricled on one side, flowers yellow. The berries

have an agreeable acid flavour and are eaten. Bark thick,

white internally, covered externally by a thin grey suber

which readily peels off^ showing a slightly rough^ green

surface beneath, very mucilaginous and sweetish to the taste.

In the Concan the 'bark, after removal of the suber, is rubbed
b

down with water and the thick mucilay;e strained from it and

given in 6 toU doses witli 2 tolas of the flour of Panicum

milia^eum, as a remedy for dysentery. The Sanskrit name of

the tree is Dharmana, and this name is loosely applied to

several species of Grewia. .

w

The bark of G. asiatica, Linn., has similar properties.

The tree is called Parusha in Sanskrit, Phalsa in Hindi, Shukri

in Bengali, Phalshi in Marathi, and Patiki in Telucfu. It is

cultivated for its acid fruit, which is one oH^xe phala-traya'ov

fruit triad of Sanskrit writers. (See Pomegranate.)
*

¥

Grewia SCabrophylla, Roxl., with scabrous leaves, stem

and fruit, Khatkhati {Mar,)^ is given iu accordance with the

doctrine of signatures as -a remedy for leprosy iu the Concan ;

,
it appeaus to be simply mucilaginous like most of the genus.

Its roots are the althea of the Portuguese in Goa^ and are used

as a substitute f.or Althaea, .
' •

*
'

• ^

Triumfetta.—The plants belonging to this genus are

inucila

The burr-like fruit is said to promote parturition. T.
rhomboidea, jacq., often confounded with Sida (see

Malvacecr) _hy the natives, is generally used. The plants of

this genus are the Lappuliers of the French colonies, and bear
-£.1 * ' C ^ j% . / -

d iugre
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LINE^.

LINUM USITATISSIMUM, Unn,

Fig.'—Bmtl. and Trim., t. 30. Common Flax {Eng.), Lin

usuel (J'r.).. • ."

Hab,—Bgypt* Cultivated in India. The seeds and oiL

Vernacular.— A\8\, Tisf {Hind.), Alishi-virai (Tarn.), Mosina
{Beng.), Alashi, Javas {Mar.), Atasi, Madana-gingela {Tel.j,

Alaslii ((7a?i.).
"

^ 1.

V

History, Uses, &C --Lifisced, called in Sanskrit Atasf,

appears to Lave "been but little used as a medicine by ^the

Hindus. Tbe Mahometans have paid more attention to the

plant; they consider it to be cold and dry, and .that clothes

niade with the fibre cool the body and lessen perspiration j

they recommend fumigation with the smoke for colds in the

head and hysteria^ and use the tinder to staunch haemorrhages.

Snerriff says if you wish to become thin wear washed linen

clothespin the summer but not in "winter. The' flowers are

said to be cardiacal, the seeds aphrodisiacal, and hot and dry.

Linseed poultice is recommended for gouty and rheumatic

swellings; as an emollient the mucilage is dropped into the

^ye; with honey it is prescribed in coughs and colds. The
J'oasted seeds are said to be astringent. In Western India,

the unripe fruit is nsed as a vegetable. Fliickiger and
Hanbury in their Pharm acf^graphia (p. 89) give a summary o£

the history of the plant in the West, and trace its use back to

the 23rd century, B. C. . It is the ^lyov of Dioscorides and the

Linum of Pliny.* Gallesky (1767) strongly advocated th&

use of Linseed oil in painter's colic and other spasmodic

^affections of the bowels. In modern medicine Linseed tea is
-

tnuch used as a demulcent drink in cough dej^ending upon an

* Dios. ii., 9i. Flin, 19; 1. 20; 92
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irritated and Inflamed condition- of the pharynx ,and upper

part of the respiratory passages. It is also useful in irritation

.

of the intestinal canal and urinary passages. The meal is one

of our best poultice materials. The oil with an equal part of

lime water forms the well known application for burns and

. scalds called Carron oil^ and is also given internally as an"

aperient in piles, dose two ounces^ morning and evening.

Formerly the "oil boiJed to the consistence. of caoutchouc was

used for the manufacture of bougies, catheterSj and elastic
'

probes. ; By interrupting the burning linseed oil by covering

the boiler, there remains a brown turpentine-like substance,

the so-called hirdlime. {Brannt)
.

'

"

Description.—The capsule, which is globose^ splits into

'5 carpels, each containing two seeds separated by a partition.

ThJB seeds are of a flattened elongated ovoid form, with' an

acute, edge, and a slightly oblique point blunt atone end. They

have a trown glossy polished surface/ which under a lens

is seen to be marked with extremely fine pits. The hihim

occupies a slight hollow in the edge just below the apex. The

testa encloses a thin layer of albumen surrounding a pair of

large cotyledons Having at their pointed extremity a strait

embryo. The seeds of different countries vary from I
—

\ of

an inch in. length, those produced in warm regions .being

the largest. In India a white variety is sometimes met with.

When immersed in water, the seeds become surrounded by

a thin, slippery, colourless mucous envelope, which quickly

dissolves as a neutral jelly, while the seed slightly swells and

loses its polish. {Pharmacograpliia^ p. 90.)' . • '

Chemical composition.—The following summary is extracted

from the Tharmacogra^hia :—" l^]x% constitueut of chief

importance is the fixed oil which t!ie seed contains to about

ird of its weight. The proportion obtained by pressure on

a large scale is 20—30 per cent. The oil when pressed without

heat and when fresh has but little colour, is without unpleasant

taste and does not solidify till cooled to 20^ C. The com-

merciul oil is dark yellow, and has a sharp repulsive taste and
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odovir. On exposure to the aii% especially after having been
r

heated with oxide of lead, it quickly dries up to a transparent

varnish, consisting chiefly of linosyn, C^'-^ H^* O^^ The

crude oil increases in weight 11—12 per cent.,, although at

the same time its glycerine ia destroyed by oxidation,

** By saponification^ Linseed oil yields glycerin^ and 95 per

cent, of fatty acids^ consisting chiefly o£ linoleic acid, C^^ H^*"

0-, accompanied by some oleic, palmitic and myristic acid.

the action of the air transforms linoleic acid into the resinoid

oxylinoleic acid, C^^ H'^^ O^. Linoleic acid appears to be

contained in all drying oils ; notably in that of poppy seed.

It is not homologous either with ordinary fatty acids^ or with

the oleic acid of oil of almonds, C^ ^ E?^ 0-.

" The viscid mucilage of Linseed cannot be filtered till it

has been boiled. It contains in tlie dry state more than 10 per

cent, of mineral substances,^ when freed from whicli and dried

at 110° C, it corresponds, like althaea mucilage, to the

formula C'^ H^^ 0^°. The seeds by exhaustion with cold or

wai-m water afford of it about 15 per cent. By boiling nitric

acid it yields crystals of mucic acid. Its chemical relations

*are therefore those of gum and not of soluble cellulose. Lin-

seed contains about 4 percent, of nitrogen, corresponding to

about 25 per cent, of protein substances j after expression of

the oil, these substances remain in the cake.

" In the ripe state, Linseed is altogether destitute of starch,

though this substance is found in the immature seed in the

very cells which subsequently yield the mucilage. The water

retained by the air-dry seed is about 9 per cent. The

mineral constituents of Linseed, chiefly phosphates of potas-

sium, magnesium, and calcium, amount on an average to 3 per

cent, and pass into the mucilage. By treating thin sHces of

the testa and its adhering inner membrane with ferrous

sulphate, it is seen that this tegument contains a small quan-

tity of tannin .'* A. Jorissea has pointed but that a mixture

of linseed meal and warm water, when kept at a tempcmture

of 25° C, and then distilled, yields a distillate contaimnir

.11
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containing hydrocyanic acid. (J5mZZ. Acad. Boy. BeJg. (3) V.,

750.)
^

The oil is obtained by three methods, cold drawn, by
the aid of heat and expression, and by the use of solvents.

Seeds 2 to 6 months old are generally used, as the oil from
fresh seeds is viscous and turbid. (Brannt.) Four qualities of

oil are produced, raw, refined, boiled, and artist's oil.

Commerce.—In 1872, India exported to the United King-
dom £1,144,942 worth of Linseed. In 1882 the total exports

were valued at more than £3,000,000, and in 1885-86 and 87

the average value of the exports was nearly £5,000,000.

ERYTHROXYLON MONOGYNUM, Boxl.

Fig.— Cor. PI i t. 88; Wight III. t. 48.

^^^'—Hilly parts of the Western Peninsula, Ceylon. Red
Cedar, Bastard Randal {:Eng.).

Vernacular.—Tevadarum, Devadarum (Tarn.), Adavi-goranti

{Ca7i.).
r

E. monogynum is a shrub with pale bark and cuneate

obovate leaves, the primary nerves of which are hardly

distinguishable from the secondary, which latter are not con-

nected with the intra-marginal nerve. The leaves of this plant

an

Madras

grew

that they might be found to contain an alkaloid with proper-

ties similar to that which is obtained from E. Coca. Dr-

Cornish just before he left India wrote to ask Mr. Lawson to

have the subjectjnvestigated, and several consignments of the

•e sent to the Government
for analysis, who found that they contain noQ

anajsthetic principle at all analagous ,.

and tonic alkaloid which may have mitigated the pangs of

hunger.
used
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and by tKe same metliod^ no difficulty was found in obtaining

Cocaine from E, Coca grown in India, The wood is fragrant,

whence the name Bastard Cedar, and the bark is used as a

tonic in the Madura district.

Hugonia Mystax, Linn.y Ekeede Eort. Mai iL,.L 19;

Wight III. i.j t. 32, is a rambling, leafy, tomentose shrub,

with yellow flowers, found in the Western Peninsula from the

Concan to Travancore, and in Ceylon. According to Rheede,

who calls it Modera cannt, the bruised roots are used to

reduce inflammatory tumours and internally as a febrifuge and

anthelmintic. •

ZYGOPHYLLEiE.

TRIBULUS TERRESTRIS, Limn

Fig,—Wight 7c., t 98. Small Caltrops {Ting.).

Hab.—India and other warm countries. The fruit and

root.
I

Vernacular.—-Chota Gokhrii (ffmd.), Gokhuri (Beng.),

Lahana Gokhru {Mar.), Nerunji (Tarn.), Negalu-gida (Can.),

Mitha Gokhru, Beththa Gokhru {Giiz.). Palleru-mullu, Chiru-

palleru {Tel).

History, Uses, &C.—This plant is the Gokshura and

Ikshugandha of Sanskrit writers ; the first of these names

signifies '^ cow^s hoof^* from the resemblance of the cocci when
adhering together in pairs, as is frequently the case, to a

cloven hoof, the second alludes to the aroma of the plant.

The Hindus use the fruit and root ; they regard them as having

cooling^ diuretic, tonic and aphrodisiac properties, and use

them in gonorrhoea and dysuria. The root is one of the ten

drugs which go to form the Dasamula Kvatha, a compound

decoction often mentioned in Sanskrit works. The ten plants

are Desmodiitm gangeticum, JJraria lagopodiouh'^^ ^nlavum
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JEale Marme
los, Calosanthes indica, Gmelina arhorea, Stereospermuin
suaveolens, and Premna spinosa. The first five of these are

called Hrasva (or laghu) pancha mnla, or the five minor plants,

and the last five, Yrihat pancha inula, or the ^ve major plants.-

According to Loureiro, T. terrestris is astringent.

It is the Khasak or Hasak of the Arabs and Persians;
and is well described by Ainslie, who says:—"It is a

common plant near the Dardanelles, and is called in modern
Greek rpt/3dAta. Dioscorides calls it rp/^oXoj and Pliny tribulus ;

they both describe two kin.ds, 'terrestris' and ' aquaticus.'

The latter is the Water Chestnut *

In the Pharmacopoeia of India the use of T. terrestris as a

diuretic in Southern India is noticed.'* In Pudatota the

flowers rubbed with silver are applied in inflammation of the

cornea. The action of this drug on the mucous membrane of

the urinary passages appears to resemble closely that of Buchu
and Uva Ursi ; it may often be advantageously combined with
opium and hyoscyamus.

Description.—Tribulus terrestris has a slender fibrous

root, 4 to 5 inches long, cylindrical, and of a light brown
colour

; the odour is faintly aromatic and the taste sweetish
and astringent. From the root spring four to five delicate

stalks, spreading flat on the ground ; these are hairy and
extend to 2^ feet in length ; the leaves are pinnated, leaflets

5 to 6 pairs, nearly round. The flowers are axillary on short

peduncles, and composed of five broad obtuse yellow petals;
these are succeeded by a roundish five-cornered fruit, about
the size of a marble, armed with prickles; this ripening

sharp

V
* Dios iv. 16. Plm -21, gg. 33^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

attention to the abundance of manganese in this plant, a fact which has
been demons rated by Gomp-Besanez. Trapa blcornis of China and Trapa
6.p.«o«, of Ind,a (Smghara) resemble it in this respect; they are largely
used as articles of food in the Fa^f \i - , \ . , ^

•

>

s
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and containing several seeds. The cocci are wedge-sliaped^

yellowisli wlieu ripe, the external convex surface bein^^ rouffh

between the thoras. When all five are in situ, the fruit

presents ten thorns pointing towards the peduncle, and ten

pointing outwards round the circumference; the latter are

developed first. This may account for the statement in some
books that each coccus has only two spines. The seeds are
oily, and enclosed in very hard stony cells. The taste is

faintly aromatic and rather agreeable.

Chemical composition.—An ethereal or an alcoholic extract
of the powdered fruits yields to water a crystalline residue

containing a body precipitated ±rom its solutions by ammonia
and having the properties of an a|kaloidj and associated with
hydrochloric acid or alkaline chlorides. The fruits also contain
a fat and a resin, the latter probably is the source of the
aroma of the drug, as it gives off a fragrant odour when burnt.

-The fruits contain a rather large quantity (14 '9 per cent.) of

mineral matter.

Commerce—-The fruit is collected in the sandy districts of
India; it is always obtainable in the drug marts. Value,
lis. 5 per Surat maund of ST^lbs.

Tribulus Alatus, Delile. Boiss. Fl. Orient. I., 902.'

Winged Caltrops {Bug.). Vernacular.—Nindotrikund, Latak

[Sind), Hasak {Pitnj.). The fruits are used for the same

purpose as those of Tribulus terrestris. The plantis common
in Sind, the Punjab, and Beloochistan. Fruit pyramidal^

broadly winged ; cocci hirsute, two-seeded ; spines confluent.

{MiirravA

FAGONIA ARABICA, Linn.

'^ig.—'Wight III L, L G4.

Hab.—N.-W. India, Sind, Punjab, W. Peninsula, Egypt..

The plant.

Ter/^act^?ar.—Dhamasa (Bomh.), Ustarkhur {Hind.),'Dram^'

hm iSincL).
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History, Uses, &C.—This plant is common on gram

fields in the Punjab and Deccan ; it is suffrutescent, much

branched^ with opposite two-stipuled leaves; the stipules are

often thorny ; leaflets linear-cuspidate ; the wood of the stem is

white and very hard, covered with a ragged, light brown bark,

which becomes slimy and mucilaginous when moistened ; taste

mucilaginous. On account of the prickly nature of the plant

it is called in Sanskrit Dusparsha, oi* ^''painful to the touch/^

Dham^sa has a great reputation as a suppurative in cases of

abscess from thorns, &c. ; it is also used for cooling the mouth

in stomatitis, the juice iSeing "bdiled with sugar-candy until

quite thick, and a small quantity allowed to dissolve in the month

frequently; the juice is thought to prevent suppuration whea

applied to open wounds. Fagonia in Sind and Afghanistan is a

popular remedy for fever among the Hill people, and Dr. J- 1^-

Stewart states tbat i\ Briiyitieri^ DG.y is used for the same

purpose in the Peshawar valley, and is given to children as a

prophylactic against small-pox. It is known by the same

vernacular names as F. arahica.

GERANIACE^.

Wood

OXALIS CORNICULATA, Linn.
%

¥lg.—W%gU Ic, f. 18 ; Fl. Grcec, t. 451. Horned
Sorrell [Bng.), Oxalide corniculee {FrX

Hab.—A weed of cultivation, Asia, Europe, &c. The plant.

FerwacuZar.—Amrulsdk, Chaka-tripati {Bind., Beng.),

Ambuti, Bhnl-sarpatI {Bomh.), Puli-jarai {Tam.). Poli'

chintaku {Tel.), Pullam-purachi-sappu [Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—This plant, called in Sanskrit works

be
cooling, refrigerant,

to relieve intoxicatio
The fresh juice is given

and is said to be useful
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in d^^sentery and prolapsus of the rectum. {Hindu Materia

Medica, Butt.) Chakradatta gives the following formula for

preparing a ghrita with the herb : Changeri ghrlta—Take of

clarified butter 4 seers, curdled milk (dadhi) 16 seers, leaves

of Oxalis corniculaiu beaten into a paste 1 seer. Boil together

in the usual way, and prepare a ghrita. The fresh herb

made into a poultice with hot water is used as a healing

application to various eruptions in the Madras Presidency. In

the Concan the plant is rubbed down with water, boiled, and

the juice of white onions added : this mixture is applied to the

head in bihous headache. Mahometan writers briefly notice

the plant as being used by the Hindus. Ainslie describes it,

and mentions it use as a cooling medicine in doses of two

teaspoonfuls twice a day. The plant is a native of Europe,

and is called /xoo-xo^tXo in modern Greek. In Reunion it is

considered a laxative, and is called Petit trefle.

Description 0. comiculata is one of the most trouble-

some garden weeds in India; the stems are decumbent,

rooting; leaves palmately trifoliolate ; leaflets obcordate,

pubescent
; peduncles 2 to 5-flowered ; flowers yellow, capsule

'
linear, oblong, many-seeded, densely pubescent ; seeds trans-

versely ribbed. All parts of the plant have an acid taste.

Oliemical composition.—The different species of Oxalis con-

tain acid potassium oxalate.
L

Biophytum Sensitivum, DG. Bot. Beg, xxxi., t GS,

is a native of Tropical India, Asia, Africa and America.

Vernacular.—Lkiri (Mar.), Zarir ((?i«2.), Lajalu {Hind.).
F

This plant is used in incantations. Rumphius sub voce

Gallinaria says of it—" Ipse enim Acosta narrat et declarat

doctum Bracmanem ipsi spopondisse sub conditione magni

certaminis, sese per banc herbulam eSecturum ut mulier, quam

desideraret, ilium sequeretur, ille autem tarn honestus erat ufc

hasce artes Christianis vetitas, nollet addiscere, nee scnptis

auis inaerere." Rheede says of it, "the seeds aro red and
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shining, and are powdered and applied to wounds, and with

butter to abscesses"^to promote suppuration^ the root in decoc-

tion is given in gonorrhoea and hthiasis.^'

Averrhoa Carambola, Lm7i.,aud A. Bilimbi, Unn^^

Eheede, Hort. Mai Hi, 43, 44, 45, are cultivated throughout

the hotter parts of India, on account of their acid fruits.

Their native country is uncertain, but some suppose them to

have been brought from the Moluccas by the Portuguese, who

call them Carambola and Bilimbinos. Like some others of the

Geraniace^, their leaves are sensitive ; their fruits are much used

by the natives of India as an acid vegetable, and by Europeans

as a tart fruit and preserve. They contain much acid

potassium oxalate and are used to remove iron moulds. A

syrup of the fruit and^a conserve of the flowers are used by

the natives as a cooling medicine in fever. A. Garamhola has

a yellow angular fruit about the size of a hen's egg ;
there are

two varieties/ sweet and sour. A. BilhnU produces a

yellowish-green fruit with five rounded lobes about the size of a

gherkin, whence the English name Cucumber-tree.

GERANIUM NEPALENSE, iSf«'^^^

¥ig.~WigU III. l, 15S, t 59.

Hab.—Temperate Himalaya, Nilgiris, Ceylon.

Vemacitlar,—Bhauda {Hind,],

GERANIUM OCELLATUM, Camh.

Fig.—Boyle, III 149, 150.

Hab.—Sub-tropical Himalaya, Beliar, on Parisnath.

Vernacular.—Bhiinda (Hinti). . .

GERANIUM WALLICHIANUM, Sweet.

Fig.—Wight Ic. t. 324.

Hab.—Temperate Himalaya, Kuram Valley, Afghanistan

Yeniacular.—MdrairSn {Afghan,).
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A plant called y^paviov is mentioned by Dioscorides (iii. 122^)

having a fruit like the the head of a crane [y^pavo^)
j it appears

to have been used as an astringent in certain aflfections of

the vagina, Pliny (26, 68) mentions three kinds of this plant

which have been identified with Erodium moschahim. Alton.

Geranium molle, Linn.j and Geranium tuberosum, Linn*

Geranium Eohertianxim, Linn,, Herb Eobert {Eng.), Bee de

grue, Eobertin {Fr.), a native of Europe .and of the West tem-

perate Himalaya, w^as formerly used in Europe as a vulnerary in

hsemorrhages, and as an application to tumours and ulcers
j

internally it was given in gravel, jaundice and ague. It has

a strong odour and a bitter, saline and astringent taste. In

America Geranium maculatum^ Linn., a native of Canada and

the United States, is oflScial, and the root is known as Alum
root', it contains tannic and gallic acids {Tilden), to which it

owes its medicinal properties. (Eig*—Benth and Trim. 42.)

The Indian Geraniums used medicinally, the names of which

are placed at the head of this article, have the astringent

properties common to the genus. The root of G. nepalense

affords abundance of red colouring matter, and is used for

colouring medicinal oils like alkanet (Ratanjot).

Aitchison in his article upon the Kuram Valley Flora

observes that the root of 0. WallicJdanum is called Mamiran

ty the Afghans, and is used as an astringent application to

the eyes. {Journ. Linn. Soc, xviii-, p. 26.)

The Arabs call the wild Geraniums Ibrat-ur-raai or

Shepherd's needle.

RUTACE^.
RUTA GRAVEOLENS, Linn., var. angustifolia.

'Pig.—Bot. Mag. 2311. Garden Eue {Eng.), Rue des

jardins (JFV.).

Hab.—Cultivated in the East. The herb.

Vernacular.—^ndih {Hind., Mar., Guz.), Arvada {Tavi.),

Sadapa, Arudu {TeL), Nagadali-sappu (Caw.).

32
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History, Uses, &C.—Rue was Leld in liigh estimation

by the Greeks and Romans. ifA

(ix. 6) tells us that tlie weasel before fighting with serpents,

rubs itself against this plant. Hippocrates considered it to bo

resolvent and diuretic, and notices it in his chapter on female

diseases. Pliny notices it in several parts of his Natural

History, and calls if one of the best medicinal herbs. Celsus

says of Hue, '^Urinam naovet, sensus excitat, purgat, mollit,

Apuleius {De Ver, Herb.) recommends the following supersti-

tious practise "ad profluviunx aiulieris'* ; " Herbam rutam

circumscribe auro et argento et ebore, et sublatam earn

alligabia infra talum," Macer Floridus states that Mithridates,

king of Pontus, used rue as a protection against poison :

" Obstat pota raero vel crutla comesta venenis.

Hoc Metridates res Ponti ssepe probavit,

Qui Rut^e foliis, &c." • •

h

^ m
w m

Johnston, in his Thaiimatogra'pMaNaturalis, writes :
—"Euta

libidinem in viris extinguit, auget in ferainis." The plaat was

bung round the neck in the Middle Ages as a charm against

vertigo and epilepsy ; it was considered emblematic of good

luck, and a protection against sorcery^ a herb dear to women,
&c. (De Gubernatis.)

The Hindus received the plant from the West along with

the superstitions connected with it; they burn the leaves for

the purpose of fumigating young children suffering from

catarrh, and use a tincture of them as an external remedy in

paralytic affections, and administer them internally in dyspep-
sia. They consider rue injurious to pregnant women, an
opinion expressed by Dioscorides.

rue

and stimulantia. The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya
describes three kinds-garden, wild, and mountain rue. He
considers it to be hot and dry in the third degree, to
increase mental powers, to act as a tonic and digestive.
and to increase the urinary and menstrual excretions. He
also states that it acts as an antaphrodisiac and causes abortion
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when given to pregnant women. The diseases in whicli it is

recommended are so numerous tliat we must refer the reader to

his article ^'Sudab/' The old European physicians considered

rue to be antispasmodic^ stimulant and emmenagogne, and

prescribed it in hysteria and flatulent colic. Boerhaave extols

its virtues in promoting perspiration.
m

Rue is the Eerh Grace of old English writers, and is still

much nsed as a domestic remedy. Alibert says of it^ ^'Cette

plante a un grande action sur le systeme nerveux^ et parti-

culierement sur le systeme uterin; Beaucoup de femmes en

prennent dans les mensti'ues laborieuses/' The dose of the

powdered leaves is from ten grains to a scruple or more, twice

or thrice daily. Rue occupies a corner in most Indian

gardens. It is largely grown near Grasse in France, 150 to

200 lbs, produce 1 lb. of oiL

Rue is an active irritant, whether applied externally or

taken internally. It has been frequently used with success to

procui^e abortion; sometimes* it produces painful vomiting,

always great prostration, confusion of mind, cloudy vision,

feebleness and slowness of pulse, coldness of the extremities,

and twitching of the limbs ; in pregnant women the drug pro-

duces paia in tlie back, bearing down, and frequent micturi-

tion, followed by pains and abortion about ten days after

tlie commencement of its administration. Oil of Rue has

been observed to produce similar symptoms with, increased

frequency and diminished tension of the pulse; on the other

hand, when an infusion of the dry leaves was used, the pulse

fell from 80 to 69 in three hours.—

(

Van de Warker, Crimmal

Abortion, 1872.)

Description.—The variety angustifolia is thus described

in the Flora of British India :~" Leaves petioled, trianj^mlar

ovate, decompound, segments various, corymbs spreading,

bracts lanceolate, sepals triangular acute, petals ciliate,

capsule obtuse, shortly pedicelled.

Chemical covifnsition.—The essential oil, when purified by a

few rectifications, is somewhat viscid ; has a specific gravity o£
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0'837 at 18°; a strong disagreeable odour, like tliafc of the

plant; a slightly bitter aromatic taste ; boils at 228^—230

and solidifies between -f"
1° and 2°^ to shining crystalline

laminae^ resembling those obtained from Anise oil. The chief

volatile constituents of rue are methyl-nonylketone^and a hydro-

carbon. The ketone, separable by alkaline bisulphites, was

formerly regarded according to the investigations of Gerhardt

and of CahourSj as capric or rutic aldehyde^ 0^^ H^^ 0. But

Greville Williams has shown that the crude oil contains two

such compounds, viz., C^^ H^^ and C^^ H^* 0, the latter in

comparatively small quantity ; and this result has been con-

firmed by Harbordt. The portion of rue oil, which does not

combine with alkaline bisulphites^ is separable into a more

volatile portion/ having the composition of Turpentine oil,

and a less volatile portion^ which appears to be isomeric

with Borneo]^ but boils at a lower temperature. For a fuller

account of the chemistry of Rue, see WaWs Did. of Cheni.,

Vol. v., p. 132, .
'

Commerce.—Rue is cultivated in India for medicinal use.

It is also imported from Persia. Value, Re. \ per lb.

PEGANUM* HARMALA, Linn.

Fig.—iaw. Ill, 401. Syrian Rue {Eng.), Rue Sauvage
r r

{Fr.).

Hab.—N.-W. India, Western Deccan. The seeds.

Vernacular.—Hurmal, Hurmaro, Ispand [Hind.^ Bovih-,

Beng.), Sbimai-azha-vanai-virai {Tarn.), Sliima-goranti-vittnlu

{Tel).

History, Uses, &C.—^In native workq on Materia

Medica, Hurmal is described as an alterative and purifying

medicine in atrabilis, and also in diseases supposed to arise from

* VTiyapov. The Greeks and Romans

Rue, 'garden ' and 'wild, or, mouniain Rue,' and Apuleius Platonicus gives

urmala as the Syrian name of Ruta horieusis, or Garden Rue. He mentions

Peganon agrion separately, and says the Italians call it Rnta montana,
4
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cold iiumours^ such as palsy, lumbago, &c. ; it is also said to

stimulate the sexual system both in the male and female,

increasing the flow of milk and menses in the latter. For

administration a concentrated decoction is mixed with sweet

oil and honey, or the crushed seeds are boiled in wine down

to one-fourth of the original bulk of the latter, and the

mixture strained {vide Makhzan-el-Adwiya, article Hurmal).
4

Dr. P. Gopal, who has experimented with tbis drug, informs

us that the infusion or tincture acts as a stimulant emmena-

gogue, and produces slight intoxication like Ganndbis indica.

He gave the tincture in ^ drachm doses to a female suffering

from amenorrhoea, and it had the effect of producing a free

menstrual discharge ; he further says that it is sometimes

used by the native midwives to procure abortion. Dr, Gopal

believes that it has properties in common with Ergot, Saviae^

and Rue. The equal activity of watery and spirituous pre-

parations may be explained by the fact that the red resinous

colouring matter is a secondary product formed by the

oxidation of the alkaloid Harmaline; it is ouly produced after

digestion of the seeds in spirit. In Persia P. Harmala is

called Sipand; when sprinkled upon burning coals it is

supposed to avert the malignant influence of the evil eye.

Popular allusions to it in Persian books are frequently met

with.

Description.—The drng^ as found in the bazaar, consists

of the seeds mixed with a few pedicels surmounted by the

five-partite calyx and portions of the three-celled, tbree-

farrowed capsule. The seeds are of a dull greyish brown

colour, irregularly angular, and about | of an inch long

;

they have a heavy narcotic odour when crushed, and a

bitter taste.

Microscopic structure—The testa, which is rough and

squamous, may be seen to consist of two rows of large honey-

combed cells, the walls of which contain brown colouring

matter. The kernel is greenish, and when a section is placed

in glycerine for examination, it immediately developes a fine
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green fluorescence; it consists of two longisli cotyledons
surrounded by albumen ; the cell contents of both appear
granular.

Chemical composition.—Some seeds crushed, and treated
with water for a few minutes, produced after filtering a
pale yellow fluid with a marked green fluorescence; this was
destroyed by alkalies and restored by acids . A further examina-
tion of the seeds was made by exhausting them with rectified

benzine, rectifiQd spirit, and water acidulated with hydro-
chloric acid. The benzine solution was of a pale yellow colour,

and upon evaporation yielded a rich reddish brown oil, having
no very marked odour, and a nauseous taste. The tincture

made with rectified spirit was of a deep red, like Tra. Lavandulse
Comp., very opaque and highly fluorescent. Upon evaporation
it yielded a soft extract of the colour of Dragon's blood, and
having the odour of Cannabis indica. This, when exhausted
with water, gave a pale red solution with a green fluorescence,
which, when treated with a solution of oxalate of ammonia,
threw down the red colouring matter and became pale yellow,
but retained its fluorescence. The remainder of the spirituous

extract, after complete exhaustion with water, consisted of a

soft resin of a deep carmine lake colour, having a heavy nar-
cotic odour like resin of Cannabis indica. The portion treated
with acidulated water yielded a pale sherry-coloured fluorescent
solution, which, upon evaporation, gave a soft yellow extract,
with an odour like honey ; the greater part of this dissolved in

rectified spirit, forming a yellow fluorescent solution; this,

after filtration, was evaporated to a thin syrup, and upon
cooling formed a dark brown mass. The seeds contain two
alkaloids, Harmaline, C»' H'* N^ 0, discovered by Gobel in

1837, and Karmine, C'^ H'^ N^ 0, discovered by Fritszche
in 1847. The yield of the two alkaloids according to Fritszche
is 4 per cent., of which one-third is Harmine and two-thirds
Harmaliue. These two substances have been recently examined
by O. Fisher and E. Tacaber (Ber. d. Chem, Gesselsch. 1885, 400,
406). Harmalme crystallises from its solution in methylic
alcohol ai yellowish scak'S little soluble in water or ether.

n.
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soluble in cold alcoLol/and very soluble in boiling alcohol ; it

colours the saliva yellow. It melts at 238° C, and is decom-

posed; heated with strong sulphuric acid it forms Harmaline-

sulphuric acid^ which on the addition of water^ gives a fine

blue fluorescence. Ti-eated under pressure with fuming

hydrochloric acid it yields Rermatol^ which forms orange-red

crystals sparingly soluble in water. This solution is strongly

fluorescent and is probably identical with the yellow colouring

matter of the seeds. Harmaline forms with acids crystallizable

yellow salts soluble in water, to which they communicate a

remarkable flaoresceuce. Harmine which exists in the seeds,

is also obtained by oxidizing Harmaline with nitric acid. It

crystallizes in colourless needles almost insoluble in water and

very little soluble in cold alcohol or ether; it fuses at 256° C,

and is partly sublimed and partly decomposed. Puming

hydrochloric acid converts it into Harmal, the acid solution of

which is fluorescent. Oxidised by means of chromic acid it

yields Herminic acid, C'^ n^ N^ 0*, which crystalHzes in

silky tufts.

Commerce.—Hurmal seed is imported from Persia^ hub the

plant has been introduced into India by the Mahometans, and

in some places has run wild. In Southern India Henna seeds

under the name of Iswand are used as a substitute for this

drug. Value, Es. 2| per Surat maund of 37 ^ lbs.

ZANTHOXYLUM RHETSA, HO.
r

r

Flg.—Rheede,EorL Mai. v., t. 34. Indian pric% Ash

{JS?n^.). Clavalierd'Inde (Fr.j.

Hab.—Western Peninsula.

Z. ALATUM, Roxh.
I

Hab.—Sub-tropical Himalaya.

Z. ACANTHOPODIUM, DC
I

Hab,—Sub-tropical Himalaya.
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Z. OXYPHYLLUM, Edgw.
F

Hab.^—^Temperate and sub-tropical Himalaya.
r

Z. HAMILTONIANUM, Wall,
w

Hab.—Assam and Burma.

Z. BUDRUNGA, Wall.

Hab.—Tropical Himalaya.

The carpels.

Vernacular.— Z. Bhetsaj Rhetsa-maram (Tarn.), Rhetsa-

maum {Tel), Jimmi-mara {Can.), Tisal, Triphal, CliirpHal

(Mar.). Z. alatum and Z. acanthopodium^ Tambul (Beng-),

Nipali-dhanya, Tumra, Tejphalj Darmar {Rind.). Z. Budrunga,

Badrang {Hind*).
,

-

History, Uses, &C.— Sanskrit writers call the carpels

of Z. alatum and Z. acanthopodiiim by the name of Tamburii,

which signifies ^^coriander'^ ; the fruits of these trees are so

similar in appearance that they can hardly be distinguished.

They have the peculiar flavour of coriander^ and are about

the same size as that fruit. In Hindu medicine they are

considered to be hot and dry. The Chinese also use the

carpels under the name of Hwa-tseaou or ^^ Pepper flower,

and in Japan the carpels of Z. piperitum are used. The

Arabians appear to have obtained the carpels of Z. alatum

or acanthopodium first from Northern India. Ibn Sina under

the name of Faghireh (open-mouthed) describes them as '^a

berry the size of a chick pea containino' a black seed as

large as a hemp ^eed, brougtt from Sakala in Hindustan.

Sakala or Sangala was an ancient town in the Punjab, near

the modern SanglawalaTiba or Sangla Hill. It is the Sangala

of Alexander, and was visited by the Chinese pilgrim Hwen
Thsaug in A. D. 630; it had then a large Buddhist monastery
and a stupe 200 feet high. Haji Zein el Attar, who wrote A.D.
1 368, gives a similar account of Faghireh, and says that the

.

}}

if
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Persians call ifc KababeH-i-kusbadeh (open-moutbed cubebs).

Tlie fruits of a Zanthoxijlwn are figured by Clusius under tbe

name of Fagara Avicenuge in his Aroni. Rist., Ed. 1605, p,

185, but they are probably those of ^. Rhetsa> The true Fagara

Avicennse is the Fagara minor of the old Pharruacologists-

Later Mahometan writers speak of a Faghireh coming from

South India, and doubtless allude to the carpels o!" Z, Bhetsa^

a large tree of the Western Penins'iila which derives its

botanical name from the Telugu word Rhetss, '^an assembly/^

Roxburgh tells us that the elders amongst the Telugu people

meet under this tree to settle disputes^ it is therefore called

Rhetsa-maum or "assembly tree/^ Z. Budrungay a tree of the

tropical Himalaya, has carpels which can»hardly be distinguished

from those of Z. Rhetsa. The Mahometan physicians consider

Faghireh to be hot and dry, and to have astringent, stimulant,

and digestive properties. They prescribe it in dyspepsia

arising from atrabilis, and in some forms of diarrhoea. The

inhabitants of Southern and Western India use the carpels of Z.

Uhetsa as a condiment, especially with fish; as a medicine they

?ire given in honey for rheumatism, and the essential oil as a

remedy for cholera. These carpels are the Fagara major of the

old pharmacologists, and are much larger than those described by

Ibu Sina. The fruits of Z.oxyphylluni and Z, HayniUonianuin.

are also used; they are so similar to one another in appearance

as to be hardly distinguishable. Besides its medicinal uses,

Fagara minor is used as an ingredient in Guraku (tobacco for

the hukha), and in tbe preparatioux>f ground bait for fishing.

The bark of these trees is tonic and aromatic, and may be used

with advantage in rheumatism and in atonic dyspepsia; the

root bark is to be preferred, Heckel and Schlag-denhaufFen

[Academiedes Sciences, Ap. 2lst, 1884,) reported that a crystal-

line principle, obtained from the bark of a West Indian

Zarithoxylum, produced in frogs, ra'bbits, &c., genei-al paralysis

and abolition of the functions of respiration and circulation.

[See Berherine, p. 66.)

Description.—The fruits of Z. alatum and Z.acanthopo-

^ium consist of the carpels usually dehiscing and ^mpty^ but

33
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sometimes euclosiug the rouud, black, shining seed. In

perfect specimens we find a slender pedicel supporting the

carpels, which are nominally four in number^ bnt of which at

least one or two are mostly abortive. The carpels are oval or

'

nearly spherical, -j^ths of an inch in longest dimension;

externally tliey.are of a bright reddish-brown, covered with

prominent tubercles filled with oleo-resin; intei'nally they are

furnished with a ba^d, papery, white membrane, which

becomes loose, contracts and curls up -when the seed falls.

The drug has an aromatic taste (at first like coriander) and an

agreeable aromatic odour. The fruits of Z. Bhetsa and

Budrunga are of the same shape, but as large as a pea, and

the external surface of ihe carpel does not show the prominent

tnberoles above mentioned, but is finely wrinkled, of a reddish-

brown colour, and not lined with a hard white papery

membrane. The taste is at first like that of lemon peel, but

afterwards extremely pungent hke that of Z. alatum, producmg

much the effect of Pyrechrum upon the palate. The fruits of

2. ox^yphifllum and Z. Hamlltonianum are of the same size as

those of Z. alatum, but sessile and without prominent tubercles

;

they are of reddish-brown colour, and have a fine wrmklea

surface like Z, Rhetsa ; a har^, white papery membrane is

. present which becomes loose and contracts when the seed falls-

la taste they resemble Z. Rhetsa. The shining black seeds of

all these species have a feeble peppery taste* Sections of the

capsules when magnified show that their elasticity is due to the

presence of strong bands of spiral fibres. The dry open cap-

sules when soaked in water resume the shape that they had

before dehiscence*

The root bark of Z. Rhetsa is of a reddish-brown coloar,

and is covered with alight yellow saber, which easily separates

in papery flakes; it has au agreeable aromatic* odour and a

bitter taste.

Chemical eomposition.—The bitter crystalline principle

present in the bark of the Zanthoxyleee, and formerly caM^^

Znvfhopicrifp, has been recognieed as identical with berberin©
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by Djson Perrins. {Trans, Chem, Soc, 1862.) The bark also

contains a yolatile oil and resins. Dr. Steuhouse lias obtained

from tbe carpels of Z, alatum by distillation an essential oil to

whicli the aromatic properties are chiefly due. This oil, which

when pure is called by Dr. Stenhouse Zanthoxyleney is a- hydro-

carbon isomeric with oil of turpentine. It is colourless ^refracts

light strongly, and has an agreeable aromatic odour; similar to

that of Eucalyptus oil; its composition is C^^ H^. He also

obtained a stearopten, Zanthoxyliuj floating on the water distilled

^from the carpels and separable from the crude essential oil.

After repeated crystallizations from alcohol, zanthoxylin may be

obtained in a state of parity, and then p resents the form of large
^

crystals of a fine silky lustre, insoluble in water, but readily

soluble in alcohol or ether. It has a very slight odour of

stearine, and a slightly aromatic taste. It distils unchanged,

its fusing point before and after distillation remaining the same,

namely, 80^^ C, and its solidifying point 78° C. Its com-

position is C*^ H^ 0^ The essential oil was obtained by

Pedler and Warden (1888) by distilling the crushed carpels

with seeds, in a current of steam. The oil was dehydrated by

fused Ca Cr^. It commenced to boil at 175°—176° C, the

greater part passing over between 176*'~179^ C, the^ tempera-

ture then rose to 181° C. and rapidly to 183° C, when the

distillation was stopped. The rectified oil had a specific

gravity of •873 at 15*5 C- Its vapour density determined

by Meyer's method was 5'43. They were unable to obtain the

cryatallizable stearopten isolated by Stenhouse. The freshly

distilled oil exposed to 0° C. failed to deposit any crystals. In

a^ddition to the essential oil, they also detected the presence

of a pale yellow viscid non-drying oil, an acid resin, and a

yellow acid principle, forming deep yellow solutions with alka-

lies and reprecipitated from its alkaline solution by acids.

Several species of Evodia bear capsules very similar to those

of Zauthoxylum^ notably E. fraxmifolla. An oil, supposed to

have been yielded by these capsules, was recommended by

Helbing {British Vhai^. Confer., } 887,) as a deodorant for

iodoform; but the fruit of J&. fraxinifoh'a doee not agree with

r
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Helbing's description, nor does it yield an oil of the nature

described by him. The seeds of E.fraxin'tfolia are brown.

TODDALIA ACULEATA, Pers.

Fig,—BJieede, Hort. Mai. v., 41 ; Wight III t 66 ;
Lam.

III. a., 116; Bentt. and Trim, t. 49. Espinho do ladrao

[Port.), Patte de poule {Fr.).

Hab.—'Sub-tropical Himalaja, Western Peninsula, Ceylon.
^

The root and fruit.

Vernacular,—-Milakaranai {Tam^, Konda-kashinda (TeL)^

KM\\mivis-we\^ (Cing,), Kanch, Dahan [Illnd.)^ Limri [Mar.),

Kaka-toddali {Mah).
w

History, Uses, &C.—This scandent shrub appears to

haye been cue of the plants known to Sanskrit writers as

K^nchana or golden, on account of the orange colour of its

fruit. It was also called Dahana or burning, on account of the

pungency of its berries; both of these names are still in use m
the vernacular. Rheede says that the unripe fruit and root

are rubbed down in oil to make a liniment for rheamatisrn*

Ainslie mentions its use in Southern India. He says

:

'' Malakarunnay [Scopolia aculeat(x, Smith,) is the Tamool

name of a small white root about the third part of an

inch in diameter, the bark of which is bitter, pungent and

sttb-aromatic, and is considered as stomachic and tonic. It is

given in a weak infusion to the quantity of half a teacupful ia

the course of the day ; the leaves are also sometimes used

for the same * purpose." Roxburgh, in the Flora Indka,

describes the plant fully^ and says :
" That every part of this

shrub has a strong puugent taste; the roots, when fresh cut,

particularly so. The fresh leaves are eaten raw for pains in the

bowels ; the ripe (unripe) berries are fully as pungent as black

pepper, and with nearly the same kind of pungencj; from

these the natives prepare an excellent pickle." The fresh bark

is adn.inisterfd by the Telinga physicians for the cure of that
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sort of remittent commonly called ^' hill fever. *^ Fluckiger and
Haubury have the following account of the history of Toddaliae

Radix;—^^ It is from this and other species of Toddalia, or

from the allied gernis Zanthoxylum, that a drug is derived,

which, under the name of Lopez root, had once some celebrity

in Europe, This drug was first made known by the Italian

physician Redi, who described it in 1671 from specimens

obtained by Juan Lopez Pigneiro at the mouth of the river

Zambesi, in Eastern Africa, the very locality in which, in our

times, Toddalia lanceolata, Lam., has been collected bv Dr.

Kirk. It was actually introduced into European medicine by
Gaubius in 1771 as a remedy for diarrhoea, and acquired so

much reputation that it was admitted to the Edinburgh
Pharmacopoeia of 1792. The root appears to have been some-
times imported froin Goa, but its place of growth and botanical

ono^in were entirely unknown, and.it was always extremely rare

and costly. It has long been obsolete in all countries except

Holland, where, untii recently, it was to be met with in the

shops.-'^ In the Pharmacopceia of India it is stated that

Toddalise Radix is probably a remedy of great value in consti-

tutional debility, and in convalescence after febrile and other

exhausting diseases. It is very strongly recommended by Dr,

Bidie, of Madras. The French in India lise it under the name
of Bois de ronce,

Description.—The root is wooc^and in cylindrical flex-

uose pieces, from ^ to 2 inches in diameter. The bark is

about -r^gth. of an inch thick, and consists of a soft, yellow,

corky external layer, wrinkled longitudinally, a thin bright

yellow Tayer, and a firm brown middle cortical layer and liber.

The wood is hard, yellow, and without taste or smell; its pores

are arranged in a concentric manner, and the medullary rays

are numerous and narrow. The flowers are white, scented, in

Simple or compound racemes, and are succeeded by 3 to 5-

celled orange-coloured berries as large as a pea. and having a

hot peppery taste when unripe. The dry berries are dark

brown or nearly black, and have a pungent, aromatic, and very

agreeable flavour like citron. When mnt>nlfied the bark shows
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a number of large cells filled with oleo-resln. Some cells

contain rapliides. The vascular system is loaded with oleo-

resin.

Chemical composition,—The bark contains a resin, and an

essential oil in flavour recalling oil of citron, also a bitter

principle. In the aqueous infusion, tamiic acid produces an

abundant precipitate of the bitter principle, which probably is

of an indiflferent nature. Fllickiger and Hanbury were linable

to detect berberine in the bark. On distillation the leaves

yield a pale yellowish green limpid oil, having the odour of

citron peel, and a bitter and aromatic taste. The specific

gravity at 11^ C. is '873; examined by polarized light in a tube

of 200 m. m. it rotates 15°' 30' to the left. The oil has no

constant boiling point, but the greater part distils over between

190° and 210°. Metallic sodium has a slight action upon it

which causes a yellow colour, and a white deposit in the oil.

Sulphuric acid instantly changes it to a rich brown, and nitric

acid strikes a transient pink. The oil readily dissolves iodine,

and its solution in alcohol is not affected by ferric salts. It

absorbs dry hydrochloric acid with considerable rise of

temperature and deepening of colour, but no crystals were

xture

excess of the gas.

days with au

\

MURRAYA KCENIGII, Spreng.

Yig.—Wigld lo., L 13; Eoxh. Gar, PL IL, t 113. Curry

leaf -tree {Eng.).

Hab.—Himalaya, Benj^al, Western Peninsula, Ceylon.

FerHacuZar.—Karhi-aimb, Jliirang, Jiraoi {Mar.), Gora-

iximh .(Guz,), Ganda-nira ( P^m;.), Katnim {Bind.), Karibevu

(Can.), Karu-veppilai {Tarn.}, Kari-vepachettu {Tel), Bar-

aunga (Beng.). *»

History, Uses, &C.—This small tree, in -Sanscrit
S»arabhi-nimba, or fragrant Neem, is found wild i"
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moimtaiiious districts, and is also much cultivated for the sake
w

of the leaves, which are much used as a condiment. The bark

and root have stiraalant properties, and are applied externally

to parts bitten by venomous animals; the leaves are given

raw in dysentery, and are also applied externally to cure

eruptions, {Roxh.) An infusion of the toasted leaves, accord-

ing to^Ainslie, is used by the Hindus to stop vomiting. The
phmt is noticed in the Pharmacopoeia of ludia as having tonic

and stomachic properties. The leaves are much used as an

ingredient in sauces and are sometimes given in decoction

with bitters ag a febrifuge* Judging bj the Marathi names,

it must be one of the plants used as condiments and described

by Sanskrit writers under the name of Jarana or Jirana.

Description.—The leaves are pinnate with numerous

leaflets which are \{ inch to 2 inches long, alternate, unequally

oblique at the base, irregularly ovate, serrated, pubescent,

upper surface dark green, dotted, under surface of a lighter

colour, venation reticulated, petioles reddish, odour powerful,

taste moderately pungent, bitter, and acidulous. The roots

spread widely and send up numerous suckers; they have a

thick soft bark, the parenchyme of which is loaded with oil

globules. It has an agreeable odour and taste like fresh

ginger* .

*

The leaves yield to distillation a small quantity of volatile

oil resembling that obtained from the leaves of u3Lgle

Maimelos.

Chemical composition.—As a considerable quantity, 28

pounds, of the leaves had been previously distilled with water

and yielded only a few drops of oil, it was not thought necessary

to extract with petroleum ether. A weighed quantity, 80

grams, of the sun-dried and powdered leaves

with ether, and a measured quantity evaporated, dried and

weighed, yielded a greenish-black resin equivalent to 7^ per

cent, of the leaves. The bulk of the ethereal extract was

allowed to evaporate by exposure to the air, and the residue was

instantly mixed with freshly ignited pumice, and extracted

was
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witli water. A measured quantity^ evaporated, dried and

weighed, yielded a small residue equivalent to 3 per cent, of

tte resin. The aqueous extract was slightly acid to litmus,

precipitated by acetate of lead, darkened by iron salts, but not

precipitated by gelatine. It reduced Fehling's solution.

The residue from the aqueous extract was dried and exhausted

with alcohol, in which it was completely soluble. This alcohol

extract allowed to evaporate, yielded a greenish-black

resin, ^of bitter taste, and peculiar odour. ^ It was freely

soluble in chloroform, bisulphide of carbon, benzol and

amylic alcohol, less soluble in glacial acetic acid and petroleum

ether, and almost insoluble in acetic ether. These solutions

allowed to evaporate failed to produce anything crystalline, but

left the unaltered resin. Treated with sulphuric acid the resiu

gives an emerald green coloration. It is readily oxidized and

attacked by nitric acid^ dense red fumes being evolved with

considerable frothing, forming a deep red solution, which

gives a yellow precipitate on pouring into water, soluble in a

larger portion of hot water with yellow solution. The remainder

of the acid solution evaporated to dryness, and the yellow residue

neutralized with solution of caustic potash, gives a deep red

liquid, which is precipitated by sulphate of copper and coloured

a deeper red by cyanide of potash. It stained the skin, and

dyed silk and flax a yellow colour, the yellow colour of the

silk being permaneiit on washing in water. On heating a

portion of the yellow acid residue in a crucible wvered with

a watch glass, a yellow crystalline sublimate was obtained.

These reactions prove the presence of picric acid.

The resin was unaffected by boiling aqueous potash, but

dissolved In alcoholic potash. After°digesting a day, the

potash solution was shaken up with ether ; between the ethereal

and aqueous solution a layer of fine crystals was observed, but

in too small quantity for examination. The ethereal solution

\

aporated Aportion

as pl
ALiiother portion treated with
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excess of acid separated the resin apparently unchanged.
TliQ dried residue of the ethereal extract was exhausted
with absolute alcohol and a measured quantity evaporated,
dried and weighed, yielded a residue equivalent to 2^ per
cent, of the leaves. The alcoholic extract was completely
soluble in water, and gave similnr reactions to the aqucotis
extract of the resin. It was slightly acid to litmus, and
of a bitter taste. On acidifying wath sulphuric acid and
shaking with solvents, chloroform removed a slight residue
of a greenish-black colour and nncrystalline. On concen-
trating the acid solution and setting aside, a few granular
crystals separated; these were washed with a little alcohol

aud recrystallizedj forming tufts of acicular crystals. Thev
gfive a yellow coloration with caustic, potash, but wero
not coloured by cither cold or warm sulphuric acid. They

r

were sparingly soluble in water and alcohol. The aqueous

solution was precipitated by* tannin and acetate of lead.

It slightly reduced Fehling^s solution and ^^v^ an orange

precipitate with a ferroso-ferric salt. Ifc was not precipi-

tated by Mayer's re-agent, nor by bi-iodide of

I^erric chloride produced no coloration or precipitate. The
mother liquor from the above crystals was allowed to

evaporate, and dried up to a bitter black extract. The
erystalline principle is probably a glucosido, aud mifj^ht be

provisionally named Ivccnigin. (/. G. Prehhle,)

i

Murraya exotica, Linfi,, Wight Ic. L 96. China Box,

Honey bush (Eng.), Buis do Chine (Fr.). Vern.— Bihsiir

{Hind.), Kamini {Beng.), Kounti {Mar.), Naga-golurru

('/W,), Murchob (Kumaon), is a favourite evergreen shrub

in gardens, which bears large bunches of sweet-smollin

Howers like orange blossom. It has pinnate leaves with

coriaceous leaflets, much resembling box leaves in shap'-N

tustc and odour. De Vrij has separated , a glucosid*- from

the iluwers, which he has named AInnrfjjtn ;
\i^ compu^i-

tiun is C'^ 11-- 0»^.

31 ^
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ATALANTIA MONOPHYLLA, Cmr.

^'^g.—WigU Ic, t 1611; Eheede, Hort. Mai. io.,

Hab.— Sylhot, Western Peninsula, Ceylon.

Vernacular.—Matangnar, Makar-limbu {Mar.), Kat-ili-

niicLam [Tarn.), Adivi-nima [Tel.), Katunimbe-gida [Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—Rheede says that an oil of

the leaves is cephalic, the root antispasmodic, and the juice

of the fruit anti-bilious. According to Loureiro, the root is

heating, resolvent and stimulant.

Ainslie tells us that a warm, pleasant smelling oil is pre-

pared from the berry of this plant, which in Southern India

is considered a valuable external remedy in chronic rheumatism

and paralysis. In the Concan the leaf-juice is an ingredient

in a compound liniment used in hemiplegia. [Vanaushadi

Frakasha, 1, 404.)

Description,

—

A. monophylla is a large, thorny, cKmbing

shrub, common on the hills of the W. Peninsula and in Sylliet

;

the leaves are fragrant like those of the orange; the berry is

globular, yellow, about 1 inch in diametei* and divided into

four cells by membranous septa, one cell is generally abortive;

pulp like that of a lime but very scanty j each cell contains

one seed J of an inch long and | an inch broadj liaving one

convex and two flat surfaces like the segment of an orange ; the

rind of the fruit has a faint odour of orange peel and abundaub

oil cells. The oil prepared by the natives is obtained by

, which are very aromatic when fresh,

sprinkling them with sweet oil and expressing; the result is a

dark green, pleasant smelling oil, which communicates an

agreeable warmth to the skin when rubbed on it. The seeds

pressed by themselves yield no fatty oil, but the press cloths

are moisbeucd with essential oil A similar preparation is made
from the seeds of Idmonia alata, IF. ^ A., in the Nilgiris, aud

a deeoctlun of
^

the leaves of the same plant is applied tu

cure itch ; iU Tamil name is Kui'uuthu,

seed
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LIMONIA ACIDISSIMA, Linn.

Fig.—nheede, Eort. Mai iv.y t. 14; Uoxh. Cor. PI., t. 86.

Hab.—Himalaya, Behar, Assam, W. Peninsula. The

fruit.
H^

FarnacnZar.—Beli {Eind.), Tor-elaga {Tel), Nai-bel {Mar\,

Can,).

History, Uses, &C.—Rbeede calls it ' Tsjerou-katou-

naregam,' and gives ' Limonis da follia cruzado' as tbe

Portuguese name. Regarding its medical properties he says :

" Caeterum arboris hujus folia prassentaneum Iiabentur curand^

epilepsia) remedium. Radix alvum movet, sudores expellit,

nee non cruciatibas colicis et cardialgiae mcdetur. Fructus

ac

tionem Isesam restituunt ; adhaec acri ex variolis, febribusquo

ttalignia et pestllentialibus contagiosa potenter resistunt,

atque variis venenis pxeestantissimum censentur antidotum ;

quamobrem magni sestimantur, et ab Arabibu3 aliisve

niercatoribus avide expetuntur." Graham, Drury and others

copy from Rheede fruit is used

in Java instead of soap. {Gf. RumpUus.) This use of the

cated by the Marathi

barbe
)>

Description.—A. addissima is a shrub with tripinuato

leaves and winged petioles ; the root is yellow, bitter and

aromatic ; the fruit globular, the size of a grape, with yellowish-

red rind like that of the lime in structure, and a scanty very

acid flesh-coloured pulp with some bitterness and aroma ;
it is

four-celled, but usually contains only three seeds of tbe colour

of orange pips. The fruit is eaten as a stomachic by the Ml

tribes, but is not seen in the Bombay market. The c^ltiv^ited

»ur lime in a dried state is often offered in large quantiti^^^.

It is exported to the Arabian coasts, where it is used as a

condiment with fish, meat, &c., being powdered along with

the spices commonly used in cooking.
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Paramignya monophylla, Wight, III. l, t 42, a

scandeat slirub of the Sikkim Himalaya, Bhutan, Tenasserim,

W l1

diuretic. The root, which is the part used, has a scabrous

brown bark and a bitter saline taste ; it abounds in large

crystals of oxalate of lime. From the resemblance of the fruits
J

to those of Capparis zeylanica^ the Marathas call it Karu-

wageti (bitter Wageti). In the Concau the root is given to

cattle sufiering from bloody urine.

Kakkola,—This is the Sanskrit name of a rutaceous

berry, apparently that of Luvunga SCandens, Jlf^'f^-

The berries, as sold in the shops, have a glandular papillose

exterior, and a terebinthinate odour and taste ; they vary much

in size, ond contain from one to four dai-k green^ oily seeds

with a membranous testa, of the size and shape of orange pips-

The berries aro used in preparing a perfumed medicinal oil

(Kakkolaka), and are sold in the bazaars of Bengal under

the name of Kakala; they must not be confounded with

Kshirakakkoli, a pseudo-bulb from Nipal, composed of from 8 to

10 ovoid fleshy scales. Kakkola and Kshirakakkoli are chiefly

of interest as being the only two constituents of the Ashfa-

varga or ^groap of eight medicines* which are known to the

modern Hindus. The Sanskrit names of the other six plants

are, Rishabha, Jivaka, Meda^ Mahameda, Riddhi and Vriddhi.

CilK.US, Several species.

Fig.—Bentleij and Trim., (L 50 to 54. Orange (F»f/.)»

Oraiiger {Fr.), Lemon {Eng.\ Citronnier (Fr.), Citron {En<j.),

Cedratler {Fr.). The fruit.

1

Hab.—India, universally cultivated.

Vernacular.—ISavskugi, Oranges; Limu, Lemons; Tiirunj,

M.ibtihmg, Citrons {Hind., Bomb.). Kich-cliilip-pazliam»

Omnges ; Elumich-chum-pazham, Lemons ;
Nara-dabba,

Citrons [Tarn.). Kich-cliili-paudu, Oranges; Pedda-Bimtoa-

t
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pandu. Lemons; Bijapiim, Citrpns {Teh). Kittale^ Oranges;

Dodda-nirabe, Lemons ; Mada-lada, Citrons {Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—Bitter oranges and lemons were

iutroduced into Europe from India by tlie Arabians, and were

used by Avlcenna and the early Arabian physicians medicinally.

The sweet orano-e was introduced from China by the Portngueso,

who much improved it by cultivation, hence the European '

name of Portogallotto for this orange, and the Indian Sangtara, /

a corruption of Cintra^ the name of a mountain valley near

LisboUj where the orange grows in great perfection. The
Portuguese appear to have introduced the Cintra variety of

orange into India towards the end of the 17th century.

According to Dutt {Hindu Materia MedicUj p. 126,) the differ-

ent species of Citrus described by ^Sanskrit writers are as

follows :

Jambira, Citrus acidaj Jloxb. Var. 3

Limpaka, do, do. 1
r

Nimbuka, do. do. 2

Vijapura, do, do. 7

• Madhukarkatika, do. do. 9

Mahalunga, Citrxis medica.

Karuna, do. do. Var.

Nagaranga, Citrus Auranllum.

>

"The variety of Citrus acida, called Jambira, yields the

lemon juice used in medicine. Limpika is much used as a

sauce bj the natives. The fruits are cut vertically into two

pieces, and the fresh juice is sprinkled on soup, dal, curry, &c.,

to -which it imparts a pleasant acid taste and agreeable flavour.

A pickle of this fruit in its own juice and salt is a popular and

effectual medicine for indigestion brought on by excess in eat-

ing, or by indigestible articles of diet. The fruits are first

rubbed upon a stone, or their rind scraped a little so as to thai

it ; they are then steeped in juice obtained from other fruits of

the sort, and exposed to the sun for a few days with the addition

of common salt ; when crisp and of a brown colour, they arc-

preserved in jai-s. This preparation is called Jaruk neba
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(cligGstive lemon) in Bengal The vai-iety called Nimbuka has

larger fruit than Limpaka, and is also used as sauce, like the

latter, but is inferior to it in flavour and fragrance. Citrus

Aurantium is called Kamla nebu in Bengali; the variety grown

in the plains has an acid taste, and is called Narenga. The

Sanskrit term Karuna nimbu is variously translated by differ-

ent authorities. Wilson in his Sanskrit Dictionary calls it

Citrus decumana. In the Hortus Bengalensis it is translated

Citrus medica, while Drury and other Madras authorities make

it Citrus limoaum. The Sabdakaldruma does not give any

synonym or vernacular term for it, so that it is difficult to say

what form is really meant. In the vernacular the term Karuna

is appHed to a variety of Citrus medica (in the Makhzan-el-

Adwiya it is given as the Hindi for Naranj), Citrus decumana

has no Sanskrit name. In the vernacular it is called Batavi

nebu, from its having been orignally brought from Batavia.

Madhukarkatika is probably the sweet lemon, or possibly the

citron. Lemon juice is considered cooling, refrigerant, stoma-

chic and useful in dyspepsia, thirst, fever, &c. Fresh lemon

juice is recommended to be taken in the evening, for the relief

of dyspepsia with vomiting. It enters into the composition of

several carminative medicines, such as the Hino-vashtaka, &c.

la rheumatic affections, suet as pleurodynia, sciatica, lumbago,

pain in the hip joints, &c. Sarangadhara recommends the

administration of lemon juice with the addition of Yavakshara

(impure carbonate of potash) and honey. The root of the

var

ingredients in a preparation of Iron called Yakridari lauha."

The genus Citrus furnishes three out of the five acid fruits

{Phaldmla-panchaka) of Sanskrit writers, viz., limes, oranges.

citron

writers d

I,
oranges

Maho
citrons

;

of the large, which is broad aud obtuse at the

base, and the small, both ends of which taper equally ; both
are yellow and fragrant, but the perfume of the small variety
la greatest; the rind of both is hln... . t^u^ ,,.,i„ ^f fi,« small

^^^
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.^

Mahometan

bitter, of the large sweet. Citron rind is said to be hot and

dry, the pulp cold and dry if acid, but cold and moist if sweet

;

the seedSj, leaves, and flowers hot and dry. The juice is de-

scribed as refrigerent and astringent, and is said to be digestive

and to check bilious vomiting ; the rind is tonic and digestive,

and is best administered preserved with honey or sugar. The

author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya states that if the rind of a

citron be steeped in a vessel of wine it will convert it into

vinegar. He also quotes a Mahometan Hadis (tradition), to

the effect that Satan will not enter a house in which citrons

are kept. The essential oil is extracted by means of sweet oil

from the powdered rind, it is considered hot and dry, and is

used as a stimulating liniment. The essential oil of the flowers

and leaves is extracted in the same way, and is considered to

have the same properties. The seeds are generally stated to be

alexipharmic. With regard to oranges, the

describe the best kind as large, thin-skinned, and smooth

;

they say that the rind and flowers are hot and dry, the pulp

cold and dry, and recommend the fruit in colds and coughs,

when febrile symptoms are present; it is best administered

baked with sugar. The juice is valuable in bilious affections, ^

and stops bilious diarrhoea. The orange is the safest of the

acid fruits ; the peel is useful for checking vomiting, and the

prevention of intestinal worms. Orange poultice is recom-

mended in some skin affections, such as psoriasis, &c- Oranges

are considered to be alexipharmic and disinfectant ; orange water

stimulating and refreshing. The essence is extracted by oil

from the rind and flowers, and is used as a stimulating liniment. *

Lemons are stated in the Makhzan-el-Adwiya to be of many

kinds; those which are thin-skinned and about the size of a

hen's egg are most esteemed ; others are described as ovoid and

as large as a goose egg. Of all, the juice is the most valuable

part ; the peel has the ^ame properties as orange peel, but is

weaker. The juice is stated to be cold and dry, or, according

to somei cold and moist ; to be detergent, useful in bilious

headaches, and vomiting caused by excess of bile; to punfy

the blood in scorbutic states of the system, preserved with
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sup^ar or lioncy lemons are recommended for sore tliroat, and are

considered to act as a detergent ; they are administered before

purgatives to prepare tlxe body for them, and afterwards to

check excessive action. Hakims pretend to dissolve jewels

and pearls in the juice, and also in that of the citron- The

seeds are said to be alexipharmic, and the leaves to have

the same properties as those of the citron. Sweet limes

and crosses with the orange and citron, produced by tyiug

the trees together, are considered inferior in medicinal

properties. Gibson tells us that the fruit of Citrus Ber-

yamia (the common sour lime of India) eaten daily with

salt, is a remedy of the utmost importance in enlargement of

the spleen. Dr. Aitkin {BriL Med. Joimi., Oct. 4, 1884, 653,)

reports that a decoction of lemons proves to be a very valuable

remedy in the treatment of ague. A dose is prepared by cut-

ting a lemon into thin slices, adding three teacupfnls of water,

lx)iling until reduced to one teacnpful, and allowing the decoc-

tion to stand all night in the open air, when, after being

strained, it is ready for administration, and should be given tlio

first thing in the morning. This statement lends interest to

an investigation by M. Tanret of some inmicdiate principles in

the rind of the bitter orange- {Seo Chemical comp.)

Microscopic strucfnre of Orange and Lemon Feel.—^ 1^^

epidermis exhibits numerous stonuita
; the parcnchyme of the

pericarp encloses large oil cells, surrounded by small tabular

cells. The inner spongy tissno consists of branched cells

separated by intercellular spaces- The outer layers of the

parcnchyme contain numerous solid yellow bodies, which

probably consist ot Hesperidin ; large crystals of oxalate of

calcium are also to be seen, and in the interior tissue vascular

bundles.

Chemical composition.—The following estimates of citric acid

in East Indian limes has been kindly furnished to us by

Mr. G. W. R. Cripcr, F. C. S., of Calcutta :— ^

Isty Chholowjf^ a largo oblong fruit with a rough skin of

a reddish-yelluw colour {Citrus nudirr^^ Bo^vb,). One truit
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contains approximately 100 c. c. juice, == 6*3 per cent, acid

calculated as citric.

2nd, China Pdtiy a round small fruit with a smootli skin of a
^

yellow colour. {Citrus acida, Roxh,, var. 1.) One fruit contains

40—50 e. (J. juice = 6'5 per ,cent, acid calculated as citric.

50 of tbese limes gave 69 fl. oz- juice.

3nZ, Kdghazi, a small oblong, smooth-skinned fruity green-

ish to yellow in colour. [Citrus acidoj Roxb.y var. 2.) One
fruit contains 18—25 c. e. juice := 6'i §er cent, acid, calcu-

lated as citric.

4th^ Pdtif a small round smooth-skinned fruit of a yellow

colour. {Citrus acida, Roxh., var. !•) One fruit contains

about 40 c. c. juice = 7 per cent, acid, calculated as citric.

oth^ Gora, an oblong rough-skinned fruit of a greenish

colour. [Citrus acida, Eoxh., var. 3.) One fruit contaius about

40—50 c. c, juice = 5*6 per cent, acid, calculated as citric.

6^^, Sharhati (Sweet lime), a round smooth-skinned fruit

cfa pale yellow colour. [Citrus acida, Boxb. var. 9.) One

fruit contains about 60 c. c jnice = O'l per cent, acid, calcu-

lated as citric.

The white spongy inner coating of lemons, as well as other

fruits of the genus (7i7r?i^-, contains a bitter principle, Hespc-

ridin, discovered by Lebreton [J.Pharm. XIX., 377), of which

E. HofEmann obtained 5 to 8 per cent, from unripe bitter

oranges. He extracted them with dilute alcohol, after they

tad previously been exhausted by cold water- The alcohol

should contain about 1 per cent, of caustic potash ; the liquid

on cooling is acidulated with hydrochloric acid, when it yield;

a yellowish crystalline deposit of hesperidin, which may be

obtained colourless and tasteless by recrystallizafcion from

"boiling alcohol. By dilute sulphuric acid (1 per cent.)

hesp^^ridin is broken up as follows :

Q22 ll^Q Q12 _ Qie H^* 0^ C^ H'^0^

Hesperidin Hesperetin Glucose.

Hesperidin is very little soluble even in boil in "f
water or ui

etUr, but dissolven readily in hot acetic acid, also in alk&hu^
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solutions, tlie latter then turning soon yellow and reddish.

Pure hesperidin, as presented to one of us bj' Hoffmauti,

darkens when it is shaken with alcoholic percLloride ofiroiij

'own

til

obtained from unripe oranges differing from ordinary Hesperi-

din in some respects^ especially in being insoluble in alcohol.
r"

r

J

A - "

Hesperetin forms crystals melting at 223° 0.^ soluble both in

alcohol or ether, not in water ; they taste sweet. They are

split up by potash into phloroglucin and Ilesperetic acid, C*^

H'^ 0*. On addition of ferric chloride, thin slices of the

peel are darkened, owing probably to some derivative of

hesperidin or to hesperidin itself. The name hesperidin has

also been applied to yellow crystals extracted from the Pomelo,

Citrus deciunana^ Linn., the dried flowers of which afford

about 2 per cent, of this substance. It is, as shewn in 1879

by E, Hoffmann, quite different from hesperidin as described

above; he calls it Naringvij and assigns to it the fonnala

0^3 jj2« 01^^4-4 OH^. Naringinis readily soluble in hot water

or in alcohol, not in ether or chloroform. Its solutions turn

brownish red on addition of ferric chloride. Lemofl jaice in

addition to citric acid contains 3 to 4 per cent- of gum and

Bugd,r, and 2-28 per cent, of inorganic salts, of which, accord-

ing to Stoddart, only a minute proportion is potash- Cossa,

on the other hand, who has recently studied the products of

the lemon tree with much care, has found that the ash of dried

lemon juice contains 54 per cent, of potash, besides 15 per

cent, of phosphoric acid, Stoddart has pointed out the

remarkable tendency of citric acid to undergo decomposition,

and has proved that when lemons are kept for six months tho

acid rapidly decreases in quantity and finally ceases to exist,

having been all split up into glucose and carbonic acid.

Lemon juice may with certain precautions be kept unimpaired
for months or even years. [PharmacograpJiia, 2nd Ed-, p. 1 1 6.)

To prevent fermentation it should be heated, strained to

remove alburnon, and stored in well filled bottles. In tho

i
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Calcutta market lime juice prepared by native manufacturers,

and preserved with a small amount of salicylic acid, is largely

sold. Juice containing less than 25 grains of free citric acid
.

per fluid ounce is not passed for Government jourposes, and the
V

amount of salicylic acid has been fixed at one-fifth of a grain

per fluid ounce. Some experiments were recently made by one

of us OR concentrating lime juice to one-fourth its original

volume in order to facilitate transport. It was found that the

loss of acidity in conducting the operation in metallic dishes

over a naked flame^ and on the water bath at varying tempe-

ratures, with constant stirring was 53*2 to 28' 8 grains per

gallon. The same juice concentrated without heat in vacuo

over H^ SO^ indicated a loss of only 9 '2 grains due to volatile
,

acids. In the experiments in which heat was employed the

total loss of acidity, though really partly due to volatile acids,

^vas calculated as citric acid, and to render the results compar-

able the loss in vacuo over H^ SO* was also calculated as citric

acid. On the large scale without using vacaum pans a greater

loss occurs. Warnecke found 5"85 per cent, of ash in

immature orange fruit, 3'90 per cent, in the pulp of the ripe

fi'uit, and 5-28 per cent, in orange peel when the white inner

tissue had been removed. According to Boussingault, orange

petals coutaiu 5*00 per cent, of sugar capable of reducing

copper solution. Several species of the genus yield an inferior

gnm resembling cherry-tree guin. By various treatment of

au alcoholic extract of the peel, M. Tanret has succeeded
t

in separating

—

(a) A crystalline acid,, insipid and non-volatile, insoluble

in water and ether, slightly soluble in cold alcohol, but more

soluble in boiling alcohol and chloroform, and having a

composition represented by the formula C** H^^ 0'*;

(fc) A crystalline resinous body, extremely bitter, nearly

insoluble in cold water, but freely soluble in boiling water and

in ether, alcohol and chloroform, and having a composition

approximating to that of hesperetic acid

;

(c) A crystalline glucoside, isomeric with besperidiu, and

named isohesperidiu.
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{d) Hespendin ; and (e) a glncoside to which the bitter-

ness of the peel is attributed, and which has been named
^^ aurantlamarijiy Aurantianiann is soluble in all propor-

tions in water and in alcohol, but is insoluble in ether and

chloroform. It is the natural solvent of hesperidin and the

bitter resin (6), {Gomj:des UencL cii„ 518; Pharm. Joxirn.

1886.) The sugar produced when hesperidin and isohespe-

ridin are split up under the action of acids is a mixture of

glucose and insodulcito. {Bull. Soe, Chim. xlix., 1.)

The rind of the lemon yields the oil of lemon of commerce.

The most delicate scented oil is procured by the sponge process

in use in Italy and Sicily- After soaking in water to which a

little soda has been added, the fruit are taken up singly^ and

firmly pressed against a large and hard-grained sponge. Two
or three sharp turns of the wrist causes the sponge to rupture the

oil cells in the rind, and the sponge absorbs the exuded oil. The

sponge is pressed from time to time, and the expressed liquid

allowed to settle, when it separates into three layers, the oil

floating on the surface^ bright and clear. In Southern France,

an instrument called an ecuelle is used, which consists of a

shallow pan studded on its concavity with strong blunt spikes,

and having a receptacle at its lowest part for the oil, and a lip

on one side. In using the instrument the fruit is rolled by the

hand gently and quickly over the spikes, wdien the oil sepa-

rates and collects in the reservoir. Another plan of obtaining

the oil is expression. The process of distillation is also used,

but tbe product is inferior. A combined process in which
the ecuelle and distillation methods are used has been intro-

duced, and it is claimed that while the product is equal in

quality to that yielded by mechanical means, the yield is

nearly double. One thousand lemons yield from 320 to 400
grains of oil, and about ten gallons of raw juce. Pure oil of

lemons contains, according to Bouchardt and Lafont, besides
a littlo cymcne, several hydrocarbons,' C ^ H'®, the most
abundant of which is a citrene boiling at about 17b^ C, and
havin- a rotatory power exceeding + 105,^ and yielding a solid
optically inactive dihydrochloride.
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Oil of limes, derived from tte rind of C. Limetta, is obtained

m a similar manner to oil of lemons, which it somewhat

resembles

Orange peel oil, the essence or oil of Portugal o£ commerce,
is also obtained in a similar manner. Wright has isolated from

the oil a terpene Hesperidene. (J. Chem. Soc, 1873, p. 549.)

From the flowers of different varieties of the Orange, oil of

Ornvgefiowers is obtained. Genuine orange flower oil, the

Oleum NeroU of pharmacy, is obtained by the maceration or

absorption process, from the flowers of the sweet or bitter

orange. By aqueous distillation of the flowers oils are also

obtained, but inferior in aroma to that yielded by the first

mentioned methods. Thus 0. Aurantium yields oil of neroli,

the flowers of 0. bigaradia, or Seville orange, neroli bigarade;

^hde the leaves and young unripe fruit of .different varieties

of Citrus yield neroli petit grain. (Brannt.)

Orange flower water is used in pharmacy, and a tea made
from orange flowers is much used in French domestic medicine.

Commerce.—The various species of Citrus are cultivated

in most parts of India. The kinds usually met with are :

several varieties of Mandarin orange; the common sweet

orange; several varieties of sour lime; the sweet lime; the

"tron
; and a fruit which appears to be a cross between the

sour lime and orange. Besides these we have the Shaddock

or Pummelo in abundance, and occasionally sweet citrons

from the Persian Gulf, and sweet oranges from Suez or

Zanzibar. Sour limes in a dried state are exported to Arabia,

where they are used as a condiment with fish, meat, &c.

i^GLEMVIARMELOS, Corr.

F'ig

—

Bentl. and Trim,, t. 55. B.iel tree [Eng.), Egle

*narmel [Pr.). The fruit, bark, leaves and root,

Hab InJia.

y^nacnlar.-Ei\ (Hind., Beng., ^om5.), Vilva-pazh*"^

^^""^O, Bilva-pandu (r.L), Bilapatri {Can.). BiIino.phai(0"'-i-
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History, Uses, &C.—This is a sacred tree amongst the

HinduSj its leaves being used in the worship of Siva. On this

account it is to be found cultivated everywhere in Hindu

gardens. It is considered sacrilegious to destroy it ; enormous

quantities of the leaves are gathered for use in the temples at.

certain seasons- In ancient Sanskrit poems it is frequently

alluded to as an emblem of increase and fertility, it is

considered to be very auspicious (ati-mangalya). The baton

of the Vaisya or third caste ofHiudu^ is obtained from this

tree. The fruit is the subject of several Solar-phallic myths.

Hindu physicians regard the unripe or half ripe fruit as astrin-

gent, digestive, and stomachic, and prescribe it in diarrhoea
F

and dysentery. The ripe fruit is considered aromatic, cooling

and laxative. A thick sherbet of the ripe fruit has a

reputation among Europeans as an agreeable laxative; the

dose is a tumbler-full. The dried pulp of the fruifc is called

Vilva peshika in Sanskrit. The root bark is used as a remedy

in hypochondriasis, melancholia and palpitation of the heart

(diseases supposed to be caused by deranged air) ; it is one of

the Dasamula or ten plants {vide Tribulas terre^tria). The

fresh juice of the leaves is given with honey as a laxative and

febrifuge ; it is used in asthmatic complaints, and with the

addition of black pepper in anasarca with costiveness and

jaundice; moreover, in external iuflammations it is given to

correct the supposed derangement of the humours. The

Mahometans use the Bel as a medicine, and Muhammad bm
Zakarieh' describes it; they consider the ripe fruit to be hot

and dry, the very young fruit cold in the second dee^ree, and

the half ripe fruit cold in the first and dry in the second

degree; its properties are described in the Makhzan-el-Adwiya

as cardiacal, restorative, tonic and asfcrino-ent: it is directed to

be cotnbmod with sugar for adminiscratiou to prevent its

giving rise to piles. The pulp of the half-ripe fruit baked

aud mixed with sugar and rose water when given on an empty
stovnach is said to be a good remedy for diarrhoea. Garcia

d'Orta, physician to the Viceroy of Goa in the 1 6th century,

describes the Bel fruit under the name of Marmelos de
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Benguala^ and mentious its use in dysentery. Bontius also

mentions it. Rheede in his HorL Malah. (Vol. iii.^ p. 37,)

notices its use on the Malabar Coast. Rumphius remarks that

the gum is like cherry gum^ it tastes at first sweet but after-

wards slightly acrid. He also tells us that the Chinese make
an extract of the leaves and young fruit which they use for

adulterating opium. Ainslie and the author of the Bengal

Dispensatory quote Rheede^ but give no further information

upon the use of the fruit in dysentery. In 1853, Sir B.

Martin, writing in the Lancet {Vol. II., p. 53,) called the

attention of the profession to it; finally, in 1869, it was made
official in the Pharmacopoeia of India, where it is recommended
as a remedy of much value in atonic diarrhoea and dysentery
and in the advanced stages of those diseases, in irregularity of
th« bowels, and in habitual constipation. In the Concan the
small unripe fruit (Bdl belphal) is given with fennel seeds and
gmger in decoction for piles; a compound pill containing two
parts each of Bal belphal, Mimusops elengi fruit, and galls, one
part each of nutmegs, cloves, saffron, nagkesar and mace, is

used as a remedy for diarrhoea ; the dose is one pill for a child

and three for an adult. Two tolas of the juice of the bark is

given with a little cummin in milk as a remedy for poverty of
the seminal fluid. The best preparation of Bael fruit is a
marmelade made from tlie full grown but still tender fruit cut
in thin slices ,- it keeps well, which is not the case with the
conserve made from the pulp of the ripe fruit usually mob with
in the shops-

Description.—The fruit is a large berry, 2—4 inches in

diameter, variable in shape^ "being spherical or somewhat

flattened like an orange, ovoid, or pyriform, having a smooth

hard shell ; the interior divided into 10—15 cells, each contain-

ing from 6—10 woolly seeds, conf^ists of a mucilaginous pulp,

which is very aromatic, each seed is surrounded by a clear

tenacious mucus. The commercial article is entire or in dried

slices, having on the ouler side a smooth greyish brown shelf,

enclosing a hard orange broAVn gumray pulp, in which the
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cells and seeds may be seen j the latter are oblong and com-

pressed, about 8 liaes long, and covered with whitish hairs;

the dried pulp has a macilaginouSj acid, and slightly astringent

. tastej and a very agreeable aroina, resembling that of elemi.

Microscopic stmchire,—The rind is covered with a grey

cuticle or bloom, and further shows two layers, the one

exhibiting not very numerous oil cells, and the other and inner

made up of scIerencTiyme. The tissue of the pulp consists of

large cells- In the epidermis of the seeds certain groups of

cells ate excessively lengthened and constitute the woolly hairs

already noticed.

Chemical composition,—-As stated in the Pharmacograpldaf

the dry pvdp moistened with cold water yields a red liquid

^containing chiefly mucilage and (probably) pectin, which

separates if the liquid is concentrated by evaporation. The

mucilage may be precipitated by neutral acetate of lead or by

alcohol, but is not coloured by iodine. It may be separated

by a filter into a portion truly soluble (as proved by the

addition of alcohol or acetate of lead) and another, compre-

hending the larger bulk, which is only swollen like Traga-

canth, but is far more glutinous and completely transparent.

Neither a per nor a proto salt of iron shows the infusion to

contain any appreciable quantity of tannin. Warden remarks

tliat the ripe and unripe fruit, when moistened with a solution

of ferric chloride gives a marked tannic acid reaction, strong-

est in those portions of the pulp next the rind, the ch?ar

mucilage surrounding the seeds he found to have an acid reac-

tion, to contain lime and to afford no tannin reaction. War-
necke found 2-08 per cent, of ash in Bael fruit, and 5*72

per cent, in the pulp separated from the rind. The wood has^

the following percentage composition:

—

^^^ '

Soluble potassium and sodium compounds... '16

Phosphates of calcium and iron 'V\

Calcium carbonate \^^ \ 2'16
Magnesium carbonate "1^

Silica with sand and other impurities '01—{WartJi., Indian Forn^ler X., p. 63.)
i-
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28 lbs of the fresh leaves submitted to distillation in the

usual manner, rapidly yielded one ounce of a thin mobile

oil of a faint yellowish-green colour and neutral reaction,

which had a peculiar aromatic odour and slightly bitter

taste. It had a specific gravity of 0-835 at 32^ C, and a

boiling point of 175^ C. Examined with the polariscope it

turned a ray of polarized light to the left (a)^, = —22'87.

The oil was miscible with carbon bisulphide in all proportions,

readily soluble in alcohol, and one part in three of 84 per cent,

alcohol. It gave a reddish-brown colour with sulphuric acid,

a deep brown with sulphuric acid and potassium bichromate, a

reddish coloration with fuming nitric acid. It dissolved

picric acid when slightly warmed, and the solution had a deep

orange colour; on cooling crystals were deposited. With a

solution of bromine in chloroform it formed a colourless

solution* Dissolved in carbon bisulphide, and nitric acid 1'2

added, the upper layer of bisulphide showed a greenish colour

and the lower of acid a red colour. The oil dissolved iodine

with explosive action, and was soluble in glacial acetic acid.

{U. B. Eoyles.)

Commerce.—Yalae, dry fruit, | to Re. 1 per 100; greea

fruit 6 as. per 100; dry pulp, Rs. 20 per cwt. The Bombay

market is chiefly supplied from the Deccan. The fruits are

usually small and not suitable for the. preparation of the con-

serve ; 'for this purpose the large cultivated fruit of Bengal

should be obtained in a fresh condition. Season -November

and December.

FERONIA ELEPHANTUM, Corr.
I*

Fig.—Ro.vb. Gw. PL, t. 141 ; Wight Ic, t 15. Wood

Apple {Eng.), Pommier d* elephant (Fr.).
4,

Hab.—India. The leaves, fruit and gum.

Vernacular.—Komt, Kavitha {Hliid., Mar.), Kathbel (
Beng. },

Nila-vilam (Tarn.), Kotha {Guz.), Byalada (Can,), Nela-vd'^ga

{Tel.).

36
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History, Uses, &C.—The Wood apple, or Elephant

apple, so called because the fruit is like an elephant's skin, in
r

Sanskrit Kapittlia (on which monkeys dwell) and Kapipriya

(dear to monkeys), is met with throughout India^ and is culti-

vated for the sake of the fruit, which is edible. The Hindus

consider the unripe fruit to be a useful astringent in diarrhoea

and dysentery, and prescribe the ripe fruit in affections of tlie

gums and throat. It is called Dadhiphala in Sanskrit, as its

taste is compared with that of Dadhi or coagulated milk.

The leaves are aromatic and carminative. The author of the
3

Makhzan-el'Adwiya says that the leaves are very astringent,

and have the taste and odour of Tarrao^on. He describes the

fruit as cold and dry in the second degree, refreshing, astrin-

gent, cardiacal and tonic, a useful remedy in ^livation and

sore throat, strengthening the gams and acting as an astrin-

gent; sherbpt made from the fruit increases the appetite, and

has alexipharmic properties. The pulp applied externally is a

remedy for the bitos of venomous insects ; if not obtainable,

the powdered rind may be used Ainslie mentions the use of

the fruit, leaves, and gum. He says that the latter supplies

the place of gum Arabic in Lower India, and is prescribed by

Tamool practitioners to relievo tenesmus in bowel affections.

The Feronia elephantum is the Balono- of the Portu^^^uese. It

is mentioned in the Bengal Dispensatory and Pharmacopeia
of India, but no farther information as to its propertfes is to

be gathered from these works. The fruit when cultivated,

attains a diameter of four inches. The gum forms part of the

country gum which is sold in the bazars. It is the Dadhittha-

rasa of Sanskrit writers. Under the name of Pancha-kapittha,
or five products of the Peronia, the Hindus prepare a medicine
which contains the flowors, bark, root, leaves and frnit of the
tree. The country people pound the leaves with curds and
apply the misture to the whole body as a remedy for heat of

blood supposed to be caused by bile.

/^

Description.—The ordinary wood apple is globose, one-
rellcd, alMxf ..'| inch., in diameter, covered with a scurfv
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» »epiilermia, \Yliinh is of a light grey or dirty white coloui

b6ueuth the epidermis, the rind is dull green, woody and
granular, much more fragile than that of the Bel. The odour

when ripe is aromatic, and resembles that of melon. There
rfre ajjQut 500 seeds in each fruit of a bland taste and free

from bitterness ; they are embedded in a pale greyish-pink

pulp, and are of an oblong compressed form, with thick fleshy

cotyledons, and a radicle pointing away from the hilura. The
leaves have from 5— 7 leaflets, cuneate, or obovate with a

crenato t\^ ; they smell aromatic. The root bark is thick,

while and starcliy ; it has the odour of the leaves and contains

essential oil. The gum is in tears or irregular masses,

yellow or brownish; dissolved in water it forms an almost

tasteless mucilage,' much more viscid than that of gum
Ai^abic made in the same proportions. The solution red-

dens litmus, and is precipitated by alcohol, oxalate of

ammonia, alkaline silicates, perchloride of iron, but not by
borax. Moreover, the solution is precipitated by neutral

acetate of lead or caustic baryta, but not by potash. If the

solution is completely precipitated by neutral acetate of lead,

the residual liquid will be found to contain a small quantity of

a diffei^ent gum, identical apparently with gum Arabic, inas-

much as it is not thrown down by acetate of lead. If the lime

is precipitated from the Feronia mucilage by oxalate ' of

potassium, the gum partially loses its solubility and forms a

turbid liquid.

Chemical composition.~The larger portion of Feronia gum
is not identical with gum Arabic ; when examined in a column
of 50 mm. length, it deviates the ray of polarised light 0^'4 to

the right,—not to the left^ as gum Arabic. Gum Arabic may
be combined with oxide of lead; the compound (arabate of

lead) contains 30-6 per cent, of oxide of lead, whereas the

plumbic compound of Feronia gum dried at 110^ C yields only

14-76 per cent, of Pb 0, The formula 2 (C^^ H^^ O^^) 2Pb
+2 (0^2 g22 Qiij supposes 14-2 per cent of oxide of lead.

Feronia gum repeatedly treated with fuming nitric acid,

pi'uduces abundant crvstals of mucic acid. Dried at 110'' C it
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yields about 17 per cent, of water. The aah amounts to about

3'55 per cent. {PharmacograpMa, p. 212.)

The pulp of the fruit contains citric acid and mucilage. If

the pulp is thoroughly dried in a water bath, and then covered

with water for about five minutes, an almost pure solution of

citric acid is obtained and recognised by the usual reagents ; if

left in contact with water for a longer period, the gum begins

to enter into solution. The dried pulp contains 15 per cent-

of citric acid, and a small quantity of deliquescent ash consist-

ing of potassium^ calcium and iron salts.

The leaves yield to distillation a small quantity of essential

oil similar to that obtained from Bael leaves. {See Mjle

Marmelos.) ,

or rather ihe mixed gums of which

Feronia gum forms a part, is known as Ghati gum. In Londoo

these mixed gums are known as Anirads, and the term Ghati is

applied to the gam of Conocarpus latifoUa, The term Amrad

is unknown in India, and appears to be of African origin, and

to be applied to coloured Acacia gums.

Commerce.—The gum

SIMAKUBE^.

BALANITES ROXBURGHII, Flanrh,

^ig*

—

Wight Ic, t. 274. Egyptian myrobalan {.F^ng.),

Balanite AgilialaJ (jPr.).

Hab.—Drier parts of India, Egypt. The fruit.

Vernamlar.—llm^ixxx, Ingua, Hingol [Bind.), HiBgon
(Ben^.)» ^'aiijandaa(ram.),Gari,Ringri {Tel), Hingana {Mar.),

Hingoria {Guz.).

History, Uses, &C.—Tliis plant is sacred to Isis, wlia

is represented with a crown of it in lier hand. In Egypt it

was also a symbol of farewell and hope given to dying people.

The seeds are found along with other fruit seeds in the EgjT"
tian tombs. The Greeks appear to have become acquainted
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witb the tree through the Egyptians, and it is mentioned by

Hippocrates, Theophrastus, Strabo and Dioscorides under the

name of Persea

—

Trepaia, Dioscorides says that the dried

leaves are applied to blood eruptions, and that the fruit is

often infested by an insect cdlleS KpavoK6\a7rrov ^ Latin writers

also notice the tree being sacred to Isis, and Pliny (15, 13,)

says that Alexander gave oi^ders that the victors should be

crowned with it in the games which he instituted in honour of

Perseus at Memphis. The fruit appears to have been occa-

sionally confounded by the ancients with the Persica or peach,

as it is sometimes described as edible. Baillon says that in

Egypt the ripe fruit is called " desert date'^ and the unripe

'' Egyptian myrobalan.'^ The African Arabs call the tree

El Heglyg, and use the pulp as a detergent, and the bark

to poison fivsh. In Sem

the

are

it as a purgative. (CorreetLejanne.)

In India Balanites is the Ingudi or Ingua of Sanskrit writers,

who also call it Tapasa-taru and Munipiidapa, " anchorite's

tree," because the Gurus prepare from the seeds an oil for the

lamp which they use ia the .ceremony of Guru-ujpdsana, or

initiation of a Hindu by his spiritual guide. Another name

for the fruit is Gauri-tvac, which seems to connect it with the

worship of Gauri or Isani, the Indian goddess of abundance,

the Mahadeva

honour bombs made with the shell are exploded. The festival

of this goddess, called Kdtymjanivraf, is conducted by women

at the vernal equinox ; an interesting description of it under

the name of the Gangore festival will be found in Tod*s Bajas-

tJian (Vol. I., p. 570). In all parts of India a boat is used as

described by Herodotus in the Isis worship at Busiris, and by

in the Ertha worship among the Suevi in Germany.

At the Ganpati festival in India, Gauri is worshipped in the
Tacitus

and

and

the Greeks. Gauri also holds in her hand a Lotus flower as

etnblematic of reproduction. The leaves of Balanites are the

Hingupatri of modern Sanskrit writers, but the true Mingu-
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patri was doubtless the Asafoeticla leaf- In tlie Concan and in

other parts of India where this treo is tinknown, the oil for

the Guru-upasana ceremony is obtained from Terminaluv

Catapjyai a tree which is not a native of any part of India

except perhaps the eastern borders of Bengal.

The unripe fi-uit of Balanites is found in the druggist's shops

in many parts of India^ and is used as a purgative and anthel-

mintic^ the dose being half of the pulp of a single fruit ; in

smaller doses of from 2—20 grains it is expectorant. The bark^

unripe fruit, and leaves are given to cattle as*an anthelruiutic-

The physiological action of tho bark and fruit is similar to that

of the genus Polygala, and a few drops of a tincture of the

fruit is as efficient an emulsifier as Tincture of Senega. The

kernel yields a bland fatty yellow tasteless oil, which is

applied to burns and sores.

Description.—The fruit is an ovoid drupe, about two

inches long, by 1^ inch broad, having a nearly smooth, fragile

epicarp, marked by ten shallow longitudinal grooves ;
the

greenish soapy mesocarp is traversed by numerous bundles

of vascular fibres, and is adherent to the pentagonal^ thick,

woody shell. The descending seed contains under its coats

a thick ex-albuminous embryo, with plano-convex cotyledons

sometimes unequal, bilobed or corrugate, and a short superior

radicle. As found in the shops, the fruit presents a wrinkled

appearance, and is of a greenish-yellow colour, having been

gathered a little before maturity.

The bark yields a principle similar

to, if not identical with saponin. (5^e<3 Saponaria.) The oil

(Zachun oil of Africa) has a sp. gr. of -9185 at lo'5^ C, and

congeals at zero. It yields 94'4 pet cent, of crystaUized fatty

acids melting at 31'=*, and with a mean combining weight of 277.

Sulphuric acid produces a brown colour not altered by stirring.

With Hassle's nitric acid test tho oil becomes opaque, and is only

slightly darkened in tint ; the lower part of the oil becomes
white and solid with a green ring where it touches the acid.

Heated with a third of its weight of nitric acid, it changes.

com
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to a light orange liquid, and when left to cool becomes solid

in a few hours. It is a slow drying oil, and is readily bleached

in sunlight. There are some points of resemblance between

it and that of Arachis hypogcea. The seeds yield to solvents

a little more than 50 per cent.

The pulp of the fruit contains organic acids 1'8 per cent.,

saponin 1*32 per cent., besides mucilage and sugar.

PICRASMA QUASSlblDES, Benn

.

Hab.—Sub-tropical Himalaya, South China. The wood

and bark.

Vernacular.—Kashshing {Hind.).

History, Uses, &C.—A small tree or large bush with

unequally pinnate leaves, and the aspect and foliiige of

Ailantus; it bears axillary stalked cymes of small dioecious

or polygamous flowers, which have the calyx four or five

parted. The fruit is a pea;liko red drupe and is edible.

Eoyle first drew attention to the bark and wood as being

quite as bitter as quassia, and Stewart states that the leaves

are used in the Punjab to cure scabies and the wood to kill

insects. The bark has been recommended by Macardieu

as a febrifuge, and under the name of JJrucea {Nima) quas-

sioidcs, the plant is noticed as a likely substitute for quassia

iu the Indian Pharmacopoeia. In this work the bark is

said to bo sold under the name of Bharangi in Bengal, but

this we are unable to confirm, as several samples of bharaugi

which wc have obtained in Bengal and elsewhere all proved'

to be the roots and stems of CUrodendron serratum.

Description.—The wood consists of pieces of the larger

branches from 3 to 6 inches in diameter, and is covered with

a dark-brown bark;, which has a somewhat nett-ed

and is marked by transverse scarS. On rubbing oif the outer

Jiiyer of subcr an olive-green surface is exposed. The bai

fi-om a stem of 3 inches in diamettn- was A inch thick and xwy

surface,

f^.
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compact. The wood and bark are of a light yellow colour

;

m the former a transverse section shoAvs numerous fine, close,

medullary rays, which intersect well marked, irregular, con-

centric rings. The centre of the stem is occupied by a cylinder

of pith—in short, in appearance and taste the drug bears

a close resemblance to quassia.

Under the microscope a transverse section of the bark
exhibits an outer layer of brown suber, within which are two
or three rows of empty transparent cells, followed by 8 to 10

rows of cells containing chlorophyll ; these are succeeded by
the liber tissue, which is divided into layers by about six rows
of yellow stone cells. Lastly comes the cambium layer.

The medullary rays consist of about 15 vertical layers of

cells; the single layers contain from one to five rows of cells.

Iho tissue of the bark contains resinous deposits and crystals

of oxalate of lime, which are so numerous towards the exterior

portion that they produce opaque patches, visible to the naked
eye.

The wood so closely agrees with the microscopic description

of quassia by Pocklington {Pharm. Jn. (3) F., 321, Year-Boo^,

1875, p. 190), that we think it unnecessary to reproduce the

particulars.

examination

wood
Our experiments indicate that the

^ ble principle, probably quassiin, a

fluorescing, bitter, resin-like principle, and at least one other

non-crystallizable, bitter, resinous body, probably the uncrystal-

lizable quasgiin of Adrin and Mordeaux. There are several

points of interest connected with the examination of P. quas-

simdes to which wo woul d refer. Firstly, the wood is not so

bitter to the taste as ordinary quassia wood. Secondly, the

authors of the Pharmacographia state that they obtained
7-8 per cent, of ash from quassia wood dried at 100<=C.; the
ash of P. quassioicles obtained by us amounted to only 1-7 per
cent. Thirdly, a watery solution of ordinary quassia wood
la stated to display a slight fiuorcscencc, especially if a little

caustic hme h^ been added. According to Fluckiger an4
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Hanbury tliis is apparently due to quassiin. We have repeated

the experimeut with a sample of ordinary quassia wood with

negative results. The P. quassioides wood when treated with

water or alcohol affords solutions which display a very marked

greenish fluorescence. Regarding the content of quassiin

it appears to vary considerably. A. Christensen {Archiv. der

'la^-m

Pharm. (3) XX., 481,) states that he found the amount

to vary greatly, some specimens yielding scarcely any.

Stille and Maisch give the yield at 0'15 to 0'05 per cent.

[Ncdional Dispensatory. ) The authors of the PharmacograpJiia

at about 0-1 per cent. MM. Adrin and 'Movdesinx—{EeperL

50) obtained 0-125 to 0-15 per cent, of

white crystalline quassiin. Oliveri and Denars {Gazetta Chim.

Hal. XIX., 1—9) obtained only 0*03 percent, of the pure prin-

ciple. While Goldschmiedt and Weidel in 1877 failed to isolate

quassiin, they obtained however a yellow resin, the presence

of which had been previously noticed in the wood by

Fliickiger and Hanbury. The amount of crystallizable prin-

ciple present in the wood we examined, we are unable to

$

as

that it would amount to more than '02 to '03 per cent, as an

outside limit.

Regarding the methods of analysis, extraction of the wood

by alcohol, and subsequent boiling of the dry alcoholic extract

with water, concentrating, and precipitating with tannin,

appears to give the best results, as far as a crystalline product

is concerned.

In order to ascertain whether any of the Jaborandi alkaloids

were present in the? wood or not, we made the following

experiments :—An alcoholic extract of the wood was digesteil

with water acidulated with one per cent, hydrochloric acid,

the solution filtered from insoluble resinous matter, and

evaporated to a small bulk. When cold the deep yellow

solution was precipitated with phosphomolybdic acid, filtered,

and the precipitate washed with water containing a tra<» of

bydr9chloric acid. The precipitate was then treated with

37
¥
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baryta water, tlio excess of barium removed by CO', and tlxe

liquid with precipitate evaporated to dryness. The residue

was then boiled with 06 per cent, alcohol. On evaporating off

the alcohol a yellow non-crystalline varnish- like residue was

left- This residue was bitter, partly soluble in water, and

responded to the usual alkaloidal re-agents. The amount

obtained did not exceed a trace.

^ The method of extraction above described was subsequently

modified in the followinof manner :

r

An alcoliolic extract obtained from 263 grams of tlie wood

was digested at a gentle heat for some hours with water

acidulated with 2 per cent, of hy drochloinc acid. The deep

yellow solution was filtered, rendered alkaline with ammonia,

and agitated with Chloroform. The separated chloroform was

then agitated with dilute hydrochloric acid, the acid liquid

decanted, made alkaline with ammonia, and again agitated

with chloroform ; and this operation was repeated a second

time. Finally the chloroform was evaporated off, and left an

amber-colourednon-crystalline, transparent varnish-like residue.

In water this extract was only slightly soluble, but in water

acidulated with a few drops of nitric acid, it was wholly

soluble, with the exception of a few flakes. On spontaneons

evaporation,of the nitric acid solution a yellowish non-crystaUme

residue was obtained, not easily soluble in cold % per cent.

alcohol, slightly soluble in cold water, and not wholly soluble

in warm water. An aqueous solution was of a deep yellow

colour and possessed the following properties : Taste distinctly

pungent, very slightly bitter and acrid. With alkaloidal

group re-agents very marked precipitates were obtained ;
with

very dilate solution, however, phosphomolybdic acid was one of

the few re-agents which afforded a reaction. Frohde's re-agent

gave no colour reaction in the cold or on heating. The
physiological action of the principle was tried by the following

experiments :—A solution containing -0009 gram of the

principle injected hypodermically
produced no symptoms; a solution containing about '002 of a
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gram hypodcrmically injected below the skin of a cat's thigh

yielded negative results; one of us swallowed a solution

containing '0036 of a gram without any symptoms whatever
ensuing. A sti-ong solution applied to a cat's eye caused no
contraction of the pupil.

The amount of this principle separated from the wood,
though we had operated on a fairly large amount, was insuffi-

cient for further experiments. Our experiments indiqate

however the presence of a distinctly alkaloidal principle in the

wood, in addition to the principles already referred to. As f^r

as our experiments have gone there is no evidence to show
that the alkaloidal principle is related to the Jaboraadi alka-

loids. We have also examined P. 7iepalensis for these alkaloids

With a negative result. It however contains an alkaloid which
docs not appear to be identical with that found in P. quassioides.

AILANTUS EXCELSA, Roxh.

Fig.—Rod). Cot. PL, L 23 ; Wifjht, III L, t 67.

llab.—Behar^ W- Peninsula. The bark and leaves.

Vernacular.—Maharukh, Mahanimb, Arna (Hind.), Malia-

'ukh (iLTar.), Peru-maram (Tarn.), Pcdda-munu (TcL), Dodda-

mari {Can.), Motho-araduso (Guz,).

History, Uses, &C.— It appears probable that this is

one of the trees to which Sanskrit writers have given the name
of Mahanimba. Its bark and leaves are in great repute as a

I

tonic in Southern India^ especially in debility after childbirth.

The juice of the loaves is usually administered in kJUr (a kind

of rice milk), or the juice of the fresh bark is given with

cocoanut milk and treacle, or with aromatics and honey ; it

is said to stop after-pains. Ainslie says that the bark has a

pleasant and somewhat aromatic taste, and is proscribed by

native practitioners in infusion in dyspeptic complaints to the

extent of three ounces twice daily, but from his description of

the bark, it appears probable that he I'cfers to A. malabariea,

^hich bears the same Tamil name, the hax^k of -4. excdaa being
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intensely bitter like Quassia. Dr. Wight mentions that in

the Circare the bark is regarded as a powerful febrifuge; and
C3iS€S

Description.—Bark light coloured, very thick and granu-
lar, externally hoary, rough from the presence of numerous
longitudinal scabrous ridges; internal surface yellowish white

gre
becomes glutinous on the surface ; odour when moist acrid and
disagreeable; taste very bitter. The leaves are abruptly
pinnated, tomentose when young, afterwards glabrous, leaflets

10—14 pair, 4—5 inches long, coarsely toothed at the base

;

taste bitter and somewhat aromatic

Microscopic stnicture.-^Sections for the miscroscope show
that a great portion of the bark consists of large stony cells

collected together in groups. There also many conglomerate
raphides.

Chemical composition.—Dr. N. Daji has separated from the

bark an acid principle which he has named ailantic acid. It

is reddish-brown, very bitter, and forms a deliquescent mass

of waxy consistence, very easily soluble in water, less so in

alcohol and ether, and insoluble in chloroform and benzol.

{Pharm. Jn. (3) I., 154.)
ii««

AILANTUS MALABARICA, DC.

Fig.

—

Rlmedc Hart. Mai, vi., L 15.

Hab.—Western Peninsula, Ceylon.

Vernacular.—Ood {Mar.), Pcru-maram {Tam.), Pedda-mann
{Tel.), Hem-mara {Can.).

History, Uses, &C.-~This tree grows along the edge
of the Ghauts on the Western Coast. It is the Pongelion of

Rheedc, who gives Sarala* as the Brahminic name. The
roidlu is known as Bap-a-rllinr* in n„^r,„„ „„,i • m „„„„„„ »o

-" 1

^rtJL I

't

* ^r?ym the Sanskrit name for Pinus lo,U}ifolia. The resin of A
'^hanca apin-ara to be regarded as a substitute for Pme resin in Southera

Imlm
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Matti-paL The bark has a pleasant^ astringent ajid slightly

bitter taste, is givea in cases of dyspepsia and dysentery, and

is also considered a valuable tonic and febrifuge. Reduced to

powder^ mixed with milk and strained, the resin is given in

small doses in dysentery and also in bronchitis, and is reputed

to be an excellent remedy, chiefly owing to its balsamic pro-

perties. The fruit, triturated with mango, and mixed with

rice, is reckoned useful in cases of ophthalmia, and the juice of

the fresh bark in 1 oz. doses with an equal quantity of curds

is said to be a valuable remedy in dysentery.

Description,—The resin attached to the bark which was
collected for us in Canara was very nearly the colour of hock-

bottle glass ; it was hard, brittle amd translucent, and mixed

with portions of the corky outer bark of the tree ; alcohol readily

dissolved it, and on evaporation left it as a very viscous,

transparent, light-brown semi-liquid, which did not solidify

after many days' exposure to a steam heat; when burnt it gives

out a fragrance; the perfume is, however, inferior to that of

many other resins employed as incense* The fruit is purplisb-

brown, of the size of a large nutmeg, slightly 3-anglcd at the

base, mucronate at the apex; it consists of a very thick woody

are

seed

Commerce.—The
or grey in colour, plastic and opaque. It appears to have been

obtained by tapping the trees, and is usually very impure.

Value, Es. 24 percwt.

SAMADERA INDICA, tiartn.

Fig.—Gartn. Fruct. II., t, 156; Wight, III., t. 68

,

Hhcede, Rort. Mai. vi., t. 18.

Hab Western Peninsula, Ceylon. The bark.

Vernacnhxr.—KiQ^-<i(,Ta,u.), Karingrliofca { Ualahar) ,
Bm^

tiara {^Cing.) m
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Description, Uses, &c.—Atroo3Oto35feetliigL,t}i0
Karin Njoti of Rheede^ who gives Lokhandi as the Brabminic

name. It has large, alternate, oblong leaves, and long

asi

nmbelj which becomes pendulous in fruit; the latter is oval, li

by 1 inch, and i.s a dry, compressed, one-seeded drupe, with a

narrow unilateral wing ; its surface is coriaceous, smooth, or

slightly reticulated, and of a brown colour. The seed is

brown and curved. The bark (Niepa bark) and the seeds are

very bitter ; the former is used as a febrifuge on the Malabar

Coast. The wood is bitter, of a pale yellow colour like

quassia wood, and is prescribed with myrobalans in fever-

Sandals made from the wood are supposed to keep off malaria

and other diseases, probably from the fact of their protecting

the feet and keeping them dry. The natives also extract an oil

from the kernels, which is said to be a good application m
rheumatism. The bruised leaves are externally applied m
erysipelas^ and the seeds are worn round the neck as a

preventive of asthma and chest affections. (UheedeJ) This

drug may well be used as a substitute for quassia.

The bark from the smaller branches occurs in quills from

half an inch to one inch in diameter, its external surface is

minutely fissured in every direction, of a dark brown colour^

with light coloured patches here and there caused by

exfoliation of the suber. Beneath the suber, which can be

easily separated, the bark is yellowish-white, and this colour

extends through its substance to the inner surface. The bark

has a short fibrous fracture and bitter taste like quassia, A
transverse section magnified presents no peculiarity worthy of

remark.

Chemical composition.—-De Vrij (1872) expressed from the

seeds 33 per cent, of a light-yellow bitter oil, which contains,

according to Oudomans, 84 per cent, of oleiu and 36 per cent,

of palmitin and stearin. The bitter principle, samaderin^ w»-.3

yellowish, and soluble in water and alcohol and amorphous ;

t> obta
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white scales^ wliicli became yellow witli nitric or hydrochloric

acid, and violet red with sulphuric acid. Flilcki^er calls it

quassiin. (See Year^BooJc Pharm., 1^86, p. 196.)

BUKSEEACE^-

BOSWELLIA.

Several species inhabiting Eastern Africa, near Cape Guai*da-

fui, Socotra and the Southern Coast of Arabia. .

Fig.—BentL and Trim.j t 58. Frankincense trees (£'/«5'.),

Arbres d'encens (Fr.).

Hab,—Arabia, Socotra, Afi-ica. The gum resin. Oli-

bauum.
r

FernacT^Zar.—Olibanura, Kundur, Luban [Aral., HimL),

Visesh, Esesh (Bomh.), Parangi-shambirani {Tarn., Tel.).

History, Uses, &C.—For an account of the different

speciesj Birdwood on the Genus Boswcllia, with descriptions

and figures of three new species ILiun. Trans, xsvii. (1871),

111,] and Balfour {Trans. Boy. Soc. Edin. Vol. xxxi.,)

may be consulted; also the Pharmacographia ; but the

csact number of species cannot be determined until more

perfect materials shall have been obtained. An interestingj^

summary of the history of OHbanum in Eui^ope will be found

iu the Pharmacographia. It is the Bio^, \i^av<cr6s and SXt^avos

of the Greeks and the Tas or Thus of the Eomans.* The

olibanum trade between Arabia and India probably dates from

pre-historic times. In the Book of Genesis (B. C. 1700), Arab

merchants are mentioned as bringing spices, resin and stacte

upon their camels from Gilead to Egypt; as no spices are pro-

duced in Arabia these must have come from India across tlie

Confer. Tbeoph. Hist. Plant, iv., 6, ix. 1, 2, 4. Dios. i., 72- Plfn. 12.

^^, 31, 32. Lucr. 3. 328. From Pliny's account it appears that there

was no female frankincense in his time.
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Persian Gulf, Alexander, "B, C. 325, found a vessel loaded with

frankincense at the mouth of the Indus, and trading companies

are mentioned in Yajnavalkya^s Code, B, 0. 300. The chief

centres of trade on the Western Coast were Sopara, Sanjan,

Chaul (Perimula), and Thana, where markets appear to have

been held during the fair season for the sale of Indian and

Chinese merchandise in exchange for that of the West. Trade

suffered from the opposition of the Persians and Brahmins in

the 6th century B. C, but recovered in the 2nd century B. C,
when its course was still from Egypt to Berenike and Aden,

round the Arabian Coast to Kurrachi, and via Broach to the

Thaua ports. On the Roman conquest of Egypt, B. C. 30,

same
Hippalus discovered the monsoons and the possibility of cross-

ing direct to the Indian Coast; In Pliny^s time the principal

exports from India were sesamum, oil, sugar, spices, rice, nard.

^o

ft

gunl, storax, and Yavan girls. (Sahuntala.) In A. D. 525,

cloves and aloe and sandalwood came from Ceylon, which had

then become the chief centre of trade in the East The trade

between India and Egypt began to fall off about the close of the

3rd century, and by the 6th century it had almost entirely been

transferred to the East African ports. Thana audits ports were

still important marts from the 9th to the 13th century, aswe learn

from the accounts of El Biruni, Ibn Haukal and other Arabian

travellers. {Bombay Gazetteer) Sanskritwriters speak ofolibanuiu

as Kunduru, and describe its use as an incense and as a local

application to indolent swellings to promote suppuration. The
Mahometan writers describe several kinds of Olibanum—1^^

Male
Unsa

coa

3rd, Kundur Madahraj, artificial tears, made by shaking the

moist exudation in a basket; 4fh, Kishar Kundur or Kashfa,

ed with the exudation (Dhup
of Bombay market) ; 5«A, Dukak Kundur, or dust of Olibannm.
The first kind is most esteemed. Mir Mohammad Husain
sayH that Frankincense should burn readily, showing that
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it is not mixed with gum Arabic ; should not emit much

smoke, showing its freedom from Juniper resin. Moreover,

he remarks that a kind of Frankincense is said to be produced

in India which has a reddish tinge (probablj an allusion to

the srum resin of Boswellia serrata).

Mahometans

dry, andtohavedessicative, astringent and detergent properties.

It is used internally and externally in much the same way as

we use the products of the Pines and Firs. I n 1 868, Oiibanum

was made official in the Pharmacopoeia of India, where it is recom-

mended in chronic pulmonary affections, such as bronchorrhixa

and chronic laryngitis, employed both internally and in the

form of fumigation. In the same work an ointment has been

introduced which is said to be a good stimt»lant application

to carbuncles, ulcerations, boils, &c. A good imitation of

commercial Burgundy Pitch may be made by incorporating

melted oHbanum with water in a steam bath ; a sufficiently

good quality for this purpose can be purchased for Rs. 1-

per cwt. Allcock's porons plaisters are said to be made of it.

Bombay is the centre of the Oiibanum trade. The house,

which deal in gums have agents in Arabia and Africa, who buy

it up and forward it in a mixed condition. It passes through

the Custom House as Bsesh (a corruption of (f^T^), and is next

sorted into four or five different qualities. The first, consist-

ing of all the large clean tears, is destined for the European,

market. The intermediate qualities and the last, which is

only the dust and refuse, supply the Indian and China require-

™..... The Kishar Kundur or Kashfa of the Arabs forms

a distinct article of commerce under the Indian name of Dhup,

The method of collecting oiibanum in Africa has been

described by Cruttenden. {Trans. Bomh. Geograph. Soc yii.

ments.

same1846, 121.) ^«.... .
, , ,.,.

collection of the drug in Southern Arabia. In both localities

a simple incision in the tumid bark is made, and the producL

collected as soon as it becomes sufficiently hard. Ihe coiioc-

tion is carried on from March to September m Afric, una

38
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from May to December in Arabia. Balfour found several

species of -Boswellia growing on Socotra. Of these, B Aweero

yields an olibanum which on examination by Prof, Dobbie

and Dr. Henderson was found to have the same composition as

Arabian olibanum. Tlie stalactitic form of olibanum, called

Luban Meyeti^ produced by B. Frereana^ Birdw.^ is occasionally

met with in the Bombay market under the name of Pandhri

Esesh or Pandhri Luban , it differs from ordinazy olibanum

inasmuch as it contains no gum soluble in water.

E-vamination of some living cuttings of branches of

Boswellia Bhau-Dajiana, Birdwood, received from the

Victoria Gardens^ Bomlayy hy Mr. J. G, Prebble.—On wound-

ing the bark a milky fluid immediately exudes. This is faintly

acid to litmus ^per, and of an agreeable lemon odour and

slightly bitter taste. Examination under the microscope

shows the milky fluid to be a very fine emulsion of oil; by rub-

biug it between the cover glass and the slide, the globules

of oil may be made to unite in larger drops. Two or three

starch granules may be detected in a slide by the aid of the

polariscope, but these are probably derived from the neigh-

bouring starch cells ami not from the secretory reservoirs.

The emulsion is not coloured blue by iodine nor darkened

by iron salts. A transverse section shows an outer layer of

cork composed of thin-walled, compressed tangentially

elongated cells of a yellow colour. It is this layer which is

thrown off in thin dry, waxy-looking papery sheets, and
hanging loosely about the stem is continually renewed from

beneath. Next to the cork is a layer of parenchymatous cells

mostly filled with a reddish brown colouring matter associated

with tannin. This colouring matter is very little affected by
the usual solvents. It is darkened in colour but not removed
by solution of potash, but is readily soluble in acetic acid.*

• Professor J. L. de Lane "« *^ %iit uiJ.1 rv Ul LUC ailiCU d|^CCiLO j^v." —
ha papyri/era - une matiere coloraute rougeatre insoluble dans rammonia-
qne froid et bouillant, dans line solution bouillante faible d'acide sulphuriquc,

d»ii^ Palcool et rather bouillants. leg^rement soluble dans I'acide acetiqi.e

^ ,nl\mtr~{HisfoiTC (fes Drog
. , tome 1—26S.)
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Cells contaming plenorhombic crystals of calcium oxalate are

very numerous next the corky layer- Pnrtlier within the hark

are cells containing small oval or oblong starch grains giving

a well defined cross with polarized light. The undulating

medullary rays^ composed of 2 or 3 rows of radially elongated

cells, divide the liber into narrow wedges. Tiie large, oval,

intercellular secretory reservoirs which contain the milky, fluid

are mainly distributed in this layer in three or four interrupted

and not very regular tangential rows. The lumen has an

average measurement of 100 mkm., and is surrounded by two
or three rows of secreting cells. A few secreting reservoirs

occur in the outer bark, but they are not met with in the

wood nor in the medulla.

Interspersed through the bark and sometimes forming an

mterrupted ring in the outer bark^ are groups of refractive

bast fibres. The wood is composed of narrow wedges of

woody parenchyma containing numerous vessels. The medulla

contains like the bark a reddish brown colouring matter

blackened by iron salts. In longitudinal section the secretory

reservoirs anastomise in a peculiar manner like the links in a

chain, and the bast fibres frequently bifurcate. The medul-

lary rays are composed of two or three rows of cells from six

to twenty deep and not arranged in parallel rows.

According to the account of the Swiss traveller, G. A.

Haggenmacher,* the bark is nsed by the Soma! is for tanning.

Assayed for tannin by Lowenthars permanganate and gelatine

process, and observing the details recomrneuded by H. K,

Proctor; 4- 7 c. c. permangaaate solution, 1 gramme per litre,

was consumed by 20 c. c* of a decoction representing '2

gramme of dry bark. Expressed in terms of oak bark using

Oser's equivalent, these results give 4' 7 per cent tauniu

extracted by boiling water.

Descript
considerably in quality and appearance. It may be described

as a dry gum-resin, consisting of detached tears^ipto^ioch^i

* Quoted by Fliicktger, Pharm. Journ, [3] viii. 807,
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lengtli, of globular, pear-sliaped, clavate, or stalactitic form;

mixed with more or less irregular lumps of the same size.

Some of the longer tears are slightly agglutinated, but most

are distinct. The predominant forms are rounded—angular

fragments being less frequent, though the tears are not seldom

fissured. Small pieces of the translucent brown papery bark

are often found adhering to the flat pieces. The colour of the

drug is pale yellowish or browuish^ but the finer qualities

consist of tears which are nearly colourless or have a greenish

hue. The smallest grains only are transparent, the rest are

translucent and somewhat milky^ and not transparent even

after the removal of the white dust with which they are always

covered, but if heated to about 94"" C., they become almost

transparent. When broken they exhibit a rather dull and waxy

surface. Examined under the polarizing microscope, no trace

of crystallization is observable. Olibanum softens in the

mouth; its -taste is terebinthinous and slightly bitter, but by

no means disagreeable. Its odour is pleasantly aromatic, but

is only fully developed when the gum resin is exposed to an

elevated temperature. At 100"^ C. the latter softens without

actually fusing, and if the heat be further raised decomposition

begins. {Pharmacograjphia.)

Chemical composition,—Fllickiger and Hanbury observe that

cold water quickly changes olibanum into a soft whitish pulps

which when rubbed down in a mortar forms an emulsion.

Immersed in spirit of wine, a tear of olibanum is not altered

much in form, but it becomes of an almost pure opaque white.

In the first case the water dissolves the gum, while in .the

second the alcohol removes the resin. They find that pure

olibanum treated with spirit of wine leaves 27—35 per cent, of

gum, the solution of which is precipitated by perchloride of iron

as

lead. It is consequently a gum of the same class as gum Arabic,

if not identical with it. Its solution contains the same amount

of lime as gum Arabic afibrds. The resin of olibanum has

been examined by Hlasiwotz (1S67), according to whom it

is a uniform substance having t lie cumpo^iitiou C^^ U^^ 0'.

4.
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riuckiger and Ilanbuty find that it is not soluble in alkalis,

Bor Lave tkey succeeded in converting it into a crystalline body
by the action of dilute alcohol. It is not uniformly distributed

throughout the tears ^ if they are broken after having been

acted upon by dilute alcohol, it now and then happens that a

clear stratification is perceptible, showing a concentric arrange-

ment. Olibanum contains from 5—7 per cent* of essential oift

According to Stenhouse it has a sp. gr. of 0*866, a boiling

point of 17^-4 0., and an odour i-eseuabling that of turpentine

but more agreeable. Kurbatow separated this oil into two

portions, one of which has the formula C^° 11^^, boils at 158"^

C, and combines with HCl to form artificial camphor; the

other contains oxygen.

Lubau Meyeti, which is is considered by Fluckiger and Haii-

bury as the Oriental or African Elemi of the older wi-iters,

and also one of the resins anciently designated Anirai^ Ivs au

agreeable odonr of lemon and turpentine, and a mild terebin-

thiuate taste. Treated with spirit of wine, '838 of it is dis-

solved ; the undissolved portion is not crystalline. Distilled

with ^yaterit yields about 3 per cent, of a fragrant volatile oil

having the odour of elemi, and a sp. gr. of '856 at 1G° C The

oil examined in a column 50 millim.long, deviates the ray 2°-5

to the left. It consists of a dextrogyre hydrocarbon, C'^H'^

mixed with an oxygenated oil, which is evidently levogyre,

and exists in proportion more than sufficient to overcome tho

weak dextrogyre power of tho hydrocarbon. No gum is'

present in this exudation. {Pharmacographia ,)

Commerce.—Olibanum is shipped from Makulla, Aden, and

other neighbouring ports to Bombay; as already mentioned, ifc

is there sorted for the different markets. The trade is in the

hands of Khojas and Banlas. The price varies from Rs. 4 per

cwt. for the dust to Rs. 20 per cwt. for the finest tears. Bom-

bay exports from 25,000 to 30,000 cwts. annually. Nearly

fonr-fifths of this quantity go to Europe, and the rest to

Chima
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EOSWELLIA SERRATA, Roxh.

Fig.— Colebr, in Asiat. Res. IX., 379^ t. 5. Salai tree,

( Eng .)

.

Hab.—W. Himalaya^ Central India. The gum-resin.

Vernacular.—(The gum-resin) Salai^ Gugal {Hind.)^ Gugar

(Ouz.)» In Southern India it bears the same names as olibanum.

History, Uses, &C,—The history of this drug is in-

volved in much obscurity, owing to it shaving been confounded

by both native and European writers with true Frankincense

and Bdellium. Sanskrit writers may possibly sometimes allude

to it when they speak of Kunduru^ but as this word is

evidently the same as the Arabic Kundar^ it is much more

likely that they allude to the true Frankincense imported from

Africa and Arabia, and which we know to have been

introduced into India at a very* remote period. Mahometan

writers have probably included the produce of B. serrata

among the diflferent kinds of Muknl for which they give as the

Indian synonym Guggul. It seems probable that the true

Sanskrit name for B, serrata is Sallaki^ from which the Hindi

Word Salai has been derived. The exudation from the tree is

called Sallaki-drava or Sihla, and Guggulu. Ainslie notices

B. glabra as producing Gdggul, and B. serrata the olibanum

of commerce, but calls the latter Salai, and quotes Dr. F.

Hamilton's MS. account of Shahabad, where the tree is said

to be very common and to yield a resin called Sale-gond or

8ale-lassa, which is 7iot used. Dr. Hamilton describes it as of

the consistence of turpentine when it flows from the tree ; in

this state it is called at Cbandalghar Gandah-biroza, and in the

dry state Sukha-biroza. {Mat, Ind. 1^ 226.) Other European

authors make the same mistake with regard to the source

of commercial olibanum. B. glabra is now considered to

be only a variety of B. serrata. B. serrata is one of the com-

monest trees in some parts of Khandesh, Loonawara, and

other neighbouring territories; the gum-resin is obtained

by incising the bark. Dr. Hooker, when ascending from

Belcuppee in Behar to the height of 1,360 feet, came upon a
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small forest of tliese treeSj wMcli he likens to tlie mountain ash.

Dr. Irvine remarks that the tree is very plentiful in the

Ajmeer hills, where the gum-resin is called Gancla-biroza, and
is similar in appearance to Venice turpentine. Dr. O'Shaugh-
nessy obtained fine specimens from the Shahabad country.

The collection of Guggul is a source of revenue to the Bhils,

and a stake cut from the tree is set in the ground when a

marnage takes place among them. Sanskrit writers describe

Guggulu as moist, viscid, fragrant, and of a golden colour

when freshly exuded—a description which is not applicable to

the exudation of the Balsamodendrons, but is exactly so to the

exudation of B. serrata. It is said to be demulcent, aperient,

alterative, and a purifier of the blood. The Yogaraja guggula
as a well know a alterative compound; it contaius Guggal 25
parts, Triphala 15 parts, ginger, long pepper, chavak, pipalimul,

chitrak, hing, ajmod, siras, jira, shahjira, renuka, indrajao,

paharmul, baberang, kutki, atis, bharingi, vekhand, of each

one part, morvel two parts. The whole is made into a pill mass,

the dose of which is from 3 to 5 grains, to be taken with a

decoction of S^hceranthus indiciis. It is used in rheumatism,

nervous diseases, scrofulous affections, urinary disordei-s and
skiu diseases, and is generally combined with aromatics.

Description.—The fresh exudation has the colour and

""insistence of Canada Balsam ; it hardens very slowly, retaining

its golden colour and transparency. The odour is that of

olibanum, but fainter and more terebinthinate ; cold water

converts it into a soft whitish pulp, which, when rubbed in a

ttiortar, forms an emulsion. Spirit also makes it white and

opaque by dissolving the resin. In short, it has the char^ters

of olibanum, but does not harden like that article. It burns

readily, and diffuses an agreeable odour.

Commerce.—Guggal is not exported from India, but is con-

sumed in Central and Northern India as an incense and

medicine.

A large quantity is collected in the Satpoora foruots, where

'^ ookl on the spot at 12 lbs. for a z^upee.
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BALSAMODENDRON, S-p. tar.

Fig.—Bentl. and Trim., t 60.

Hab.— Africa^ Socotra^ Arabia. Myrrh,

Vernacular.—Bo\{Hind., Beiig.y Guz.), Vellaip-polam {Tarn.),

Balimtra-polam {TeL)^ Bola [Can.)^ Balata-bola {Mar,).

History, Uses, &C.—Myrrh was known to the ancient

Egyptians, Professor Dumlchen has discovered an inscription

at Deir el Bahari Y'^hich records an expedition to the balsam

land of Punt (the modern Somali country), undertaken by

HatasUj a queen of the XVIIIth dynasty, who lived about

1700 years B. 0. Through this expedition, we learn from the

inscriptions, '* thirty-one verdant myrrh trees ^^ were intro-

duced into Egypt, besides a large quantity of myrrh. In a

drawing on the walls of Hatasu^s temple at Deir el Bahari there

is a reprsentation of myrrh trees planted in wooden tubs and

heaps of myrrh, which are recorded as having been " brought

over the ocean to Egypt/' The inscriptions which refer to

these trees give very exactly the place from whence they came.

They were, we are told, *'brod^ht over the sea in' ships from

the incense mountains of the Somali country.*^ These moun-

tainSj we are further told, formed the "best district of the

incense-land/' In another drawing on the Deir el Bahari

monument, may be seen a figure of one of these trees. It

represents a medium size tree with somewhat thick trunk and

spr^,ding branches. The leaves are oval, and appear to

terminate in an acute point. There is also shown, exuding

from the atera in the form of tears, a gum-resin, which in the

original is coloured red. Myrrh was also imported into Egypt

from Socotra. An inscription on the walls of Thothmes Ill/a

temple at Karnak, erected about 1600 B. C, records an

expedition undertaken by that king to this island, for the pur-

pose, it is related, of introducing «'all the beautiful plants of

that country/' Many of the plants are figured on the walls

of the Karnak temple, and among them is undoubtedly one

which represents the myrrh tree. Myrrh was also imported

from Arabia, as is showu from a sentence in the Papyrus
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Harris written in the time of Rameses the III., about 1250

B. C, and several inscriptioDs of a later date. {Neicherry in

Fharm. Joicrn.^ Nov. 17, 1888.) Myrrh is not much used by

the Hindus. It is called Vola in Sanskrit, a word which

appears to be the same as the Greek ^coXor and the English Bole^

signifying a lump of earth or clay. It is described as useful in

fever, epilepsy, and uterine affections, and is given to women
for eleven days after confinement mixed with molasses to

purify the womb. The similarity of its properties to those of

Bdellium, which is au article of importance in Hindu medi-

cine, probably accounts for its not having greatly attracted

the attention of the Hindus upon its introduction into

India from the West. The Greeks and Romans used it

to flavour their wine; they also anointed their hair with

a perfumed unguent made from it: ^Mautissima apud priscos

vina erant, myrrhse odore condita." Plin. 14, 15; ^^crines

myrrha madidi,'^ OvitL M. 10, 298, et seq. It is the frfxvppa

of Dioscorides, I., 69. According to a Greek myth, Myrrha,

ashamed of her incest with her father Oinyrus, begged the

gods to change her into some object neither dead or alive :

she became the Myrrh tree. With the Mahometans Myrrh
IS an important article of the Materia Medica. They describe

the tree which produces it as tall and handsome, with knotted

branches, a native of Socotra and neighbouring countries, and
say that spears are made of the branches, which are solid and
free from pith; that the juice when it first exudes is white

and milky, and that the best Myrrh is obtained by making
incisions in the tree. What exudes of itself is called Batdroh.*

After the trees have been wounded, mats and vessels are

placed to catch the juice. Balfour found several species of

Balsamodendron growing in Socotra, one of which was a tree

30 feet high and vex-y fragrant, but he did not obtain any of

the gum-resin. This plant is named by him B. socotramim,

and has points of resemblance with Z?. Myrrha, Nees^ a myrrh-

bearing tree of Somali land. According to Mir Mohammad
Husaia the best Myrrh should be of a reddish yellow colour,

aud the surface covered with a pale dust. When broken it

39
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should show white marks like those at the root of the finger

nail. The same authority says that Myrrh is hot and dry;

detergent, siccative^ astriageut and aperient, a disperser of

cold tumours, and one of the most important of medicines, as

it presex'ves the humours from corruption. It is much used

externally as a stimulant and disinfectant application to ulcers,

sores, &c. Dissolved in women's or asses' milk it is drop-

ped into the eye in purulent ophthalmia. As an internal

remedy it is given in coughs, in atonic dyspepsia, diarrhoea,

amenorrhcea, worms, &c. It is also thought to keep away

fever, and prevent the hair falling off. Administered by

means of fumigation it is said to have the same effect as when

taken in the ordinary way. The leaves, fruit, and wood are

said to partake of the same properties as the gum-resin. The

history of the use of Myrrh in Europe goes back to a very

early date, A good snmn:iary will be found in the Pharma-

cograpliia. Bombay is the centre of the Myrrh trade. The

merchants who deal in the jrums which come from the

north-east of Africa and Southern Arabia, have their chief

houses here, and employ partners or agents at Aden and

Makalla; the Aden agents also attend the great annual fair at

Berbera on the opposite coast, and exchange English and

Indian goods for Myrrh, Bdellium and 6ther African produce.

The bags or bales which contain the Myrrh, when opened in

Bombay, are found to be made up of— I st^ a large proportion

of roundish masses of fine Myrrh; 2nd, a considerable propor-

tion of small semi-transparent pieces of Myrrb of irregular

shape; 2rdj numerous pieces of dark-coloured Myrrh, mixed

with bark and other refuse; 4fh^ a small proportion of an

^
opaque gum-resin (Bdellium opaque of Guibourt), occasionally

pieces of resin (juniper?) are also met with. In Bombay the

contents of the package are sorted; the best Myrrh goes to

Europe ; the darker pieces form a second quality, and tbe refuse

is exported to China, where it is said to be used as an incense.

Trno Myrrh is known in the Bombay market as Kam7n or

BfiHilay Karam.^ From Makcllla and Aden another kind of

Myrrli is received, Arabian Myrrli. The trade name of this

* A ^,s:.^\wK uu the African ruuat nearly opposite Aden.
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drug in Bombay is Meetiya ; it is mostly sold in India as true

Myrrh, for which it might easily be mistaken by any one not

specially acquainted with drugs. The dealers here say that

no true Myrrh is ever received from Arabia. A kind of myrrh

resembling Meetiya is sometimes sold in Bombay as Chenai-

bol or " Chinese myrrh," and it is curious that Ibn Batuta

(1340) amongst the articles of trade at Thana, mentions musk

and myrrh from China. Persian Myrrh has only recently made

its appearance in the market; it occurs in very largo masses

o£ a rich reddish brown colour and considerable translucency

;

very oily; in taste and odour it resembles African Myrrh

very closely. Pieces of papery bark are found adhering to it.

It comes principally from Mekran, and is probably the Myrrh

mentioned by Arrian as having been found by Alexander's

army in the country of the TahpaxroL It readily forms an emul-

sion with water, and appears to have all the properties of

commercial Myrrh.* The botany of the Myrrh trees is still

encompassed with uncertainty, which cannot be removed until

the very localities in which the drug is collected shall have been

explored by a competent observer; At preseot all we can say

is that it is probable that Ehrenberg's or Carter's Balsamo-

deudron produces the Arabian Myrrh, and that a much larger

species, probably B. Myrrha, Nees., growing in north-eastern

Africa, produces the true Myrrh of commerce. It seems

probable also that Balfour's B. socotranum is a myrrh tree.

Of the source of the Persian Myrrh wc know nothing as yet.

Description.—Myrrh consists of irregular roundish

masses varying in size from small grains up to pieces as large as

an egg, and occasionally much larger. They are of an opaque

reddish brown, with dusty dull surface. When broken they

exhibit a rough or waxy fracture, having a moist and unctuous

appearance, especially when pressed, and a rich brown hue.

The fractured translucent surface often displays characteristic

whitish marks which the ancients comparedto the light marks

at the base of the finger nails. Myrrh has a peculiar and

* In 1382 the imports of Persian Myrrh rose to 1,000 cwts.
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agreeable fragrance, with an aromatic bitter and acrid taste.

Water disintegrates it, forming a liglit brown emulsion wbicb,

viewed under the microscope, appears made up of colourless

drops, among which are granules of yellow resin. Alcohol

dissolves the resin of Myrrh, leaving angular non-crystalllue

particles of gum and fragments of bark. {Pharmacographia.)

Chemical com'posUion.—Fluckiger and Haubury say:—''The

gum which is dissolved when Myrrh is treated with water

amounts to between 40 to 50 per cent. It is partially precipi-

table by neutral acetate of lead, showing that it differs from gum
Arabic; but a portion (about oue-fourth) agrees with the latter

in respect to its action on acetate of lead. The resin dissolves

completely in chloroform or alcohol, and the colour of the latter

solution is but shghtly darkened by perchloride of ironi* It

is but partially soluble in alkalis or in bisulphide of carbon.

Briickuer (1867) found this portion to yield 75-6 per cent, of

carbon and 9'h of hydrogen. The resin which the bisulphide

refuses to dissolve is freely soluble in ether. It contains only

57'4 per cent, of carbon. The resin of Myrrh to which when
moistened with alcohol a small quantity of hydrochloric acid is

added, assumes a violet hue, but far less brilliant than that dis-

played by resin of Galbanum when treated in a similar manner.

Myrrh yields on distillation a volatile oil, which in operating

on 25 lbs. of the drug, we obtained to the extent of f per

cent.t It is a yellowish, rather viscid liquid, neutral to

litmus, having a powerful odour of Myrrh and sp. gr. 0-988 at

13° C. In a column 50 mm. long, it deviates a ray of light

30-1° to the left. By submitting it to distillation, we obtained
before the oil boiled, a few drops of strongly acid liquid having
the smell of formic acid. Neutralized with ammonia, this

liquid produced in solution of mercurous nitrate a whitish

precipitate, which speedily darkened, thus indicating formic

acid, which is developed in the oil. Old Myrrh is in fact said

* The proportion of resio iu Myrrh is variable, Fluckiger bfts found the

finest samples to yield as much as 27 per cent.

t Distilleil on a largo scale, good Myrrh yields as much as 4 4 per cent.
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to yield an acid distillate. The oil begins to boil at about

266° C, and chiefly distils over between 270° and 290°.

On combustion in the usual way it afforded carbon 84' 70,

hydrogen 9'98. Having been again rectified in a current of

dry carbonic acid, it had a boiling point of 262 to 263° C, and

now afforded carbon 84-70, hydrogen 10-26, which would

nearly answer to the formula C^- H^- O. The results of

Ruickhold's Analysis (1845) of essential oil of Myrrh assign it

the formula C*^ 11^* 0, which is the same as that of carvol and

thymol, and widely different from that indicated by our

experiments. The oil which we rectified displays a faintly

greenish hue; it is miscible in every proportion with bisulphide

of carbon, the solution exhibiting at first no peculiar colour-

ation when a drop of nitric or sulphuric acid is added. Yet

the mixture to which nitric acid (1 '20) has been added,

assumes after an hour or two a fine violet hue, which is very

persistent, endnring even if the liquid is allowed to dry up in

a large capsule. If to the crude oil dissolved in bisulphide of

carbon bromine be added, a violet hue is produced, and if the

solution is allowed to evaporate, and the residue diluted with

spirit of wine, it assumes a fine blue, which disappears on

addition of an alkali. The oil is not altered by boiling with

alcoholic potash, nor does it combine with alkaline bisulphites.

'' The bitter principle of Myrrh is contained in the resin as

extracted by alcohol. By exhausting the resin with warm

water an acid brown solution is obtained, from which a dark,

viscid, neutral mass separates if the liquid is concentrated ; it

is contaminated with a large amount of inorganic matter, from

which it may be purified by means of ether. Yet the latter

affords also but an amorphous, somewhat brittle brown

substance, softening at 80°—90° C. This bitter principle is

but sparingly soluble in water, and the yellowish solution is

intensely bitter. The bitter principle of Myrrh appears to be

a glucoside."

Commerce.—The sources of supply have been already noticed.

Value, Bander Karam, Rs. 34 per maund of 37^ lbs.; Meetiyft,

Rs. 16 to 25 per maund"; refuse, Rs. 8 per mauud.
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Other allied Gimi Besi?is.—From Berbera also comes Bdellium

{Vern. Mhaisabol^ or Bysabol*). In the bales of this drug two

distinct kinds are met with, viz., ordinary Bdellium, which to

a certain extent resembles Myrrh, bnt is of a 'darker colour,

less oily, and has a peculiar odour destitute of the aroma of

Myrrh, and a perfumed kind called by the Arabs Habah-Radeeff

which occurs in irregular-shaped pieces more or less flat, souie

of them having earth and fragments of bark adhering; it is of

a dark reddish brown colour, but opaque yellowish whifco

streaks run through the semi-transparent reddish mass. The

odour is more powerful and more perfumed than that of

common Bdellium; the taste perfumed, aromatic, and feebly

bitter, whereas common Bdellium is strongly bitter and has

hardly any aroma. Indian Bdellium (Mhaisaguggal), the pro-

duce of B. Mitkidj somewhat resembles the African drug in

general appearance, the pieces often having portions of papery

bark attached to them, but the colour is lighter, often greenish ;

the odour and taste are somewhat different, and a certain pro-

portion of it is in distinct vermiform pieces as thick as the

little finger. Its value is one-third less than that of African

Bdellium, Opaque Bdellium is found in small quantities in the

packages of Myrrh and other gums which come from Africa.

It is known in Bombay as Mecnaharma, and is of a yellowish

white colour; and quite opaque like ammoniacum J; it has

hardly any odour, but a-rery bitter taste. • The native practi-

tioners use it to facilitate the extraction of Guinea-worms; it

would appear to poison the animal, as it makes it loosen its

hold upon the tissues. Indian Bdellium {Mhaisaguggal), ^^

* Buffalo Myrrh, because it is given to these animals to increase the flow

of milk, from the Sanskrit Mahisha, a buffalo, ami Vola, myrrh. It is also

called in Sanskrit Saindhava or Samuilriya gtiggula, as coming from beyond

the sea.

Diosporides (i., 71.) mentions three kinds of ^SeXXi'ov. Indian Bdellium

he «ays, is dirty and dark-coloured, and is called &bL>63a>\ov, i.e., sticky hole-

Arabiaa BJellium is described as dry, resinous and bluish or greenish black

His third kind \% probably a kind of Myrrh,

t PUny 12, 35, mentions an odoriferous tnyrrb.

X It is perhaps the white myrrh of Plinv, 12, 35.
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more or less with dirt and hair^ to which portions of papery
bark as wallas the thick inner bark sometimes adhere; it

is of a greenish yellow colour^ with an occasional tinge of

red ; consistence waxy, soft^ and brittle ; odour peculiar and
balsamic, something like cedarwood; taste bitter. "With water
it forms a greyish-white emulsion ; when inflamed it swells and
sputters instead of burning with a clear flame like the Guggal
of Bosioellia serrcita. We have been favoured by Mr. Woodrow
with fresh specimens of the stem and exudation of B. Box-
hurghii collected near Peit, about 30 miles north of Poona,
where the tree has been planted to form a hedge round a
Hindu temple.

*

-Uescnption.—The epidermis of Balsamodcndron Rox-
ourghii consists of several rows of delicate elongated cells,

containing a little granular matter; the cells beneath tliis,

which form the green bark, are loaded with chlorophyll and
starch. Proceeding inwards the chlorophyll gradually dimi-

nishes, and a few bundles of liber cells are met with, forming
a broken irreefular zone. Within this the cells contain

granular matter, starch, and globules of balsam j balsam ducts

permeate the bai-k at intervals^ and the medullary rays are

aistmctly traceable; a few conglomerate raphides are met
With. The wood, which is white, soft aad brittle, consists of
elongated thin walled cells divided into zones ; in the zone
next the bark the cells (18 to 20 rows) are empty, or contain

^ little starch; in the nest they are smaller and loaded with
large starch granules. The same kind of structure is con-
tmued to the central pith, which consists of cells of starch.

J-ne exudation of this tree as cultivated at Peit is at first

opaque and milky ; as it dries it becomes greenish and trans-

lucent, and finally solidifies. Mahometan writers describe the

clitlerent kinds of Bdellium under the name of
say that it is the produce of a large tree common in Arabia and

e neighbouring countries, and also iu India/ They distm-

guish several kinds, all of which are bitter. That having a

reddish tinee thev call Mukul-i-azrak: the yellowiiih, Mukid-U

Mukiil^

th
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yahnd ; the brown, Sakalabi; and the rich reddii^h brown,

MuhulA-Arahi. Good Bdellium should be clean^ bright, sticky,

soft, sweet-smelling, yellowish, and bitter; when burnt it

smells like Bay; it mixes readily with water, and is described

as hot and dry ; from the account of its properties in the

Makhzan-el-Adwiya, it would appear to be used in very nearly

the same way as myrrh. The cheaper kinds of Bdellium are

largely used to give adhesiveness and polish to the fine plaster

used by masons upon the ceilings and pillars of houses ; for

this purpose the gum is dissolved, strained, and mixed with

molasses. Indian Bdellium combined with Black pepper and

Colchicum has a reputation in muscular rheumatism; it is
w

given internally, and also applied to the painful part as a lei^.

Chemical composition.—Fliickiger remarks that Bdellium

differs from myrrh in its stronger, almost acrid taste and in

odour; it contains very little resin; this resin is different from

that of myrrh, being paler and redder; it is very sparingly

soluble in bisulphide of carbon; this solution is not altered by

bromine, whilst that of true myrrh resin assumes a most intense

violet colour; it is not soluble in petroleum ether. Of the

gummy substance, which is by far the prevailing constituent ot

this drug, a small portion only is soluble in water, Parker has

examined opaque bdellium with the following result:

—

^^Op^q^^^

Bdelliur.i {Balsamodendron Playfairii) is a very hard, yellow

ochre-coloured, opaque gum-resin, with but slight odour and a

bitter taste. In common with other exudations from the genera

Balsamodendron and Boswellia, tears of this substance fre-

quently have portions of papery bark attached to their surface.

Triturated with water, opaque bdelhum forms a very good cream-

coloured emulsion. Cold absolute alcohol dissolves about 50

per cent.; the residue is not entirely soluble" in^ater, the

soluble portion swelHng up and giving the characters of

bassorin.

'*The colouring matter appears, to be due to a resin very

soluble in alcohol, giving a canary-yellow coloured tincture;

this resin is also soluble . in ether, benzol and chloroform.

The tincture (1 of gum^resin to 6 of rectified spirit) becomes
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slightly milky with alcoholic solution of plumbic acetate^ gives

a slight yellow precipitate with one drop of liq. plumbi

subacet.j and an intense greenish-black colour with tinct. fern

perchlor. It is bitter and becomes milky with water.

"The mucilage made by dissolving 1 part of the gum (com-

pletely washed with rectified spirit) in 40 of water, is tasteless,

partly precipitated by subacetate of lead and not at all by

neutral acetate.

''The ash {1-6 per cent.) appears to ^be chiefly calcic car-

bonatCj dissolving entirely with effervescence in dilute acetic

acid, and giving a copious precipitate with animoniura oxalate.

" Water distilled from opaque bdellium had the slight odour

of the drug, but there was no appearance of oil globules in

workino: on a small scale.

Composition of opaque bdellium

Solnble in alcohol (by difference) ... ... 47'42

Gum soluble in water ... SO'Ol

Oum insoluble in water ••• 11*07

Moisture... ft4« ««fl **9 • * « « • « 11-50

lOO-OO."
4

Tharm. Joum., July 17th, 1880.
i

Commerce.—The source of African Bdellium has already

been noticed. * Indian Bdellium, is produced in the Central

Provinces, Cutch and Sind. Value^ African, Es. 8 per maund
of 37^ lbs.; Indian, Rs. 3§ to Es. 4 per maund.

B. pubescens (Bayeo of the hill Beloochees) yielda

a small quantity of a tasteless, inodorous^ brittle gum almost

entirely soluble in water, which is not an article of commerce,

<f- Stocks in Phar. Journal {{.), Vol. IX., p. 275), where figures

of B. MukrU and B. pihescens will be found. Combined

^%ith sulphur, catechu and borax it has been recommended by

• The plant, which is now growing at Kcw, and was brought homehyMr.

Kvkeham Peny as the Bysahol plant, ami which was itleatified by Bcntlej?

a»<l Trimeo in 'Mctlicinal Plants' as Hemjirichia erythraa, has been identi-

fied by Professor Engler, as the var. glabrescem ot that plant.

40
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Dr. J. Newton aa a stimulating application, to Delhi boils, to

promote healthy granulation. '

B. Berryi, 4^., ^^^^Z. /r^. Sylv, t. 126, yields agnm-
resin which affords 84 per cent, of a good adhesive gum allied

to arabin, and a soft, white, neutral, tasteless, and odourless

oleo-resin soluble in alcohol, ether and chloroform. The resin

does not give the same colour reactione with bromine and
with concentrated hydrochloric acid as that of the true myrrh.

W

BALSAMODENDRON PLAYFAIRII, Eoohf.

Hab.—Arabia, North Africa.

Vernacular.-

cat), Dijj [Arahic).

History, Uses, &C.—This is the name of a gum-resin

produced by a small thorny tree which grows in the Somali

country about Bunder Murrayah ; the shrub is described

as about six feet high, and not unlike the Myrrh. The
gum-resin is used by the Somali women as a detersive for

the hair. Dr. Jayakar of Muscat informs us that it is prin-

cipally used by the Arabs in Oman for washing clothes: a

small piece is, tied in a rag and allowed to soak in the water

for a few minutes, when it is placed in the clothes to be washed
and well beaten with a piece of wood. It is also used for wash-
ing the body ; for this purpose a piece is soaked in water and
well stirred, so as to produce a froth like soapsuds upon the

surface
j the froth is then rubbed over the skin. Dijj is also

an ingredient in a Eihar (plaster) used in cases of local

injuries, particularly those of the chest, also in rheumatic
affections. Internally it is administered as an expectorant am-
is an ingredient of a suppository for piles.

'

The method of administering Dijj internally consists i^i

taking a small piece of it, about half the size of an ordinary
marble, and rolling it In a small piece of peeled lime fruit; it

is then swallowed. This dose is given twice or thrice daily.

1

) According to the Arab lexicographers, the name
b
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of this gum is ^^^ I^y^j oi" ^^jj^]* ^^^ ^^ ^^ described under

that name in the Makhzan-el-Adwiya as a gum like olibanum

brought from the mountains of Omau^ which is better than

soap for washing clothes, as it makes them whiter; it is also

.said to be a useful application to wounds to remove proud
flesh and promote healing; when made into a paste with

honey it is applied to chronic rheumatic swellings of the

limbs.. [Op, cit,y ctrtide Dajjaj,) Vaughan sent a sample of

Ilotai from Aden to Hanbury, who gives the following

description of it :

'^Irregular pieces l^—1 inch in their longest diameter,

frequently rounded on one side, as if portions of large tears^ of

entire smaller tears, and of irregular little fragments produced
by the fracture of the masses. It is of wax-like opacity,

cracked in all directions, and readily breaking up into angular,

pieces; on the exterior the larger pieces are yellowish-brown
or somswhat liver-coloured, and occasionally encrusted on one
side with a reddish sand, upon which they appear to have

fallen when in a soft state; internally the colours are generally

paler or nearly white, sometimes darker towards the centre of

the tear. The gum is nearly inodorous, but in taste is slightly

bitter and acrid to the throat. A few fragnients agita,ted with

water in a phial speedily afford an emulsion, which remains

frothy and milky for many days/'

Bentley and Trimen have suggested that Hotai may be the

same as Opaque Bdellium^ but Parker [Pharm. Jour., Jul if

i'^th,
1880J has pointed out that tincture of the latter gum-

resin gives an- intense greenish-black colour with tincture of

perchloride of iron, whereas gum Hotai gives no such reaction.

BALSAMODENDRON OPOBALSA-
MUM, Kunth/

Fig Bcntl. ^ Trim., t. 59. Balsam trGeiEng.), Balsaniier

^e la Mecque {Fr.).

Hab.—Arabia. Tlie balsam^ wood, and fruit.
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Vernacular.-^The balsam, Balasan [Arab., Fers., Ind
) ; tlie

fruit, Hab-el-Balasan (Arab., Ind.), Tukm-i-Balas^n iPers.)

;

the wood, Ud-i-Balasau {Pers., Ind.).
^ m

Hi'story, Uses, &C.—This is the iSaUdixov of the Greeks,

(Dios. i., 18 J Theophr. H. P. IX. 1, 2, 6, 7,) and theBalsamum
of the Romans (Plin. 12, 54). Dioscorides also notices the use

of the fruit {carpobalsamum) and wood {xylobalsamum)'. Arabic

and Persian writers describe the Balsam tree as having- hoary

leaves like rue, and say that it is affected by heat and cold,

drought and moisture, like a human being. They affirm that

it sprang from the blood of the slain in Mahomet's conflict

with the tribe of Harb, and that the Prophet used the Balsam
for the resuscitation of the dead. Sheik Dawood of Autio.ch

says that the Christians have a tradition to the effect that when
the Holy Yirgin Mary and our Lord fled to Matriya in Egypt,

ovir Lord washed His clothes at a well, and from the waste

water which ran upon the ground, the Balsam tree sprang up,

that on this account the tree is held in great veneration by the

Christians, who value the Balsam at its weight in gold. The

wood is called Ud-i-balasan ; it is heavy and red,- with yellow-

ish bark. Genuine Balasaa whea thrown into water sinks;

cotton dipped in it can be washed quite clean in water ; when
rubbed upon a. stick and inflamed it Should burn without

injuring the wood, like naphtha. (Malchzan-el-Adiviya, article

Balasan.) Abd-el-Latif, who lived from 1161 to 1231, has

described the extraction of the Balsam at the garden of Matriya

near Cairo. He says that incisions are made with a sharp

stone through the bark down to the wood, the juice is scraped

from the tree by the fingers,* and preserved in bottles which

are buried in the earth for a time, and afterward exposed

to the sua until all the Balsam has separated from the

impurities; it is then subjected to some secret process

after which it is stored in the king's treasury. The annual

produce of the garden is about 20 ratls. (Eusii-el'muhdaartn

fi akhhdr Miir wa el Kahirah.) The Balsam is also extracted

i
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by boiling the leaves and. wood in water. P. Bellonius {Ohs. Lib.
11., cap. 39 and 40) describes a visit to the Matriya gardens for
the purpose of seeing the Balsam trees iu A.D. 1547. ' • .

— *

Description.—Balsam of Mecca, when freshly imported
into Bomba}^, is a greenish turbid fluid of syrupy consistence
having a 'very grateful odour, something like oil of rosemary,
when dropped into a vessel containing water "it rises and forms
a thin film upon the surface of the liquid, which after about a
quarter of an hour can be raised entire by touching it with a
penciL ^Vhen rubbed upon the palm of the hand for a few
mmutes, it loses ilis essential oil and. becomes very sticky

;

dissolved in six parts of alcohol 60 0. P, it forms a turbid
greenish solution with many opaque flakes floating in it; these
are soon deposited and adhere to the bottom of the bottle.
Ihe alcohol solution dropped on paper and placed in the sun •

rapidly evaporates, leaving a slightly sticky varnish upon the
'

surface of the paper. The Balsam itself dropped upon com-
mon scribbling paper spreads a little and soon becomes very
thick; the paper beneath the drop becomes translucent only; '

after
] 2 hours it becomes so hard that when touched it no

longer adheres to the finger.

.

ireated with six parts strong sulphuric acid, the Balsam
forms a rich red brown translucent solution of the colour and
consistence of Stockholm tar, which upon being poured into
"^-ater throws down a dull brown resinous deposit. Balsam of
Mecca, which has been kept some time in the shops, becomes
yellowish and more viscid ; the essential oil would appear to
be very volatile, as after a short exposure the Balsam does not
render paper translucent, and has a simply terebinthinate'
odour. The taste is aromatic, bitter, and somewhat acrid. It
would thus appear that the balsam imported into India fs very .

nearly of the same character as that described by Guibourt
and supplied to him by M. Delessert, only that being fresher

differs iu colour and contains more essential oil.

Chevikal composUion.—Trommsdorfl" found in a sample of

tliis Bulsam 30 per cent, of volatile oil, 64 per cent, of hard
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resin, 4 per cent, of soft resin, and 0'4 per cent, of bitter |)n*n-

ciples. The volatile oil was mobile, colourless, fragrant ami

had a rougli taste ; it dissolved in alcoliol and ether, and with

a deep red colour in sulphuric acid, whence it was precipitated

by water as a resin. It was also resinised by nitric acid. The

hard resin was honey yellow, transparent, brittle, of specific

gravity 1*333, softened at 44° C, and melted completely

at 90° 0. It dissolved with difficulty in alcohol and ether

at ordinary temperatures, easily with aid of heat ; it was like-

wise soluble in oils, both fixed and volatile. It was altered by

hot nitric and sulphuric acids, and appeared to combine with

alkalies, forming compounds insoluble in free alkali. The soft

resm was brown and very glutinous, inodorous and tasteless ;

melted when dry at 112° C. It was insoluble in alcohol and

ether, but soluble in oils, both fixed and volatile. It was not

attacked by alkalies or by strong sulphuric acid ; with nitric

acid, it swelled up and became friable. •

The fruit is imported from Arabia and is

kept by all the native druggists who deal in what arc called

in India "Mughlai" or ''Yunani" medicines; it has a pleasant

terebinthinate odour, and exactly corresponds with the figures

and description of the- fruits of B. Opohahamum in Bentley

and Trimon's. ." Medicinal Plants." If soaked in water they

soften and can be easily dissected, and the remarkable form of

the pulpy layer within the epicarp be seen. Sections of the

epicarp show very large ramifying balsam cells, which appear

to communicate one with another. The fruit is considered to

be a powerful carminative and digestive ; it is also praised as

a stimulant expectorant, and is usually administered in com-
bination with tragacanth.

Commerce—Balm of Mecca, Rs. 8 per lb. ; the fruit, Ro. i
per lb.

m

GARUGA PINNATA, Roxh.

Fig.—RoxK, Cor. PL m^ t. 208: Rheedo, IIorL M'd. iv-,

r, oo.

Ei

Hab-—-India, The fruit and juice.
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Vernacular .—Ghogsiv, Kharpat (Ilind.}, Kankar, Kurak,
Kusar (Mar.), Jum {Beng.), Karivembu maram [Tarn.), Garuga
chettu (Tel).

4

History, UseS^ &C,—Tlirougtout India the fruit of

this tree, which is greenish yellow and about the size of a'

gooseberry, is pickled and eaten as a cooling and stomachic
remedy; it is strongly acid. The bark is astringentj and is

employed in tanning. {B^'andis.) Its juice, which is gummy
and resinous, is dropped into the eye to cure opacities of the

conjunctiva. ' In the Concan the juice of the .leaves, with that

of Adhatoda Vasica and Vitex trifolia^ mixed with honey, is

given in asthma.

13escnption.—The gum-resin is greenish yellow, trans-

lucent, in small mamilliform masses, having a mild terebin-

thinate odour and taste, not unlike that of some sample

of elemi,. Only a small part of it is soluble in rectified spirit.

Chemical com-position

.

—The gum-resin contains 765 per

cent, of gum, 13*9 per cent, of resin, and 9*6 per cent, of

Dioisture, including volatile oil. The gum is precipitated by
ferric salts, but not by neutral plumbic acetate, it is therefore

similar to that of myrrh. The resin is neutral, soluble in

spirit of wine and ether, but not in alkalies. A clean sample
of the gum-resin left 3-75 per cent, of ash.

CANARIUM STRICTUM, Roxh.

Hab.—Western Peninsula. The resin. Black Dammar
{Eng,).

T^emacwZar.—Kala-damar {Hind.), Karrapu-d^mar {Tam.),

^^alla^rajan (TeZ.).

History, Uses, &C.—The black dammar tree of Mala-

bar is common about Courtallum in the Tinnevelly district

^Dd in Canara. In the Wynaad the Kurchias 'light a fire

^t the base of the tree, on the side to which it is inclined.

When the bark has been charred the resin begins to exude

;
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about fiv^e or sfx months after it is removed in large stalactitic

masses. It is used in Ipdia for many small, purposes-) sucli

as the manufacture of botthug wax, varnishes^ &c. Dr. Bidie

speaks of it as an excellent substitute for Burgundy pitch. .

Description.—The resin is transparent and of a deep

brownish yellow to amber colour when held between the eye

and the light, but .when adhering to the tree it has a bright

shining black appearance. Its colour when in solution. is

pale, as compared with its dark tint when in mass ; though

insoluble in spirit, its solution in turpentine forms a tolerable

varnish. When submitted to destructive distillation it yields

about 78 per cent, of oil, resembling that obtained from

common colophony.

Commerce.—The high price of black dammar^ about Rs. 32

per cwt. [Beddome], precludes its use as a substitute for

colophony, nor

material.

an a plaster

CANARIUM COMMUNE, Linn.

Fig.

—

Keening. Ann. BoU L 360^ t. 7,"/. 2; Benil and

Trim. 61. Java almond [Eng), Bois de colophane {Fr.)

Hab.—PenaBg, cultivated in Southern India.
i

Vernacular.—Kaui^ri {Malay).

History, Uses, &C.—This tree is described and figured

{Eerh as a large tree

growing at Ceram and in the neighbouring largo islands

which produces resin so abundantly that it hangs in large

pieces and conical tears from the trunk and principal

branches. The resin is at first white, liquid and sticky, but

afterwards becomes yellowish and of the consistence of wax.

Rumphius also mentions the almonds, which he says are apt to

-bring on diarrhoea and dyspepsia if eaten" raw. Sprengel

(Tlist. Hex Herb
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tliree-anglecl seeds like those of the ^^J {Pistacia Terehmthus),

but the Arabian lexicographers consider manshim to be

Carpobalsamum. Ainslie says:—"We are told by Horsfield

in his list of medicinal plants of Java, that the gum has the

same virtues as Balsam of Copaiba, that the three-cornered

nuts are eaten both raw and dressed by the natives, and that

the oil is used at table when fresh and for burning when

stale." The resin is also said to be burnt as a light. Dr.

Waitz {Diseases of Children in Hot Climates, p. 290), speaks

favourably of an emulsion of the kernels as a substitute for

Mistura Amygdalte, to which he considers it preferable on

account of its mild laxative action. Guibourt (iii., p. 520)

notices the resin under the name of New Guinea Eesin with

an elemi odour.

Planchon {Drogues Simples ii., 244), speaking of the resin of

this tree, says that under the name of East Itidian Elemiit has

occasionally appeared in commerce at Amsterdam as an import

from the Dutch Colonies. In Java the tree is cultivated for its

seeds; in India ib is grown most successfully in Travancore.

Description.—The resin occurs in large dry masses of

a yellowish-white colour, it readily softens when heated, and-

has then an odour like elemi.

The fruit is from U to 1^ inch long, ovoid, 3-angled, pointed

at the apex, smooth, purplish, with a thin fleshy epicarp, nut

very hard, . 3-angled, indehiscent, 1 -celled by abortion of the

other two; the almond consists of a membranous testa, enclos-

ing the oily cotyledons, which are divided into three lobes,

folded and twisted together. The kernels yield 40 per cent,

of a semi-solid fat of an agreeable and sweet taste, which

keeps very long without turning rancid. [Bramit.)

as an immense forest
C. bengalense, Eoxh., a native of

Jng districts, is described by Roxburgh

tree. ''From fissures or wounds in the bark a largo quantuy

of very clear amber-coloured resin exudes, which soon becr^mes

''.'ud and hrittle, and is then not unlike
'^^;^'^^l^^.^

natives set little or no value upon it. In the Od c

41
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1
weight each." {Flora Indica .) The resin is not now known in

Calcutta, but Dr. King informs ns that it is still sold i&

Darjeeling under the name of Gokal-dhup, the Paharia name of

the tree, and is used hy the Lepchas to burn as incense.

Cancamum.—Fee suggests that the KdyKaixov or '^¥f'^°'

of the Greeks was probably a gum resin obtained from a plant

belonging to this order, and Sprengel suggests that it may

have been the resin of a Gardenia.
w

If we refer to Dioscorides we find that he speaks of ifc as an

Arabian gum, something like myrrh in appearance, used foi*

fumigation on account of its fragrance, and administered medici-

nally to reduce corpulence and to cure spleen, &c., and also as

an emmenagogue; it was applied locally to remove opacities of

the cornea and improve the sight, also to cure tootliache;

to Paulus ^srineta it was considered to be laxative.o „_
We think there can be no doubt that this substance was the

KankaTiar, Kaihalan, or Kaigliaman of the Arabians, a kind ot

Rosin which they describe as having exactly the same properties

as those attributed to Cancamum by Dioscorides. Haji Zem

the druggist (A.D. 1368) describes it as having the appearance

of Copal, and the Indian Mahometan writers oa Materia iledica

identify it with the Rala 'or Dhuna of India, which is Shores

resin, and which is used throughout the East as incense.

Plmy (12, 44) mentions Cancat
as coming from the country which produces cinnamom a

cassia, and brought to Europe by the Nabattean Troglodjt»,
a colony of the Nabat^i.

um
nd

MELIACEJL,
MELIA AZADIRACHTA, Linn

T;iE'fr'^'"f
«^^2rrm., t 62; Wight Ic, tAL ^^^^"^

Lilac (^Enrj.), Azadirac d'Inde (i^r.).

a.f.^^n;"^^"^^
^' ^"^^' ^<^^t, leaves, flowers, fruit, g^^'

and oil of the seeds.
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Vernacular.—Nimb {Eimt), 'Nini {Beng.), Nim"b, Bdlata-

nimb {Mar.), Bev^ina-mara, Isa-bevu (Gan.), Nimbamu, Vepa-

ciietta {Tel), Vembu, Yeppam {Tarn.}, Limbado {Guz.).

History, Uses, &C.—This tree, in Sanskrit Nimba and

Arisbta^ is a native of India, and is cultivated in all parts

of the country on account of its medicinal properties. The

leaves, bark and other products of the Neem have been articles

of the Hindu Materia Medica from a very remote period, and
are mentioned in the Ayurvedas of Susruta. The bark is con-

sidered to be bitter, tonic, and astringent. The leaves are

added to poultices to disperse glandular tumours, and are used

generally as a discutient ; beaten into a pulp they are applied

to pustular eruptions, more especially to the eruption of small-

pox; their juice is anthelmintic, and is given in a variety o£

diseases, such as jaundice, prurigo, boils, &c. Chakradatta

recommends a poultice of the leaves mixed with Sesamum
seeds for unhealthy ulcerations. The fruit is described as

purgative, emollient, and anthelmintic. The oil of the seeds

is applied to suppurating scrofulous glands, is given in leprosy,

rheumatism, and a variety of diseases. It is vermifuge, and is

a remedy for mange in dogs. It has been used in the manu-

facture of soap. As the oil contains a marked amount of

sulphur, neem oil soap might possibly be useful in cutaneous

affections in which a mild sulphuretted application is indicated.

The beneficial effects of the oil when rubbed into the skin in

rheumatism is doubtless due to the presence of organically

combined sulphur. The gum is said to have stimulant pro-

perties. The young trees tapped yield a saccharine juice,

which when fermented is used as a stomachic; several

observers have noticed that in certain years this juice appears

to flow with unusual abundance.
w

The dried flowers are used as a tonic after fever, and under

the name of Pancha-nimha, a medicine is prepared which con-

tains the flowers, fruit, leaves, bark, and root of the tree, of

each 15 parts, and one part each of a number of other drugs.

The aituba is also one of the Fancha-tiUa or five bitters.
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The air waved Avith a Neem brancli is supposed to Lo a cure

.for syphilis. The insane are passed through a cleft of the tree,

or a stem which having parted and re-united forms a circular

opening-. Buchanan, iu his "Journey through Mysore/' relates

that— '' Once in two or three years the Coramas of a village

make a collection among themselves, and purchase a brass pot,

in which they put five branches of Melia Azadiraclda and a

cocoanut. This is covered with flowers and sprinkled with

sandalwood. whaler. It is kept in a small temporary shed for

three days, during which time the people feast and drink,

sacrificing lambs and fowls to Marima, the daughter of Siva; at
o

>;
the end of the three days they throw the pot into the water

This practice is known iu other parts of India as g^^^-jH^T

{Ghatasthapan)j and is considered to avert ill luck and disease.

Amongst certain castes the leaves of the Neem are placed in

the mouth on their return from funerals as- an emblem of
r

grief. Five to eight leaves are eaten by all Hindus on the

first day of the New Year, and are supposed to ensure freedofai

from disease; when amrita (aipbrosia) was being conveyed to

heaven from the^ lower world for the use of the gods, it is

Relieved tliat a few drops of it fell .ou this tree. For an

account of the mythology of amritaj see De Gubernatis, Myth,

des Plantes I., p. 32.

This useful tree naturally attracted the attention of tlio

Mahometans upon their arrival iu the country, and they

named it Azaddarakht-i-Hindi, from its resemblance to the

ilclia Azcdarach or Persian Lilac. The author of the Makzau-

el-Adwiya is careful to point out that the Indian Xeem is not

found iu Persia. He describes the Neem and Azadarakht

separately, giving Bakayan as the Indian name for the latter.

The Mahometans use the different products of the Neem in

the same manner as the Hindus,' and Hke them consider it

to be cold and dry. Amongst European physicians, Wight
says, "The leaves beaten to a pulp, and externally apphcd,- act

like a chaim in removing the most intractable forms of p?ora

and other pustular eruptions." Dr. White, of Bombay, h.

recommended the bark as a febrifuge ; others have spoken
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favourably of tlie leaves as a local application to. ulcers and

certaia obstinate skin diseases. Dr. Hove n787) thus speaks

of the Neem tree :
—" The Gentoos here worship this tree, and

their barren women invoke and perform the same ceremonies

round it eveiy morning as they usually do in the other

Pergunuahs about the Ficiis religiosa. The leaves are of a

powerful bitter, and they use a strong decoction with great

success in intermittents, and which I usually drank for my

liver complaint and found myself much relieved by it." He

also notices the use of the gum by lying-in women.— {Hove,

account of Mitampoor.) From recent experience detailed in

the Pharmacopoeia of India, it would appear that the opinion

of the natives of India regarding the medicinal properties of

the different parts of this tree is substantially correct. The

bark is now official in the abovementioned Pharmacopoeia.

Description.—Neem bnrk is coarsely fibrous j
it varies

much in thickness accordlncr to the age of the tree from which
"- ""'' "O

it is taken. The external surface is rough, fissured, and of a

rusty grey colour; the inner surface yellowish and fohaccous.

The taste is bitter and astringent. The leaves are simply pin-

uate, leaflets 9 to 15, ovate, lanceolate, unequal sided, acumi-

nated, serrated, 1 to 3 by ^to U inches, very bitter. The fruit

when ripe is purple, 1 -celled, 1 -seeded, ^ to f in. long; within

the fleshy portion is a thin hard woody shell, which encloses

an oily bitter kernel like a small filbert, greenish white, with a

brown testa. The dried fruit resembles a small raisin, the

inner portion of the pulp is adherent to tlie stone, and fibrous

from the presence of very large liber cells- The expressed oil

is of a pale yellow colour and bitter taste. It has a powerful

garlic-like odour. The gum is yellowish, like inferior gum

Arabic, generally in longish vermiform pieces, not bitter, and

freely soluble in cold water. It is unafFected by neutral

acetate "of lead, gives a curdy white precipitate >yith basic

acetate

unaffected

, a reddish gelatinous precipitate with ferric chlondo, is

—ted by borax, is slightly reduced by boiling with Fobhng 8

solution, which it turns of a dull red colour. Iodine does not
H^
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affect it} but it precipitates with oxalate of ammonia. It mal;:es

a weak mucilage, and is of little value.

' Microscopic structure.—According to th^ PharmacograpJna,

tlie suberous coat consists of numerous layers of ordinary cork

cells, wliicb cover a layer of nearly cubic sclereucbymatous cells.

"This latter, however, is not always met with, secondary bands

of cork (rhytidoma) frequently taking its place. The liber is

commonly built up of strong fibre-bundles traversed by

narrow medullary rays, and transversely separated by bands of

parenchymatous liber tissue. Crystals of oxalate of calcium

occur in the parenchyme more frequently than the small glo-

bular starch grains. The structure of the bark varies consider-

ably according to the gradual development of the secondary

cork bands. We have examined the fresh bark and find that

.
it agrees with this description.

41

Chemical composition.—An infusion of the bark gives with

perchloride of ix^on a blackish precipitate ; the infusion is not

altered by tannic acid or iodo-hydrargyrate of potassium. If

the inner layers of the bark are alone exhausted with water,

the liquid affords an abundant precipitate with tannic acid;

but if the entire bark is boiled in water, the tannic matter
^

"wliicli it contains will form an insoluble compound with tlie

bitter principle and pi^event the latter being dissolved.

{Pliarmacograjphia.) According to Broughton, the bitter

principle of the bark is a neutral resin, having scarcely any

definite reactions. It may be obtained by exhausting the

bark with alcohol of 60 per cent., precipitating the filtered

tincture with water, and purifying the precipitate by solution

successively in benzene, carbon bisulphide, dry ether, and

finally, absolute alcohol. It is soluble in strong boiling

solutions of the fixed alkalies, from which acids precipitate it

apparently unaltered. It does not form definite compounds
with acids or with bases, but on treating it with nitric acid

and precipitating with water, a nitro-derivative is obtained,

having the composition C'^ H*'' (NO'^)* 0^^ hence the

formula of the bitter principle is inferred to be C'^ H^" O".
4
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The leaves contain a small quantity of a bitter substance of a

similar character but much raore soluble in "water. This

substance, also contained in the_.bark, is a hydrate of the resiu'^

which it closely resembles in its properties.

—

{Pharm. Journ,,

(3), iii. 992.)

Margosa or Neeni oil extracted from the seeds and examined

by Warden had a specific gravity of -9235 at ]5"5'' C. ; at about
10^—7^ 0. it congealed without losingits transparency. After

standing for about 36 hours the recently expressed oil deposited

a white sediment, which examined microscopically was found to

be amorphous. The coloiir reactions of margosa oil were not

characteristic. With concentrated sulphuric acid a rich brown
colour was yielded, and a strong garlic odour evolved. By
Massie's test with nitric acid the oil became almost immediately

of a reddish colour; after, standing about one tour and thirty

minutes the colour was pale yellow. The elaidfn reaction

conducted according to Poixtet's directions yielded a solid firm

yellowish product after eighteen hours, the temperature in the

laboratory varying between 89° and 93° F. Exposed in a thin

layer on a glass plate to a temperature of 100° C. for some

days the oil did not dry or become tacky. The oil was easily

soluble in ether; chloroform, carbon bisulphide, benzole, &c.

Absolute alcohol agitated with it was coloured greenish; on

separating the alcohol, and evaporating off the spirit, an extract

Was obtained which consisted of oil, from which a small residue,

whitish in colour, separated on standing. The alcoholic extract

was very bitter, and possessed in a marked degree the peculiar

odour of the oil. The whitish residue deposited from the oil

separated by alcohol, and examined microscopically, did not

appear crystalline. Margosa oil after repeated agitation with

alcohol was found to have lost its bitterness and almost wholly

its alliaceous odour.

A known weight of the oil was saponified with alcoholic potash,

the alcohol completely evaporated off, and the soap dissolved m
water. On agitating the aqueous solution of the soap with ether,

1-60 per cent, of ether extract was obtained of an orange-
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yellow colour and bitter. This extract, treated with 60 per cent,

alcohol, left a small amount of white residue, which had the

character of a wax. The aqueous solution of the soap, after

separation of the ether, was heated for some time to remove dis-

solved ether, the solutioa was then mixed with dihite sulphuric

acid in excess, and the insoluble separated from the soluble fat

acids in the manner recommended by Allen,* The soluble fatty

acids amounted to 3-519 per cent, the insoluble to 89*128 per

cent. The volatile acids consisted of butyric and a trace of

valeric acid. During the distillation to separate the fluid from

the volatile fatty acidSj a small amount of a snow white fatty acid

passed over; this acid had a melting point of 43-6° C, which

corresponds with the fusing point of lauric acid. A weighed

portion of the insoluble fatty acids, from which the lauric acid

had not been separated, was dissolved in alcohol, and titrated

with normal standard soda, using phenolphthalein as an

indicator, -288 gram of the acids required 1 c.c. of caustic soda

for neutralization. No attempt at separating the fixed fetty

acids was made ; they probably consisted of a mixture of

stearic and oleic acids> with a small amount of lauric acid.

Examined by Reichert's distillation process, 2*5 grams of the

oil gave a distillate which after separation, of the lauric acid,

which had distilled over, -required 4*6 c.c. of decinormal soda

for neutralization, phenolphthalein being used as an indicator.

The saponification equivalent of the oil was determined by

Koettstorfer's method, and was equul to 284, the percoatage of

caustic potash required to saponify the oil being 1972.

A preliminary examination of the oil having indicated the

presence of sulphur, a quantitative estimation of the amouut
present was made and found equal to -427 per cent. The oil

after repeated agitation with alcohol was. found to contain only

•109 per cent, of sulphur.

The extract obtained by agitating the oil with absolute alcohol

has already been referred to; it was examined in the following
manner :—The oily extract was treated with 60 percent, spirit.

* ' Commercial Orgaui.- Analysis-'
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allowed to stand^ and the clear yellow alcoholic solution decanted

from the insoluble oil; the alcoholic solution thus obtained was

evaporated to dryness, mixed with ammonia, and agitated with

ether. The ether solution was marked A. The aqueous solution,

after separation of the ether, was mixed with dilute hydrochloric

acid, and again agitated with ether. The ether separated o£ a

• yellow colour, and below it some flocks of a dirty yellow hue,

which refused to dissolve after prolonged agitation. The ether

solution was marked B. From the aqueous solution the insoluble

flocks were separated by filtration and marked C. The filtrate

was not further examined.

Examination of ether solution ^.—The solution was agitated

with dilute hydrochloric acid, to remove any principles of an

alkaloidal nature. The ether was then separated and evapo-

rated ; the resulting extract was pale amber in colour, viscid

at first, very bitter, and had a marked odour of the oil. It con-

tained sulphur. It was easily soluble in 60 per cent, alcohol,

ether, chloroform, &c., but insoluble in acids, or in caustic

alkaline solutions. It had the properties of a neutral resin.

The hydrochloric acid solution was of a yellow colour; it

was mixed with ammonia, which occasioned a white precipitate,

and agitated with ether. The ethereal solution on evaporation

left a yellow residue, not readily soluble in dilute acids.^ The

dilute sulphuric acid solution was bitter, and yielded a precipitate

with alkaline carbonates and hydrates, phosphomolybdic, and

picric acids, potassio-mercuric iodide, chloride of gold and per-

chloride of platinum. This principle had therefore the proper-

ties of an alkaloid.

Ether solution B.—On evaporating the ether solution B, a

dark reddish bitter extract was obtained, soluble in alkaline

solutions, and re-precipitated in yellowish flocks by dilute acids.

It had the properties of an acid resin

Precipitate C—The precipitate was well washed, and dis-

solved in alcohol ; on evaporation a brittle darkish residue was

obtained, soluble in alkaline solutions, re-precipitated m yellow-

isli flocks by acids, soluble with very great difficulty m ether,

42
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easily soluble in chloroform. This principle thus also had the

properties of an acid resin.

In addition to the principles above described as being present

in the oil, an esarainatioa of the cake left after expression of the

oilj indicated the presence of another neutral principle, insoluble

in ether or alkaline solutions, but dissolving in chloroform.

[Pharm, Jotim.j 1888.)

According to Brannt the seeds contain from 40 to 45 per

cent, of oil.
_ *

Margosa cake is used as a manure in planting districts m
Southern India. Two samples had the following composition :

1 2

Moisture 6'08 9 93
r

Organic matter 84'50 83-15

Asli 9-42 6-92

100-00 100-00

Nitrogen 5-07 5-41

Phosphoric anhydride ...... 1*40 r33

The powdered cake, like linseed meal, makes a very useful

luting in chemical and j)hysical laboratories^ and is nut liable

to the attack of insects.

MELIA AZEDARACH, Limu

Fig.—WigJit, U.M 60 ; B^L Mag., t. 1066. Persian Lilac,

{Erig.), Azedarac commun [Fr.).

Hab.—Himalaya, Persia. Cultivated elsewLere. The root-

"barlc, fruit, flowers and leaves.

Vernacular —Bakajan (Hind.), Bakaua-uimb, Vilayatl-nimb

{Mar.), Malaivembu, Malai-veppam (Tarn., Mai), Bettada-

beviua (Can.), Drek (P!f»j.), Konda-vepa, Turaka-vepa {Teh),

Gbora-nim {Beiig.).'

History, Uses, &C.~The Persian Lilac was probably

introduced into the soutbern parts of India by the Mabometans.

Ilaji Zein says that in Tabristan it is called TakLak,aud in Sbi-
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raz Tagliak, both corruptions of T^k, its proper Persian name.

It is a native of tlie sub-Himalayan tracts, and is called in Sans-

krit Mahanimba and Himadruma. The Hindus do not appear

to have paid much attention to it, but it has been described by

Ibn Sina in his second book under the name of Azaddarakht,

and has long been used by the Arabs and Persians, who con-

sider it to be hot and dry, and to have deobstruent, resolvent,

and alexipharmic properties. The flowers and leaves are

appUed as a poultice to relieve nervous headaches. The juice

of the leaves administered internally is said to be anthelmintic,

antihthic, diuretic, and emmenagogue, and is thought to

resolve cold swellings, and expel the humours which give rise

to them. The bark and leaves are used internally and exter-

nally in leprosy and scrofula. A poultice of the flowers is said

to kill Hce and cure eruptions of the scalp. The fruit has

poisonous properties, but nevertheless is prescribed in leprosy

and scrofula, and is worn as a necklace to avert contagious

diseases. In China it is used as a vermifuge.

Loureiro states that the Chinese boil the berries in wine and

then make a decoction of them, which has no injurious effects.

The leaves and bark they use in itch and other skin diseases.

The root-bark of M. azedanich is placed in the secondary list

of the United States Pharmacoposia as an anthelmintic. It has

a bitter, nauseous taste, and yields its virtues to boiling water.

It is administered in the form of decoction (4 ozs. of the fresh

bark to 2 pints of water, boiled to one pint), of which the dose

for a child is a tablespoonful every third hour until it sensibly

affects the bowels or stomach, or a dose may be given morning

and evening for several days and then be followed by a cathartic.

Toxicology.—In large doses it produces narcotism followed

by death. Dr. Burton Brown {Punjab F.oisons) records a case

m which a European girl ate the berries, became insensible and

died. Descourtilz says that 6 to 8 seeds cause nausea, spasm,

and choleraic symptoms, sometimes followed by death.

Description.—The fresh root-bark is thick and rather

spongy, the external surface scabrous and warty, of a dar •
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brown colour ; beneath the suborous layer it is of a deep pink
;

the inner surface is white ; taste acrid, nauseous, astringent,

and sh'ghtly bitter. The tree yields a soluble gum very simi-

lar to that obtained from the Neem.

Chemical composition.—J. Jacobs bas found the "active

principle to be a light yellow, non-crj-stalline bitter resinous

substance without alkaloidal properties. Sugar is present and

tannin occurs in the outer portion of the bark. The activity

resides in the liber, and this alone is recommended to be used

for medicinal preparations. {Pharm. Journ., 27th Septem-

ber 1879.)

MELIA DUBIA, Cav.
r

Fig-—Beddome, Fl Sylv. t. 12.

Hab.—E. and W. Peninsulas, Burma, Ceylon. The fruit.

Vernacular, ~T)\vik^vV\ng {Bind,), Kadu Khajur [Guz.)

,

Nimbara (Man), K^d-bevu, Ara-bevu {Can.).

Description, Uses, &C.—The dried fruit of this tree

is supposed to be the Arangaka of Sanskrit writers- In size,

shape, and colour it is very much like a date, but upon

closer examination the pulp is found to adhere firmly to a

large and very hard stone. The remains of the peduncle

may also be seen to be different from that of a date. When
soaked in' water the fruit soon loses its shrivelled appear-

ance and becomes like an oval yellowish-green plum. TLe

skin is now seen to be thick and easily separated from the

pulp, which consists of a delicate parenchyme supported by
fibrous bands attached to the stone. The apex of the fruit is

blunt, and studded witb small tubercles. At the base is

attached the five-partite calyx, and a small portion of the fruit

stalk. The stone is an inch in length, obscurely five- furrowed,

oblong, perforated at both ends ; apex 5-toothed round the

perforation, 5-celled, or less from abortion; seeds solitary,

lanceolar, attached from the apex
; perispcrm in small quan-

tity ; embryo straight, inverse ; cotyledons lanceolate ;
radicle
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oval, superior. The seed is | of an incli long and | broad

;

testa dark-br6^\-n or black, polisliecl, kernel very oily, sweet-

tasted. The pulp of the fruit has a bitter nauseous taste.

It is' a favourite remedy amongst the labouring classes for

colic, half a fruit being the dose for an adult. It appears to

have hardly any purgative properties, but is said to relieve

the pain most effectively, and to act as an anthelmintic. la
the Coucan the juice of the green fruit with a third of its

weight of sulphur and an equal quantity of curds heated
together in a copper pot is used as an application to scabies,

and to sores infested with maggots.

Chemical composition.—The bitter principle of the fruit is a
white crystallizable glucoside soluble in ether, alcohol and
Water; it is precipitable from its aqueous solution by tannin
and alkaloidal reagents but not by plumbic acetate, and it has
a slight acid reaction. Sulphuric acid dissolves it with a deep-
ening of colour, discharged on the addition of water. Boiled
with diluted hydrochloric acid it is decomposed in less than
half an hour into glucose and a colouring matter. Petroleum
ether removes a fatty oil of nauseous property, and ether dis-

solves a tasteless wax of greenish colour soluble in boiling

alcohol and only slightly in petroleum ether; besides these

constituents, malic acid, glucose, mucilage and pectin occur in

the fruit.

Commerce,—The fruits are sold in the bazar at Re. 1-4 per lb.

^ *

NAREGAMIA ALATA, TF. ^ A.

Fig.—Rheede, Hort. Mai. x., t 22; Wight Ic. t. 90.

Hab.—W. Peninsula. The stem and roots.

Vernacular. , ^ ^ .

Nela-naregam [Mai), Kela-naringu, Nalakanu-gicia ((7an..),
,

Trifolio [Goa.)

History, Uses, &C.-Thiai8 tlie country IpccacuanLa

oX the Portuguese at Goa. Garcia d'Orta, who calls it Avacan

(Ml
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(M^r^r^r = emetic)^ mentions a wonderful cure of a case of dysen-

tery treated by a decoction of the bark in rice water, but he

appears never to have seen tbo plant, as he says :
— ^^ Esta faiz

desta matta dizem que cheiraa trevo." (Coll. 27,)* The Goanese

name Trifolio appears to be a translation of the Maratlii

Tinpani. It has a somewhat pungent, aromatic odour^ but

hardly any taste^ and is given as an emetic in doses of from 12

to 3 8 grains. In Southern India it is used as a remedy for

rheumatism and itch. {Eheede.) In theConcan the Hindus use

the leaves and stems in decoction with bitters aod aromatics

as a remedy for biliousness. Naregamia has recently been

tried in Madras in acute dysentery, and also as an emetic and

expectorant with results similar to those obtained from Ipeca-

cuanha given in equal doses, "The forms for administration nre

the powder and tincture (2.^ ozs, to 1 pint of rectified spirit).

It has been used with good result at the General Hospital at

Vienna in the form of a fluid extract which is of a bright

golden-brown colour, and has an odour recalling that of

Valeriana celtica; when the extract is diluted with water it

becomes turbid and milky, and on the addition of more water

opalescent. The dose of this preparation is from 3 to 5 grams

in 20 grams of distilled water or aqua laurocerasi.— {E.

Ghillana. Ztschr. d. All CEsL Av. Ver. 1889. n. 279.)

Garcift's account of this drug is as follows :

** Ha tambem nesta ilba uma arvore pequena, e porcm de rnaior quanti-

dade que esta outra frutice ; tern as folluts e a flor como a tn'urta (myrtle)

e da a fructa como murtinhos (.myrtleberries), e do mesmo saber e mais estiti-

cos, e chamam esta herva avacarL Esta, me dice um Fortufrucz velho de
muito tempo nesta terra, que mora no nionte em uma sua quinta, que
aproveita muito para camaras (dysentery) antigas de canza fria ; e que teve,

por espacjo de urn anno, uma filha enferma de caraaras, e que as outras me-
zinbas Ihe nao aproveitavam, e com esta for restituida a saude; e perguntei-
Ihe quem Ihe dicera que esta planta era boa pera camaras, e dice que
um destes physicos da terra Ihe dava a cotteza pisada, e lau^ada em aqua
d'arroz, feita a modo de tizana, que e o modo que tern no hospital de curar.
Esta raiz desta mata dizem que cbeira a trevo : e pcrguntei aos physicos
desta terra por ella, e diceram me que era boa pera caraaras, e que a mistn-
ravam com outra herva chamada Corn {Holarrhena mxtidysenterica', c que
€ muito boa misturada. Isto e o que sei destas mizinhas, e eu vos levarei a
vcr enfermos que curam os Malavares e os Oanarins, e sabereis mclhor
tudo/*
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Description.—It is small woody shrub which grows on

the hanks of water-courses in shady places, seldom more than

6 to 8 inches high^ consisting of several slender stems, spar-

ingly branched, and rising from a spreading rootstock, which

is contorted^ knotty and warty. The leaves are alternate,

mostly situated at the ends of the branches, and consist of a

narrow winged petiole, |— 1 inch long, at the end of which are

articulated three small cuneate-obovate leaflets. The ends of
^^^ r

the shoots and bads are seen under the microscope to be

thickly covered with white simple hairs ; the petiole and leaf-

lots are nearly free from them. The flowers are large and

white on • axillary peduncles ; the capsules B-angled and

S-valved. The drug consists of the creeping root with

the slender stems attached to it^ the leaves having been

stripped ofiF.

Microscopic structure.—A section of the root presents a

tolerably thick dry suberous layer of a brown coloiir; imme-

diately within this, the parenchyma, which is composed of thin

walled cells, is much loaded with a yellowish oik In the inner
m

portion of the bark tlie cells contain starch ; the wood is very

hard and of a greenish yellow colour.

Chemical composition.—The drug has been examined by

[3J

fixed

The alkaloid was separated by agitating the extract with

diluted sulphuric acid, and the clear colourless solution at

once afforded precipitates by the usual reagents. The alkaloid

^as left as an amorphous, slightly coloured residue of a brittle

consistence, on the gentle evaporation of its ethereal solution.

It formed crystalline salts with sulphuric, nitric and hydro-

chloric acids, but gave no satisfactory colour reactions when

Daixed with the concentrated acids. It was precipitated from

its solutions by tannin, potassio-mercuric iodide, phospbo-

molybdate of soda, and iodine. It differs from emetine in

readily forming acicular crystals with acids, and by not giving

any colour with chlorinated lime and acetic acid ; and it differs
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from the principal cincliona alkaloids by its optical inactivity.

Hooper proposes to call the alkaloid Naregamine. The fixed

oil was soluble in strong spirit^ also in dilute caustic soda with

a brown and red fluorescent solution. The wax was insoluble

in spirit ; it was coloured brown and afterwards black by

sulphuric acid. * The alcoholic extract consisted mainly of

sugar with some little resinous matter. No tannic substances

were detected, but a body precipitable by neutral plumbic

acetate, related to an organic acid. The aqueous extract

evaporated to a small bulk, and treated with two volumes of

alcohol, gave a precipitate of gum. The filtrate from this

evaporated and treated with four volumes of alcohol, caused, a

pi-ecipitate which after standing some hours separated out mto

large colourless rhombic prisms, probably as^aragin. Among

the less important constituents of Naregamia are albummous,

pectinous, and colouring matters, starch, cellulose, woody fibre

and ash. The starch is in minute rounded granules of about

the same size as rice-starch. The ash is of a reddish colour,

and ten per cent, of it is insoluble in hydrochloric acid. The

following is the result of the analysis:—Ether extract 2-93,

alcoholic extract 5-40, aqueous extract T'OO, albuminous

matter, &c., 7-61, starch and cellulose 17'66, woody fibre

4-77, ash 6'52, moisture 9-11—total 100-00.

Commerce.

Ilinde and Co., Calicut.

Messr

SOYMIDA FEBRIFUGA, Juss.

Fig.

—

Bentl. Sc Trim., t. 63. Redwood iveo\Emj.).

Hab.—N. W., Central and S. India, Ceylon.' The bart.

Vernacular.—Roh^u or Rohan {Hlrhd., Bcng.), Shemmai-am

Tarn.), Cheve-tnanu, Somida-maau {Tel).

History, Uses, &C.—The astringent and febrifuge

properties of this bark are known to both Hindus and i^dio-

metaus, and notices of it are to be found in some of their books

on Materia ilediea under the name of Rohan.
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^y

Eoxlourgh was the first to introduce it to the notice of
V

F

Europeans as a substitute for tlie Peruvian bark. Ainslie

describes it and says, ^' given to the extent of four or five

drachms in the twenty-four hours I have found it to be a

useful medicine^ but beyond that quantity, it^ in every

instance in which I tried it, appeared to me to derange the

nervous system, occasioning vertigo and subsequent stupor*

The authors of the Bengal Dispensatory thus summainze its

properties:— ^^ It seems to us to be exactly similar to the

mahogany bark, useful where astringent tonics are applicable,

but of very questionable efficacy as a true antiperiodic/^ In

1791, Roxburgh sent the bark to Edinburgh, where Duncan

made it the subject of a thesis,* which led to its admission into

the Edinburgh and Dublin Pharmacopoeias. It appears never

to have attracted much attention in England, but recently it

has been made oflBcial in the Pharmacopoeia of India as a

useful astinnojent tonic.

Description.—Fliickiger and Hanburj describe tlie bark

from a young tree" as occurring in straigbt or somewhat curved

half tubular quills, an inch or more in diameter, and about

l-5th of an inch in thickness. Externally it is of a rusty grey

or brown, with a smoothish surface, exhibiting no considerable

furi-ows or crackSj but numerous small corky warts." These

forni little elliptic scars or rings, brown in the. centre, and but

slightly raised from the surface. The inner side and edges of

the quills are of a bright reddish brown. A transverse section

exhibits a thin outer layer ^coloured by chlorophyll, and a

middle layer of a bright rusty hue, traversed by large medullary

rays and darker wedge-shaped rays of liber. The latter has a

fibrous -fracture, that of the outer part of the bark being rather

corky or foliaceous. The whole bark when comminuted is of a

rusty colour, becoming reddish by exposure to air and moisture.

It has a bitter astringent taste, with no distinctive odour.

{Ph'armacograpMa.) To this we may add that the old bark has

a ragged dry suber, a quarter of an inch thick, and of a rnsty

* Tentamen de Swietenia Sojmida, Edin. 1794.

43
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blackish* brown colovirj deeply fissured longitudinally, and

minutely cracked transversely ; the small corky warta described

above are still visible here 'and there between the fissures.. Old

bark is generally in halT quills,' the total thickness being abott

half an inch; its colour is a rich red brown'; its substance when

soaked in water becomes very compact."

Microscopic structure.-—-The ring of liber is made up of alter-

nate prosenchymatous and parenthymatous tissue. In the

latter the larger cells are filled witH mucilage, the others with

starch., The prosenchymatous groups of the liber exhibit the

peculiar form'known as Iwrnhast : it chiefly contains the tannic

matter, besides stellate crystals of oxalate of calcium, which

are distributed through the whole 'tissue, of the bark. The

corky coat consists of vaulted cells.

Ghemical composition,-r-T^he bitter principle of the bark has

been ascertained by Broughton to be a nearly colourless resinous

substance, sparingly soluble in water, but more so in alcohol^

ether or benzol. It does not appear to unite with acids or

baseSj and is less soluble in water containing them than m
• pure water. It has a very bitter taste, and refuses to "crystalhse

either from benzol or ether. It contains no nitrogen. The bark

is rich in tannic acid. The tree yields a gum which forms a

good adhesive mucilage having a. dextro-rotatory property with

polarized light. It thickens immediately with ferric chloride,

and gives no precipitate with neutral plumbic acetate. The

ash amounts to 2'11 per cent. .

Commerce.—The bark is not aij article of commerce.

Barks of a similar character are yielded by

Chloroxylon Swietenia, DC, Wight Bl. L, t. 56

;

Bedd, FL- Sylv., t. 11.' Billu (Tel), Haladarava, l^heriya

{Mar.y, Mududa, 'Vummaay/ EodaTaporsla (Tarn.), a native of

tlie Western Peninsula and Ceylon, yields an astringent bark

which is sometimes prescribed by Hindu physicians under the

names of Raktarohida and Ragatrora, a name applied in India

to several astringent barks." The suber of this bark is dark
brown, and very rough from the presence of numerous elliptic
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corky lenticelsj it is very loosely attached, and when removed

leaves a nearly smooth pale red surface. The tree also affords

a soluble exudation allied to gum arabic, which occurs in amber-

coloured tears, more or less cracked. It swells in water to a
_ \

whitish aud transparent jelly ; with more water it becomes

Hquid enough to pass through a paper filter. The solution has

a slight acid reaction^ it is coagulated without colour by ferric

salts, and is not precipitated by neutral plumbic acetate. The

gum affords a calcareous ash amounting to 4'16 per cent.

The wood of this tree is the Satmicood of India; it is oily,

and turns well, making nice stethoscopes, &c.

Cedrela Toona
Sijlv^t. 10. Tun(H"mc

2'S8;Bedd. Fl.

{Mi
r

maram [TamX and in Sanskrit Tunna and Nandivrikslia, lias a

very astringent bark, which is used by native physicians in com-

bination with Bonduc nuts as a tonic and antiperiodic. The

flowers {Gill-tun), which are srnall^ yellow, and sweet-scented,

contain a yellow' dye, and are considered to' be emmenagogue.

Nees von Essenbeek has published an account of some experi-

ments made with the bark which indicate the presence m it

of a resinous astringent matter, a brown astringent gum, and

a gummy brown- extractive matter, resembling ulmine. We
find that the gum of this tree first swells, and then dissolves

in water; the solution is unaffected by neutral plumbic acetate

* and ferric chloride, and is optically dextrogyrate. The gum
leaves when burnt 4-68 per cent, pf ash, consisting mainly of

calcium carbonate. The wood resembles mahogany.

Chickrassia tabularis", Adr. Juss. Wight III. L, t. 56

;

*

Bedd. FL Sylv. L 9, a tree of Eastern Bengal and of the West-

ern Peninsula from the Concan to Travancore, has an astringent

bark, without any bitterness, which is sometimes used as a

febrifuge. The wood, which is close-grained and light-coloured,

is known as ChiUagong wood, or White Cedar, and is used by

cabinet makers aud.coopers. The generic name of the tree is

tlerived from the Bengali name Chikrassi ; it is called m Tamil
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WALSURA PISCIDIA, ^oxb.

Fig.—Wight III. i. t, 55. Syyi.—Trichilia trifoliata.
w

Hab.—W, Peninsula, Malabar. Travancore, Cevloi

bark.

Vernacular.—^Walsura {Tam.)^ WalurasI {Teh). . .
-

r

History, UseS^ &C.—Ilo:sburgli records that tLe bark

is used to stupefy fish in India, and that fish so caught are not

considered unwholesome, Corre and Lejanne state that in

the Antilles the tree is known as Herbe a maiivaises gens or

Herhe a mechantsy and that the bark acts as a dangerous

emmenacfogue and violent emetic.'Co
• H

Forskahl mentions a species (Tricliilia emetica), called ^'j

(Rukeh) by the Arabs, the fruit of which is their Janz-el-kai

• or emetic nut, and is used also in hair washes to kill lice, and

made into an unguent^ to cure itch. In India the Maho*

metans have 'adopted the fruit of Eandia dumetonim as a

substitute for the true Jauz-el-kai of the Arabs. (See Emidia,)

Mr. Hollingsworthj- Assistant to the Professor of Botany at

the Medical College, Madras, has experimented with the bark

off and on for about a year. He finds that it acts effectually

as a fish poison, and he has eaten the fish killed with it and

finds them quite wholesome. H© sa^'s the. bark is stimulant

and expectorant^ and thinks it must contain saponin.

Descript byMr
worth is about a quarter of an inch thick, and can easily be

divided into a thick suber of a brown colour, very deeply and

irregularly .fissured in a longitudinal direction on the outer

surface, with a tendency to separate in flakes; and an inner

portion or liber of a light cinnamon colour,, and very hard and

compact. The taste is bitter and astringent, a ,
transverse

section of the'bark magnified shows very numerous groups of

liber tissue.

^-^ gst

A
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' Chemical composition.—The bark contains a resin anhydride

in the alcoholic solution of the ether extract. It is light hrown

in colour, melting at about 80^ 0. j insoluble in water,and in
w *

diluted acids and alkalies in the cold. Boiled with strong soda

it is slowly dissolved. It is partly soluble in dilute sulphuric

acid when boiled, and separates in lustrous scales on Gooling.

With strou'g sulphuric acid it dissolves /with a deep red colour

;

this solution precipitates on the addition of wafer. It reduces

Febling's test, and its alcoholic solution is not affected by ferric

chloride. Saponin is contained in the aqueous extract of the

bark, and a large quantity of tannin, giving a greenish-black

colour with ferric salts, is present in the extract obtained by

spirit.

AMOORA ROHITUKA, W.

Fig.

Hab
Qrlff.Ic.iv.iLhmj. 3.

w

4

W, Peninsula. The bark.

FeniacifZcir.— Harin-liarra, Harin-kliana, Soliaga (Eind.),

.Rohitak, Raktarobida [Mar., Tarn., Tel), Tikta-raj, Pitraj

[Beng.), Amora-amari (^ssam.), Mullamuttala-gida {Caii.).

History, Uses, &C.—Hiuda medical writers describe

the properties of this iree, under the Sanskrit names of

Eohituka, Rohini and Rohera, as aperient, and a remedy for

enlarged glands^ liver disease^ spleen, and corpulence. It is

considered to be of peculiar efficacy in enlargement of the

spleen, hence it bears the synonyms of Pliha-glina, "spleen

destroyer," and.PZi/ia-s/i a frw, ''enemy to spleen." A.RoUtiika

k an evergi-een tree with large pinnate leaves and dull yellow

or reddish fruit about 1^ inch in diameter, which are 3-celled

and 3-valvcd, and usually contain three chestnut-coloured

oblong seeds, enclosed in thick, fleshy, scarlet arils. Graham
"

likens the fruit to a ball of Windsor soap. Roxburgh fully

describes the tree under the name of Andersonla. RoUtuka,

and states that where it is plentiful, the oil of the seeds is

extracted for economical purposes. The bark appears to us

to be a useful ^stringent.
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Da V ^ * "
'

escription.—Amoora-bark is of.ablackish-bvown'colour

externally, and rough, from tlie presence of numerous small,"

elliptic, warty projections, arranged longitudinally, and from

minute fissures. d<

shows a striated internal surface; fracture short; when fresh it

is soft and easily cut. -

The bulk of the bark is composed of parenchyme cells,

cohtaining starch and colouring matter ; there are numerous

yellow stone cells arranged in broken concentric layers, and

very little woody fibre. The bark has a very astringent taste

and turns of a greenish black when touched with a solution of

ferric chloride. It has no particular odour. -

Chemical composition,—The bark contains two yellow resms

soluble in ether, one of them insoluble in alcohol and alkalme"

solutions, the other soluble in such liquids and of an acid nature.

The alcoholic extract contains both • soluble and insoluble

tannin*, giving a dirty, green reaction with ferric salts. A
d'ecoction of the bark gives a blue-black colour with iodme

solution, showing the presence of abundance of starch, and the

powder leaves 12 per cent, of mineral matter when burnt.

AGLAIA ROXBURGHIANA, Miq.

M

Fig.^WigMIc, t.lG6 ; Bedd. FL Sylv., t. 130. *

" _

Hab,—Western Peninsula^ Ceylon.

Vernacular.— Priyangii [Hind., Beng,^ Mar.), Tottila-kayi

XCaii.).
^

History, Uses, &:c.—This tree is the Prlyangu of Sans-

krit writers, and bears the following synonyms—Syfima, Kdnta-

tva, Nandini, Phalini', Lata ; which form a very poetical descrip-

tion, and may be translated:— Like a slender maiden of golden

complexioia, elegant, graceful, a fruit-bearing tree, with droop-

ing branches ; and a description the justness of which we have

acknowledged by giving the name Aglaia (the bright one), one

of the Graces, to the genus. The fruit is .used in Hindu
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medicme/and is consiilered to be cooling and astringent, and

useful in inflammatory, bilious, and febrile complaints ; it is also

thouglit to be bene&cial in leprosy. The seeds appear' to be

the part to whicli tbe medicinal reputation of tbe fruit is due.

Description.^—A large tree with pinnate leayes, and

. yellow -flowers. Fruit i to | inch in diameter, sub-globose, very

'jnimitely pilose, Tto 2 celled and seeded^ buff^coloui-ed when

freshj brown and wrinkled when dry. It consists of a thin shell

inclosing 1 or 2 brown seeds, covered by a pink fleshy aril.
'

The seeds are flat, of somewhat irregular outline, with one side

slightly convex ; they are nearly half an inch in diameter and

remarkably atid and astringent ; when diy they have an

"aromatic odour. -

.
.

M
r

*

Chemical composition.-^The seeds deprived of their husks,

dried at a low^ temperature and reduced to fine powder yielded

9-U per cent, of moisture. . The ash amounted to 2'91 percent.,

and contained no manganese. * With the exception of astringent

matter which aS^orded the reactions for quercitannic acid, there

-is nothing special to note in connection with these seeds.

The bark of Carapa molliccensis, Lam., the Granatum

littoreum of RumpWs' (iii., 92, t. Gl), a tree -of the muddy

sea coasts of India ' and Ceylon, is bitter and astringent,

and is employed by the Malays in colic/ diarrhoea and other

abdominal affections.
m

. CELASTEINE^.
M

CELASTRUS PANICULATA, Willd.

^ig'~Wijht III. 179, t. 72; Ic. t 158.
+

Hab.—Hilly districts from Himalaya to Ceylon. The seed

and oil.

FemacM?ar.—Malkanguni {Ilmd., Guz,, Max., Can.), Gun-

-tlumeda.Malkanguni {Tel.)y Valnluvai, Ati-parich-cham [Tarn.).

History, Uses, &C.—The seeds have long been in repute

with Hindu physicians on account of their acrid and stimulating
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properties/ and are called in Sanskrit Yanhiruchi, Kanguui,
Katumblii and Jyotislimati^ the last synonym meaning "lightr

possessing/' is an allusion to their supposed property of sti-.

mulating- the intellectual powers (|f5r) and sharpening the

memory (^37f%). There is a treatise called JyoHshnati Kalpa
m which is given the method of extractinor the oil from the

seedsj either- by laying them on the blade of a ; sword and

exposing them* to the rays of the sun, or by the action of heat

over the fire. This oil is used ii) the Courts and Colleges of

India by a great many pundits to increase the intelligence of

their pupils.- The Mahometans recapitulate in their works on

Materia Medica with some additions what the Hindus say

• abont the drug, •

. ^

The seeds are thought to be hot'anddry^ aphrodisiacal, and

stimulant, useful both as an external .and internal remedy in

rheumatism, gout, paralysis^ leprosy, arid other disorders which

are supposed to be caused by cold humours. They may be

administered in such cases comniencino^ with a dose of one seed

to be gradually increased to fifty by daily increments of one, at

the same time the oil may be applied externally, or the crushed

seeds combined with aromatics. * The latter 'application is said

t(3 be very eflScient in removing local pains of a rheumatic or

malarious nature^ Another, preparation for internal administra-

tion is made by placing the seeds -with benzoin, cloves, nutmegs,

and mace into a perforated earthen pot, and then obtaining by

distillation into another pot into which it is fitted a black

empyreumatic oil. This substance was brought to notice by

Herklots as a remedy in Beri-beri under the name of oleum

nigrum. In doses of from 10 to 15 drops twice a day it acts as

a powerful stimulant, and generally produces free diaphoresis.

In the Concan 4 tolas of the leaf-juice are given as an antidote

in overdoses of opium, and the seeds made into a paste with

cow's urine are applied to cure scabies.

Description.—The fruit is a 3-celIed, globose green

capsule, containing from 3 to 6 seeds enclosed in a complete

arillus of a rich orange colour and sweet taste ; the seeds are

about tbe size of millet, of a reddish-brown colour, oily, and
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angular like the section of a sphere; the testa is hard, and the

kernel which is white has an acrid taste. The expressed oil

(sometimes called staflf tree oil) has a deep reddish-yellow colour,

apparenty derived from the adhering arillas; It deposits a

quantity of solid fat after it has been kept for a short time.

Chemical composition.—The powdered seeds exhausted with

ether afford 30 per cent, of a thick reddish, bitter oil with

aromatic odour. The bitter principle is insoluble both in cold

and boiling water, but is readily extracted from the seeds with

proof spirit. Ether extracts it together with the oil, and it

may.be separated by shaking the oil with 85 per cent, alcohol-

Tho bitter principle is of a resinous nature, similar to a

glucosidal resin. A small quantity of a tannin giving a greenish

.colour- with ferric salts is present. The ash amounts to 5'8per

cent, of the seeds.

Commerce.—The seeds and expressed oil are always obtain-

able in tlie shops. Value, seeds, 2 as. per lb. ; oil, Rs. 20 per

cwt. The pomatum sold in the bazars under the name of

Maghas-shuddhi (brain polisher) is .probably composed chiefly

of this oil.

ELiEODENDRON GLAUCUM, Fers.

Fig.—Wight III. 178, i. 71.

Hab.—Hotter parts of India and Ceylon. The bark and

leaves.

Vernacular,—Bakra, Chauri, Jamrasi {Hind.), Ttimruj

[M,

History, Uses, &C.—According toDr.SakharamArjun,

Marath^s

as a fumigatory to rouse women from hysterical syncope, an

affection slipposed by the Hindus to bo due to demoniacal

possession. Dried and powdered the leaves act as a sternutatory.

and are used to relieve headache. Roxburgh says .—" The

ark

applied externally to remove almost every sort of swelling, It

U
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sariace

is a very strong astringent, possessing scarcely any otlier sensible

quality." In the Calcutta Exhibition Catalogue of 1883-84, it

is stated that the root is a specific against snakebite, and the bark
is used in native medicine and said to be a virulent poison. From
experiments we have made there would appear to be no grounds
whatever for the statement that the plant is poisonous : as

stated by Roxburgh its most remarkable property is astringeucy.

Description,—Leaves opposite, sharp-petioled, oblong
and cuneate-oblong, sometimes very acutely, and. sometimes
obtusely serrate

; texture hard, with both surfaces polished, the

upper shining ; apex rather obtuse, and always bent down, frOm
3 to 4 inches long, and about 2 broad. The root bark is compact
and brittle, and has a granular fracture; it occurs in small

irregular fragments, is of a dull reddish colour, and is covered
by a scabrous brittle suber, the external surface of which is

brown or sometimes yellowish, and the substance and internal

of a bright brick red. Some pieces of the bark show
small warty prominences whicb are usually fissured exposing
the brick red colour of the suber.

Both leaves and bark are astringent to the taste and slightly

bitter. The microscope shows that the bark is loaded with
large rhomboid crystals, which are chiefly deposited along tlie

course of the vascular canals ; the red colouring matter is

mostly contained in separate cells, only a few stone cells are

present, the friable nature of the bark is therefore due to the
n

large crystalline deposit.

Chemical composition.—Elisodendron bark contains an alka-
loid separable by lime and chloroform, which gives a purplish
colour with sulphuric acid, and yellow with nitric acid. The
alkaloid was in the bark in combination soluble in water,
forming a crystalhne salt when evaporated. Two resins were
found, one soluble in ether and warm amyHe alcohol, the other
in rectified spirit. The bark afforded 8 per cent, of tannin,
giving a dark green colour with ferric salts, and 5-25 per cent,
of glucose. The air-dried bark had 6-98 per cent, of moisture,
and gave as much as 18-15 per cent, of white ash when burnt.
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More than four-fifths of tlie asli consist of calcium carbonate^
I

mostly from the reduced calcium oxalate.

EUONYMUS CRENULATUS, Wall

Vig.-^Wiglit, Ic. t. 973; Bedel, Fl. Sylv. t. 144.

Hab.—Western Peninsula, Nilgiri hills.

EUONYMUS PENDULUS, Wall.

Hab.—Temperate Himalaya, East Bengal.

EUONYMUS TINGENS, Wall.

Hab.—Western Temperate Himalaya.
M

Femab-iikr.—Barphali, Silchi, Rangcliiil, Guli, Papar,

Chopra, Kunku/ Kesari {Bind.). These names are applied

indiscriminately to several Himalayan species.

History, Uses, &C.—The genus Euonymus consists of

• ahout forty species, most of which are natives of the tropical

regions of Asia and the Malay Archipelago, but a few are

scattered over Europe and America. A shrub called ivmviioi

is mentioned by Theophrastus (fl". P. 3 ; 18, 13), also by Pliny

(13, 38) 3 it was reputed to be poisonous, and to cause purging

and vomiting. Matthiolus [Yalgr. F., i., 173, /.) identifies it

with Euonpnus europmus, and Gerarde calls the same plant

E. Theo;phrasH. In Enghsh it is called Dogwood, Prickwood,

^Skewerwood, or Spindlewood ; the French call it Fusain and

the Germans Spindelbaum. The generic name, which in Greek

signifies " of good repute," is applied to this genus by anti-

phrasis. The fruit of E. europceus is sometimes used in Europe

to destroy lice." A drug called Euonymin, prepared by preci-

pitating a concentrated tincture of the bark of E. atropiirpireus

with water, was first introduced by the Eclectic physicians of

America. Griffith {Med. Botany) states that E. amcricanus,

E. europceus, E. atropurpurem and several other species have

similar properties, being all nauseous, purgative and emetic.
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The numerous species of Euonymus whicli are common in the

mountainous districts of India do not appear to be used as

a purgative by the Hindus, neither does it appear that their

medicinal properties have been investigated by European

India

yfdmgs on

of Bile, 1880, p. 45), 5 grains of Euonymin mixed with a small

quantity of boiling water and placed in the duodenum of dogs,

powerfully stimulated the liver ; in these animals it only slightly

increases the intestinal secretion, but in man it is an active

purgative. Its action on dogs was found to be almost identical

with that of podophyllin. The usual dose as a purgative is two

gi-ains at night, followed by a saline purge in the morning, which

according to Kutherford should be sulphate of sodium.

The inner portion of the bark of E. tingens is of a fine yellow

colour, and is used by the Hindus to make sectarial marks on

the forehead. It is also used like Mdmiran to subdue inflam-

mation of the eyes. The wood of all the species is hard and

close-grained, and is used for carving spoons and other small

articles. The vernacular name Kaiiku refers to the colour of the

arillus so remarkable in plants of this order. Kunku is the red

substance used to make the small^ round, red spot on the

forehead, without which the toilet of a Hindu belle would

incomplete.

"

be

Description.—The bark of E. crenulatus is almost white

when fresh, but acquires a pinkish-brown colour on drying; the

external surface is covered by a thin suber, and marked with

numerous minute transverse lenticels; on the removal of the suber

a chocolate-coloured surface is exposed, marked with similar

lenticels of a pale colour. The bark breaks with a short fracture

and has a close wasy texture ; ferric chloride stains it dirty green

.

It is slightly astringent and not bitter. The outer surface of

the bark from the larger branches of B. pendulus is grey and

fissured in every direction ; when this is removed an inner suberous

coat of a bright yellow ochre colour is exposed. The woody

inner bark is of a pale chocolate colour and of close waxy texture.
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its inner surface is almost white when fresh^ but when dry of a

pale cinnamon colour. The taste is astringent ; ferric chloride

.
stains it a dirty green,

Chemical composition.—The tincture of the bark of E.

crenulatus is of an olive-green colour, and produces a turbidity

when poured into water. The tincture evaporated to dryness

and treated with water, gives a soluble portion containing

tannin, a sugar^ but no alkaloidal body. It precipitates with

ferric chloride dirty green, arid with gelatine and plumbic

acetate^ but. not with iodine or potassio-mercuric iodide.

This extract evaporated to dryness affords white transparent

rhombic crystals. The resinous portion insoluble in water is

of a green colour, tasteless, and amorphous, soluble in etLer,

but imperfectly so in alkalies and alkaline carbonates. The

aqueous solution contains gum, and when evaporated is highly

crystalline, probably from the presence of mannite, or other

saccharine substance.

The bark of E. penduhis is, in composition, very much like

that of E. cremdatus. The young bark gives a green tincture

with spirit; and the older bark a red tincture ; in each case on

dissipating most of the alcohol and treating with w^ater a green-

ish yellow resinous substance falls, and a bright red liquid

remains. The resins are soluble in ether and partly in alkalies,

and the red astringent supernatant liquor consists of tannin,

giving a murky green colour with ferric chloride, and a quan-

tity of saccharine matter. No bitterness was perceived in the

extract, and nothing alkaloidal was detected. The aqueous

extract of the drug, after exhaustion with spirit, contained a

large quantity of a white, neutral crystalline body, which was

dissolved by hot alcohol and crystallised out on cooling. The

tark had no marked smell or taste, and afforded a light buff-

coloured powder. The powder treated directly with rectified

spirit gave 45-5 per cent, of extract, and when burnt left 12'8

per cent, of carbonated ash.
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ZIZYPHUS VULGARIS, Lam.

Fig.—Sibth. Fl. Orc^c. L 159, t 241. Jujabe {E7ig.),

Jujubier {Fr.).

Hab.^N. India, Persia, China. The dried fruit.

. Vernacular.—Unnab {Arab., Tnd.), Sinjid-i-jiMni (Pers.).

History, Uses, &C.—This is the Jujube of Arabic and

Persian works on Materia Medica/ and is largely imported in a

dry state -both from' the Persian Gulf and China. Mir

Mohammad ITusain describes it as '^ the fruit of a well-known

tree of nearly the same size as the kunar* and olive, but

Laving leaves a little thicker and" longer than those of the

kunar, with one side downy. The bark, wood and fruit of the

tree are red. The best fruit comes from Jurjan, China and

Nipal and moderately astringent, about

the size of a dried date and with a small stone." He gives a

long account of the medicinal virtues of the Jujube, from

which we gather that he regards it as a suppurative, expecto-

rant, and purifier of the blood. Pliny (15, 14,) mentions

Zizyphus as an exotic fruit coming from Syria, more like a

hevvj than an apple. Sibthorp informs us that it is called in

modern Greek TraXiovpt, and is probably the waXlovpos of Diosco-

rides.f The bark of the tree is used to clean wounds and sores,

the gum in certain affections of the eyes, and the leaves when
chewed are said to destroy the power of the tongue to appre-

ciate the taste of disagreeable medicines. The French prepare a

Pate de jujubes by extracting 5 parts of jujubes in sufficient

water to obtain 35 parts of infusion, in which are dissolved

gum Arabic 30 parts and sugar 20 parts ; the solution is eva-

porated, two parts of orange flower water added, kept slowly
boiling for twelve h^urg^^^^ i^^^ moulds.

* Kunar or Kinar, Zizyphus Jujuba, or wild Jujube, a generative tree of
Persia from which the fir.t spark of fire was obtained. {Bmdehesh cap. 15.)

t Dios. 1., 106.
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In India we tave also several cultivated varieties of
.Z. Jujuba [Sans, Vadari or Badarij Dviparni and Vanakoli)
whicli afFoi^d edible fruit, as well as a wild variety; their bark
ia powerfully astringent, and a kind of lac, known as Bori-lahj

is found upon them. The fruit is dried and powdered ; this

powder is called in Hindi Ber-chimi, and is used as an article of
diet, The young leaves are pounded with those of Flciis

glomerata^ and applied to scorpion stings ; they are also with
Acacia Catechu leaves given as a cooling medicine in hot
weather in doses of two toMs (360 grains). According to

Aiuslie, the root is prescribed in decoction by the Vytians in

conjunction with sundry warm seeds, as a drink in certain

cases of fever. •

The white pear-shaped fruit of Z. rugosa (Turan) is

eaten by the natives^ and the bark is used as an astringent in

diarrhoea. The fruit of Z. xylopyra is used by shoe-makers
for blackening leather and for making blacking- The flowers

of Z. rugosa, with an equal quantity of the petioles of tho

ijetel leaf, and half as much lime^ are given in 4-grain pills

twice a day for monorrhagia.

Description.—The dried fruit which comes from China
IS from 1 to 1^ inch long and f inch broad; skin red^ much
shrivelled; pulp adherent to the stone, spongy, sweet and
yellow; stone 7-lOth inch long, very hard and rugose, apex

sharp-pointed
; shell very thick j seed oblong, flat, of a chestnut

colour, 4-lOtli inch long and 2-lOth broad. The fruit which

comes from the Persian Gulf is somewhat smaller.

Chemical composition.—Jujubes contain mucilage and sugar.

The bax'k and leaves contain tannin. The watery extract of tho

^ood contains a crystallizable principle (ziziphic acid), a tannin

(ziziphotannic acid) and a little sugar. {Latour.)

Commerce.—The Indian market is supplied from China and

the Persian Gulf ports. The Chinese fruit is preferred, as

it is larger and sweeter. Value, Chinese, Es. 8 per Surat

maund of 37i lbs. ; Arabian, Rs. 4—5.
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RHAMNUS WIGHTII, PF. I-A

Vig.— Wiglitlc.t 159.

Hab.—Western Peninsula, Concan toNilglz-is. Thebart.
m

Vernacular^—BaktaroTiida, Ragatrora [Mar.).

History, Uses, &C.—We have not been able to identify

tbis drug with any of tbose mentioned in native works on

Materia Medica, The name Raktarohida or Raktrora, ^' red

Rohita/' appears properly to belong to Amoora Rohituhajhnt it

is applied popularly to several astringent drugs* B. Wightii is

a common shrub upon the highest hills of the Western ghauts^

and extends to tlie Nilgiris and Ceylon ; the leaves are glabrous,

sub-opposite, elliptic^ shortly acuminate, sharply serrate, and

sub-coriaceous. Pedicels axillary, fascicled^ much shorter than

the petiole; 'calyx: 5-cleft; petals cuaeate-obovate ; flowers green-

ish-yellow ; styles 3—-4, diverging; ovary 3— i, celled. Gibson

states that the bark is in much repute on account of its toniOy

astringent and deobstruent properties. [Bombay Flora.) A
liquid extract of this bark has been given by Dr. J. North

in half dram to two dram doses to a number of natives without

experiencing either any astringent or aperient effect; the larger

dose produced no nausea, and it appeared to have only some

sliglifc tonic action. It is brought to Bombay by herbalists and
^

sold to the shopkeepers.

Description.—The dried bark occurs as single quills or

in curved pieces from 2 to 3 millimetres iu tliickuess. The

outer surface is dull brown in colour^ beset with numerous

corkj protuberances or lenticels openiug longitudinally, and

sometimes closely covered with whitish or greenish lichen.

The younger bark is ashy-grey with fewer lenticels ; the older

bark presents a more rugged surface, due to the growth of cork

and the occurrence of deep transverse cracks, and is much

thicker. The outer surface of the middle layer is reddish-brown,

and exhibits indentations and transverse markings corre-

sponding with tbo warts and cracks of the exterior layer. The



inner layers cousisfc of pale liber fibres running through a mass
of cells containing yellowish-brown colouring matter of a waxy
consistence. The inner surface is dark chocolate- brown, be-
coming almost black when kept for some weeks. The fracture

is short externally, and tough and fibrous internally. A section

touched with a drop of potash solution becomes intensely red,

with ferric chloride dirty green^ and with iodine solution black.

The taste is astringent and bitter, but not unpleasant, a
sweetish after-taste being left on the palate. The odour of the

bark recalls that of tan.

icroscopic structure*—A microscopic examination shows that

throughout the parenchyma, especially of the mesophloeum^ there

are a number of aggregate crystals, more plentiful in older

specimens.
.
The mesophloeum contains many tbick-walled cells.

The medullary rays and inner cellular layers are filled "with

starch granules. A yellow colouring matter, residing princi-

pally in. the liber and cambium, becomes brilliantly red in con-

tact with potash solution. In the cells surrounding the liber

vessels, are numerous large rhomboidal crystals.

Chemical composition.—The bark has been examined by
D. Hooper {Pharm. Journ.i Feb. 18S8), with the following

M

results

:

Crystalline principle'' 0'47

Light brown resin soluble in ether ... 0*85

Red resin soluble in ether 1'15

Ked acid resin soluble malcohol 4*56

TndiBPerent a—resin sol. in alcohol — 3*80

Indifferent j3—resin sol. in alcohol ... V64
Tannin :

2*68

Bitter principle 1"23

Sugar reducing -

.

2^20

Sugar non-reducing 10'] 2

Malic acid (?)
0-89

Cathartic acid 4*42

Extractive soluble in water 0"65

Albuminous matter 6'^'

Modification of arabin sol. in alkali ... l"'-^

45
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Calcium oxalate ,... 7*43

Starch • 7-83

Modification of arabin sol. in acid 6'54

Cellulose 16-17

Suberin, &c.

Li

:

'

6-38

ignin 9'80

Asb (balance of) 3-39

Moisture and loss 0-38

100-00

The asb gave the following analysis:

«

Insoluble silica ,- 1 '48

Soluble silica ..,,. 0*18

Iron and alumina 1'55

Lime 47'04

Magnesia 2*91

Carbonic anhydride 35*52
M

Phosplioric anhydride
j

1'78

Sulphuric anhydride 0'68

Chlorine : trace

Alkalies, &c., by difference 8-80

lOO'OO

Mr. Hooper remarks that the crystalline body found in the

ethereal extract appeared under the microscope as white

transparent prisms, and was sparingly soluble in water, ether,

alcohol, and boiling bisulphide of carbon. When freed from
adherent resin, it was not coloured by strong sulphuric acid or

potash solution, the crystals melted and partly sublimed when
heated, leaving a deposit of carbon. It had similar
with the '' crystallizable body" obtained by Prescott from
Cascara Sagrada. The light brawn resin was soluble in rectified

spirit, and gave a fine rose colour with diluted alkalies. When
heated :t melted tea reddish mass, and gave oflF grecnish-yellow
vaponr, wluch subhmed and had similar characters to the
original resm. It was semi-crystalline when observed under the
microscope.

reactions



The red rt^in soluble in ether gave a fine purplisli-red with
alkalies^ and was totally precipitated from solution by acids. It

gave a crimson colour fading to a yellow, and dissolved in

concentrated sulphuric acid. With nitric acid it became an
orange-brown solution, and was precipitated on the addition of

water. It was quite tasteless, and had no crystalline structure
when evaporated from different solvents.

The red acid resin soluble in alcohol constituted the larger part
of the resins present. It differed from the resins soluble in ether
by its rapid decolorization and removal from solutions when
shaken with animal charcoal. It is coloured deep red-brown with
potash, and is at once thrown down when neutralized with
acids.

The a-resiu appears to be changed by heat and acids into

the red resin soluble in alcohol. The /3-resin is known by its

insolubility in ammonia and fixed alkalies, but it affords red
solutions with strong nitric and sulphuric acids. It has a

brown colour which changes to green on exposure to the air. It

resembles '^the light yellow resiii or natural body ^' found by
Prescott in the bark of Cascara Sagrada.

VENTILAGO MADRASPATANA, Gdrtn.

"^'^g^—Wight Ic. L 163 ; Qdrtn, FrucL L 223, t. 49, /. 2.

Hab.—Southern India, Ceylon^ Burma. The root bark.

yernacula7\—Khandvel,Lokhandi(Jfar.)^Vembadam(Tam.),
Popli-chukai [Can.), Surughundu-putta (Tel).

History, Uses, &C.—Vembadam bark has long been

^sed in Madras and Mysore as the source of a reddish brown
aye, the tint of which is fixed by means of Tcadii'kai {chebulic

^lyrobalans) and ^atZJ2car?(m (aluinV Ainshe states that the

powdered bark mixed with gingelly oil is sometimes used as an

external application for the itch and other cutaneous eruptions.

He gives Raktavalli, ^' red creeper/^ as the Sanskrit name.

The bark of the stem serves as cordage, and the natives of

Amboyna make ropes of it. Buchanan frequently mentions
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the dye under tlie name of Pojpl% and places it amongst tlie

forest products of Mysore, (ii, 305,)

IJeSCriptlon.—The Ventilago is a large scandent shrub,

and reaches to the top of the highest trees in the forests

where it grows. The leaves are ovate, acuminate^ coriaceous

and shining^ and the flowers are in slender spikes. The fruit

is samaroid, from ] J to 2 inches long, and | inch broad; the

nut is about the size of a pea^ girt at the base by the remains

of the calyx forming a disc. The i-pots are from 4 to 1 inch

in diameter, and rough with reddish loose scales. The drug

consists of the root bark in scales made up of numerous papy-

raceous layers of a deep reddish brown colour, and in some

of the older pieces^ Tvifch a metalhc lustre. Vembadam bark

gives up a red colour to water, and an intense reddish brown

colour to rectified spirit; by being heated together the colour-

ing matter is communicated to certain fats and fixed oils^ and

it is taken up by volatile oils even in the cold.

Ghemlcal composition.—By treating the drug with water

a liquor is obtained of red colour and slight acid reaction,

giving violet red precipitates with lead acetate, calcium and

barium hydrates^ a rose-tinted lake with alum and potassium

carbonate, and muddy mixtures with ferrous and ferric salts.

The alcoholic solution is more acid in reaction, and does not

precipitate with alcoholic lead acetate; the colour is removed

from solution by means of animal charcoal, but not by heating

with zinc dust. Evaporated carefully to dryness no crystals

were observed, and the red mass re-dissolved in chloroform,

benzol and carbon disulphide, and in alkaline solutions with a

magenta hue, which was discharged by acids. This colouring

matter is of an acid nature, and is probably one of the deriva-

tives of anthracene.

Commerce.—YemUaam bark is collecfced extensively on tte

northern slopes of tlie Kilgiris. In the Animal Eeport of the

Madras Forest Department for 1887-83, it appears that 3 tons

were collected, which realized a revenue of Rs. 02, the value of

the permits. During the year 1888-89, 41 niaund of 1st class
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bark and Q^ maunds of 2nd class Lark were collected and

sold by Governinent agency at Rs. 2 and Es, 1-8 per maund
w

respectively.

AMPELIDEa^.

VITIS VINIFERA, Linn.
m

Fig,~Bentl f Trim...L 66. Tlio Vine (Eng.), Yigne

cultivee {Fr.)

Hab.—N.-W. Himalayas. Cultivated elsewhere. Grapes

and raisms.

Vernacular.—Angur, Dakh (Hind,), Drakli {Gnz.)^ Draksha

{Mar.) J Dirakhsha-pazbam {Tarn.), Draksba-pandu {TeL)^ Drak-

sbi-banna [Can.), Drakbya {Beng.). Kaisins^ Kisbmisb, Muna-
kba {Pers.,Lid.).

w

History, Uses, &C.—Tbe cultivation of tbe Vine is of

great antiquity. i^Toab planted a^ vineyard^ and by drinking of

the wine was made drunk. The wife of Jamshid tried to poison

herself by drinking the juice of grapes, but the effects pro-

duced were such as to induce others to taste the poison.

Hesiod gives directions for pruning the vine. According to

Greek tradition, Dionysus taught all nations to cultivate the

vine and to drink wine The Dionysus of the Greeks and the

Indi-a of the Hindus are symbolical of the productive, overflow-

ing," and intoxicating power of nature which often carries man

away from his usual quiet and sober mode of living. The Soma

of the Hindus and the original wine of Greek tradition was

doubtless the celestial Amrita or Ambrosia. Grapes, in Sanskrit

Draksha, are noticed by Susruta and Charaka ; in the dried

state they were used iu medicine on account of their demul-

cent, laxative and cooling properties. It would also appear

that a spirituous preparation was made from them, and was

used as a stimulant under the name of Draksha arislita, the

receipt for makino- which is as follows :—Eaisins, 12| lbs.,

Water 25G lbs., boil together until reduced to one-fourth and
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cardamo
malabatliri, flowers of Mesu-a ferrea, fruit of Aglaia Roxhur-
ghiana, black pepper, long pepper and seeds of -EmbeUa
Bibes, all in fine powder, of each 2| ozs., and set aside for

fermentation. Grapes are described by Dioscorides under tlie

(rra
4 ^ f

properties.* Pliny speaks of Uvm, grapes, and Acini pnssi,

raisins.t The rpi^ gt>/ov of the Greeks, Fcex vini in Latin, is our

Argol ; the Mihh-el-tartir of the Arabs. Mahometan writers

consider grapes and raisins to be atteuuant, suppurative and
pectoral ; the most digestible of fruit, purifying the blood and
increasing its quantity and quality; they say that they are more
wholesome if kept a few days after being gathered, and that the

skin and stones should not be eaten. The ashes of the wood
are recommended as a preventive of stone in the bladder,

cold swellings of the testes, and piles ; in the two last named
diseases they are to be applied externally as well as given
internally. The juice of unripe grapes, Husrum (Arab.),

Qhureh (Pers.), is used as an astringent ; it is the Sixidmov of

Dioscorides, our Verjuice,and the Agrcsto of the modern Italians,

who still use it in affections of the throat. The cut branches of

the vine yield in spring an abundant sap, which was formerly

used as a remedy for skin diseases, and is still a popular remedy
in Europe for ophthalmia.

Extractum pampinorum vitis, which is used in some European

countries as an astringent, diuretic, nervine and antispasmodic,

and also to remove freckles, is made by evaporating the

expressed juice of the young buds of the vine, exhausting

the extract with alcohol, and again evaporating.

Grape marcs calcined in a closed vessel yield a fine black

charcoal known as Noir de FrancfoH.

Different kinds of wine are used in medicine and pharmacy.
The physiological action of wine upon the system is in some
respects similar to that of alcohol, small doses being stimulant

and large doses narcotic. Wine has also secondary" medicinal

* Dios. v., 3.

t Plin. 14, 1, etseq.
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effects whicli vary in different wines. Light wliite wines are

diuretiCj and red tonic and asti^ingent. Taken in moderate

quantity at meals^ wlno increases the heat of the hody^ aids

nutrition^ stimulates the functions of the different organs, and
promotes the play of the imagination. .

-

In making medicinal wines, a rich sweet wine should be

used for the preservation of changeable drugs, red wines for

tonic and astringent substances, and white wines for diuretic

medicines. {JDorvaidt.)

Description.—The ovary of Vitis vimfera is 2-celled,

wath two ovules in each cell ; it. developes into a succulent,

pedicellate berry of spherical or ovoid form, in which the cells

are obliterated and some of the seeds generally abortive. As
the fruit is not articulated with the rachis, or the rachis with

e branch, it does not drop at maturity, but remains attached

to the plant on which, provided there is sufficient ^olar heat,

it gradually withers and dries : such fruits are called raisins of

the sun. {Hanhury.)

^iscroscopic structure.—The outer layer or skin of tlie berry

is made up of small tabular cells loaded with a reddish gra-

nular matter, which on addition of an alcoholic solution of per-

chloride of iron assumes a dingy green hue. The interior

parenchyme exhibits large, thin walled, loose cells containing

au abundance of crystals (bitartrate of potassium and sugtir).

There are also some fibro-vasculir bundles traversing the

tissue in no regular order. {Pharmacographia.)

Chemical composition.—From the Pharmacogmphia we

gather that the pulp abounds in grape sugar and cream of

tartar, each of which in old raisins may be found crystallised

in nodular masses; it also contains gam and malic acid. The

seeds afford IS^to 18 per cent, of a bland fijLed oil, which •-•

occasionally extracted, and which becomes thick at—1.5^C.,and

congeals to a brownisli mass of the consistence of butter at

about —1 6° to —18° 0. On exposure to the air the oil remains

smeary for some time, but finally dries. (Braymt.)^
^^f ^la

stown that it consists of the glycerides of erucic acid, C^* H

IS
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0-j stearic acid and palmitic acid, the first named acid largely

prevailing. The crystals of erucic acid melt at 34° C. ; hy means

of fused potash they may be resolved into arachic acid, O^^H*^
0-^, and acetic acid, O^H* O^. The seeds further contain 5 to

6 per cent, of tannic acid, which also exists in the skin of the

fruit. Wine is of a very complicated composition. In an old red

wine, the following substances have been found in 1^000 parts:

Water 878, alcohol, containing traces of butyric and amyhc

alcohol, several aldehydes, and the bouquet composed of acetic,

capric, caprylic, and oenanthic ethers, and essential oil 100.

Sugar, mannite, glycerine, mucilage, gums, colouring matter

or nenolin, fatty matter, nitrogenous matter or ferment, tannin,

carbonic acid, acid tartrate of potash, tartrates, racemates,

acetates, propionates, butyrates, lactates, citrates, malates,

sulphates, nitrates, phosphates, silicates, chlorides, bromides,

iodides, fluorides, meconates; potash, soda, lime, magnesia,

alumina, oxide of iron, ammonia 22. Pasteur has recorded the

presence in all wines of gum combined with phosphate of lime.

{Un. Pharm., 1869,) Ludwig that of trimethylamine, and

Lebaigne the frequent presence of manganese {^Un. Vharm.y

1870.)

G. Baumert has found that boric acid is contained In German,

French, and Spanish wines, and in tlie leaves and tendrils

of the grape vine. (Ber. 21, 3290,)

The aroma or hottqitet of wines is due to certain essential oils,

specially belonging to each kind; the vinous odour is due to

an oil or ethereal principle which has been isolated by Liebig

and Pelouze and named oenanthic ether. This oil, which exists

only in small quantity, appears to be formed during fermen-

tation Faure thinks it is derived from the skin of the

ripe fruit, Berthelot has isolated the bouquet by shaking the

wine in a vessel of carbonic acid gas with ether freed froui

air by passing carbonic acid gas through it. The ether on eva-

poration iu a current of carbonic acid gas gives nn extract

possessing the vinous odour and peculiar bouquet of the wine,

{^DoTvaidt.)
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The average p&rcentages of alcotol in the wines most used

in India are :—Marsala, 17-91; Madeira, 20-48; Port, 20*00;

Sherry, 1 7-63 ; Malaga, IS'OO; Saufcerne, 15*00; Burgundy,
13-40; Champagne, ll'fiO to 12*77; Red Bordeaux, 8—ll'OO.

According to J. Koaig and C. Kranch^ Black raisins contain :

Water 23-18, Albuminous matter 2^72, Fat 0*66, Grape sugar

55"62, Other non-nifcrogenous matter ]4'12, Cellulose TQ^, Ash
1'36. In tlie dry substance they found Nitrogen 0-56^ Sugar
72*43 per cent. Sultana raisins examined by E, Mach and
K. Portele yielded—Water 20*4, Daxtrose 30-2, Levulose 36-4,

Pectin 1-86, Free acids 1-76, Malic acid 0'38, Argol 3-28, Inso-

luble matter O'O, Ash 2"03, In the dry substance the total

sugar amounted to 83*66 per cent* [Kdnig^ Nahrungs-miUeL)

The leaves of the vine gathered in the early summer contain,
"

according to M. C Neubaur^ tartaric acid, bitartrate of potash,

quercetin, quercitria, tannin^ starch, malic acid, gum, inosite,

uncrjstallizable sugar, oxalates of lime and ammonia, and

phosphate and sulphate of lime. In autumn the leaves contain

much more quercetin and only a trace of quercitrin. Inosite

and malic acid are no longer present.

Commerce.—Grapes are produced in most parts of the table

land of India, alono- the coast the climate is too moist for vine

cultivation. A very superior half-dried grape, resembling

those sold in Europe, is brought from Cabul packed in chip

boxes. The raisins found here are the Sultanas from Cabul

and Persia, some of which, very large and of a pale greenish

yellow colour, are called Angul Drdkh; the black bloom raisins

(Kali Dnikh) from the same countines, which are used for

tnedicinal purposes; and an inferior kind, called Mttnakhuj

like the pudding raisins sold in England.

Value, Indian grapes, 2 to 4 annas per lb. ; Cabul, 4 annas

per box, containing about 100 grapes.

Raisins, Cabul and Persian, Rs. 5 to 7 per Surat maund of

37i
lbs. ; Bloom, Rs 5 ; Munakha, Rs 3; Angul Drakh, Rs 6i.

46
,^
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VITIS QUADRANGULARIS, W al

^ig.—WigJd Ic, t 51 ; Bheecle, Sort. Mai. vii., t. 41.

Vigne et Eaisins de Galam (Fr.).

Hab.—India, Arabia. The stalk and leaves.

Vernacular.—Harsankar, Harjora^ Nallar [HIikL), Pirandai
*

{Tarn.) J Nalleru (TcZ.), Horjora (Beng,), Mangaruli (Can.),

Chaudhari-kandvel {Mar.)^ Cliodliari, Harsankar [Guz,),

History, Uses, &C.—This is the Ashti-sandhana of

Sanskrit writers. The leaves and stalks vrhen young are some-

times nsed as a vegetable, when older they become aci-id and

are thought to have medicinal properties. Ainslie says that

when dried and powdered they are prescribed by the Tamool

practitioners in certain bowel affections connected with indiges-

tion; they are also considered as powerful alteratives; of the

powder about two scruples may be given twice daily in a little

rice water. Forskahl states that the Arabs when suffering

from affections of the spine make beds of the stems.

The juice of the stem is dropped into the ear in otorrhoea^

and into the nose in epistaxisj it has also a reputation in

scurvy, and in irregular menstruation ; in the latter disease, 2

tolas of the juice, extracted by heating the plant, is mixed

with 2 tolas of ghi and 1 tola each of Gopichandan (a white

clay) and sugar^ and given daily.

Description.—A climbing glabrous plant with fibrous

roots; stem 4-angled, winged ; stipules lunate entire; leaves

very thick and fleshy, alternate, generally 3-lobed, cordate-

ovate, serrulated, short petioled ; umbels shortly peduncled

;

stamens 4; petals 4, distinct; fruit globose, size of a large

pea, very acrid, one-celled, one-seeded ; seed solitary, obovate

and covered with a dark brown spongy integument ; flowers

small, white, appear at the end of the rainy season.

VITIS INDICA, Linn.

Fig.—Rheede, Hort. MaL viz., 6. Indian Wild Vine
iEng.)y Vigne dlnde (Fr.), Uvaa dos bugios {rort.).
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Hab.—Western Peninsula. Tbe tubers.

Vernacular.—Amdliuka [Hind.), Amoluka [Beng.), Ean-

draksha, Kole-jan [Mar.), Sambara-valli [Tel.).

History, Uses, &C.—This is a large climbing plant,

with perennial tuberous roots ; the fruit and leaves as

well as the whole appearance of the plant remind one of the

Vine. Kheede says that the juice of the root with that of the

kernel of the cocoanut is used as a depurative and aperient.

,

The country folk in the Concan also use it as an alterative in-

the. form of a decoction ; they cousider that it purifies the blood,

acts as a diuretic, and renders the secretions healthy. The

V. latifol Hort

vii., 13, t. 7,- are used for a similar purpose.

Description.—The roots form large bunches of tubers

attached to a central root .stock; the tubers are from one to

two feet long, tapering at both ends, with a maximum dia-

meter, when fresh, of from two to three inches; externally they

are covered by a brown epidermis, and marked with small

wart-like protuberances arranged in circular rings ;
internally

they are red and juicy. A section shows a thick stringy

cortical portiou easily separable, and a central fleshy part of

the consistence of a parsnip. Under the microscope the root

is seen to be made of a thin-walled parenchyma, the cells of

which contain large oblong- starch granules/ and numerous

bundles of needle-shaped crystals ; the outer portion of the

root and root bark is traversed by numerous very large fenes-

trated vessels. The taste is sweetish, mucilaginous and

astringent. The tubers are rich in salts of potash and lime.

When fresh they are acrid, owing to the mechanical irritation

caused by the needles of oxalate of lime.
IT

LEEA SAMBUCINA, WUM.

Fig.—Rheede, Hort. Mai. il, 26.; Wight, Ic. U 78; TUus.,

*• 58. Syu.

—

Leea Staphylea, Roxb.

Hab.—Hotter parts of India. The roots.
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Vernacular.—Kurkur-jiliwa {Beng., Hind.), Ankados [TeL),

Karkani {Mar.)^ Dino [Goa.).

History, Uses, &C.—This plant is the Ndlugu of

Rheede, who gives Diuo as the Brahmiaic name, and says that

a decoction of the root is given in colic, and that it is cooling

and relieves thirst.

The roasted leaves are applied to the head in vei'tigo; the

juice of the young leaves is diprestive. In Goa it is called

Dino by the natives and Ratanhia by the Portuguese^ and is

much, used in diarrhoea and chronic dysentery. In Reunion

the root is called Bois de Siireaii^ and is said to be used as a

sudorific. .
'

w

Description.—Stems shrubby, wifch straight branches,

leaves pinnate or tripiunate, often 3^ by 4 feet^ leaflets stalked,

very variable in size and shape^ nerves arcuate; flowers

greenish- white, anthers connate. Fruit the size of a small

cherry, dry. Grows in patches in thick jungle, looking some-

thing like Elder. The root is woody^ porous and tough, and

covered with a striated, dark brown slightly scabrous bark^ the

internal surface of which is of a deep red colour. The bark

has an astringent and rather ag^reeable flavour; the wood

appears to h'^ inert.

Leea macrophylla, /?a.^&., Wight Ic, L 1154; Griff.,

Jc. PL As 645, /. 1. Dinda {Mai\), Dholsa-mudra {Beng.)^

Dholasa-mudrika {Sans.), is a native of the hotter parts of

India. The tuberous root is employed in the cure of Guinea-

worm, and when pounded is applied to obstinate sores to

promote cicatrization; according to Eoxburgh the root is

astringent and a reputed remedy for ringworm. The young

shoots are eaten as a vegetable.

Description.—stem herbaceous, erect, flexnose jointed;

leaves very large, simple, broad cordate, toothed, smooth on

both sides; cymes terminal, large; flowers numerous, small,

white; berry depressed, size of a small cherry, smooth^ black

and sncculent when ripe; root tuberous. The tubers are of ^
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deep red colour, 3 to 6 iucbes long, and 1 to 2 inclies in diame-
ter; tbey are very mucilaginous and astringent. The tubers of
Leea crispa, Wild., are also used as a remedy for Guinea--worm,
and are said to be more efficient than those of i. macroplnjUa.
Leea hirta, Roxb. (Kakajangha), is also used medicinally.

The plants of minor importance belonging to the Ampelide^e
are:

Vitis Setosa, Walh, Wight Ic. t 170; Vernacular
Harmal {Hind.), Bara-butsali (Tel), Puli-naravi (Tam.), Khaj-
goli-cha-vel (Mar.), an acrid* plant sometimes applied as a
domestic remedy to promote sappnration and assist in the
extraction of Guinea-worms.

Vitis Carnosa, Wall, Wight Tc L ]7]; Vernacular:

Amal-bel, Gidar-drak, Kassar {Hind.-), Kanapa-tige {Tel),

Mekamettavi-chettu (Tarn.), Odi, Ambat-vel {Mar.), Khatumbro
{Guz.)^ Amal-lata {Beng.)^ Fleshy wild Vine {Eng.)^ nsed as a
domestic application to boils.

Vitis pedata, Vahl, Rheede Eort. Mai. viu, 10,

Godhapadi or Iguana's foot in Sanskrit, from a fancied resem-
blance of the leaves to the foot of that reptile; Vernacular

Goali-lata {Beng.)^ Gorpadvel {Mar,), used as a domestic remedy
on account of its astringency.

Vitis araneoSUS,2}aZ^., Fernac^zZar—Bendri.Bendervel,
Ghorvel (Jiar.), Kamraj {Hind.). , The tuberous roots are sold

by herbalists as Chamdr-mndij and used as an astringent medi-
cine. It is called Ghorvel or " Horse vine/'' from the practice

lu Western India of giving the young shoots and leaves to horses

once a year as a kind of cooling medicine.

Under the names of Shamraj and Bhoj raj short pieces

of the stems of two species of Vitis are sold by herbalists in the

Central Provinces as a remedy for gonorrhoea. They are both

very astringent.

Remarlcs.—The different species of Yitis and Leea are chiefly

remarkable for containing a large amount of tannin, they are

therefore useful astringents. Some of them are acrid owing
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to the presence in their tissues of needle-shaped crystals of

oxalate of lime, which act as a luechanical irritant ; as has been

shown in the case of the Arums by Pedler and Warden. These
*

acrid plants on being dried lose their acridity from the adhesion

together of the bundles of needle-shaped crystals in the plant

cells so as to form blunt crystalline masses. The dried tubers

and stems can therefore be administered medicinally^ and are

useful as antacids and diuretics from the large quantity of potash

and lime salts which they contain-

SAPINDACE^.

CARDIOSPERMUM HALICACABUM,
Linn,

i

Fig.~Bot. Mag. t. 1049; Griff. Ic. PI. As. ie., t 599,

/. 3. Heart Pea (jG/i^.), Pois de Marveille, Coeur des Indes

[Ft.].

Hab.—India. The lierb.

Vernacular.—Lataphatkari, Najaphatki (5e«^.), Kana-phata

{Hind.), Mooda-cottan {Tarn.), Bodha, Sliib-jal, Kanphuti

[Mar.), Karodio {Guz.), Kandkaia (Caw.), Vekkudu-tige, Bodha

{Tel).

History, Uses, &C.— Sanskrit writers mention this

plant under the name of Karna-sphota and Paravata-padi

(pigeon's foot); it also bears the synonym of Jyotishmati (see

Cehistrus panioulafa) ; they describe the root as emetic, laxative,

stomachic, and rubefacient ; and prescribe it in rheumatism,

nervous diseases, piles, &c. The leaves are used in amenor-

rhoea. The following prescription is given in the Bhavaprakasha.

Take the leaves of C, Halicacalum, impure carbonate of potash

(sarikS), acorns calamus root, root bark of Termmalia iofnew

tosa, of each equal parts, and reduce to a paste with milk.

About a drachm of this compound maybe taken daily for three

days in ameuorrhcea. The juice of the plant is dropped into

the ears to cure earache and discharge from the meatus.
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whence tlie Sanskrit name Karna-spbota and the Hindi Kana-

phata. It is a favourite vegetable with the Arabs and Egyp-
tianSj who call it Taftaf. In Tenasserim it is much cultivated

for the same purpose. Rheede says that on the Malabar Coast

the leaves are administered in pulmonic complaints. Accord-
ing to Ainslie, the root is considered aperient^ and is given in

decoction to the extent of half a teacupful twice daily. It

would appear that in rheumatism the Hindus administer the

leaves internally rubbed up with castor-oil^ and also apply a

paste made with them externally : a similar external apphcation

IS used to reduce swellings and tumours of various kinds, A
medicial plant, called dXt/caKajSoff, and in pare Latin Vesicaria

(Bladderwort)j was known to the Greeks and Romans, and had
a reputation for. the cure of pains in the bladder. (Confer*

Plmijy 21, 31.) Ifc is generally considered to have been a

species of Physalls. G. Halicacabiim has been thought by

some to be the Ahrong or Ahrtigi of Serapion, who describes it

as around grain spotted with black and white, which is brought

from China, having a bitter taste, hot and dry in the second

degree, a laxative and vermifuge. We think that there can be

httle doubt that the Abrong of Serapion is the fruit of Emhelia

RibeSj the Chitra-tandula or ''spotted grain" of the Hindus.

Description.—Annual, climbing; stem, petioles and

leaves nearly glabrous; leaves biternate; leaflets stulked,

oblong, much acuminated, coarsely cut and serrated; flowers

small, white or pink ; fruit a membranous bladdery capsule,

3-celled, 3-valved ; seeds globose, black, with a t>vo-lobed white

aril at the base. Roots white and fibrous, with a rather

disagreeable odour, and an acrid nauseous and somewhat bitter

taste.

Chemical composition.—The plant owes its medicinal pro-

perties to the presence of saponin.

+

SAPINDQS TRIPOLIATUS, Unn.

'Pig.— Wight Til, t 51 ; Bh^ede, TIorL Mai. iv., 43, t. 10.

Soapnut tree [Eng.), Savonnier 5 fouilles de Laurier (Fr.).
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Vernacular,—Ritha {Hind.), Ponnau-kottai {Tarn,), Rlngin,

Ritha (il/ar.)j Aritha [Guz.), Kunkudii-kayalu {TeL)j Antala,

Artala (Ca?i.). .

Hab.—Soutli India^ cultivated in Benoral. The fruit.

History, Uses, &C.—The soapnut, in Sauskrit Phenila

and Arishta^ has probably been in use atnoug the Hindus from the

earliest ages as a detergentjand is still used in preference to soap

for certain purposes, just as the soapworts were formerly used

in the West. H
and like fuller's Boriih^ &c. Tu the Septuagiut (270 B. C.) Borith

is translated ^Troa ' and in the Vulgate ^ horba'; 'the old Eng-

lish translation has * sope.' Malachias' description of the

purgation of the sons of Levi is exactly similar to the process

to which the Indian goldsmith submits his ornaments. Both

Hindus and Mahometans use it medicinally; the latter give it

the name of Banduk or Finduk-i-Hindl (Indian Filbert). In

the Nighantas it is described as hot^ and a preventive of con-

ception. The following account of its properties is extracted

from the Makhzan-el-Adwiya :
—^^ The pulp of the fruit is at

first sweetish to the taste^ afterwards very bitter; it is hot and

dry, tonic and alexipharmic ; four gra^ins in wine and sherbet

cure colic; one miskal rubbed in water until it soaps^ and then

strained, maybe given to people who have been bitten by veno-

mous reptiles, and to those suffering from diarrhoea or cholera^

Three or four grains may be given by the nose in all kinds of

fits producing insensibility. Fumigations with it are useful in

hysteria and melancholy; externally it may be applied made into

a plaster with vinegar to the bites of reptiles and to scrofulous

swellings. The root is said to be useful as an expectorant.

Pessaries made of the kernel of the seed are used to stimulate

the uterus in child-birth and araenorrhoea. One miskal of the

pulp with one-eighth of a miskal of scammony acts as a good

brisk purgative/' Rheede describes the tree as anti-arthritic,

and says a bath is prepared with the leaves, and the root is

administered internally. Ainslio mentions the use of soap-nuts

by the Vytians as an expectorant in asthma. In India the
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pulp of the fruit is given as an anthelmintic in small doses.

The bark is astringent. Soap berries are used in France for

washing silk dyed with aniline colours. We have no record

of the use of this fruit as a poison for human beings, doses of 70

grains and more'^ appear to have no injurious effect upon the

system when taken as a purge.

Description.—Berries three, united, when ripe soft, of a

yellowish green colour, singly they are of the size of a cherry,

somewhat reniform, with a heart-shaped scar on the attached

side. When dry they are of the colour of a raisin, skin shri-

velled, pulp translucent, absent on the attached side. The
inner shell enclosing the seed is thin, tough and translucent

like parchment, except at the scar, where it is woody. Seed.

the same shape as* the fruit, black, smooth, except at the hilum,

where it is tomentose, size of a large pea ; o^ the upper part of .

the dorsum of the seed are two shallow diverging furrows
;
the

testa is doul>le, the outer very thick and hard, the inner mem-

branaceous; kernel yellowish green

thick, firm and fleshy, spirally incurvate. Radicle inferior,

linear, lodged at the base of the seed, pointing to the lower

and inner angle. The pulp of the fruit has a fruity smellj its

taste is sweet at first, afterwards very bitter.

Chemical composition.—The saponin, estimated by weighing

the sapogenia formed by boiling with dilute acid, amounts to

11-5 per cent. ; this result is confirmed by determining tho

glucose before and after the treatment and calculating the

increase of glucose into the glucoside. The weight of the

barium and lead precipitates points to a lower percentage of

saponin. The fruits yield to water 40 per cent., and to alcohol

15 per cent, of extract.. They contain in a ripe state over 10

per cent, of glucose, and a quantity of pectin, which renders
•

Submitted to distilla-
dfficult

tion, the drug afforded a small quantity of what appeared to

be butyric acfd. According to Brannt no saponin is contained

ia the woody stone, seed or husk. The thick coty^dons

coutaiu about 30 per ceAt. of a white fat, semi-fluid at -0 ^.

47
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and melting to a clear oil at 30° C, which possesses a soraewHat
characteristic odour. The oil saponifies readily, and is employed
medicinally and in the manufacture of soap.

S. Mukorassi, Giirtn. Frud. L, 342, L 70, f. 3, g, h, is

the soapnut of Northern India, and is called Dodan in the
Punjab.

Commerce.—Soapnuts are brought to market from many
parts of the country. Value, Rs. 2^ to Rs. 3 per pharrah
(about 35 lbs.).

SCHLEICHERA TRIJUGA, Willd.
-

^ig.—Bedcl, FLSylv.t 119; Rumph., Herb. AmL Lt.57.
Ceylon OBk {Eng .)

.

' Hab.—N,-W. Himalaya, C. and S. India, Burma, Cejlon.

The bark and oil.

Vernacidar.—Kosimb '( Hind., Mar.), Pu-maram (Tarn,),

May, Eoatangha {Tel), Puvam {Mai), Sagade, Chakota
(Can,).

History, Uses, &C.—Rumphius and Roxburgh have

both noticed this tree. The pulpy subacid aril of the fruit is

edible and palatable. The bark is astringent, rubbed up with

oil, the natives use it to cure itch and acue. Lac is produced

on the young branches. The wood is very hard, strong and
durable; sapwood whitish, heartwood light reddish brown.
It is used all over the country for oil, rice and sugar, mills, and
for agricultural implernents and carts. The oil, which is used
as a lamp oil in India, is reputed to be the original Macassar
oil ; it has recently reappeared in commerce in Germany as

Macassar oil, and has been noticed in Messrs. Gehe dud Co.'s

trade report as a valuable stimulating and cleansing application

to the scalp, which promotes the growth of the hair.

Description.—Drupe the size of a nutmeg, a littlo

t)ointed, with a grey, fragile husk, covered with soft blunt
prickles. Seeds one to three, oblong, smooth, at the baso
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obliquely truncate^ surrounded with a vvliitisli polpy aril of a

pleasant acid taste. Bark with a thick soft suber, the outer
layer of which exfoliates in patches; inner bark firm and hard,
breaking with a short fracture, of a pale red colour. With
ferric salts it turns black. Taste very astringent.

4

Chemical composition.—The bark contains 9'4 per cent, of
tannin in its watery extract, and leaves 10 per cent, of ash.

DODONi^A VISCOSA, Linn.

Pig,— Wight nil., t, B2. Switch Sorrel (£/n^.).

Hab.—Throughout India. The leaves.

Vernacular—Sanatta, Ban-mendru {Rind.), Jakhmi, Bandar!

{MaT.)y Bandrike^ Bandri {Can.)\

History, Uses, &C.—This overgeen shrub or small tree

IS widely difesed^ and in Jamaica is known as ^^ Switch-sorrel."

According to Dr Bennett it is called ^' Apiri" in Tdhiti, and
fillets of it were once used for binding round the heads and
Waists of victors after a battle. The leaves of D. Thunbergiana

are said to to be used in South Africa against fevers and as a

purgative. In India D. viscosa does not appear to have been

Mentioned by Sanskrit writers, but amongst the people it has

a certain amount of reputation as a febrifuge. In Reunion the

leaves are esteemed as a sudorific in gout and rheumatism, and
in Madras they are said to make a capital poultice ; from the

gum^ resin, and albumen present in them one would suppose

that they would retain the heat like a linseed meal poultice.

From their astringent properties it is probable that they have

some febrifuge virtues, while the resins contained in them

appear to keep the bowels open. Buchanan in his ''Journey

through Mysore'^ mentions Dodontea, which he calls ''Ban-

bury"; he says it indicates a good soil for the cultivation of

torse-gram; and he alludes to its use in germinating rice

l>rfore it is sown, by covering up the moist rice with the

leaves, as if the natives were aware of its resinous or waterproof

mature. {Vol. /., pp. 255—262.)
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Description.—Leaves more or less viscid witli a shining

yellowisli resin, very variable in breadth, 1 to 5 by | to 1^ in.

They retain their green colour for a considerable time when
dried^ and when heated in a water-oven fuse together into a

mass. Taste sour and astringent..

Chemical corn-position.—The leaves contain principally two

acid resins, one insoluble in ether, and both soluble in alcohol

and chloroform. They are dissolved in ammonia and the fixed

alkalies with an orange-red colour, and are precipitated on the

addition of an acid. The resins amount to 27'3 per cent, of

the dried drug. A tannin, giving a greenish colour with ferric

salts, forms the bulk of the evaporated spirituous extract

soluble in water. The leaves contain 10 per cent, of gum
forming a thick ropy liquid iu water. No alkaloidal substance

was discovered, but a large quantity of albuminous matter

was removed by caustic soda. The ash amounted to 5 per

cent, of the dried and powdered leaves.

Plants of minor importance belonging to this Order arc

iEsculuS indica, the Himalayan Horse Chestnut; the

fruit of which is made into a paste and applied externally for

rheumatism. The seeds, like those of the European Horse

Chestnut, are readily eaten by cattle^ and have been made use

of as a food by the hill tribes in time of famine. The knots in

the stems of Acer pictum and A. caesium are made
into the curious water-cups supposed by some of the Himalayan
Mil tribes to have a medicinal influence over the water.

ANACAEDIACE^

RHUS CORIARIA, Linn.
_

Fig.—Dew(£. BriL ]36. Elm-leaved Sumach {Eng.),

Sumac des corroyeurs {Fr.).

Hab.—Asia Minor, Persia. The leaves and fruit.

FermtcuZar.—Sumfik or Sumuk [Arab.), Tatrak {Umd.).
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History, Uses, &C.-—The leaves tave long been well

known in Europe and in the East as a tan and dye, and the

fruit as a medicine ; the latter is described by Theophrastus

and Dioscorides under the name of h^^ as the fruit of a plant

used for tanning,* Pliny calls them Ehus, and Scribonius

Largus mentions them as an ingredient in astringent medi-

.

cines.t Abu Hanifehin his «'Book of Plants" says that Sumak

has bunches of small, intensely red berries, and that it does

not grow in any part of the land of the Arabs except Syria.

Aitchison informs us that it is cultivated in orchards in Khora-

Ban. The author of the Kamus saya «*the fruit excites the

appetite, stops chronic diarrhoea, and an infusion of it is useful

3U) It does not appear to be

used by the Hindus. The tree is well described in the

Makhzan-el-Adwiya by Mir Mohammad Husain, who says that

the fruit is cold and dry, astringent, and tonic, that it checks

bilious vomiting and diarrhoea, hemoptysis, h^matemesis,

diuresis and leucorrhoea, strengthens the gums, and is useful

as an astringent in conjunctivitis. Alone or mixed with char-

coal it is applied to sores, suppurating piles, &c. A kind, of

liquid extract is made by boiling down the leaves and fruit,

which is used as an astringent : poultices of the leaves are re-

commended as an application to the abdomen in the diarrhoea

of children. He also mentions the gum and the russet-

coloured down of the fruit as having powerfully astringent

properties. Ainslie notices the use of the leaf and fruit m
India by the Mahometans as a styptic, astringent and tonic ;

as

in doses of 24 grains.

Description.—The fruit is a small flattened drupe the

size of a lentil, of a red colour, containing one lenticular

polished brown seed ; it is acid and very astringent.
_

The

leaves are about a foot long, pinnate, with from 5 to 7 pairs ot

leaflets and an odd one, like the leaves of the commondmrthe

Theopbr H. P. Hi., 18. Diosc. I., 128.

t Plin. 24. 54, Scrib. Corap. lH aud 142.
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petioles and midribs of the leaflets are covered with a reddish

brown tornentum; the leaflets are hairy and very astringent.

Chemical composition.—The leaves contain colonring matter
and 14 to 11 '5 per cent, of tannin {Hummel)^ and are used in

dyeing and calico printing as a substitute for gall nuts^ in the

production of grey colours, and in Turkey red dyeing; also for

I
the finer kinds of leather. According to Chevreul they

contain a yellow colouring matter, which separates from a

concentrated decoction on cooling in small crystalline grains..

The decoction forms a yellow precipitate with solution of

alum^ shows a strongly acid reaction with litmus^ gives a

yellowish white precipitate with stannous chloride^ pale yellow

with acetate of lead, yellowish brown with cupric acetate^ and a

blue flocculent precipitate with ferric chloride. Tromsdorf

found in the fruit a large quantity of bimalate of lime. •

Commerce.—The fruit is imported into Bombay from Persia.

Value, 6—8 annas per lb.

The fruit of an Indian Rhus, probably 22. ^parvijloray Roxb.,

or perhaps JS. semi-alata, Murray, called in Hindi Tatrah, is

sometimes substituted for it.

PISTACIA INTE^GERRIMA, Stewart.

Fig.—Brandis, For. Fl. 122, t. xxii. Syn.—Wins Kakra-
\

smgi

Hab.—Sub-alpine Himalaya. The galls.

Vernacular.—Kakrs^singi (Mar., Guz.), Kakar-singi (Uind.),

Kakra-sringi (Beng.), Kakkata-shingi ( Tarn.), Kakara-shingi

{TeL)f Dushtapuchattu {Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—Tteae galls, called in Sanskrit

Karkata-sringi, have long held a place in the Materia Medica
o£ the Hindus. They are considered tonic, expectorant, and
useful in cough, phthisis, asthma, fever, want of appetite, and
irritability of stomach. The usual dose is about 20 grains
combined with demulcents and aromatics. ;Maliometan writers
describe them as hot and dry, useful in chronic pulmonary
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affections_, especially those of claildreiij also in dyspeptic vomit-

ing and diarrLoea ; they notice their use in fever and want of

appetitcj and say that they are a good external application in

cases of psoriasis. European writers mention the drug, but

afford no information as to its properties.

Description and Microscopic structure.—The
galls are generally single, but sometimes lobed^ of a purse-like

form, and vary much in size. The average may be, length 1|

inch, breadth 1 inch, thickness I inch. The external surface is

of a pale greenish grey, and has a fimbriated appearance.- Near
the neck or attached end may be seen the midrib of the leaf

upon which the gall has been formed; it appears to be split in

two; between the halves is a kind of mouth with smooth

everted edges (the passage by which the aphides have escaped).

On breaking open the gall^ which is brittle and about l-16th

of an inch in thicknesSj the irregular rugose inner surface is

seen ; it is of a reddish colour, and appears as if covered with

particles of dust. This on microscopic examination proves to

deh

^gg
portions of the insect, and a quantity of what appears to bo

excrementitious matter; sometimes the entire aphis may be

seen. This insect as obtained from the dry gall is of an

oblong form and brown colour, rather more than 1-1 6th of an

inch in length, the whole body is covered with short bristles, four

long ones being situated at the end of the abdomen; it Has six

legs, each armed with two claws; the abdomen is divided into

eight segments ; the head is armed with a proboscis containing

an awl-shaped instrument, and is provided with bristly feelers

;

.
the shell of the gall when fractured presents a shining appear-

ance; a thin section shows it to consist of a cellular stroma,

the greater number of the cells being entirely filled with a

yellowish highly refractive substance. The taste is strongly

astringent and slightly bitter.

Chemical composition.—The finely powdered galls of a bright

yellow colour wore exhausted with boiling water, and tho
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decoction precipitated with acetate of loa^. The precipitate
washed and suspended in water was decomposed with sul-
phuretted hydrogen. The solution filtered from the sulphide

' ad was evaporated on a water bath to a small bulk and
finally dried' over sulphuric acid. The tannin thus obtained
was of a yellow colour and amorphous, but on boiling in water
and examining under the microscope, the yellow powder which
separated on cooling was found to be composed of acicular
crystals. The aqueous solution gave a white or yellow
precipitate with gelatine, yellow with nitrate of lead, and blue-
black with ferric acetate; with ammonia and chloride of
barium, a yellow precipitate changing to green and brown, and
a similar precipitate with lime water. It yielded a white or
yellow precipitate with tartar emetic. With molybdate of
ammonium a deep red solution was formed. No precipitate was
obtained with bromine water.

e tannin digested in alcohol, and the filtered solution

allowed to evaporate by exposure to the air, and finally dried
over sulphuric acid, was titrated by LowenthaPs permanganate
process, using the solution and observiog the details recom-
mended by H. R. Procter.* It was found that 1000 c.c.

of a 2 normal solution of permanganate of potash was equiva-

lent to 5'560 grammes of the tannin. Two grams of the
finely powdered galls were exhausted by boiling with one
litre of water for about half an hour and the solution made
up to a litre. Twenty cubic centimetres required, as a mean
of three titrations, 22 c.c. of permanganate (1 gram in 1000
c.c). After precipitation of the tannin by the gelatine solution,

50 c.c. = 20 c.c. of the original solution, required 5 c.c. of
pormanganatQ

J therefore 17 c.c. are equivalent to the tannin
in -04 grams of the galls. By using the above equivalent,
(1000 c.c. 5\j normal permanganate = 5-5G grams tannin),
the galls would contain 75 per cent, of tannin

Tl

boiled
in 12, for

about four hours, deposited an abundant reddish-brown
powder, the solution acquiringa claret colour. The powder

Pharm
xri. 813.
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filtered out and well washed with cold water^ in which it was
but slightly soluble* was shaken three or four times with ether.

F

The ether evaporated left a slight amorphous residue. On
further shaking up several times with alcohol, and also with
dilute sulphuric acid, a cinnamon-brown powder was obtained,

which under the microscope was seen to be composed of

mmute tabular crystals. This powder was very sparingly

soluble in alcohol and dilute acids, more readily dissolved by
ammonia and potash solutions," forming a deep claret-coloured

hquid and turning the undissolved powder a sulphur yellow
colour. '

'

, r

Fused with caustic potash the tannin yields proto-catechuic

acid. (/. (^. Prehble.)

Commerce—The drug is imported from Northern India, but
not iu very large quantities. Value, Rs. 2^ to Rs, 3 per

mauud of '67h lbs.

PISTACIA TEREBINTHUS,ii;in.

'P^g.—BlacJiw., t 478 ; Bsntl and Trim, t (J9. Chian Tur-

pentine tree {Eng.), Pistachier Terebinthe (Fr.).

Hab.—Europe, Asia, Africa. Sijn.— P. atlantica, Dcsf.

r. palajstina, jRo/.s-s. P. cabulica, Stocks. The oleo-resin.

yprnacular.—Khinjak {Afyh.^ Pers.), Gwan {Bihclu),

The oleo-resin, Cabuli mastaki.

History, Uses, &C.—FHickiger and Hanbury remark:
*' The several forms of this tree are regarded mostly as so

Kiany distinct species; but after due consideration and the

examination of a large number of specimens both dried and

living, we have arrived at the conchision that tliey may fairly

be united under a single specific name." {Fharmacographia.)

Aitchison after a careful examination comes to the same con*

elusion •

The terebinth tree was well known to the ancients; it 'S the

rtpfiivffos of Theophrastus, rtpi^ivBoi of other authors, and the

48
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Alah of the old Testament. Among its products, the kernels

were regarded by Dioscoxndes as unwholesome, though agree-

able in taste. By pressing them, the original Oil of Turpen-

tine, repe^lv&ivov e\aov, a mixture of essential and fat oil was

obtained, as it is in the East to the present day. The resin-

ous juice of the stem and branches, the true, primitive tur-

pentine, ^ijTivr]' repniveivrj, was Celebrated as the finest of all ana-

lagous products, and preferred both to mastich and the pmic

resins. {Pharmacogra^pJna.) 'The tree was held in veneration

by the Jews ; Abraham raised an altar to Jehovah near a grove

of Pistacia trees in the valley of Hebron ; their dead were-

buried near the tree. Pliny (13, 12,) notices the fruit of the

Terebinthus as well as the galls, " from which issue certain

insects like gnats," also a kind of resinous liquid which oozes

.

from the bark. Again ( 24, 18,) he says '.—" The leaves and root

of the Terebinthus are used as applications for gatherings, and

a decoction of them is strenfffchening to the stomach. The
&" "" o

seed is taken in wine for headache and strangury: it is

slightly laxative and acts as an
^

aphrodisiac." Aitchison tells

us that P. Terebinthus occurs 'in groups on the low hills of

Persia and Afghanistan, the kernels are roasted and eaten,

and their oil expressed and used with food. The leaves are

used in tanning and dyeing, and on their margins are formed

small galls quite distinct from those of P. vera. These small

galls we have observed in the Bombay market for the first

time this year offered for. sale as Pistachio galls. The turpen-

tine of P. Terebinthus is the Butm of the Arabs, and it seems

probable that the particular kind produced in Afghanistan ^ and

Mastah turpen-

tine of the Nabathjeans" of Ishak bin Tmran. It is used as a

substitute for true mastich or Ilak-er-Kumi, and sometimes

appears in the European markets as East Indian or Bombay

mastich. In the East it is considered to be detergent, astrin-

gent and restorative. A small quantity of true mastich is

imported into India from Turkey.

Description.—The general appearance of Cabul niasticli

is much tlie same aa that of true mastich, but the colour is
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rather deeper, and.it wants the fine perfume of the latter

article. In the rainj season^ unless kept with great care, it

ruas into a pasty mass. The so-called galls from the margins
of the leaves of P. Terehintlms are very small sacs, three or four

of which communicate together; they are of a pink colour,

and have a terebinthinate and astringent taste, and appear to

be caused by the presence of an aphis.

Chemical composition.'-- Kccordiino^^ to Fliickicrer and Hau-o o
bury, the solution of Bast Indian mastich in acetone or benzol
has the same optical properties as that of true mastich ; it

deviates the ray of polarised light to the_ right. {Fharma-
<^ograp}iia,) East Indian mastich has been examined by Fielding,
who found that it diflfers from the resin of P. Lenfiscus in being
entirely soluble in hot alcohol, becoming only slightly turbid
on cooling, whereas 25 per cent, of true mastich remains
msoluble in hot alcohol. On the other hand, the latter resin

is entirely soluble in turpentine, wliereas East Indian Masticli

dissolves in hot turpentine but tlirows down about 25 per cent,

on cooling in cauliflower-like crystalline gfaius. It approaches
to the oleo-resin of the European P. Terehintlms in these

respects, but diifers from it in being quite soluble in ether,

whereas that oleo-resin gives a cloudy solution with ether,

whether hot or cold. True mastich contains a trace of volatile

oil and two resins, mastichic acid and niasticin. The first is

soluble in alcohol withaut the aid of heat, and has a composition,

according to Johnston, of C'^^H^'^ OK The second resin is

insoluble in alcohol but soluble in ether and oil of turpentine ;

its composition is 0*^° H^' 0^.

Commerce.—The price of Bombay mastich ranges from 8 to

12 aunas a pound.

PISTACIA VERA, Unn.

Fig.— 72amt'. It., 72, f. 9; Gidhourt Hist. Nat. HI, p. 494.

The Pistachio nut tree {T^ng.), Pistachier (Fr.).

Hab.—Syria, Persia and Afghanistan. Cultivated in south-

6fn Europe. The fruit, galls and husks.
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Vernacular,—DaraTcht-i-pisteh {Pei^s.) Tlie fruit, PisteL

{Pers., Ind\ The galls, Buzghanj {Pers.), Gul-i-pisteh {Pers.,

Ind)^ Getela {Beng.).
f^

,^ History, Uses, &C.—The tree forms forests at an

altitude of 3,000 feet in the Badghis and Khorasan ; it is also

cultivated in Persia. The forests are known as Pistalik, and are a

source of considerable profit to their owners. [Aitcliison.) The

wild fruit is smaller and more terebinthinate in flavour than.the

cultivated. Many people prefer it. Pistachio nuts were known to

the ancients, who introduced the tree into Europe According

to Pliny, they were first brought to Rome by Lucius Yitellius,

Governor of Syria^ about the end of the reign of Tiberius. From
Rome they were carried into Spain, and are now cultivated

throughout Southern Europe. The Arabs call Pistachio nuts

Fustuk, and consider them to be d ^
they prepare a loch (^j-^) with them, -which is known in French

Pharmacy as Looch vert oti des jpistacJies. The outer husk of the

fruit is used in dyeing and tanning, and is imported into Bombay

from Persia under the name of Post-i-pisfeh. The galls which

are produced on the leaves of the tree are terebiuthinate and

astringent, and are used in dyeing and tanning, and also as an

astringent medicine ; they are called Buzghanj in Persia, but

are best known as Gul-i-pisteh in India. The word Buzghanj

appears to be derived from Biz^ an old Persian name for a bee

or fly or other buzzing insect, and Ghanj, a bag or sack.^ The

Mahometans use Pistachio nuts in cookery and medicine.

In India they are roasted in their shells in hot sand, and

thrown into a hot paste of salt and water, and stirred so as to

cause the salt to adhere to the shell, much as sugar does to a

burnt almond. They are hawked about the streets in large

towns under the name of Khdra Pisieh (salted Pistachio nuts).

The almonds are much used by sweetmeat makers.

Description,-~Tho galls when fresh are bright pink on

one side and yellowish white on the other; they vary much in

shape and size, some being perfectly fig-bhaped and others ahnost

spherical, the majority are ovoid
; at one end a portion of leaf
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oftenreraains attached j here may be seen an open stoma which

communicates with the interior of the sac ; the apices are point-

ed, often mucronate. The largest galls are an inch in length ;

some are no larger than a pea. The walls are tliin, brittle,

and translucent;- the taste acidulous, very astringent and

slightly terebinthinous j the odour terebinthinous. Most of

the sacs contain only a little fecal debris^ but in some an aphis

may be found. According to Lichtenstein this aphis [Anap-

leura Lentisci) runs through the following stages :—The fecun-

dated female deposits in May or June its eggs on the pis-

tachio tree; these hatch into a wingless form, to which the

pistachio gall owes its origin ; the wingless form produces,'

withont being fecundated, another brood," which acquire wings

and quit the gall and pass to the roots of certain grasses

{Bromus sterilis and Eorduem vulgare), and then produce wing-

less young, and these, after a longer or shorter series of wingless

generations, until the period of swarming and of the appearance

of the nymphs, furnish a winged sexual generation, which return

to the pistachio tree and again commencQ the cycle.

The fruit of the Pistachio is about the size of an olive, and
1

consists of a moist reddish husk having an astringent taste and

terebinthinate odour, which encloses a white woody shell sepa-

rating into two valves and containing an angular almond having

a thin purplish red skin, within which are two green oily coty-

ledons having an agreeable somewhat terebiuthiuate flavour.

Rubbed with water the seed forms an emulsion.

Chemical composition.—^^ per cent, of the galls is soluble in

water, 75 per cent, in spirit and 31 per cent, in ether. They

contain 45 per cent, of tannin allied to gallo-tannic acid, besides-

gallic acid, and 7 per cent, of a resin or oleo-resin to which

the odour is due.

MANGIFERA INDICA, Linn,

Fig.—Beddome Fl. Sylv., L 162; Gart. FmcL, t. 100,

Mango tree (Eng.), Manguier {Fr.).

Hab—East Indies. Cultivated elsewhere. The fruit,

kernel, leaves, flowers, bark and gum.
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Vernacular,—kmh, Am {Hmd.),.Amha (Mar.), Manga-maratn
(Tam.), Ambaj {Arab.), Naghzak {Pers.), Ainbo (Guz.),

Ma (Mai.).
r

History, Uses, &C.—The Mango, i^ Sanskrit imra,
Chuta and Sahakara,' is said to bo a transformation of Prajapati

(lord of creatares)^ an epithet in the Veda originally ap2)lied to

Savitri, Sonia, Tvashtri, Hiranga-garbha, Indra, and Agni, but

afterwards the name of a separate god presiding over procreation.

{MaiiiL xii., ] 21.) In more recent hymns and Brahmanas
Prajapati is identified with the universe.

The tree provides one of the imiicha'pallava or aggregate of

five sprigs used in Hindu ceremonial, and its flowers are used

in Shiva worship on the Shivaratri. It is also a favourite of the

Indian poets. The flower is invoked in the sixth act of Sakuntala

as one of the five arrows of Kamadeva. In the travels of the

Buddhist pilgrims, Fah-hian andSung-yun (translated by Beal)

a Mango grove (Amravana) is mentioned which was presented

by Amradarika to Bmldha in order that he might use it as a

place of repose. This Amradarika, a kind of Buddhic Mag-

dalen^ was the daughter of the mango tree. In the Indian story

of Surya Bai {see Cox, Myth, of the Avian Nations) the daughter

of the sun is repi-esented as persecuted by a sorceress, to escape

from whom, she became a golden Lotus. The king fell in love

with the flower, which was tlien burnt by the sorceress. From

its ashes grew a mango tree, and the king fell in love first

with its flower, and then with its fruit; when ripe the fruit

fell to the ground, and from it emerged the daughter of the sun

(Surya Bai), and was recognized by the prince as his lost wife.

Long articles upon the virtues of the mango in its ripe and

unripe state (keri) may be found in Hindu .and Mahometan
works on Materia Medica.

The Turkoman pocfc, Amfr Klmsru, who liv^^ ^^ T)^^h^ in f.lio

time of Muliamraad Tuglilak Sliah, says of it

:

11^ ^ .xiA J^^ ^^iJyj ^ 11, ^5- .
_4j
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" The mango is the pride of the garden, the choicest fruit of

Hindustan ; other fruits we are content to eat when ripe, but

the mango is good in all stages of its growth."

Shortly, we may say that they consider the ripe fruit to be in-

vigorating and refreshing, fattening, and slightly laxative and

diuretic ; but the rind and fibre, as well as the unripe fruit, to

be astringent and acid. The latter when pickled is much used

on account of its stomachic and appetismg qualities. Unripe

mangos peeled and cut from the stone and dried in the sun

form the well-known i.mchiir or Ambosl (Amrapesi, Sans.,) so

largely used in India as an 'article of diet; as its acidity is

chiefly due to the presence of citric acii, it is a valuable anti-

scorbutic ; it is also called Am-ki-chhitta and Im-khushk. The

blossom, kernel and bark are considered to be cold, dry and

astringent, and are used in diarrhoea, &c., &c. The smoke of

the burning leaves is supposed to have a curative effect in

some affections of the throat. According to the author of the

Makhzan, the Hindus make a confection of the baked pulp of

the unripe fruit mixed with sugar, which in time of phigue or

cholera they take internally and rub all over the body
;

it is also

stated in the same work that the midribs of the leaves calcined

arc used to remove warts on the eyelids. Mangos appear to

have been known to the Arabs from an early date as a pickle

;

they were doubtless carried to ArabiaJi ports by Indian mariners.

Ibn Batuta, who visited India A.D. 1832, notices their use for

this purpose. The powdered seed has been recommended by

Br Kirkpatrick as an anthelmintic (for lumbrici) m dosds of 2D

to 30 grains, and also as an astringent in bleeding piles and

menovrhagia. {Phar. of India, p. 59.) From the fruit just before

ripening, a gummy and resinous substance exudes, which has the

odour and consistence of turpentine, and from the bark a gum

is .obtained which is partly soluble in cold water. Ainslie says

that the gum-resin mixed with lime-juice or oil is used m scabies

and cutaneous affections. The juice of the ripe fruit dried lu

the sun so as to form thin cakes (Amras, or Amaut, Hmd

Ma
sT;;^; IL™ Ur;;! ^uit ,;;vo Lcou .atel, iu. oa„ced ,y
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Dr. Linguist to the notice of European physicians {Practitioner^

1882, 220); he recommends it for its extraordinary action iix

cases of hsemorrhage from the uterus, lungs, or intestines.

The fluid extract of the bark or rind may be given in the

following manner:—Ext. FL Mangif Ind., 10 grams; water,

120 grams. Dose—One teaspoonful every hour or two, or

the juice of the fresh bark may be administered with white of

egg or mucilage and a little opium.

The wood is used largely for packing cases and tea chests,

but it should be previously seasoned, otherwise the acid juice

it naturally contains corrodes the lead.

Description—-The Mango is a large fleshy drupe, ovoid

or kidney-shaped ; it varies much in size, ordinarily it is about

as large as a gooseys egg^ but in the Southern Concan and Goa

there is a variety called Bispo or the Bishop, which attains the

size of a child^s head. The pulp has a terebinthinate sweet and

acidulous taste. The nut varies in size, is somewhat reniform

and laterally compressed ; it consists of a woody endocarp

covered with woody fibres.. The seed has two distinct membra-

nous envelopes, the outer one is of the nature of an aril and

white, the inner or proper integument consists of two coats

closely united, the outer white, the inner of a dark red colour.

The two cotyledons are spirally twisted, and lobed, their taste

bitter and astringent. The gum occurs in irregular-shaped

pieces, some of them stalactiform and shining; it is variable in

colour and solubility, brittle^ the fractured ^surface dull, the

odour faiut and gummy. At^ the time of flowering a gum-

resinous exudation occurs upon the tender portions of the plant.

Chemical composition.—Professor Lyon (1882) examined the

dried unripe peeled fruit.

exti-act

laiity of soluble ash as potash '^l, tartaric acid,

with a trace of citric acid 7-04, remaining free acid as malic acid

12-66, total free acid per lOQ parts air dry substance 24-93.

The orange colouring matter of the ripe mango is a chloro-

phyll product, readily soluble in ether, bisulphide of carbon
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and benzol, but less readily soluble in alcoliol. It yields with
tliese solvents deep orange-coloured solutions wliicli aro
bleaclied by solution of chlorinated soda, and turned green by
hydrocliloric or sulphuric acids, the orange colour being
again restored by an alkali.

The bark and seeds contain a tannin. Fifty grams of the
powdered seed exhausted with alcohol, 90 per cent., filtered, the
alcohol evaporated off on the water bath, and the residue dried
over sulphuric acid, left an extract weighing 3-16 grams. Of
tins extract '3 gram was of a resinous nature, and insoluble in
water. The portion soluble in water, equivalent to 5-72 per
cent, of the seed, gave the usual reactions of a tannin. The
aqueous solution of the tannin Was precipitated with gelatine,
filtered, and the filtrate shaken two or three times with ether.
No appreciable residue was obtained by the evaporation of this

ethereal extract showing the absence of gallic acid. (/. O.
Prehhle.)

4

• ANACARDIUM OCCIDENTALE, Lmn.

^^S-—Beddome Fl. Sijl, t. 163 ; Rheede, Hort. Mai. in.,

*• 54. Cashew-nut tree (Eng.), Anacardier {Fr.).

Hab.— America. Cultivated in India. The tar, spirit and

almonds.

Vernacular.—Kiiju {Eind., Oaz., Mar.), Kottai-mundiri

{Tarn.), Hijli-badam (Beug.), Jidi-mamidi-vittu ^TeZ.), Gera-

Poppu {Can.),

History, Uses, &C.—A native of Brazil, which has been

introduced into India by the Portuguese. Rumphius tells us

that the fruit is called in Amboyna Boa Frangi, or Portuguese

frait ; it was not known in Goa A.D. 1550; but Christopher a

Costa saw it in Cochin shortly after this. The later Maho-

ttietau writers notice it as a variety of Bil^dur {Scme-

f^drpus A nacardium), ana call it Bddiim-i-Farangi. la lf'53

pulya few trees existed on the Malabar Coast j
Bince theu

it bas become completely naturalized on the Western Coast,

49
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but is nowhere so abundant as in the Goa territory, where

it yields a very considerable revenue. It is planted upon

the low hilly ridges which intersect the country in every

direction, and which are too dry and stony for other crops. The

cultivation gives no trouble, the jungle being simply cut down

to make room for the plants. "When three years old the trees

begin to bear. The principal products are, a spirit distilled

from the fermented juice of the torus, the kernels of the nuts^

and a tar obtained by roasting the pericarp of the fruit. The

apparatus used for extracting the juice from the torus consists

of a large circular stone basin with a spout, into which a heavy

circular stone is fitted. The torus having been sliced and well

trodden by the feet, is placed in the basin and the stone weight

placed upon it ; after all the juice has been expressed, it is

allowed to ferment in earthen jars, and then distilled. The

product is a weak spirit, which is sold for about 4 annas a gallon,

and is also re-distilled to about the strength ofproof-spirit, when

it is worth about Re. 1^ per gallon. The fruit is roasted in an

earthen perforated vessel until the whole of the tar (Deck) has

been extracted from the pericarp. The kernel which has

become roasted slightly during this process is then removed

and preserved for sale. The tar is largely used for tarring

boats and wood-work, which it preserves from the attacks of

insects. The nnts are exported, and ai^e used in making native

sweetmeats, and as a table fruit by Europeans. From the

juice of the torus a kind ofwibeis made by the Portuguese :
both

it and the spirit are considered to have diuretic and sudorific

properties, and are valued as external applications in rheumatism.

The leaves and flowers of the cashewnut are aromatic ;
from

the stem exudes a large quantity of gum in stalactitic masses

sometimes as thick as a man*s wrist j it is made no use of in Goa,

but is said to be used in America by book-binders to keep

their books from the attacks of insects. The bark though not

used in India is said to have alterative properties ; it is rich in

tannic acid, and a decoction makes a good astringent wash.

The tar already mentioned, which contains about 90 per cent, of

.nacard
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mended as an external application in leprosy, ringworm, corn

and obstinate ulcers; it is pow'erfuUy rubefacient and vesicant,

and requires to be used witt caution. In native practice

it is sometimes used as a counter-irritant, MM. Oorre and

Tie^^nne [UeSlime de la Mat. Med. et. Tax. Coloidale) state that a

good epispastic ointment may be made by incorporating one part

ofit with eight parts of lard or vaseline, and a blistering paste by

mixing it with wax in equal proportions. Dr. Brassac considers

it to be a good, rapid, and safe vesicant, producing a copious

flow of serum and notable reduction of hypertrophy in tuber-

culous leprosy ; he advocates its general use as a vesicant.

{Eapport sur la methode Beauperthny ^ Basse Terre^ 1872.) In

Europe a tincture of the pericarp (1 to 10 of rectified spirit)

has been used in doses of 2 to 10 minims as a vermifuge. It

is stated (Buchheim) that the oil has a very faint and hardly-

acrid taste, and that 3 or 4 drops of it ma^ be swallowed with-

out marked effects. This contrast with its action on the skin

is attributed to Its total insolubility in the watery fluids of the

digestive canal. According to Basiner, the sub-cutaneous injec-

tion of small doses of cardol produces on cold-blooded animals

paresis, increasing to paralysis of the extremities, stupor,
'

paralysis of respiration and tetanic spasms. In warm-blooded

animals large doses are not lethal, but stupor, paralysis of the

extremities and diarrhoea occur, and after death congestion of

the intestinal lining is found. Cardol seems to be excreted

chiefly with the urine, but partially also with the fasces.

Applied on a small piece of lint to the skin of the breast it

raised a watery blister in 14 hours, {Am. Journ. Pharm.,

Mar. 1882, p. 131 ) The kernel contains a bland fixed oil; it

may be eaten raw or roa'sted.

Description.—The fruit, which is about an inch in

length and kidney-shaped, is seated upon a large pyriform

fleshy body 2 to 3 inches long, and coloured like an apple

red and yellow, formed of the enlarged disk and top of

the peduncle. The pericarp is cellular and full of oil; seed

kidney-shaped ; testa membranaceous, adherent; cotyledons

semilunar; radicle short, hooked. The spirit has a pecuhar
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and rather disagreeable flavour, which appears to be derived

from a volatile aromatic principle present iu the rind of the

torus and similar to the ferment oil of apples ; this can bo

removed by proper rectification. The gum occurs in stalactiform

masses, and varies in colour from reddish to pale yellow; when

placed in water it swells and forms a jelly-like mass and a portioa

of it dissolves; this solution is rendered turbid by oxalate of

ammonium, and gives a copious white precipitate with alcohol

;

it is not precipitated by borax or sulphate of iron.

Chemical composition.—Anacardic acid together with cardol

is contained in the pericarps of the cashew nut. To obtam it

they are extracted with ethei*, which dissolves out both the

anacardic acid and the cardol ; the ether is distilled off, and

the residue after washing with water to free it from tanum, is

dissolved in 15 to 20 times its weight of alcohol. This

alcoholic solution is digested with recently precipitated oxide

of lead, which removes the anacardic acid in the form of an

insoluble lead salt. After repeated purification the acid is

obtained as a white crystalline mass which melts at 26° C It

has no smell, but its flavour is aromatic and burning. When

heated to 200^ C. it is decomposed, producing a colourless

very fluid oil. It burns with a smoky .flame, emitting an

odour like that of rancid fat. Alcohol and ether dissolve it

readily, and these solutions redden litmus. Some of its salts

are crystalline. Formula C"^* H^^ 0^ or C^^ H^- 0^ MM-

Buhemann and Stginner, who have recently (1 887) ex-

mined anacardic acid, give it the formula C^H^g^O^^ ^^^

consider it to be hydroxy-carboxylic acid. By acting upon

iodide of methyl with its silver salt, they obtained a methyl

compound which was decomposed by distillation with a

disengagement ofcarbonic acid. {Jour, of the Chem. Sac, 1887,

p. 663.) After the removal of the anacardic acid, the alcoholic

solution which contains the cardol is distilled to recover the

spirit, and water added to the remaining liquid till it becomes

turbid, and afterwards acetate and subacetatc of lead till it

is decolorised ; lastly, the lead is precipitated by sulphuric

^id. Cardol is a yellow oily litjuld, insoluble in water, very
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soluble in alcohol and etlier; the solutions are heutral to

litmua. This substance is not volatile, bat decomposes when
1

heated. It blisters the skin strongly. According to Stadeler,

it contains Qk) per cent, of carbon and 8^8 or 8-9 of hydrogen,

whence he deduces the foroaula C^^ H^' 0* ; it should perhaps

be C^^' H^o 0^. ( C/, Stndehr^ Ann., Ch. Pharm,, Ixiii., 187.)

The oil of the almonds is sweet, pale-yellow, sp. gr. 0'916

that of the mesocarp is thick, brown and viscid^ sp. gr, 1*014

it reddens litmus, aud tui-ns darker when exposed to the air

it is soluble in alcohol and ether, and dyes linen of a permanent

yellow-red. {Lepine
)

This oil was found by A. Basiner (1881) to be soluble in

potassa, with a i-ed colour, darkening on exposure, and its

alcoholic solution to yield a red precipitate with basic lead

acetate, Cazeaeuve and Latour have fouud catechin in the

wood of tiie Cashew tree. The fruit yields 1'64 per cent, of

ash.
( Werneche,)

Commerce.—Cashew nuts (Feves de Malac, i^V.) are imported

into Bombay from Goa in very considerable quantities. Value

The Kernels, Rs, 18 per cwt.*; the Tar/ He. iper gallon in Goa-

SEMECARPUS ANACARDIUM, Linn.

Fig.—Roxb. Cor. PL L, U 12 ;
WigU Tc„ L 553; Boddome

Fl. Sylv.y t. 166. Marking-aat tree {Emj.), Semccarpe a

lurges feuilles (F/-.).

Hab.—Hotter parts of ludia. Tlie fruit.

Vernacular. {Mi

kottai, Sheran-kottai [Tarn.], Bhilamo [Guz.), Geru {Can.),

Sambiri, Thembari (Ifa/.)-

History, Uses, &C.—The marking-nut, in Sanskrit

Bhalkituka and Arushkara (causing sores), is regarded by the

Hindus as acrid, heating, stimulant, digestive, nervine and

osclxarutlc, and ia nsed in dyspepsia, piles, skin disease^ and

nervous debility. It is prepared for internal use by buni^^

boiled with cowdung and afterwards washed with cold water.
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The nut Is also used to produce the appearance of a bruise in

support of criminal charges preferred through enmity,* and
the juice is sometimes applied to the body out of revenge, the

victim having first been made insensible by the administration

of narcotics. In Sanskrit medicinal works a section is often

devoted to the treatment of ulcerations thus produced. When
given internally the juice of the pericarp is always mixed with

oil or melted butter. It is the Auacardia of Serapion. The
Arabic name for the nut isBaladar, or Hab-el-kalbj in allusion

to its heart-shaped form.

Ibn Baitar says

(Baladar in the Indian language is Ancardia in Greek, which

means '' heart-shaped. ") Mahometan writers order the

juice to be always mixed with oil, butter, or some oily

seed when used for internal adminstration. They consider

it to be hot and dry, useful in all kinds of skin diseases,

palsy, epilepsy, and other affections of the nervous system,

the dose being from | to ^ a dirhem. Externally they apply

it to cold swellings^ such as piles ; the Tuhfat notices the use of

the vapour of the burning pericarp for this purpose, a practice

known in Bombay j it causes sloughing of the tumours.

When too large a quantity has been taken^ oily and mucilagi-

nous remedies should be prescribed. Two dirhems is considered

a poisonous dose. Some persons are much more readily affected

by the drug than others. Garcia d'Orta remarks that the

poisonous properties of the marking-nut have been much
exaggerated by Serapion, and goes on to say that in Goa it is

administered internally in asthma after having been steeped
in buttermilk^ and is also given as a vermifuge : and moreover
says he, we (the Portuguese) salt the young green fruit and
use them like olives. Ainslie gives the following account of its

use inSouthern India: ^^Tbe Hindus give thejuice in scrofulous,
venereal and leprous affections in very small doses; an oil is

also prepared with the nut by boiling, which is used externally

Its application in a dilutefl form produces great cedeinatous swelling and
redness of tbe skin.
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in rheumatism and sprains, it is of a very stimulating nature;

undiluted it acts as a blister. The Telingoos have the following

prescription :— Juice of marking-nut and garlic of each 1 ounce,

juice of fresh tamarind leaves^ cocoanut oil and sugar of each 2

ounces ; mix, and boil for a few minutes. Dose—One table

spoonful twice daily in syphilis, aches^ sprains, ^* &c. Mixed

with a little quicklime and water the juice is used all over India

for marking linen, and the stain is far more durable than that

of the marking inks of Europe.

- In the Concan a single fruit is heated in the flame of a lamp

and the oil allowed to drop Into a quarter ser of milk ; this

draught is given daily in cough caused by relaxation of the

u\rula and palate. As an application to scrofulous glands of

the neck equal parts of the juice of the marking nut. Plumbago

zeylantca, Baliospenynim montanicmy EupJiorhia nerhfolia,

Asclepias gigantea^ sulphate of iron, and molasses are used.

The juice of the root-bark is also used medicinally on account

of its acrid properties.

The brown oil of the marking-nut appears to resemble very

closely in its medicinal action that of the cashew-nut ( see

above). Basiner found that within 12 hours it raised a black

blister ; this should be carefully protected from touch, as the

fluid causes eczematous vesicles on any part of the body it may

come in contact with. Basiner has also noticed painful micturi-

tion, the urine being reddish brown and bloody, and painful

stools as a sequel to the external application of the oil. ( Am.

Journ. Pharm. Mar. 1882, p 131.) In a case of accidental

blistering by the juice, recently under clinical observation in

Calcutta, and reported by Dr. C. L. Bose, the most marked

feature was its prolonged irritant action on the skin, although

washed off with cold water within a quarter of an hour of the

accident. Blisters began to appear about two hours after

the application of the juice, and continued to form for three

days, apparently caused by the fluid from the broken vesicles.

No irritation of the bladder or intestines was observed, but

there was intolerable itching and burning of the skJn attended

by' a febrile condition. Most relief was obtained by the
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application of hot oil. Like the oil of the cashow-nut, this
r

oil appears to have a much less injurious effect than would be

expected, when administered internally.

ToxlcoJogy.—The marking-nut is seldom if ever giyen as a

poison intcrnalfy, bat is used as a local irritant to procure

abortion^ often causing much injury to the uterus and vagina
;

a case of this kind is recorded by Chevers and another by

Burton Brown. In Bombay a case has been reported in which

the juice was used to cause hurt to a wife by disfiguring her

face, and Dr. Gray has observed a case in which the nut was

introduced into the vagina as a punishment. Marking'-nuts

have also been used by malingerers to produce ophthalmia and

skin eruptions.

Description.—The marking-nut is well described by the

Arabs as resembling the heart of an animal, the torus repre-

senting the auricles, and the fruit the ventricles ; In the dry

commercial article the torus is seldom present, and the fruit

is of the size and shape of a broad bean, of a black colour, and

quite hard and dry externally, but upon breaking the outer

skin with a knife, the central cellular portion of the pericarp

will be found full of a brown oily acrid juice; inside the pen-

carp is a thin shell conforming to it, and containing a large flat

kernel, which has no acrid properties. The root-bark is very

thick, and contains a large quantity of acrid juice similar to that

found in the pericarp; it dries into a black varnish.

Chemical composition.—The almonds contain a small quan-

tity of sweet oil; the pericarp coutains 32 per cent, of a vesicating

oil of specific gravity -991, easily solnble in etlier, and black-

ening on exposure to the air. It is similar to thnt of Ann-

canUiim occidentale, but Basiucr (1881) found that it dissolves

in potassa with a green colour, and its alcoholic solution tarns

black with basic lead acetate. The fruit yields 2'14 per cent,

of ash. {Warnecke.)

r7ow"'erce.—Marking-nnts come from various parts of the

country. Value, f to 1 Rupee per Surat inaund of 37^ lbs.
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ODINA WODIER, Boxh,

Fig.— WigJd Ic, t. 60; Beddome Fl. Sylv., t. 123; Boyle
III, L 31.

w

Hab.—Hotter parts of India. The bark and gum.
Vernacular.—Jinsran Mohin

(M.

{Tel), Moje {Mar.), Shembat {Gnz.).

History, Uses, &c.—This tree is called in Sanskrit

Jingiui, Ajashrlngi (goat's horn), and Netraushadhi (collyrium).

The juice is considered by the Hindus to be a valuable applica-

tion to sore eyes- Ainslie mentions that the bark powdered
and mixed with Margosa oil is considered by the Vytians as a

valuable application to old and obstinate ulcers; according to

Wight^ the gum beaten up with cocoanut milk is applied to

sprains and bruises^ and the leaves boiled in oil are used for

a similar purpose. In the Pharmacopoeia of India the astrin-

gent properties of the bark are noticed, and its use as a lotion in

impetiginous eruptions and obstinate ulcerations. A decoction

of the bark is recommended by Dr, B. Bose as an astringent

gargle. At Pondicherry the bark is administered in gout and
dysentery; it has a stimulant action. (Carre et Lejanne.)

Description The gum is partly in tears of a yellowish

tmge, and partly in colourless angular fragments, which are

full of fissures like gum Arabic. It has a disagreeable taste

and IS not astringent, about one-half of it is completely soluble

in water, the remaining portion forms a slimy mucilage, . but

IS not gelatinous ; the soluble portion, which is feebly acid, is

precipitated by alcohol, and in a less degree by oxalate of

ammonium, not at all by perchloride - of iron or borax. The
bark is very astringent, thick and soft, of a light brown colour

externally, marked* with numerous whitish scars, where por-

tions of the dry suber have fallen off, also with many small

scabrous rusty spots; internally it is white when fresh, but

dries of a reddish brown, a gummy juice exudes from it when

cut; there are large laticiferous vessels which contain the

gummy juice,

50
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Chemical composition.—The powdered bark exliausted with

hot water affords 15 per cent, of extract containing 9'1 per

cent of tannin. The ash *(9'3 per cent.) is very deliquescent

on account of the presence of a considerable quantity of potas-

sium carbonate.

BUCHANANIA LATIFOLIA, no^h.

^Fig,—Bedel Fl. Sylv. t. 165.

Hab—Hot, drier parts of India, ascending to 3,000 feet.

The seeds.

Vernacular.—Chironji, PijSr, Piyal (HtV^cZ.), Ghirongi, Piyal

{Beng.)j Charoli {Guz,), Chara, Charoli (Mar.), Moreda, Mouda

{Tam.)y Chara-pappo, Morala {Tel), Nuskul, Murkalu (Can.)?

Chirauli {Pnnj^), Mura, Munga Peru [Mai.).

History^ Uses, &C.—This tree is called in Sanskrit

Piyala, Chara and Tapasa-pnya, or ^^ dear to hermits." The

seeds are an article of commerce, and appear to have been m
use from a remote period in the preparation of sweetmeats,

and as an ingredient in demulcent cough mixtures, generally

in combination with dates, almonds, sesamum and cucumber

seeds. Similar mixtures are also prescribed as a nourishment

in debility. Charred slightly over the fire tliey form an excel-

lent after-dinner dish. The oil has been recommended for

baldness. The bark is used in Trauvancore for 'tanning.

Description—The fruit is a sub-globose, sb'glitly com-

pressed drupe, half inch in diameter, of a deep purple colour.

Stone hard, 2-vaIved. Kernels laterally compressed bke a

vetch seed, brown, mottled with darker brown, rather more

than I inch in length, and rather less than i inch in breadth.

Slight pressure separates the oily cotyledons, which have a

very agreeable nutty flavour.

Chemical composition.—The seeds have been examined by

Church, who found in 100 parts- Water 5 7, albuminoids 27-9,

mucilage, &c., 2'7, oil 53-6, fibre 1-8, asli 3-3. Thu expressed

oil of the seeds commeucea to congeal into a white semi-solid
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mass at 18' 5*^ C, atwhicli temperature it Bas a specific gravity

of 0*913-4. Tt affords 95' 7 percent, of insoluble fatty acids

wasmelting at 36°, The lead soap of th^ fatty acids

to the extent of 38 per cent, in ether, as lead oleate; the

fatty acids from- the in&oluble portion melted at 5.7°, and

possessed the characters of a mixture of palmitic and stearic

acids.

Commerce.—Chirongi seeds are obtainable at about 4 annas

per pound.

SPONDIAS, MANGIFERA, WilU.
m

r

Fig,— Wight III I. 186, i. 76;, Sedd. FL 8ylv., t. 169.

Hog plum tree, Wild mango {Eng.), Mombin de Malabar {Fr.).
r

Hab.—-Tlirouglioufc India. The fruit and gum.

Vernacular.—Ambra, Amra [Eind., Beng.), Ambada (Mar.),

Mari-manchedi {Tarn.), Toura-mamidi {Tel.), Fundi {Can.)

History, Uses, &C.—This tree is tlae Am rataka, Amra t,

and Adhvaga-bhogya (traveller's delight), of Sanskrit writers,

who describe the pulp of the fruit as acid and astringent and

useful in bilious dyspepsia, on which account the name of

Pittavriksha, or '' bile tree/' is applied to it. It is the Con-

dondum Malaccense of Rumphius (I., 51). The fruit is much

used by the Hindus as an acid vegetable, and they make a

preparation of it resembling gooseberry fool, which is called

Rayete.* The leaves and bark are astringent and aromatic,

and are administered m dysentery, aud the gum is used as a

demulcent.

Description.—The drupe is oval, fleshy, smooth, the size

of a pullet's egg, and yellow when ripe ; nut oblong, woody,

very hard, outwardly fibrous, 5-celled, from 1 to 3 cells only

are fertile ; seed lanceolate ; •embryo inverse, without peri-

sperm. The gum is yellowish or light brown, priucipally in

* rrq^ (J/aJ-.), rRJTf (f^''"^-) " » semi- fluid dish prepared with . Hfctle

niftstarJ, milk, and the pulp of some acid fruit.
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stalactiform pieces. It resembles tragacantli in its beliaviour

witH watepj 40 grains form with 2 ounces of water a transparent

jelly of a light brown colour, in a dilute solution the insoluble

portion deposits, and the small portion which is soluble gives

with neutral acetate of lead a white precipitate, with basic

acetate an opaque white precipitate, with ferric chloride a

reddish gelatinous precipitate, with Fehling's solution there is

a slight reduction on boiling, with ammonium oxalate a copious

precipitate, it is precipitated bj alcohol, but is unaffected by

iodine, nitrate of silver and borax.

A remarkable gum-like secretion is yielded by a species of

Spondias introduced in Bangalore. It dissolves without

swelling in water, and forms a milky and soapy solution.

One-sixth of this substance is soluble in rectified spirit, and

although insoluble in water is unctious and soapy to the touch.

MOEINGE^.

MORINGA PTERYGOSPERMA, Gdrtn.

Flg^—WigJit III L 186, t. 77 ; Bedd. FI, Syl, t. 80. The

Horse-radish tree {Eng.)^ Moringa a graines tripteres (-F?'.)j

Hab.—India, The fruit, bark, gum, seeds and root.

Vernacular.—Sahjna {Hind.), Shegva, Shegat {Mar.),

Murungai (Tarn.), Saragavo {Guz.), Nugge {Gan.)j Munaga

(Tel).

History, Uses, &C.—The root of this very common- tree

Muru of

Sanskx

stimulant and diuretic, andis applied exfcernallj as a rubefacient.

Tlie seeds are said to be stimulant and are called Sveta maricha

(white pepper). The Bhavaprakdsa mentions two varieties of

the tree, viz., white and red> The white is said to be the

tla

in

* i'lobably M. concanensis, Ximiuo, which has red flowers.
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spleen. In internal and deep-seated inflammation and abscess
(vidradhi), a decoction of the root bark is recommended to be
given with the addition of asafoetida and rock salt. The root
bark is besides used CKternally as a plaster^ and the inflamed
part fomented with its decoction. A decoction of the root bark
IS considered useful in calculous affections. The seeds are
an ingredient in some stimulant applications. The gum of the
tree^ mixed with sesamum oil, is recommended to be poured
into the ears for the relief of otalgia ; it is also rubbed with
milk and applied in headache to the temples. Mahometan
writers describe Sahjna flowers as hot and dry, and consider
that they expel cold humours^ disperse swellings^ act as a
tonic and diuretic, and increase the Q^ov^ of bile. The juice
of the root with milk is diuretic, antilithic and digestive^

is useful in asthma. A poultice made with the root

reduces swellings, but is very irritating and painful to the
skm. The pods are a wholesome vegetablej and act as a

preventive against intestinal worms {vide Makhzan^ article

feahjna). Ainslie mentions the use of the Morunghy root by
Europeans as a substitute for Horseradish. He also says

that the native doctors prescribe it as a stimulant in paralytic

affections and intermittent fever in doses of about one scruple
;

that they also employ it in epilepsy and hysteria, and consider

It a valuable rubefacient in palsy and chronic rheumatism. He
wrongly supposes the seeds to be the Hab-el-b^n of the

Arabians. Eumphius and Loureiro state that the bark is

emmenagogue and even abortifacient. In Bengal half ounce

doses of the bark are said to be used to procure abortion. In

Madras the following prescription is said to be a good remedy
for scorpion stings:—Moringa bark and nut of each 4 ozs.^

tobacco 2 ozs.j gunpowder 2 drachms. Make into a smooth

paste, roll into a pencil and dry- When required rub it

^ith a little water over the sting. According to Fleming,

the oil of the seeds is used as an external apph'cation for

rheumatism in Bengal. In India the root is generally

accepted by Europeans as a perfect substitute for Ilor&e-

radish. The unripe pods are used as a vegetable; they may
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be boiled and served with melted butter, or cut in pieces
and mixed with curries. The flowers are eaten in curries,

and also fried with butter. The young leaves are boiled with
onions and spices and used in the same manner. A decoction
of the root bark is used as a fomentation to relieve spasm. In

oncan

root, pigeon's dung, and chicken's dung and applied to destroy

Guinea-worms. Four tolas of the juice of the leaves of the

cultivated tree are given as an emetic. The gum is said to be
used to produce abortLon,. bat it is difficult to obtain any
reliable evidence upon a point of this nature ; it would be quite

possible to use it as a tent to dilate tl^e os uteri, as it is very

tough, and swells rapidly when moistened. In many parts of

India the right of collecting the pods upon Government lands,

as a veg to

ripen, and the oil is not expressed. The Bengal Pharmacopoeia

furnishes formulae for a compound spirit and compound infu-

sion. In the Pharmacopoeia of Iqdia the plant is placed in tha-

secondary list_, and its principal uses are briefly noticed.
* •

Description.—The fruit is light brown when ripe, a foot

o posed

valves containing a soft white pith, and a single row of frona

12—-18 seeds, which are dark brown, roundish, the size of a

pea and gs- The

kernel is white, oily and bitter. The gum, when it first exudes^

is opaque and white; from exposure to the air it soon becomes-

pink, and finally ofa dull red colour on the surface, the interior

remaining white. It occurs in pieces of considerable size,.

generally more or less vermicular inform, and. appears to b^

only produced upon trees which have been injured by insects.

The taste is bland and mucilaginous. In dry air thegum becomes

very friable, but in a damp climate it. is tough and holds 20

per cent, of its weight of water. The bark of the root has

a reticulated light brown external surface; it is thick, soft,

and internally white, and has a pungent odour and taste,

exactly like Horseradish. The wood of the root is soft.
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porous, and jellowish^ and has the same properties in a less

degree.

Microscopic structure.—The parenchjme cells of the bark

are loaded with globules of essential oil. The wood is provided

with very large scalariform vessels easily visible with the naked

eye. The medullary rays both in the wood and bark.are very

distinct.

Cliemtcal composition,—The root distilled with water yields

an essential oil which appears to have much pungency, but the

odour is distinct from that of oil of mustard and garlic^ and

more offensive. The husked seeds yield, according to Cloez,

36-20 per cent, of oil. {Coynpt. Eend. LXL, p. 236.)

Moringa bark contaius a white crystalline principle answer-

ing to the reactions of an alkaloid and occurring in the spirituous

extract. It is scarcely soluble in water and ether, but readily

soluble in acidulated water, alcohol and chloroform. Sulphuric

acid dissolves it with a red-brown colour, nitric acid with a

yellow colour. The bark also contains two resins, ong soluble

the other insoluble in ammonia, an organic acid, a quantity of

tnucilage, and it left on incineration 8-2 per cent, of carbonated

ash. An alcoholic extract of 30 grammes of bark was adminis-

tered to a small dog and produced no poisonous effects. The

gum-like exudation when placed in water gradually disintegrates,

forming a slimy mucilage which is precipitated white by solu-

tions of neutral and basic plumbic acetate, and is not affected

by alcohol, ferric chloride, oxalate of ammonia or borax. The

insoluble portion is seen under the microscope to be composed

of mucilage cells. No starch or tannin is present in the exuda-

tion. When holding 11 per. cent, of water it has a specific

gravity of 1-46 at 15° C- It absorbs 20 times its weight of

nitric ^cid (1-2), forming an orange jelly which when ^heated

is decomposed and produces oxalic acid. Ash 2*75 per

cent.

<
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CROTALARIA JUNCEA, Linn.

Fig.—Eoxh., Cor. Fl. t. 193; Lot. Mag. t. 1933j Elieede,

Hovt. Mai, is6, t. 26.

Hab.—Throughout the plains of India. Often cultivated.

Vernacular.—San {Hind.y Bevg.^ Gtiz.)y Jenappa, Shanal

{Tarn,), Shanambo {TeL), Sanvu {Can.)^ Tag, Sonalla {Mar.),

History, Uses, &C,—The seeds and leaves of this plant,

in Sanskrit Sana, are used in Hindu medicine, and are consi-
*

deredtobe cooling, and to purify the blood in febrile states of the

system accompanied by cutaneous eruptions^ such as impetigo,

psoriasis, &c. They are also said to be emmenagogue in half

drachm doses given twice a day, and are supposed sometimes to

have caused abortion, but this is very improbable. The

Kshatrias is directed by Manu

of Crotalaria fibre.

C. verrucosa, Linn., Bot Mag. f/3034; Wight, Ic. L 200

j

Bheede, HorL Mal.ix. t 29, found throughout the tropical regions

of India, is called in Sanskrit Sana-pushpi, Dhavani, and Vrihat-

pushpi ; it is described in the Nighantas as bitter and an expcl-

lant of bile and phlegm. This plant and several other species

of the genus are included under the Sanskrit name of Ghanta-

rava and the vernacular names Jhanjhania [Hind.f B^f^g*),

Vatta-killu-killuppai {Tarn.), Ghelegherinta {Tel), Ghiigri,

Dingala, Kbulkhiil-dingala (Jlfar.), in allusion to the rattling

noise made by the seeds when the ripe pods are shaken, just

as the generic name of the botanists is derived from the Greek

KooraKop, a rattle or Castanet. Rheede {HorL MaL ix. p. 53)

says that the juice of the leaves of C. verrucosa is supposed

to diminisb salivation. Ainslie, speaking of the same plant,

says:
—'"The slightly bitter, but not unpleasant tasted juice

of the leaves and tender stalks is proscribed by thu Tamool

doctors, both internally and externally, in cases of scabies and
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impetigo.^' In Pudukota, C. retusa, Linn. {BoL Mag.
t. 2561 ; Rheede^ Hort, Mai. ix. t. 25)^ is used for the same

purpose. C, Sericea, Betz., is used ia Bengal, and C.

medicaginea, Lam./m the Punjab. C. Burhia, Eamilt.,

called Ehip/ Sis and Kharsan in the vernaculars, is con-

sidered to be very cooling ; it is a naked looking, bushy plant,

common in the arid districts of Northern India, which has

the smell of broom when bruised.

G. juncea is extensively cultivated for its fibres, from which

tow is prepared. The nets of the Bombay fishermen are made
of this fibre which is very strong and tans well- After the

bark has been removed, the stems of the plant, which are per-

fectly straight and unbranched, are sold to the toy-makers

;

or cut in short lengths and dipped in brimstone to make fire-

lighters for the Parsces, whose religion forbids them to blow

fire when lighting or extinguishing it.

The Crotalarias appear to be used medicinalfy on account

of their mucilaginous and emollient properties j the leaves might

be nsed as a poultice like Althsea leaves.

Chemical composition.—Mr. J. G. Prebble, who has examined

the leaves of C. re i^s(X and C. medicaginea^ informs us that

they contain abundance of 'mucilage, a little solid fat, and a

resin soluble in ether, which does not form a reddish solution

witli potash. The leaves of G. medicaginea contain also a trace

of tannin.

TRIGONELLA FCENUM-GR^CUM; Linn.

'Pig.—SiUJi., Fl. Grcec, t. 766; Bentl. and Trim., t 71.

Fenugreek {Eng.), Fenugrec [Fr.).

Hab.—Cashmere, Punjab, Upper Gangetic Plain. Widely

cultivated. The seed and herb.

Fernacukr.—Methi {Hind,, Mar., Guz., Beng.), Vendayam

{Tarn.), Mentula {Te!.), Menthya, Mente {Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—Fenugreek has a hli^tory of great

antiquity ; it was much valued by the ancients both as a food

51
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and medicine j in India it ha9 long been extensively cultivated,

its seeds being considered carminativej tonic, and aphrodisiac.

Several confections made with them are described in Sanskrit

works nnder the names of Methi modaJca^ Sval^a metlii modaha,

&c., and are recommended for use in dyspepsia with loss of

appetite^ in the diarrhoea of puerperal women, and in rheumat-

ism. All these preparations consist of a number of aromatic

substances^ one part each, and fenugreek seeds equal in quan-

tity to all the other ingredients.^ Under the Arabic name of

Hulbahj and the Persian Shamlit, Mahometan writers describe

the plant and seeds as hot and dry, suppurative, aperient,

diuretic, emmenagogue, useful in dropsy, chronic cough, and

enlargements of the spleen and Hver. A poultice of the

leaves is said to be of use in external and internal swellings

and burns, and to prevent the hair falling off. The flour

of the seeds is. used as a poultice, and is applied to the skin

as a cosmetic. They also use the oil of the seeds for various

purposes. In Europe the history of the plant is equally

ancient. Aretseus prescribed it both internally and externally.

The powder of the seeds was recommended by Dloscorides in

the form of a poultice for inflammatory affections.* Pliny

(24, 120) mentions the use of Fenugreek or Silicia as a me-

dicine, and ascribes to it the same properties as the Maho-

metan writers above quoted. Ainslie notices its uses by native

practitioners in Southern India for dysentery, the seeds being

toasted and afterwards infused. At the present time, Fenu-

greek is extensively used in India both as an article of diet and

as a medicine. The leaves are used both internally and exter-

nally on account of their cooling properties. The young plants

are always to be found in the vegetable markets, and are most

esteemed when only the two seed leaves are formed ; they are

boiled and afterwards fried in butter, the taste is strongly

bitter, and disagreeable to those who have not become
accustomed to it; in bilious states of the system the vegetable

has an aperient action. The seeds enter into the composition^
* It is the T»/>iir of Dioscori(les(ii., 93). Other Greek nnmcs are /Sovicfpwff,

(^oxhorn) anil diyoKcpoti^ (goatslioru).
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of an imitatiou of carmine. The yellow decoction used with

sulphate of copper produces a fine permanent green. In modern

medicine Fenugreek is no longer in use; it is^ however, still

kept by druggists for veterinary pharmacy, and is very largely

consumed in the prepai'ation of cattle foods.

Description.—The pod is sickle-shaped,3—4 inches long,

slightly flattened and ending in a long point; it contains from

10—^20 rhomhoidal seeds, yellow or yellowish-brown, semi-

transparent, about I of an inch long, somewhat compressed,

with the hilum on the sharper edge, and a deep furrow running

from it and almost dividing the seed into two unequal lobes ;

the surface is finely tubercular; the testa consists of two layers,

the inner of which is mucilaginous and encloses the cotyledons

and their large hooked radicle. The cotyledons are composed

of parenchymatous tissue, the cells of which contain globules

of fatty matter> and granular matter coloured yellow by iodine ;

the taste is bitter, oily and aromatic-

Chemical composition.—The cells of the testa contain tannin

;

the cotyledons a yellow colouring matter, but no sugar. The

air-dried seeds give off 10 per cent, of water at 100° C, and

on subsequent incineration leave 7 per cent, of ash, of which

nearly a fourth is phosphoric acid. Ether extracts from the

pulverised seeds 6 per cent, of a fetid, fatty oil, having a bitter

taste. Amylic "alcohol removes in addition a small quantity of

resin. Alcohol added to a concentrated aqueous extract, forms

a precipitate of mucilage, amounting, when dried, to 28 per

cent. Burnt with soda lime, the seeds yielded to Jahns 3-4 per

cent, of nitrogen, equivalent to 22 per cent, of albumin.
^

The

nature of the odorous principle has not been determined.

{Phai-macograpMa.) E. Jahns {BericM, 18, 2518-2523) reports

that he has found two alkaloids in the seeds, choline, a base

found in animal secretions, and another, which he names

trigonelline. The pulverised seeds wore extracted with 70 per

cent, alcohol, and after evaporation, the residual liquor was

precipitated with lead acetate and soda. After removal of Lad

from the filtrate and evaporation, the alkaloids were prccipi-
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tated by potassium-bismutli iodide and sulpTiuric acid. Tlie

bases were only completely precipitated after some weeks, and

were then converted into the mercuric iodide compounds to

separate albnrainons matter. TMs was done by decomposing

tbe bismuth compound with soda and adding- mercuric iodide,

when clioliuG was precipitated and trigonelline remained in the

mother liquor? from wliicli it was pi-ecipitated as oily drops

(afterwards solidifying) by means of sulphuric acid —0*05

per cent, of choline and 0'13 per cent, of trigonelline were

obtained. The author examined the gold and platinum salts of

choline. Trigonelline, C^ H^ NO^+H'^ O, crystallises from

alcohol in colourless prismSj which possess a weak saline taste.

It is hygroscopic and easily soluble in water^ but is insoluble in

ether, chloroform/and benzol. The solutions are neutral. It

gives precipitates with the usual alkaloidal reagents. Analyses

of the free base, the hydrochlorate and the platinum and two

gold double salts were made.

Trigonelline is isomeric and probably identical with pyri-

dine-betain, prepared by Von Gerichten \>y heating pyridine

with monochloracetic acid, the only" diflference being that

pyridine-betain hydrochlorate is coloured blue by sodium

amalgam, and trigonelline yellow. By heating trigonelline

with concentrated caustic potash, a distillate is obtained which

appears to contain pyridine. [Journ. Soc. Chem» Ind.j Jcnirn.

de Phar. et de Chim., 1886.)

Commerce.—Fenugreek seeds are grown extensively in the

higher inland provinces of India. From Karachi alone the

imports into Bombay are about 14,000 cwts. annually.
r.

Value.—Rs. 43 to 50 per candy,
W

TRIGONELLA UNCATA, Boiss.

Hab.—Persia. The pods.

r^rnaruZar.—Iklil-el-malik [Arab., Ind.).

History, Uses, &C.—The small crescent-stiaped pods

which are imported into Bombay from the Persian Gulf under

this name are considered by Arabian writers to be the Meli-
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lotus of Dioscorides* The author of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya

gives Malilotus as the Greek name and Giah-i-kaisar as the

Persian. He goes on to say that "there are two kinds, of

melilot, both plants are much alike, but the fruit of one is

crescent-shaped with small roundish seeds something like fenu-

greek, while the fruit of the other is much smaller and only

slightly curved; both have an odour like fenugreek; The

best fruit for medicinal purposes is hard, yellowish, white and

aromatic, with yellow seeds." The Mahometans, following

the Greeks, hold melilot in high esteem as a remedy in a great

variety of disorders; it is considered to be suppurative and

shghtly astringent, and is much used as a plaster to dispel

tumours and cold swellings. The diseases in which it is

administered internally are of a widely different nature and far

too numerous for recapitulation here ; for an account of them

we must refer the reader to the Makhzan, article Iklil-el-malik.

Melilotus alba, Lam., and M. parvijlora, Best, grow in India;

the first species has the delicate odour of the European melilot.

In the Makhzan an Indian variety of melilot is mentioned,

which has very small fruit; it is called Pirang.t Coumarin,

the odorous principle of melilot, when given to dogs in doses

of 7 to 10 grains, produces great and even fatal depression,

and in man doses of 30 to 60 grains occasion nausea, giddiness

depression, vomiting and drowsiness. Kohler finds it to be a

fterwards

heart.

Description.—Small, sickle-shaped, greyish yellow pods

with a beak slightly curved outwards, distance from base to

apex i an inch ; length of pod round the curve about one inch

;

it is grooved on both sides, and divided_by a central partition

campana

Bomans. Plin. 21, 29, much used in preparing malagmato. Scnb. Comp

258, et seq.

Wigbt ^- ^- ^*- ^^ ^^ cultivated in

Bengal as a vegetable in the cold weather, also at Bejg-^'J^erc gl-

eaned Tirapa. It is the Mdlya of Sanskrit writers, and « used m India

for making chaplets*
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into two cellsj each of which contaiDS a single row of small

greyish-yellow rhomboidal seeds^ deeply notched on one side,

and seen under the microscope to be marked with numerous
"black spots. The other kind with very small slightly curved
pods mentioned by Mahometan writers is not found in the

shops.

Chemical composition.—Coumarin, C^ H*^ 0^^ the anhydride
of coumaricacidj C^H^ 0^ and the odorous principle of melilot,

is found in several plants ; it is best prepared from the Tonka
bean, Coumarouna odorata, by digesting in strong alcoliol,

on evaporating, a crystalline magma is obtained, which when
purified with animal charcoal is colourless; it crystallizes in

trichlinio crystals ; melts at 50° C, and boils at 270° without

sensible alteration ; it has an agreeable aromatic odour, and a
bitterish burning taste, the vapour acts strongly upon the

brain; coumarin is nearly insoluble in cold water, boiling

water dissolves it freely, and deposits it on cooling in slender

needles. It dissolves without alteration in dilute acids.

Commerce,—Iklil-el-malik is sold for six annas per lb.

INDIGOFERA TINCTORIA, Lhm,
-4

Fig.—Bheede, Sort. Mai. I, t 54 ; Wight Ic. t. 365. Djer's

Indigo (Eng.), Tndigotier tinctorial {Fr.),

Hab.—Western India, cultivated elsewhere. The plant

and Indigo.

Vernacular.^m\ {Hind., Beng.), Nili {Mar., Can.), Nilam
\Tam.), Nili-mandu (Tel), Gali {Guz.).

History, Uses, &c go. in Sanskrit Nila
which signifies dark blue or black, appears to have been known
in the East as a dye and medicine from a very remote period.

Its importance as an article of trade is indicated bv the Sans-

krit synonym Banigbandhu, or " trader's friend. "' It was
probably exported from Cambay, Broach and Thana at a very

early period, certainly from the latter port B. C. 30. What
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Dioscorides calls Indicorij and Pliuy and Vitruyius Indicum,

was a blue pigment brouglit from India, and used both in

painting and dyeing. When powdered it gave a black powder,

and when suspended in water it produced an agreeable misr-

ture of blue and purple. It belonged to the costly dye-stuffs,

and was often adulterated by the addition of earth. On this

account^ that which was soft without any roughness^ and which

resembled an inspissated juice, was esteemed the best. Both

Pliny and Dioscorides speak of two kinds, one of which

adheres to reeds^ in the form of slime or scum thrown up by the

sea
; the other was scraped from t|ie sides of dye-pans in the

form ofa purple-coloured scum. The ancients considered Indicum
to be astringent, and used it for ulcers and inflammation, and

to cleanse and heal wounds. (See Beckmann's Hist, of Invent.

II., p. 258, where the subject is fully discussed.) The early

Arabian physicians identified Indicum with Nil^ which they

regarded as a kind of Indian woad. Ibn Sina calls it El-was--

mali-el-Hiudiya, and it was also called Idlim, which was au

Arabian name for woad, as appears from a passage in Abu
Hanifeh, who says :

—" An Arab of the desert, of the Sarah

tribe, told me that the Idlimeh is a plant that rises upon a

stem about a cubit in height, and has branches at the

extremities of which are .what resemble the blossomsof the

coriander, and it (the plant) is dust-coloured. '' In Ibn

Sina's time woad appears to have been superseded by indigo,

as he describes wasmeh as wark-un-nil, " or leaves of the

Nil." In the 13th century, Marco Polo relates that he saw

Indigo, which the dyers used, made in the kingdom of Coulan

or Coilum ; and he describes the process for preparing it. Persian

writers on Indian drugs state that before the time when the

English began to cultivate indigo, the best kind made in

India was known as Baiana, from the name of a place in the

vShahjehanabad district where it was made, and the record of

the cargoes of the ships which arrived in Holland from the

East Indies in 1631, show that the first had 13,539 lbs. of

Sirches indigo ; the second 82,734 lbs. of Guzerat indigo ;
the

third 06,996 lbs. of the same ; the fourth 50,795 lbs, of Banana
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indigo ; the fifth 32^251 lbs. of Sirches indigo ; the sixth

59,698 lbs. of Bajana indigo ; and the seventh 27,532 lbs. of

Sirches. The value of the indigo brought in these ships was

at least 500,000 dollars. . '

_

*

The indigo plant was not known in Europe until the close

of the 16th century.
J

Both Hindus and Mahometans consider the plant to have

attenuant properties; they prescribe it in whooping-cough,

affections of the lungs and kidneys, palpitation of the heart,

enlargement of the spleen or liver and dropsy. Indigo applied

to the navel of children is said to act upon the bowels ; it is

applied to the hypogastriam to promote the action of the

bladder.

A poultice or plaster of the leaves is recommended in various

skin affections, and is used as a stimulating application to old

ulcers, haemorrhoids, &c. Indigo is applied to the bites and

stings of venomous insects and reptiles to relieve the pain, also

to burns and scalds, and in Bengal is commonly applied to

wounds, &c., of horses and cattle*

The plant has a great repute in some parts of India as »

prophylactic against hydrophobia, so much so as to be known
among the natives as " the dog-bite shrub.'* A wineglassful of

the juice of the leaves is admiuistered in the morning, with or

without milk, for three days, to those who have been bitten

by dogs supposed to be mad. People who have taken it

inform us that beyond slight headache no disagreeable effect is

produced, but that when a larger dose has been given it has

proved purgative. In addition to the internal administration,

the expressed leaves are each day applied to the bitten part as a

poultice. Eheede, speaking of indigo, says—"viribus veneni
obsistifc." Ainslie nofciqes the use of the root by the Hindus ia

hepatitis. It would appear that the wild indigo {L paucifoHa,
Delile,) is considered to have the same medicinal properties as

I. tiactoria and its variety J. anil. For Roth's observations
on the use of Indigo in epilepsy and other spasmodic affections,

seo Brit. aTid For. Med. liev., July JSSG, p. 244. His account
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of its physiological effects 13 as follows :~^*Shortiy after taking

it, tlie patient experiences a sense ofconstriction at tb.e fauces,

and the impression of a metallic taste on- the tongue. These

are followed by nausea, and frequently by actual vomlting-

The intensity of these symptoms varies in different cases. In

some the vomiting is so violent as to preclude the further use

of the remedy. The matter vomited presents no peculiarity

except its blue colour. When the vomiting has subsided,

diarrhoea usually occurs: the stools are more frequent, liquid,

and of a blue or blackish colour. The vomiting and diarrhoea

are frequently accompanied by cardialgia and colic. Occa-

sionally tljLCse syi^ptor^s increase, aqd the use of the remedy is

in consequence obliged to be onjitted.^' Dyspepsxaand giddiness

sometimes succeed. The urine has a brown, dark, violet colour

;

but Dr. Both never found the respiratory matter ting'ed ^yitli

it. After the use of indigo for a fe^ week^, tw^tchings of the

mascles sometimes were observed, jjis after tlie use of strychuiq,.

The seeds of these plants po^Y4ered and steeped in arrack gv

rum, yield a tincjure wliich is i^sed to destroy lice.

Cultivation md prQcluction.—Indigo is iihiefly cultivated iu

Bengal in tl^o delta of the Ganges, on those districts lying

between the IJooghly and the main stream of the former river.

The ground is ploughed in October and November after the

cessation of the rains : the see,ds a^-e sown in March aud the

begluuing of April. Ju ^uly the ph
greatest abuu4

dyeing matter. A fresh moist soil is the best, and about 1 2 lbs.

of seeds are used for an acre of land. The plants are destroyed

by tl^e periodical inundations, and so last only for a single

year. The cut plants are first steeped in water, when they

ferment with evolution of CO^, the yellow liquor is then run

another vat, when it is- vigorously mixed >vith air by

--,..«. labour OT macl^inery. By this means the leucxadigo

(white indicro) contained iu the solution is oxidised, anU tlie

indigo scpa "atea out as a blue scum which finally settles to tnc

bottom. The supernatant liquor is then run off, ana tue

iudigo is boiled with water for several hours, pressed ana

62

nfco
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dried. {Watts^ Did. of Chem.) Before it is perfectly dry it is

cut into cubes three inches square ; it is then packed up for sale.

Indigo is one of the most precarious of Indian crops, being

liable to be destroyed by insects as well as inundation of the

rivers. It is generally divided into two classes, viz.^ Bengal

and Oude indigo. Madras indigo is not much inferior to that

grown in Bengal.

. Description.—A shrub 2 to 3 feet, erect, pubescent;

branches terete, firm ; leaves pinnaiedj leaflets 5 to 6 pairs,

oblong ovate, cuneate at the base, slightly decreasing in size

towards the apex; racemes shorter than the leaves; sessile,

many flowered; flowers small, approximated at the base of the

raceme, more distant and deciduous towards the apex, greenish

rose-coloured; calyx 5 cleft; segments broad, acute; legumes

approximated towards the base of the rachis, nearly cylindrical,

lightly torulose, deflexed and curved upwards; seeds about

10, cylindrical,. truncated at both ends-

Chemical composition.—The formation of leucindigo from the

glucoside indican, which is present in the plant, is stated by

B. Alvarey {CompL Rendus. 105, 286) to be effected by a special

bacillus, which is strongly pathogenic, and closely resembles

the bacilli of pneumonia and rhinoscleroma {Watts^ Diet of

Chem.) Regarding the preparation of indigo synthetically by

Baeyer, and for an account of the chemistry of the article, we

would refer our readers to Muir and Morley's edition of Watts^

Dictionary of Chemistry. Pure indigo should yield about 4'5

per cent, of ash*

Commerce.—There fure many kinds of indigo in the Indiaa

market ; the principal are:

Calcutta -.Value Rs. 60 to 110 per maund of 41 lbs.

Madras „ „ 40 „ 105 „
Hawudi „ „ 55 „ 6Q „
Kheirpuri „ ,, 38 „ 60 „
MultaniMl „ ,, 35^^ 50 ^^

Deraai Jampdr... „ ,, 20 „ 82
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The present annual production of indigo is estimated as about

8,200 tons (^^alue£ 4,000,000), of which 6,100 tons are produced

in India, 1,100 tons in America, and 1,000 tons in China and

other countries. {^Watts^ Diet, of Chem.}

INDIGOFERA ASPALATHOIDES, VaJd.

Fig.-^mght Ic, t 3a2 ; Eooh. Ic, t 188.

Hab.—^Carnatic and. Ceylon.. The plant.

Vernacular,—Shenevar-vaymbu {^am.), Shiva -niinb {Mar.).

History, Uses, &:C.—Thisplanfcisthe Manelliof Rheede

{Hort. Mai, ix*, 37) and the Aspalafhus indicus of Ainslie.

Rheede states^ that the plant, rubbed into a paste with butter,

is applied to reduce oedematous tumours, and that a preparation

made from the ashes of the burnt plant is used to remove

daadrifF from the hair ; the leaves are applied to abscesses, and

an oil is prepared with the root which is- used to anoint the

head ia erysipelas-. According to Aihslie, the leaves, flowers,

and tender shoote are con&idered to be cooling, demulcent, and

alterative, and are employed in decoction in leprosy and can-

cerous affections. The root is chewed as a remedy for tooth-

ache and aphthae of the mouth.

Description.—Alow undershrub, with many spreading,

^g^d, terete branches, and argenteo-canescent branchlets.

Leaflets 1 to 5. nale o-reen. with a few obscure adpressed hairs,

I
Pedicels

erecto-pateut, ^ to | inch. Corolla pale red. Pod straiglit, glab-

rous, turgid, ^ to § ia. long, 6 to 8 seeded. {Fl. Brit. InJ.)

Indigofera paucifolia, Delile. Kutliekar, Summattee

(Taw. ), is a rare shrub, the leaves of which are covered with a

hoarj pubescence. Dr. P. S. Mootooswaray informs us that ifc

is used for rheumatic affections, and that the native physicians

consider it to be antiphlogistic, antisyphilitic, and deobstruent.

The whole plant is cut in small pieces and stewed for several

^aya la the oven, and the resulting decoction is used to foment
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the joints, and a close of fi-om 3 to 4 ounces is administered

internally twice a day. A decoction of the root is also used aS

a remedy for periostitis. It is made with 2 ounces of the

powdered root and 10 ounces of water boiled down to one half.

Dose 1 to 2 ounces.

Indigofera enneaphylla, Linn., Wight. It., t. 403

;

Burm. Fl, Ind., t.hh,f. 1. Kennegilu {Can), Adambedi [Tarn.).

According to Ainslie, the juice of this plant is given as an anti-

scorbutic, alterative -and diuretic. It is called Bbui-gnli in

Marathii

Indigofera trifoliata, Zin^i;, wigU IcJ. 314. The
scedsj which are oblongs about -^^ of an inch longp, polishetI>

yellowish and niarkdc! with minutef dull red blotcties, are pre-

scribed along with other mucilaginous drugs as a restorative^

jThev are culled Vokarin in dTZAVivf.T^i

PSORALIA CdRYLIFOLlA, Linn.

Figi—Burm. Fh Ind,^ <; 49; Bot. Mag., t QQbi

Hab.—^Himalaya to Ceylon^ ^he seeds.

Vernacular.—Bukchi^ Btibachi [Hind.), Bavaehi {Mar.)^

Ijatakasturi {Beng.), Karpo-karishi {Tami), Bhavanchi-vittulai

Karu-bogi vittulu [Teli)

History, Uses, <^C.—Sanslcrit writers mention a plant

called Lata-kastiirika or Lata-kasturi as growing in the Dec-*

dan ; it has been supposed by most modern writers on Indian

Materia Medica to be the Musk Mallow; but as that plant does

not grow in the Deccan, and P: corijHfoUa is very common
there and is known in Bengal as Lata-kasturi, we think it

probable that it is the plant aHuded to, especially as the seeds

are used in making a perfumed oil which is applied to thd

skin. Native works on Materia Medica describe the seeds as

hot and dry, or according to some, cold and dry, lenitive,

fragrant, stimulant and aphrodisiac* They are recommended
in leprosy, and other chronic skin diseases which depend upon
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K^m^

y

^ vitiated State bf the 'bloody and are given internally and
applied externally as a plaster; whence the synonym Kushta-
nasini ; they are also said to be useful in febrile bilious affections

and as an anthelmintic and diurejbic. The Hindus class them

(rasaydn) or alchemic drugs. Ainslie men-
tions their use in Southern India as a stomachic and deob-

struent- and says that they tire prescribed in lepra and other

inveterate cutaneous affections. Some years ago the seeds

Were extensively tried in Bombay by Dr. Bhao Daji and others,

as a remedy in leprosy, with some success.

Dr. Kanny Loll Dey strongly recommends the oleo-resinous

extractor the seeds diluted with simple unguents as an applica-

tion in leucoderma. He says :^^" After application for some
days the white patches Appear to become red or vascular;

sometimes a slightly painful sensation is felt. Occasionally

some small vesicles or pimples appear, and if these be allowed

to remain undisturbed, they dry up^ leaving a dark spot of pig-

mentary matter, which forms as it were a nucleus. From this

point, as well as from the margin of the patch, pigmentary

matters gradually develope, which ultimately coalesce with each

other, and thus the whole patch disappears. It is also remark-

able that the appearance of fresh patches is arrested by its

f^Pplicatiou." {Phar. Jonrn., Sept. 24tJh 188L) In the hands

of other observers, however^ only negative results have been

obtained by this mode of treatment.

Several species of Psoralia have been used medicinally m
America, and have been found to act as gentle, stimulating,

^nd tonic nervines, (For an interesting account of the American

Psoralias, see Maisch., Amer. Joiirn. Pharm.^ July 1889.)

Description.—The seeds are oblong and flattened, rough,

dark brown, about 2 or 2| lines in length ; they are unctuous

to the touch, and have an agreeable aromatic odour exactly

resembling that of the bael fruit and very similar to elemi;

the taste is aromatic and bitterish.

Chemical composition—The seeds reduced to fine powder and

heated to lOO"" C. for 5 hours lost 5-01 per cent, in weight,
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but the powder still possessed the aromatic odour of the drug.

The ash amounted to 7'4l percent.; it contained a trace of

manganese. On distilling the powdered seeds with water, a

colourless oil was obtained, lighter than water, and which

possessed in a very marked degree the odour of the seeds.

The powdered seeds digested with light petroleum ether yielded

13-26 per cent, of a dark amber-coloured, thick non-crystalline

extractive, which had a strong odour of the drug. By the

action of cold 96 per cent, alcohol the extract was separated

into a portion soluble in alcohol and an insoluble residue. The
w

insoluble residue consisted of yellow oily matter which could

be easily saponified with .alcoholic potash. The portion

soluble in alcohol was of a dark, reddish colour, and the

alcoholic solution had a marked acid reaction. After driving

off the alcohol the soft extract was treated with caustic soda
+

and agitated with ether. The ethereal solution left on evapora-

tion an oily reddish non-crystalline residue, with a somewhat

sweet taste. The aqueous alkaline solution was treated w^'th

hydrochloric acid in slight excess, which threw down a yellow

precipitate, and the solution agitated with light petroleum ether.

With the exception of a few brown flocks, theprecipitate produced

by the acid was wholly dissolved by the petroleum ether. On

spontaneous evaporation of the ether a bright.yelIow oily residue

was left ; taste somewhat bitter like that of the seeds. This

oily residue was soluble in alcohol; on spontaneous evaporation

small needle-shaped crystals separated. Ferric chloride added

to an alcoholic solution produced a dark brown coloration.

After the action of light petroleum ether, ether extracted 7"!

per cent, of a reddish-yellow hard varnish-like extract with

a very faint odour of the seeds ; easily soluble in alcohol with

neutral ruction, insoluble in water, or in dilute hydrochloric

acid ;
partly soluble in aqueous ammonia, but easily soluble in

dilute caustic soda, forming a dark, reddish solution- Tlie

addition of acids caused the precipitation of yellow flocks; an

alcoholic solution was coloured dark brown by ferric chloride.

After exhaustion of the powdered seeds with ether, absolute

alcohol yielded 6 12 per cent, of extractive, partly soluble ia
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water, with acid reaction and yellow colour. The portion in-

soluble in water was of a dark colour. The addition of dilute

H CI to the aqueous solution caused the precipitation of yellow

flocks. The solution filtered from these yellow flocks p^ave a

slight precipitate with phosphomolybdic acid, but no reaction

with other alkaloidal reagents. The addition of alkalies

deepened the tint of the solution, but no tannin reaction

could be obtained.

To cold distilled water, the residue after the action of abso-

lute alcohol yielded 1 9'34 per cent of extractive which contained

albumen, sugar, &c., and a trace of an organic acid.

TEPHROSIA PURPUREA, Pers.

Fig.—J2/iee^7e, Eort. Mai. L, t. 55 ; Bert Misc. zix., 9, t, 5.

Purple goat's me {Eng.), Tephrosia pourpre {Fr.).

Hab.—Tropical zone. The plant.

Fernac^i^ar.—Sarphunkha, Sarpunkha { Hind., Giiz.), Bon-oil-

Saclih {Beng.), UaMli {Mar.), Kolluk-kay-velai {Tarn.), Vem-

pali [Tel.).

History Uses &C. Sarapunkha, the Sanskrit name of

this plant, is a compound of 5rr, an arrow, and t|, the pinion of

an arrow, in allusion to the pinnate leaf of tte plant. Native

works on Materia Medica describe it as hot and moist, some

say cold ; it is considered to be deobstruent and diuretic,

useful in congh and tightness of the chest, bilious febrile

attacks, obstructions of the liver, spleen, and kidneys ; they

recommend it as a purifier of the blood, and for boils, pimples, &c.

Mir Muhammad Husain describes the plant minutely, and

mentions its nse in combination with Cannabis indxca leaves

(bhang), two parts of the former to one of the latter, in powder,

as a remedy for bleeding piles
;
given with black pepper he

sayg it is diuretic, and especially useful in gonorrhoea. Ainshe

says the root of Qalega imrpurea is prescribed by the native

practitioners of Southern India in decoction in cases of dyspepsia

and tympanitis, and we have noticed a similar use of the plant
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m Western India. T, purpurea is a common weed in the

rainy season; tlie whole plant is pulled up when in flower and
seed, and tied in bundles of about a handful for sale. In

Pudukota the juice of the leaves of T. villosa (Vajkkavalai
in Tamil) is given in dropsy. In America the roots of T.

virginiana, Pers., are considered to be laxative, tonic and
vermifuge, and have also been reported to be useful in typhoid

fever; a decoction made with an ouiice of the plant to a pint of

water and boiled down to one half, ha6 been used in doses of OBO
to two tablespoonfuls. {Stille and Mais clu)

JJeSCnptlon.

—

^A shrubby, erect, much-branched plant

about 2 feet high ; leaves pinnated ; leaflets 5 to 9 pairs with an

odd one, tbe largest an inch long, and 3-1 0th of an inch broad,

cuneate oblong ; racemes peduncled, longer than the leaves j

legumes slightly compressed, spreading, linear falcate, obtuse,

with a short point; seeds 4 to 6 in each pod, small, kidoey-

shaped; testa mottled; cotyledons yellow. All parts of the

plant are slightly bitten

Chemical composition.—The whole plant, with seeds, pods,

but no roots, dried by exposure to air and reduced to fine

powder, lost 8-44 per cent, when heated to 100^ C. The ash

amounted to 6^07 percent., and contained a trace of manganese.

The petroleum ether extract amounted to 2'88 per cent., and

consisted of chlorophyll, a resin and a trace of wax^ Ether

extracted 1 '05 per cent., the extract consisted chiefly ofa brown
resin and chlorophyli. Treated with dilute hydrochloric acid' a

tracG was dissolved. Ko reactions were afforded by alkaloidal

reagents.

The absolute alcohol extract amounted to 2*36 per cent., on
spontaneous evaporation yellowish nodules separated; these

were washed with cold alcohol, and then dissolved by boiling

alcohol. On evaporation, a suIphur-yellow powder and crusts

separated, which examiued microscopically, consisted of

neodle-ihapod crystals. These crystals woro soluble in boiling

water, but practically insoluble in cold water, alcohol or ether

;

forric-chloride i,'avo a greoa colourafciuu in au aqueous solution.
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which turned dirty red on boiling. In aJkahes these crystals

were soluble^ the solution being of a bright yellow colour; acetate

of lead gave a bright yellow precipitate; an aqueous solution

had an acid reaction^ and at once reduced nitrate of silver. This

principle would appear to be allied to quercitrin or quercetin.

The absolute alcohol extract treated with acidulated water did

not give any reaction with the usual alkaloidal re-agents.
r

Cold water extracted 14" 20 per cent., the extract contained
gum, a trace of albumin and colouring matter, but did not

reduce an alkaline solution of sulphate of copper.
4.

Mundulea suberosa, Benth,,Bedd. FL8ylv.85] Hook.
ic. Plant., t, 120, Syn.

—

Tephrosia stcherosa, is a stout, erect

shrub growing in hill valleys in the Western Peninsula and

Ceylon. It is frequently cultivated in gardens on account of its

beautiful rose-coloured flowers, which form terminal racemes.

The leaves resemble Senaa leaves. The seeds are used in

tern India as a fish poison. They stupefy

the fish, which are then readily taken by the hand.

The pods are about 4 inches long, straight, silky, contracted

between the seeds, with both sutures thickened so as to form

prominent borders; seeds 6 to 8, kidney-shaped, laterally com-

pressed, about ^ in. in length and % in. in breadth, of a pale

dull yellow colour. Beneath the thick, fissured, soft corky bark

of the stem is a compact inner bark of a green colour, which has

a bitter taste and has the same effect upon fish as "the seeds.

Mundulea seeds and bark contain a greenish yellow resin

soluble in carbon bisulphide, benzol, chloroform,' amylic

alcohol, ether, hot alcohol, and partly in caustic alkalies with a

bright yellow colour.
w

The leaves contain besides fclxe resin an organic acid and 9

per cent, of ash.

We

ALHAGI MAURORUM, Desv.

Fig.—/auJ). 8r Spach. III., L 401. Camel thQrn (Eng.)i

Alhagi Manne (/'>.)•

53
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Hab.—N.-W. Provinces^ Upper Gangetic plain and Concan.

The plant and manna.

Vernacular.—The plant, Jawasa (SincL), Javaso {Giiz.), Giri-

karmika {Tel.) ; the manna, Taranjabin.

ALHAGI CAMELORUM, Fisch.

Hab.—Khorasan. The Manna.

Vernacular,—The plant, Khar-i-buz, Khar-i-shutr {Pers.) ;

the manna, Taranjabin.

History, Uses, &C.—These plants, in Sanskrit Dur-

alabha (difficult to be laid hold of), in Persian Khar-i-buz or

Khar-i-shutr, and in Arabic Haj, or Algoul, are natives of the

deserts of Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia, and India as

far south as the Concan, and have been supposed by some to be

the Occhi of Pliny, and the SKavBd iv "Apia or ' Khorasan Thorn'

of Theophrastus.* Mahometan writers give Farakiyun or

Athariyun as the Yunani names, both evidently post-classical;

the first appears to be derived from ^ep6> to bear and a^jj, a

a point or dart, and the second from deijp a spike or spine.

A Persian manna probably obtained from these plants is men-

tioned by Polyaenus, A. D- 163, under the name of {fox/ /zAn

In the hot season when all the smaller plants die they send

forth leaves and flowers, 'The generic name is derived from

the Arabic Al-haju, which is pronounced by the Egyptian
Arabs El-hugu. The plants are described in Sanskrit works as

laxative, diuretic and expectorant, the thorny flower stalks and
branches being the parts used. An extract obtainable by eva-

porating a decoction of ^. ilfaziroram is calledYavasakard; it has

a bitter sweet taste, and is used as a demulcent in coughs. There
is no mention in Sanskrit books of manna being obtained from
the plant ;

indeed none is produced upon it in India. The
Hindus use the fresh juice as a diuretic, generally in combina-

* €u 8e rr] 'Apia x^^pa ^aXov/icwy ^KavBd iariu icf>' fjs ylverat SaKpvov opotov

T^ a-pvpvrj icai rij Sf^i Kal ry 6<rp^. rovro Sc 5rav f'u i\dpyl/r] 6 ijXtos Karappf^i^— Illst, Plant. iv» 4.
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tion witli laxativ^es and aromatics. (Cf. Sarangadhara and

Ckakmdatta.) Iii Mahonietaa works, under the names of Haj

aud Kh^r-i-shutr, or camel thorn, a 'description of the plants

will be found,. They are considered to be aperient^ attenuant

and alexipharmic. A poultice, or fumigation with them is re-

comniended to cure piles, the expressed juice is appKed to opaci-

ties of the cornea, and is directed to be snuffed up the nose as

a remedy for megrim. An oil is prepared with the leaves as an

external application in rheumatism ; the flowers are applied to

remove piles. Ainslie notices A, Maurorum as one of the

sources of manna. In the Bengal Dispensatory and Pharma-

copceia of India it is also noticed on this account. Under the

name of Taranjabin Mahometan writers describe Alhagi manna.

Mir Muhanamad Hu5aiu says that it is ccllected in Khorasau,

Mawaruunahr, Kurjistan, aud Hamadan by cutting the plants

and shaking them in a cloth to separate the manna. According

to Aitchisou the country round Bui-Khauf is famous for this

manna. An inferior kind is made by dissolving what still

adheres in water and evaporating it to a suitable consistence.

Jag

blood

as

barley water, &c. ; diuretic, and with milk, fattening and

aphrodisiac. In Bombay fine clean white samples of Taranja-

bin are sometimes obtainable during the season of import

(November to January), but unless very carefully preserved

it soon spoils in the moist climate of the Western Coast,

running together, and becoming a brown sticky mass.

The dried plant of ^. Maurorum is always obtainable under the

name of Jawasa, and the ripe fruit with manna adhering to it

under the name of Taranjabin. In the Concan,the plant is

smoked along with Black Datura, Tobacco, and Ajw^n seeds

as a remedy for asthma.

MaitrorumDescription^
copions subpatent hard pungent spines, ^ to 1 inch long

;
leaves

simple, drooping from the base of the spines or branches, oblong
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obtuse, ngidly coriaceous, glabrous; flowers 1 to 6^ from a

spine or on short pedicels; calyx glabrous, ^^ to ^incb; corolla

reddish, three times the length of the calyx
;
pod, 1 inch long or

less, falcate or straight, constricted between the seeds; seeds

kidney-shaped, greenish grey, very hard.

Taranjabin occurs in white grains or small agglutinated

masses^ mixed more or less with the thprns, pods^ and leaves

oEthe plant ; it has hardly any odour; the taste is saccharine

and afterwards slightly acrid.

Chemical composition—According to Villiers [Compt Bend.,

Ixxxiv.^ 35), Alhagi manna after being boiled with animal char-

coal, and evaporated to a syrnp crystallized after some months

in small brilliant crystals, which on crystallization from alcohol

formed large white crystals of the formula C^^H^^^-^O' ^+ H-0.

It is dextro-rotatory^ its power being +94 ^48'', or for the sodium

flame^ +88^ 51\ On boiling with an acid^ it is converted into

glucose^ and its rotatory power is reduced to that of glucose^

viz., +53. It then reduces Fehliug's solution; nitric acid

oxidizes it to mucic and oxalic acids. Its melting point is ] 40

It is thus seen to be identical with Bei'thelot^s melezitose. It

crystallizes in monocliuic (clinorhombic) prisms. The mannite

of Alhagi also contains cane sugar, which may be isolated by

treating the mother liquor of the melezitose with alcohol^ and

adding ether till a slight precipitate is formed. Crystals of

cane sugar are then deposited. The mother liquor acts like a

solution of cane sugar containing dextro-rotatory foreign sub-

stances which are not fermentable with beer-yeast. (Journ.

Chem. 8oc. April, 1877.)

Commerce.-^The plant is collected in India. The manna is

imported from Persia in skins and bags. Value, about 10 annas

a pound.

FLEMINGIA GRAHAMIANA, W§:A,

Hab.— Nilgiris, S. Koncan, Canara. The inlands from the

pods.
£3

Vernacular,—Wars (Arab.),
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History and Collection.—The plant yielding these

glands is a small under-shrub. Mr, Lawson, the Government
botanist in Madras, who has studied the genus Flemingia, con-

^^ I

eludes that it is not specifically distuict from F. rhodocarjja,

Baker. The fact that the plant grows in Arabia and is the source

of the substance known as Wars, which first attracted attention

"in Europe in 1867, remained unknown until 1884, when specimens

wore sent home by the British Resident at Aden. On the north-

ei'ly slopes of the Nilgiri plateau, the fruits ripen in Novem-
ber, towards the close of the north-east monsoon, when they-

are covered with the peculiar garnet-coloured glands. The
drug is collected by cutting off the clusters of pods from the

ends of the branches and laying them in the sun to dry for one
or two days. They are placed upon boards or paper, as during

the process of drying much of the powder falls, and would be
lost unless such a precaution were taken. The pods are then

pressed or rubbed together by hand over sieves. The powder
IS mixed with hairs, stones and pieces of stalk ; it is readily

removed from these impurities by finally passing it through a

fine muslin or lawn sieve. Although the plant occurs prettj

frequently in Southern India, very little seems to be known
hy the natives of its colouring or medicinal properties, audi

from enquiries made of Canarese traders north of the Nilgiris

and Tamil people to the south, no information could be gleaned

of its glands being a marketable article ; but at a recent Exhibi-

tion of the Agri-Horticultural Society at Madras, some of the

powder was shown by a native dyer.
^

Characters and Tests,—Wars is a granular, mobile powder
of a deep purplish-red colour, and without any marked odour

or taste. Under the microscope it is in the form of cylindrical

or subconical grains with oblong resin-cells arranged in stories

in the interior. The powder ignites like lycopodinm when
thrown into the flame of a lamp. The specific gravity is ]'37.

It is insoluble in cold water; when mixed together it at first

floats on the surface, and if left in contact, it slowly becomes

'betted and sinks. If, however, it is rubbed up in a morfar

before being added to the water, or if it is boiled in it, the
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glands become broken and a brigbt yellow emulsion is formed;

if this emulsion is allowed to stand, the resluous matter will

subside and- leave a yellow sweetish solution. The greater por-

tion of Wars is dissolved by ether and warm alcohol^ the re-

suiting solution being of a bright orange-red colour; when

treated with caustic alkalies the solution is intensely red. It

sinks in oil of turpentine, imparting a slight colour to it after a

time. When rubbed up in a mortar with water and the mix-

ture submitted to distillation, an odour between that of caraway

and lemon was observed in the distillate, and a greasy film in

the receiver indicated traces of volatile oil as its source. Heated

in a cruciblCjit at first blackened, gi'^^'^g off aromatic vapours^

then intumesced and evolved inflammable gases which burnt

with a smoky flame; when the charred mass was destroyed by

prolonged ignition, a residue was left of a gray-coloured ash

consisting mainly of finely divided sand.
n

Chemical composition.—The resinous colouring matter which

constitutes the chief "part of Wars has a brittle consistence

when observed in thin strata. alcohoL

benzol, chloroform, carbon disulphide, acetic acid, and in solu-

tions of potash, soda, ammonia, and their carbonates. It forms

soluble compounds with lime and magnesia. It is precipitated

from its solutions in the alkalies by acids in an apparently

unaltered condition. Sulphuric acid dissolves it in the cold.

Heated with nitric acid it rapidly oxidizes, yielding yellow-

coloured products and a resin soluble in alcobol. A solution in

spirit is partially precipitated by acetate of lead. Diluted

alcohol appears to separate it into two resins ; a soluble one of

a yellow colour, and an insoluble one of a deep red. Heated

with potash or soda an odour of citron is evolved. An ethereal

solution of the resin allowed to evaporate spontaneously

deposits a mass of crystals. The crystals are of a lighter colour

than that of the surrounding red resin; examined microscopi-

cally, tbey appear as crops of acicular prisms radiating from a

common centre. Ether and other liquids were added with a

view to remove the crystals from the resin or vice versa

;

but all the volatile solvents tried resulted in forming a
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solution of bothj and this rendered the separation an insuper

able diflSculty.

Wars and Kamala compared :

—

"Wars. Kamala.

Resinous colourino: matter 72*83 78'19

Albuminous matter, &c '..... 8-20 7-34

Cellulose 9-50 7-14

Water
, 344 349

Ash (principally sand) ..,, 6-03 3-84

Volatile oil trace trace

100-00 100-00

As a dye the colouring matter of Wars is less in quantity
and inferior in quality to that of Kamala. Medicinally, it is used
by the Arabs to care scaly eruptions of the skin. [See Kamala,)

FLEMINGIA TUBEROSA, Balz.

Hab.—The Concan.

Vernacular.—Birmova {Mar).

History, Uses, &C.—A small trailing herb common in

grassy places after the rainy season ; it has trifoliate leaves

studded with minute golden glands^and bears small purple pea-

hke flowers ; the pods contain a single black seed which is

almost round. The tuberous roots are eaten by the country

people either raw or roasted, and are considered useful as a

remedy for dysentery and leucorrhoea. As a remedy for the

latter affection, the native Christian women stew them in wine
or country liquor, but they ajipear to be equally, if not more^ effi-

cient when taken raw. At the country fairs and markets the

tubers are often offered for sale at the end of the rainy season,

in small baskets containing a pound or so each.

Description.—The tubers are ovoid-oblong, tapering to a

point at the lower end, from two to two and a half inches in

length ; the outer skin is of a dark-brown colour and is easily

removed by friction, exposing a smooth white surface. When
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injured tlie tubers exude a sticky juice^ wliicli on hardening

becomes red and translucent. The taste is sweet and astrin-

gent. When roasted or boiled^ the tubers lose much of their

astringency, and taste like roasted chestnuts.

Chemical composition

Yellow resin soluble in ether 1*64

Sugar and gum 25-47

Asparagin 4'lo

Albuminoids , , , 1 3'0

1

Tannin trace.

Starch 40-12

Cellulose ? 12-16

Ash 3-44

100-00

The yellow pigmental resin gave a blood-red colour with sul-

phuric acid, dissolved with red solution in alkalies, and was re-

precipitated in yellow flocks by acids and green with fernc

chloride. The dried tubers afforded 2-47 per cent, of nitrogen.

PUERARIA TUBEROSA, DC.

Fig.—Wight Ic.t.4i2.

Hab.—Western Himalaya, tropical zone. W. Peninsula,

Orissa.

Vernacular.—Sural, Siali {Hind.), Dari, Gumodi (Tel),

Debrelara (Paharia).

History, Uses, &C.—Eosburgh remarks that the root is

an immense tuber, with acrid properties, and tliat it is used as

a catapLasm to reduce swclh'ngs of the joints. O'Shangbnessy

says that it is a native of the Punjab, and Cleghorn states that

the tubers are exported to the plains. It may possibly be the

Shurava of Sanskrit writers.

Description.—The tubers of p. hiherosa vary in size and

shape; they are pyriform or spindle-shaped, ranging in size

from a small pear to a large turnip ; they are developed upon the
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roots of tlie plants and are composed of the woody layers of

the root spread out and separated by a large addition of soft

cellular tissue. The external surface of the tuber is brown and

scurfy from exfoliation of the tuberous coat. The cut surface

is white and spongy, and shows several concentric rings of woody

fibres, and numerous well-marked medullary rays. The taste is

somewhat acrid, slightly bitter, and very mucibginous. The

colour is not affected by ferric chloride or solution of iodine.

The following description of the plant is given in the Flora of

British India :
— *' Stems shrubby, the branches finely grey

downy. Stipules minute, deciduous, cordate-ovate ; leaflets

membranous, roundish, ^ to 1 ft. long, green, glabrescent above,

densely clothed with whitish adpressed hairs beneath; flowers

in dense, virgatCj leafless, often panicled racemes^ reaching 6

to 9 inches long; pedicels very densely fascicled ;
calyx ^ to i

in. long, densely silky ; corolla short, blae, not; quite twice the

calyx ; limb of standard orbicular, distinctly spurred
;
pod 2 to

3 iuches long, membranous, flat, 3 to 6-seeded, clothed with

long grey silky bristly hairs.''

Chemical composition.—The peeled tubers in slices, dried by

exposure to hot air, and reduced to powder, lost 5-21 per cent,

of moisture at 100^ 0. The ash amounted to 18-01 per cent.

No trace of mancrauese could be detected in the ash.

By exhaustion with 98 per cent- alcohol, a slightly yellowish

re^

•lucible to a whitish powder, possessing a bitter-sweet taste,

and partly soluble in boiling water with acid reaction. The

resulting aqueous solution was neutralized, and agitated with

chloroform-ether, but no evidence of an alkaloidal principle

^as yielded. The aqueous solution was then acidified and

agitated with ether, when a trace of a resin was dissolved. The

still acid aqueous solution, after driving oS the dissolved ether,

^aa agitated with araylic alcohol. A deep yellowish-brown

extract was obtained, easily soluble in alcohol, and which

darkened daring evaporation. In cold water this extract was

only slightly soluble, with a somewhat bitter taste. It was

54
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soluble in alkalies, and yielded a whitish-yellow precipitate

on the addition of acids.

The original aqueous solution was again rendered alkaline

and re-agitated . with amylie alcohol. A small amount of a

slightly bitter yellowish extract was yielded^ which failed to

afford any alkaloidal reactions, but reduced an alkaline copper

solution after previous boiling with a dilute acid.

la another experiment the powdered tubers were percolated

with amylic alcohol, and the percolate agitated with cold water ;

a colourless aqueous solution w^as obtained, which darkened

during evaporation, leaving a yellowish residue. On the addi-

tion of cold water to this extract a portion dissolved, while the

remainder swelled up into a soft mass similar in appearance to

recently precipitated partly dried aluminum hydrate. On heat-

ing with water this dissolved, and on concentration, white

warty masses separated, which under the microscope were seen

to be destitute of crystalline structure. This principle is pro-

bably allied to inulin, but as far as we are aware no observation

has hitherto been recorded on the solubility of inulin in

amylic alcohol.

The fresh tubers afforded no reaction for starch. Saccharine

matter was present which reduced Fehling's solution. A bitter

principle, an easily oxidizable resin, and a resin acid were also

present in addition to the principle which we have mentioned

as being probably allied to inulin.

URARIA LAGOPOIDES, DC

Pig^—BiLrm. Fl. Ind. 68, t. 53, f. 2.

Hab.—Nipal and Bengal to Ava.

Vernacular.—Pithvan (Eind.), Chakulia {Beng.)^ Davala

{Mar.)..

History, Uses, &C.—This plant is of interest as forming

one of the ingredients of the Dasamula already mentioned

(see Tribulus ierrestris). On this account it is much used

in Hindu medicine, but seldom alone. It is supposed to have
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alterativ^e, tonic, and 'anti-catarrlial properties. The Sanskrit

name, Prisuiparni, signifies *' spotted leaf. '' In Vedic times
the plant was invoked as a gdddess. According to Susruta it

was given to women in the seventh month of their pregnancy
with milk to prevent abortion. The Atharva-veda informs us
that Prisniparni kills the monster Kanva, who wants to eat the

germ. Another Sanskrit name is Atiguha^ 'which, signifies

great mysteiy, "
+

Description,—Stems densely coespitose^ woody, slender,

pubescent
J petiole i to 1 inch; leaflets many, of both kinds,

obtuse, broadly rounded at the base, 1 to 2 inches long, gla-

hrous above, finely downy below; heads always simple, very

dense, 1 to 2, rarely 3 inches long, under 1 inch thick, bracts

subpersistent, distinctly ciliated; pedicels densely crinite, not

longer than calyx ; calyx l-6th to l-5th of an inch, lower teeth

setaceous, densely plumose, corolla scarcely exserted ;
joints,

to 2, brown^ polished, finely pubescent, {Flora of British

India-)

1

plant

be entirely fanciful.

^^^ I

Uraria picta, Desv., Jacq. Ic, fc. 5t37. Vem.—Dihva.

{JImd.), Sankar-jata (Beng,), Prisniparni (Mar.), Filavan

{Guz.) ig supposed by tlie Hindus to be an antidote to tLe

poison of tlie Phdrsa snake {Echis carmaia) ; itgrows along the

shady banks of water-courses^ and blossoms towards the end of

the rains. The stem is erect, shrubby and branched, 3 to

4 feet ; leaves alternate, petioled, from simple to pinnate ; leaflets,

the lower or single, are generally oblong-ovate, two to three

inches long, and one and a half broad, the leaflets of the com-

pound leaves are linear lanceolate, all are obtuse, entire, and

beautifully clouded on the upper surface, below a little reticu-

lated and downy; racemes terminal, erect, rigid, cylindnc,

tairy, bracts of the peduncles chaffy, permanent j those of the

flowers lanceolate, two flowered, falling j flowers numerous,

small, red
;
pedicels incurved after the flowering time; calysr,

apices of the divisions incurved and bearded, legume white and
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sliming, consistiug of from tlaree to six oval joints connected

by a slender istLmuSj the incurved form of the pedicels presses

them so much against the ruchis tliat the form is with difficulty

observed; seed kidney-shaped, l-12th of an inch long, dull

yellow. The medicinal properties attributed to this plant

also appear to be entirely fanciful.

DESMODIUM GANGETICUM, DC-

Fig.— irt^/if Jc, L 271.

Hab.—The Himalayas to Pegu and Ceylon.

Vernacular.—Sarivan [Hind,), Silvan (^Giiz.), Daye^ Sal-

parni (Alar.).

History, Uses, &C.— This plant is of interest as being

an ingredient of the Dasamula Kvatha so often mentioned in

Sanskrit works; it is considered to be febrifuge and anti-catar-

rhaL In the Dasamula it is placed among the five minor plants

(see Tribidus terresiris), a decoction of these is directed to be

used in catarrhal fever, cough and other diseases supposed to be

caused by deranged phlegm. The five major plants are pre-

scribed in fever and other diseases supposed to be caused by

deranged air. The ten togrether are used in remittent fever..^wv^ «,.^. ^^^ v^^ liW^

puerperal fev^er, inflammatory affections within the chest, affec-

tions of the brain, and many other diseases supposed to be

caused by derangement of all the humours. (For further in-

formation upon these points^ consult Chakradatfca.) The San-

skrit name is Shulaparni, '' having leaves like the ShaP^ {Sliorea

rohiista). In the Nighantas the root is described as alterative

and tonic, and a remedy for vomiting, fever, asthma and

dysentery.

Description.—Stems sub-erect, reaching 3 to 4 feet high,

woody, slightly angular, clothed with short grey down upwards,

leaflet oblong, usually 3 to 6 inches long, not more than i to ^
inch broad, rounded at the base, narrowed gradually to an acute

point, thinly clothed beneath with adpressed gray hairs, not
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reticulate-venose; petiole \to\ incli; racemes copious, ascend-

ing, lateral and terminal, the latter sublax, 6 to 12 inch long,

simple or with a few short ascending branches in the lower

part; pedicels j\ to \ inch, ascending; bracts minute, setaceous;

calyx under -^-^ inch, finely downy; teeth lanceolate; corolla

i to ^ inch; pod falcate, i to | inch long, y^ to | inch broad,

6 to 8 jointed, glabrescent, or clothed with minute hooked

hairs. {Flora of British India.)
«

The roots have a soft thick bai*k and a central woody
column; no tannin is present.

Chemical comioosition.—The roots reduced to fine powder

yielded :

—

Water at 100-C ]0-43 percent.

Ash 6-20

Petroleum ether extract '62

E tlier extract

}) }>

}} )3

Alcoholic „

•47 „ „
1-07 ,, „
8-76 „ „Aqueous „

The ash contained a trace of manganese. The petroleum

ether extract was yellowish green, oily, and deposited fine

needles on standing: it was partly soluble in alcohol with acid

reaction : the insoluble residue was white ; no alkaloidal prin-

ciple was detected.

The ether extract was yellowish, had an aromatic odour, and

contained a trace of oil and resin : it was only partly soluble in

caustic alkalies, with a deep yellow coloration: no alkaloidal

principle was present.'

The alcoholic extract contained a principle which gave a

marked reaction with alkaloidal re-agents: and a yellow resin

soluble in alkalies and reprecipitated by acids. No reaction

with ferric chloride. The aqueous extract reduced Fehling's

solation ; on boiling it gave no prbcipitate with dilute acids,

with ferrocyanide of potassium and acetic acid a very faint

tqrbidity was produced : mixed with an eqnal volume of abso-

lute alcohol a very slight turbidity was occasioned :
plumbic

acetate and hydro-acetate both gave a white precipitate.
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Ormocarpum sennoides, DC, Wight Ic. t. 297, is a

low shrub of the Western Peninsula and Ceylon, with terete

slender branches. The young shoots and flowering parts are

covered with a soft glutinous hairj the glutinous secretion is of

a golden yellow colour. The leaves are pinnate, leaflets 9 to 1

alternate, oblong-obtuse, membranous. The racemes are short

and axillary, 3 to 6 flowered, flowers yellow. Pods 2 to 5-

jointed, pendulous, much contracted at the joints, muricated, glu-

tinous. The plant is called Kat-morungi in Tamil, Kadunugge

in Canarese, and Adavimilnaga in Telugu; a decoction of the root

is used in fever as a tonic and stimulant, and a liniment [taila)

in paralysis and lumbago.

Desmodium triflorum, DC, Vem. Sirupullady (Tam.),

Moonoodoo-moordoo (TeL), Kadalaya (Hind.), Koolaliya

{Mi sandy ground

under the shade of trees. The leaves are used as a galactagogue

by native females after confiuemont; they are well washed and

ground with cow's milk, and taken daily in the morning.

They are also administered to children as a remedy for

. diarrhoea caused by indigestion, and in convulsions. (P. S.

Mootooswaray .) Eoxburgh remarks that the natives apply the

fresh plant, well bruised, to wounds that do not readily heal.

ABRUS PRECATORIUS, Linn.

Flg.—Bheede, Hort. Mai viii. t. 39 ; Bentl. and Trim.,

t. 77. Jamaica Wild Liquorice, Jequirity {Eng.), Arbre a

chapelets {Fr.).

Hab.—India and other hot countries. The seeds, root

and leaves.

Vernacular.—Gunj, Ghungachi {Bind., Beng.), Gunjha

{Mar.), Gundumani {Tarn.), Chanoti {Giiz.), Guri-ginja {Tel.),

Gulganji {Can.).

History, Uses, &c.—This plant is mentioned by Susruta

and the older Sanskrit writers, it must therefore have long been

in use as a medicine among the Hindus ; they describe two
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varieties^ namely, red and wHite-seeded. The seeds are said

to be poisonous, and are used internally in affections of the

nervous system, and externally in skin diseases, ulcers, and as

an application to fistulas to excite inflammatory action. The

root is described as emetic. Examples of compound medicines

containing the seeds, extracted from Sarangadhara, Chakra-

datta, and the Bhavaprakasa will be found in Dutt's Hindu

Materia Medica, p. 152, Mahometan writers under the name

of Ain-ed-dik (cock's eye) describe the seeds, and state that

they are hot and dry, tonic and aphrodisiac. Tbeir use by gold-

smiths as a weight is alluded to in the following well known

Doha (couplet) :

Sona kahe sunar se, "uttnm mbari jat

Kale munh ki ghungchi, aiir tule hamare satli."

My rank is of the higliest, said the gold to the goldsmith,

shall I be weighed against that black-faced seed ! Sloane, in

1700, appears to have been the first to suggest the use ofAbrus

root as a substitute for liquorice. Prosper Alpinus, who visited

Egypt in 1592^ only mentions the use of the seeds as beads,

and states that they are sometimes eaten, but are very unwhole-

some ; he calls the plant '' abrus," a name probably of Coptic

origin, but possibly derived from the Greek a^pos, pretty. Greek

and Latin writers do not mention any plant bearing this name.

Dr. Burton Brown (Punjab Toisons) records a case in which 40

seeds of Abrus, administered internally, caused purging and

vomiting, with symptoms of collapse and suppression of urine;

the patient recovered nnder the use of stimulants.

In the Concan singers chew the leaves of the white-seeded

variety as a remedy for hoarseness ; they are also chewed wjth

cubebs and sugar to cure aphtha of the mouth. In spermator-

rhoea with bloody discharges, equal parts of the juice of ^hite

Abrus leaves and Henna leaves are rubbed with the root of

Bolostemma Rheedii, cummin, and sugar, and admiuistcred.

Abrus seeds are said to have been used for centurif = in Bra:^il

as a popular remedy for granular lids and pannus, and attention

Was called to this practice in Europe in 1862, without apparent^

leading to any experiments with the drug. Ainslie says:
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*'Tlii3 root, w"hen dried, coincides so exactly with tlie liquorice

root of the shops, that it is often sold for it in the bazaars in

Bengal/* Other writers repeat the same statement, one which
we cannot confirm, as we consider the root to bear very little

resemblance to liquorice either as regai^ds appearance or quali-

ties
;
as poiuted out by Mr. Moidm Sheriff, the leaves are by

far the sweetest part of the plant, and from them a tolerable

extract may be made, but in most parts of India, where true

liquorice is obtainable in any quantity as an article of com-

merce, it would be much more expensive to collect them than

to use liquorice.

Description.— Leaves 2 to 3 inches long, abruptly pin-

nated, leaflets 8 to 20 pair, linear oval, obtuse at both ends,

glabrous or slightly hairy, membranous, deciduous, | to f of

an inch long, and ^ to ^ of an inch broad, taste sweet and like

that of liquorice. Seeds bright scarlet, with a black spot at one

end; white, polished, smaller than a pea; average weight, scarlet

variety 1'75, black 1-77, and white 1-97 grains. Root long,

woody, hard, and much branched, seldom more than \ inch in

diameter. Cortical layer very thin, reddish-brown; wood

yellowish white; odour and taste acrid, hardly at all sweet.

Microscopic structure.—Within the middle zone of the bark

is a layer of sclereuchymatons tissue. Liber fibres are scat-

tered through the interior of the cortical tissue, but do not form

wedge-shaped rays as in liquorice.

The seeds have been examined by Dr. D. D. Cunningham
of Calcutta. {Ind. Med. Gaz., 1882.) Proceeding from with-

out inwards he found— Isf, a single layer of thick-walled, colum-

nar cells containing colouring matter, each cell dilated peri-

pherally, and in many cases havin^ a sHirht basal bulbosity.a — "•CD
The peripheral ddated portion was observed to be cut up into

a number of more or less cuneato portions; 2«-cZ, a thick stratum

of small cells, with thick walls and irregular sinuous outlines;

^rd, a thick stratum of large thin-walled cells; ith, a thin stra-

tum of small also thin-walled cells; oth, a stratum of elongated

thin-walled cells; Qtli, a stratum of thickened cells, two or
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three layers deep; ^tlx^ a" single row of minute tliin-walled cells

of more or less cubical contour; 8^^, a stratum of thick walled

cells with dense yellowish, granular contents; 9^/i, a stratum of

. thickened, more or less parenchymatous cells^ with mere traces

of cavities or contents. -The cotyledons are composed of large,

thick-walled cells containing granular matter and oil globules.

The central cavities of the cells communicate by a system of

processes which pass through tlie cell wall and are met by

similar processes from the neighbouring cells.
L

Chemical composition and Physiological action .*—The seeds of

jequiritj contain, a substance wbicb, as is well known^ when

extracted, as in a watery infusion, produces a local irritation

and inflammation of the conjunctiva, which has been utilized in

practical medicine for the cure of granular lids and of pannus.

Its employment in these conditions has not, however, been

found to be so beneficial as at one time was thought probable,

.80 that at the present time jequirity may be said to possess

chiefly a scientific interest—one, as I shall indicate, of possibly

.
great significance. Investigations. into the exact nature of the

poison have not beftn wanting^ and the knowledge obtained

from them has gone through many curious phases.

Prom the researches of Sattler, Coruil, and Berlioz, it was

coQcluded that the irritant action of jequirity was due to a

special bacillus which grew in the infusion of the seeds, and was.

called the j'equirity bacillus. Contrary, however, to the beha-

viour of liquids containing specific' bacteria, the physiological

activity of the infusion of abrus seed was totally destroyed by

heating it to the boiling point of water (Klein) ;
and, following

this result, .AVarden and Waddellt separated from the seed

a body they called " abrin/' which was a proteid body, and which

possessed the physiological properties of jequirity. Further-

more, although these observers found bacteria in the local lesions

various

• From a report by Dr. .Sillney Martin, presented to the Scientific Grants

Committee of the British Medical Association, Brit. Med. Journal, July 27.

t "The Non-BaciUar Nature of Abrus Poison," Calcutta, 18Si.
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and, after cultivation and sepai'ation, were found to have

none of the poisonous properties of jequirity. To dispose at

once of this idea of the Bacterial nature of jequirity poison,

I may say that in my experiments. Using a pure product, I have

found no bacteria present in the local lesions, either in those

produced at the seat of injection or in those produced iuternally

m the peritoneum or alimentary canal • The sections were

stained by Gram's method. .

m

must look, therefore, to th^ proteid or proteids present

in the seed for the poison of jequirity; Warden and Waddell's
^ abrin '^ as described by them*, did not possess very definite

characteristics; it was called a vegetable '-^albumin,^^ but evi-

dently did not belong to this class, as it was precipitated by

acetic acid. In 1886, I separated and examined the proteids

present in the seeds, and obtained the following results*—both

of the proteids separated possessing poisonous properties.
w

r

r

Nature of Jequirity Poison.—The seeds contain two proteids

a globulin and an albumose. The globulin is soluble in 15 per

cent, sodium chloride solution, and coagulates hj heat be-

tween 75° and 80° C. Like other members of its class, it is

precipitated from solution by saturation with sodium chloride

and magnesium sulphate. It belongs to what I have described

elsewhere as the vegetable paraglobulins.f The albumose is

soluble in water, is not precipitated by boiling, but is thrown

down by nitric acid, the precipitate being soluble on heating

the solution and coming down again on subsequent cooling,

this being the characteristic reaction of the albumose class.

This body also gives the '^peptone'' reaction, namely, a pink

coloration with copper sulphate and caustic potash.

For tlie investigation of the physiological action of these t^ro

proteids, the mode of separation from the seed is important,

because, as I shall, discuss subsequently, it is a question whe-

ther these proteids are of themselves poisonous, or prod

their toxic effects by having' a non-proteid body, as it -vrero,

Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. 42, p. 331.

t Proc. Fhysiolog. Soc, 1887.

UC0
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tacked on to them—in fact a body, possibly alkaloidal in

nature, not completely separated from the proteid in the

preparation of the pure poison. * -

The globulin is separated by extracting the crushed and

decorticated seed with 15 per cent, sodium chloride solution^

and precipitating the clear filtrate by saturation with solid

sodium chloride after acidulating with acetic acid. The pre-

fcipita-te of globulin with part of the albumose is mixed with

distilled water, and dialysed in running water for several days.

The globulin is in great part thrown down in the dialyser,

while the albumose remains in solution. The globulin is now

removed by filtration, and washed with distilled water (previ-

ously boiled to sterilise it) for two days, in order to remove

any albumose or sodium chloride clinging to the precipitate,

the absence of the albumose being tested by the washings

giving no reactions for a soluble proteid, and the absence of

thesalt by a negative reaction with silver nitrate. The glo-

bulin is then removed from the filter and dried over sulphuric
r

acid. Prepared in this way, it is a whitisB-yellow, amorphous
_

powder, soluble for the most part in 15 per cent, sodium chlo-

ride, and giving the reactions previously described. In the

nfusion

dried state, it may be kept for a long time without losing its

physiological properties! Specimens prepared for more than
'

fifteen months are as active now as when first dried. This fact
r

is, indeed, only in accordance with the. behaviour of other dried

proteids ; they can bo kept an indefinite time in the dried state

without undergoing any chemical change.

The albumose was prepared by making a concentrated

watery extract of the seeds, and filtering the clear

direct into an excess of absolute alcohol, thus throwing down

both proteids as a white precipitate. After a few days the

precipitate was removed, redissolved in water, and reprecipi-

tated by alcohol, this process being repeated at intervals of a

few months. The precipitate was allowed to stand under

alcohol for about eight months or longer, at the end of^ which

time the globulin was completely coagulated, while the

albumose was still soluble in water. Dried over sulphuric acid.
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the residue was a ye]lovvish-b^o^yn, atuorplious powder, con-

sisting of coagulated globulin and unaltered albu-mose.
I

w

Fhyslological Action of the Proteids of Jequirity.^—For sub-

cutaneous injection and for instilling into the eye a solution

of the proteids was made. The globulin was dissolved in ]5

per cent, sodium chloride solution^ and the albumose in dis-

tilled water or normal Baline solution (0-75 per cent. NaCl).^

Previous to using these liquids or solvents, they were well

•boiled to sterilise them, aud then cooled. A weighed quantity

of the prcteid was then- dissolved and used in the experiment;

or a solution of the proteid was made^ and the quantity present

was estimated.
'

.
m

r * " '

_ T * *

Local Action on the Eye.—A watery infusion of the seeds

when instilled into the eye produces^ as is well known, severe

inflammation with purulent discharge; and it is this action

which is both beneficial in the treatment of granular lids and of

pannus. Both the globulin and the albumose of jequirity possess

this property. Thus in one experiment 2 milligrams of the solid

globulin (containing some coagulated proteid) were placed on the

)yel In seventeen

hours and three-quarters the conjunctiva was reddened. and

slightly swollen; there was no chemosis, but there was a clear

serous dischai*ge. In twenty-four hours, there was intense

purulent ophthalmia, with subconjunctival ecchymosis: the

cornea being quite clear. The purulent discharge lasted till

the death pf the animal, eighty-three hours after inoculation;

the animal being apparently ill for about four hours before

death. At the post^mortemy there was severe subconjunctival,

haemorrhage, with oedema round the eyeball. If the dose be

smaller, the animal does not die after eye inoculation, nor does

it suffer from any general symptom; but local inflammation

and oedema with purulent discharge always follow in about

sixteen or seventeen hours.

Wolfe-- ue», >"« ^"^ nuL'uuui, oi zne amumose 1 alone nm respon

Tesults are published in two papers in Proc. Roy, Soc, May 188J
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Ono milligram of the albumose dissolved in two minims of

sterilised distilled water,- when placed on the eye of a rabbit

produced in less_ than twenty-four hours severe conjunctivitis

with chemosis^ and left at the end of six days a. steamy cornea
wifch leucomata and subconjunctival ecchymosis. The animal

. showed no symptoms of poisoning,. Both globulin and albumose
therefore possess this property of producing severe conjunc- •

tiviti&.
t

' General Action on the Body,—Tho symptoms produced by
the subcutaneous injections of the proteids' of jequirity are those
which have been described by Drs. Warden and Waddelh

.

J-he action of the globulin is not, however, quite identical with
that of the albumose. In the first place, the g^^obuliu is more
poisonous than the albumose- In rats, for example, JO milli-

grams of globulin per kilo of body-weight is a fatal dose^ and
lu the same animals, 60 milligrams of albumose per kilo of

body-weight-
^

L

If the above mentioned dose of- globulin be injected into a
rat, symptoms of poisoning begin to appear in about six hours ;

the animal them seems a little languid, and in a condition im- •

possible to distinguish from sleepiness. It continues in this

state, making no voluntary movement, irresponsive to slight

external stimuli, and with half shut eyes. It lies huddled up
in its cage, the breathing becomes more rapid, and bloody

niotions are passed shortly before death, which occurs, in about

twenty-four hours after inoculation. If the animal is with

young,- it aborts. Fost-mortem^ there are signs of oedema and

punctiform ecchymosis at the seat of injection^ and punctiform

ecchymos'is also beneath the peritoneum, and sometimes in the

^^g3. The intestines are congested, and sometimes greatly

inflamed; the adenoid patches in the mucous membrane are

^ 4

an The blood

sometimes remains fluid for a long time, and is sometimes coa-

gulated* The symptoms of poisoning by the albumose and the

post-mortem signs are similar to those described as produced

by the globulin.
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It may be pointed out that there are no sympfoms referable

to definite lesions of the organs^ except the occurrence of bloody

^motions due to gasfcro-enteritis. The sleepiness^ in gradually

increasing coma, may be explained by an effect on the cerebrum J

as there is not sufficient dilatation of the vessels of the abdo-

minal organs to explain the occurrence of coma by drainage into

•the '^splanchilic area/' the occurrence of rapid breathing,

which is produced chiefly by the globulin^ may be explained

by an affection of the respiratory centre. The only early symp-

tom of abrus poisoning is a fall of body temperature, and this

is produced both by the globulin and the albumose.

This lowering effect of the jequirity proteids on body tem-

perature was noticed in cats by Warden and AYaddelL It is

important, when taken in consideration, with the fact that
* ^

rattlesnake venom produces a similar effect (Weir-

and Reichert), and that, on the other hand, animal albumpses

and peptones have been shown by Ott and Colmar* to produce
r

-

fever in mammals.
t

- , •

Effect of Beat on, the AptivHy of Jeqnirifij Profelds.

Boiling the- liquid destroys the activity of the infusion of jequi-

rity seeds. This, as has been, mentioned, is ati ajrgument

ao-ainst the bacterial nature of the poison. It was desirable to

test, however, with exactness at what temperature this activity

was permanently destroyed. For this purpose solutions of the

globulin and albumose were momentarily heated up to 50 , 60 ,

75°, 80°, 85°, C. before being used for inoculation. In each

separate series of experiments an unheated solution of proteid

was also inoculated, in order to have a control, and a lethal dose

was always used. For the details of these experiments the

papers in the Proceedings of the Royal Society, already quoted,

must be referred to. Suffice it to say here that the results "ob-

tained were—(1) that the activity of the globulin was perma-

nently destroyed by momentarily heating its solution to between

75° and 80° C, that is, about its coagulation temperature, while

the solution of albumoso had to be heated up to 85° C, before

Journal of Physiology, vol. viii., p. 218.
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a globulin and an albumose.

the activity of the proteid was destroyed; (2) that moinentary

heating of the solution to above 50"^ 0, but below 75° in the case

'

of the globulin, and 85 " in the case of the albumose^ weakened

the "activity of the proteid without destroying it.
*

The conclusions tliereforo arrived at regarding the jequirity

poison may be thus summarised:
i

!• The toxic action of the jeqilirity {Ahrm precator^iis)

resides in two proteids

2, Both these proteids produce nearly -the same effects,

namely, local oedema and ecchymosis at the seat of inoculation,
^

with ecchymosis in the serous membranes, and gastro-enteritis,

the blood in many cases remaining fluid. The general symptoms
are a gradual sleepiness, ending in coma, with rapid onset of

rigor mortis. »
*

.

3. That both* portions have a remarkable lowering effect on

the body temperature ; the globulin^ at the same time, producing

rapidity of breathing, while the albumose does not have this

effect to the' same decrree.

4. 'That the activity of both proteids is destroyed, by a tem-

perature below the boiling point of water; the globulin between

and 80° C. and tbe albumose at 85° C, while temperatures/50

below tbese points but above 50=* C. diminisli the poisonoua

activity.

yfth Vcnom^—It 13 chiefly

due to tbe researches of Weir-Mitchell that the poisoTious

pnnciples of snake venom have been shown to be of an albumi-

noid- nature. In the latest publication on the subject Weir-

Mitchell and Reichert* affirm as the result of their analyses and

expe'riments that the poisonous proteids present are of two

kinds—a globulin and a peptone, or peptone-like body; that

all kinds of venom contain these two bodies, although in vary-

ing proportions, speaking generally, the globulin being greater

m proportion to tlio ''peptone" in vipcrine snakes (such as tho

rattlesnake), and tbe peptone being in greater proportion in the

*ti
Researches

» 1885
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colubrine snakes, sucli as the cobra; tbat both ibe globubn

". and peptone of the venom are poisonous, producing practically

the same general symptoms, but with this exception (and a

noticeable one it is), that the great.local ecchymosis and inflam-

til

and not to the ^'peptone." "
. - -

'

For reasons which 1 have detailed elsewhere * it seems to me
that Weir-Mitchell and Reichert's venom '' peptone" is not a

true peptone, but belongs to the albumose class ofproteid bodies.

The relation of abrus poison to snake, venom is now apparent.

Abrus seed contains two poisonous proteids—a globulin and

an albumose—which both produce.local oedema and ecchymosis.

Rattlesnake venom also contains a globulin and a peptone-like

body (probably an albumose), the former "of which produces

local ecchymosis and inflammation. The resemblance is further

strengthened by the fact that heat diminishes the activity of

both abrus poison and of snake venom; but in this respect

abrus poison seems to be more sensitive tli^n venom. Thus,

even after boiling and filtering, rattlesnake venom, if given in

sufficient dose, is fatal ; and cobra venom is still active (although

permanently destroyed by boiling for half an hour) .while, with

abrus proteids, a momentary heating of the globulin in a^ solu-

tion up to 80° C, is sufficient to destroy its activity, while with

the albumose the destroying temperature is 85° 0. Battlesnake

venom, like abrus poison, also lessens tbe body temperature.

The great difference, however, between* snake venom and abrus

poison rests in the fact that venom produces local paralysis

' and general convulsions, while abrus has no such effect. Abrus

seems to affect the cerebral, hemispheres, producing stupor,

ending in coma.

It is evident, therefore, that while abrus poison bears some

resemblance to snake venom it is far from being identical

with it.

Nature of Ahrus Poisoner—At present it is not explicable

why proteids should be poisonous; why, wheA injected sub-

Proc. Roy. Soc, May, 18S9.

a
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cutaneously or into the venous system, tliey.sliould cause death,

Aud so anomalous does tlie toxic power of these bodies seem

that we are bound to consider wbether a proteid is o£ itself

poisonous or possesses toxic properties by virtue of some agent

or body tacted on- to it or formed from i-t. Sucb an agent

associated with a proteid would be called a '* ferment/' We
know that the ferments used in digestion are normally asso-

^
ciated with proteids, although Cohnheim claimed that he had

separated ptyalin .from all associated proteid, and Briicke

. stated the same of pepsin; and even granting that these two

ferments may be separated from their associated proteids the

fact remains that ferments are in nature closely linked with albu-

minoid bodies. What characteristic of unorganized ferments,

we may fairly ask, are present in abrus poisons which would

lead 'to the supposition that what might be called a ''toxic'*

ferment is present? The unorganized ferments known alter

the constitution of the bodies on which they act, the digestive

ferments" acting on proteids, amyloids^ and fatSj while other

ferments, sucli as the fibrine fermen-fand the curdling ferments,

cause the proteids on which they act to assume a solid form.

All these feraients have certain characteristics common to all;

their action is increased by a moderate heat and permanently

destroyed by boiling their- solutions ; and their activity is not

apparently diminished after they have produced their effect.

• From this it will be seen that the fact which would point to

abrus poison beinga ''toxic" ferment is the fact that its activity

. is permanently destroyed by a moist heat below 100° 0. Farther

than this we cannot at present go: Abrus globulin and albamose

possess neither a proteolytic nor amylolytic action, whatever tho

reaction of the digestive mixture may be. The fact that the

activityoftheglobulinisdestroyedataboutitscoagalation tempe-

rature would seem to point to an alteration in the constitution of

proteid as the cause of the loss of poisonous activity; but this

again is the temperature at which ferment, are des royed. No

evident effect, chemical or physical, is noticed if the albumose

be heated up to 85° C. or even boiled, yet its toxic activity is

at once and for ever destroyed. This may pomt to a ferment

56
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associated with the albumose ; but until we know the chemical

constitution of the proteid molecule we cannot assert that this

'degree of heat does not so alter the construction as to prevent

the development of the toxic action. In this uncertain condi-

tion the matter must at present rest* It may be considered
.

that the toxic action is not' due to the proteid nor to a ferment

^attached to it^ but to some chemical toxic body carried down
'

with the proteid in its preparation. The effect of heat on the

iioxic activity of abrus would seem at once to dispose of this

'view. Toxic bodies, such as ptomaines and leucomaines,

. formed from proteids, are not so sensitive to heat as the abrus

poison; and if the details of the preparation of abrus globulin

^nd albumose be referred to it will be seen that the prolonged

•dialysis in running water and the long extraction: of the

albumose by alcohol preclude the presence of any crystalline
r

product in the residue obtained.

The concentrated aqueous infusion of abrus root has a dark

brown cctlour^ and a somewhat acrid taste accompanied by faint

Bweetness. When it is mixed with an alkaline solution of tar-

trate of copper^^red cuprous oxide is deposited after a short

time; hence we may infer that the root contains sugar. One

clrop of hydrochloric or other mineral acid mixed w^ith the

infusion produces a very abundant flocculent precipitate^ whicn

is soluble in alcohol. If the infusion is uiixed with a very little

acetic acid, an abundant precipitate is obtained, but is dis-

' solved by an excess. This behaviour' is similar to that of gly-

cyrrhizin. The leaves contain a sweet principle similar to that
^

of liquorice, [Pharmacographia.) Warden and Waddell have

. pointed out that the stems and roots of the Abrus plant possess

toxic properties similar to the seeds. This fact is of impor-

tance when it is remembered that the roots are referred to in

the Fharmacopckia of India as a substitute for liquorice.

Dr. Warden has succeeded in isolatinir an acid from the

seeds, which he represents by the formula C^^ H -* N^ 0^ and

has named ahric acid. He also obtained a small quantity of

pungent volatile oil, but both these substances proved to be

inert.
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Toxicology

>

—The • Cattle Plague Commission, in their

report dated 1870, remarked that a large proportion of the

criminal cases of cattle-poisoning are effected through the

ageflcy of Abrns seeds.' In 1873, Dr. Center drew special

attention to this fact; and more extended inquiry showed tha€

this practice was common throughout the greater part oi-

India. The Cfhamar or ^^ Skinner '"'caste are the class who
mostly practise this mode of poisoning, and although their .

object usually is to obtain a supply of hides, they have beea

known to use these seeds for the purpose o.f committing;

murder. " These people "prepare small spikes by soaking the

seeds in water and pounding them; these are dried in the sun^

oiled' and sharpened upon a stone, so that when fixed loosely iu

a handle they can be driven beneath and left in the skin of au

animaL They are called by the natives sui (needles) or sutari

(awls). {Corif. Aim. liepfs, of the Chem. Examiners of Bengal

and N.^W. Provinces from 1874 uj; to date.}

Dr. Warden* says :—" The preparation of ' suis ' is an opera-

tion- which apparently requires some little skill; and the

following particulars are from an article in the Police Gazette

for December 1880^ communicated, I beheve, by an officer in

the Police Department, who obtained his information from a

Chamar prisoner in the Patna Jail, who prepared 'spikes'"

before him, with one of which a bullock was stabbed in the

back of the neck, death ensuing on the second day. The shell

-

of each seed is carefully broken and removed, and the seeds

softened by soaking in water, and pounded on a stone in order

to form a paste. The lump of paste is then rolled with the

• palm of the hand on the stone, until it is of a cylindrical shape^

with a sharp point. The point, about f of an inch long, is then

cut off and forms the ^ sui,^ or ' sutari/ as it is termed in some

"districts, from its resemblance to the point of a cobbler's awh

After half-a-dozen or more 'sutaris' have been made, some
.

straw is cut into lengths of about 2 1 inches, and a 'sutari^

inserted in each end j the straws are then put in the sun to dry,

"care being taken that the- ' sutari ^ points are not injured." As

* Notes on the seeds of the Abrus precatorius.—lnd, Med. Gazett 1^^ •
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soon as a 'sutarl' is thorouglily dry and hard, the point ia

'edged' on a brick, after which it is soaked in some animal
fat for a night, and the instrument is ready. Occasionally the
point of the 'sufcari* is shghtly cui-ved. -Suis weigh on an
average 1 ^ to 2 grains, and vary in colour from dirty white to

dark brown or nearly black. A handle of wood is then made,
about 3 to 3^ inches long, and like the handfe of a bradavvl.
At the end of the handle, which is about an inch in diameter,
two holes are drilled, about ^ to | of an inch in depth, and
about I of an inch apart^ and into each hole the thick end of a
' sutari ' is pressed, a piece of cloth being first spread over the
Eoles in order to afford a firmer hold. Bamboo wood is fre-

quently used for a handle, a small cane being selected, and a
portion cut off so as to include two joints ; one joint has the
holes drilled for receipt of the 'spikes/ while the other is

'

sometimes removed, exposing the cavity of the bamboo, in

which the spare 'sutaris* are kept wrapped in a rag. The
blow given with the instrument is delivered with great force,

so that the whole of the sutari protruding from the end of the
handle is driven into the flesh; any attempt to withdraw the
'sutari' by pulling at the piece sticking out, invariably

breaks it, a portion being left in the wound."
I

" In some. cases suis are made with the .milky juice of the
Calotrojpis gigantea instead of with water, and the effect is then .

supposed to be more rapid. Metallic mercury, dhatura,
aconite and arsenic are also occasionally added. When the
subject of mi poisoning first engaged attention there was a
suspicion that snake venom might possibly be the active agent,
but this was shown to be incorrect."

" A few cases have been recorded in which ' sui ' wounds
*

have proved fatal in the human subject. In the Bengal Police
Eeport for December 1880, the following note occurs: 'In
1871 a man was murdered by a sutari being driven into his
side ; lately another man was wounded by a sutari while
asleep, and died from lock-jaw

; a third man was wounded with
a sutari, but escaped death by the affected part being excised.
This man's cousin, however, died from the effects of a sutari
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beinof driven into Lis cLeek. The offenders in these cases
O

were snspected to be Chamars, who being poor and of low caste,

can be induced to undertake such acts of assassination for-

small remuneration/ ^^

W Las

kindly furnished me with notes of one of the above cases, m
which a man was killed by being stabbed in the cheek with a.

'sutari-' : these notes throw an interesting light on the value

in which human life is. held in India, in districts in which

civilization is supposed to be advanced. The case occurred at

Bankipur, and two persons were implicated, a man and a

woman; and the following is an abstract of the statement of

the latter :-r-' I used to earn my living in Bankipur, at Sunt

Aman Khan's. Aman Khan, his chella, turned me out, and

would not give me sufficient food. I stole a seer of rice, and

hQ abused and beat me. I was crying and lamenting over my
ill-fate. Mugyra said, ^^ Why are you crying ?" I said '^f

some one killed him, it would be well." She said, '',Call Sun-

lokhi, and he will put you up to something/' I then went to

Suntoklii Chamar's/. and told hira to get some medicine that

would kill Aman Khan. Magha

bring some. After ten days he told me Jie had not been to

Magha. Mugyra then told me to go to Dooly Cliamar> who

was a great poisoner, and had killed several persons. Pooly,

'

on being spoken to, asked for 50 or 100 rupees. I therefore

remained quiet. After ten days, Dooly came to my house and

wanted 5 rupees and seven pieces of cloth of seven colours, and

black pigeons and a black kid; I gave him one rupee and a

half, the price of the things. The next morning he came to

me for five rupees advance, saying he would destroy my

children, if I did not pay it, by means of witchcraft. I paid

tim five rupees : after this he. again threatened me, and I gave

him ten rupees. When 8 or 10 days had passed he said he

would do what I wanted, and on the night fixed, he smoked m
my house, and then at midnight stabbed the wrong man.

Both prisonei^s were sentenced to transportation for hfo under

sections 304 and \%% of the Penal Code.''
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^^The wound inflicted in this case is described as penetrating;

about I of an incb deep, and implicating the skin and musclea

, of the right cheek. . After the injury^ the wound appears to
,

have been incised, and *two small black hard substances^

extracted. The patient was treated in the Government Dis-

pensary, Bankipur, and clied apparently,, on the third day after

the accident, frocn tetanus. . In the autopsy report a cursory
F w

reference only is made to the wound ; it is described as ' oi^^;

'penetrating wound^ with some swelling on the right cheek/

The brain and its membranes, and the lungs^ liver, spleen, and

kidneys were congested. ' Thp coats of the stomach were con-

gested, and some ecchymosed spots were visible on its internal

surface. The intestines were healthy/^ \

.

*^ Judging from the medical evidence, death appears to have

been clearly due to traumatic tetanus ; and there is no record-

of symptoms, such as have "been observed after the insertion of

a 'sui' into the tissues of one of the lower animals. No-

evidence was apparently adduced to prove tjiat the * two-

pieces of small black hard substances ' extracted from the

wound^ were really . fragments of a ^sutari' or poisonous..

The part therefore played by the poison of the ' sutari ^ is very

problematical : and a fatal result would probably have ensued

had the inan been stabbed with a thoim.^ instead of with a siii^

"Dr. Center* has recorded nates of a fatal case of sui

' poisoning, in which the cause of death appears to have beea

clearly traceable to the po\sonous nature of the * sutari.' A
man when sleeping was awakened in the morning by two blows •

on the neck, and appears to have seen his assailant retreating.

After he went out to his work, his mother found two sub-

stances, each a little larger than a barley-corn,, on his bed*

On his return at mid-day, he complained of pain in the neck„

and his mother found two punctures, and out of one of these

she picked a small black substance similar to those found on -

the "bed. He was taken to Rawalpindi on a charpoy^ arriving

on the following morning, when he was immediately examined

ty Dr* Ince, who reports—'I found a swelling on the right side

Report, Chemical Examiner, Punjab, 1&73.
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of tlie neck, in whicli were- two small punctures^ about two

inches apart. He was then sensible^ but suffering from severe

pain in the neck ; difficulty of swallowing and much ferer. He
was sent for treatment to the dispensary. The swelling and

pain in the neck rapidly increased and erysipelas supervened.

Se died exactly three days after having been stabbed. \0a
fort-mortem examination there was much swelling of the neck,

extending over the right side of the chest also, and the skin

had a livid appearance, ' On cutting into the swelling, much

blood was found, and the products of inflammation.. This had

extended to the right lung; which was also much inflamed^

and adherent to the ribs by recent bands -of lymp^. The.

other organs were healthy, except the spleen, which was some-
J

what enlarged. The three-small black substances 'mentioned

' were examined by -Dr. Center^ and recognizee! as part of such.

. suis as are often sent in case's of cattle poisoning. Microsco*

pically their characters were found toagree with those of rati

seeds. Blood was found on one. On. insertion below the

skin of a dog, the animal died in '50 hours, and on port-mortem

examination, diffuse inflammation, extending from the puncture

alon^ part of one side of the body was found." '

ThB roots of Taverniera nummularia, DC, and

Alysicarpus longifolius, ]^.^4.,are sweet like liquorice,

and

MUCUNA-PRURIENS, DC,

Fig.—WigM Ic, t 280; Benil and Trim., L 78. Cow-

tage (^ri^f.), Petit pois pouilleux(Fr.),

Hab.—From the Himalayas in the plains, to Ceylon and

Burma. ..
'

.

Vernacular.-Kisv^chh [Bind.), KnhWi i^^r.), Faua\k^loli

(r«m.), Alkusi, Kdmdch {Beng.), PiUi-adugu, Dulagondi {Ul.),

Nasaguni-gida/Turachi-gida {Can.), Kivinch {Guz-).

History, Uses, &C.—The plant has long been used

medicinally by the Hindus; according to Susruta the seeds aro
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aphrodisiac. The Bhavaprakasa gives the following directions

for their administration:—'^Take of Mucuna seeds 32 tolas,

boil them in 4 seers of cow's milk till, the latter becomes thick.

The seeds should now be* decorticated and pounded, fried in

ghi (clarified butter)^ and made into a confection with double

their weight "of sugar. The mass should then be. divided into

balls and steeped in honey. Dose about a tola (180 grs.)."

This preparation is said to be powerfully aphrodisiac. (Dutfs

Hindu Materia Medicdy p. 148.) Similar properties are ascribed

to the seeds (Hab-el-kulai) in Persian works. In the Con-

can a paushtik for spermatorrhoDa is made by powdering the

seeds qf Gori Kuhili (cultivated mucuna) and Trihidus ter-

Testris^ the roots of EriodendrQn anfracinosum and Asparagus

adscendenSj emblic myrobalans, Tinospora starch, and sugar-

candy, in equal proportions; of this powder 6 massa with. 2

tolas of ghi are given in cow's milk twice a day. The root is

considered a nervine tonic, and is prescribed in paralysis.

The Sanskrit names of the plant are Atmagupta, ''having hid-

den properties," Kapikachchhu, ''monkey's itch/^ and Vanari,

/'monkey plant.'' According to Ainsb'e, a strong infusion of tho

root, sweetened wdth honey, is given by the Tamil doctors m
cholera. The use of the hairs of the Mucuna pod as a ver-

mifuge to expel ascarides appears to have originated in the

West Indies, no mention of such an employment ofthem being

found in native Indian works.* They were introduced to the

-notice of English physicians by Bancroft about 1769^ and were

probably first used in India upon * their adinission into the

Edinburgh and London Pharmacopoeias (1783-1S09). They

are now official in the Indian Phai^macopceiaj but are hardly

ever prescribed in this country. Still there is a considerable

demand for the. article in the Indian market for exportation to

Europe, aiid it is supposed lo be required for the preparation

of some patent vermifuge.

* In the Wauaushadi PrakSsha, a Marathi work which describes the

domestic remedies of the Concan, their use with gtir as an antherraintic i»

mentioned, bat as this work is of very recent date, the practice may have

been introduced.
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Description,—The pods are slightly curved like the letter S,

3 to 4 inclies.long, aud coutaiu from 4 to 6 seeds of a dark
brown colour and of the shape of a kidney bean. The valves

are covered with rigid brown hairs about -j^^th of an inch long,

which giv^ rise to much irritation of the skin if handled.

Microscopic structure.—Most of the hairs consist of a single

conical cell barbed near the pointy but some- of them are

divided by partitions. Their action appears to be simply

mechanical. '
"

Chemical composition.—The hairs when treated with sul-

phuric acid and iodine assume a dark brown colour. Boiling

solution of potash does not considerably swell or alter them.

decolThey.

{Pharmacograpliia, 2}\d Ed., p, 190.)

_
The decorticated seeds.reduced to fine powder and dried at-

100 0. lost 10-26 per cent, in weight. The ash amounted to

4'02 per cent^ The cortical portion of the seeds contained 7*80

per cent, of moisture and 3-12 of ash. Manganese was only

present in minute traces in the decorticated seeds, the cortical

portion, on the other hand, contained a very marked amount.

The examination of the pound.ed entire seeds was conducted by-

Dragondorff 's method

:

Petroleum ether extract ..:... 3'08 per cent.

Ether extract '03

Absolute alcohol extract— .. 2'12

Aqueous extract 31 '92

)>

»>

13

»

n

»>

The petroleum ether extract was very pale yellow and thick,

non-crystalline, and without odour. lu 98 per cent, alcohol it

was partly soluble, the solution being acid in reaction. Tho

oxtract consisted chiefly of a free flitty acid and its glycerido,

. probably oleic acid.

The ether extract was slightly yellow and non-crystallino ;

it was insoluble in dilute acids. In aqueous ammonia it was

partly soluble witli yellow coloration; tlie addition of acidg

caused the separation of white flocks of acid resin.
""

tolic oxtract was yellow, and darkened somewhat ou exposure.

The alco-

57
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It did not give any reaction for alkaloids ; with ferric chloride

it gave a green coloration. The aqueous extract gave marked
indication of the presence of albumin; it did not reduce an
alkaline copper solution on boiling; The solution was strongly •

acid in reaction; the nature of the organic acid was not deter-

mined.
r

Mucuna monosperma, do., Wight in EoolcBoL
Misc. iL, 346, Supfh, t. 12 ; Wall III As. Bar. Hi., 19, U 236;

a plant of the Eastern Himalaya, tropical Zone, W. Peninsula,

and Ceylon; Vern. Songarvi, Mothi-kuhili {Mar.), Thelu-kodi

{Tam.)y bears a large, flat, nearly circular seed^ with a

roughs black testa, 1 inch or more in diameter; the whole of its

convex margin is occupied by the hilum. The pods are semi-

ovalj obliquely plaited, one-seeded^ and armed with formidable

stmgi It is used as an expec-
* -

—

torant in cough arid asthma, and applied externally as a sedative,

{Teters.)

CYLISTA SCARIOSA, 4iV.

¥ig.—Jtoxh. Cor. PI. i. t 92; Wight Tc. t. 1597.

Hab.— Concan, Deccan, Canara and Oi^issa. The toots.

Yernaciitar.—Ranghevada {Ma7\). This plant is the solo"

representative of the genus Cylista, and is a perennial twiner

growing among bushes, with ternate leaves, having oval, point-
r

J

ed and entire leaflets with short white pubescence, very dense

on the nnder-surface.
. The yellowish-red flowers, about "half

an inch long, borne on erect bracted recemes, are remarkable

for their large papery calyx, which is much more conspicuous

than the corollas, and is deeply four-cleft; the upper segment

being two-lobed, the lateral ones much smaller, and the lowest

very large, all of them beautifully veined. The little oval one-

seeded pod is completely enveloped in the peculiar calyx, which

affords the most marked character in the genus, {Fl. Brit.

hid. ii-, 210; 4- ^* Blade ill Treasury of Botany i. 371.)

This plant is called by the natives of the Concan ^TFf^^^

{Rdn-ghevada), a word compounded of E^n {ivild} and
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GhiJvada, the- name of a kind of DoUchos Lahlah (5th var. of

Roxburgh). The root, which is woody and tapering, is collected

by the herbalists and sold as a remedy for dysentery and

leucorrhoea; it is also applied externally along with other

drugs to. reduce tumours. ' Its most remarkable property is

astringency; a reddish viscid juice issues from it when cutj

which on drying becomes black and brittle^ and may be seen

adhering to the short pieces of the dry root which are offered

for sale.

Description of Root.—A tapering woody root, upper

portion 2 inclies or more in diameter, dark brown, marked by

very numerous circular light coloured scars 'which do not

extend round its entire circumference. The transverse section
^ F

shows three layers of porous woody tissue of a reddish colour,

the centralpith and', medullary rays being Mght coloured; in

the dry drug the section is obscured by the black exuded juice..

Taste astringent and bitterish.

Chemical composition.—Vovfder light brown, turning pink by

exposure. A decoction of the root became purple with ferric

chloride and a bulky precipitate separated • it ailso struck ablue

colour with iodine: tannin and starch were thus indicated.

More exact determinations showed' that the dnig yields 23

per cent, of aqueous extract containing 9-9 per cent, of tanmn,

and 25 per cent, of alcoholic extract with 13-7 percent, of

soluble and insoluble tannins. An insigni6cant amount of soft

yellow tenacious resin was removed by ether. No alkaloidal

principle was detected'.

m

ERYTHRINA INDICA, Lam.

Fig,—WigU Ic„ t 58 ;,. Tlheede Sort. Mai vi., t 7. Coral

tree {Eng.), Arbre de corail (Fr.).

Hab.—Throughout India. Leaves and bark.

. FerniactJar.-^Pdngra, ParangS, Mdndar {HiruL, Mar.), P.^Iitd-

)

BMchipa-chetta [Tel.),
ppe

)
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^History, Uses, &C.—The Indian Coral tree, in Sanskrit

ParJjata or Parijataka and Mandara^-is supposed to flower in

Indra's garden. An episode in the Puranas relates the quarrels

of Eakhmini and Satjabhama for the possession, of the flowers

which Krishna had stolen from the garden. The leaf is sup*

posed to represent the Hindu trinity, the- middle leaflet is

Vishnu^ on his right is Brahma, and on his left Shirk; The
Portuguese have named them '' Polhas da Trinidade.'^ Kheede
says that the leaves are discutient, and that their juice is given

for syphilis. Rumphius relates that the leaf-juice is applied to

ulcers to clean them, and that cooked with cocoanut njilk the

leaves are used internally and externally as a galactagogue

and emraeuagogue. The bark is used in dysentery.' {Uort.

Amh. UL, 33.) Loureiro aiid Wight state that the bark is used

as a febrifuge. ' Dr. Kaui Lai De^ in a communication to the

Calcutta Exhibition Catalogue, says :^^^It is anthelmintic and

useful as a coUyrium in ophthalmia. The leaves are applied

externally to disperse venereal buboes and to relievo pani m
the joints.'^ In the Concan. the juice of the bark and young

leaves is used to kill worms in sores and to disperse tumours;

the young roots of the white-flowered variety are pounded and

given with cold milk as an aphrodisiac^ MM, Corre and

Lejanno {Resume de la Mat. Med. Coloniah) state that the

bark is- expectorant and febrifuge^ and the leaves laxative and

diuretic. In the Brazils the bai'k is used as a hypnotic*

The first physiological experiments^ made with the bark of

this tree were those of MM. Bochefontaine and'Rey, who com-

municated the results arrived at by them to the Academic des

Sciences in 1^81 j they concluded that the drug acts upon the

central nervous systena so as to diminish or abohsh its functions. *

MM. Prnet and Duprat resumed the study of tlie action of

tills drug upon frogs in 1886, and communicated the follow-

ing results to the Society de Biolome :—One centigram of tbeQ.W . X^^W ..^^..Q

watery extract ofthe hark was introduced under the skin of the

right hind leg of a frog, weighing 30 grams. This caused con-

siderable local irritation, but at the end of 25 to 30 minutes ihc

frog remained motionless
; placed on its back it remained in that
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position^ only occasionally making slight spontaneens move-

nieuts : if a limb were pinched only very feeble reflex movements

were induced. When the left sciatic nerve' was excited by a

Pulvermacher's clamp, the distant end of the divided nerve -

responded to the stimulus, whilst the near end was hardly
" affected. The electric contractability of ' the muscles was

diminished, and reflex action abolished. Respiration became

vcty slow and was sometimes suspended. Moreover the heart
.

was observed to dilate very . slowly, and the ventricle at the-

time of systole, which had become imperfect} assumed a folded,

appearance, and at the diastole the heart presented a marbled

appearance, pale in some places and red ' in others. The
strength of the contractions wag not much affected.

At the end of 35 to 40 minutes the heart recovered its nor-

mal condition. (les Nottveanx Remedesy Sei^t. Ibth, 1886.)

Description.—The fresh bark has a smooth grey'suber,

and bears small fissured corky lenticels arranged 'in. perpendi-

cular rows. ^ On rubbing off the thin suber a green surface is

exposed. The outer portion of the bark is granular and brittle,

the inner consists of numerous layers of liber cells interlaced

so as" to form an open network. The bark has a disagreeable

flavour, but is not bitter. • ' *

t
r

Chemical com;position.—A decoction of the bark has.no dis-

tinct odour or taste, and is not affected in. colour by iodine or

ferric chloride. Spirit dissolved out £wo resins,- one soluble,

theother insoluble in dilute alkali, and a bitter alkaloid. The
-

-alkaloid is best prepared by rendering alkaline the aqueous

solution of the alcohohc extract' and shaking with chloroform,;

the amorphous slightly coloured base is left on dissipatioa of the

solvent. The alkaloid is very soluble in spirit, benzol and acid,

solutions, and only slightly soluble in ether and water. It

gives coloured precipitates with hydrargyrate of potassium, ..

'

iodine in potassium iodide and tannin, white precipitates with- .

ammonia and soda. Oxidizing agents as potassiam bichromate •

or manganese oxide with' sulphuric acid produce with it a tran-

sient purple solution; sulphuric acid alone forms a red, and
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nitric acid a yellow colour. The hydrochlorate is crystalline

'and deliquescent, and tlie alkaloid is subject to decomposition

from prolonged heating qr if evaporated with an.excess of acid,

-
. Since the discovery of. the above alkaloid by one of us, we
have learnt that an alkaloid, Erytherine^h^wxng somewhat simi-

lar properties^ has been found by Dr, F. Allamirano in the

same tree growing in Mexico {Pharm. Post. ^ June 23rd, 1889.)

Dr. Allamirano reconimends it as an antidote for strychnine ;.

with the previous administration of erytherinein 6 decigram

- doses, poisonous doses of strychnine, he says, may be taken

without any danger. * *
.

. BUTEA FRONDOSA, Roxh.

Fig.—Boxh. Cor. PL, 21, t. 21; Bentl. and Trim., t. 79.

Bastard teak [Bug.), Butea touffa (Fn),

.Hab."—Plains of India. The flowers, leaves, seeds and

gum. .
•

Vernacular.—Palas, Bhak (S'mcZ.), Palasha (Man), Khakar

{Guz.), Palash [Beng.), Purashii, Murukkan-Maram (Tarn.),
4

Modugachettu, Palashathu (TeZ.), Muttaga-mara {Can.).

The seeds, Palas-ke-binj (HimZ.), Murukkan-virai (7^a/n.),

Moduga-vittala (TeL), Muttaga-bija (Can -), Palasha-che-bi

(Mar^), Paldspaparo {Guz.).
'

The gum, Palas-ki-gond, Kamarkas {Hind., Beng.), Palasha-

gonda (M"ar.), Khakar-no-gond, Kakria-gond {Giiz.)y Muruk-

kan-pishin (Taw.),Moduga-banka(TeL),Muttaga-g6nda {Can.}

' History, Uses, &C.—This tree has long been known to

the Hindus under the Sanskrit name of Palasha, as possessing

valuable medipinal properties. It is also a sacred tree, being

called the treasurer of the gods and of sacrifice; from its wood

are made sacred utensils' and the staff of the Brahmin which

is placed in his hand on the day of the Sodmuuj. The red

flowers are offered in the temples at the bloody sacrifices of the

goddess Kali. The leaf, like that of Erythrina indica, is sup-

posed to represent tho Hindu trinity, and is used for making
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tbe platters required at the Chaul ceremony/when the last tuft

of hair being removed^ the Brahmin boy becomes a Sadhu and
must eat from a leaf platter (Brahma-pattra).

The dry twigs of the plant called Samidhas are used to feed

the jffom, or sacred fire. The tree is also known in Sanskrit as

Lakshataru or '^. lac tree/^ because large quantities of lac are

collected from its branches. Its flowers are likened by the

Buddhists to penitents dressed in red. A strophe ofthfe Saptasha-

taka says—*'In the spring the earth shines with the flowers of

the Palasha as if it were covered with Bhikshus.'* It is the

anthropogenic tree of several castes. In the Bhavaprakasa

the use of the seeds of Palasa as an aperient and anthelmintic

is noticed; they are directed to be beaten iuto a paste wifch

honey for administration. Sarangadhara also recommends
* *

them as an anthelmintic. The use of the gum as an external
*

astringent application is mentioned by Ohakradatta; it is

directed to be combined with other astringents and rock salt.

He recommends this mixture as a remedy for pterygium and

opacities of the cornea. The author of the Makhzan-el-

Adwiya describes the leaves of Palds as very astringent, tonic,

and aphrodisiac, and says that they are used to disperse boils

and pimples, and are given internally in flatulent colic, worms

and piles. The flowers are astringent, depurative, diuretic

and aphrodisiac; as a poultice they are used to disperse swell-

ings and promote diuresis and the menstrual flow. The seed

is anthelmintic, and, combined with astringents and rock salt,

as already mentioned, is used to remove white spots from the

cornea. (Cf. Mahhzany article Palds.) Ainslie notices the use

of the seeds by Tamil practitioners 'as ah anthelmintic, in

doses of a tablespoonful and a half twice daily, both in cases

of tapeworn and ascarides. Ho quotes Roxburgh's description

of the gum and flowers, but remarks that tbe natives.appear to

make no use of either of them. From the Hortus Malabaricns,

it appears that the bark is given in. conjunction with ginger in

cases of snake-bite. Dr. Sherwood informed Ainslie that a

decoction of the seeds with nitre was prescribed in gravelly

complainis by native practitioners. In India at the present
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time the gum is much used aa a substitute for kino by* natives

and Europeans with satisfactory results. We have tried the

seeds as an anthelmintic, and are inclined to think favourably

of them ; they have an aperient-action. An infusion of two or

three seeds is used for' this purpose. When pounded with,

lemon-juice and applied to the skin they act powerfully fls a

rubefacient- We have used them successfully for the cure of

the.form of herpes known as Dhobie's itph. In the Concan a

poultice of the flowers boiled in water is applied to the abdomen

in difficult micturitioUj and two tolas of the water *with nitre is

given internally. .Dr. Fancourt Willis informs us that the

Arab horse-dealers put one seed into each feed of corn to keep

.their horses in condition.
-

-

Description.—The leaves are spreading and ternato,

from 8 to 16 inches long, leaflets emargiaate^ or rounded at the

apex, leathery above, shining and pretty smooth below, slightly,

hoary, entire, the pair are obliquely oval, from four to six

inches long, and- from three to four and a half broad, the

exterior one obovate, and considerably larger than the lateral

ones ; the. flowers are very large, papilionaceous, their colour

a beautiful deep red, shaded with orange and silver coloured

down*; seeds flat, about U inch long, 1 inch broad and

1-1 6th inch thick; testa dark reddish brown, thin, smooth,

veined j hilum prominent; cotyledons large and leafy, surface

veined; radicle soiall, taste a little acrid. The* gum occurs in

commerce as small, flattish or angular fragments of a very

deep ruby colour, and unless held between^the eye and the

lighf seems to be opaque; it is mixed with numerous small

particles of light grey corky bark ; the taste is purely astrin-

gent. The secretion in a fresh state is ruby-coloured, aud is

soluble for the most part [in water; when kept for some time^ ' ^^"^ ™™___^
, , ^' —

^

-

* xVniir Kliusru, the Turkoman poet, likens the flowers to a Hon 'a claws

stained with blood

Ij^ c^^ c;^-^ J^ Aj tUJ J? i^\JLf ^
The Paleh expands its clutches of red flowers hke the claws of the fierce

Hon steeped in blood.
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it darkens in colour, and swells up like bassorin, and only par-

tially dissolves. Both fresli and commercial samples behave in

the same manner with rectified spirit, giying up less than half

their weight of tannin to the solvent, and leaving a large

quantity of insoluble gum.

Chemical composition'.—According to Hanbury, Butea gum •

yields 1*8 per cent, of ash,and contains 13-5 per cent, of water.

Ether removes from it a small quantity of pyrocatechin. Boil-

ing alcohol dissolves it to the extent of 46 per cent; the solu-

tion which is- but little coloured produces an abundant greyish
_ L

green precipitate with perchloride of iron, and a white one
with acetate of lead. It may be hence inferred that a tannic

acid, probaJ>ly kino-tannic acid, constitutes about half of the

weight of the drug, the remainder being a soluble mucilaginous

substance. Butea kino submitted to dry distillation yields
-iff

pyrocatechin. According to Eissfeldt it does not contain

pyrocatechinj but yields it on dry distillation.

Roxburgh states that he obtained an extract by evaporating

the juice of flae flowers diluted with alum water and rendered

clear by depuration, which proved a brighter water colour than

gamboge. He further says that infusions of the dried flowers

yielded an extract very little, if any thing, inferior to that

made from the fresh juice.- These extracts after being kept

for a year remained perfectly bright. The flowers are used as

a dye stuff in Bengal and are exported to the N.-W. Provinces.

The oil of the seeds is yellow, sp. gr. 0-917; it is nearly

tasteless, and solidifies at 10°. {Lepine.) Brannt gives 0*927

as the specific gravity The seeds have been examined by N.

Waeber {Pharm, Zeitschr. fiir Bussland, .\Q^&)
-,
the results of

the analysis are as follows, alkaloids and glucosides were not

found

Moisture

Ash .....

Fat ..„,

Wax

5-14

*'..*..1*1.!*.*.. :.. 18-20

... ble in ether .•••• ^'^^

Albuminoids sol. in water ^'^^^

sol. in soda * *''^

58 •
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'

Albuminoids insol. in water and soda ... 8'49
P

Substance apparently nitrogenated^

soluble in alcobol ./•*..' 0'82

Mucilage .../...^.. ,*..,. •...".,,.... 2-28
"

Glucose/. ..^ •,./...... 6^87

Organic acids,..,., .•,....,..•.,;,,..... 4*00

Other substances soluble in water !.. 2' 16
Metarabic acid and pblobapbene .....,.., lO'lO

Cellulose 3-80

Other Insoluble substances.......,- 22'20 * ;

Ca7nmerce.—The gum, seeds and dried ^flowers are articles

of coinmerce. Value, gum/3 as. per lb.; seeds, Rs. 2^ per
maund of 37| lbs. •

. . •
• .

*
- •

Butea superba, iJoa;&.

. Cor. PL 23,i.22.'

.. Hab.—Concan, Bengal, Orissa, Burma.

Vernacular.—'Tmat,' Tivras, FaUs-vel {Mar,), Palas-lata
'

(ffmc?., Beng.j, Kodi-murukkan (raw.), Tige-moduga {Tel.},

Balli-muttaga {Can.), Vel-kliakar ^(?w2.), is a scandent shrub
very closely resembling B. frondosa, and like that plant yield-

ing a kino-like gum. As a remedy foT the poisonous bites of

animals the people of the Concan use the root with an equal

proportion of the -root ofNydanthes and Woodfordiajloridunda,
the seeds of Cassia Tora and Yernoma anthelmintica, and the

^iQmluicQoi Trichosanthes jpalmata made into a paste with
cow's urine, as a local application, and administer Aristolochm

'

indica internally.
' In the lieat eruptions of children the leaf-

juice is given with curds and yellow zedoary. Mr. Prebble
informs us that B. minor also yields a kino.

CLITORIA TERNATEA, imn.

'

Fig.—Ba. Mag,, t 1542. Winged-leayed CJitoria (i
Clitona do Ternate. (jFV.).

^

Hab.—From the Himalayas to Ceylon and Burma. ^

root and beeds.

>

The

M
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FernacuZar.—Kava-thentlii (fl*wtZ.), Aprajita (Beng.y, Kajali,

Gokaran (Mar.), Garani (Gwz.),Kakkanan-kodi(ramO,Diutana

(TeL), Karnike (Caw.).. • '

History, Uses', &C.—The plant is called in Sanskrit

Aparajita or Gokarna, both are names, for Shiva, to whom the.

flowers are sacred in common with those of the species of

Seshania having flowers of a somewhat similar shape; typical

of his representatipn as the Ardha-nari or hermaphrodite god.

Rumphius calls Clitoria, Flos cseruleus, and says that in Ternate

it is known as. Saja Cotele and Bohjma Cotele, i.e. Flos clitori-

dis and Clitoris principissaB ; he gives Fula criqua as the Por-

tuguese name. • {Eort. Amh. vii„ 30.) Sanskrit works on

^Materia Medica describe' the root as aperient aud diuretic, and

direct it to be used in combination with other
'
diuretics and

laxatives in ascites and enlargements of the abdominal viscera.

The Mahometans have given it the name.of Mazeriyun-i-Hindi

(Indian Mezereon) on account of its purgative and diuretic pro-

perties;. We may mention here- that their mezereon is used to

remove dropsical enlargements of the abdomen, and is not the

same drug as the mezereon of our Pharmacopceior.

Ainslie mentions the use of the root "in croup, gi^en with

the object of causing nausea and vomiting. In the Concan

two tolds of the root-juice are gi^en in cold milk to remove the

phlegm in chronic bronchitis ; it causes nausea and vomiting.

own

the nostrils as a remedy for hemicrania. The author of the

Bengal Dispensatory after extensive experiments denies its

emetic properties, but says that an alcoholic extract proved a

brisk purgative in doses of from 5 to 1 grains
;
he found x

however lo give rise to griping and tenesmus, and does not

recommend L use. Mr. Moldln Sheriff speaks highly from

r 4-Ur. ,.Ant- bark in doses of from one to
personal experience of the root barK m

_ _

two drachms in infusion as a demulcent m irritation of the

bladder and urethra. It acts at the same time as a dmretic

and in some cases as a laxative. The seeds '^PP^-
^^ Ĵ^

have been used medicinally by the natives, but attention
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has been drawn to tlieir purgative properties in the Pharma"

copceia of India^ and there would seem to be but little doubt

;

that their action is mild and safe ; they should be administered

in combination with twice their bulk of acid tartrate of potash

and a little ginger, and in the same doses, as compound
jalap powder. The seeds were first brought to England from

the island of Ternate, one of the Moluccas^ hence the specific

name of the plant. Haines has" recommended a syrnp of the

deep blue flowers as a colouring agent, and a tincture as a

substitute for litmus.
- ;

Description.—The fresh root is white, fleshy, often one
F

, inch or more in diameter, but pieces the size of a quill are

preferred; it has an acrid taste. The root bark is soft, thick

and fibrous and easily separated ; the central portion of the

root is composed of very large pitted vessels easily visible to

the naked eye. The seeds are rather more than 2-8ths of an

inch long and resemble vetch seeds ; they are mottled green and

black. The testa is hard and contains two cotyledons made
«

up of elongated thin-walled cells full of large starch granules;

they have an acrid, bitter taste.

Chemical composition.—Ether dissolves out a yellow resin

soluble in alcohol and alkaline solutions, and apparently crys--

talline when carefully evaporated. Subsequent treatment of

the drug with rectified spirit removes an amorphous, reddish-

brown acid resin and a quantity of alkaline chlorides which

leave a deposit of cubical crystals on concentrating the clear

liquor. This resin forms 4 per cent, of the root bark. It is

.
soluble in 'alkalies with a red colour, and is reprecipitated by

acids with discharge of the colour. It forms brown solu-

tions with concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids. Although

this resin is not dissolved out of the drug by ether.

soda solution precipitated by acid and shaken up with ether

leaves no insoluble residue. The root bark contains. starch, and

a tannin giving a blue-black precipitate with ferric chloride.

cent No
either the ethereal, alcoholic, or aqueous extracts.
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The seeds of C. ternatea contain 12-8 per cent, of moisture

and 6 per cent, of ash. Ether removes a bland greenish fixed

oil and a light brown resin. Alcohol extracts a bitter acid

resin, apparently the active principle, a tannic acid giving a

blue-black colour with ferric chloride, and a large propor-

tion of glucose. Wate acrid principle.

which is precipitated by iodine solution, readily decomposes

with the formation of sugar, and in other respects resembles
aglucoside.

Commerce.—The dried root is to be found in the shops

sometimes/

.
palbergia sympathetica, Nimmo, Jour. Linn Soc.

(v., Swppl. 42, a plant of the Western Peninsula. Pentgul

iMar.),Titih\i{Goa.).- '
'

The leaves are used in Goa as an alterative. It is a very

remarkable scandent shrub; the stem studded thickly with

large blunt thorns, often nine inches long, some of them con-

torted so as to assist in supporting it upon high trees; the

leaves are pinnate, 4 to 6 inches long, '
the leaflets delicate,

obtuse or emarginate, i to 1 inch long, thinly silky at first,

especially beneath; the flowers are in short, axillary cymes;

calyx 1-1 2th of an inch long, silky, with a pair of small obtuse,

adpressed bracteoles; teeth short, obtuse ; corolla twice the

length of the calyx, yellowish white ;
pod generaUy^one-seeded, •

membranous; obtuse, about 2. inches

broad with an unusually short stalk .
The bark is used as a

l^P to remove pimples. The foliage resembles that of the

long and of an inch

Tamarind, and is eaten by cattle. The flowers appear

February and March
Mullu.

Rheede s name for the plant is Ana

« *

+

In the Concan the Juice of the leaves of D. voluhiUs Boxh.,

[Mi

The with cummin and sugar is given in

gonorrhoea.
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PTEROCARPUS SANTALINUS, Unn. fl.

Fig Bedd.Fl. Sijlv., t 22) Bentl and Trijn.J.m. Ked

Sanders {Eng,), Santal rouge {tr.).

9

Hab .—Western The wood.

Vernacular. n (E,

Mar

.Erra-gandhapu-cIiekka,.Rakta-gaudham (Tel,), Eakta-candana,

Kempu-gandha-cbekke {Oan.), Rakta-clioadon {Beng.), Ratanjli.

{6hiz.). •

..

History, Uses, &C.—According to Sanskrit writers
\

there are three kinds sandalwood, Srikhanda or white,

Pitachandana or yellow, and Raktachandana or red. The first

two are the dark and light-coloured wood of Santalum alhum.

Upon the subject of red sandalvvood; Dufct (Materia Medica of

R ^*It h^as been a

question how the wood of Fterocavpiis santalinusj_ which is.

nearly inodorous, came to be called by tbe name of Rakta-

cbandana in Sanskrit and the vernacnlars of India. I am in-

clined to think that it is owing to the similarity in the uses to

which the Hindus put' both these articles. Both sandalwood

and red sandalwood are rubbed on a piece of stone with ^^ter,

and the emulsions used after bathing and in religious services.''

Hind a

- tonic; they use it as a cooling application to inflamed parts and

to the head in headache; as an external application it is sup-

posed to be more powerful than white sandalwood, given

internally to be less, so the two are often combined, and are

considered to have similar properties. Mahometan writers

follow the Hindus in describing the three kinds of sandalwood

and their uses. The author of the '/ sajs that

in bilious fluxes white sandal is used, when blood is being

passed red sandal, and when the stools contain both bile and

blood the two woods are combined. This treatment must be

based upon the doctrine of signatures. Red sanders wood is

as polish
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Description.—^The wood sinks in water; it is dark red

with black veinsj thin shavings appear blood red with veios of

a lighter tint if the section is a transverse one. The cells of-

the parenchymatous layers which connect the yascular bundles

. contain very large crystals of oxalate of lime visible to the

naked eye; all parts of the wood are full of colouring matter.
' - _ F

Cheynical composition,—Red Sandalwood was first examined •

by Li. Meier^ who obtained from it a fed crystalline principle to

which ho gave, the name of Santaline. Meier obtained this

substance by exhausting the wood with ether^ the extract thus

obtained was then washed with water, dissolved in alcohol, and
the alcoholic solution precipitated by acetate of lead, on the. .

removal of the lead the liquid yielded the santaline.

Weyermann and H^effely "assigned the formula Q^^ H^* 0^ •

to this resinoid substance.

Weidel ( 1870) exhausted tHe wood with boiling water con-

taiaiag a little potash and obtained by means of hydrochloric

acid a red. precipitate, which was redissolved in boiling alcohol

and then furnished colourLss crystals of Santal C« H^

h

catechuic acid and carbonic acid^ like piperonal, with which

it is isomerous. Upon completely exhausting sandalwood,

'Weidel also obtained a partially crystalline red substance

distinct from colourless santal and from the santaline of Meier

;

to this substance he assigned the formula 0'* H^^ 0*. In 1878,

Franchimont and Sicherer isolated froni sandalwood an amor-

phous principle melting at about 104° and having the composi- '.

tionC'' H'^ 0^. Three years previous to the experiments .•

of Franchimont, P. Cazeneuve by exhausting with ether at 5 6° .

an intimate mixture of the powdered wood with, slaked lime,

had obtaiaed a finely crystalline body having the formula

C^2 H'o 0^ This substance, which differed from those already

mentioned, was in reality a mixture which Cazeneuve anS

Hugonnenqin 1887 separated into pterocarpine and homo-

pterocarpine, the latter substance being very soluble m cold

bisulphide of carbon, whilst the. former is only so in excess of

-j"
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boiling bisulphide. Pterpcarpine is a white crystalline substance

insoluble in water and cold alcohol, but soluble to some extent

in boiling alcohol, it is slightly soluble in boiling ether, >yhich

deposits it on cooling in crystalline flakes ; it crystallizes from

chloroform in fine prisms* A solution of 4*64 grms'. in 100 c.c.

of chloroform, is strongly levogyre [a]] 211°., heated to

145^ it softens and melts at 152°, turning slightly yellow.

Formula C^^ H^ 0^; it is neutral to reagents; insoluble in acids

and boiling liquor potassse, but is acted upon by fused potash

evolving a coumarin odour. Nitric acid forms with it a green

solution.

Homopterocarpine has the same general properties. Formula
Qi2 ^\2 Q3^ Mil. Cazeneuve and Hugonnenq consider that

toth of these substances are allied to the Coumarins.'
V

- * -

Oommerce.—Red sandalwood comes from Southern India, the

fellinof of the trees is under Government control, and they
O

yield a considerable revenue. It is imported into Bombay

and Calcutta from the Malabar Coast. ' Yalue, Rs. 1 5 to 28

per kandy of 7| cwts. The variation in price depends upon

the quantity in the market.

PTEROCARPUS MARSUPIOM
Fig. Eoxh. Cor, PI. a., t. 116; Bedd. Fl.Sylv., t. 21

;

Bentl. and Trim., t. 81. Indian Kino tree {^ng.), Pt^rocarpe a

bourse (Fr.). ^

Hab.—Western Peninsula, Ceylon.. The gum.

Vernacular.—Bx^a, Bijasar {Hind.), Bihla^-B-Onni {Can.)

Asan {Mar.), Vengai-maram [Tarn.), Peddagi {Tel.).

History, Uses, &C.—Neitlier Hind^u or -Mahometan

dlcal writers appetir to notice Malabar kino. Rumphius

(ill., 24,) calls the tree Pterocarjms indietcs, and remarks that.,

the gum looks like dried bloody and cures diarrhoea; he also

Bays that the bruised leaves are applied to boils, sores, and

skin eruptions- .

me
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: Ainslie notices the use of the gum by the natives <5n the

Coromaudel Coast as a remedy for toothache, but does not call

it kiuo, and it would appear not to have been an article of

export to Europe in his time. From the Pharmacographia^we

West

Africa under the name of Gummirubrum astringens Gamhiense,

and that it was produced by a tree called iu the Mandingo

language Euno, and which was afterwards identified with the

Pterocarpiis erinaceus of Poiret. In the Edlnhurgh iHsjpensa-

torij of 1803; kino is described as coming from Africa and

Jamaica, but in the 1811 edition, Duncan says that the African

drug is no longer to be met with, its place being supplied by

kinos from Jamaica, the East Indies, and New South Wales..

After this date the East Indian drug appears to liave been

principally used, and when Wight and Royle (1844-46) proved

its botanical origin it became recognised as the legitimate kmo

of the principal Pharmacopoeias of Europe. A description of

its collection on the Malabar Coast will be found in the Phar-.

macographia. In the Canara District of the Bombay Presi-

dency-it is collected in little cups made with leaves, -and

consequently assumes the form of concavo-convex cakes, 8 to 4

inches in diameter; these are always broken up and garbled

by the wholesale dealers. Malabar kino is mostly reserved

for the European market, there is little demand for it in

native practice. Dragon's blood and Butea kino taking its place.

The bark of the tree is used in Goa as an astringent, but the

gum is not collected. Kino is more lenitive than other astnn-

gents, in consequence, probably, of the phlobophene it contains;

it is chiefly used in the treatment of diarrhoea and pyrosis.

Description.—Eliao as offered for sale is in blackish-red

angular fragments full of "cracks. If a thin fragment is held

between the eye and the light it is seen to be of a rich garnet

colour. The greater part of it is soluble in cold water and all

in boiling water, but a portion is deposited on the wa er cool-

ing. Rectified spirit dissolves kino, forming a ^eep red

tincture which often gives trouble by becoming gelatinous

1

59
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kept for any time. The addition of a little glycerine will

prevent this. -,
..

Chemical composition.—The following account is extracted

from the Pharmacograijlda:—"- Cold water forms with kino a

reddish solution, which is at first -not altered if a fragment of

ferrous sulphate is added. Bat a violet colour is produced as

soon as the liquid is cautiously neutralized.

^' This can be done by diluting it with common water (con-

taining bicarbonate^of calcium) or by adding a drop of solution

of acetate of potassium. Yet the fact of kino developing an

intense violet colour- in presence of a protosalt of iron^ may

most evidently be shown by shaking it with water and iron

reduced by hydrogen. The filtered liquid is of a brilliant

violet, and may be evaporated at 100^ without turning green;

the dried residue even again forms a violet solution with water.

By long k'eepingthe violet liquid gelatinizes. It is decolorized

by acids, and turns red on addition of an alkali, whether

caustic or bicarbonated. - Catechu, as well as crystallized

catechin, show the same behaviour, but these solutions

quickly turn green on exposure to air.

'' Solutions of acids, of metallic salts, or of chromates produce

copvous pi^ecipitates in^ an aqueous solution of kino. Ferric

chloride forms ai dirtyJgresn precipitate, and is at the same

time reduced to a ferrous salt. Dilute mineral acids or alka-

lies do not occasion any decided change of colour, but the

former give rise to light brownish red precipitates of kmo-

tannic acid. By boiling for some time an aqueous solution

of kino-tannic acid, a red precipitate, kino-red, is separated.

<'Kino in its general behaviour is closely allied to Pegu

catechu, and yields by similar treatment tho same products,

that is to say, it affords pyrocatechin when submitted to dry

distillation, and protocatechuic acid together with phloroglucin

when melted with caustic soda or potash.

'^Yet iu catechu the tannic acid is accompanied by a consi-

derable amount of catechin, which may be removed directly

by exhaustion with ethei^ ''* - . , -.
-.i j. *^
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ether only a miuute percentage of a substance, wliose scaly

crystals display under tlie microscope tlie cliaracter of pyroca-

teclain, rather than that of catechin, which crystallizes in prisms.

The crystals extracted from kino dissolve freely in cold water,

which is not the case with catechin, and this solution assnraes a

fine green if a very dilute solution of ferric chloride is added,

and turns red on addition of an alkali. This is the behaviour

of catechin as well as of pyrocatechiu ; but the difference in

solubility speaks in favour of the crystals afforded by kino being

pyrocatechia rather than catechin.

"We thought pyrocatecbin must also occur ia tlie mother-

plant of kino, but this does not prove to be the case, no indi-

. cation of its presence being perceptible either in the fresh bark

or wood Etti (1878) extracted from kino colourless prisms of

kiuoin by boiling the drug with twice its weight of hydrxj-

chloric acid, about 1 -03 sp. gr. On cooling, kino-red separates,

very little of it remaining in solution together with kmoin.

The latter is extracted by exhausting the liquid with ether,

which by evaporation affords crystals of kinoin.. They should

be recrystallized from boiling water; they agree with the

formula C* H'^ 0^, which is to be regarded as that ot_a me-

thylated o-allic ether of pyrocatechin, viz., C^ H* [OLW) O

H^ 0^ KinoVn by heating it to ] 30^ C. gives off water and

turns red; 20'^ H'^ 0' = H' C^^ H^^ O". Thelatter pro-

duct is an amorphous mass agreeing with kino-red; by heating

it at 160 to 170° it again loses water, thus affordmg another

anhydride. Etti succeeded in preparing
^^fy^fj'^^f^'.

pyrocatechin, (C^ H* OH)^, as well as gallic acid, G H U
,
by

decomposing kinom. '
,

" We have prepared kinom from Australian kino, but failed

to obtain it from Malabar kino, which Etti says he used KinO

affords about li per cent, of kinoin. The solutions of kmo^

f 1 Tvf- ff^vnVqalts Commercial kmo yielded
turn red on addition ot ternc saics. ^"

o 7 7?.7 r. 1 HP, ^

us 1 • 3 per cent, of ash." {Fharmacogm>^^^<^ ,
2,k? J^d., p. JO.)

Commerce.-—Kiao

and exported from Oochm direct to iiiUiope.

r
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similar in appearance to that of Malabar, but very insoluble

in water and spirit, lias baen recently met witb in tlie

Bombay market. Good kino sbould dissolv^e readily in rectified

spirit.

PONGAMIA GLABRA, Vent.

I ^

Fig.

—

Jard. Malm., t. 28; Wight Ic, t. 59; Bedd. Ft.

Sylv., f. 177.

Hab.—India, most abundant near the coast.

Ver-nacidar.—Karanj, Kiramal {IIind.)y Dahar-karanja

{Beng,), Karanja (ilfar.), Pungam-maram {Tam.)y Ranagu,

Kanuga-chettu [Tel.)y Honge [Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—'nii3 is a liandsome flowering tree

with foliage like the Beech. Sanskrit writers call it Karanja

and Naktamcila or Naktamalaka, '^garland of the ni^ht, " and in

Hindi it is sometimes called Sukhchain, '^affording perfect

satisfaction to the senses"; indeed, it well deserves these names,

as nothing can be more beautiful than its drooping branches of

shining green leaves laden with racemes of rose-coloured

flowers. The seeds, leaves, and oilare used in Hindu mediciue

as a remedy for skin diseases and rheumatism and to destroy

worms in sores. Chakradatta meutioas a paste made- of the

' seeds alonof with those of Cassia Tora and the root ofSaussurea

Lappa as a useful application to skin diseases. He also gu^es

prescriptions for a compound oil and ghrita to be used for the

same purpose [see Dutt^s Mat. Med,^ p-' 153)^ where the original

prescriptions are given with a translation. ^
>

Rheede notices the use of a bath prepared with the leaves,

to remove rheumatic pains; and they appear to be in general

use for this purpose. Ainslie says that the juice of the root is

used for cleansing foul ulcers, and closing fistulous sores. He

also notices the oil audits use in itch and rheumatism. Gibson

speaks very highly of the oil as a remedy in scabies, herpes,

and other cutaneous diseases of a similar nature; it should be

mixed with an equal quantity oflemon juice and be well shaken,
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when It forms a rich yellow liniment which we have used

successfully in porrigo capitis^ pityriasis and psoriasis. In

leprosy the natives prescribe the leaves with those of Plumbago,

along witli some pepper and salt, to be powdered and given in

curds. Karanj is also an ingredient in several complicated

prescriptions for epilepsy and abdominal enlargements. Dr.

P. S. Mootooswaray mentions the use of the juice of the root

with cocoanut milk and lime water as a remedy for gonorrhoea

in Tanjore, and of tlie leaves (Ponga-Illai, Tamil) in flatulency,

dyspepsia, and diarrhoea. He also informs us that broken rice

is boiled with the leaves and those of Morinda citrifoHa, dried

in the shade, cleaned and crushed, and from this preparation a

thin salt gruel is made to feed young children with instead of

cow's milk, which is supposed to cause glandular enlargements

of the abdomen. He has noticed the use of the flowers as a
w

remedy for diabetes, aud of the pods worn roan d the ueck as a

protective against whooping cough- {Indian Med. Qaz., 1888.)

Dr. B Evers has seea the seeds ad-ninistered internally for the

last named affection. The oil is in general use amongst the

agricultural classes as a lamp oil.
_ J

Description,—Leaves pinnate, from 6 to 18 inches long,

leaflets opposite, 2 to 3 pairs and an odd one, oval, pointed, en-

tire, smooth and shining, subco.-iaceous, 2 to 4 inches long, ta^te

bitter; pod woody, ovate, compressed, glabrous, \ io \ inch

thick, 1 Ho 2 inches long, apex thick and blunt, point decurved,

verv short, it generally contains one perfect and one. abortive

seed; seed compressed, of the shape and size of a broad bean;

testa thin, smooth, veined, light-red ; cotyledons very ody, bitter.

The bark has a thin ashy-grey outer layer, which readily peels

off ; when this is remo.ved, the surface is seen to be green with

white transverse markings. The substance of the bark is ough

with a white granular fracture j
odour mawkish

;
taste bitter

aud somewhat aromatic, with a peculiar pungency, btarch

and rhomboid crystals are observed under the microscope.

The root bark is of a rusty-brown externally, yellow withm.

- . » ^v^i ^s^..^A o xf^ilitw mice.
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Chemical composition.—According to Lepme {Plmrm. Journ.

(.3) XL. 16.) the seeds yield 27 per cent, of a yellow oil, having

a specific gravity of 0'945, and solidifying at 8° C.

The oil wliicK we have examined (called Honge oil in Mysore)
•m

and expressed purposely from fresh seeds, was thick, of a light

orange-brown colour^ and bitter taste. The specific gravity at

18° C. was 0'9o58. It yielded 93-3 per cent, of fntty acids

melting at about. 30^ With sulphuric acid it became yellow

with orange streaks, and "when stirred formed an orange-red

mixture, which after standing became yellow. With nitric acid

it formisd an oranore emulsion. With the elaYdin test it remainedo

liquid for several hours, and was of the colour and consistence

of honey after two days.- The fresh oil deposits solid white fats

if kept at the temperature of 1C° for a few w^eeks, and the clear

oil then has the specific grsEvity of 0'935.' The bitter principle
4 -I r

of the oil appears to reside in a resin and not in an alkaloid, as
w

in the case with Margosa oil. '

The bark contains a bitter alkaloid; soluble in ether, alcohol,

and water j also an acid resin ofa greenish-brown colour soluble

in ether. The alcoholic extract, is composed of a substance

.analogous to quinovin together with sugar. The watery extract

contains much mucilage, which is gelatinized by ferric chloride.

decoction of the bark gives a blue-black colour with iodiue

solution; no indication of the presence of tannin could be
A

obtained from any part of the bark.

DERRIS ULIGINOSA, Benih.

.
Fig.

—

Wt. in Hoolc. Bot. Misc. iiuy Supjpl. t. A\.
m

Hab.—^Eastern Himalayas^ Western Peninsula, Ceylon.

Vernacular.—Panlata {Beng.)^ Kujarvel, Kirtana {Mar.).

History, Uses, &C,—This woody climber is the most

widdly-spread species of the genus^ and is worthy of notice on

account of the activity of its bark as a fish poison^ for which

purpose it is used in Zambesi-land. la India it is known to
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act as a poison upon worms, and the larvae of insects wticli

trouble the cultivator, whence the Marathi name Kirtdna^

or ^^ worm-creeper/^

The natives of Tanjore use it medicinally. Dr. R S. Mootoo-

swamy {Indian Med, Gaz., 1888,) mentions a medicinal oil,

in which it is an ingredient, as used internally and applied

externally in paralysis, rheumatism, dysmenorrhoea, &c. ; but as

this ghrita (oil) contains such active ingredients as Plumbago

root, Asafoetida, and Garlic, it is difficult to tell how much of its

eflBcacy in due to the Derris;
,

"

F

Description.—^The plant is a woody climbing slirub with

pinnate leaves and pink flowers. The stem bark is dark brown

and scabrous from the presence of numerous little round white

corky lenticels, the bark of the root is of a bghter colour,

scurfy and thickly studded with large transverse corky warts,

its substance is of a greenish colour ; taste acrid aud astringent.

The powder of the bark excites sneezing.-

Chemical composition.—A proximate analysis of the. bark

reveals the presence of a neutral crystalline principle, a wax

and two rosins in the ether extract ; two colouring matters,

an alkaloid and glucose in the alcoholic extract ;
an acrid

glucoside allied to saponin, together with gum in the aqueous

extract, and 8 per cent, of mineral matter. The bitterish

alkaloid gives a fine red colour with sulphuric acid and a violet

colour with oxidizing agents ; it is associated with the colour-

ing matter soluble in water, which is of an acid nature and

strikes a deep reddish brown with ferric chloride, and a reddish

pink with ferrous sulphate.^ The glucoside is precipitated with

barium hydrate with colouring matter, and the latter is left

in an insoluble condition on dissolving the barium compound

in hydrochloric acid; on boiling this soTution the decomposi-

tion was readily effected, with the formation of glucose and an

insoluble body differing from sapogenin in its appearance

and solubility in spirit. The resin, more soluble in rectified

spirit, was dark reddish brown and freely soluble in alkali ;

the less soluble resin was light ' brown, brittle, and soluble
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only in a large quantity of alkali; they were both acid in

reaction.

Tourhi Pods.—These dried pods, which are sold in the
bazars of Bengal, are apparently those of a species of Derris;

they rary much in size, being i to 2 inches in length, and
from I to i an inch in breadth. They are brittle and of a
brown colour with a prominent dorsal suture.

^ H _ L

The pods are astringent, and when po\Ydered are used as a

,tooth powder and to stain the teeth. A decoction is used as
L

an astringent injection in leuc.orrhoea, but their principal use is

iu the preparation of writing ink.

Chemical comj^ostfioji.—The pods with their seeds reduced to

powder contained 4-73 per cent, of moisture, and 2-86 per cent;

of ash
; a slight trace of manganese was present.

With the exception of a v^ery large amount of astringent

matter giving a blackish coloration with ferric salts, and a

resinous principle soluble in chloroform, and affording a bright

yellow .coloration with alkalies, nothing special was detected.

No glucoside was present.

SESBANIA GRANDIFLORA, Fers.

Fig-—Rhesde, Rort. MaL i,yt. 51, Syn.—Agati grandiflora.

Hab.-—W. Peninsula, The bark and flowers.

Vernacular— &.g{xsia. {Mar.), Avisi {TeL), Agatti {Tam.)> Bak

(Beng.), Agasthio [Guz.), Basna (JI'md.), Agashi {Can.).

History, Uses, &c.—A native of the Eastern Islands,
r

but cultivated in gardens all over India, and now quite natura-

lised. In Sanskrit it is called Agasti, Vranari, Vaka and
Stbula-pushpa, or "large-flowered." It is named Agasti after

a rishi or sage of that came, the author of several Vedic
hymns, who is said to have been the son of both Mitra and
Varuna by Urvasi,* and to have conquered and civih'sed

* Urvasi 0'»t 'le«re).an Apsarag or nymph of Imlni's heaven. ^Ac^i^i^
to local trqdit.oa the sage was not born of her body, but from the lust

excited by her beauty. \Ainslie.)
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Southern India, He also wrote on medicine; and his Lealing

spirit is said still to haunt the mouotains oi Courtallum. To the

present day his works are held in the highest estimation in the

South of India, The flowers are sacred to Shiva and are sup-

posed to represent the male and female generative organs.

The bark is very astringent, but not bitter, as stated in the

Pharmacopceia of India, where it is recommended as a tonic by
Dr. Bonavia. The statement that it is a bitter tonic occurs

also in the Bengal Dispensatory. In Bombay the leaves or

flowers are made use of by the natives, their juice being-

a popular remedy in nasal catarrh and headache; it is blown

op the nostrils and causes a very copious discharge of fluid,

relieving the pain and sense of weight in the frontal sinuses.*

e root of the red flowered variety, rubbed into a paste with

water, is applied in rheumatism ; from 1 to 2 tolas of the

root-juice are given with honey as an expectorant in catarrh ;

a paste made of the root with an equal quantity of Straraonmm

root is applied to painful swellings. The flowers are cooked

and eaten as a vegetable. The leaves are said to be aperient.

Rurapbins states that a poultice of the leaves is so popular a

remedy in Amboyna for bruises, that the tree has become no-

torious as the "solatium et auxilium illorum qui vapulantur/'

and people who plant it near their houses are laughed at on

this account. It is a curious coincidence that tlie Sanskrit

name Vranari signifies " enemy of sores*' (Vrana-ari).

Description—A tree of very short duration, attaining a

teight of about 30 feet in a few years and then dying. The

leaves are abruptly pinnated, leaflets 21 pairs or fewer, oblong-

ovate, 1 to J
i inch long ; taste a little acid and astringent. The

calyx iscampanulate, tu'O-lipped, flowers papilionaceous, white

or red, very large and fleshy in 2 to 4 flowered axillary racemes,

taste mucilaginous and bitterish, legumes pendulous, very long.

This kin.l of medicament is the pl^ey^vro. of Galen. In Senb. Larg

Comp.T.we read:-"Per nares ergo purgntur caput "7;';"'^"!
cornu quod rhynenchytes vocatur ; Hed.ra: sncco per .e, vel heim .s.-rco, cum

exiguo flore Jrh, vel cyclatnini sueco mixto lacte a,.t nq.,a pan mensura.

GO
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slightly flattened^ contracted between the seeds. The bark is

much fissured longitudinally, of a gi^eyish-brown externally,

the dry suber nearly equal to the living portion in thickness ;

in the fissures may be seen numerous small tears of a garnet-

red when freshj but soon becoming almost black by exposure

to the air. The outer portion of the living bark is of a red

soft

com Tears of the red gum which adhere

to the bark merely softened in water, they were also insoluble

in boiling water^ and in cold and boiling alcohol. They were
slowly dissolvedby boiling with dilute alkali, giving a brown
solution when ammonia was used, and a deep claret with

soda. The alkaline solution neutralized with acetic acid gave

brown flocculent precipitates with lead acetate, alum, and

salts of iron. A large excess of

separation of the colouring matter. A filtered decoction of

the bark gave a blue-black colour with ferric chloride, and a

deposit with rectified spirit, showing the presence of tannin

and gum.

aci

SESBANIA ^GYPTIACA, Pers.

Fig.—Rheede, Hort MaL vi.^ L 27; Wight Jc, t SZ

Hab.—India.

Vernacular,—Jet, Rasin [Hind.), Jajanti {Beng.)^ Champai
{Tarn.), Shevari (Mar.), Somanti {Tel), Karljinange {Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—This plant, in Sanskrit Jaya (yic-

torious), Jayanti (daughter of Indra), Vaijayanta (banner

of Indra), Nadeyi (river-born), is extensively cultivated ia

Red
bamboos

The
Hindus have a superstition that the sight of the seeds will re-

S^ ; thev also nound ^h

apply them locally as an aistringent. The juice of the bark is

given internally as an astringent, and Wight remarks that the
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leaves are much used ia poultices to promote suppuration,

Forakahl calls tlie plant DoUchos Saisehan-j it ia the Saisaban

of the Egyptians, who use the seeds medicinally on account of

their astringent properties. Prosper Alpinus saya of these

seeds:
w

r

*' Et ut uno verbo dicam, in omnibus vacuationibua firman-

dis illoram seminum usum liabent frecLaentissimum." Mir

Mahammad Husain and others wbo describe the use of the

seeds in India give a similar account of their medicinal pro-

perties. The generic name of the plant is Persian, and accord-

ing to the Burhan, should be pronounced " Sisiban/' This

the author of that work says is the same as Panjangushfc

(a plant generally identified with Vitex Agnus-castus) and

called Hab-el-fakd by the Arabs. Here he agrees with Abu

Hauifeh, who describes "^^ ' as a plant which is thrown into

mead to make it strong, and is called in Persian Fanjangusht,

On the other hand Iba Arabi says El fakd is the Kushuth *

(^j^) and also a beverage (i^i) prepared from raisins and

honey, into which the fakd has been thrown, to cause it to

become strong. It seems probable that the Fakd of the Arabs

cacia

clearing

Description.— Sir W aa

varying in colour ; in some plants, wholly yellow ;
in others,

with a blackish-purple awning yellow within, and dark yellow

wings tipped with brown; in some with an awning of tho

richest orange-scarlet externally, and internally of a bright

yellow; wings yellow, of different shades; and a keel pale

below, with an exquisite changeable light purple above, striated

in elegant curves. The leaves are pinnate, 3 to 6 inches long,

with from 9 to 15 pairs of linear-oblong leaflets. The seeds

are oblong, somewhat kidney-shaped, and smooth and are con-

tained iul tomentose pod, 6 to 9 inches in length.

Kushuth is described as a parasitic pl«nt. without root or leave,, .^3

ii geuerally supposed to be a kiod uf Cuscuta.
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Chemical com'posiiion.—The seeds weigh on' an average one
centigram each ; they have a bland taste with a peculiar odour,
and are difficult to powder. A proximate analysis separated

Fixed oil and odorous body 3-67

Eesin, sugar, and oriranic acid 4']1

Mucilaginous matter, &c. .•, 21"25
Ash 5-09

Organic residue 44*86

The organic acid gave a dark olive colour with ferric

chloride, was gelati ne.

The coloui-ing matter was insoluble ia ether, alcohol and water,
and was removed by diluted caustic soda ; it was a fine red^

and was entirely precipitated by acetic acid from its alkahne
solution. The powdered seeds, burnt with sodaJime, afforded
4-01 per cent, of nitrogen, which is equivalent to 25-38 per
cent, of proteids.

ASTRAGALUS SARCOCOLLA, Dymocjc.

Hab.—Persia. The gum.

Vernacular.—Anzenit {Arah.)^ Gujar (Bom.^ a corruption

of the Persian Guzhad).

History, Uses, &C.—This drug, though still largely

used in the East, is hardly known in Europe at the present

time. Dioscorides informs us that SarcocoUa is the tear of a

Persian tree, that it resembles powdered Frankincense, is of a

reddish colour and bitterish taste, has the property of closing

wounds and checking discharges from the eyes. It is an

ingredient iu plasters, and is -adulterated with gum.*

Pliny writes to the same effect, and adds that it is valued by
painters.t Ibu Siua says that it closes wounds without caus-

ing irritation and promot^es granulation ; used as a plaster it

niitiiTJites all kinJs of inHaramation.

* DiOi. ui„ 90. ntp\ aapKOK6\\as.

t Plin. 13, 20j24, 78.
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of phlegm and corrupt humours. Haji Zein el Attar says that

the Persian name is ^jy^ (gdzhad), and that the tree which

produces it grows in the Shabaukarah hills near Shiraz.

Another name for the gum is Jahudaneh. When it first

exudes it is white, but from exposure to the sun it becomes red.

Amongst moderu writers, Mir Muhammad Husaiu, the author

of the Makhzan-el-Adwiya, informs us that Anzerdt is at

Ispahan called Kunjud and Agardhak, at Shiraz Kunderu; in

Arabic it is known as Kohl-Parsi {Persian colljrium) and Kohl-

Kirmani (Kirman colly riun»). The Indians call it Lai. He de-

scribes it as the gum of a thorny plant called Shayakah^ which

is about 6 feet hi^h, has leaves like those of the Frankincense,

aud is a native of Persia and Turkistan ; he then gives a correct

description of the drug, and states that it is aperient, and a

resolvent of corrupt and phlegmatic humours, &c. ; it acts best

when combined' with such medicines as turpeth, myrobalaus,

sagapeuum, &c. Speaking of particular diseases in which it is,

employed, he mentions its use in congestive apoplexy combined

with castor-oil, and topically in purulent discharges from the

eyes J* roasted with onions it is dropped into the ear to cure

earache. It is also used internally as an antirheumatic and

anthelmintic. The Egypfciaa women eat it on account of its

fattening properties. Dose, I to 2 miskals ;
large doses are

said to prove fatal by obstructing the intestinal glands. With

regard to its use in plasters his remarks are to the same purport

as those of Ibn Sina. When used as a collyrium he directs it

to be prepared by being beaten up in ass's milk, and afterwards

dried in an oyen until slightly baked.

European writers on Materia Medica briefly notice Sarco-

colla. Guibourt remarks that if the statements of the Greeks

•3 » 1 • 4. -4. ^annni- bp thc prodocB ot a Fcncea,
and Arabians are correct, it cannot oe luk f

^ i X A IT
• „ Ha .states that Pelletier found it

a genus confined to Africa. He states lua
„^f.^^

to consist of Sarcocollin^^S^^^

' In the Tibb-i Akbari the following receipt is given -St-b ^ P-'^'

Anzerut .nd white lead of each 2 parts; sift very fine for an eje-po^der.
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3-30, woody matter, &c., 26 80. Sarcocolline is described ag

a substance sui generis, soluble in 40 parts of cold water, and
25 parts boiling. A hot saturated solution precipitates on
cooling, part of the sarcocolline, which separating as a syrupy
liquid, is no longer soluble in water. Alcohol dissolves it in

all proportions, the solution mixed with water becomes turbid,

but does not precipitate.

I

Description.—Sarcocolla consists of more or less agglo-

merated very friable grains j it is opaque or semi-transparent,

and varies in colour from deep red to yellowish white or grey ; it

has hardly any odour and a sharp bitter sweet taste ; it swells

when heated, and burns with an odour of burnt sugar. Gum
Sarcocolla is imported into Bombay from the Persian port of

Bushire in bags which contain about 2 cwts.; the total quan-

tity imported must be considerable, as from 12 to 20 bags may
often be seen in a single warehouse. The original packages
always contain portions of the plant, of which the following is

a description

;

Fkdit.—Peduncles short, slender; calyx oblong, bell-shaped

chaffy, I in. long, with a 5-dentate narrow, open mouth, with-

in it are the dry petals, and an oblong, silicious, rostrated podj

as large as a grain of rice in the husk, and having its external

surface thickly covered, with a felting of white, cotton-like

down, consisting oflong simple hairs matted together. Although
the pod is mature, the petals remain firmly attached, the upper

one is hooded and envelopes the rostrum of the pod. The pod
is two-valved ; attached to its dorsal suture on one side is a

single, greyi'^h-brown, vetch-like seed, having a diameter of 4

inch ;
when soaked in water it swells, bursts, and a mass of

Sarcocolla protrudes; some of the. pods are abortive and are

full of the gum.

STBM.—Woody, composed of numerous radiating, wedge-
shaped bundles, thorny

; thorns | to 1 inch long, and together
with the young branches more or less covered with cotton-like
down, and encrusted with Sarcocolla.
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No leaves were founds Lut native authors describe fbem as

similar to tliose of the Frankincense,

Several handfuls of tbe fruit may be picked from a bale of

gum, but most of it has lost its chaffy calyx from friction. Aa

leaves are never seen, it is probable that the SarcocoUa is col-

lected by beating the bushes after the leaves have fallen. The

exudation must be so abundant as to flow on the ground, a8

masses of sand, glued together by it, of large size, are found m
r

tLe packages,

Comme)xe.—The average value of Sarcocolla is Rs. 3 per

maund of 37| lbs. It is rather an important medicinal article

in India, as it is one of the principal ingredients of the Up

(plaster), which the Parsee bone-setters use in combination

with cotton to foi-m a support to fractures or sprains, and also

to weak joints. The usual composition of Lep is Sarcocolla

9 parts, Jadvar 1, Socotrine Aloes 16, Alum 8, Maida-lakri 4,

Singapore Dammer 4, Frankincense 7, Ambehalad 7, and

Gamboge 12 parts. These ingredients are 'reduced to a fine

powder and then rubbed into a paste with water by means of

a stone and muller.*

ASTRAGALUS HERATENSIS, Bunge.

¥\g.~Trans. Lin. 'Soc. 2nd. Ser. Botany. Vol m. Ft. /.,

Plate vi.

reruacuZar-Gabina {Pers.). The gum, Katira.

ASTRAGALUS, sp- «/• ^- ^troUli/ero, Royle.

Hab.—Persia.

Vernacular.-Kon {Pers.). The gum, Katira.

History, Uses, &C.^^Yestern Persia has long been
maLuiy, ^ >

^^llpil EaHm, similar to the
known to export to Indmagum^^calle^
" " '

'

c i.t « ri.*»*.V*i and Roniana, Scribe

Compare nith the malagmata of tbe Gretks

Cump. 258, et seq.
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Tragacanth of Western commerce. Tragacantli has been known

from a very early period, and Theophrastus and Dioscorides

were probably familiar with the plant from which it was

obtained, as the latter writer describes it very correctly. The

later Greek physicians were all acquainted with the drug, as

well as Maslh, Ibn Sina, and the other Arabian writers. Haji

Zein, A. D. 1368, describes its uses almost in the words of

Dioscorides ; he calls it Katira, the gum of the tree called Katad

;

this name the Arabs have converted into Kathira. According

to the Persian Burhan, the Arabic name for the tree is Miswak-

el-Abbas. The author of the '' Makhzan-el-Adwiya'' says that

the Persian name of the tree is t^j^ (Kon), a name which Dv.

Aitchison found to be current among the peasantry of the

Hari-rud valley for the second species placed at the head of this

article. Formerly the imports of Tragacanth into India were

insignificant, and only sufficient to meet the requirements of a

few Persian physicians practising in the country, with whom it

is a favourite pectoral^ and demulcent in urinary affections. Now,

however, it is making its appearance in the Bombay market in

large quantities, and of a superior quality to that formerly

imported, for the purpose of export to Europe. In modern

medicine Tragacanth is chiefly valued for its mechanical pro-

perty of suspending insoluble powders in mixtures and for

giving firmness to lozenges and pill masses.

Secretion.'—It has been shown by H- von Mohl and by

Wigand that Tragacanth is produced by metamorphosis of the

cell membrane, aud that it is not simply the dried juice of the

plant. The stem of a gum-bearing Astragalus^ cut transversely,

exhibits concentric annual layers which are extremely tough

and fibrous, easily tearing lengthwise into thin filnmei.ts.

These inclose a centra] colunm, radiating from which are nu-

merous medullary rays, both of very ^^iugular structure, for

instead of presenting a thin-walled parenchyme, they appear

to the naked eye as a hard translucent gum-like mass,

becoming gelatinous in water. Examined microscopically, this

^ gummy substance is seen to consist not of dried mucilage, but
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of tlie cells of tlie pitli aud medullary rays ia process of trans-

formation into Tragacanth, The transformed cells, if tbeir

transformation lias not adv^anced too far> exhibit the angular

form and close packing of parenchyme-ceHsj but tbeir walls

are much thickened, and evidently consist of numerous very

thin strata. A similar mode of gum formation from cellulose

maybe observed iu the bark of Kydia calycina {see ip. 228)^

and a less complete ti^ansformation of the same kind in the

exudation from the stem of Bombax maJabaricum {see p- 217).

Description.^—-Tragacanfcli consists of different layers,

either laid one lipon anotlier and spirally twisted, or confluent

iato tear-like masses, or extended into curved, narrow, or broad

bands, varying in width between ^ inch and 1 inch, and some-

times 4 or 5 inches long. These bands are rarely made up of

a siagle layer, but usually are marked with several parallel

.

ridges, indicating the various strata, which are united into

broader and thicker lamihas. This form of tragacanth is

known as flake tragacanth or leaf gum, and is the more valuable

the whiter and more translucerut it is. Smyrna tragacanth ia

mostly in rather broad and thick flakes, which are yellowish or

of a brownish tint, and often prominently ridged. Thin,

ribbon-like, and white flakes are produced in Kurdistan and

Persia, but are sometimes distinguished in commerce as Syrian

tragacanth. Another variety is vermiform tragacanth, also

f^aXled vermicelli. It consists of very narrow, variously coiled

and contorted string-like pieces, the different coils of which are

most frequently confluent. Common tragacanth, or sorts, m
Europe known as traganton, is the product obtained by spon-

taneous exudation, forming sub-globular, conical, or variously

shaped tear-like pieces, with the surface rounded and more or

less irregular, and usually of a brownish or brown colour, and

rather waxy in appearance; but it shows the stritification

described above, and, like the white and thin bauds, oucluse

starch.

1

Tragacanth is hard, tough, difficult to powder, inodomu^ an<

tasteless, insoluble in alcohol and ether, and forui. with 5U

61
u.
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parts of water a thick, jelly-like rancilage. When diffttsed in
a much larger quantity of water it forms a ropy liquid which
may be passed through a filter, leaving behind an insoluble
residue, which in contact with iodine acquires a blue colour from
the presence of starch. The mucilage acquires a yellow colour
on the addition of caustic soda, and the solution of tragacanth
yields clear mixtures with borax, ferric chloride, and sodium
Silicate^ 13 precipitated by alcohol, thickened by cold lead

acetate and subacetate^ and precipitated by these Balt3 on heat*

ing. {FliicJiiger.)

Chemical compos ilion^—Tragacanth has a specific gravity of

1*38, and contains two gums, one insoluble and the other

Boluble in water, about 14 per cent, of moisture and 3 per

e^nt., or less, of ash. A reaction for starch is obtained in

most samples, and a peculiar red-colouring matter has been
observed in some specimens from Persia. The insoluble gum
has been named Bassorin, C^^ H^^ O^o, an isomer of starch,

which forms a sugar when boiled with diluted acid, and mucio
acid when heated with nitric acid. The soluble gum affords

no precipitate or jelly with alkaline borates^ silicates or stannates

or ferric chloride, and its solution is rendered turbid by plumbic
acetate, and throws up a transparent jelly with alcohol, all of

which reactions point to the gum being diflferent to arabin.

Giraud considers the insoluble portion of tragacanth to be a
pectic compound, and the soluble portion to be a mixture of
different bodies, not a definite principle like arabin. Bassorin
13 an unsaturated compound, whereas arabin and the soluble
gums are usually associated with lime oi: potash The propor-
tion of sokble gum has been Variously estimated at from 5-6 to

per cent., but these results are attendant

and
immersion

In Northern India the seeds of Astragalus multicepS,
iraZZ., and A, tribuloides, DeliUe, are used on account of
their demulcent properties.
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LUPINUS ALDUS, Linn.

White Lupine {Eng.), Lupin blanc (Fr..).
m

Hab.—Egypt, Levant

Vernacular.—-TurmuSj B:ikila-i-misri {Arah., Pers., Ind^*).

History, Uses, &C,—This plant has been cultivated

aiace the days of the ancient Egyptians, and is still very ex-

tensively sown in Italy, Sicily, and other Mediterranean countries

for forage, for ploughing in to enrich the land, and for its round

flat seeds, white outside but yellow internally, which when,

boiled, so as to remove the bitter somewhat deleterious prin-

ciple, form an important article of food in some districts. Ifc

is the ffep/iot of the Greeks,*' and was much esteemed by the
4

aucients for its medicinal properties. Plinj (22, 74), following

the Greeks, informs us tliat dried lupines stripped of the husk

and pounded are applied in a linen cloth to black ulcers, in whicli

they make new flesh : boiled in vinegar they disperse scrofulous

sores and impostliumes of the parotid glands. A decoction

of them with rue and pepper is given in fever and to expel

intestinal worms. He also states that lupines stimulate the

appetite and dispel nausea, and that the meal kneaded with

vinegar removes pimples and prurigo and allays inflammations.

A decoction of them ia very good for affections of the spleen,

and with honey for retardations of the catamenia: a decoction of

the root acta as a diuretic. The Indian Mahometan physicians

follow the ancients, but they especially esteem lupines for their

supposed pectoral and strengthening properties. In European

medicine lupines are no longer used, but the ftour was formerly

quatrefi
Donuabella (Praciifianer,

xxi, 211, 1877) reported that, having, thrown into the rectum

about five ounces of a decoction of lupines he soou began to

feel general malaise, uneasiness of the head, obscaration of

vision, heaviness of the eyelids, vertigo, e.xcicement of mmd

Throphr. H. P. I, 6. 12; III, 3; VIII, 1. 2. 7. 10, and 0. P. lU, 4.

Dios. II, 101.
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and a sense of constriction of the larynx and pharynx. Several

months afterwards he repeated the experiment with the same

results, The poisonous principles of lupines, Ictrogen and

LiipinGtoxm^ are only developed under cei'tain ' conditions and

lose their poisonous properties when heated with water under

pressure-

Descript pal

5 to 7-foliate leaves, and obovate-oblono: leaflets 1 to 2 inches

in length, smooth abov^e and tomentose beneath ; the flowers

are iu terminal racemes on short pedicels, white and rather

large; the legume is- 3 to 4 inches long, flattish, aad contams

3 to 6 depressed globular seeds having a bitter taste.

Chemical composition,—^Baumert {Ann, Agron. April 2o,

1889), who has made a fresh examination of the seeds of the

white lupine, found the watery extract to be strongly acid, and

to contain malic, oxalic and citric acids. The seeds yielded to
r

- ether about 5 per cent, of a golden-yellow oil, free from bitter-

ness, and also a wax soluble in boiling alcohol first noticed by

Boyer ; these two fatty substances contain phosphorus. Lupines

contain no starch or inulin, but a peculiar substance related to

dextrine, strongly destrogyre, and yielding with dilute mineral

acids a reducing sugar. This body lately isolated by Steiger

is a white hygroscopic powder soluble in water, hardly soluble

bee

Grarded as

from lucerne. The seeds also contain another carbo-hydrate

discovered by Schulze and Steitjer which is insoluble in water,

aci

it has been named paragqlastine.

Tho albuminous portion of the seeds consists chiefly of con-

gliitin with a small proportion of legumin and vegetable

albumin. The foUowiug table from Kouig's Nahrunrjs-mittd

gives tUo avt'r-ge percentage composition of fourteen samples

of yellow Inpiue seeds :
—

Water
, 52-88

Nitrogenous matter ' 36*52
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Fat 4-92

Nitrogea free extractive 27*60

Cellulose 14-04

Ash 4-04

In dry substance.

Nitrogen ' 6"71

Carbo-hydrates 31-63
^

Three alkaloids have been separt^ted from the different kinds

of lupine seed, luzinine, C-'H*°N'^0^ which is crystallizable,

luzanine C'^H-^N'-^O, and lujmUdine, C^H'^N, a liquid.

According to Paulns and Hiller the total quautitj. of alkaloids

found in different kinds of seed ranges from 0-04 to 0-81 per

cent.; yeIIo\r lupines contain from O'do to 0-81 percent, of

luziniuG and Inpulidine.

Hajen found in blue lupines only luzanine. Lupine seeds

contain only traces of amides "or acid amides, none of which

have been isolated, but when the seeds are allowed to germi-

nate, a number of these bodies, viz., asparagln, pheuyl-amido-

propionic acid, amido-valerianic acid, leucine, tyrosin, zanthino/

hypozanthine; lecithine, peptone, avgiuiue (C^H'^N^O^), and

choline, make their appearance. Lupinin, C*^H3^0'^ ^tho

'

glucoside of lupines, was discovered by Schulze and Barbieri; ife

crystallizes in fine needles, and dissolves in alkaline solutions

communicating to them a jellow colour, with acids it breaks

up'into lupigeniu (C''H"^0'°; and glucose.

MM. Campini and Grimaldi {Chem. Uepert. ISSS, 76,) re-

port that they have isolated vanillin from the seeds oi Lupmus .

alhus, and proved its identity by the crystalline form and by its

chemical properties.

Vicia Faba, LUn.-TU field beaa (Eng.) live des

ebampMF..), Bakila (Per.., W.), ^ a native of

^^^^^.^f
no. uaiUrsally cultivated. For aa iut^reshng

"-""f
""'^

mythology of the bean aud >ts phallic proper >e,, see D'^j'"'-

Jtis. iMylh. des Planus il. 132-137.) PW "^™t'-» ""OT

use as a food aud as a mcdicmo (IS, 30 ; 22, bJ).
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The hakfms administer them as a nutritive tonic for render-
ing the body fruitful (^yJ^I vHi^^-'), and consider them to bo
deobstruent and expectorant ; the roots are said to be diuretic.

The author of the Makhzan^ speaking of Bakila, gives /cva/xos

and several other synonyms for them, and fully describes tho
various uses to which they are put.

-They must not be confounded with the Kva/ios aiyvrrrio^ or

Coptic bean, the seed of Nelumbium speciosum.

Beans are rich in proteids and phosphoric acid, but contain

only a small percentage of amylaceous and saccharine matter.

The following table showiag the perceutage composition of

Nah
maryof tho resi

of Vicia Faba :

Maximum. Minimum.. Mean,

Water 1970 10-80 14-76

Nitrogenous matter 29'86 17-41 24*27

Fat 2-66 M2 1'61

Nitrogen free extractive 53-40 44-39 49*01

Cellulose 11-30 ' 3-26 7*09

Ash 4-72 1-72 3-26

In dry suhstance.

Nitrogen 5*37 3'27 4*56

Carbo-hydrates 62-65 52-08 57-48

CICER ARIETINUM, Linn,

Fig.— Wight Ic, t, 20; Bot Mag,, (. 2274. Common
Chickpea {Eng.)j Chiche, Tete de belier {Fr.),

Hab.—Unknown.^ Cultivated in warm climates. The
seeds and acid exudation.

[Vernacular. ^far

Bat (Bcui/.), Kadalai (Tarn
), Kadali ((7an.).

The acid exudation, Chane-ka-sirka {Hmd.), Chana-amba
(MarA. Kadalai-kddi (TamA. r!han«_r,^_iri,.c+^ rn..^ \
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History, Uses, &C.—This pulse is the Cicer of the'

Romana.* Plautasf and Horace| speak of ' Cicer frictum,'

'parched gram,* whicli would appear to have been eaten by the

poorer classes jusfc as it is in India now. The Italians call it

' Oece/ The plant is cultivated in the south of Europe and also

inladia, the leaves and stems are covered with glandular hairs

contaiQing oxalic acid, which exudes from them in hot weather

and hangs in drops, ultimately forming crystals. In India the

seeds form one of the favourite pulses of the natives, being eaten

raw or cooked in a variety of ways; the flour is also much used

as a cosmetic and in cookery. Cicer is the ipe^tvBos of Dioscorides.

The acid liquid, which is obtained by collecting the dew from
the Chanaka plant, is mentioned in Sanskrit works under the

name of Chanakamla, and is described as a kind of vinegar

having acid and astringent properties, which is useful in dys-

pepsia, indigestion, and costiveness. Moidfn Sheriff gives the

following description of its collection:

—

'*'In a great many parts

of India, where (7. arietinnm is cultivated, a piece of thin and

clean cloth ia tied to the end of a stick, and the plants are

brushed with it early in the morning, so as to absorb the dew,

which is then wrung out into a vessel."
,

Dr. Hove (1787) says:—"On the road (to Dholka) we met

with numerous women who gathered the dew of the grain, called

hy the inhabitants chana, by spreading white calico cloths over

the plant, which was about 2 feet high, and then drained it out.

into small hand jars. They told me that in a short period it

becomes an acid, which they use instead of vinegar, and that it

makes a pleasant beverage in the hot season when mixed with

water." Dr. Hov^ states that the freshly collected fluid

tasted like soft water, but that some which he preserved

became after some days strongly acid.

According to Dr. Walker {Bomb. Med. Pkys. Trans., 1840,

p. 67), the fresh plant put into hot water is used by the Por-

tugnese in the Deccan in the treatment of dysmenorrhoea; the

patient sits over the steam. He remarks this is only another

- * CoL, 2, 10; Plin. 22, 72. f Plant Bac, 4. 5, 7. J A. P., 2-19.
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way of steaming with vinegar. Notices of the acid liquid, its

uses by tlie natives, and mode of collection, are given by Dr.

Cliristie (Madras Lit. Sci. Joum., Vol. IV"., p. 476); Dr. Heyno
(Tracts, p. 28) ; AinsHe (Mat Ind., Vol. II., p. 56).

Chemical composition,—The fluid collected from the plant

consists of water holding in solution oxalic, acetic, and perhaps

malic acid, and, according' to Dispaa, another acid peculiar

to the plant. {Watts' Diet, of Ghem. L, p. 962.) The husked

seeds have been examined by Church, who found them to con-

tain:—Water 11-5, Albuminoids 21*7, Starch 59-0, Od 4'2,

Fibre I'O, Ash 26, Phosphoric acid M per cent. {Food

Gravis of India,) In Lyon's Food Tables, the nitrogen per
X

ounce is given at H'OO grains. {Food Tables^ Bomhaij, 1877.)

The other pulses mentioned by Sanskrit medical writers are :

V

Mudga [Phaseoliis Mungo, Linn.), Mnng (Hind.y Ben

Mar.^ Gaz.), Fuchapayaru (!ra??i.),; Pessalu {Tel), Of this pulse

two varieties are distinguished by the Hindus, one green, the

other yellow. For medicinal purposes the first is preferred.
I

According to Church, the chemical composition of these pulses

with their husks is:

—

Gr^en: Water 10'8, Albuminoids 22'2,

Starch 54^1, Oil 27, Fibre 5-8, Ash 4'4 Yellow : Water 11-4,

Albuminoids 23-8, Starch 54-8, Oil 2'0, Fibre 4*2, Ash 3-8,

Phosphoric acid about 1 per cent.

Masna (Phaseolus, Mungo, Linn. var. radiatus ) Masli,

TJrid {Ri7id., Beng., Mar., Guz.), Miraumuli (Tarn.). Chemi-

cal composition.—Water lO'l, Albuminoids 22-7, Starch 55-8,

Oil 2-2, Fibre 4-8, Ash 4% Phosphoric acid I'l per cent.

{Church.)

Mudgaparni {Phaseolus trihhns, Ait.), Ungnni {Eind-
Bcnrj.), Muknya, Arkmut (Mar.) Nitrogen per oz. 19- 7o grains.

{Lyon.)

Makushtha (Phaseolus aconitifalius, Jacq.), Moth
[Umd., Bcng.), Math {Mar.) Chemical composition.—VTatcT
11-2, Albuminoids 23-B, Starch, 5G-G, Oil 0-6, Fibre 4-2, Ash
3-6, Phosphoric acid "8 per cent. {Church.)
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Kulatth {Dolichos hifl Lin

Bang., Mar.), Kolla (Tarn,), W
. position with hitsk—W

'ulthi (Hind.,

Chemical com^

Albuminoids 22'5, Starch

56-0, Oil 1-9, Fibre 5'4, Ash 3'2/ Phosphoric acid I'O percent

(Ohurch.)
i

Rajamaha. (Viana

Mar

Water

{Vigna Qatiangy EndL), Choulai [Rind.,

hng.), Boberlu {Tel), Chemical composition,

12-5, Albuminoids 24-1, Starch 56-8, Oil

1-3, Fibre 1-8, Ash 3-5, Phosphoric acid 1-0. [Church.)

With husJi—Water 12-7, Albuminoids 23-1, Starch 55-3, Oil

I'l, Fibre 4-2, Ash 3-6, Phosphoric acid 1-2, (Church.)

Masu {Ervum Lens, Linn.),' -Ma&ur {H Beng.,

Mar.)^ Misurpurpur (^Taw.), Misurpappu (Tel). Chemical

H Water

Oil

n

'8 per cent.

(Church.)

Sat
W

sativum,

4

Matar (Hindi Beng.),

Mar J. Nitrogen, per oz., 17-09 grains {Forbes

Wahon), about the average of all the pulses.
r

h

^ f
4

Adhaki (Cajanu.<^ indicus, Spreng.), Tur, Arhar (Hind.,

^ar.), Arar (Beng.). Chemical composition, with husk—W^.tev

13-3, Albuminoids 1 7- 1, Starch 55-7, Oil 2-6, Fibre 7-5, Ash

3-8; Phosphoric acid -9 per cent. (Church.) .

Simb
pri (Ma

1 ,
(Rind., Beng.), Wal-

Chemical composition,

with husk—Watev 14-S, Albuminoids

.

2-2, Fibre 5-8, Ash 3-7. (Church.)

Triputi (Lathyrus sativus, Linn)r

LsLUg (Guz., Mar). Chemical compositi

minoids 31-9, Starch 53-9, Oil '9, Ash 3-2. (Church.)

principle obtained from this pulse by Astier, was a volatile

Water
The toxic

produced

whose action is destroyed by heatt

some proteid ferment

62
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Bemarlcs.—Some of these pulses have several varieties pro-

duced by cultivation. Green mudga ia considered wholesome
and suited to sick persons; a soup of it is often the first article

of diet after recovery from acute illness; The following are

considered wholesome and suited for use by convalescents :

Masura Makuslitha. Masura is considered as"

highly nutritive and useful in bowel complaints ; a poultice o£

it made with, vinegar ig an effectual domestic remedy for

checking the secretion of milk^ and reducing swellings of the

mammary glands caused by their distension with milk. Masha
and Kulattha are considered to have the latter property. A .

Boup made with Kulattha is prescribed as an antilithic. Masha
is much used in medicine^ internally and externally, in paralysis,

rheumatism and nervous affections; but it is always combined,

with other drugs, such as asafoctida, Ricinus root, Mucuna
Sida, &c. [Butt.) Mash, Kalie and Masur are not allowed to be .

eaten by Hindu widows, as these varieties are supposed to be

too stimulating.

*

Lathyrus SativUS, as article of diet, has long be6a
'

known to be capable of producing toxic symptoms when used

foraprolongedperiodeitherby animalsorhumanbeings. In one •

district in Bengal, nearly four per cent, of the population were

sufferers from it in 1860. (Irving , Indian Ann. Metl1

SCl, Vll, E This condition, known as

lathyrismus, has been investigated by Dr. B. Suchard. The

chief effect produced on the human subject is upon the muscles

of the lower extremities, especially on those below the knee.

In horses also paralysis of the hinder extremities takes place,

and deatli has followed from bilateral paralysis of the laryngeal

recurrent nerves and consequent asphyxia. The laryngeal affec-

. tionhas not, however, been observed }n the human subject.

Cantarri of Naples has recorded a number of cases in which he

has carefully examined the muscles, and has found that the

adductors are less effected than the abductors, Tlie muscle of

theface,neck, and trunk were notaffectod. • Cutaneous sensibi-

lity is not always affected, even in the legs; reflex action is
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unaffected. The descendiDg galvanic current produces alight

contractions, but only when the current is closed. These con-

tractions are weaker on the right side than on the left, and.

weaker in the flexors than in the extensors; with the ascending

current no contractions are obtained, whether the current

is open or closed. Examined under the microscope the

affected muscles showed a diminution in the number of trans-

verse strise, and little globules of oil were observed. The

post-mortem examinations failed to show any lesion of the

spinal cord. .

m

TeramnuS labialis.

—

Sprejig., Wight, Ic t. 168. This

wild piilse is called in Sanskrit Maslia-parni, " having leaves like

Masha" {Phaseolus RozhurgUi) , Haya-puchchha ^'horse's

tail," and Svayambhu, "self-existing." It is described in the

Nigbantas as cooling, pungent, dry, strengthening, sweet,

astringent, digestive and febrifuge. In the vernaculars it bears

the following names :—Mashparni {Eind.), Mashani {Beng.),

Adavi-vuddulu {Tel), Kattu-alandu .
(^a/Ji.), Kada-uddhu

(Can.), R^u-udid (Afar.). Like Masha it is much used in

medicine both internally and externally in paralysis, rheumatism

and affections of the nervous system. {See Masha.)
*

GLYCYRRHIZA GLABRA, Limi.

Fig.—Bentl. and Trim:, t. 74. Liquorice {^«^.), Reglisse

{Ft.).

Hab.—Europe, Northern Asia. The root and extract.

Fernacu?ar.-Jethi-madh, Mulatthi, Mithi-lakri {^Ilind.),

Jethi-madh {Guz.), .Jeshti-madh {Mar.), Ati-maduram (ram.),

Yashti-madhukam {Tel), Yashti-madhuka {Can.), Jaishto-

raodhu.(Sengr.).

History, Uses. &C.—Liquorice grows wild in Arabia

Persia, Turkistan and Afghanistan, and has been introduced

into the Punjab and Sind. Kinneir observed it growing abun-

dantly near Basra, and Aitchison found it growmg abundantly
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all over the Badghis and throughout the Harirud andKhorasan

districts. In Persia glass-bottle-inakers use the wood for

melting their materials, as thej say it gives a greater heat

than any other kind of fael. The root, in Sanskrit called

Yashtimadhu and Madhuka, must have been known to "the

Hindus from a very early date, as it is mentioned by Sustuta.

Hindu works describe it as demulcent, cooling and useful in

cough, hoarseness, &c- It is also recommended as a flavouring

agent^ and enters into the compositionof many external cooling

applications,

Abu Hanifeh describes Sus as a well-known plant, the ex-

pressed juice of which is an ingredient in medicine. He says the
.

roots are sweet and the branches bitter. El Mutarrizi in the

Mughrib states that the leaves are put into the beverage called

nabid to make it strong. The modern Arabs call the root Irk-

es-sus, and make a strong infusion of it which they drink.

The dried juice is called Rab-es-sus; it is made by the Arabs,

Turkomans, and Persians at Yezd, In Persia the liquorice

Mehak

gives

cription of the plant, and directs the root to be decorticated

before it is used. He says that the Egyptian is the best, next

that of Irak, and then Syrian. The root is considered hot, dry

and suppurative, demulcent and lenitive, relieving thirst and

cough, and removing unhealthy humours, also diuretic and

emmenagogue, useful in asthma and irritable conditions of the

bronchial passages. Ibn Sina recommends the decoction in cold

colic; it is also dropped into the eyes to strengthen the sight.

A poultice made of the leaves is said to be a cure for scald head,

and stinking of the feet or arm pits. Muhammad bin Ahmad
and Yohanna bin Serapion recommend the seeds a3 being the

.

most active part of the plant,
r

For an account of the history and cultivation of liquorice in

Europe, the Fharmacographia may be consulted.

* Conf. Dios. TTcpi' y\vKv^^i{;ris HI, 5; md Plin. 22, 11; Celsaa 5, £3»

calU it Dulcia radix.
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, Liescription.—Liquorice root varies inucli in size, tlie

largest pieces being 2 inches or more in diameter, and about

4 or 5 inches long^ with the bark on ; the wood is of a bright
yellow colour, tough and fibrous. The taste is sweet at first,

afterwards- a little bitter. The root is heavy and sink^ m
water. - '

Microscopic stmcture.'-^Comme'ncwg from the exterior the

bark shows from 3 to ]6 rows of closely packed brown tabular

cells, then a cellular zone loaded with starch, next we meet
with the expanded ends of the medullary rays, which gradually

become narrower towards the woody part of the root, between
them are pyramidal bundles made up of a parenchyme con-
Bistmg of transverse cells and small bundles of liber cells with

thick walls. The wood is traversed by large medullarj rays

continuous with and having the same structure as those in the

bark. The woody columns are made up of large fenestrated

vessels and bundles of wood cells, between which portions of

parenchyme continuous with that of the medullary rays here

and there intrude.
^ r

n I

Chemical composition.—According to Fltickiger and Han-

bury (P/iarmaco^ra^^Ha/ p. 158), liquorice root contains in

addition to sugar and albuminous matter, a peculiar sweet sub-

stance named glycyrrbizin, which is precipitated from a strong

decoction upon addition of an acid or solution of cream of

tartar, or neutral, or basic acetate of lead. When washed with

dilute alcohol and dried, it is an amorphous yellow powder,

liaving a strono- bitter-sweet taste and an acid reaction.. It

forms with hot°water a solution which gelatinizes on cooling,,

does not reduce alkaline tartrate of copper, is not fermentable,

and does not rotate the plane of polarization. ' From the

analysis and experiments of Gorup-Besanez (1861), it appears

that the most probable formula of glycyrrhizin is C^^H'^O'.

By boiling glycyrrhizin with dilute hydrochloric acid, it is

resolved Jnto a resinous amorphous bitter substance named

glycyrretin, and an uncrystallizable sugar having the cha- •

racters of glucose. The formula of glycyrretin has notyet been

*
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settled. Alkalies easily dissolve glycyrrhizin witli a brown

colour and emission of a peculiar odour. In tlie root it perliaps
*

exists combined -witli ammonia, inasmuch as the aqueous

extract evolves that alkali when warmed with potash. The

Bugajr of liquorice root has not yet been isolated. Asparagin

and malic acid have been obtained from it. The outer, bark

contains a small quantity of tannin.

The sweet taste of the roots is probably owing to the glucoside

combined with ammonia. Haberraann found that glycyrrhizin-

ammonia was the acid ammonium salt of a nitrogenous body,

glycyrrhizic acid, and this acid he considers to be the active

•principle of liquorice. It forma a jelly-like mixture with

100 parts of water, and is insoluble in ether and slightly

soluble in alcohol. Glycyrrhizic acid breaks up on boiling with

dilute sulphuric acid into glycyrrhetin and parasaccharic acid.

{Ann. Chemund Pharm., 197, p. 105.)
-

1

Commerce.—The Indian market is supplied from Persia, the

Punjab and Sind. The kind known as Karachi liquorice is

the best, and fetches from Rs. 50 to 80 per kandy of 5 cw^ts.

Persian liquorice is smaller, and not so sweet-

ARACHIS HYPOG^A, Linn.
*

Fig.—Bentl. a7id Trim., t. 75. Ground-nut, Peanut,
L _

Monkey nut [^ng.), Pistache de terre [Fr.).

Hab,—Africa, cultivated in India^ The seeds and oil.
m

Vernacular.—Beldti-mung, Chiui-badam {Hind., Bcng^),

Bhuisingh {Mar.), Verk-kadalai, Nilak-kadalai {Tarn.), Vera-

shanaga-kaya (TeZ.), Nelagale-kayi, Nelakadali (Can,), Bhui-

chana {Guz.).

"History, Uses, &:C.—The ground-nut, "a native of

Africa, is not mentioned in Hindu or Mahometan \vork» on

Materia Medica, nor does it appear to be used in India by the

natives for any medicinal purpose. The seeds, however, are

eaten like nuts and are pressed for their oil. As far as we
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can gather^ the ground-nut does not appear to Have been cultivated

extensively in India for more than' about fifty years.. It was

probably introduced into Bengal from China, as it was first

known in that part of the country as Chiui-badam (Chinese

almond). In

rica

1 Western India it was most likely introduced

, or possibly by the Portuguese from Brazil, and

was no doubt used only as an article of diet for a considerable

time, just as. the seeds of a closely allied plant [Voandzeia stih-

terrdnea) imported Mozamb are at present eaten

er is much used for soap-making. In Bombay the oil is

in Goa and Bombay under the name of Mosambi-chana

(Mozambique gram). The value of the ground-nut as an oil

seed was first recognised in Europe about 18i0, since which date

its cultivation has been greatly extended. At the present time

the seeds and oil are largely exported to Europe, where the

latt

•expressed at the Government Medical Store Depot for plmr-

maceutical purposes to the extent of about 6,000 lbs. annually.

It is used as a substitute for olive oil. For making plasters

tlie mixed sweet oH'of the bazar may be used, but it requires

rather moiie oxide of lead than ground-nut oil, the latter in

the proportion .of 90 lbs. of oil to 41 lbs. of oxide makes

an excellent plaster of a very pale colour and perfect

consistence. Ninety pounds of bazar oil require 43 lbs.

of oxide.
• F

,
W

h

Description.—Cold drown ground-nut oil is of a pale

yellow colour, and has an agreeable nutty odour and bland

taste ; it is a non-drying oil, the yield from the nuts being about

38 to 45 per cent. The specific gravity of the fresh oil is -918

at 15° C. and of the old -920. At 3° C. it becomes turbid, at

If kept long ib7°3° to 4° it concretes, and hardens at

becomes rancid. [Brannt.)

Chemical composition.—In Arachis oil, the commoner gly.ce-

rides, palmatia and olein are partially replaced by the homo-

logous glycerides of hypoga^ic and -arachidic acids. (^^^'")

A glyceryl ether of Arachic acid also occurs m the tallow ot

Nejphelium lappaceiim. {Oudeman.)
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.Kreiling^ besides separating arachic acid, obtained another

acid which he identifies with lignocerinic acid, C'^*H'^^0'^,

discovered by Hell and Hermann, in 1880 in beechwood tar.

{Ber. xxi.5 880.) The seeds, according to Corenwinder,

contain in 100 parts 6"7.6 water, 51*75 oil, 21'80 nitrogenous

substances, 1 7' 66 starch with some nitrogenous matter, 2*03

phosphoric acid, potash, magnesia and chlorine, [Jour, de Phar^

et de Chim. 1875., XYIIL)

Commerce. West

wise.

ern and Southern India. The fluctuations in the quantity

exported and in the price of the seeds indicate that the crop is

an uncertain one and- liable to partial failure from the attacks

of insects or from an insufficient rainy season. .In the Bombay

market the price of the seeds ranges from E,s. 25 to E,s. 30 per

kandy (5 cwts.) according as the stipply is abundant or other-

There are two varieties^ a light-coloured seed which is

perferred .for eating but does not yield much oil, and a reddish

seed which yields much oil. ; During late years there has been a

rapid increase in the. quantity' of ground-nuts exported from

Bombay to Europe; in 1879-80, the exports were valued at two

lakhs of Rupees, in 1880-81 eight and one

1881-82 sixteen lakhs, of which latter quantity France alone

took 12J lakhs, of the remainder Belgium took 2 lakhs worth,

Germany Rs. 2,760, Holland Rs. -17,633, Italy Rs. 6,000, and

England Rs. 1,381. In 1885-86, India exporteci 33,000 tons

valued at 33 lakhs of rupees; in 1886-87, 47,000 tons valued at

42 lakhs; in 1387-88, 63,000 tons valued at 61 lakhs.

quarter lakhs, m

C-^SALPINIA BONDUCELLA, Fleming

Fig. GdrL Fruct. %%., L U8; Bentl. and Trim., ^.-85.

Nicker tree* Bonduc nut {Eng.)^ Yeux de bourrique (Fr.).
w

r

Hab.'—India. The Seeds.

Vemac

Klazhar-sl

Katkaranj, Katkaleja, Bagarghola ( 'Eind

{Tarn.), hakay
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Gajaga-kayi {Can.), JHagra-gula, Nata [Beng.)^ Kakachia^ Gajga

{Guz,), Gajrij Gajar-ghota {Mar.).

History, Uses, &C.—This plant, called in Sanskrit

Putikaranja, in Arabic Akitmakit, and bearing in Persia the

vulgar namd of Kh^a-i-Iblis (Devil's testicles), has long been

well known both to the Hindus and Mahometans as having

medicinal properties ; it appears to be found near the coast in

all hot countries, its extensive distribution being caused by

the transportation of its seeds from one country to another by

means of oceanic currents. Ibn Slna says that its medicinal

properties resemble those of the Peony. Clusius has a figure

of the pods under the name of Lobus ix.'vi>brjs. Eumphius, who

calls it Frutex glohulorum, says that the seeds are vermifuge,

and the leaves, roots and seeds emmenagogue, deobstruenfc

and febrifuge. In Persia and India the seeds are considered

to be hot and dry, useful for dispersing swellings, restraining

hsemorrhage, and keeping off infectious diseases. Half a^ seed

rubbed up with several cloves is said to relieve the pain of

colic, and with long pepper to be a valuable remedy for mala-

rious fevers. The seeds roasted and powdered are adminis-

tered for hydrocele internally, and at the same time applied

externally, spread upon castor-oil leaves. They are also given

internally in leprosy, and are thought to be anthelmintic.

The oil in which they have been boiled for a long time is

applied to wounds to promote cicatrization. The oil ex-

pressed from the seeds is used as a cosmetic; it is said to

soften the skin and remove pimples, &c. Necklaces of the seeds

strung upon red silk are worn by pregnant women as a charm

to prevent abortion, and are hung upon trees to prevent their

fruit falling off. Ainslie notices the use of the seeds in con-

junction with spice as a tonic by native practitioners, also their

nse as an external application to hydrocele. He besides draws

attention to the root and leaves as having similar properties

In the Concan the juice of the leaves
^-^'^y'}^'''fZiZs

-n . . , .!_ .-„ ^,Vo^ f.n oTiildren for intestinal worms.
idea fi and

63
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the seeds with gur (molasses) in hysteria. In 1868 the seeds

were made official in the Pharmacopceia of India as a tonic

and autiperiodic^ and in the compound powder {also official)

tlie native form of administration with black pepper has been

adopted. From the notes at the end of the Fharmacopceia it

will be seen that the general tenor of the reports from medical

officers in India is in favour of the antiperiodic and tonic

effects of the remedy. The seeds ai^e always kept in the drug-

gists' shops, and are much used by native practitioners in the

• various ways above described. In Gambia^ where they are

called '^Coorie seeds/'' the expressed oil is used for ear dis-

charges, and a decoction of the roasted seed for consumption or

asthma. The specific name of the plant is derived from the

word Bunduk^ an Arabic form of the Persian Finduk. The

Arabs also call the seeds Hajar-el-ukabj or ** eagle stones."

Descript h

an inch in diameter. They are of a dull grey colour, smooth,

very hard : the umbilicus is surrounded by a small, dark

brown, semilunar blotch opposite the mici^opyle; the shell is

very thick, and contains a white kernel, which consists of two

cotyledons and a thick radicle having a very bitter taste. The

bark and wood of the root are hardly at all bitter. A micro-

scopic examination shows the presence in the cotyledons of

mucilage, starchy oil, and albumen. The cells of the testa are

blackened by perchloride of iron, showing the presence of

tannin.

Chemical composition.—The authors of tlie Fliarmacograpliia

isolated a non-alkaloidal bitter principle from tbe kernels.

Keceutly (1886), Mil. Ed. Heckel and Fr. ScMagdenLauffea

found the cotyledons of the seeds to contain oil 25'130, bitter

principle (resin?) 1-925, su^ar 6'830, salts 3'79], albuoainoid

matter, soluble and insoluble, 20-490', starch 35'697, water

5-800, loss 0-327, per cent. The bitter principle of the

Bonduc-nut is a white, bitter powder, without acridity ; it is

entirely soluble in alcohol, acetone, chloroform and glacial

acetic acid ;
very little soluble in ether and bisulphide of
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carbon, almost insoluble in petroleum ether and water. It is

dissolved by essential aud fatty oils, whence the bitterness of

the oil extracted from the seeds by petroleum ether, a bitterness

which can be removed by treating the oil with alcohol. The

best method of preparing the bitter principle is to pour the

chloroform solution into petroleum ether, or to precipitate with

water a solution in glacial acetic acid. Alkalies have hardly

any effect upon the bitter principle, ammonia dissolves a trace

at the temperature of the water bath, caustic potash does not

saponify it. Submitted to the action of heat it swells up and

melts at 145° C, and then slowly decomposes ; with hydro-

chloric acid it at first strikes a dark colour, then slowly dissolves,

forming a rose-coloured solution. With nitric acid it is dark-

ened, and finally separates into a number of red resinous drops;

with sulphuric acid it forms a dark brown solution, which after

half an hour becomes deep red; the red colour is much more

marked when a trace of ferric chloride is added to the acid. The

pure bitter principle yielded Messrs. Heckel and Schlagden-

hauflFen C 62-60, H 7-75, 29*65 per cent., from which the

formula C'^H'^O^ is deduced. Clinical experiments made

with this bitter principle by Dr. Isnard, Chief Medical Officer

of the Customs Department, Marseilles, led him to the con-

clusion that in doses of from 10 to 20 centigrams it is as

efficient a remedy in ordinary intermittents as quinine salts.

[Journ. de Phar. et ie Ohim., Aug. 1st, 188G.) According to

Brannt, the oil from the seeds is used as an embrocation in

rheumatism.

Commerce.—The seeds are collected on the coast and sold

to the druggists. Value, Rs. 12 per cwt.

*

Caesalpinia digyna, Eottl, a shrub of the E Hima-

layas, E. and W. Peninsulas and Ceylon, is used m native

practice. The root {Vihen-mul) is astringent. It is given

internally in 6 massa doses mixed with milk, ghi, -m-a and

sugar, in phthisis and scrofulous affections; when
--^^"mt

it°s LppL externally as well ; a kind of tuberous swelling

which is found on the root is preferred.
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C^SALPINIA SAPPAN, Linn.

Fig,—Boxl. Cor. PL i. 17, t. 16. The wood, Sappan
wood (Bng.), Sappan {Fr.).

Hab.—E. and W. Peninsulas, Pegu.

Vernacular.—Patang {Hind,^ Jfar,), Vattangi, Vattekku^ Yar-

tangi {Tam.)y Bokom {Beng.)^ Okanu-katta^ Patanga-katta,

Bukkapu-ckekka {!r^Z.), Patanga-cliekke {Can.)j Patang {Guz.).

History, Uses, &C.—Sappanwood, in Sanskrit Pattanga

and in Arabic and Persian Bakam^ is by some Sanskrit authors

included among the different kinds of Sandalwood in the same

manner as the wood oi Pterocarjpiis Santalinus. (Vide P.

Sanialinus.) It is cultivated in the Madras Presidency. When
a daughter is born in a Thean family, the father plants a cer-

tain number of Sappan trees which form her dowry when

married. Sappan wood is not generally used as a medicine

either by Hindus or Mahometans, although it is described in

their books as being of use to heal wounds and stop haemor-

rhage from the lungs. Ainslie, however, says that the Vytians

consider a decoction of the wood as a powerful emmenagogue,

and remarks that the Cochin-Chinese hold the same opinion.

In the Bengal Dispensatory, and more recently in the Pharma^

copceia of Indian it is recommended as a substitute for Logwood.

At the Bombay Government Medical Depot it has been used

instead of Logwood for some years. Patang is used as a dye,

and a very large quantity is consumed in the preparation of

Gulalj the red powder which the Hindus cover themselves with

at the time of the Holi festival. This powder is made by

exhausting the wood with water, the liquid extract is then

poured upon Tavakir (arrowroot of Curcuma angustifolia)

and well mixed by treading it with the feet, alum is then

added, and the mixture dined and powdered. Some makers

also add a little carbonate of soda. Cheap aniline reds are

however often now used instead.

D heavy
grained, whitish when freshly cut, but becoming
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exposure to the air. It has no particular taste or smell, but

ia astringent^ and communicates a fine red colour to water and
alcohol.

Chemical composition.—The colouring matter of Sappanwood
appears from Bolley's investigations to be identical with

Chevreul's brazillin obtained from brazilwood. Pure sappan

red or brazillin, C^^H**0^, crystallizes from absolute alcohol

in colourless rhombohedrons, or in short monoclinic prisms

containing &7'll percent, of carbon^ 5'43 hydrogen^ and 27'46

oxygen; from hydrated alcohol or from aldehyde, in mono-
clinic needles, containing 2 C^H^^ 0^3H^ 0, turning brown
at 90° and giving off 6'61 per cent, of water; and no more at

120°, BrazilHn resembles hematoxylin, and like it is soluble

in ether, alcohol, and water. Alkalies produce a carmine-red

colorafcion, which disappears when the liquid is warmed with

zinc dust, but returns on exposure to the air. On boiling with

peroxide of lead and water a strong fluorescence is developed.

By oxidation brazilein is produced.

Commerce.—Two qualities are found in tlie market

—

viz.,

Singapuri and Dhunsari, of about the same value, Ks. 42 per

kandy of 7 cwts. A third quality from Ceylon is only valued

at.Rs, 30 per kandy.

Tlie imports into Bombay in 1881-82 were 1887 cwts.,

valued at Es. 11,816.

GOA POWDER.
Mr. D. S. Kemp {Pharm. Jotirn. (2), V., 345,) ^va8 the first

to draw attention to this substance in 1864 as a secret remedy

used by the native Christians of Portuguese India for a

disease of the skin called Gajkaran in Marathi. It was then

nally
to 30

for a tin containing 1 lb., and was known as Ringworm Pow-

der, Goa Powder, or Brazil Powder. The exact date of its first

introduction into India is not known, but liko many other

Droducffl of the New World, it was probably introduced by the
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Jesuits towards the latter part of the 18th century* Kemp
made an examination of it^ and came to the conclusion that it

*

contained principles similar to those described by Pelouze and

Fremy as existing in Orchella weed. Attfield in 1875 {Pharm,

Journ. (3)j V., 721^) made a more complete examiuationj and

obtained a substance (chrysarobiu), which he supposed to

be chiefly chrysophanic acid, lu the same year Dr. J. F.

Da Silva Lima of Brazil [Med. Times and Gazette^ Mar. 6th,)

suggested that the substance known' as Goa Powder in India

was probably identical with the Araroba or Arariba (tawny-

coloured powder) of the natives of Brazil^ called by the Por-

tuguese Po^de Bahia, or Bahia powder, from its being obtained

from that province. Dr. Da Silva Lima also stated that it

was the prodace of a leguminous tree^ and had long been in
^

use in the Brazils as a remedy for Herpes circinatus^ chloasma

and intertrigo. Shortly before this^ Dr. Fayrer of Calcutta

{Med. Times and Gazette, Oct. 24th, 1874,) had drawn the atten-

tion of the Medical profession to the value of Goa Powder made

into a paste with vinegar or limejuice as a remedy for the

ekin diseases already mentioned, and his article appears to have

attracted Dr. Da Silva Lima's attention to the subject. Mr.

E. M. Holmes [Pharm. Jour, (3), V., 801,) stated that

the wood found in Goa Powder was very similar to that of

Ccesalpinia echinata, Lam., but J. L. Macmillan pointed out

that this wood yields its colouring matter to water, while

Araroba does not. In 1878, G. Liebermann and P. Seidler

{Pharm. Journ. (3), IX. , 896,) showed chrysarobin to be

mainly a hitherto unknown compound, C^°fl-^0^, for which

they retained the name proposed by Attfield.

The botanical source of Araroba was determined in 1879

{Pharm. Joitnv. (3), X., 42,) to be Andira Araroba, Aguiar,

a large tree common in the damp forests qf Bahia, where it is

known as Angelim amarrjoso. The Araroba is contained in the

large porous vessels and in clefts or cavities which traverse tho

wood iu direction of tho diameter, and are prolonged through

the entire trunk; it is obtained by cutting down the tree,

splitting the trunk, and scraping the powder from the clefts.
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and is seen in commerce as a rougli powder^ or in small irregular

pieces^ origiually of a light yellow colour, but usually dark-

ened by exposure to light and moisture to a dull-ochrey, pale-

brown, or even umber-brown or dark-purple colour. It has a

bitter taste. (C/. Pharm. Journ. [3), X., 814.)

Respecting the medicinal uses of Goa Powder, Sir J. Fayrer

remarks:—"Europeans when in India, and occasionally after

their return to Europe, are liable to certain troublesome erup-

tions on the skin of tlie truuk and extremities, which

becoming chronic, are not only the source of considerable

annoyance, but often somewhat tedious in yielding to treat-

ment.

" One variety of the eruptions I refer to—commonly described

as ringworm—assumes the form of reddish slightly raised

spots, which rapidly spread as rings, encircling patches of

sound skin, varying in size from a split-pea to that of a

shilling, or even lai^er, with a slightly furfuraceons desqua-

mation, and giving rise to much irritation and itching. They

sometimes remain°few and far between, but are apt to spread

over all parts of the body or limbs.

'' This eruption is due either to herpes or tinea circinatus,

but probably, in many cases, to a combination of both of these;

the initiatory patch of furfuraceons herpes becoming a con-

genial nidus for the subsequent development of the trichophy-
_i

ton of the tinea.

" Such, I would suggest, is the pathology of the eruption

generally seen and spoken of as ringworm mludm, though it

is probable tbat other forms of eruptions, such as hchen cir-

cumscriptus, erythema, and psoriasis guttata, are at times

included under the same designation. Another form of erup-

tion to which I would allude is probably rather to be referred

to chloasma. It affects the groins, the inner sides of the

thighs, and those delicate surfaces of the integument that are

prone to be the seat of moisture as well as other parts ot the

integnment. It generally makes its aPP^^^^^^^^'/^Tt
is also

troublesome, daring the hot aud damp —-

"

seasons
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occasionallj associated with tinea, which appears on it3 mar-
gin, or separately on other parts of the body.

"The remedy that I have found to be most certainly and
rapidly effective is the solution in common vinegar or lemon-
juice of Goa Powder. This rarely fails to effect complete removal
of the disease after two or three applications repeated daily.

^'The mode of application is to dissolve a few grains of the

powder in common vinegar or lemon-juice to about the consis-

tence of cream^ and then paint the solution over the eruption

and for a little distance beyond its margin on to the sound
skin. It causes no pain at first, but in the course of a few
hours there is a sensation of a dnll heavy nature, as though the

skin had been bruised, the eruption becoming white, whilst

the surrounding skin is stained of a dark colour. The sense of

uneasiness, however, soon passes away, and the integument
resumes its natural characters ; all traces of the disease disap-

pear at the same time. Should any vestige of the eruption

remain, or any indications of its return appear, a fresh appli-

cation sbould be made. In a few days the dark discoloration

of the skin begins to fade, gradually merging into the normal

tint. At the same time a change takes place in the eruption,

which gradually regains the natural colour of the skin ; and by

the time that the discoloration caused by the powder has dis-

appeared, that of the eruption has also passed away, and tho

patient is well. Of course, it cannot be expected that these

favourable results will always follow immediately. In chronic

cases there is more obstinacy, and several repetitions of tho

application may be needed; but in recent examples the result

will be generally favourable.

Ohemical composition.—Chrysarobin is present in Goa pow-

der to the extent of about 70 per cent., and when pure is a

pale-yellow powder, consisting ofsmall wart-like crystals made
up of leaflets and acquiring on exposure a darker tint. By
repeated crystallization from glacial acetic acid it is obtaiued

pure in the form of small yellow scales, which are fusible and
partly sublimable, nearly insolublo in water and ammonia.
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sparingly soluble In alcohol, more freely soluble in amylic

alcohol, ether, collorliorij chloroform, and various hydrocarbons.

It is inodorous, and, on account of its insolubility in water,

tasteless. Chrysarobin dissolves in concentrated sulphuric

acid with a yellow colour, is nearly insoluble in very diluted

potassa solution, and yields with melted potassa a brown mass.

Chrysophanic acid, on the other hand, dissolves in concentrated

sulphuric acid and in very dilute potassa solution with a red

colour, and on evaporafcion to dryness of a solution in alkali a

violet or blue colour is produced. The solution of chrysarobin

m strong potassa solution has a yellow colour and a strong

green fluorescence, and on being agitated with air rapidly

acquires a red colour, through the formation of chrysophanic

acid; C^oh26Q7 (chrysarobin) + 20^ yields ^O'^R'^'O'^

(chrysophanic acid) + SH'^O-

Tests.—If boiled with 2000 parts of water, chrysarobin

should not be completely dissolved; the filtrate should be pale

reddish-brown, tasteless, neutral to test-paper, and should not

be coloured by ferric chloride. Chrysarobin should be almost

wholly soluble in 150 parts of hot alcohol. If a minute frag-

ment of chrysarobin be added to a drop of fuming nitric,

acid, the red solution extended to a thin layer, and a little

ammonia added a violet colour should be produced.—P. G.

{Stale and Maisch.) According to Allen, the Chrysophanic

acid of commerce is an indefinite mixture of the acid and

chrysarobin. Ifc is stated to be liable to adulteration with

picric acid and other yellow colouring matters.

Commerce.-Araroba is now very largely imported into India,

and is sold under the names of Chrysarobine, Ararobme, and

Goa Powder. Messrs. Kemp & Co. inform us that they

import about a ton annually.

CiESALPINIA PULCHERRIMA, SwarU,

Fig.— Bot. Mag. i- 995 ; Rheede, Rort. Mai vL, 1. 1. Small

Gold

C4
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Hab.—Uncertain. Cultivated in India. Syn.—Poinciana

pulcherrima*

Vernacular.—Gul-i-tnrah^ Krishna-chura (Hind., . Beng.),

Shankeshvar {Mar.)^ Mail-Kannai^ Komri (Tarn.), Kenjige

(Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—This elegant shrub, named after

M. de Poinci, once Governor of the Antilles^ has become quite

naturalized in India, and is one of the commonest of garden

shrubs. According to AinsKe it was introduced into the Botani-

cal Gardensin Calcutta in 1792. He gives the following descrip-

tion of it:
— '^ The species in question is a most beautiful tree,

which commonly rises to about 12 to 14 feet high, with leaves

doubly pinnate^ and leaflets oblong-oval, emarginate ; they and

the calicos smooth j corymbs simple
;
petals fringed; stamens

very long. It would appear to be a native of both the Indies ;
it

is the Hoa-phung of the Cochin-Chinese; on the Malabar Coast

it is called Tsietti-mandaru ; in Ceylon^ its common name is

Monora-mal ; and from its extreme beauty, Burmann gave it

the appellation of ' Crista pavonis flore elegantissimo variegato.

The French in the West Indies call it ' Fleur de paradis.'

The flowers come out in loose spikes at the extremity of the

branches, the petals which have an agreeable odour, are beau-

tifully variegated with a deep red or orange colour, yellow,

and some spots of green/' AH parts of the plant are said to

be emmenagogue and purgative, but there appears to be no

record of any exact observations upon this point.

Description.^The bark is ash-coloured, smooth, thickly

studded with small elliptic corky warts, the whole of the suber

readily separates like birch bark, disclosing a streaky, mottled,

green and pink surface, which is marked by numerous small

scars corresponding to the warts above mentioned; the sub-

stance and internal surface of the bark is of a pinkish tinge.

Taste rather nauseous, very astringent, microscopic structure

not in any way peculiar, parenchyme loaded with starch, many
cells contain red colourinfi' matter
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POINCIANA ELATA, Linn.

Fig.^Bedd. FLSyl.178,

Hab.—Western Pennisula. Cultivated elsewhere.

Vernacular.—Sandesra {Ouz.)^ Yada-narayanan (Tarn,).

Description,—An erect tree, 20—30 feet high. Leaves

i—I ft. long
; pinnae 10—16 ; leaflets 30—40, membranous,

caducous, close, sessile, obtuse, ligulate. Flowers in corymbose

racemes
;
pedicels obovoid ; buds finely grey-downy ;

calyx

very coriaceous, f—1 inch long, petals scarcely exserted, an

inch broad, shortly clawed. Filaments bright red,

the length of the calyx, downy near the base
;
pod 6—8 inches

long by above an inch broad, 4—8 seeded. {Flora Br. Ind.)

Much cultivated in Guzerat. The natives consider the leaves

to be of a very hot nature and good for rheumatism and

flatulence ; they are much used by women after confinement,

the dose being 3 tolas of the juice with 3 tolas of ghi every

morning, and strict diet for 15 days. There is a superstition

that the touch of the root removes the pain of a scorpion

sting. The gum is dark-coloured and mucilaginous, but un-

important.

3—4

SARACA INDICA, Linn.

. 'Pig.—B6dd.Fl.8yl.,t. 57 J
Burm. FL Ind., 85 t. 26,

/.2; Wight Ic.,t. 206; Bot Mag., 3018. The Asoka tree.

{Eng.), Jondsia Asjogam (Fr.).

Hab.—Himalaya to Ceylon. The bark.

Vernacular.-KnoV [ITind., Beng.), Ashoka {Mar.), Asupala

{Quz.), Ashogam (Tarn.), Asoka {Qan).

History, Uses, &C.—This tree is covered with cymes

of rich orange-coloured flowers in March and Apnl which gra-

dually turn red. In the fourth act of the
^^^f^^f*'^e,!*

\^

likened to a blood-stained warrior. Asoka is famed m Hindu
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mythology from tlie circumstance of Sita, tlie wife of Eam-
cliandra, having been protectedfrom the caresses of the monster
Ravana by a grove of the trees. It is the anthropogonic tree

of the Yaisya caste, and a branch from it is brought to the house
during their marriage ceremonies. In the Bhavaprakasha it ia

called Gauda-pushpa, or odoroiis flower; another name is

Anganaprija, " dear to women." The tree is the emblem of love,

and was burnt by^the penitent Siva along with Kamadeva_, the

god of love, who wished to seduce him {Eiandrasamhhava, iii.

26) ; it is said to blossom when touched by the foot of a beauti-

ful woman.
(
Kdlidasa.) The name Ashoka signifies " free from

pain ;" in the Bhavaprakasha vermifuge properties are attributed

to it, and in the Kajanighantu it is called Krimikaraka. At
the Ashofc-ashtami, or eighth day of the light fortnight of the

month Chait (April-May), a festival in honour of Vishnu is

observed in most parts of India, when part of the ceremonial

consists in drinking water with the buds of the Asoka in it.

The bark is much used by Hindu physicians in uterine afiec-

tions, and especially in menorrhagia. Chakradatta directs a

decoction of the bark in milk to be made by boiling eight tolas

of it with eight tolas of milk and thirty-two tolas of water till

the latter has evaporated. This quantity is given in two or

three doses during the course of the day in menorrhagia. ( Butt,

Bind. Mat. Med., _p. 143.) Its properties appear to be purely

asfcrinerent.o

-Uescription.—The bark is externally greyish-brown and
scabrous

; its substance white when freshly cut from the tree,

but turning rapidly red after exposure to the air. The taste
is mildly astringent and acidulous.

Chemical composition.—A. decoction gave a greenish preci-
pitate with ferric chloride, and a brownish sediment with
solution of iodine in potassium iodide. It contained 10-3 per
cent, of aqueous extract with 5-7 per cent, of tannin, and 13
per cent, of alcoholic extract with m per cent, of soluble and
insoluble tannms. The ether extract was very pale brown and
semx-crystallme. It wa« soluble in water, giving an emerald
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green colour witb ferric salts, red with soda solution, and

dissolved in warm sulphuric acid with a purple colour changing

to black—tests which point to the presence of catechin. The
bark leaves 10*8 per cent, of mineral residue when burnt.

HARDWICKIA PINNATA, BoxK

^ Fig.-^5e^d. Fl. 8ylv., t 255,

Hab.—Ghauts of Canara, Travancore^ and the Carnatic.

Vernacular.—Kolava {Tinnevelhj) , Madeyan, Sampirani

{Tarn.), Yeune {Can.), Shurali, KoUa {MaL).

Description, Uses, &C.—The following account of it

has been extracted from the Pharmacographia :—" The tree,

whicli is of a large size, belongs to the order Leguminos<^, and

is nearly related to Copaifera. According to Beddome, it is

very common in the dense, moist forests of the South Tra-

vancore Ghats, and has also been found in South Canara.

The natives extract the oleo-resin in exactly the same method

as that followed by the aborigines of Brazil in the case of

copaiba ; that is to say, they make a deep notch reaching, to

the heart of the trunk, from which, after a time, it flows out.

-''This oleo-resin, which has the smell and taste of copaiba,

but' a much darker colour, was first examined by one of us in

1865, having been sent from the Indian Museum as a sample

of wood oil: it was subsequently forwarded to us m more

ample quantity by Dr. Bldie of Madras. It is a thick, viscid

fluid, which, owing to its intense tint, looks black when seen

in bulk by reflected light ;
yet it is perfectly transparent

Viewed in a thin layer by transmitted light, it is light

yellowish-green, in a thick layer vinous-red, hence ^^
'^^'^^^^o^J^^'

It is not fluorescent, nor is it gelatinized or rendered turbid by

being heated to 130° C, thus differing from wood oil. It may

be further distinguished from wood oil as well as from copaiba

if tested in the following simple manner :-Put into a tube li)

drops of bisulphide of carbon and one drop of the oleo-resin.
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and shake them together. Then add one drop of a mixture of

equal parts of strong sulphuric and nitric {1'42) acids. After a

little agitation the appearance of the respective mixtures will

be as follows :

/

" Copaiba—Colour faint reddish-brown with a deposit of

resin on the sides of the tube,

" Wood Oil.—Colour intense purpHsli-red, becomiBg violet

after some minutes-

^^ Oleo-resin of Hardwickia.—No perceptible alteration; the

mixture pale greenish-yellow.

/'By this test the presence in copaiba of one-eighth of its

volume of wood oil may be easily shown.

'^The balsam of Hardwickia has been used in India for gonor-

rhoea^ and with as much success as copaiba.'* {Op. cit.)

Chemical composition.—Broughton, who has investigated it

chemically, obtained by prolonged distillation with water

an essential oil to the extent of 25 per cent, from an old speci-

men, and of more than 40 per cent, from one recently collected.

The oil was found to have the same composition as that

of copaiba, to boil at 225*^ C, and to rotate the plane of polari-

zation to the left. The resin is probably of two kinds, of which

one at least possesses acid properties. Broughton made many

attempts, but without successj to obtain from the resin crystals

of copaivic acid.

Trachylobium Hornemannianum, Eoyne.

Hab.—Africa. Vernacular.—Sandards.

Gum Copal is administered internally in native practise as

an astringent, anthelmintic, diuretic and emmenagogue ; with

honey it is applied to remove opacities of the cornea, with olive

oil it is dropped into the ear in earache, made into an ointment

it is applied to wounds to promote granulation ; the fumes are

inhaled in catarrh; made into an ointment with pitch it is

applied to ringworm. In Ajmore fine shavings of the gum made
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Kh
{Irvine^ Med.- Top,^ p, 132,) Tbe gum is too well known as an

article of commerce to require description.

CASSIA FISTULA, Lmn.
+

Fig.—Wight Ic, t 269; Bentl and Trim., t. 87. Purg-

ing cassia^ Indian Laburnum {Eng.)^ Casse Caneficier {Fr.).

Hab.—India, wild or planted. The fruit.
n

Vernacular.—Amaltds, Kirvali {Hind.), Bhava {Mar.), Gur-

mala {Guz.), Kakke-kaji {Can.), Ahalla {Cing.), Konraik-kai,

Sharak-konraik-kai, Mambala-koDnai (?«?».), Sondhali {Beng.),

Rela-kayalu {Tel.), Konnan {Mai.).

History, Uses, &C.—The Sanskrit uames for tke tree

are Aragbadha, Suvarnaka (golden), and Eajataru, or Nri-

padruma (royal tree), on account of the beauty of the long

racemes ofyellow flowers, which resemble tLose of the Laburnum,

but are much larger. It is sacred to Ganesbwar, the St. Janu-

arius of India ; in Mysore stakes cut from the tree are fixed in

the ground and worshipped. In Hindu medicine the pulp

is used as a cathartic, and the root is also sometimes given as

a laxative. A compound decoction (Aragbadhadi) is directed

to be used by Chakradatta ; it contains Cassia pulp, PicrorrMza

Kurroa, Chebulic myrobalans, long pepper root and Cyperus

rotundu^, {DuWs Hindu Mat. Med., p. 155.) In Mahometan

works the drug is called Khiyar-shambar, an Arabic corrup-

tion of the Persian Khiyar-chambar, and. the pulp Asal-i-

Khiyar-chambar (honey of Khiyar-chambar). Chambar means

a necklace in Persian, and is probably an allusion to the

structure of the pod. Persian dictionaries give Katha-el-Hind

(Indian cucumber) as the Arabic Bame. Through the

Arabians the drug became known to the later Greek physicians.

Nicolaus Myrepsicus calls it yXv.o.aXa^o.. Joannes
^^f

"^""S^

Who practised at Constantinople towards the close of the 13th

century, describes it minutely. * In the Makhzan-el-adwiga

• Meth, Med. v,2.
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the pods are directed to be slightly warmed, and the pulp
+

extracted and rubbed up with a little almond oil for use. It

is described as lenitive, useful for relieving thoracic obstruc-

tions, and heat of blood, a safe aperient for children, and

women even when pregnant, but slow in its action. With

tamarinds it is said to be a good purge for adust bile; with

turbith or polypodium for cold humours and melancholy; with

linseed or almond oil and combined with other suitable reme-

dies, such as Dulcamara; it is recommended for the removal of

obstructions of the abdominal viscera. Externally it is said

to be a good application in gout, rheumatism, &c. The flowers

and leaves are said to have lenitive properties, and a conserve

of the former is. mentioned. Prom 5 to 7 of the powdered

seeds are prescribed as an emetic, and the shell of the pod

rubbed do^vn with safifron, sugar, and rose water, in difficult

parturition. Ainslie notices the use of the pulp and flowers by
4

the natives of India. Dr. Irvine (Topogr. of Ajmeer) states

that he found the root act as a strong purgative. It is also

reported to be in use as a purgative in Guzerat. In the Concan

the juice of the young leaves is used to cure ringworm, and to

allay the irritation caused by the application of the marking-

nut juice. Rumphius remarks that the Portuguese make a

confection of the young pods and also of the flowers. A
peculiar gum swelling up in water like tragacanth issues from

the tree when bruised. C brasiliana and C. moschata, the

Canafistola de purgar of Panama, Petite Casse d'Amerique of

the French (c/. Hanhvry Science Papers, p. 318), have been

introduced into India, and have properties similar to those of

C. Fistula*

Description.—The ovary of the flower is one-celled,

withnumerousovules, which, as they advance towards maturity,

become separated by the growth of intervening septa. The

ripe legume is cylindrical, dark chocolate brown, H to 2 feet

long, by I to 1 inch in diameter, with a short strong woody
stalk, and a blunt end suddenly contracted into a point. The

fibro-vascular column of the stalk is divided into two broad
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parallel seams, the dorsal and ventral sutures runniug down the

whole length oE the pod. The sutures are smooth, or slightly

striated longitudinally ; one of them is formed of two ligneoua

bundles coalescing by a narrow line,- each of the 25 to 100

seeds which a legume coutains, is lodged in a cell formed hy

very thin woody dissepiments. The oval flattish seed, from

3.10th to 4-1 0th of an inch long^of a reddish-brown colour,

contains a large embryo whose yellowish veined cotyledons cross

diagonally^ as seen on transverse section, the horny white albu-

men. One side is marked by a dark line (the raphe). • A very

slender funicle attaches the seed to the ventral suture. In

addition to the seeds the cells contain a soft black pulp which

has a mawkish sweet tast&. {JPharmacograpliia.)'

CKevucal composition.—According to Braconnofc> 20 parts of

the pulp consist of sugar 12*00, gum 1-35, astringent matter,

gluten, colouring matter aud water make up the remaining por-

tion, the water amounting to about 3'80.
*

C. Fistula roots.—The bark was carefully separated from

the root-wood, the two dried separately and reduced to fin©

powder. The root-bark was astringent in taste, while the root-
'

flavour. The analysis

the following

Water

Ash

^oot-barl. Eoot-wood.

.. 10-01 8-21

8-92 2-29

Petroleum ether extract,.. 32

Ether extract ••• 2-17 '

^
Absolute alcohol extract... 17-62 4

Manganese was absent in the ash both from the ^oot-bark and

root-wood ; the former contained iron m very marked amount.

No alkaloidal principle could be detected ,
--°.^ --3-

sent • astringent matter in very marked quantity m the root-
sent , astrmgeni, lu

xi^l^^nrl The astringent matter
bark, and to a small amount m the wood, inea

^ .,

was ;f the colour of kino, and afforded an mky coloraaon wxth

ferric chloride ; no gallic acid could be detected.

66
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A principle soluble in petroleum ether was present both in

the bark and wood^ which yielded a bright red coloration with

alkalies, the colour being changed to yellow by acids, and restored

by alkah'es. A bitter principle was also present to which the

taste of the wood is probably duo. In order to separate resins

R large amount of the wood was exhausted with alcohol of 85

per cent., the alcohol evaporated off, water added to the

extract, and the turbid mixture agitated with ether. During

sgitation chocolate-coloured flocks separated. The ethereal

solution left on evaporation a reddish-yellow^ fioft, non-crystal-

line, and somewhat bitter residue. The aqueous solution, after

dissolved ether had been expelled, was filtered to separate the

chocoljite-coloured flocks already mentioned, and the filtrate

saturated with salt in order, if possible, to separate resin, but

with negative results. The liquid was next agitated with acetic

ether, the ether left on evaporation a slightly bitter principle,

whicb was nearly wholly soluble in cold water. This principle,

and the chocolate-coloured resin, insoluble in ether, were

separately taken in doses ofO'l of a gram, without producing any

purgative action.

The pulp of (7. moschata is In the form of dry circular discs,

similar to small gun wads, of a light yellow colour, with a seed

loose in the centre; it tastes astringent without any sweetness.

The pulp dried at 100° C. lost 7-26 per cent, of moisture; on

incineration it yielded 5-77 per cent, of ash, the composition of

which presented nothing peculiar. To rectified spirit the pulp

yielded 20-66 per cent, of extractive; dried at 100° C. the

extract was acid ; after extraction with cold water the insoluble
r

residue v?a3 4-55 per cent, calculated on the extract. This

residue on drying formed dark easily friable lumps, wliich

gaye a dark chocolate coloured powder. In alkaline solutions

it was soluble and was precipituted by acids in dark brown
flocks ; it had the properties of an acid resin. The acjueous solu-

tion of the alcoholic extract was concentrated, and when cold

saturated with NaCl, light brown flocks separated ; the liquid

was filtered and the precipitate washed with a saturated solu-

tion of NaCl, the filter paper was then dried and digested
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with absolute alcohol. Tlie extract obtained on evaporating

off the alcohol amounted to 2-74 per cent. This extract was

of a light fawa colour, easily soluble in alkaline solutions,

somewhat soluble in water, and precipitated imperfectly from

its alkaline solution by acids." It also possessed tbe properties

of an acid resin. The filtrate obtained after precipitation of

the second resin by NaCl, while still acid, was agitated with

ether, the ether extract amounted to 0-1 6 per cent. After sepa-

ration of the ether the aqueous solution, still acid, was agitated

with amylic alcohol, by which 2-i7 per cent, of extractive was

obtained. The amylic alcohol extract was astringent to the

taste, precipitated gelatine, gave a dirty olive-green precipitate

with ferric chloride, and yielded a reddish solution with

alkaline hydrates; no further examination of the aqueous

solution was made. The purgative principle would appear to

be one or both of the resins, 0-2 gram, of the first resin was

dissolved in a few drops of ammonia, the liquid heated to expel

excess of NH', diluted with water, and injected inioa full

grown cat's stomach. In 3-5 hours the cat was purged.

The pulp of Q. hrasiliana is soft, dark and sweet, with an

offensive odour- butyric acid was detected m it. A crystal-

hzable acid, soluble in ether, was also separated, as we 1
as an

acid resin and saccharine matter,and a principle soluble m

ether which had an odour somewhat like vanillin.

Commerce.-Cassia pods (Casse en bdtons, Fr.) are worth in

India about Rs. 1 4 per kandy of 5 cwts.

CASSIA TORA, Linn.

Fig.-Bheede, Sort. Mai. H, t 53; Dil EH. 63,/. 73.

Hab.-Thronghout India. The leaves and seeds.

T^rnac....^Panw.r, Chaka^d CHj.^^^^^^

Tdkala, Tarota (^-0, Tantepu-che tu T
g^^^

Ushit-tagarai, Tagarai {Tam.), TakkariKe, 6

Tora (Cinah.).
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History, Uses, &C.—This plant is called by Sanskrit
writers Chakramarda, " destroying ringworm," Prapunata or

Prapunada, and Uranaksha; it has a great reputation in all

kinds of skin-diseases, Chakradatta directs the seeds to be
steeped in the juice of Euphorbia neriifoUa, and afterwards to

be made into a paste with cow's urine as an application to

cheloid tumours. He also recommends the seeds together with

those of Pongamia glabra as a cure for ringworm. The Arabs
call the seeds Ain-es-saratin, or ci*ab's eyes. Under the names
of Sanjisaboyah and Sangisaboyah, Mahometan writers give an
exact description of the plant, and notice the closing of the
leaves at night. They consider the seeds and leaves to have
solvent properties in those forms of skin-disease accompanied
by induration, such as leprosy, cheloid, psoriasis, &c., and men-
tion their having been used with advantage in plague (waba),
a term which is rather indefinite. C. Tora and C, Sophera are
named Gallinaria by Rumphius. {Rort, Amb. v., 97, figs. 1, 2.)

Ainslie says:— '« The mucilaginous and fetid smelling leaves of

C. Tora are gently aperient, and are prescribed in the form of

decoction; and in doses of about 2 ounces, for such children
as suflFer from feverish attacks while teething; fried in castor
oil they are considered as a good application to foul ulcers.

The seeds ground with sour buttermilk are used to ease the
irritation of itchy eruptions ; and the root, rubbed on a stone
with limejuice, is supposed to be one of the best remedies for

ringworm. The leaves are also used as a poultice to hasten
suppuration." The plant is to be found as a weed in every
garden, and is used as a domestic remedy in the manner de-
scribed by Ainslie. In the Concan the following prescription
13 used for itch:—Cassia Tora seeds, 6 parts; Psoralia coryli-
foUa seeds, 4 parts; carrot seeds, 2 parts; powder, soak in
cow's urme eight days, and apply. Lately the seeds have been

dye.
They are also used as a

\

In India the young leaves are cooked and eaten on the four
Saturdays in the month of an
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vegetables particularly acceptable to tbe gods ; the others

are Bauhinia malaharica, Amarantiis gangeticus^ Celosia
w

argentea^ and Phalangium tiiberosuni.

Description,—Leaflets 3 pairs, obovate, obtuse, glabrous^

the terminal pair being much the largest, all folding up closely

at- night; flowers axillary, generally in pairs, dull yellow;

legumes about 6 inches long, narrow, quadrangular, about | of

an inch in diameter, containing numerous elongated, very hard

greyish seeds, the ends of which appear as if cut off obliquely.

The whole plant has a fetid smell. . The leaves when full

grown are mucilaginous, and have a nauseous taste^ but when

young they are much used as a vegetable.

Chemical composition.—The seeds have been examined by

Elborne {Pharm. Journ., Sept. 22nd, 1888), who found them to

have the following percentage composition:

Water ... ...

Petroleum ether extract ...

Ether extract

Absolute alcohol extract

Watery extract

• «• ••§ • • • ••• "*

•9* i*t •«

••f •« •* •••

t ft «

« 9 t

27- 2

975
•86

1-63

20-00

Tlie

glucosidal substance of a jellow colour insoluble in water,

Boluble in alcohol and in waterj solutions of potast with a

blood-red colour. These solutions are precipitated by hydro-

chloric acid. The precipitate has great analogies with chryso-

phanic acid, but according to Elborne appears to correspond

with emodin in composicion. Emodin (C'^H'^O^) is trioxy-

methylanthraquinone and chrysophanic acid dioxymethy-

lanthraquinone. The properties of the plant are due to the

presence of emodin. In order to extract it the powdered seeds

should be treated with dilute alcohol, the tincture filtered, and

the alcohol distilled ofE. The residue is then to be diluted with

water, acidulated with hydrochloric acid, boiled for ten minutes,

and when cold agitated with ether which dissolves the emodin.

Emodin agrees with chrysophanic acid in most ofits properties,
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but may be distinguislied by its insolubility in benzine, and

greater solubility in etber and alcoliol.

The leaves of this shrub contain a principle similar to

catharfcin, and a red colouring matter as in Senna leaves. They

yield 18 per cent, of mineral matter on incineration.

Cassia alata, Linn , Wigh

West

it has a reputation as a remedy for ringworm^ and rs used

internally to promote expectoration^ tlie action of tlie bowels

and the secretion of urine.

The evidence wluch was collected by the authors of the

Pharmacopoeia of India is strongly in favour of its efficacy, and

supports the favourable opinion of it expressed in the Bengali

Dispeyisatorij. The best way of applying it is to bruise the-

leaves and mix them with limejuice, the paste thus prepared is

spread upon the affected part. The leaves have also purgative

properties, and have been used in the same manner as Senna.

Description.—The leaves are two feet long or more, and

consist of a triangular petiole, with from 8 to 14 pairs of leaflets.

The first pair are the smallest, and are placed near the branch

and separated from the second pair by a longer interval than

there is between the other pairs. The terminal leaflets are as

much as 6 to 6 inches in length. They are all obovate-oblong,

obtuse, mucronate, and glabrous on both sides, and taste like

Senna, but less nauseous.

This shrub has no proper Vernacular names, but Is known in

Southern India as ^'foreign Seshania grandijlora/' e, g., Sbimai-

agatti (raw.), and in Bengal as "Ringworm sliruhj^ Dadmar-

dan. Late Sanskrit writers have given it the name of

Dadrughna, which has the same meaning.

CASSIA AURICULATA, Linn.

^ig^—Fluh. Aim., t. 314, /. 4.

Hab.— Central Provinces, W. Peninsula, Ceylon. The

bark and seeds.
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Vernacular.—Ta^^Ya^ {Hind.y Mar.)^ Avala (Guz.)^ Avirai

(Tarn.), Tancredu (TeL), Tangadi-gida, Avara-gida (Can.),

Ranavara [Cingh.),

History, Uses, &C.—AinsHe says:

—

''The small, flat,

pleasant-tasted^ Learfc-shaped seeds of this species of Cassia, the

Vytians reckon amongst their refrigerants and attenuants, and

prescribe them in electuary, in cases in which the habit is

preternaturally heated, or depraved. They also consider the

powder of tlie dry saeds as a valuable external remedy (blown

iuto tlio eye), in certain stages of oplitbalmia; of the electuary

the dose is a small teaspoonful twice daily. Dr. Kirkpatrick

{Cat. of Mysore Drugs) brings to notice the astringent proper-^

ties of the bark, and speaks favourably, of the use of the

seeds aa an application to the eyes in chronic purulent

conjunctivitis.

C. auriculata is of great importance to the tanner; and to

workers in iron, who use the root in tempering iron with steel.

{Gihson.). Another common use to which the wood is applied

ia the making of Datwans, or native tooth-brushes ; for this

purpose it is preferred to that of any other plant. The shrub

yields an adhesive gum.

Dr. P. S. Mootooswamy informs us that in Tanjore the root

is used in decoction as an alterative, as well as a medicinal oil

prepared from the bark, which is called in TamU dverai-yennau

The leaves infused yield a cooling driuk, and ground to a paste

with water and the seeds of Phaseolus racHatus and poppy seed

they are applied to herpetic eruptions. From the flowers a tea

is prepared which is prescribed in diabetes. A compound

syrup is prepared with the flowers, mocharas, and Indian sar-

saparilla which is prescribed for nocturnal emissions. The

seeds are also used in diabetes and ophthalmia, a compound

powder made with all the parts of the plant is considered a

specific in the former afl-ection ; it is called iverai-panjhangum

in Tamil, and is administered mixed with honey in doses of a

tea-spoonful. Dr. Mootooswamy states that he has known

diabetes and chylous urine to be cured by it.
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Description.—The bark as generally met with 13 about

as thick as cinnamon, nearly smooth, externally reddish-brown,

internally olive-green; it occurs in small strips or quills. Taste

sweetish, and moderately astringent. Sections examined under

the microscope show a deposit of crystals arranged like rows

of beads in the course of the vessels, otherwise there is nothing

remarkable. The seeds are smooth, flat, of an oval, oblong, or

obscurely triangular form, obtusely pointed at one end. .Their

colour is brown, or dull olive-green ; they are tasteless and

inodorous.

Chemical c07nposition.—The young bark yields 22*3 per cent,

of aqueous extract, and 24'8 per cent, of alcoholic extract; in

the former was estimated 11'9 per cent, of tannin, and in the

latter 14*2 per cent. The tannin gave a greenish precipitate

with ferric salts. The bark contained 7' 3 per cent, of moisture

and 4i'l per cent, of ash.

CASSIA SOPHERA, itnn.

Plgr^

—

Jacq. Ic.j t* 73; Eheedej Sort. Mai, ii., f. 52.

Hab.—Himalayas to Ceylon, Cosmopolitan in the tropics

The leaves, seeds and roots*

CASSIA OCCIDENTALIS, Linn.

'Flg.—Bot. Beg. t. 83. Kegro Coffee {Eng^), Cafetier des

negres {Fr.).

Hab.—•Cosmopolitan in the tropics, probably introduced

into India. The seeds and leaves.

Yernacidar.—Kaaondi, Gaiars%,Sari-Kasotidi (tfincZ.), Baa-

tSkala {Mar.), Kasonda (Ben^.), Ponna-virai, Pera-verai (Tarn.),

Tagara-chettu, Paidi-tangeda {TeD^ Dodda-tagase {Can.'),

History, Uses, &c
marda Dative of India, whilst C. occi'
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1

dentalis appears to have been introduced, but is a widely scat-

tered plant from the Himalayas to Ceylon. The natives usually

call both plants by the same name^ but if they wish to distinguish

them the adjective 'black^ is applied to C Sophera.

These plants are supposed by the Hindus to have expectorant^

depurant and alterative properties, and the roots are given

with black pepper as a remedy for snake bites. The seeds of

C. Sophera and o? Raphaniis satious are rubbed into a paste

with sulphur and water and applied to patches of pityriasis and

psoriasis, and a paste of the root with sandalwood is used for
F

tlie same purpose. Mahometaa writers treat the two plants as

varieties of the same species; they describe Kasondi as alexi-

pharmicj useful in the expulsion of corrupt humours and to

relieve cough, especially whooping cough. Both plants are

purgative, the dose of the leaves being- about 90 grains". In

the Concaa 4 to 12 grains of the seeds are pounded and heated

with 3 di-achms of women's or cow's milk, strained, and given

once a day as a cure for the convulsions of children, or a larger

dose may be given to the mother or wet nurse; as in the case

of senna, the purgative efiEects are communicated to the milk.

In the French-African colonies the seeds of C. occidentalis

are called "negro coffee;" they are employed there and in the

West Indies as a febrifuge, chiefly in the form of vinous tinc-

ture {lx\ to Oij of Malaga" wine), an infusion of the root is

considered by the American Indians to be an antidote against

various poisons, and a decoction of the whole plant is a popular

remedy in hysteria; it reheves spasm and expels wind in the

intestines. Torrefaction is said to destroy the purgative

principle in the seeds, and make them taste like coSee.

In Gambia tlie root is used as a preventive of fever, a decoc

tion being taken every morning; and the leaves are applied m
erysipelas and local inflammations.

Description.— C. 5oi)/tem.— Erect, branched, glabrous;

leaflets 6 to 12 pair, lanceolate, or oblong-lanceolate, acute;

with a single gland near the base of the petiole;

racemes terminal or axillary, few flowered; upper petal retuse;

66
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legumes long*, linear, turgid, glabrous^ many-seeded; suture

keeled; seeds horizontal with cellular partitions; flowers mid-

dle-sized, yellow, The plant has a heavy disagreeable smell,

and a purplish tinge; the root is fibrous and woody, with a

blackish bark giving it the appearance of having been burnt,

and has a strong odour of musk. It springs up upon waste

ground during the rains, and flowers in November. The plants

often last for several years, and attain a considerable size.

F

(7. occidentalism—Erect, branches glabrous; leaflets 3 to 5 pairs,

without glands between them, ovate-lanceolate, very acute,

glabrous on both sides; petiole with a large sessile gland

near its tumid base; flowers longish-pedicelled, yellow, upper

ones forming a terminal raceme, lower ones 3 to 5 together on

a very short axillary peduncle; legumes long, surrounded with

a tumid border. The seeds are of a grey colour, and of the

shape of rounded discs, from y^ to j% of an inch in diameter,

and -^^ of an inch in thickness. The plant appears in the rains

upon waste ground and rubbish; it has a sickly ofiensive smell,

and closely resembles C. SopTiera,

Chemical composition^—The roots of (7. Sopfiera contain a

resinous substance affording fine red solutions with alkalies, and

a bitter principle, not of an alkaloidal nature, in the aqueous

solution of the alcoholic extract. Water dissolves out a red

pigmental glucoside yielding a decomposition product insoluble

in water. The leaves contain cathartin, colouring matter, and

1 2 per cent, of saline residue. Examined by Clonet (1 876), the

seeds of C occidentalis were found to contain:—Patty matters

(olein and margarin), 4'9; tannic acid, 0*9; sugar, 2'1; gum,

288; starch, 2'0; cellulose, 34'0; water, 7-0; calcium sulphate

and phosphate, chrysophanic acid, 0*9; malic acid, sodium

chloride, magnesium sulphate, iron, silica, together, 5 '4; and
achrosine, 13-58 parts in 100. The latter substance was obtained

by exhausting the powder of the seeds previously treated with

ether, by means of alcohol of 60 per cent. The alcohol is

distilled ofif, the syrupy residue treated with absolute alcohol,

which dissolves out various constituents, leaving a solid brown
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red mass, having when dry a resinous fracture, and teing

soluble in water, to which it communicates a garnet colour. It

contains C,H,0,N, and S, but its exact composition has not

been determined (it is most likely a mixture of various bodies).

It is soluble also in weak alcohol, and in acids and alkalies.

The colour cannot be fixed upon tissues by any known mordant.

This circumstance induced Professor Clonet to term it achro-

sine, or ^'not colouring,^' although being coloured itself. The

seeds are the most active part of the plant, and readily act as

an emeto-cathartic. {Year-Book of Pharmacy, 1876, ^- 179.)

We have separated the colouring matter as above described,

and after dissolvingin water and filtering, the solution was boiled,

whereupon most of the colour was thrown down as a brown

precipitate. The precipitate was weJl washed, dried and pow-

dered. The powder, of a greenish brown colour, was very

soluble in ether and alcohol, and sparingly soluble in benzol,

and separated on evaporation of the solvent into yellow

crystals which became red on exposure to the air. It melted

at 245° 0,, andat a higher temperature gave ofi' yellowish green

fumes partly subliming in yellow needles which struck a fine

red colour with caustic potash and orange brown with sulphuric

acid. These and other tests indicate the presence of an anthra-

quinone derivative very closely allied to emodin.

The powdered seeds burnt with soda lime yielded 275 per

cent, of nitro<^en, which, calculated into proteids, shows the

presence of 17*4 per cent.

Commerce.—The seeds of these plants are not collected in

India, but in Senegal they are used as a coffee substitute, and

are exported to some extent.

CASSIA ABSUS, Linn.
w

Fig.—Burm. Zeyl, t. 97.

Hab.—W. Himalayas to Ceylon. The seeds.

Femacu?ar.-Ch^ksd, Ch^kut {Kind.), Kankuti Chimr

{Mar.), Chinol {Guz.), Karunkdnam, Kattukkol {Tam,), Chann-

pala-vittulu {Tel.), Bu-tora [Cing.).
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History, Uses, &C.—These seeds were used by the

ancient Egyptians, through them the Greeks and Romans be-
came acquainted with the drng. Dioscorides notices them as

produced in Egypt, and calls them Akakalis-* Mahometan
writer seeds as attenuant

and astringent, and say that they strengthen the sight when
used as a collyrium; they direct" them to be prepared by
enclosing them in a little dough and placing them inside an
onion^ which is then baked. The Arabic names for the seeds

are Hab-es-soudan^ and Tashmizaj, the latter being a corruption

of the Persian Chashmizak. In Persia they are also called

Cheshmak and Chashum. According to Ibn Baitar, those which
come from the Soudan are the largest and best. In some books
a plaster made from the seeds is recommended as an application

to wounds and sores, especially of the penis. In purulent con-

junctivitis about a grain of the powdered seed prepared in the

manner already mentioned is introduced beneath the eyelids.

M use of

the seeds in Egypt:—'^On concasse les grains et on les monde
de leur tuniquej elles se reduisent en une poudre jaunatre que

Fon met seche en petite quantite a Pinterieur de la paupiere

inf^rieure, que Ton a eu soin d'abaisser. On verse la poudre

entre le globe de rceil et la paupiere, en faisant tomber douce-

ment cette poudre de dessus une petite piece de monnaie ou on

Fa plac^e. Cette application cause une cuisson et une gene, qui

font tenir les paupi^res fermees^ et qui font couler des larmes.

La douleur se dissipe par degreSj en une demi-heure ou un
pen plus ; et les yeux, qui etaient fort injectes de sang avant

et pendant Poperation, diminuent de rougeur^ reprennent
P^clat de la sant^, et font succ^der une sensation de bien-etre

.ppesantissement L'ex-
perience nous a fait concevoir Futilitd de ce remede, dans le

cas o\i Pinflammation, devenue chronique, est entretenue par
un remchement dcs parties. [Centnrie de Plantes d'Afnqiie, p.
26.) The drug was tried by Dr. Harbauer at Brussels in 1822

Dios. i,, 103.
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with satisfactory results. {Confer. Graefe and Walfhers Jour.,

1825, Vol, VI., p. ].) Dr. G. Smith, who tried it In the Eye
Infirmary at Madras, thinks it a painful and dangerous appli-
cation in oplithaltnia and granular lids. He does not say, how-
ever, whether the seeds were baked before they were applied.

Description.—Chaksu seeds are black and polished, flat,

of an irregular oval or oblong shape; the end where the hilum
IS situated is rather more pointed than the other, length and
breadth nearly alike, about ^'i to ^ of an inch; testa horny and
thick; cotyledons yellow; taste bitter.

Chemical composition.—The seeds reduced to fine powder
lost 13-54 per cent, at 100° C. The ash amounted to 3'74 per
cent,, and contained a trace of manganese.

On analysis the following results were obtained;

Petroleum ether extract 6*24 per cent.

Ether „ -16

Absolute alcohol 1'75jy ^ '^ ^5

Cold water 22'56
J9 ^-^ "^^ >'

The petroleum ether extract was of a bright yellow colour,

and consisted of a non-drying oil, insoluble in alcohol. No red

coloration was produced by alkalies: saponified with alcoholic

potash, and the soap treated with petroleum ether, it yielded

10 extractive.

The ether extract consisted wholly of a trace of oily matter,

completely soluble in petroleum ether.

The alcoholic extract was yellow, brittle, and hygroscopic,

and without bitterness. By treatment with water a yellow

solution was produced which gave a brown coloration with

ferric chloride. Extracted with water acidulated with sul-

phuric acid, the solution afforded marked indications of the

presence of an alkaloldal principle. Alkalies impa

yellow coloration to the solution. The extract also contained

a yellow resin insoluble in alkalies.

The aqueous extract reduced an alkaline copper solution on

boiling, and gave a precipitate with acetic acid and fcrrocyamde

of potassium.

ted
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The residue insoluble in water contained no starcli.

Commerce.—The seeds are collected in many parts of India.

ValuOj Rs. 4 per Surat maund of 37^ lbs.

CASSIA ANGUSTIFOLIA, Vald.

Fig.

—

Eoyle III., t 37; Bentl. and Trim., t 91. Senna

{Eng.), S^ne {Fr.). The leaves.

Hab.—Africa. Cultivated in India.
r

Vernacular.—Sana-maki, Sona-maki {Hind,, Mar., (rnis.),

Nilavirai {Tam.^ Can.), Nelaponna {TeL).

History, Uses, &C.—Senna was first used as a purgative

medicine by the early Arabian physicians^ who introduced

it into Europe. The Sana-maki of native works on Materia

Medica is Arabian Senna imported into India. The same

species has latterly been cultivated in this country, especially

about Tinnevelly, from which place large quantities of the leaf

are exported to Europe. In the Bombay market Indian grown

Senna is now always obtainable; much also passes through

the port on its way to Europe, being brought up fromTuticorin

by the steam^ers which ply round the coast. Bombay is,

moreover^ the chief port for the importation of Arabian Senna,

which is shipped from Mokha^ Aden, and other Red Sea ports^
4

and, re-exported, is known in Europe as Bombay Senna.*

Sana-maki is described in native works on Materia Medica

as a purgative of phlegm and adust bile, clearing the brain,

and acting as an attenuant of the system generally; it is

considered especially useful in those diseases which are caused

by an accumulation of corrupt humours, such as gout, rheuma-
tism, &c. It is also thought to clear the skin of pimples, to

expel worms from the intestines, and to remove any tendency
to piles. Senna is prescribed in decoction and as a confection.
A plaster made by mixing the powdered leaves with vinegar

* The importation of Arabian Senna is rapidly declining owing to the
Urge quantity of Tinnevelly leave, now offered at extremely low rates.
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is recommended in skin affections ; and combined with Henna
is used to dye the hair black. In the Concan the seeds with

those of Cassia Fistula are pounded with curds and applied to

cure ringworm; the seeds of Cassia ohovata are used in a simi-

lar manner. Senna appears to have been introduced into

Europe by the Arabians about the ninth century. In France^

in 15425 a pound of Senna was valued at 15 sols, the same

price as pepper or ginger. The Arabian Senna, called Sana

Hajazi or Jabali^ is the produce of the uncultivated plant

;

it is collected by the Arabs in a careless manner^ and is

much mixed with pods, flowers, and portions of the stem;

the natives consider the pods to be quite as efficacious as

the leaves*

The therapeutic action of Senna pods, as differing widely

from that of Senna leaves, is the subject of an interesting note

by Dr. A. W. Macfarlane. {Lancet, July 27th, 1889.) He finds

that an infusion of the pods presents the advantage of being

almost free from taste and devoid of the characteristic odour

and flavour of the leaves. It appears to increase activity in

the muscular movements of the whole gastro-intestinal canal,

acting quite as much on the colon and rectum as on the small

intestine. It is slower in its action than an infusion of the
w

leaves, but equally certain ; an ordinary dose producing one

Daotion, seldom more, of soft consistence, in from eiglit to ten

hours, without exciting congestion of the pelvic vessels, in-

creasing hsemorrhagic or menstrual discharges, or causing

griping or flatulence. When administered regularly for several

nights, it promotes the natural evacuation of the bowels, so that

the quantity taken has to be decreased and eventually stopped.

It has been found useful in cases of hasmorrhoids and in con-

stipation of children as well as the aged.

Description.—Leaves 5—8, jugate, oval-lanceolate, taper-

ing from the middle towards the apex, from 1 to 2 inches

long, glabrous or scantily pubescent, pale or subglancous,

subsessile. Legume from 7 to 8 lines broad ; with the base of

the style distinctly prominent on its upper edge; seeds obovate-
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cuneate, compressed j cotyledons plain, extending thelarge

diameter of the seed in transverse section. {Oliver,)

Chemical composition.—According to tlie researches of

Lassaigne andFeneulle ( 1821), Bacheim and Lundermann ( 1 856

)

and Kubly (1865), the active principle of senna leaves is

cathartln, a combination of calhartic acid with one or more

earthy bases. Cathartic acid has been shown to be formed of

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur; it is qnite

soluble in alcohol, but the salts are insoluble^ hence the cathar-

tin is prepared by precipitating an aqueous extract with a large

excess of rectified spirit. The active principle of Senna is,

according to D. R. Stockman (1885) [Arch, fur exper. Pathol

tind Pharrn. and Pharm. Journ, [3], XV., 749,) a yellow colour-

ing matter^ not containing any nitrogen or sulphur, and derived

from a mixture of a derivative of anthracene with a colloid

hydrate of carbon. Dr. Stockman obtained this substance by

treating Senna leaves with alcohol acidulated with weak

sulphuric acid, afterwards with hot alcohol; the result of this

process was precipitated by hydrate of baryta. In the precipitate

and in the filtered liquid cathartic acid is found, which is

dissolved and shaken with ether, and the acid is then combined

with baryta or lead. The liquid which contains the active

principle is evapoi'ated after being treated with sulphuretted

hydrogen, and the resulting product dried over sulphuric acid.

A solution of this substance neutralised by carbonate of soda

and administered to rabbits produced a violent diarrhoea, in

large doses it is poisonous; injected hypodermically Or into the

veins it produces no effect. {Archiv. der. Phar.^Journ de Phar. d
de CMm., 1886.)

The sugar of Senna leaves was isolated by Kubly in 1865,

and named Catharto-manniL A. Seidel, 1885, has further exa-

mined this substance, for which he proposes the name ^' Sennit/^

The most satisfactory process for preparing this sugar was by

concentrating in vacuo the aqueous infusion of the leaves*

precipitating mucilage and salts from the syrupy liquid by two

volumes of strong alcohol, filtering, distilling off the alcohoL
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diluting tlie residue with water, digesting for 24 hours with

oxide of lead, again evaporating in vacuo to a syrupy consistence,

crystallizing upon flat plates over quicklime, which requires

four or five weeks, and purifying by recrystalllzation from

methyl alcohol and washing with absolute alcohol. Thus pre-

pared sennit has the composition C^H''-^0^, and forms colour-

less microscopic hemiedric crystals of the rhombic system,

Kostly sphenoids with curved sides. It has a very sweet taste,

melts at 183° 0. (corrected 185'°6), and is soluble at the ordi-

nary temperature {about 20°0.) in If parts of water, 450 of

absolute alcohol, 48 of alcohol of 90 p. c, 82 of methyl alcohol,

and about 10 500 parts of absolute ether. It is dextrogyrate,

unfermentable, prevents the precipitation of copper and iron

salts by alkalies, and does not reduce Fehling's solution (even

after boiling with acid), silver nitrate, or solutions of gold or

platinum. By treatment with dilute nitric acid, it yields oxalic

acid, but no mucio acid. On evaporating sennit with an excess

of dilute nitric acid, a snow-white mass is left, which dissolves

with an intense yellow or yellowish colour in sodium acetate;

on the addition to the ammouiacal solution of a drop of barium

chloride solution, a reddish brown precipitate is produced, the

liquid gradually becomes rose-coloured, and on spontaneous

evaporation leaves a raspberry red residue. Similar colorations

are produced by strontium chloride, but the residue is in trans-

mitted light rose-coloured, while in reflected light it is green,

and has a metallic lustre. These characteristic colour reactions

are at once produced in the solution in sodium acetate men-

tioned above. Inosit, quercit, and probably pmit, give a

.similar reaction; but notmannit, dulcit, glucose or saccharose.

Compounds with calcium, barium and lead were prepared;

also an acetyl compound, showing sennit to be a pentatomic

alcohol. {Amer. Jour. Fharm., Nob., 1885; Year-BooTc of

Pharm., 1886.) Two comparative experiments with .senna

pods by E. F. Salmon {Pharm. Journ., Oct. if^f^'^^^^J

sbowed that they are richer in cathartin than the leaves,

and are practically free from the resins and volatde oil

contained iu them.
r

67
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From the examination of the ash of some samples o£ Tinne-
velly senna, Heisch reports that the average is 11-35 per cent.

;

of this 2-43 parts are soluble in water, 8-66 are soluble in acid,

and 0-26 are insoluble. This composition is very similar to that

of the ash of Alexandrian senna leaves.

It has been shoVn in a paper by C. L. Diehl [Pharm. Joum.,
March ISth, 1876), that senna leaves when treated with alcohol

and dried, will give preparations, which while possessing the

purgative qualities of the leaves, are tasteless and do not gripe.

Cold water readily dissolves the cathartin from the pods,
which it will not do from the leaf, owing to the impervious
nature of its epiderniis.

Oommerce.~The imports of Arabian Senna into Bombay for

many years amounted to about 5,000 cwts. annually; half this

quantity was re-exported. Yalue, Rs. 5 to 6 per cwt. It was
brought from Jedda, Aden, and Zanzibar, but now it is hardly
ohtainable, having been driven out of the market by Tinnevelly
Senna.

Tinnevelly Senna is exported from Tuticorin, and the season
for collecting the leaves extends from June to December. The
exports during the last five years were as follows :

Year. Foreign.
British Ports

in other
m

Presidencies.

)

British Ports
within the
Presidency.

Total

1883.

1884.

1885
1886
1887

84

86
87
88

• • *

Cwts.

• « «

• *

8,469
6,688
9,575
10,205
1 7,422

Value,

Ra.

83,772
83,494
36,369

1,39,808

2,66,690

Cwts

• ••

139

Value,
Rs.

Cwts Value,
Rg.

780

•«

10,151 1,00,115

11,052 1,15,702

12,861 69,451

13,116 1,71,712

21,376 3,18,869

Fig.

CASSIA OBOVATA, Collad.

Wight Jc, t 757; Bentl. and Trim,, t. 89. Italian
Senna {Eng.), Sen^ d' Ttalie (Fr,).
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Hab.—Punjab, Sind, W. Peninsula. The herb.

Vernacular,'— Surati-sonamukhi {Guz.)y Bhul-tarwar {Mar.)^

Nilavagai {Tarn.)

Description, Uses, &C.—This plant is the C. olhisa

of Roxburgh. It is very common in many parts of India, but

is not cultivated. The whole plant in seed is sometimes offered

for sale in the bazar as country senna, in contradistinction to

the senna which is in general use, and which was formerly

imported from Arabia. C. ohovata is perennial, herbaceous,

and diffuse ; leaflets 4 to 6 pair, obovate obtuse, mueronate,

glabrous; racemes axillary, few flowered, much shorter than

the leaves; legumes lunate, broad, thin,' obtuse; valves crested

at the seeds. It is used as a substitute for the ofBcial Senna,

and is also in Southern India applied to cure psoriasis and

pityriasis. The following notice of it occurs in the Phar^na-

cograpliia:—'' This species was the first known to botanists,

and was cultivated in Italy for medicinal use during the first

half of the 16th century. Hence the term Itahan senna used

by Gerarde and others. It is more widely distributed m the

Nile region than the other species, and is also found m. India

and (naturalized) in the West Indies. Its leaflets (also pods)

may occasionally be picked oat of Alexandrian senna. ^
"

called by the Arabs senna laladi (wild senna), and grows in

the fields of durra (Sorghrm) at Karnak and Luxor ^nd m tha

time of Nectoux was held in such small esteem that it fetched

but a quarter of the price of the senna jeheU brought by the

caravans of Nubia and the Bisbarrin Arabs. It is not now

collected."
. „ t i- j

,;!<.•„ T„^:n. it nii^tt occasionally be found
Being very atandant » I"*^ « ""=

j„ ^^^ ,,,,;„, p,rt „t

nseful as a substitute f-fffi'^f'.^TJ'.^tl.eTinne^elly senna,

the season it is froaueutly found
m.xed w.tt the i /

and is known in South India as the blunt leat
]

b

Chemical co«I«««<»-See Cama "'Vf^f"^'"-

Other allied plants sometimes used
'f^'f^J^'^o^

Cynometra ramiflora, TAnn., wh,ch has pu. g..t.ve i

It is
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perties, and the leaves of wliicli^ boiled in milk and mixed with

.houey, are used as an application to scaly cataneons eruptions

used as a purgative.

Colutea nepale

TAMARINDUS INDICA, Linn.

Fig.

—

Bedd. Fl Sylv., L 184j Bentl and Trim., t 92.

Tamarind tree {Bug.), Tamarinier de Tlude (Fr.). The pulp,

leaves and seeds. *
L

Hab,—Africa (?) Cultivated throughout the tropics.

Vernacular.—Imli, Amlf {Hind., Guz.)y Chintz {Mar,),

Puliyam-pazham (Tam,)^ Tentul {Beiig.), Chinta-pandu (Ttl.),

Hunase {Can,),
^ r

History, Uses, &C.—There would appear to be little

doubt that the Tamarind tree is a native of some part of India,

probably the South. It is found in a cultivated or semi-culti-

vated state almost everywhere, and the fruity besides beiug an

important article of diet, is valued by the Hindus as a rein-

gerant, digestive, carminative and laxative, useful in fel^rile

states of the system, costiveness, &c. The ashes of the burnt

suber are used as an alkaline medicine in acidity of the urine

^ and gonorrhoea, the pulp and also the leaves (puliyam-gali,

jTam.), are applied externally in the form of a poultice to

inflammatory swellings.

The Sanskrit names of the Tamarind are Tintidi and Amlika.

The word ^ Tamarind' appears to be derived from the Arabic

Tamar-Hiudi (Indian date), audit was doubtless through the

Arabians that a knowledge of the fruit passed during the

Ages into Europe, where, until correctly described by

Garcia d^Orta, it was supposed to be produced by a kind of

Indian palm.

The author of the Makhzan-cl-Adwiya describes two kind?,

viz., the red, small-seeded Guzerat variety, and the common
reddish brown. The first is by far the best. Mahometan

Middle
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physicians consider the pulp to be cardiacal, astringent and

aperient, useful for checking bilious vomiting, and for purging

the system of bile and adust humours; when used as an

aperient it should be given with a very small quantity of fluid.

A gargle of Tamarind water is recommended in sore throat.

The seeds are said to be a good astringent, boiled they are used

as a poultice to boils, pounded with water they are applied to

tlie crown of the head in cough and relaxation of the uvula.

The leaves crushed with water and expressed yield an acid

Add, which is said to be useful in bilious fever, and scalding

of the urine ; made into a poultice they are applied to reduce

inflammatory swellings and to relieve pain. A poultice of the

flowers is used in inflammatory affections of the conjunctiva;

their juice is given internally for bleeding piles. The bark is

considered to have astringent and tonic properties. {Mahhzan-

el-Adiviya.) The natives consider the acid exhalations of the

Tamarind tree to be injurious to health, and it is stated that

the cloth of tents allowed to remain long under the trees

becomes rotten. Plants also are said not to grow under them,

but this is not universally the case, as we have often seen fine

crops of Androgravhis paniculata and other shade loving plants

growing under Tamarind trees. Mr. J. G. Prebble has brought

to our notice a peculiar exudation from an old tamannd tree.

It consists almost entirely of oxalate of calcium, and flows from

the tree in a liquid or syrupy state, but afterwards dnes into

white crystalline masses.

Description.-The fruit isan oblong or hnear-obloug, slightly

compressed, curved, or nearly straight, pendulous legume, -^

the thickness of the finger, and 3 to 6 inches m length sup-

, , , 1 *- Hr Tf Tifis a thm but hard and brittle
ported by a woody stalk, it nas a luiu

in •
n,.T^ wTiirh does not split into valves, or

outer shell or epicarp, wnion uut;» r
_ ^

ertibit any very evident sutures. Withm the ep.carp .s a firm

acid iuicy pulp.on the surface of wHch and starting from the

stafu TsC'g woody ramifying nerves; one of tl-- extends

along the dorsS (or concave) edge, two others o°J'"
of the ventral (or convex) edge, while between "-se two th^re

are nsaally 2 to S, or 4 less regular and more slender nei.c.

of
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all running towards tlio apex and tbrowing out brancliiug

filaments* The seeds, 4 to 12 in number^ are eacli enclosed

in a tough, membranous cell (endocarp), surrounded by the

pulp (sarcocarp). They are flattened, and of irregular outline,

being roundish ovate, or obtusely four-sided, about 6-1 0th

of an inch long by 3-lOth thick^ with the edge broadly keeled

or more often slightly furrowed. The testa is of a rich brown,

marked on the flat sides of the seed by a large scar or areole^

of rather duller polish than the surrounding portion, which

is somewhat radially striated. The seed is exalbuminous,

with thick hard cotyledons, a short straight included radicle

and a plumule in which the pinnation of the leaves is easily

perceptible. [Phai'macographia.) The Indian commercial

article forms a firm, black, sticky mass; with the pulp are

mixed seeds, fibres and small fragments of the shell ; it is

usually salted. For pharmaceutical purposes it should be free.

from salt.

Microscopic structure.—Tamarind pulp consists of thin-walled

cells; amongst them may be seen crystals^ which are probably

acid tartrate of potash.

Chemical composition.—According to FlUckiger and Hanbury
water extracts from unsweetened Tamarinds, sugar together

with acetic, tartaric, and citric acids, the acids being combined

for the most part with potash. The neutralized solution

reduces alkaline cupric tartrate after a while without heat,

and therefore probably contains grape sugar. On evaporation,

cream of tartar and sugar crystallize out. In East Indian

Tamarinds citric acid is present in but small quantity. No
peculiar principle to which the laxative action of Tamarinds

can be attributed is known. The fruit pulp diffused in water

forms a thick tremulous somewhat glutinous and turbid liquid

owing to the presence of pectin. The testa of the seed

abounds in tannin, and after long boiling can be separated^

leaving the cotyledons soft. The latter have a bland mucila-

ginous taste, Brannt states that the seeds contain 20 per cent,

of a thickly fluid oil with an odour of linseed, and classes it with
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the non- drying oils. By expression from the dry seeds we

were unable to obtain any oil^ and by solvents the yield was

only 3'9per cent.. The oil possessed greater siccative pro-

perties than boiled linseed oil,

C. Mueller has examined nine samples of East Indian

Tamarinds with the following results:

Seeds.

Pulp free from seeds.

Water. Insol.
Pot.

Bitart.

Tart,

acid.

Dry pulp.

Citric,

acid

Pot.

Bitart.

Tartaric

acid.

Highest
Lowest
Averaore

Va 38*0

i. 1-5

Vo 13-9 ••-•#•

30-81 20-2

21- 02 12 2

27*00 16 2

6-01

4-66
5-27

8-80
5-29

6-ti3

3£5
0-64
2-20

8 25
6-21
7-20

12-25
6-77
9-09

He found very small quantities of mah'c acid, which were

calculated as citric acid.— (P// arm. CentmlhaUe, 1882, Nos. 49

and 50.)

Commerce. Large quantities of Tamarinds are shipped

to Persia and other nortliern countries. Some go to Europe,

wtere tliey are used for pharmaceutical purposes. The red

kind from Guzerat is most esteemed, and is worth Rs. 50 per

kandy of 7 cwts. Some of the inferior kinds are not worth

more than Rs. 20.

The pulp is prepared for the market by removing the seeds

and epicarp by hand; the pulpy portion is then usually mix6d

with about 10 per cent, of salt and trodden into a mass with

the naked feet; there are several qualities in the frarket, the

chief difference being in the amount of care which has been

taken in preparing them, the best is free from fibre and husk,

the worst contains both as well as the seeds. Careful house-

keepers prepare their own pulp, and expose it for a week to

the sun and dew to ripen it.

Tamarind seeds are universally eaten by the natives
;
they

are first roasted and soaked to remove the outer skin then

boiled or fried, Avhen they become tolerably palatable. In tho
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raw state tlioy are used by ^
the poor as an astriugent mas-

ticatory like betelnut, A size made from the seeds is used as

a dressing to country-made blankets.

BAQHINIA VARIEGATA, Linn,

Fig.— RheeJe, Hort. Mai L, t. 32.

Hab.—India. The bark.

Vernacular —Kachndr (ffind.), Kanchana {Mar.), Kanchan

{Beng,)y Kanchivala {Can,)

History, Uses, &C.—There are two varieties of this

Bauhinia. The flowers of the one are purple^ or deep rose-

coloured, and of the other white, yellow and green; both are

noticed in the Bhavaprak^sa under the names of Kovidara and

Kanchanara, and are said to have similar properties, the bark

being described as alterative, tonic, astringent and useful in

scrofula, skin diseases, and ulcers. Chakradatta recommends

the bark of the first variety in scrofulous enlargements of the

cervical glands, and directs it to be given in emulsion with

rice-water and ginger. Sarangadhnra also recommends it for

a similar purpose, and prescribes it in combination with g^g'

gulu (gum-resin of • Bosicellia serrata), myrobalans, and a

number of aromatics. In the Concan the juice of the fresh

bark with the juice of the flowers of Strohilanthes cifrata^ 10

tolas of each, is given as an expectorant, and the bark is used

with ginger as an internal remedy for scrofula. Under the

name Kachnar, the author of the Makhzan describes the bark

as astringent, attennant and tonic. He says it is used to clieck

diarrhoea, to remove intestinal worms, and prevent the de-

composition of the blood and humours; on this account it is

useful in leprosy and scrofula. A gargle made from the bark

with the addition of Akakid (extract of Acacia pods) and

Pomegranate flowers is mentioned as a remedy in salivation

and sore throat, and a decoction of the buds in cough, bleed-

ing piles, haematuria and menorrhagia.
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DescripHon.—HhQ bart is grey, tolerably Bmootb, compact,

fracture granular, reddisli brown, the external surface is

covered thickly with little elliptic warts of a darker colour than

the rest of.the bark, the internal surface is white. The taste

is feebly astringent ; microscopic esamination discovers nothing

characteristic.

B. racemosa

Ic, t. 141; Bedd. Fl. Sylv., t.\8-2, mixed with black pepper,

is applied to the head in fever attended with headache. This

tree is known by the Sanskrit names of Apata and Vana-raja,

and its leaves are worshipped and distributed as gold at the

Dasara festival. The bark is highly astringent, and is adminis-

tered by the natives in chronic dysentery and diarrhoea. A
dry extract made from it very closely resembles kino in ap-

pearance and properties; it occurs in purplish red fragments,

soluble in water, and only partially in spirit. In Pudukota,

where the tree is called Kattafchi, the leaves with onions are

given for diarrhoea. Several of the Bauhinias yield a partially

soluble gum, which is known as Sem or Semla gum. The

young buds of Bauhinia tomentosa, Lhin., Bot. Mag.,

t. 5560; Uheede Hort. Mai I, t 35, Sampage {Can.), are said

by Ainslie to be prescribed by native practitioners in Southern

India in dysenteric affections ; they are mildly astrmgent.

According to Rheede, a decoction of the root-bark is adminis-

tered on the Malabar Coast in cases in which the liver is in-

flamed.

Chemical comr^osltion.-The kino, prepared from the bark

of B. racemosa, was practically soluble in water with a red

colour, and afforded to ether one per cent, of crystalhne

pyrocatechin. About half the drug consists of tannic acid

. . -. • -i. J. ^:\^^ forr^r t;alts : when tnrowix
giving a dirty green precipitate with feme .alt

down by neutral lead acetate the precipitate holds 3d per cent,

of PbO; and the basic salt 55 per cent. Shaken up in powder

With rectified spirit, about 7 per cent, of extract was obtain d

answering to glucose; while by treating the filtrate fiom he

lead compound with hydrogen sulphide and filtermg, as much

as 17 per cent, of glucose was separated. The la.ge

68 ^
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(13-3 per cent.) and causticity of the ash point to the fact

that,
^

differeut to other kinos, much of the tannic acid is in

combination.

fV\

MIMOSA PUDICA, Linn.

Fig.~Bot. Bep., t. 544. Sensitive plant {Ejig.), Sensitive
commune {Fi\)

Hab.—Hotter parts of India, probably introduced from
Tropical America.

Vernacular.—L^dln {Hind.), Lajak {Beng.), Lajri {Mar.\
Total-vadi {Tarn.), Mudugudavare {Gan.).

History, Uses, &C.—A native of Brazillong naturalized
in India, and called in Sanskrit Khadiri and Anjalikarika, i.e.,

joining tbe hands in worship or prayer. Mfr Muhammad
Husain states that it is much valued as a medicine by the
Indians, and is considered to be resolvent, alterative, and use-
fnl in diseases arising from corrupted blood and bile. The
juice is also applied externally to fistulous sores. He says that
at the time of the PaMad Nahshatra, the Indian Mahometans
resort to the places where the plant grows, wash, and offer

some sweets and burn incense; they then gather the plant,
taking care that the shadow of the gatherer does not fall upon
it, and dry it in the shade : when the moon is again in the
same Nakshatra, they powder it and mix about four grains
with cow's milk, and say the following mantra seven times
before they take it

:

The medicine is taken every day for three weeks in the same
manner,-m the first week all bilious diseases and fevers are
supposed to be cured, in the second piles, jaundice, &c., and
in the third leprosy, scabs and pox.

This mantra nppears to be a f-^rr^r.^ e * ^ • n.

doubtful meaning.
™^^ °^ ^'^^''' P"«'^" ^^^ Sanskrit of
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Ainslie, noticing its use in Southern India, says:— '*A decoc-

tion of the root of this plant is considered on the Malabar Coast

to be useful in gravellish complaints. The Vytians of the Coro-

mandel side of India prescribe the leaves and root in cases of

piles and fistula : the first are given in powder^ in a little milk^

to the quantity of U\o pagodas' weight or more during the day/'

{Mat, Ind. II., 432.) In the Concan the leaves are rubbed into

a paste and applied to hydrocele ; and their juice with, an equal

quantity of horse's urine is made into an anjan which is used to

remove films of the conjunctiva by setting up an artificial

inflammation. In what is Sailed cracked pot cough by the natives,

tlie root is directed to be gathered on Sunday, wrapped in

Bhojpatra (bark of Bef.ula Bhojpatra), and tied with a string

made of silk of five different colours j this packet is to be kept

in the sun and tied upon the patient's neck at ebb tide.

This is the commonest kind of sensitive plant^ and is too

well known to require description; it has an acid and pungent

taste ; tlie root is fibrous.

Theoplirastus (H. P. IV. 3.) mentions a sensitive plant called

vXrjfxa with pinnate leaves and spinous branches of which ho says

^av Ttff ^(prjTai tq>v kKovkcv, ra (^uXXa, oxTTrep a(}>avmpofi€va (nJ/iTTirrrai, etra

Chemical composition.—The tapering thin roots o^M.pudica

contain 10 per cent, of tanuin of sucli a nature as to form a

good black ink with salts of iron. The ash of the roots amounts

to 5*5 per cent.

ENTADA SCANDENS, Benth.

^ig—Schef. in Nat. TijdscJir. Ned. Ind. xxxil, 99, t

16—18 ; Bhcede, Eort. Mai. viiL, t. 32-34; ix., t. 77. Sijn.

Entada purseetha.

Hab.—Cosmopolitan in the tropics. The seeds.

Femacukr.—Garambf, Gardul {Mar.), Gila-gach {Bemj.),

Parin-kaka-vully {Ual), Suvali-amli {Guz,), Fmgva{Sikhm),

Takdokhjen {Lepcha) ; the seeds, Pilpdpra {Guz.), 6ila{Beng.).
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Description, Uses, &c.—The plant is a gigantic
climbing shrub, remarkable for its legumes, which are several

feet long, 4 to 5 inches broad ; and surrounded with fl thick,

very firm, polished entire rim, which is found to remain like a
picture-frame when the less durable jointed body of the legume
has disappeared. The joints are 10 to 30, one-seeded, ligneous,

swelled in the centre, transversely furrowed, greenish ash-

colour when ripe. The seeds are more or less heart-shaped,
flattened, about 2 inches in diameter, with a shining- brown
testa, which is 1-1 6th of an inch thick, and very tough and
horny. It encloses two large, equal cotyledons which adhere-

to it. The radicle is patelliform, and lodged at the umbilicus

of the seed. The substance of the cotyledons is white and
insipid. When a thin section is cut and a drop of water placed
upon it, the water immediately becomes milky, and the opacity

of the section is much diminished. Under tbe microscope this

is seen to be due to the escape of oil globules and granular
matter from their containing cells. The properties of the seeds
do not appear to have been testedinEuropean practice; among
the natives they have the reputation of being emetic, and a

paste prepared from them is applied to glandular swellings.

Dalzell and Gibson {Bomhay Flora, Part I., p. 84), say:
" An infusion of the spongy fibres of tlie trunk is used with
advantage for various affections of the skin in the Philippines,
where it is called ' Gogo' (Adams) ; the seeds are eaten roasted
in Soonda.". Horsfield iu his list of Javanese plants states

that this plant is used as an emetic by the Javanese, but he does
not say which part of the plant is employed. Ainslie notices it

under its Javanese name of Gandoo, and remarks that it is the
Mahapus-woela of the Cingalese, and the Faba marina of Rum-
phius. Tbe Lepchas and other hill tribes use the seeds as a
Boap to wash their hair, and as a food after they have been
roasted and soaked in water.

Chemical conrposition.~~The seeds have been examined by
Moss (1887), who found 7-03 per. cent, of a neutral, turbid,
pale yellow, viscid oil, which was not rendered clear by heat.
(Branut gives the yield at about 30 per cent.)
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Alccliol extracted 4*6 of a reddish gummy lijgroscopic

extract; dilorofonn 0'435 of a pale yellow hjgvoscoi^hc extract.

Neither of these extracts yielded any alkaloid or glucoside,

nor did a proof-spirit extract, or the extracts of the integu-

ments^ but au aqueous extract gave evidence of the presence

of sap.^uin. {PJtarni* Joarn., S€j>t. Ylth^ 1887.)

ACACIA, Several species.
F

Fig.

—

lientL and Trim., t. 04—.95. Gum Arabic (Eng*),

Gommo Arabique (F/'.). From African and Arabian acacias.

Vernacular.—Gum Arabic, Maswai-gond^ Maklai-gond

(Bomb.).

Extract of tbe pods, Akakia {Ind., Arab,).

History, Uses, &C.— There appears to be no mention of

gum Arabic in Sanskrit works. It was kaown from a very

eurly date in Egypt as Kami. Dioscorides calls it xofifit in

his chapter nep\ aKaKias. PHny mentions Gummi several times/

Arabic and Persian writers describe it under the name of

Samgh-i-Arabi. The author of the Makhzan gives the follow-

ing description of what ifc ought to be:—"The gum of the

tree' called Ammughiltin or Mugbilan (Acacia) of a yellowish

white colour, shining, and perfectly sohible in water, forming a

clear sticky solution/* Gum is used medicinally by the Ha-

hometana, who consider it to be pectoral, strengthening, and

emollient. Au account of the history of gum iu Europe, and

its production iu Northern Africa will be found in the P/iarma-

cograpJua. The gum Arabic of Bombay, known in European

commerce as East India gum, is an imported article, and is

brought from Aden and the Red Sea ports, no part of it being

the p°roduce of India. Two kinds are met with in that market,

viz., ^'MaMai/' in large round tears or vermicular pieces,

white, yellow, or reddish, much like gum Senegal, but more

fissured, (it derives its name from the port of Makalla), and

€< Mas
* Plin. 13, 20 ; 24, 64, 67.
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fiuredj wliite, yellow or reddish, which derives its name from
the port of Massowa. Both of these are good soluLle gums,
and if carefully sorted not much inferior to Kordofan gum.
Both are exported to Europe, and form the East Indian gum
of commerce. About 15,000 cwts. of these gums were annually
imported into Bombay, but since the war in the Soudan the
imports have much decreased.

Akakia, according to the best Arabic and Persian autho-
rities, is an extract prepared from the juice of the Karaz. This

.^1

by the Egyptians " Sant/'

{(Egypt..) p. 9, Icon.), and is called

It is the aKavdos of Theophrastus (iii., 4 ; iv., 3; vi., 1) and
the Acanthus of Virgil, who speaks of " baccas semper fron-

dentis acanthi" in allusion to the globular inflorescence

(Georg. ii., 119).

Pliny (24, 67) says that «'the juice is left to thicken in the

pods, which are steeped in rain water for the purpose, and
.then pounded in a mortar; after which the juice is extracted
by means of presses. It is then dried in the sun, and when
dry divided into tablets." It is considered to be cold and dry,

astringent, styptic, and tonic, and is used internally and locally

in relaxed conditions of the mucous membranes, also as a

collyrium in purulent conjunctivitis and chronic congestion of

the vessels of the conjunctiva. Applied as a lotion it is said
to improve the complexion. With white of egg it is a good
application to burns and scalds, powdered it arrests hcemor-
rhage; in short, it is used in all cases in which an astringent
is indicated.

Description.—It is heavy, hard, and has an agreeable

odour, small fragments held between the eye and the light

should be of a bottle-green colour, but some samples have a
reddish tinge like the glass of which hock-bottles are made

;

when seen in bulk it appears black. The taste is sweet,
astringent and mucilaginous. Placed in cold water it soon
disintegr m which floats a quantity
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of olive-green or brownisL-green matter; after filtration the

mucilage is similar in colour to that of gum arabic.

Commerce.—Akakia is imported from the Red Sea ports^ and
is kept by all Mahometan druggists; it occurs in bladders con-

taining 5 to 6 ounces each.

Chemical comjposition of Own.—The Itevorotatory gums are

pinucipally potassium, maguesium, and calcium salts of arabic

or allied acids; they contain from 12 to 18 per cent, water, and

yield 2'7 to 3*0 per cent, of ash consisting almost wholly of

carbonates of these metals. Arabic acids (C^^ H"^^ 0^') has

been isolated from the so-called East Indian gum. [0^Sullivan.)

For the method of preparing it see {WatVs Diet, ofCJiem- by

Morley and Mitir^ i\., 295.) When slowly dried out of syrupy

solutions, on glass plates, it is a brittle^ transparent, colourless,
J

* glassy body, soluble in water. During desiccation, especially

if a little mineral acid be present, the acid is frequently con-

verted into the meta modification. Solutions of arabic acid

are strongly acid to litmus paper, and have a sharp acid taste

;

they completely neutralise solutions of the alkalies and alkaline

earths, and decompose carbonates. The salts of the alkaline

earths are precipitated out of solution by alcohol; those of the

alkalies are not precipitated under the same conditions, but

yield peculiar milky or opalescent solutions from which arabic

acid, with some of the alkaline salt, is precipitated on the

addition of stronger acids. Ba SO*, PbS, and other sulphides,

and some hydrates precipitated in solutions of arabic acid, can-

not be filtered out, but pass^in greater part, through the filter.

Gum arabic prevents the precipitation of the alkaloids by

phosphomolybdic acid, potassium-mercury iodide and tannin.

{Lefort et Thihault.) These are properties common to all the

gum acids. The defining characters of arabic acid are its

optical activity, t;i'2. [a] j= -26° to 28°, for solutions contain-

ing 5 to 6 grams dry substance in 100 c.c, and the composition

of its neutral barium and calcium salts ; in the dry state, the

former contains 6-0 per cent. BaO and the latter 2'28 per cent,

of CaO. iO'Sullivan.) Solid gum roasted with oxalic acid
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yields metagummic acid [Frtmy) ; this is dissolved by solutions

of the alkalies and alkaline earths with the reproduction of

arabic acid. {Rhem. in Ding. PoL Joitrn. 216, 539.) Gum even

in small quantities injected into the blood diminishes the elimina-

tion of urine; large doses completely stop the secretion, with a

Djarked increase of blood pressure (Hichet et Montard-AIartirh

Compt. Rend. 90, QS,) Gums vary much in the character of

the solutions they yield, some give a thin syrupy solution,

others a thick and jelly-like one; this is due to the varying

proportion of the acid naturally converted into the meta modi-

fication—the gums which yield the thinnest solution are th9S0

which contain the greatest amount of ash. Gums from the

same source have not always the same optical activity. {^WatVs

Diet of Gh. by Morley and Mnir, ii., 296.)
I

Substitutes for Gum Acacia*

We are indebted to Mr. J. G. Prebble of Bombay for the

following

:

The exports of Indian gums for use as substitutes for gum
arabic^ have during the last few years obtained considerable

proportions, and there is every probability of a steady increase

due to the improvements in communication between the ports

and the interior of the country, and the supplies promise to rival

in the near future the large exports of gum from Senegambia.

The gums here described include the majority and the most

important of those known to be yielded by Indian trees ; and

most of them have been personally collected by the writer; a

few have been kindly forwarded by Mr. Duthie of Saharanpur

and some by Mr. Cameron of the Lai Bagh, Bangalore.

Nearly all the gums have been examined under the microscope,

and in connection with this subject some account should

perhaps be given of the recent interesting researches of Bei-

jerinck and Wiesner. All gums were formerly supposed to be

the dried mucilaginous sap secreted by a natural or physiolo-

gical process in the life of the plants yielding them. It was

first clearly shown by Mohl, that, in the case of tragacanth,

the gum is produced by a metamorphosis of the cell membrane.
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and that it is not merely the dried secretions of the plant*

The investigations of other observers also demonstrated that

cherry and some other gums were formed by a similar process,

but no information was obtained of the causes which led to

these metamorphoses. The observations of Beijerinck and of

Wiesner, howeverj point to the eoncUision that in at least

several instances gum is formed by a pathological process

brought about by the influence of a fungus^ or of a peciihar

ferment allied to diast:ase and termed by Wiesner a '^diastatlc-

enzyme/' but differing from the ordinary members of the

group in that, whilst it converts starch into dextrine, it pro-

duces no sugar reducing Trommer^s reagent. The diastatic

character of the gum was inferred from its behaviour in

limiting or preventing the iodine reaction on starch dough,

Beijeriuck found that by inserting a portion of gum under the

edge of a wound in the bark, the formation of gum was induced.

The observation that heated or loug boiled pieces of gum
"Would not produce tbis effect, and that wounds mado in the

bark did not produce gum unless a portion was first introduced

iuto it, led him to suppose that the formation of gum was due

to the presence of bacteria or other living organisms. On

microscopical investigation it was found that only those pieces

of e;utn that contained spores of a highly organised fungus

belonging to the Ascomycetes, had the power of conveying the

gum disease or gummosis. The fungus producing the gum-

mosis of species of acacia of Africa ha§ been named Fh'Of^pora

gurn mipara, Oiidema.ns. Another fungus, Corijneum D-ijcrincIui

causes the gummosis of the Amygdalae. Beijerinck believes that

the fungus produces a fluid of the nature of a ferment, which

penetrates the adjacent structures, since the disease extends

beyond the parts in which any trace of the fungus can be

detected. This ferment he believes to act on the cell walls,

starch granvdes, and other constituents of the cells, trans-

forming them into gum, and* even changing into gum tho

fungus^itself. In all the gums examined by the writer, fungus

spores were observed, and in many casesgonidial forms and

* Pharm. Journ.,3-U-6Gl and 3-10-286.

69
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Byplia?. d

in the same genera. The hyplia9 and gonidia found in the gam
of Acacia modesta from the Punjab differ in shape and size

from the same forms observed in Acacia Farnesiana from
Bombay, and tlie forms occasionally met with in Acacia arabica

differ from both. It seems therefore improbable that only one

species of fungus produces the gummosis in the tribe acacia as

stated by the above observers. That gum has the power of

converting starch into dextrine, is readily proved by its action

on starch paste, but the statement of Wiesner that whilst it

converts starch into dextrine, it produces no sugar reducing
Trommer's reagent, I am unable to confirm. In several

experiments performed with different gums, a reducing sugar
was in every instance abundantly produced, and it is probable

that the action of gum on starch is similar to that of diastase,

-when the hydration products are dextrine and maltose, the

proportions of which vary according to the conditions of the

experiment, especially as regards the temperature employed.
With the aid of iodine the gradations in the transformation or

hydration of the starch may be easily followed. When the

gum and starch paste has been standing a short time, iodine

gives a blue or violet coloration, after a longer period some
shade of crimson, the erythrodextriue of Gruber, and finally

the mixture ceases to give any reaction when the conversion
of the starch is then complete. Gum which is permeated with
fungus, as that derived from Acacia Farnesiana, has a more
rapid action on the starch paste than a gum free or nearly so

from fungus as that from Anogeissus latifolia. Acacia
Farnesiana gum will convert its own weight of starch, made
into paste, in two or three days at the ordinary temperature of
Bombay, about 80° P. At a higher temperature the trans-
formation is quicker.

With regard to the behaviour of gums to reagents, too
much reliance must not be placed upon the reactions, as gums
from the same tree oflen give different results. It is believed,
however, that they will often furnish useful indications of the
source of a gum, taken in conjunction with their physical and
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sometimes microscopical characters. The reagents employed

are those which have been found most useful for comparative

purposes. All the gums, with the esception of the paler

samples of Acacia arahica, and a gum said to be yielded by

Acacia leiicophloea^ are gelatinized by basic acetate of lead.

Gums or so-called gums from the following plants have

been examined

:

Feronia Elephantum.—The gum occurs in small^

irregular or rounded tears, varying in colour from_ reddish brown

to pale yellow or. colourless. The paler samples dissolved in

water form a thick, tasteless and colourless mucilage. The

solution is precipitated by "both neutral and basic acetate of

lead and by ferric chloride, but not by borax. This is one of

the most valuable of the Indian gums, and is a good substitute

for gum arable.

iEgle Marmelos.—A small sample of this gum received

from Saharanpur was in reddish brown, transparent angular

fragments. It is quite insoluble in water, but dissolves in

strong alcohol; it is therefore a resin. A "small quantity of

exudation collected from a tree in Bombay was also a resin.

The solution in alcohol is of a yellow colour with a greenish

fluorescence.
I b

Melia Azadirachta.— The gum occurs in large tears,

cracked and fissured on the surface, or in vermiform or stalacti-

form pieces of a pale yellow or amber colour, readily dissolving

in water, forming a good, pale-coloured mucilage. The solution

is gelatinized by ferric chloride and basic acetate of lead, but

not by borax or neu tral acetate of lea,d.

Cedrela Toona.-Some gum gathered from a tree on

the Hilciris was in transparent stalactiform masses of a

yellowish brown colour, and smooth and polished on tlie surface

It forms a thick mucilage with a large volume of y^^er The

mucilage is gelatinized by basic acetate of lead, but is unaffect-

ed by the Ltral acetate, ferric chloride or

^^--J^^;-
keeping the gum about a year and again treating with water it
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was found to be mucli less soluble, the gura swelling into a

gelatinous mass. /

Swietenia Mahagoni yields a gum that often runs

down the side of the tree^ drying up intobrittle^ white^ shining

fragments, which however become yellow on' keeping. It

dissolves readily in water, forming a weak dark-coloui-ed

mucilage^ which freely reduces- Fehlip.g's solution; is precipi-

tated by acetate of lead^ gelatinized by the basic acetate and by

ferric chloride, but not by boras.

Chloroxylon Swietenia.—A sample of this gum
received from Bangalore was in dark reddish-brown tears and

stalactiform pieces. It swelled up in water, forming a gelatinous

mass, hardly any dissolving.*

Anacardium OCcidentale yields large quantities of

gum, mostly in stalactiform masses, varying in colour from

yellow to deep reddish brown. It dissolves readily in water,

but forms a slightly glairy, more or less turbid mucilage.

The turbidiry is due to the presence of a small quantity of a

yellowish oily body, which may be detected under the micro-

scope. It is probably the occurrence of tbis oil in the gum that

renders it obnoxious to insects. ' A mucilage of the yellowish

gum is unaffected by neutral acetate of lead,perchloride of iron,

bichromate of potash, molybdate of ammonia or borax, but it

very freely reduces Fehling's solution, and is gelatinized by
basic acetate of lead. The mucilage of the dark reddish brown
gum is' blackened by bichromate of potash and by ferric

chloride, but is not gelatinized. It is precipitated by molybdate
of ammonia.

Odina Wodier yields an abundant supply of gum in

large tears and stalactiform masses, of white, yellow or amber
colour; brittle and friable from the presence of numerous
minute cracks. \Vith wat^r it forms a glairy mucilage, which

is turbid from the presence of a small quantity of oil recogniz-

A sample iroui another source Mas more soluble (see p. 339), but the

sobitlon had scarcely any adhesive power.
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able under the microscope. The mucilage slightly reduces

Fehliug's solution, is gelatinized by basic acetate of lead and

ferric chloride, but not by neutral acetate of lead nor by

borax.

Spondias mangifera.—The gum exudes in stalactiform

pieces of a yellowish or reddish-brown colour and with a smooth

shining surface. It forms a gelatinous mucilage with a large

volume of water. The mucilage is precipitated by acetate of

lead, gelatinized by the basic acetate and by ferric chloride, but

not by borax.

Poinciana regia yields a gum in irregular granular or

warty tears of a yellowisli or reddish brown- colour soluble in

water, forming a tliick opalescent mucilage. The solution is

gelatinized by basic acetate of lead and ferric chloride, but not

by the neutral acetate nor by borax. FehUng's solution is

slightly reduced. The gum contains a large quantity of oxalate

of lime. The surface of some of the tears is of an opaque

yellow colour; this portion consists largely of beautiful sphaero-

crystals of oxalate of lime, closely resembling in formation the

sphsero-crystals of inulin. On moistening this gum with water

a cloud of small crystals often separates, and the sphfcro-crystals

attempt to arrange themselves into bundles of acicular crystals.

Bauhinia purpurea yields an inferior gum that

swells up in water, forming a gelatinous mass, very >--little

dissolvmg

Bauhinia variegata.--A sample of the gum received

from Bangalore was in irregular broken tears of - amber

colour, but distinctly opalescent. It .^ not
-^P^/^^^J ^^^^^^^^^

, but forms a milky mucilage _^- ^o t^^ P s^^^^^^^

m water

U composed ofrend granule, so.ne of « f-f^ ^^td
into masses. Mauy of the granules do not go a

eross with polarized light, and appear to be "'^° »''
^ j

Three-celled cask-shaped gonidia with a hyalme ox rcn..tj,

=pl.a:ro.crystals of oxalate of limo are also met w.th.

^
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ProSOpis Spicigera.—The gum, whicli is unusually

friable, occurs in small angular fragments of a yellowish colour,

more or less deep, sometimes in large ovoid tears about two

inches long, of an amber colour internally, but having a frosted

or candied appearance externally from the presence of numerous

minute cracks which cause the tears to crumble under pressure.

With water it forms a rather dark coloured tasteless mucilage

of about the same viscosity as gum arabic. The solution is

precipitated by the normal acetate of lead and gelatinized by

the basic acetate, also by ferric chloride, borax and alkaline

silicates. It rather freely reduces Fehling's solution. This is

a valuable gum, and appears to resemble, except .in its behavi-

our to reagents, the Mezquite gum of Mexico and Texas, which

is now coming into use in America.

Acacia Farnesiana yields gum freely in the form of

spheroidal tears and stalactiform masses ranging in colour

from pale yellow to dark-reddish brown. The gum collected

in the neighbourhood of Bombay and at Poona in the Deccan

is only slightly soluble. Ou stirring up with water it partially

dissolves, but after remaining a short time undisturbed it

gelatinizes. The strained mucilage is precipitated or gelati-

nized by neutral and basic acetate of lead, perchloi^ide of iron^

and silicate of soda, but not by borax. It slightly reduces

Fehling^s solution-

Under a high power of the microscope, the gum is seen to

be thickly interwoven with the minvite hyphae and fructifica-

tiona of a fungus probably belonging to the Ascon^vcetes.

The fungus is composed of a brown parenchyma containing

oil globules, and bearing oval-shaped gonidia divided into two

cells by a transverse septum. The gonidia are supported on

hyaline stems (sterigmata) arising from the hyphse. Debris

of cells containing monoclinic crystals and interwoven with

fungi are occasionally met with.

Acacia arabica yields an abundant supply of gum,

mostly exuding in the hot weather. It forms tears and sta-

lactiforoi masses, the latter sometime of large size when ob*
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tained from trees that have been wounded. The colour

varies from pale yellow to deep reddish brown or black. It

IS usually quite soluble in . water, forming rather a weak
mucilage. The solution is not gelatinized by either neutral

or basic acetate of lead, but it shghtly reduces Fehling^s

solution, and is darkened in colour by ferric chloride and

gelatinized by borax. The deep reddish brown or black gum
whicli has hung long on the tree contains tannin, and is preci-

pitated by basic acetate of lead; forms an inky colouration

with ferric chloride ; a deep brown with bichromate of potash,

and a red with molybdate of ammonia. It freely reduces

Fehling's solution. This dark-coloured gum is not always

readily soluble in water, but leaves a gelatinous portion

Undissolved. In connection with the solubility of this gum,

the observations of J. H. Maiden* on the Eicc'alijptus Kinos

arc of interest. He found that the kino when freshly gathered

is quite soluble, but that by exposure on the tree to sun and

air the gum becomes black and insoluble. This he regards as

due to the conversion of the tannin into phlobaphenes, and in
ft

those thai contain arabin the tendency to insolubility is pro-

bably enhanced by the partial conversion of that substance

into metarabin. The gum is usually free from fungus, but I

have met with three-celled, somewhat cask-shaped gonidia,

with a small hyaline portion at one end, the remains of the

stem.

Large quantities of this gum/ collected chiefly in the Behara

and Central Provinces, are exported from Bombay. It forms

the bulk of the Amrad,t Amraoti or Oomrawatti gum of the

Bombay gum merchants.

Acacia leucophlaea—A sample of this gum received

from Bangalore was readily soluble in^tvatei^JormiBg^ a good,

* Botany°Bav, or Eucalyptus Kiuo; by J. H. Maiden, Pharm. Jounl.,

[3], XX., p. 221. \ ^- ,
-i A

t This word Amrad is probably a corruption of the Arabic hamra, red,

and is a name applied to all dark-coloured gums. The word appears to

have been first used in connection with African gums. The Acacia arah.ca

trees in Senegal are called Red gum trees ; see also Pharm. Journ., .i-iy-i.
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fhick, pale-coloured mucilage. The solution is gelatinized by-

borax, but is unaffected by either neutral or basic acetate of lead

or perchlorido of iron.

Acacia Catechu.—The gum occurs mostly in spheroi-
dal tears of a yellow or brown colour, freely soluble in water,
forming a thick pale-coloured mucilage not precipitated by
neutral acetate of lead, but gelatinized by basic acetate of
lead, ferric chloride, and borax. It freely reduces Fehling's
solution.

Acacia modesta—The gum occurs mostly in very
small tears or angular fragments with some vermiform pieces
marked with waved transverse lines. It is translucent and of
a yellowish colour j very soluble in water, forming a good pale-
coloured mucilage. "With basic acetate of lead and ferric
chloride it forms a jelly, but not with boras; with neutral

,

lead slight
reduction with Fehling's solution. The gum is sent to Bombay
from Northern India, and is classed by the gum merchants as

Amritsar gum.

Albizzia procera.—The trunks of trees growing in
the neighbourhood of Bombay are often covered with numer-
ous

^

granular or warty masses of gum about half an inch
in diameter ; occasionally the gum exudes in small tears
and vermiform pieces. It is of a reddish brown colour,
transparent and polished in appearance when fresh, but
becomes dark and opaque on keeping. The freshly exuded
gum completely dissolves, yielding a thick, slightly gelatinous
riiucilage, but the dark, opaque gum is imperfectly soluble.
The mucilage is gelatinized by both neutral and basic acetate
of lead and by ferric- chloride, but not by borax. It rather
freely reduces Fehling's solution. The gum is permeated with
the hyphre of a fungus, and often contains dehris of cells

interwoven with hyphpe. Sph^ro-crystals of calcium oxalate
are frequently met with,

Albizzia Stipulata yields a tough, dark-coloured gum,
which swells up in water into cartilage-like masses, very little
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dissolving. The soluble portion freely reduces Feliling's solu-

tion, is gelatinized by basic acetate of lead, but not by the

neutral acetate nor by borax; witli ferric chloride it darkens

iu colour, but is not gelatinized.

Albizzia Lebbek,—The gum exudes mostly in stalacti-

form masses and varies in colour from light to deep reddish

brown. It is translucent and has a smooth polished surface.

It forms a slightly gelatinous mucilage with a large volume

of water
; sometimes it is imperfectly soluble, and leaves a

gelatinous portion undissolved. The mucilage is gelatinized by

basic acetate of lead and by ferric chloride, but not by the

neutral acetate of lead nor by borax. It slightly reduces Feh-

ling's solution.
''

Albizzia odoratissima.—The gum forms large trans-

parent tears of an amber colour ; free from cracks internally,

but auperficially fissured. In wkter it swells up into tough

colourless masses, very little dissolving,

Pithecolobium dulce yields a gum usually in sphe-

roidal tears, about half an inch in diameter, of a deep

reddish brown colour, transparent, and with a polished surface.

It is freely soluble in water, forming a thick brown mucilage.

The solution is unaffected by neutral acetate of lead, but is

gelatinized by the basic acetate, ferric chloride, and borax.

It freely reduces Fehling's solution.

Pithecolobium Saman yields a very inferior gum,

forming irregular tears and vermicular pieces with waved

transverse ridges. It is of a soft and tough consistence, and

swells up ia water into tough cartilage-like masses. On keep-

ing, it turns a deep reddish brown or black colour.

Anogeissus latifolia.—The gam usually occurs iu

rounded or vermicular pieces, sometimes in elongated tears.

Colour ranging from amber-brown to pale yellow or colourless ;

the surface^is roughened and opaque ; it has a glassy fracture, and

i« quite transparent internally and free from cracks. The gum

70
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darkens in colour by keeping through the monsoon season,,

and becomes agglutinated into masses. With water it forms a

nearly colourless mucilage, quite colourless with the finer

qualities of the gum, possessing a faint characteristic odour,

and about double the viscosity of gum arable treated with the

same proportion of water. The solution is gelatinized by

basic acetate of lead and by borax, but is unaffected by ferric

chloride or neutral acetate of lead. This is a very valuable

gum, and may be obtained in almost any quantity nearly free

from admixture with other gums^ as it possesses well marked

physical characters which, render it readily distinguishable.

Its dull white, roughened surface and glassy fracture free from

cracks distinguish it from all other gums. The finer qualities
_ 1

are well suited for use in pharmacy, and for the preparation of

emulsions it is unrivalled. As it possesses about double tho

viscosity of gum arabic, one part of this gum should be used

Avhere two parts of the former are ordered.

This gum is now largely exported, and forms the bulk of

the Ghdti* gum of the Bombay gum merchants.

Terminalia belerica produces a gum in tears and

vermicular pieces of a dark brown colour with a smooth sur-

face, free from cracks. When placed in water it swells up

to a tough gelatiaous mass, very little dissolving. The gum
contains crystals of calcium oxalate in dumb-b'ell-like forms,

sphsero-crystals and groups of fine crystalline particles.

Aleurites moluccana yields in Bombay a partially

soluble gum of a yellowish or brown colour. The solution is

gelatinized by neutral and basic acetate of lead and: by borax

but not by ferric chloride. The gum is permeated with the

hypha3 of a fungus*

The Marathi adjective Ghati signifies *' relating to the Desh or country

above the Sayhadri range/*
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Talular View of the Soluhility and Beadions of Indian Gums,
A

—

-.Arabic-like gums soluble in water.

I

b

Acacia arabica

Anogeissus latifolia •

Neutral Acetate
of Lead, Ferric Chloride.

"i^
#•

Acficia modesta Precipitated. /r^Gelatlnized.
Peronia Elephantum Precipitated;
Swietenia Mahogani Precipitated.
Acacia Catecliu

Borax.

Gelatinized,

Gelatinized.

Gelatinized.

Pithecolobium dulce
Melia Azadirachta

h^
Prosopis spicigera Precipitated..

>

^Gelatiiiized.

Gelatinized,

Gelatinized.

Gelatinized.

Gelatinized,

^ Gelatinized.

•#• \«i •«

Gelaxmized.

Gelatinized,

Gelatinized.

B— 6rztms readily dissolving in loater hut forming a more or
less turbid mucilagefrom insoluble suspended substances.

Acetate of Lead. Ferric Chloride.

Anacardium occidentale.

Odina Wodier r »« »

Bauhinia variegata Precipitated.
Poiuciana regia

Gelatinized.

Gelatinized.

Gelatinized.

Suspended sub-
stance.

A yellowish oil,

A yellowisli oi].

Starch granules.

Calcium oxalate

in spha?ro-cry-

stals.

iVone of these Gtims are ffelatinized by Borax* '

C

—

Gums incompetely soluble amlfurming a viore or less gelar

tinous mucilage ivith a large volume of water.
NGutriii Aaetate

of lead,

Cedrela Toona
Albizzia Lebbek.
Acacia Farnesiana •

Albizzia procera *.-....

Spondias mangifera ..r.« Precipitated.

Aleurites moluccana Gelatinized.

Ferric CUoride. Borax*

Gelatinized.

Gel«tifHzed.

Gelatinized.

Gelatinized.

Gelatinized

D

—

Oums swelling iijp into a gelatinous mass^ very little

dissolving.
Terminalia belerica.

Chloroxylou Svvietenia.

Albizzia odoratissima,
Albizzia stipulata.

Bauhinia purpurea. •

Commerce,—Indian gums are almost entirely exported from

Bombay. The exports and value for the last three years of

gams of Indian production^ not including those imported from

African and other ports, were as follows :

\'^ L-

1886 aud 1887. 1887 and 1888. 1888 and 18S9.

Cwfc 20,895 C^yt 31,826 Cvvt 55.192

Rs 7,93,934 Rs-. 14,33,511 Rs 24,05,131
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ACACIA ARABICA, Willd.

-t

Fig.—J2ari. Cor. PL, t 149; Bedd. FL Sylv., U 47.

Babool tree {Eng.), Acacia d'Arable {Fr.)^

Hab.—India^ Arabia^ Africa* The bark.
m. *

Vernacular.—Babul, Kikar (Find.), Knruveylam (Taw.)j

Babbul (Mar.), Babul {Beng,\ Baval ((tM^O> Karijali {Can.).

Description, Uses, &C.—This tree is the Yabbula of

Sanskrit writers, who mention the use of the yoting leaves and

pods as an astringent in diarrhoea, and of a decoction of the bark

as an astringent lotion. The bark is powerfully astringent, and

as a substitute for Oak bark it is used in the Government hos-

pitals and dispensaries in India. Externally a strong decoc-

tion of it is a useful astringent application to ulcers. The

gum has already been noticed in the article upon substitutes

for gum arable. Babul bark is hard and woody, of a rusty

brown colour, having a tendency to divide into several layers.

The external surface is rugged and fissured longitudinally, the

internal smooth and fibrous ; taste astringent and mucilaginous.

The astringent bark of this and several other species of

Acacia* is used in India to assist in the preparation of spirit

from sugar and palm juice by precipitating the albnminons

substances in the liquor and facilitating fermentation. Spirit

thus prepared is noticed by Ainshe as the Piittay charagum

or bark spirit of the Tamils,

Chemical composition.—Kay and Baston [Journ. Soc. Dyers

and Col. iii., 132) by employing Proctor's modification of

LowenthaVs process for estimation of tannin, found 22'44 per

cent, in the pods, expressed in terms of oxalic acid. {Allea.)

The wood contains chlorides which act upon copper when burnt,

and is therefore not adapted for fuel for engines on railways.

* A. leucophlcBa, A.ferrugiaea, A, Jacquemontiu
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ACACIA CATECHU, Willd.
r

Fig.—Poxh. Cor. PL, L 175; Bentl and Trim., t 95.

Catechu tree {Eng.\ Acacia Cachou {Ft.).

Hab.—India. Acacia CatecLu or Cutcli.

Vernacular.—Kh^iv {Hind., Mar., Beng.), Yodalia, Yodalam
{Tarn.), Kkera-baval [Guz.), Kagli {Can").

Catechu.—Katlia, Kath {Eind., Mar.), Kattakambu {Tarn.),

Katlio [Guz.).

History, Uses, &C.—Sanskrit writers under tlie name
of Khadira mention two kinds of catechu^ dark and pale, botli

prepared from the wood of the Acacia Catechu^ and these two
kinds are still to be found in common use. The dark acacia

catechu is in flat cakes of a dark brown colour and shining

fracture, or in square cakes known as box catechu. The Kght
catechu is a porous earthy-looking substance, somewhat lami-

nated and much more friable than the dark : it is used for

chewing with betel leaves and areca nut, while the use of the
dark kind is confined to industrial purposes- Dark catechu is

made by evaporating a decoction of the wood until it becomes
Solid ; in making the light kind the inspissation is stopped
at a certain pointy and the catechu is obtained as a deposit

t _

upon twigs which are placed in the h'quid extract. The
Hindus consider catechu to be astringent, cooling, and diges-

tive, useful in relaxed conditions of the throat, mouth and

gums, also in cough and diarrhoea. Externally they use it

as aa astringent and cooling application to ulcers, boils, and

eruptions on the skin. A number of compound formulse for

its administration will be found in Chakradatta, Sarangadhara,
^

and the Baisajya Ratnavali. Mahometan writers describe

dark and light catechu, and their use in medicine for then
purposes already mentioned. An account of the introduction

of catechu into Europe will be found in the Pharmacographla.

Other kinds of the drug which are imported into ludia by sea

will be found described in the article upon Gambier. The

gum of A, Catechu has been noticed in the article upon Suhii"
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tutes for gum arable. ' la the " Concans the juice of the fresh

bark is givea with Asafoetida in haemoptysis, and the flowerlBg
tops with cummin, milk and sugar in gonorrhnea.

Chemical composition.—In addition to a large proportion,
45—55 per cent, of a variety of tannin (catechu tannic acid),

cutch contains 30 to 40 per cent, of catechu, which is deposited
on cooling a boiling aqueous solution. Cutch should not yield

more than 5 per cent, of ash. {Allen.)

Catechu, C'^ H'^ 0^, is a name given to various compounds
contained in catechu or Terra Japonica, which is extracted by
boiling water from the fruits or twigs of a variety of plants;
catechu from twigs and unripe pods of Acacia {or Mimosa
Catecku); Gambier catechu from iV^aw(;Zea (or JJncaria) Gamhier;
and Indian catechu from some Acacia.

Catechu tannic acid has the formula C'-^'H'sos or C'^ H'*
0^' (?), and may be extractedfrom catechu by water: it is also

formed when catechin is alone hente.d to 130° C, or with water to

1 10'' C, or by boiling with alkalies. It occurs as a dark reddish
brown powder, which oxidises in air. It gives a greyish green
precipitate with ferric chloride, and does not precipitate tartar

emetic. Its aqueous solution is precipitated by gelatine, albu-

M
Mor

ir's edition.) For farther particulars the reader is referred
to the Fharmacographia

; and for tests of purity, &c., to Allen's
Commercial Organic Analysis, Vol III., Part I.

Commerce.—Acacia catechu for use with pan-supjiri is largely
prepared about Sui-at. Value, Rs. 20 per maund of 37.^ lbs.

Cutch fetches from Rs. 4 to 5 per maund, and is prepared in
many parts of India by wild forest tribes.

Khersal ok Khairsar.—From the wood of Acacia Catechi
is obtained a substance which we have not seen any notice of
in works on Indian Materia Medica- Khersal,' or natural cate-

chu, is obtained from cavities in the wood, and occurs in small
irregular fragments like little bits of very pale catechu mixed
with chips of reddish wood. This drug is collected by men
who split firewood, and fetches a high price, as it is only
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occasionally met with ; it has a sweetish astringent taste, and
under the microscope is seen to be composed of minute needle-
shaped crystals. When placed iu water the colouring matter
of the particles of wood mixed with the drug colour the water
red, but the khers.il remains undissolved; iu boiling water it is

completely soluble^ but is thrown down in conglomerate masses
of small needle-shaped crystals jipon the water cooling; it is

also soluble in rectified spirit, and is depositedin the same form
on the spirit evapomting. In native practice this substance is

valued as a remedy in relaxed conditions of the throat.

A similar substance has been brought to our notice by the

Conservator of Forests for Malabar.* It is a yellow crystal-

line deposit found in the wood of the Poon spar [CaliophyHum
tomentosiim),

Kath:pol—Is a mixture of catechu and myrrh, which is

frequently given to women after confinement as a tonic, and
to promote the secretion of milk.

ACACIA PENNATA, Willd.

Fig.—Bot. Mag., t. 3408.
r

Hab.—India, The bark.

Vernacular— %h.Bmh {Mar.), Biswul {Eind.), Arar [Can.).

Description, Uses, &C«—A scandent shrub; prickles

scattered, numerous, straight, or at length recurved; pinna; 8

to 20 pair; leaflets beyond 30 pair, narrow linear, glabrous;

heads of flowers globose-panicled ; legume glabrous, or reddish

with fine tomentum. The bark is an article of commerce,

"being used to tan fishing nets at Bombay; it occurs in strips

about 3 feet long. In the Concan the leaf-juice mixed with

milk is given to infants who sufi"er from indigestion with green

stools. In bleeding from the gums the leaves are chewed with

cummin and sugar; they are also rubbed to a pulp and mixed

with cow's milk, cummin and sugar as a remedy for scalding

of the urine. The dose is 2 tolas.

Chemical composition,—The bark afforded 14-2 per cent,

of aqueous extract containing 8-8 per cent, of tannm. Tho
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tannin gave a black precipitate with ferric chloride, and its

lead salt contained one-third of its weight of oxide of lead.

The powdered bark left 12*1 per cent, of ash on ignition.

Commerce.—The bark is collected in the Concan and exported
to Bombay, where it fetches about Rs. 14 per 100 bundles of

7 lbs. each.
ft

ACACIA CONCINNA, JDC.

. Hab.—India, Burmah. The pods,

Femacu/ar.—Sikekai, Shika (3far., Tarn. )y Kochai, Ban-ritha
\Beng.), Aila, Rassaul {Hind.), Chikaya, Go^u {Tel), Sige
(Can.).

History, Uses, &C.—The tree is called in Sanskrit

Saptala and Charma-kasa, or ** skin-injurer," on account of its

numerous thorns, and is common in many parts of the country.

Ainslie has the following notice of the medicinal use of the pods
in Southern India:— ** Sheeakai is the name given by the

Tamools to a long flat pod, or legume, containing separate,

small, oval, dark-coloured seeds, and which is considered by
the native practitioners as a most valuable medicine

; in taste

it somewhat resembles the soap-nut, but is more acid, less

bitter, andhas a singular pungency; its qualities are allowed
to be deobstruent and detergent, and, 1 am, inclined to think,
expectorant ; it is commonly ordered in cases of jaundice and
Other biliary derangements, and is besides used by the Indians
like soap-nut for washing the head. The small leaves of the

prickly shrub have a pleasant acidity, and are frequently put
into pepper-water when it is found necessary to keep the
bowels open or work off bile. The pod is usually prescribed
in electuary in doses of about the size of a small walnut, every
morning for three successive days." Nimmo notices the use

of the pods by Hindus for making sectarial marks on the
forehead. The leaves are used as an acid ingredient in food
instead of tamarinds, and the bark is used in tanning.

Description.—Pod strap-shaped, straight, 3 to 4 in. by
I in., 6 to 10 seeded, with broad sutures, narrowed to a short
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stalk, depressed between the seeds. In the Himalayan var.

nigata the pod is larger^ 1 to 1^ in. broad.

Chemical composition.—The pods freed from their seeds^

dried without artificial heat, and powdered, had the following

percentage composition :—Moisture 8'44, saponin 1120, malic
acid 12*74, resin 1'03, glucose 13'S8, gum and colouring

matter precipitated by subacetate of lead 2r43, substances

dissolved by alkali 4'97, crude fibre 22-52, ash 3-76» In
estimating the saponin by the barium hydrate method, the

malic acid was precipitated with it. The total free and
combined acid was estimated by precipitation with neutral

plumbic acetate, the malate of lead yielding fine white crystals

m afew hours. Malic acid existed in the fruits in a free state.

The total free acidity found by titration with standard alkali

was equivalent to 4*48 per cent, of Na HO. The saponin

could be very readily estimated by boiling an infusion acidulated

with sulphuric acid for two hours, and by separating and

weighing the insoluble sapogenin*

GornvfiGTce.—The pods are sold in the bazars of many parts

of India. Value, Re. l^o If per mauiid of 37^ lbs. They
are collected largely by the Forest Department in South Canara,

lu 1885-86, 9 tons collected realized Rs. 555; in 188G-87, 135

tons realized Rs. 8,SQ9
-,
and in 1S87-SS, 97 tons realized

Rs. 7,168,

The
*

ALBIZZIA LEBBEK, Benth.

^lg.~Jacq. Ic. t. 198; Bedd. Fl. Sylv, L 53.

tree {Eng.).

Hab.—Throughout India. The bark, leaves, and flowers.

ALBIZZIA ODORATISSIMA, BentL

Fig.— Roxb. <Jor. PL t. 120; Bedd. FL Si/lv. t. 54.

Hab.—Throughout India.

Vemaciaar.—Slris [Hind., Beng.), Slras, Chichola, Chichva

(Mar.), Sirasala-mara, Bengha (Can.), Yagho{Tam.), Darshaua

{Tel), Siris, Harreri {Guz.}.

71
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History, UseS,&C.—Both trees are known to the'natives

of India by tlie same vernacular names^ and botli are called in

Sanskrit Sirisa and Kapitana^ and bear the synonyms of Suka-

puslipa, Suka-druma, and Suka-priya, ''dear to parrots/' and

Mridu-pushpa, *« Having soft flowers/^ According to tlie Ni-

ghantas Siris kas cold, tonic^ and alterative properties. The

.author o£ the MaJiJizan'el'adwiya gives a detailed description

of the two trees as varieties of one and the same plant, and

-says that he has been given to understand that the Arabs have

named the tree Sultan-el-ashjar, and that the Persians call

it Darakht-i-Zakariya, He states that the juice of tlie leaves is

applied to the eyes to cure night-blindness, a decoction beiug

at the same time given internally. A decoction of the bark is

used as a mouth-wash to strengthen the gums. One masha

of the powdered bark with three or four tolas of melted butter

taken daily is an excellent tonic and alterative. A water is

also distilled from the bark which is used for the same purposes*

The flowers are supposed to be retentive of the seminal fluid.

One dirhem of the powdered seeds with two dxrhems of sugar-

xjandy in a glass of warm milk taken daily is said to thicken the

seminal fluid. A paste made with the seeds is applied to

reduce enlarged cervical glands. The seeds are also used in the

preparation of collyria. According to Baden-Powell^ Stewart,

and Madden A. Julibrissin has similar properties. In

Madras the bark of A. Lehheh is much used by fishermen for

tanning their nets. The heartwood, which is dark brown,

hard, and fairly durable, is used for various industrial purposes.

Description.—The seeds are very hard and not unlike

those of Cassia Fisfula^ but smaller. They have a nauseous

taste with some astringency. The flowers form largish globular

heads of a yellowish-white colour, those of A. Lehheh being

larger than those of A. odorafisswia. The bark of 4. Lehbek

has a rugged brown suber, much pitted and fissured, which can

be separated in large flakes, leaving exposed a pitted irregular

light red surftxce. The substance of the bark is hght red, bard

and gritty; it has an acidulous and astringent taste. The

inner surface is white and woody.
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Ohemical composition.—The bark jields to boiling water 12:

per cent, of extract, containing 7*4 per cent, of a tannin, which
is coloured green by ferric salts. It yields to alcohol U per
cent, of extract coutaininof a resin besides the tannin. Ether
removes from the powdered bark a body allied to catechin.
After exhaustion with boiling water and alcohol a large quantity
of red colouring matter is dissolved by caustic alkali. The ash
amounts to 9 per cent.

Albizzia amara, Boivin, Eoxh. Cor. PL, t. 122, a tree

of the Western Peninsula and Ceylon, bas a medicinal reputa-

tion similar to that of A. Lehhek and A. odoratissima. For a

Ardbiic. A. stipulat

/<

Nepalese for sizing their Daphne paper.

EOSAGE^
AMYGDALUS COMMUNIS, Zww.

^i-g'—Bentl. and Trim., t. 99. Almond tree {Eng.), Aman-
"dier commun (Fr.).

Hab.—Europe, Central Asia. The almonds.

Vernacular—Badam [Bind., Guz.), Vadam-kottal {Tarn.},

Badam-vittulu {Tel), Badiimi {Can.), Bilati-bad^m {Beng.),

Badam {Mar.) ; Bitter almonds, Kurwe-badam {Hind.),

Kashappu-vadamkottai {Tarn.), Chedu-badam-vittulu {Tel),

Tikta-badami(Ca?i.), Karu-badam(Mar.),Karavu-badam (Guz.).

History, Uses, &C.—Almonds are mentioned in the

Book of Genesis as having been carried into Egypt from

Palestine as a present by the sons of Israel ; they are frequently

noticed by Theophrastus* ; Dioscoridesf describes the use of

the root, seeds and gum of the bitter almond tree as medicinal

agents. Pliny also was acquainted with almonds and the

almond tree (amy('dala).t He, as well as Celsus and Cohimelja,

* H. P. I. 18, 19, 21, 23; 11.3; VII. 12; IX. 1.

t Dios. i., 144. X Plin. 15, 24 ; 23, 75-
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speak of ^nux amara/ ' the bitter almond' ; almonds were also

called Avellana; Grcecce and Nuces Grcecce by Latin writers.

Much interesting information having regard to the ancient
history of almonds in Europe may be found iu the Fharmaco-
grapMa. Iti India the almond, though probably indigenous
to Cashmere and the Himalayas, does not appear to have
attracted the same attention as ia Europe. In some Sanskrit
works it is mentioned under the name of Badama, the same
Dame which it bears in Persia, where the tree is very
common and the fruit much used. When the Mahometans
settled in India, almonds were probably for the first time
introduced into the southern and central parts of the country
as an article of commerce from Persia and Afghanistan.
Arabic and Persian writers on Materia Medica discuss their
properties at considerable length. The uses to which they put
sweet almonds are essentially the same as with us. Almonds
are chiefly cultivated in the districts of Yezd and Kirman in
Persia and the more temperate parts of Afghanistan.
The author of the Malchzan-el-adwiija mentions two kinds

of sweet almond, the thick-shelled and the thin or Kaghazi
{Amandes des dames or Amandes SuUanes, Ft:). He describes
the method of extracting the perfumes of flowers by means of
almonds placed in contact with them, and
being afterwards expressed retains the perfume. He also
notices the use of the burnt shells as tooth powder, and of
the unripe fruit {Chugala} as an astringent application to
the gums ^and^ mouth. Bitter 'almonds {Louz-el-murr) are

detergent

;

say

Maho
they are recommended both internally and externally for a
variety of purposes.

vinegar
Tised to relieve neuralgic pains ; as a collyrium, to strengthen
the sight

;
m emulsion with starch and peppermint, to^allay

cough. They are also considered to be lithoutrlptic and diu-
retic, and of use for removing obstructions of the liver and
spleen

;
applied to the head they kill lice ; as a suppository they

relieve pain in difficult menstruation
j as a poultice they are a

valuable application to irritable sores and skin eruptions. The
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root of the tree is described as discutient and alterative ; it is

used both internally and externally. The gum with that of

the plum tree^ known in Bombay as '*^ Badami gond/^ is one
kind of Hog gum or Gum Bassora of European commerce^
and is used in the East as a cheap substitute for more soluble

gums. The oil of almonds is not an article of commerce in

India.

Description, &C.—For a description ofthe fruit we may
refer the reader to standard botanical works. Persian almonds

are inferior in appearance to Jordan almonds; they may be
classed with those known in London as Valencia and Sicily-

Almonds should have a perfectly bland, sweet, nutty flavour

when the outer brown skin has been removed. They contain

no starch ; the skin is astringent from the presence of tannic

matter. Bitter almonds, except in taste, have the same phy-

sical characters as sweet almonds.

Chemical composition.—The following represents the mean
proximate composition of almonds from analyses by Fleury,

Eonigr and Kranch

:

erWat
Nitrogenous matter % • •

» • » « « « • ««Fat

Non^nitrogenous extractive

Cellulose

Ash
• • t

• • « « • 1

5"39 per cent,

24-18

63-68

7- 23

6-56

2-96

39

39

99

99

Whe
cent, of nitrogen. Fleurj found ttat tlie total amount of sugar,

dextrin and mucilage was 6*29 per cent, the last mentioned

constituent being present in very small amount. Almond oil

is more thickly fluid than poppy seed oil, but more thinly

fluid than olive oil, it is clear and odourless, pale yellow in

colour, and possesses a very agreeable mild taste. At —1 0.

the oil becomes thick, at— 16° C it assumes a white turbidity,

and at — 20° 0. it solidifies to a white butter. At 20° C. it

has a specific gravity of O'Ol 7 and at 1 5" C. 0-919. Exposed

to air the oil readily turns rancid, and acquires a disagreeable
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taste and odourj and a higher specijSc gravity. Accordiag to

Allen almond oil consists chiefly of triolein^ more or less tripal-

mitin, and probably its homologues being also present ; it is also

stated to contain traces of chplesterin, and to be thus distin-

guished from poppy, sesame, rape and olive oil. By pressure

sweet almonds yield on an average 45 per cent, of oil, and bitter

almonds 38 per cent. {Brannt,) "

Bitter almonds contain a glucoside called Amygdalirij C^^

H'^^ NO^ ^, and a neutral principle called emulsin or synaptost

also a constituent of sweet almonds—-which possesses the power
of acting as a ferment on the amygdalin in the presence of water,

converting it into benzoic aldehyde (oil of bitter almonds),

hydrocyanic acid and glucose. By boiling, however, the hydro-

lytic power of emulsin is destroyed. The presence ofamygdalin

is not confined solely to bitter almonds, it is present also to a

small extent in sweet almonds, and in many plants, chiefly

belonging to the Amygdalacete, Drupacese and Pomacese : bitter

almonds contain 2*8 to 4 per cent.; peach kernels 2'35 per

cent. ; cherry kernels '82 per cent.; plum kernels -96 per cent- j

and apple pips -6 per cent, Amygdalin also occurs in other parts

of these plants; also in the leaves of the Gerasus Laitrocerasus ;

in the bark, flowers, and leaves of the Frumis Padus ; in the

seeds and bark of . Sorhus Aucuparia^ in the hawthorn, &c.

All these portions of the plants yi^^ld oil of bitter almonds,

containing hydrocyanic acid on distillation with water. The

shrubby members of the 8pircea family yield a distillate which

contains hydrocyanic acid, but it has not been decided whether

the hydrocyanic acid thus yielded is derived from amygdalin*.

Similar remark also apply to the hydrocyanic acid present in the

sap of the bitter cassava, from which arrowroot is prepared : in

the Chardenia eranthemoides, in the fruit of the Ximmia
americanay in Ipomma dissecta and Agariciis oreades, while the

seeds of the Vicia sativa, which do not contain amygdalin
yield both benzoic aldehyde and hydrocyanic acid, benzoic
aldehyde being also found in the germinating seeds of cress.

W
Lut Moriggia and Ossi assert that the principle exerts a
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poisonous action^ even in tlie absence of emulsin, especially on

graminivora. {Ber. Deutsche Chem. Ges. IX. 198.) being also

found in the germinating seeds of cress. Benzoic aldehyde or

oil of bitter almonds is prepared on the large scale by distilling

with water the residue of bitter almond cake left after expres-

sion of the fixed oil, the yield being '9 per cent, on the pressed

residue, while on the largo scale the amount is "74 to 1-67 per

cent., or '42 to '95 parts per 100 of unpressed bitter almonds,

the variations in yield being attributed chiefly to the varying

amount of amygdalin present! The cimde oil of bitter almonds

contains, according to Brannt, 13 per cent, of anhydrous

hydrocyanic acid. When pure it is colourless, and has a

specific gravity at 15° C. of 1-0430. For farther particulars

regarding the chemistry of the principles present in bitter

almonds. Watt's Dictionary of

Chemistry, 2nd Edition, and to Koscoe and Schorlemmer'a

Treatise on Organic Chemistry, from which sources the greater

part of our information has been abstracted.

' Commerce.—Almonds are imported into Bombay from tlie

Persian Gulf in large quantities (16,000 to 20,000 cwts. an-

nually). Value, AbushahH, Rs. 4 per Surat maund of 37^ lbs,;

Kagbazl (thin shelled), Rs. 12; Buuderi, of handsome appear-

ance but having small kernels, Rs. 3| ; Asmani, Rs. 3f.

Almonds are also largely imported into India from Cabul.

lu addition to bitter almonds, the natives of the East use tho

followino' druo-s which yield hydrocyanic acid:

Prunus Mahalib, lAnn., Gavala or Gahula [Indian),

Mahalib {Arah.\ Paiwand-i-miryam (Pers.), anative of Central

Asia and Europe, and the Quenot or Malague of the French.

The kernels.

Prunus Pudum, EoxK, Padma-kashtha {hid.), a native

of Central Asia. The bark.

Prunus Sp. ? Alubalu {Tnd.). The stones.

The first drug consists of small almonds of a pale buff colour,

the skin is thin and marked with longitudinal veins; amongst

them a few entire stones may be found, these have very fragile
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shells of a pointed oval sliape^ about -^0 of an inch long

and r% broad, Tlie almonds when chewed have a strong

flavour of hydrocyanic acid ; they are the v^^=^ (Mahalib) of the

Arabian physicians.

The second drug consists of the .smaller branches of the tree,

usually I of an inch or less in diameter, but sometimes

much larger, the bark of which evidently contains amygdalin.

It is described as cooling and tonic.

The third drug has exactly the appearance ofcommon cherry

stoneSj the kernels of which contain the elements of hydrocyanic

acid. It is the K^pia-ia of the Greeks and the cr^^^O-'^ ( Alu-bd-

ali) of Mahometan writers on Materia Medica^ Alubalu being

an Indian corruption of the name* Mahometan physicians

describe these drugs as strengtheners of the nervous system,

and antilithics.

PRUNUS INSITITIA, Suds. var. bokariensis.

The Bokhara plum (Eng.).

Hab,—Central Asia. The dried fruit.

Vernacular.—AIu-bokhara(Zn(^.)j Alpogada-pazham (Tam.)^

Alpoguda-pandlu {TeL).

Description, Uses, &C.—The Bokhara plum in a dry

state is commonly met with in Indian bazars^ being used much
as prunes are with us iu Europe. It may be considered the

officinal prune of India, and may be made use of in the prepa-

ration of confection of Senna, and for any other purpose to

which prunes are applicable. The author of the Makhzan-el-

adwiya,"^ after noticing several kinds of plum which are

common in Persia and the neighbouring countries, goes on to

say that for medicinal purposes the amber-coloured Bokhara

plum is to be preferred. He describes it as sub-acid, cold and

moist, digestive and aperient, especially when taken on an

empty stomach, useful in bilious states of the system and heat

of body. The root, he says, is astringent, and the gum a

substitute for Gum Arabic, and often called Persian gum

Conf. Makhzan^ article ^^^1

^.
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. He also notices the wild pliim (probably P. spmosa), and says

that a kind of dry cake is prepared from the pulp, and used

medicinally on account of its acid and astringent qualities j and

an astringent kind of plam from Damascus which the Turks

call Fakumilas, evidently a corruption of the Greek KOKKvixi]\ea^

see Dioscorides (i., 142) and Theophrastus (H. P. IV. 2, 10),who

. describe prunes as coming from Damascus. Pliny mentions

twelve kinds of plam (15, 12), and also notices the medicinal

.use of the leaves as an astringent and the fruit as an aperient.

(23, 66.)

The Bokhara plum as met with in commerce is about the

size and shape of the dry prune of Europe, but of a lighter

colour, the skin having been removed ; it is very acid, but on

the addition of a little sugar the taste is agreeable and refresh-

inor. Prunes contain free mahc acid, sugar, and albuminoid

and pectic- substances; what the supposed laxative principle la

has not been determined.

Chemical composiiion.—The dried Bokhara plum as sold in

the bazars, deprived of seeds, has the following percentage

composition :

Moisture in vacuo over sulphuric

acid , 6-24 percent.

Ash

Extractive matter soluble in boiling

3-39
}}

water .' 74-10 Jf

' AsTi in extractive matter 4*58 ,,
r

Principles precipitated by absolute

alcohoh from aqueous extract ... 12-68 „

Ash in absolute alcohol precipitate. '226 „
a- aSaccharine matter possessing

reducing action on alkaline

copper solution, without previous

ebullition with acids 44-63 „

Total free and combined citric

acid
3-05 9f

Total free and combined malic -

acid
1-98 9t

73
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The total alkalinity of the ash expressed as KHO was

equal to 61' 76 per cent, calculated on the ash : the alkalinity

of the aqueous extractive ash calculated in a similar manner

being equal to 44'44 per cent, of KHO, The total free acidity

of the fruit expressed as Na HO was equivalent to" 3* 80 per cent.
i *

Commerce.—The imports of Alu Bokhara into India are

considerable^ as it is much used as an article of diet. Value,

Rs. 8 to 12 per Surat maundof 37^ lbs. The price varies with

the quantity in the market; there is but little difference in
w

quality. ,
'

am.HAGENIA ABYSSINICA, L
I

Fig.—Bentl._ and Trim, t. 102.

Hab.—Abyssinia. The flowers.

Vernacular,—Kassu {Giiz.)

History, Uses, &C.—This drug appears not to have

been known in India until within the last quarter of a century,

when a demand for it in Europe having sprung up, it began to

be imported into Bombay from Abyssinia via Aden. The use

of the flowers as an anthelmintic by the Abyssinians was first

made known by Bruce in 1773. In 1811 the plant was de-

scribed by Lamarck, who named it Hagenia, in honour of Dr.

Hagen of Konigsberg. The name of Brayera, which it also

bears, was given it in honour of Brayer, a French physician

of Constantinople, who wrote a pamphlet upon its use as an

anthelmintic. In 1850 it was introduced into Europe, aud in

18G4 it became official in the British PharmacopcBia. At the

an
appears to be very little demand for the drug in Europe. M.
W, Schimper, Governor of Adoa, in an excellent article upon
Cousso, mentions several other vermifuges used by the Abys-
sinians

—

viz.^ Eabbi-tchogo, bulbs of Oxalis anthelmintica

;

Habbi-tsalim, /a^wmmm /or2*6'zmcZtm; BolhiM, Celosia ado-

en-sis ;Musenna or Musena, hark of Alhizzta anthelmintica,

from which M. Thiol has extracted Museuino ; Saoria, seed of
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Maesa ;picta or lanceolata ; Angogo or Ogkert, Silene macro-

solenj Tatze or Zareh^ fruit o^ Myrsine africana.

Kousso has been employed from time immemorial in Abys-

.
sinia "for the expulsion of tape-worms, which there prevail

extensively. But it is stated by Johnson that its operation

is so severe that it often produces miscarriages, and even

death, in pregnant women. In Europe it is said sometimes

to have occasioned severe colic, but generally its operation is

not distressiug, and consists only of slight nausea, followed by

feculent and then by liquid stools. According to Arena, these

differences depend upon an alteration which the resin undergoes

by time. Of all the remedies for tape-worm {Tcenia solium, T.

iothriocepkalus) none is more efficient or certain, provided

. that the flowers, are fresh, but they deteriorate rapidly. The

parasite is generally discharged dead.

The Abyssinian mode of using it is thus described
:

^

An

infusion is made with water or beer, or the flowers are mixed

with honey to the amount of from 4 to 6 drachms, and the

whole is taken iii the morning, fasting, and no food is eaten

during the day. 'Generally, the worm is discharged m the

course of 24 hours without purging, pain, or colic This

description by Aubert and by Engleman, contradicts the one

given above. In Europe and in this country an infusion is

prepared with 2 drachms of the powdered drug in 4 fluid ounces

of boiling water, which, when cold, is drunk without having

been strained. Kraus recommends 25 Gm. (5vi) in lemonade

on an empty stomach, and followed an hour later by castor oil.

As its taste and smell are disagreeable, resembling somewhat

those of senna tea, it has been proposed to administer

powder in granules made with sugar -and swallowed with

some aromatic infusion. The following mode of preparing

the dose has been recommended : Treat by displacement
_,

the

drach

and 1 i ounces of boiling water. Express the liquid and make

an emulsion with it and the yolk of egg ; add 40
_

drops ot

sulphuric ether, sweeten, and flavour with oil of anise.
^1^^.^

emulsion should be taken, fasting, at one dose. In au cases
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the patient should fast the day before using the medicine.

•{Stille and Maisch,) -" '
^ .-

Description.—The panicles are ahout 12 inches long^-

much branched; axis and branches zigzag, hairy^ and glah-

dular^ each branch supported by a piliate sheathing bract;

flowers very numerous^ i to i inch broad, each, with two large

roundish membranou-s-veined bracts at the base, which are

green in the staminate flowers^ but become purplish-red in the

pistillate flowers; calyx shortly stalked;,^ top-shaped, hairy, and

with ten membranous and veined segments arranged in two

alternating whorls. The sepals of the outer whorl of the male

flowers are greenish-yellow, small, and nearly linear ; but in

the female flowers they' are finally about f inch long, and

much larger than the inner row of sepals, -and when fully

developed are obovate and of a red color. The five linear

petals are inconspicuous and much shorter than the inner

sepals, with which they alternate. Stamens between fifteen

and thirty, very gmall and shrivelled in the female flowers,

equalling the petals in the male flowers^ inserted in . the con-

tracted throat of the calyx. . Carpels two, or occasionally three,

distinct, enclosed in the calyx tube; styles projecting from the

tube; fruit a small membranous achene, pointed by the persis-

tent short'base of the style, and containing a straight fleshy

embryo with two plano-convex cotyledons.

Tlie female inflorescence being most 'frequently collected,

the commercial article should have a pale brownish-red hue,

and is often distinguished as red kousso. It is collected before
the fruit has ripened, and either the entire inflorescence is

dried loosely, or before quite dry a number of panicles are

formed into cylindrical rolls, measuring about 10 to 20 inches
in length, weighing about 4 to 8 ounces and tied by split

culms of Cypcnts articidaius ; the loose panicles are usually

much broken. The male inflorescence has in the dry state a

light greenish-brown colour, and is sometimes known as kousso-

esels. The odour of both varieties is not strong, but pleasant

and tea-like; tlie taste is gradually developed, mucilaginous,
bitterish, acrid^ and disagreeable. {Stille and MaisclK)
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Chemical composition.—According to Wittstein (1840),

tousso contains as principal constituents 6-25 per cent, of a

bitter acrid resin and 24-4 per cent, of tannin, consisting of
r

two kinds; he also^ obtained 15' 71 per cent, of asb and some

tasteless resin, besides tbe common constituents, cbloropbyll,

wax, sugar, and gum. The acrid I'esin appears to be the medi-

inc

kwosein, houssin, andl-osi?i. As prepared by Dr. C. Bedall (1872)

by. Pavesi's process, 'it was found to be an efficient tBenifage*

Kousso is repeatedly "treated with alcohol to which slaked lime

has been added ; the" residue. is boiled with water, the different

liquids mixed, filtered, and distilled, and the remaining liquid

treated with acetic acid, which separates about 8 per cent, of

koussia as a white flocculent precipitateV becoming denser and

resin-ilke and on drying yellowish or at a higher temperature

brown; in larger quantities it has a peculiar odour" of Russian

leather, a persistent bitter and acrid taste, and is of a distinct

crystalline appearance when viewed under the microscope. Dr.

E. Merck has subsequently farther purified it^ probably by

crystallizing it from boiling alcohol. Fluckiger and E. Bnry

(1874) describe it as forming yellow rhombic crystals, which

are readily soluble in benzol, bisulphide of carbon, chloroform

and ether, less freely in glacial acetic acid, sparingly in co d

alcohol, and are insoluble in water ; alkalies dissolve it readily

and acids precipitate it again; it fuses at 142° C. and congeals

to a transpa^rent yellow mass, which when touched with a trace

'of alcohol is converted into stellate tufts of crystals; its com-

position is C.3>H=sO'o, and it is probably an ether of isobutyric

acid. M. Liotard regards the active principle as an acid; it

combines with alkalies and oxide of lead." Prof. Buchheim

found this ^ure Jcosin to be very inferior in its anthelmintic

action. .
- - *

By distillation with water, kousso yields traces of valerianic

and acetic ^cids and a bttle solid volatile oil having the odour

of the drug and without-any t^nifuge properties. [Stdie and

Maisch.)
'

'
,

t
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ROSA DAMASCENA, Miller.
J n

J

.Fig.—Miller Laur. Bos, t 38. Damask Rose [Eng.)^ Rosier

de Damas {Fr. )

.

Hab.—Syria. Cultivated ia India, The petals^ stamens^

and essential oil--
'

Vernacular.—Galab-ke-pliul {Il%nd.)y Gulappu^ Irojappu

(Tam.y^ Gulap-phul (Be?igf.), Roja-puvou^ Gula-puvou {Tel.)y

Gulabi-huvou [Can)^ Gulapha-cha-pliula (.Mar*.), Gulab-nu-pliul

4

History, Uses, &C.—Roses are mentioned by the old-

est Greek writers, and among the ancients were sacred to

Dionysus and Aphrodite. Under the Romans one of the

principal Bacchic festivals was called ^Rosalia/ and roses were

used on all 'festive occasions. The famous rose gardens of

Midas were sit3uated in Macedonia, the modern Bulgaria, still

famous for the pi^oductiou of Otto of Roses. The Rose has

given rise to innumerable solar myths both in the East and in

the West, one of the prettiest being the well-known . story

of Gul'i-Bakawli. Dioscorides' mentions the astringent proper-

ties of rose petals, the use of their ash as a collyrium, and the

medicinal . use of the stamens. The Sanskrit names for

different kinds of roses appear to be modern, Satapattri

(centifolia) being the name- for B, damascena. The variety
L

known as the Bengal rose, (R.- involucrata) with a white

flower not unlike the English dog rose in appearance, is of

interest^ as its perfume is quite distinct from that of ordinary

roses, and is like that of the jargonelle pear, due probably to

the presence of amyl acetate.

' ' Pliny (21, 10,) describes twelve varieties of the Rose, and

(21, 72,) thirty-two remedies derived from them." 0nder the

name of Ward the following kinds of rose are noticed in Arabic

and Persian works :—White wild rose.Red wild rose. Red garden

rose, Yellow wild rose. Yellow garden rose, Dalik or Dog rose.

White cluster rose, and a wild rose called Ward-el-hamdl''y the

petals of which are described as yellow outside and red witLin.
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Of these tlie red garden Rose appears to be tlie B. damascena

which IS cultivated both in Persia and India for officipal par-

poses, and is the kind from which Bosewater and Oil of Rosea

are usually obtained. In India Rose buds are preferred for

medicinal use^ as they are 'more astringent than the expanded

flowers; they are considered to be cold and dry^ cephalic^ caj-

diacal, tonic and aperient^* removing bile and cold humours;

externally applied the petals are used as an astringent. Tho

stamens are thought to be hot, dry and astringent, and the

fruit is credited with similar properties. Notices of the fruit

of R. canina will be found in Arabic works under the name of

Dalik.. The Rose stamens (Tukm-i-gul or Rose-seed) of the

shops are supposed to be derived from this plant, but are

really those of B. damascena; the ancients also called the

stamens seed. Pliny says : "In the flower there is the seed as

distinguished from the filaments," and again, " As to the seed

of the rose the best is that which is of a saffron colour/' The

following preparations made with the petals of B. damascena

are used as medicaments ;

Duhn-.i-ward-i-khdm.—A. fatty oil made by exposing Eosg

leaves and sweet. oil- to the sun and tben filtering.

f

Dahn-i-ward-i-mathukh.—A similar preparation made by

heating the petals with sweet oil over the fire. Both of these

oils are considered to be deobstruent, astringent and aperient

;

they are also recommended in poisoning by caustic alkalies.

Gulkand.—k conserve made from equal parts of Rose petals.

and white sugar beaten together; it is considered tonic and

fattening, and is much used by women and old people.

Ibn Sina says that he cured a consumptive young woman

with it. To* this preparation CannaUs indica is sometimes

added in India.

Gidangah'm.—A similar preparation made with honey and

considered to have much the same properties.

"^For an aperient, thelried buds are boiledldUrd"ce, and ghi and sugar

are added.

t The ^68ivov tXaioP of the Greeks. Conf. Dios. i., 44.
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Guldh,—Rosewater is largely used in natire practice m
much the same way as orange flower water is by the-Frencli.

- -

Ouldb-Ua-attar.—Ofcto of Roses, having properties similar to

those of Rosewater, is made in Persia and India, but not m
sufficient quantity tO supply the Indian .market; a good deal

has therefore, to be imported from Turkey, Rosewater is

manufactured in Bengal and the Punjab, and a large quantity-

is impoi'ted from Persia, Au account of the preparation o£

Rosewater and otto at Ghazlpur in Bengal will be found in the

Bengal Dispensatory, It appears that the common native still

is used (this is simply a rough form of alembic without a con-

densing worm), and that one hundred thousand roses produce

about 100 bottles of Rosewater. Otto is only made in cold

weather. To obtain it the Rosewater is exposed to cold in shallow

vessels, a thin film forms upon the surface, and is removed with

a feather. One hundi'ed thousand roses are estimated to pro-

duce about 180 grains of otto. Otto is said to have been first

discovered in India by Nilr-i-Jehan Begum, A.D, 1 61 2. On the

occasion of her marriage with the Emperor Jehanglr, the

Queen is said to have observed a scum upon the surface of the

Rosewater with which the canals in the gardens of *the palace*

had been filled, and ordering it to be collected found it to have

a delicious fragrance. For an interesting history of otto and

its introduction into Europe the Pharmacographia may be

consulted. Colonel Polier (^1^. Res. z\, 332), who describes the

process of preparing otto in India, as conducted by himself,

says :
—

'^ The colour of the atfar in different years varies greatly

when obtained from roses grown on the same ground. Emerald-
green, bright yellow, or reddish attar is often seen. The
calys: may be left, as it does not affect the quality of the oil,

or impart any colour to it. The yield in the' most favourable

seasons is 3 drachms per 100 lbs. of rose leaves. '

Description.—R. damascena is a shrubby plant, witli

numerous unequal strong prickles, dilated at the base ; leaflets

5 to 7, ovate, stiffish ; flowrer-bad oblong, sepals deflexed after

he flowers have opened ; tube elongated, often dilated at the
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top; fruit ovate, pulpy; caljx and peduncles gl^ndulosely
hispid, viscous; colour of flower light red.

Chemical com2:)osition.—V\iTe oil of roses carefully distilled is

at first colourless, but quickly becomes yellowish. Its spe-
cific gravity at 22°'9 C. is '870 and its boiling point 228^-8 C,
it solidifies at ll^'l to lO^'l C, and is soluble in absolute
alcohol and in'' acetic acid. {Brannt,) Eose oil is a mh-
ture of a liquid constituent containing oxygen, and a hydrocar-
bon or stearopten, C^ H^", which is not altered by boiling with
alcoholic potash, and which is entirely destitute of odour. From
the Turkish oi] it may be obtained to the extent of 12 to 14 per
cent., in the German oil it is present to the extent of 32 to 34
per cent. The liquid portion of Rose oil has not yet been

obtained entirely free from the stearopten. To isolate the

stearopten, Messrs. Schimmel heated fifty grams of oil with 500
grams of 75 per cent, spirit to a temperature of 70^ to 80° C,
upon cooling, the stearopten separated almost entirely. It

was then removed from the liquid and treated similarly with

200 grams more of 75 per cent, spirit, and this operation

was repeated until the stearopten was obtained perfectly

odourless.

Rose oil, from which the stearopten has been removed in

the above described manner, is perfectly liquid at 0^ 0. ; but

when placed in a cooling mixture it solidifies to a gelatinous

mass, showing that it is not quite free from stearopten.

This liquid oil is described as having an extraordinarily fine

and powerful odour, and as presenting the advantage that

"when used dissolved in spirit it does not give rise to any

crystalline separation.

If cautiously melted by the warmth of the sun, the stearop- ^

ten forms on cooling microscopic crystals of very peculiar

shape. Most of them have the form of truncated hexahedral

pyramids, not however belonging to the rhombohcdric system,

as the angles are evidently not equal; many of them are oddly

curved, thus §. Examined under the polarizing microscope,

these cx-ystals from their refractive power make a brilliant

73
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object. (Messrs. Schimmel
8f Co.'s Ap'ilBerichty 1889j Phar-

macographia.)

Adulterations.—According to Brannt, the most usual and

reliable tests of the quality of Rose oil are : its odour, its con-

gealing point, and its crystallization. Much of the Persian

Rosewater is diluted with water in Bombav before it is sold.

Pare otto is hardly to be obtained; it undergoes adulteration

before it is shipped to Bombay, and on aiTival is still further

falsified by a large admixtux^e of Sandalwood oil, reducing its

value from Rs» 16 to Rs. 2 per tola. In the preparation of

adulterated otto in India sandalwood chips are added to the

roses in the still.

We have been unable to ascertain that otto is ever adulter-

ated with Rasa grass oil in India, nor do the dealers in the

latter article appear to know anything about its use in Turkey

for this purpose.

Oommerce,—-The Indian market is supplied with dry Roses

from all parts of the table land ; both bads and expanded flowers

arrive together, and are valued at about Rs. 4^ per Surat

maund of 37| lbs. The buds are separated and sold for Rs. 7

per maund. The expanded flowers are worth only -Rs. 3 per

maund, and are purchased for the preparation of Gulkand-

Rosewater, to the extent of 20,000 to 30,000 gallons annually,

is imported into Bombay from the Persian Gulf; two qualities

are met with, Yak-atishi (once distilled) and Du-atishi (twice

distilled). Value, Rs. 4 to Rs. 4| per carboy of 20 lbs.

Otto of Roses is imported from Persia and Turkey, and a

small quantity is made in India. In Bulgaria, which is the

chief seat of manufacture, it is packed in squat-shaped metal

1 to 10 lbs., sewn up in white woollen

cloths. Their contents are frequently transferred at Con-

stantinople into small gilded bottles for export. The value

of an average harvest is from |3,o00,000 to ^4,500,000.

(Brannt.)

flasks holding from
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PYRUS CYDONIA, Linn.
t

Fig.—Benth and Trim,, t 106, Quince tree {Eng,),

Coignassier commun {Ft.),

Hab.—Central Asia^ cultivated in all temperate climates.

The seeds.

Vernacular.—Bihi-daaah {Hind., Guz., Mar.), Shimai-ma-

dalaivirai {Tani.)^ Shima-dalima-vittulu {Tel.), Shime-dalimba-

bija {Can.). '

History, Uses, &C.—The quince was called by the

Greeks Ghrysomela and by the Romans Malum aureum; it

was sacred to Venas. Plutarch states that it was a popular

• custom for the bride to eat a quince before mounting the

nuptial couch. Virgil in his third Eclogue has an allusion

to this custom :

Malo me Galathea petit, lasciva puella,

Et fugit ad salicea.

Mattioli

Myth

MaJch

(Safarial)—the sweet, the sour and subacid, called in Arabic

Muzz.' The sweet and subacid quinces are commonly eaten as

a fruit by the Arabs and Persians, and are considered cephalic,

cardiacal and tonic ; they are also eaten baked. The leaves,

buds and bark of the tree are domestic remedies among the

Arabs on account of their astringent properties. In Persian

Karahddins (Pharmacopoeias), a number of receipts for makmg

conserves, lozenges, &c., of the fruit, as well as a conserve of

the flowers, will be found.* In India we only meet with the

seeds as an article of commerce. They are considered cold,

moist, and slightly astringent, and are one of the most popular

remedies in native practice, the mucilage being prescribed m

coughs and bowel complaints as a demulcent ;
externally it is

applied to scalds, burns and blisters.

Conf. Dioscorides v::^0. e/ ..<?. for Quince Wiae. Quince honey, &c.

KvSmvlTjjs olvos Km Kviwv6n(\t -,
ic.r.X. Pliny, 23, 54.
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Description.—The quince resembles a pear in shape and
size; when ripe it is of a golden yellow colour. The kind
commonly cultivated in Europe is sour and astringent, but has

an agreeable and aromatic smell. In Arabia and Persia sweet
edible quinces are grown, and are commonly oflFered for sale.

In structure the quince differs from the pear in having numer-
ous seeds in each cell, which cohere together by the mucila-

ginous membrane with which each seed is surrounded. The
seeds are irregularly ovoid, flattened and three-sided from
mutual pressure. At the lower end is the hilum, from which
the raphe extends as a straight ridge to the opposite extremity,

which is slightly beaked and marked with a scar indicating

the chalaza. The testa is of a dark brown colour, and encloses

two cotyledons and a straight radicle directed towards the

hilum. The kernel has the odour and taste of bitter almonds,
but the testa is simply mucilaginous.

According to the Pharmacogra^hia
the mucilage of the epidermis is present in sucb quantity that

the seed easily coagulates forty times its weight of water. By
complete exhaustion, the seeds afford about 20 per cent, of dry
mucilage, containing considerable quantities of calcium salts and
albuminous matter, of which it is not easily deprived. When
treated with nitric acid, it yields oxalic acid. After a sh.ort

treatment with strong sulphuric acid it is coloured blue by
iodine. ToUens and Kirchner (1874), assign to it the formula
CiaH^oQi*, regarding it as a compound of gum, C^^H^"
O^^ and cellulose, C^H'°05, less one molecule of water.
Quince mucilage has but little adhesive power, and is not
thickened by borax. That portion of it which is really in a
state of solution, and whicb may be separated by filtration, is

precipitable by metallic salts or by alcohol. The latter preci-

pitate after it has been dried is no longer dissolved by water
eitber cold or warm. Quince mucilage is, on the whole,
to be regarded as a soluble modification of cellulose.

Gans and Tellens show that quince mucilage yields furfur-

aldehyde on distillation with dilute sulphuric acid, indicatinS
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tlie presence of arabinose or xylose, but no crystalline carbo-

hydrate was isolated. The syrup contains no dextrose or.

galactose^ as neither saccharic nor mucic acid were formed on

oxidation. (Jburn. C/iem. /Soc, May 1889, p. 541.) Lancaster

{Am. J. Pharm,, xxxi., 198,) obtained 1*6 grm. of crystallized

malate of lead from the acid contained in 453 grms. of the

^ruit. Wohler {Anii. Pharm., 41, 239,) by distilling ripe quinces

with water, obtained a trace of an oily liquid possessing the

odour of the fruit, and whicli he considered to probably con-

tain senanthic ether. Artificial essence of quinces consists of

ethyl pelargonate. The seeds contain about 1 5 per cent, of

a very mild oil [Brannt), and according to Warnecke, yield

3-55 per cent, of ash, possessing the following percentage com-

position: Potash 27-09, soda 3-01, magnesia 13-01, lime 7-69,

pbosphoric acid 42-02, sulphuric acid 2'67, silica '75, peroxide

of iron 1'19, chloride of sodium 2-57. {Kensington.)

Commerce.—Quince seeds are imported into India from

Afghanistan, Persia, and Cashmere. Value, Rs. 10 to Rs. 25

per Surat maund of 37^ lbs., according to quality.

The imports from Cashmere are valued at Rs. 7,000 yearly.

Anchanchak or Anjukak.—Under these names the

seeds of the wild pear of Persia {Fyrus communis, Linn.,) are

sold in the Indian bazars ; they are much larger than those of

the cultivated tree. Aitchison' {Botany of the Afghan Delimi-

tation Commission) remarks : "In the Badghis I came upon a

small forest of Pear-trees, which I thought might have been

the remains of an old orchard, but I was informed that this

was not the case. The tree is well known as a wild one. It

is called amrucha from the small fruit it bears, this being a

diminutive for amrud. The fruit is dried, ground into a flour,

and mixed with ordinary wheat flour.'' The seeds are eaten

and are considered to be very strengthening.
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AGRIMONIA EUPATORIUM,i^-7in.

Fig.— Wallroih Beitr'dg. Bot. 1. 54^ t. 1, /. 9j Camh. in

Jacq. Voy. Bot. 55, t. 68. Agrimony {Eng.), Aigremoine

(Fr.).

Hab.—Temperate Himalayas^ Persia, Europe. The herb

and fruit.
r

Vernacular.—Shajrat-el-baraghis, Shaukat-el-muntineh

{Aral.)

History, Uses, &C.—This herb is the eWa^p.W of the

Greeks Dioscorides (iy., 39) describes it as having inverted

fruit, so rough and bristly that they adhere to the clothes

wlien ripe. The fruit and herb was used both externally and
internally as an aromatic astringent. Pliny (25, 29) says

:

**The Eupatoria also is a plant under royal patronage (Eupator

MithridateSj king of Pontus), the stem is ligneous, hairy, and

swarthy, a cubit or more in length. The leaves are arranged

at regular intervals and resemble those of cinquefoil (Poten-

tilla) or hemp ; they have five indentations at the edge, and
are swarthy like the stem and downy. The root is not used.

The seed taken in wine is a sovereign remedy for dysentery.'*

A. Eupatorium appears to have been known to the Western
Arabs under the names of Shajrat-el-baragith and^Shaukat-el-
muntineh, and latterly as Ghafith or Khafil. Ibn Sina and the

Eastern Arabs and Persians adopted a Persian plant' called

•^^ (Ghafat) as representing the Eupatorion of the Greeks,
and describe a plant having the foliage of Agrimony but with
a long dark-blue flower. This plant is still sold in the East
under the name of Ghafith or Ghafis, and is Gentiana OUvieri,

Griseb., which Aitchison observed growing in such profusion

on the sandy downs of the Badghis as to give a blue colouring

to them. It is called Gut kalli by the Persian peasants from its

being used to cure ^J^ (kalli) or ringworm of the scalp in

children. The Hindus do not appear to be acquainted with
the medicinal properties of Agrimony, but it is still used in

Europe as a popular astringent and stimulant in gargles for
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sore-throat and aa a wasli to sores. A^Yimony tea is used as

a domestic remedy for dyspeptic conditions with derangement

of the bowels, and also hot to induce perspiration in febrile

affections. According to Nicholson {Med. Times andGaz,, 1879,

p. 367)j Agrimony is an efficient t^niacide when given pounded

to a pulp^ and followed several hours afterwards by a dose of

jalap, and also an active diuretic and antiscorbutic. The

plant contains 4' 75 per cent, of tannin, a fragrant yellow

volatile oil, a bitter principle, and a* yellow colouring matter,

which has been used as a dye.

Bintafalun,—All Indian Mahometan works on Materia

Medica contain lengthy descriptions of the virtues of ci^LHj^

the iTevTd(f>vXKov or cinquefoil of the Greeks, which is generally

identified with Potentilla Tomentilla^ Sibth., a plant the roots

of which were formerly much used in medicine on account of

their astringent properties, and which the old physicians

considered to have a peculiar action upon the acidities of the

stomach and bowels, and to cleanse them from the slimy mucus

and sordes with which they were supposed to be loaded. The

drug is not obtainable in the bazars, but Dr. Stewart has

observed that the roots of P. nepalensis, Hook., are used as a

substitute for it in the Punjab, and Murray records the use of

p. supina, Linn., in Sind. P. nepalensis, like P. Tomentilla,

contains tannin and a red colouring matter.

COTONKASTERNUMMUhARlA^FiscJietMey.

Fig.

—

Trans. Lin. Soc, 2nd Ser. Botany, Vol Hit Pt. I.,

Th.

PI. IX.

Hab.—Persia. The manna.

Veriiacular.—S'iah-chob, Kashiru {Pers.).

khislit, Shirkhuslik {Pers.).

History, Uses, 5:C.—Mir Muhammad Husain remarks

in the Makhzan-el-adwiya that Shirkhisht or Shirkhushk

is not, a3 is generally stated, a honey dew which falls upon

certain trees in Khorasan j hut is an exudation from a tree
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Kash province, a small tree

witli yellow and white mottled wood, which is much valued

for making walking-sticks. The Persian name Shirkhushk sig-

niGes "dried milk." Aifcchison describes Cotoneaster as a tall

shrub or small tree common on all the hills of the Paropamisus
range, where there is moisture at 4,000 feet altitude. He says

the stems are esteemed for walking-sticks and for handles

to agricultural implements. From this shruL a manna called

Shirkhisht at a certain season of the year is collected, tt is

largely exported to Hindustan and Persia. {Trans. Lin. Soc-

2iid Ser. Botany, Vol. Hi., p. 64.) In India this manna is

generally confounded with Gazangabin or Tamarisk manna,
both kinds forming one commercial article which is sold under
the name of Shirkhisht or Gazangabin. The author of the

Makhzan describes the manna as readily melting in the mouth
with a sweet cool taste; when adulterated with barley flour,

as is sometimes the case, it is not whiolly soluble. He remarks
that tbe Christians obtain a similar substance from Italy in

large quantities, and that in India, in the districts of Behar,
Patna, and Bhagulpur, a substance something like manna is

prepared by beating the roots of a tree called in Hindi Katera
over the fire, so as to cause an exudation of juice from the cut

ends, whicb concretes like candy and has the properties of

manna. It is called in those parts EarMlu. Hakim Mir
Muhammad abul Hamid states that he has bimself used it as

manna.* Manna is munb va.lnprl in fTio V.^ah aa in or^/^ifion fo

* A sample of manna from an unknown botanical source, sent to Dr. G.
Watt from the Central Provinces, was in whitish masses with a stratified
crystalhne fracture, sweetish Co the taste with an odour of ordinary manna.
It was soluble m water with a slight opacity, and the solution was not
affected by iodine or lead acetate; it had a slight right-handed rotation on
polarized light (4-58°), and the reduction it caused in Fehling's solution
showed that It contained 584 per cent, of glucose. Ifc dissolved in cold
sulphuric acid with a red colour, and boiled with hydrochloric acid it afford-
ed a brown solution. Oxidized with nitric acid white crystals of mucic acid
were deposited. It began to fuse at 130° and melted at 140° in brown
globules. Dissolved m boiling water and the solution cooled, a crop of hard
white crystals separated. These crystals did not reduce Fehling, and their
solution bad no action on polarized light. They melted not below 160°.
Ihe mother liquor was very fermentable, abundantly reduced Fehling, and
w^s dextro-rotatory. The white crystals were not efflorescent, and resem-
bled manrnte, except that they were not so soluble in water
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its aperient properties, it is supposed to strengthen tlie liver,

stomach and intestines, and to counteract the hot humours

which are liable to be generated in those organs. It is also

valued as an expectorant*

Description.—Shirkhisht occtits in small yellowish-

white granules about the size of millet seed, mixed with the

small ovoid leaves of Cotoneaster. It readily dissolves in the

mouth, leaving a sweet cool taste.

Chemical composition .^M.^ Raby [Union PWwi., May 1889,

p. 201,) finds it to contain about 8'3 per cent of glucose, 4-1 per

cent of cane sugar, or an analagous sucrose, and about 50 per

cent, of a new sugar, which he proposes to call chirlchestite.

He separated it by removing the glucose and sucrose by fer-

mentation with beer yeast Chirkhestite has a composition

represented by the formula C^H^^O^ andappears to belong to

the mannite group; it is nearly related to sorbite, sorbite

melting a little below 100^ C. and chirkhestite at 112° 0.

Sorbite does not affect polarized light, but chirkhestite does,

although it appears doubtful whether or no this action is due

to impurities. Chirkhestite dissolves in less than half ita

weight of cold water. {Pharm. Journ., Jane Sth^ 1889.)

SAXIFHAGACE^v
r

SAXIFRAGA LIGULATA, Wall

'Pig.—-Hook. Exot. FL L, L 49 ; BoL Mag., t 3400

Hab.—Temperate Himalaya. The rhizome.

Vernaculat.

Pashaubhed, Pakhanbhed {Lid!an Bazars), Atia, Torongsingh,

{Khasla), Sohanpe-soah {Nipal).

History, Uses, &C.—Tho rhizome is a well-known

Indian drug, and is described by Sanskrit writers under tho

name of PashSna-bheda or "atone-breaker." It is supposed

dissolve gravel or stono in the bladder, and to act as a

[B.

to

74
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diuretic in doses of 15 grains. Ifc is also said to "be an antidote

to opium, to have tonic properties, and to be useful as an
astringent in diarrhoDa and pulmonary affections. Sometimes
it is applied externally as an astringent. In Sind it is rubbed
down with honey into a paste, which is applied to the gums of

children when teething ; if used freely in this way it may do
harm by confining the bowels too much.

Description.—The> rhizome occurs in pieces 1 to 2

inches long, and about half to one inch in diameter. The
external surface is brown, wrinkled and scaly, and bears nume-
rous scars of rootlets, and circular markings. The substance is

dense and hard, with a reddish colour. The rhizome appears
to have been cut up before drying. The red colour of the

sections is only external, as a fresh cut shows the interior to

be much lighter, or almost whito. Under the microscope there
are seen numerous conglomerate crystals and ovoid starch cells.

The taste is slightly astringent, and the odour similar to that
of tan, but more aromatic.

Chemical composition.—The ethereal extract of the finely

powdered rhizome was of a pale brown colour, somewhat crys-
tallme, and contained the peculiar odorous principle of the drug.
The aqueous solution of this extract gave inky mixtures with
ferric and ferrous salts, and precipitated gelatine solution.
The mixture of tannic and gallic acids was shaken up in solution
with pure ether, and the supernatant liquor afforded the gallic

acid in a pure condition, known by its reactions with strong
sulphuric acid and alkalies, and by mixing clear with gelatine.
Alcohol removed from the residue of this extract an odorous
body of soft fatty consistence, and the remainder of the extract
was a wax, melting about 48° C. The wax was
cold alcohol, but almost entirely dissolved on boiling, sepa-
rating into a mass of crystalline plates when cooled, not wholly
dissolved after prolonged boiling with alcoholic potash, not
soluble in cold or hot sulphuric acid ; in the latter it first

turned red, then melted and blackened; nitric acid decomposed
it intu a yellow brittle resin.

inso
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The alcoliolic extract of the powdered drug contained a large

quantity of a tannic acid, with some uncrystallizable sugar.

The tannic acid was soluble in hot water and reprecipitated on

cooling; its insolubility was prevented by adding ammonia

until the cold solution was neutral; neutral plumbic acetate

then removed the whole in the form of a reddish-brown sedi-

ment. The acid gave a blue-black solution with ferric salts^ a

precipitate with gelatine, and showed evidence of its glucosidal

nature- The acid was very similar to the gallo-tannic acid of

oak-galls. The resemblance is very close when comparing

their' lead salts : gallo-tannic acid leaves ^O'DO per cent, of

lead oxide, the tannic acid under examination left 50'45 per

cent, of oxid§ as the mean of two fairly concordant estimations.

The filtrate from the lead precipitate, after treatment with

hydrogen sulphide, was composed entirely of sugar' readily

reducino- Fehlino-'s solution, No alkaloids or mineral salts

were detected.

The aqueous extract contained gum, tannic acid, sugar and

a small amount of inorganic salts.

The treatment of the residual powder with a one per cent,

soda solution dissolved out some red colouring material and

metarabin. On adding acetic acid to the solution, it at once

pectinized ; this effect was produced also when ferric chloride,

iodine in potassium iodide, and sulphuric and hydrochloric

acids were added. The pectiuization was very remarkable.

As it would have required an enormous amount of spirit to

cause the precipitate to separate, its estimation would have

been attended by a great loss. In the following table, the

metarabin, albumen, &c., is the loss on the powdered drug sus-

tained in exhausting it with diluted soda. After prolonged

boiling with acid previous to the treatment with soda, the

pectinlzation of the metarabin did not take place when made

neutral with acid.

The calcium oxalate was dissolved out by means of five per

cent, hydrochloric acid. This salt was in the plant in the form

of conglomerate raphides, and its reduction to the form of
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carbonate when tie plant was burnt constituted the major
portion of the ash, which amounted to. 12-87 per cent.

The starch was estimated hy conversion into glucose by
boiling it with a 1 per cent, hydrochloric acid solution for four
hours, and titrating the resulting Uc^uor with Fehling'a copper
tartrate solution.

The table gives the quantity of the different constituents of
the rhizome of 8axifraga ligulata as far as they were identified
in tKe foregoing analysis :.

—

Wax and odorous principle......^....^. -92

Gafiic acid
•^•••s M7

Tannic acid .^..^. 14'2&
Glucose

•.t 5-60,

JMucMlage ....,..,.,,, 2^78
MetarabiQj albunienj.^ &c^ ^ ^. 7^5^
Starch

*.• I9'0a
Calcium oxalate- ,,^.. ll'^l
Mineral salts s-gQ
Sand 5&
Crude fibre 20'80
Moisture and loss..... .........^.... 11-61

100-00

DICHROA FEBRIFUGA, ZoHr.

Fig.*-T7aZi. PL As. Bar.^ I. 213; Boi. Mag., t 3046.

"^°^—'Himalaya, Khasia mountains, Java, China.
Vernacular.—Basak^Hind:}, Singnamook {Bhutan), Gehoka-

nak {Lepcha)^
ft

History, Uses, &.C.—A shrub nf t,Ti^ i..,r,n. hill
from 4,000 to, 8,000 feet. It was first brought to notice by
Loureiro (F/. Cochin. 301>, who says:~"It is febrifuge and
cures quotidian, tertian, and quartan fevers; if taken in the
crude state it usually causes vomiting, but if slowly stewed in
Wine nnfil fVio loff^^ T,«^ . -i -. _ _
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removes obstructions of the viscera. The natives use a decoc-

iaves

liquorice; it is not a very safe remedy for old and weak

people.

In Cochin-China it is called Cay^thuong^son and Cham-chau,

In Sikkim and Bhutan the root in the form of decoction is in

general use as. a febrifuge amongst the natives ; it first acts as

an emetic,, and is thus supposed indirectly to carry oS the fever.

It appears to have no active eflFects^ unless taken in large

quantity^ when it causes vomiting and depression of the circula-

tion.

Description.—The yellow bark of the branches peels

in flakes^ rally

India^ is of a light colour, soft and corky in structure and

almost tasteless. It occurs in the form of small chips, and has

a faint aromatic odour. If chewed it causes a sensation of

nausea. The external surface is fissured longitudinally, the

internal is smooth and rather waxy.

Chemical composition.—The ethei-eal extract of the root-bark

contains a crystalline glueoside allied to sesculin, which may be

termed Dichroin. It gives an opal blue colour with soda solu-

tion, and dissolves in sulphuric acid, showing a reddish colour

by transmitted light, and a fine mauve-blue by reflected light.

Bichromate of potassium with sulphuric acid forms an indigo-

drops

water. With
and precipitate. Most of the alkaloidal reagents precipitate it

in acid solution, but not when neutral. It gives a purplish

colour with ferric salts,, and a pink colour with ferroua

sulphate^

A second crystalline prmciple insoluble in water is also pre-

sent in this extract; it is soluble in alkaline liquids, and appears

to be a kind of wax. Diohroa root, differing from other plants

of the order, contains no tannin ; a small proportion of starch

exists in the bark.
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CEASSULACE^.

BRYOPHYLLUM CALYCINUM, Salisb

Fig.~Bot. Mag., t. 1409; Rook Bot, Mis.c., Hi., 100.

Hab.—Tropical India. The leaves.

KALANCHOE LACINIATA, BG.

Fig.—PZ. Grasses, «. 100; Wight Ic, 1158.

Hab.—Deccan Peninsula, Bengal.
_ r

Vernacular.—Hemsagar, Zakhmhyat [Hind, Bevg.), Parna-

bij, Ghaimari, Ghaipat, Aranmaran (Ifar,), Mala-kulli {Ta7n.)j

Kalnaru, Haradliaclicliaka (Ca7i.),

History, Uses, &c.

spathulata, DC,, a nati^

K

Ha
called in Sanskrit Asthibhakshaand Parua-vija or "leaf-seed/^

because their leaves when placed upon moist ground, take root

and produce young plants. The leaves slightly toasted are used

as a styptic application to wounds^ bruises, boils, and the bites

of venomous insects. Ainslie, speaking oiK. laciiiiata, says :
'' I

can myself speak of their good effects in cleaning ulcers and
allaying inflammation/' We have seen decidedly beneficial effect

follow their application to contused wounds ; swelling and dis-

coloration were prevented, and union of the cut parts took

place more rapidly tban it does under ordinary treatment.

The juice of the leaves is administered in doses of ^ to 1 tola

(45 to 180 grains) with double the quantity of melted butter
-H

in diarrhoea, dysentery, and cholera; it is also considered bene-

ficial in lithiasis. Corre and Lejanne {Mat. Med. et Tox. Colo-

niale) state that B. calycimim is called *' Herhe a mal de tele''

in the Antilles, and is used to cure headache, also that it is a

good emollient. They remark that it bears the popular name
of ^'Lannue de femme" parceque les feuilles separees do la tige.
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donnent naissance a des racines adventives et deviennent le

point de depart d'une vegetation qui ne s'arrete plus (par

allusion sans doute a la difficulte de r^frener la langue

des Creoles

!

'

Description,—B. calycinum is a tallj fleshy^ erect^ suf-

fruticose plant, having thick, ovate-crenated leaves, consisting

of one large leaflet and two smaller ones ; petiole and margin

of leaf purple ; blossom a terminal panicle of pendulous, tubular^

yellowisli-red jQowers; the leaves have a strongly acid and

astringent taste.

K. laciniata has decompound and pinnatifid leaves, the

segments oblongracute, coarsely toothed, upper ones nearly

entire ; sepals lanceolate-acuminate, spreading ; cyme panicled;

flowers yellow. K. sjoatJmlata has the lower leaves commonly

3 to 4 (sometimes 10) inches long besides the petiole; upper

leaves (with the petiole) often 3 to 4 inches long by i broad^

frequently sessile. Flowers clear yellow.

Chemical composition.—The fresh leaves of B. calycinum

contain in 100 parts:

—

Water... •

89J7
Organic matter • ••• S"72

Mineral matter • ••••• 1*51
_

They give up to alcohol chloropbyll, fat_, and an organic

acid of a yellow colour striking an olive green tint with ferric

chloride. Water extracts acid tartrate of potassium, sulphate

of calciuna and some free tartaric acid. Calcium oxalate occurs

in the residual fibrous portion of the leaves.

DROSEEACE^.

DROSERA PELTATA, Sm,

Hab Malay

chipelago. Peltate Sundew (Eyig.), Rossolis en bonclicr {Fr.).

History, Uses, &C.—The Sundews are s.mall herbaceous

«iar,fa rryi^xvin<T in £?rass land, aud are interestintr from the fact
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that their leaves have glandular hairs which close upon flies

and insects that rest upon them. Darwin has proved that

animal food is digested by these plants, and it increases their

vigour of growth, the weight of the plants themselves, and

makes them capable of producing more capsules and seeds.

They are bitter, acid and caustic, and applied to the skin cause
n

pain and inflammation. Their blistering propertieB are known
at Madura, and Madden has reported the same effects at

Kunawarj Stewartj however, inPunjab Plants was not acquainted

with these plants west of the Sutlej. The powdered leaves

mixed with salt and applied to the arm with a waterproof

covering produced a purplish red coloration, and after three

hours caused such pain that the poultice had to be removed.

On the fifth day inflammation set in and the skin became

most tender; on the eighth day it blistered without any incon-

venient symptoms, and on the ninth day the coloured skin

burst and was removable in a few hours afterwards. On the

Continent trials have been made with the alcoholic extract of

J). rotundifoUa in cases of phthisis with apparently favourable

results, while some physicians have remarked that it is too

acrid, drying and hot to be serviceable for internal use. Homeo-

paths consider that in pathogenic doses it causes a spasmodic

cough resembling pertussis. The Vytians use the Drosera

for reducing gold to powder. The plants are ground to a paste,

which is made to cover a sovereign and then enclosed in two small

pieces of an earthern pot cemented together with cloth and clay.

When dry the whole is placed in the centre of a pile of verat'

ties (dried cowdung) and thoroughly burnt. After cooling

the gold is found reduced to powder, and is given in grain doses

with ghee or some confection twice a day as an antisyphilitic,

alterative and tonic. Droseras are said to curdle milk, but a

cold infusion of this plant does not so act.

Description.

—

Drosera peltata is a delicate little plant, of

to 12 inches in height, with racemes

bearing white flowers

as

wood stain

lunate peltate.

The plants dried
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The powder of the freshly dried herb is dark olive green, and

has the odour of sour milk.

Chemical composition.—The iiried and powdered plants ex-

hausted with alcoliol afforded 26-3 per cent, of a deep red brittle

residue ; the portion of this extract insoluble in water consisted

of a crystallizable colouring matter associated with resinous

substances. By treatment of the powder directly with ether

the colouring matter was removed in a pure condition and in a

crystalline form of yellowish-brown prisms. These crystals

were slightly soluble in boiling water and acetic acid, and more

readily in strong alcohol, benzol, chloroform and ether. The

crystals melted above the boiling point of water, and heated on

platinum foil gave off green fumes, which condensed on a cool

surface as a yellow crystalline sublimate. The solution in

alkaline liquids was deep violet red, discharged by acids ;
and

a dye bath of the powder in which some silk was immersed

produced a fast rich brown tint. There can be little doubt

that this colouring matter is related to that obtained by Rennie

from the root of D. WhittaJceri growing in Australia. The result

of Ronnie's investigation was the separation and analysis of two

pigmentary principles of a crystalline nature.
^

The one less

soluble in alcohol had the formula C'«H^O^ which represents

a trihydroxymethylnaphthaquinone, and the other more soluble

had a lower melting point (164-165°) and an empirical formula

C"HS0*. The absorption spectrum of the alkaline solution

of the former body shows the violet, while that of the latter

shows only the red. The bhstering property appeared to reside

in a resin: The powdered herb left when ignited 1M3 per

cent, of reddish ash, containing much iron in the feme state.

HAMAMELIDEM.

LIQUIDAMBAR ORIENTALIS, Miller.

Yig.—Bentl and Trim., t. 107. Liquid Storax {Eng.),

Styrax liquide [Fr.).

Hab.—Asia. The balsam.
J

75
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Vernacular—Silaras {Ind), Neri-arislaipp^l (Tarn.), Stila-

rasam {TeL),
p

H

History, Uses, &C.—Liquid storax is prepared in the

South Western Districts of Asia Minor by boiling the inner

bark of the tree in water and pressing it j a superior kind is

said to be obtained by simply pressing the bark before it is

boiled. We learn from the author of the Periplus of the

Erythrean Sea that as long ago as the first century storax was

exported via tlie Red Sea to India.

About tbis time Silbaka (Silaras) is mentioned as one of tbe

imports at tbe port of Tbana on tbe Western Coast. It was

carried first to tbis country and afterwards to Cbina by Arab

traders in tbe same manner as myrrh, olibanum, and otber

odoriferous drugs. Upon tbe decline of tbe port of Tbana tbe

trade was transferred to Surat, tben to Goa^ and afterwards to

Bombay, wbere it still continues, tbe imports averaging from

350 to 360 cwfcs. yearly. In tbe trade statistics of tbe early

European traders it is called Rosa Mallas and Rosa Malloes, a

name wbicb it still retains, and tbe origin of which is doubtful,

tbougb some suppose it to be identical with Rasamala, tbe

Malay name for Altingia exceha. That tbe latter supposition

is incorrect we think there can be little doubt, as the only

Rose malloos known in Bombay is that imported from Europe.

Tbe following extracts will, we think, show that tbe name is of

European origin, and has been applied to Liquid Storax incor-

rectly through a confusion of that substance with tbe Honey

dew or Manna collected from trees, the ipoo-uficXi of tbe Greeks

and tbe Ros melleus of tbe tbe Middle Ages. Galen, speaking

of bpoao^tXi says:—''I have sometimes known in summer a

large quantity of honey to be found upon the leaves of trees,

shrubs and certain herbs

Ibn Baitar, on tbe authority of Hubaish, says :
— '' Rasimilius

is a substance which falls upon trees in Khorasan; it is useful

in fevers, it moistens the chest, is detergent, &c/' The author

of tbe Makhzan says :
—" RasimiHus is a Greek name for a kind

of incense called in Arabic j^Jt e;^^ (Dukhan-el-daru), and

jj
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in Hindi %th ^fPT { Ast loban) or Western Frankincense." In
another place, speaking of Daru, he says that the Greek name
is Fazukus (fvyoy) ?

According to Abu Hanffeli ''jj^ {Liqtddamhar orientalis)

is of the trees of tlie mountains^ and is like the great oak.

Laving clusters (of berries) like those of the oak, but its ber-

ries are larger; its leaves are cooked, and when thoroughly

cooked, are cleared away and the water thereof is returned to

the fire, and coagulates, becoming like ' Kubaita ' (a kind of

sweetmeat), and is used medicinally us a remedy for roughness

of the chest, and for pain of the fauces.'^ The author of the

Tuhfat-ol-Muminin says :

—

"jj^ Dard or Zaril is the name of an

Arabian tree like the oak ; its fruit is like that of the ^^ Butm
(Pistacia Terehinthus) ^ but its seeds are larger; the gum of this

tree is storax {Eassi luhm), and has already been noticed.

The wood, leaves and fruit are hot and dry, and a decoc-
y

tion with sugar, when brought to the consistence of a syrup

by boiliug, is used for roughness of the throat and cough.

The oil of the seeds is odoriferous and. dissolves phlegmatic

humours ; it is useful in dyspepsia, and in the scabby eruptions

of animals/' In India it is always called Silaras, and is

noticed in Sanskrit works as Silhaka, and described as a

product of Turkey. The Hindus use it chiefly for perfuming

medicinal oils, but are aware of its pectoral qualities, and

occasionally prescribe it. In modern Arabic and Persian

works Liquid Storax is called Meahsayelah and Lubni, and is

described as the gum or juice of a tree resembling the quince.

Three kinds are generally mentioned—viz., 1^^, that which

exudes naturally; 2riJ, that which is obtained by pressing the

bark, and 3ri, that which is obtained by boiling it. These

three kinds, however, are not at the present time distinguished

in commerce in Bombay,, though the article may vary in

quality considerably. Storax is considered by the Mahome-

tans to be tonic, resolvent, suppurative, and astringent ; it is

prescribed as a pectoral, and is thought to strengthen all the

viscera; applied externally it is supposed to have a similar

action upon the parts with which it cornea in contact. It is
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a favourite application to swellings, and in India is much nsed

in orchitis, the inflamed part being smeared with it and then

bound up tight in tobacco leaves. The Burmese Storax noticed

in the Pharmacopa'ia of India is uot known in India. Much
interesting information regarding the history and sources of

Storax may be found in the Pharmacographia,

Description.—We have examined the liquid storax of the

Bombay market, and find that it agrees with the description

of the drug given by Fliickiger and Hanbury, which is as

follows:— ^' It is a soft viscid resin^ usually of the consistence of

honey, heavier than Avater, opaque and greyish brown. It always

contains water, which by long standing rises to the surface.

• In one sample that had been kept more than 20 years, the

resin at the bottom of the bottle formed a transparent layer of

a pale golden broAvn, When liquid storax is heated, it becomes,

by the loss of water, dark brown and transparent, the solid

impurities settling to the bottom. Spread out in a "very thin

layer it partially dries, but does not wholly lose its stickiness.

When free from water (which reddens liti^ns) it dissolves in

alcohol, spirit of wine, chloroform, ether, glacial acetic acid,

bisulphide of carbou, and most of the essential oils, but not in

the most volatile part of petroleum (petroleum ether)." It

has a pleasant balsamic smell, especially after it has been long

keptj when recent, it is contaminated with an odour of

bitumen or naphthalin, that is far from agreeable. Its taste is

sharply pungent, burning and aromatic.

When

ed
less, transparent liquid, besides which large drops of a mobile
watery liquid may be distinguished. In polarized light, nume-
rous minute crystalline fragments with a few larger tubular
crystals are obvious. But when thin layers of the resin are
left on the object-glass in a warm place, feathery or spicular
crystals (styracin) shoot out on the edge of the clear liquid,
while iu the large, shari)ly^defined drops above mentioned,
rectangulur tables find short prisms (cinnamic acid) make
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tlieir appearauce. On applying more warmth after tte water
is evaporated, all the substances unite into a transparent, dark
brown, thick liquid, which exhibits no crystalline structure on
cooling, or only after a very long time. Among the fragments
of the bark occurring in the crude resin, liber fibres are fre-

quently observable.

Cliemicul composition,—E. Simon (1839) obtained from this

balsam styrol, cinuarnic acid, styracin, and two resins. In
addition to these, W, von Miller (1876-?/) found a little ben-

zoic acid, cinnamic ethyl, and a fragrant compound melting at

65° C, probably ethyl vanillin; in larger proportion were
found the alcohol storesin in two modifications—the cinnamic

ether of this alcohol and cinnamate of phenylpropyl. Styrol

or cinnamene has the composition C^H^^ and is obtained by
distilling storas: with water. The yield is very variable. Ifc

is a colourless, thin liquid, vpry refractive to light_, and of a

very fragrant odour and burning taste. It has been artificially

obtained by heating acetylene gas, and from ethyl-benzol bro-
* mide by heating it with baryta. Its specific gravity is 0'924^

and it boils at 146^ C; but when heated to 200^ C. it is rapidly

converted into a polymeric compound^ metacinnamene^ which

is a colourless, amorphous, tough solid of the specific gravity

]'054, insoluble in alcohol and ether, and reconverted into

styrol svhen distilled. Cinnamic acid may be obtained by

treating storax with a solution of sodium carbonate and pre-

cipitating the acid by means of hydrochloric acid. The ethers

are obtained from storax previously deprived of cinnamic acid'

by treating it with hot petroleum benziu, on the cooling of

which white or colourless needles are deposited which

require repeated treatment with hot benzin, Styracin melts

at 38° 0., and after prolonged heating congeals to a transparent

mass, in which crystals are formed very slowly. It is styryl

[cinnamyl) cinnamate, C^H^C^H^O^^, and when in alcoholic

solution treated with caustic soda, or when heated with an

aqueous solution of soda, is converted into cinnamate of sodium

and cmnam-alcoholj also known as styryl alcohol and styron^

C^H"^0. This crvstallizes in colourless silky needles, has au
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agreeable hyacintHne odour, melt3 at 33° 0., and boils at 250
C. Styraci'n and cinnamic acid yield with oxidizing agents
oil of bitter almonds and benzoic acid, and when styrol is

treated with chromic acid and then boiled with water, benzoic
acid is obtained. After saponifying storax with an alkali^ and
subjecting the alcohols to fractional distillation, Laubenheimer
(1872) obtained a distillate having the properties of benzyl

alcohol; this is a colourless liquid of a weak but fragrant odour
having the specific gi-avity 1-06 and the composition CH^O.
Storesin, C^^H^^O^, is amorphous, melts ac 168° 0. {/3 storesin

at 145° C), and dissolves readily in alcohol, ether, petroleum,

benzin, and potassa, forming with the latter a crystalline

compound. Mylius (1882) prepared styrogenin, C^'''H*°0',

from that portion of storax which is soluble in boiling benzin

;

after treating it with an equal weight of sulphuric acid, boiling

with water, and washing with ether, white crystals are left

•which are easily soluble in chloroform, melt at 350° C, dissolve

in cold sulphuric acid, being reprecipitated by water, and yield

with warm sulphuric acid a yellowish-red solution, which with

water precipitates uncrystallizable resin. (8tilU and Maisch.J

Commerce.—The imports of this article into Bombay in 1881-

82 amounted to 363 cwts. from the Eed Sea ports. Value,
Es. 16,154. In India it is often adulterated with coal tar.

Under the name of Usturak {arvpai)^ a bark is sometimes
found in the Indian drug shops ; it is said to be imported
from Turkey, and occurs in half quills several inches long, of
a light brown colour, the external surface soft and corky, but
the inner portion resinous and aromatic ; it is probably the
bark of Storax offidnaUs, Linn,, the tree which produced the
storax of the ancients. {Cf. Pliny xii. 55.)

EHIZOPHOEE^.
These are maritime trees or shrubs popularly called Man-

groves. Br. Wilham Hamilton has published an interesting
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account of them in the PharmaceuticalJournal, from which we
extract the following

:

*

"In the economy of Nature the Mangrove performs a most

important part^ wresting annually fresh portions of the laud

from the dominion of the ocean, and adding them to the

domain of man. This is effected in a t^vofold manner : by the

progressive advance of their roots, and by the aerial germina-

tion of their seeds, which drop into the water with their roots
ri

ready prepared to take possession of the mud, in advance of

their parent stems. The progression by means of the roots is

effected by fresh roots, which issue from the trunk at some

distance above the surface of the water, and arching down-

wards penetrate the mud, establishing themselves as fresh

plants. Mangrove bogs are certain indicators of a malarious

locality, inasmuch as they prevent the escape of unhealthy

miasmata. ''

Rheede {Hort. Mai vl, tL 33, 34, 35,) figures Bruguiera

caryophylloides, Rhizophora mucronata, and

Kandelia Rheedii, and mentions their medicinal use on

account of the astringency of their juices. All of these plants

are known as Kandel in Malabar, the Portuguese call them .

Salgeira, and the Dutch Runboom. They contain abundance

of tannin, and are used in India by tanners. With salts of

copper andiron they yield olive-brown, rust and slate-coloured

tints, and are consequently employed in dyeing.

-*
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS,

"A valuable publication/'

—

Madras Mail.

*^ It is worthy of very high praise and goes far to provide, as regards

medicinal plants, a standard work."

—

Madi*as Times*

'*The work before us promises to supply as complete a history of

Indian drugs'as the wwld has need oiP— Chemist and Druggist.

" The 'Pharmacographia Indica, * judj^ing from the first number,

will prove to be a work of great utility and a standard reference about

the matters it treats."

—

Times of India.

a We
thoroughly interesting and reliable Information, and its authors for

their persistent industry and patient research/'

—

Pharmaceutical Re-

cord,

'^To those who are interested in the Materia Medica of India, we
^

advise them to obtain ^Pharmacographia Indica,* as being a reliable

source of reference on the subject/'

—

hidian Medical Gazette.

"It is scarcely necessary to state that the literature on each subject

has been fully made use of, and that the authors' intimate familiarity

with the drugs has enabled them to give of each as full and detailed f\n

account as its importance or presumed value seemed to demand. There

is no doubt that the numerous remaining drugs of India will receive

the same thorough attention, and we may then expect to have a stand-

ard work on Indian Materia Medica, and an authority on all subjects

relating thereto. We look forward, with a great deal of interest, to

the appearance of the remaining parts of the work, of which we shall

dulv apprise our readers,"

—

American Jonrn Phorm.

Wird das Wcrk so durchgefilhrt, wie dicse erste Lieferung zeigt, so

erhalt Britisch-Indicn ein nicht nur fiir Mcdizin und Pharmacie, son-

dern anch fiir weitere Kreise in- und ausserhalb jcner Lander sehr

werthvolles Uandbuch, welches auch nicht vorfelilen wird, Anregung

nach mancher Richtung bin zu vcrbreiten. Dcun jedcr Ijlick auf die
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in „ Pharmacographia ^^ indica abgeliandelten Pflanzon zeigt, welches

unabsehbare Feld wissenschaftlicher und praktischer Aqfgaben hier

vor mis liegt. Mpge es niclit an tbatkraftigen Forschern fehlen,

welche sich dasjenige zu Nutze maclien, w:»s die drei Verfasser hief

schon in so grosser Fiille bieten.

—

Pharm. Zeitung,
w

" We can most heartily commend it to the attention of all interested

in the Medical art, not only because it contains much of great interest

;

but as a duty of co-operation, since a ' Pharmacographla * of India

can only be written by a liberal system of contribution and revi-

sion."- Englishman,
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